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-21.

The defendants to the counterclaim, The Catalyst Capital Group Inc. (“Catalyst”),
Callidus Capital Corporation (“Callidus”), Newton Glassman (“Glassman”),
Gabriel De Alba (“De Alba”) and James Riley (“Riley”) (collectively, the “Catalyst
Defendants”), deny all of the allegations contained in the Fourth Fresh as
Amended Statement of Defence and Counterclaim (the “Counterclaim”) of West
Face Capital Inc. (“West Face”) and Gregory Boland (“Boland”) dated October 1,
2019, save and except those allegations expressly admitted herein.

Overview
2.

West Face and Boland have advanced this Counterclaim as a tactical move in
response to the Statement of Claim (the “Claim”) with the intent of avoiding and
obfuscating the issues raised in the Claim. The Claim addresses serious
allegations of market distortion and the use of short-selling to wreak havoc on the
capital markets in particular in relation to Callidus.

3.

The Counterclaim is nothing more than a smokescreen: it is an improper attempt
by West Face and Boland to distract the market from West Face’s poor fund
management and deteriorating financial performance, to divert attention from the
merits of Catalyst’s and Callidus’s claim, to shield West Face’s and Boland’s
improper conduct from scrutiny by the courts, and to unduly limit the Catalyst
Defendants from expressing themselves on matters of public interest.

4.

The Catalyst Defendants have neither defamed nor conspired to defame West
Face or Boland, nor have they participated in any systematic “Campaign” to harm
West Face and Boland, as alleged. Indeed, most of the statements complained of

-3by West Face and Boland were neither made nor published by the Catalyst
Defendants.
5.

The Catalyst Defendants plead and rely upon the defences of fair comment,
qualified privilege, public interest responsible communication, and as regards to
certain statements complained about, the defence of justification.

6.

West Face and Boland have not suffered any harm or damages as a result of any
alleged wrongful conduct on the part of the Catalyst Defendants. Any loss of
investments or investor confidence, any inability to attract investors or raise
investment funds, or any failure to retain or hire employees that West Face and
Boland complain of in the Counterclaim, are directly attributable to West Face’s
own past and continued underperforming Fund investments, as well as West
Face’s poor investment decisions, lack of due diligence and incompetent
management. Indeed, West Face’s performance has been abysmal for the better
part of 5 years, and has resulted in an exodus of investors from its funds. This has
nothing to do with the Catalyst Defendants, but rather West Face’s own poor
management and ineptitude.

7.

The Catalyst Defendants are not vexatious litigants, as alleged. This allegation is
also entirely tactical. West Face and Boland seek to avoid a determination of the
merits of the allegations in the Claim that they have participated in an improper
and unlawful short-selling campaign.

-48.

There is simply no foundation for the damages and other relief sought by West
Face and Boland. The Counterclaim should be dismissed with substantial
indemnity costs to the Catalyst Defendants.

The Catalyst Defendants
9.

Catalyst is a Canadian private equity firm that specializes in investments in
distressed and undervalued situations (i.e., investments in companies that are
under-managed, under-valued or poorly capitalized). Catalyst has statutory and
common law obligations to keep its investors and the public informed of matters
concerning the management, conduct and performance of Catalyst, its affiliates
and investment funds, and of any other matter material to the company.

10.

Callidus is a publicly traded asset-based lender that operates in the growth and
recovery market in Canada and the U.S. Callidus provides capital to meet the
financing requirements of companies that cannot access traditional lending
sources. Callidus has statutory and common law obligations to keep its investors
and the public informed of matters concerning the management, conduct and
performance of Callidus and of any other matter material to the company.

11.

Glassman is the Managing Partner of Catalyst, and the Executive Chairman and
a Director of Callidus. Riley is a Managing Director and the COO of Catalyst, and
the Secretary and a Director of Callidus. De Alba is a Managing Director and
Partner of Catalyst and has no role at Callidus.

12.

As officers and/or directors of Catalyst and/or Callidus, Glassman, Riley and De
Alba have statutory and regulatory obligations to keep Catalyst’s and Callidus’s

-5investors and the public, as the case may be, informed of matters concerning the
management, conduct and performance of Catalyst, Callidus, their affiliates and
investment funds, and of any other matter material to the operation of the
companies.
13.

At all material times, Glassman, Riley and De Alba were solely acting in their
capacity as officers and/or directors of Catalyst and/or Callidus. Glassman, Riley
and De Alba deny that they are personally liable for any alleged defamation,
conspiracy, breach of confidence or any of the other alleged acts complained of by
West Face and Boland.

West Face and Its Poor Financial Performance
14.

West Face is an investment management firm that manages a number of hedge
funds and investment portfolios in Canada, the United States and the Cayman
Islands. These include:
(a)

The West Face Long Term Opportunities Fund (the “Long Term
Opportunity Fund”) - closed to new investors in 2007 with a cap of $700
million, this group of funds consists of the West Face Long Term
Opportunities Limited Partnership (the “Canadian Fund”), the West Face
Long Term Opportunities (USA) Limited Partnership (the “US Fund”) and
the West Face Long Term Opportunities Master Fund L.P. (the “Cayman
Master Fund”). The Canadian Fund, the US Fund and the Cayman Master
Fund together invest in the West Face Long Term Opportunities Global
Master Fund L.P. The West Face Long Term Opportunities Fund Ltd. (the

-6“Cayman Fund”) invests in the Cayman Master Fund. West Face is the
investment advisor to each of the Canadian Fund, the US Fund and the
Cayman Master Fund; and
(b)

The West Face Alternative Credit Fund (the “Alternative Credit Fund”)
– closed to new investors in September 2014 with a cap of $600 million, this
group of funds consists of the West Face Credit Opportunities Master I L.P.
which is managed by the WFCOF Cayman Inc., the West Face Alternative
Credit Master L.P., which is managed by West Face ACF Cayman GP Inc.
and WF ACF KI I L.P., which is managed by the WF ACF KY I GP Inc. The
focus of the West Face Alternative Credit Fund is on high risk investments
in second-lien debt, unsecured debt, mezzanine financing, acquisition
financing and bridge loans,

(collectively, the “West Face Funds”).
15.

The founding principal of West Face is Boland, who serves as CEO and Co-Chief
Investment Officer. The other principals of West Face are Peter Fraser, Anthony
Griffin and Thomas Dea. West Face’s investment strategies are directed by its four
principals. Unlike other hedge fund firms, West Face has refused to subscribe or
conform to reporting requirements of independent data and market research firms,
such as Preqin, upon which institutional investors rely to perform due diligence and
keep track of hedge fund managers and hedge fund performance.

16.

A significant part of West Face’s investment strategy is to take short positions in
companies and try to take advantage of sharp declines in a company’s stock price.

-7West Face has taken short positions in companies such as Home Trust Company,
SunOpta Inc., Hain Celestial Group, Inc., Air Methods Corporation and Callidus.
17.

Since 2011, the West Face Funds have consistently suffered from poor financial
performance. For example, the Long Term Opportunity Fund has, for more than 5
years, repeatedly underperformed relative to other indices, including the S&P/TSX
Composite Total Return Index and the S&P 500. The Long Term Opportunity Fund
consistently failed to achieve double digit returns and in some years incurred
negative returns.

18.

As of June 30, 2017, prior to the alleged publication of the “Internet Postings”
complained of, the cumulative returns earned in the Long Term Opportunity Fund
were significantly below the cumulative returns of the S&P/TSX Composite Total
Return Index and the S&P 500. As shown below, the three-year cumulative return
on the Long Term Opportunity Fund as of June 30, 2017 was -2.5%. In contrast,
the three-year cumulative return for the S&P/TSX Composite Total Return Index
and the S&P 500 for the same period were 9.5% and 31.7%, respectively. From
the perspective of a five-year cumulative return, the Long Term Opportunity Fund’s
performance lagged even further behind the comparative indices:
West Face
Long Term
Opportunity Fund

S&P/TSX
Composite Total
Return Index

S&P 500

1-Year Cumulative

2.8%

11.0%

17.9%

3-Year Cumulative

-2.5%

9.5%

31.7%

5-Year Cumulative

16.9%

52.1%

97.9%

-819.

The Long Term Opportunity Fund has consistently underperformed for many
reasons, including:
(a)

negative investment returns from high investment exposure in oil and gas
companies like PHI Inc. and Gran Tierra Energy Inc., following the collapse
of the oil and gas market in 2014-2015;

(b)

“unexpected outcomes” in West Face’s investments in Entravision
Communications Corporation and Air Methods Corporation;

(c)

investing in a company that was charged criminally for bribery and
corruption;

20.

(d)

investments that failed to meet West Face’s forecast;

(e)

failed short positions; and

(f)

over-attribution of illiquid investments.

For example, in a public SEC 13F Filing, West Face disclosed that it suffered a
negative US$204.1 million return over a three-year period ending February 20,
2018 (equating to a -47.5% aggregate annual return and a -18% internal rate of
return) in the following investments: PHI Inc., Entravision Communications Corp.,
Gran Tierra Energy Inc., Hudson Technologies Inc., SunOpta Inc. and Suncoke
Energy Inc.

21.

West Face’s poor investment performance meant that it never achieved the high
water mark or preferred return on its funds.

-922.

As a consequence of West Face’s poor performance as a fund manager, its
investors lost confidence in the firm and elected to redeploy their investment
elsewhere. Thus, the total value of assets under West Face’s management
(“AUM”) suffered a precipitous decline.

23.

West Face’s AUM declined from a high of approximately $2.8 billion to
approximately $1.7 billion by March 2016. By September 2017, well before the
publication of the alleged defamatory statements, West Face’s AUM had further
declined to only approximately $1 billion as its investors rushed to redeem their
investments.

24.

West Face was subject to significant redemptions from its investors well before the
publication of any of the alleged defamatory statements. Contrary to West Face’s
and Boland’s allegations, any loss of investments or investor confidence, or any
inability to attract investors or raise investment funds, were a result of West Face’s
poor financial performance and management. The Catalyst Defendants deny that
West Face has suffered any loss or damages as a result any the actions by the
Catalyst Defendants.

25.

The Catalyst Defendants further deny that West Face has encountered any
difficulty in retaining or recruiting employees as a result of the actions of the
Catalyst Defendants. If West Face has suffered such difficulties, then it is a result
of employees who became seriously disillusioned with West Face’s financial
struggles, extensive fund redemptions and future prospects and sought
opportunity for advancement and growth elsewhere. Simply put, any inability to

-10retain or recruit employees is due to West Face’s dismal performance and rapidly
declining AUM, and not attributable to the Catalyst Defendants.
26.

Moreover, the reputational damage suffered by West Face due to its exceedingly
poor performance was further compounded when it announced:
(a)

in September 2017, the decision to suspend withdrawals and redemptions
in the Long Term Opportunity Fund (known in the business as “gating”). As
a result of this extreme decision, investors in the Long Term Opportunity
Fund were prohibited from withdrawing any of their investment from the
Long Term Opportunity Fund. This decision, made out of necessity given
the accelerated pace of redemption requests, created strong negative
sentiment amongst West Face’s investors and the marketplace, and
damaged West Face’s business prospects; and

(b)

in December 2017, the decision to discontinue offering both the US Fund
and the Cayman Fund. As a result, investors in the US Fund and the
Cayman Fund only received a return of capital on a pro rata basis upon
redemption and not on an expected “first come-first out” basis. In effect,
West Face could not meet investors’ demands for redemption and decided
to wind up the US Fund and the Cayman Fund.

27.

Indeed, in December 2017, West Face acknowledged that its investment
strategies were ill-suited to a hedge fund structure. West Face conceded that, over
the last several years, the quarterly liquidity requirements for its hedge funds and
the lack of available capital to allocate to private investments, have restricted West

-11Face’s ability to successfully participate in higher value opportunities, thereby
resulting in losses.
28.

West Face’s losses and lack of “business success” have nothing to do with the
Catalyst Defendants. They are solely attributable to West Face’s own
mismanagement and ineptitude, which led its hedge funds to fail.

29.

West Face, itself, conceded this mismanagement. In 2018, West Face abandoned
its flawed investment strategy that had failed its investors and attempted to create
a new private equity fund, the “West Face Distressed Fund”. Unlike West Face’s
other funds, the primary focus of the “West Face Distressed Fund” was intended
to be on investments in distressed and undervalued situations - the same
investment focus as Catalyst.

30.

West Face sought to raise $1 billion for its new fund, notwithstanding that it had no
prior performance record of managing and creating value from a private equity
fund focussed on distressed and undervalued investments. The size of the raise
was excessive for a first time private equity fund by a manager with no private
equity track record.

31.

In an attempt to raise the new fund, West Face held “road show” sales
presentations to potential investors. These sales pitches presented a “cherrypicked” list of specific investments that showed positive returns, while ignoring
many of West Face’s investments that yielded negative or poor returns. This
approach is not consistent with SEC rules.

-1232.

Given the poor financial performance of the West Face Funds, the lack of any prior
record of private equity fund performance of distressed and undervalued
investments, West Face’s history of gating and prohibiting its investors from
withdrawing their investments, West Face’s refusal to report to independent data
and market research firms, and the selective and improper investment illustrations
used to attempt to raise $1 billion from potential investors, West Face failed to raise
the West Face Distressed Fund as would be expected. West Face’s failure to raise
new funds had nothing to do with the Catalyst Defendants.

33.

Consequently, any loss that West Face and Boland have allegedly suffered or any
lack of success on the part of West Face and Boland to attract investors for the
new proposed private equity fund were entirely attributable to their own decisions
and actions in marketing the proposed fund, and West Face’s growing reputation
as a poor fund manager.

The West Face Court Actions
34.

West Face and Boland improperly seek to have the Catalyst Defendants declared
vexatious litigants in order to shield their own actions and wrongful conduct from
scrutiny of the court. There is no basis for this extraordinary relief. The court actions
that West Face and Boland complain of in the Counterclaim are neither abusive
nor vexatious, as alleged.
(i)

35.

The Moyse Action

On June 25, 2014, an action was commenced against West Face and Brandon
Moyse, a former employee of Catalyst who resigned to join West Face. The action

-13was commenced in order to enforce Moyse’s non-competition obligation pursuant
to his Employment Agreement with Catalyst (the “Moyse Action”).
36.

Before his resignation, Moyse was on Catalyst’s internal “telecom” deal team
working on Catalyst’s acquisition of Wind Mobile Inc. (“Wind”).

37.

Wind is a Canadian telecommunications provider that was formerly owned by
VimpelCom Ltd. (“VimpelCom”) and Globalive Capital Inc. (“Globalive”).

38.

In late 2013, Catalyst and VimpelCom had entered into negotiations for the sale of
VimpelCom’s interest in Wind. In the spring of 2014, Catalyst and VimpelCom
entered into a confidentiality agreement to keep confidential the negotiations
regarding Catalyst’s potential purchase of VimpelCom’s interest in Wind (the
“Confidentiality Agreement”). In July 2014, Catalyst and VimpelCom also
entered into an Exclusivity Agreement pursuant to which VimpelCom, its affiliates,
and its advisor, UBS Securities Canada Inc. (“UBS”), were prohibited from
soliciting or encouraging any offers, or participating in any negotiation or
discussions with any other party regarding the sale of Wind (the “Exclusivity
Agreement”).

39.

At that time, West Face was not considered by VimpelCom to be a serious player
in the negotiations for Wind. VimpelCom had rejected earlier offers by West Face
for the acquisition of Wind.

40.

By May 6, 2014, Catalyst and VimpelCom had agreed to a $300 million purchase
price for Wind and were working to complete a formal Share Purchase Agreement.

-1441.

On May 24, 2014, Moyse resigned from Catalyst effective June 22, 2014 to join
West Face.

42.

The Moyse Action was therefore commenced on June 25, 2014 to enforce the noncompetition clause in Moyse’s Employment Agreement.

43.

As described further below, Moyse was subsequently enjoined, pursuant to an
order of Justice Lederer of the Ontario Superior Court of Justice, from using,
misusing or disclosing any and all confidential and/or proprietary information of
Catalyst, and from engaging in activities competitive to Catalyst in order to be in
compliance with the non-competition clause. Justice Lederer also ordered that
Moyse’s personal computer and other electronic devices be forensically imaged
and reviewed by an independent supervising solicitor.

44.

By August 3, 2014, a Share Purchase Agreement between Catalyst and
VimpelCom was “substantially completed” for the sale of Wind to Catalyst.

45.

On August 11, 2014, VimpelCom and Catalyst informed Industry Canada that the
deal “was done”.

46.

On August 15, 2014, VimpelCom demanded a $5 - $20 million break fee from
Catalyst, which had been previously requested and abandoned by VimpelCom
early in the negotiations. This demand for a break fee, made 10 days after
VimpelCom told Catalyst that the Share Purchase Agreement was “substantially
settled” and 4 days after Catalyst and VimpelCom informed Industry Canada that
the deal was “done”, was rejected.

-1547.

On September 15, 2014, it was announced that a consortium that included West
Face (the “Consortium”), entered into an agreement with VimpelCom to purchase
Wind for the same price as Catalyst had negotiated.

48.

On October 9, 2014, Catalyst amended its statement of claim against Moyse and
West Face, alleging that West Face used confidential information it received from
Moyse to successfully pursue the acquisition of Wind.

49.

The Moyse Action was tried on June 6-13, 2016 before Justice Newbould. The
action was dismissed and costs were awarded against Catalyst. The decision and
costs award were appealed and upheld by the Court of Appeal.

50.

Although it was unsuccessful, the Moyse Action was neither abusive nor vexatious.

51.

Before commencing the Moyse Action, Catalyst wrote to West Face and Moyse
about the implications of the departure of Moyse and his acceptance of
employment with West Face.

52.

In response, West Face and Moyse took the position that the non-competition and
non-solicitation clauses of Moyse’s Employment Agreement were both
unenforceable. West Face and Boland offered an “ineffectual assurance” that
Moyse had no intention of revealing any information which could reasonably be
considered confidential or proprietary in nature. Their response proposed that
either Catalyst simply accept their assurance or go to court. As West Face and
Moyse “volunteered nothing”, Catalyst commenced an action and sought an
injunction.
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The injunction, as further particularized below, was granted by Justice Lederer of
the Ontario Superior Court of Justice. During the course of the injunction
proceeding, it was discovered that despite their assurances, Moyse had indeed
provided West Face with Catalyst memos marked “Confidential” and “For Internal
Discussion Purposes Only” (“Catalyst Confidential Memos”). It was learned that
Moyse provided Catalyst Confidential Memos to Thomas Dea of West Face who
then circulated them to the other partners and a Vice-President at West
Face. West Face and Moyse said nothing about the sharing of Catalyst
Confidential Memos when they gave their assurances to Catalyst that that they
had no intention of revealing or improperly using any information that was
confidential to Catalyst. West Face and Moyse waited until Catalyst discovered
that the Catalyst Confidential Memos had been delivered, before acknowledging
that the transmission took place. As Justice Lederer found, West Face and Moyse
provided an “ineffectual assurance”. In the face of the ineffectual assurance that
West Face and Moyse did not have or would not improperly use Catalyst
confidential information, it was reasonable and not vexatious of Catalyst to pursue
the Moyse Action.

54.

On November 14, 2014, Justice Lederer issued an order enjoining Moyse from
using, misusing or disclosing any and all confidential and/or proprietary information
of Catalyst. To ensure that Moyse did not communicate confidential information to
West Face, the court also enjoined Moyse from engaging in activities competitive
to Catalyst, in compliance with the non-competition clause.
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Justice Lederer held that there was a strong prima facie case that Moyse had
breached the confidentiality clause of his Employment Agreement. The Court
found that Moyse took and delivered to West Face confidential information which
could demonstrate strategies Catalyst used in a competitive business. West Face
understood the Catalyst Confidential Memos received were confidential.
Notwithstanding its confidential nature, West Face distributed the Catalyst
Confidential Memos to each of its partners and a Vice-President.

56.

Moreover, Justice Lederer ordered an Independent Supervising Solicitor (“ISS”) to
review the forensic images of Moyse’s personal electronic devices to identify if any
material confidential to Catalyst remained in Moyse’s possession. The order was
necessary as it was discovered during the course of the injunction proceeding that
Moyse had deleted emails evidencing the transmission of Catalyst Confidential
Memos to West Face. Moyse opposed the order and asserted that he should be
left to review and determine what must be produced. Justice Lederer rejected
Moyse’s assertion.

57.

It was later discovered by the ISS, that on the very day that the court had ordered
Moyse’s personal devices to be forensically imaged, Moyse downloaded militarygrade deletion software to his personal computer and deleted material from his
computer the night before his computer was turned over for imaging.

58.

Contrary to West Face’s and Boland’s allegations, the Moyse Action was neither
abusive nor vexatious. Indeed, the Court of Appeal for Ontario noted that Moyse’s
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order”.
(ii)
59.

The VimpelCom Action

On May 31, 2016, a week before the trial of the Moyse Action, a claim was
commenced against VimpelCom, its advisor UBS, and members of the
Consortium, including West Face, for inducing breach of contract, conspiracy and
breach of confidence relating to the Consortium’s acquisition of Wind (the
“VimpelCom Action”).

60.

Contrary to West Face’s and Boland’s allegations, West Face did not act in an
entirely appropriate manner with respect to the acquisition of Wind. Catalyst
discovered, long after the commencement of the Moyse Action, that during the
period of confidentiality and exclusivity with Catalyst:
(a)

confidential information was obtained by members of the Consortium about
the dates of Catalyst’s exclusivity rights and the status of Catalyst’s
negotiations and dealings with VimpelCom and its Board;

(b)

the Consortium had discussed and negotiated the purchase of Wind with
VimpelCom and its advisors;

(c)

VimpelCom’s advisor,

UBS, participated in

and

encouraged

the

Consortium’s competing proposals; and
(d)

the timing and content of the Consortium’s competing bid were designed for
the specific purpose of providing VimpelCom with an alternative option to
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the agreement with Catalyst.
61.

For example:
(a)

on or about July 18, 2014, West Face and the Tennenbaum Group
requested, and later obtained, VimpelCom’s consent to share information
and work together to develop a proposal for the acquisition of Wind;

(b)

on July 21, Tennenbaum Group’s principal, Michael Leitner (“Leitner”),
wrote to West Face’s principal, Boland, stating that he “heard [C]atalyst is
seeking exclusivity this week”;

(c)

on July 22, Leitner told Boland that “I spoke to Felix [Saratovsky of
VimpelCom]…Catalyst may have this in exclusivity by the end of the week”;

(d)

on July 23, Leitner and Boland were advised that “[Jonathan] Herbst [of
UBS] called me to say that the company has entered into exclusivity at the
reserve price - $150 million”;

(e)

by August 1, West Face, Tennenbaum Group and other members of the
Consortium reconciled their financial models. The Consortium received
comments “over the phone” from VimpelCom about the Consortium’s Share
Purchase Agreement and received some “feedback on price levels”;

(f)

on August 1, the Consortium was advised when the Share Purchase
Agreement with Catalyst was going to be submitted to the VimpelCom
board; and
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on August 6-7, the Consortium, with the benefit of inside information,
deliberately delivered its own “superior” proposal to pre-empt VimpelCom’s
approval of Catalyst’s Share Purchase Agreement. At that time, the
Consortium was also provided with additional confidential information about
the internal processes and timetable of VimpelCom, including a revised
board schedule. The Consortium was told by UBS “not to burn their file”.

62.

Contrary to West Face’s and Boland’s allegations, VimpelCom’s board was not
genuinely dissatisfied with the offer from Catalyst. Rather, with information it
improperly obtained in breach of the Confidentiality Agreement and the Exclusivity
Agreement, West Face and the other members of the Consortium made a proposal
they believed to be “superior” to Catalyst’s. Shortly thereafter, the Consortium’s
proposal was deliberately provided during the period of the Exclusivity Agreement
so that the VimpelCom board had, as stated by Leitner, “2 birds in hand” when it
came to approve the Share Purchase Agreement with Catalyst. Providing the
proposal before the VimpelCom board approved Catalyst’s Share Purchase
Agreement was the Consortium’s “only play”.

63.

To the knowledge of West Face and Boland:
(a)

Catalyst was not aware at the time of any of the communications and the
sharing of information that occurred amongst VimpelCom, Globalive, UBS
and members of the Consortium;

(b)

the communications and the sharing of information that occurred among
VimpelCom, Globalive, UBS and the Consortium were in violation of the
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VimpelCom had entered into; and
(c)

the conduct of the Consortium, VimpelCom, Globalive and UBS was
intended to frustrate and impair Catalyst’s contractual rights and to provide
West Face and the other members of the Consortium with an improper
advantage, and in fact their conduct let to these effects.

64.

Upon discovering these new facts, Catalyst commenced the VimpelCom Action
against VimpelCom, Globalive, UBS and members of the Consortium. The breach
of and interference with Catalyst’s Confidentiality Agreement and Exclusivity
Agreement by VimpelCom, Globalive, UBS, and members of the Consortium were
not known to Catalyst at the time the Moyse Action was commenced. At issue in
the VimpelCom Action are the breaches of contract and confidence alleged against
VimpelCom, Globalive and UBS, contrary to Catalyst’s Confidentiality and
Exclusivity Agreement, and the misuse of confidential information by the
Consortium to conspire and induce VimpelCom to breach its agreements with
Catalyst.

65.

The claim against VimpelCom, UBS and members of the Consortium is neither
abusive nor vexatious.

66.

Indeed, Catalyst’s belief that confidential information about the Wind negotiations
and transactions was improperly obtained by the Consortium in breach of
Catalyst’s confidentiality and exclusivity rights has subsequently been confirmed
by former West Face employees.
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According to a former West Face employee with extensive experience as a
portfolio manager, inside information about the Wind negotiations was obtained by
members of the Consortium. As a result, the Consortium was able to purchase
Wind by making a different bid with fewer conditions than Catalyst. This employee
stated that he thought the deal was “polluted” and that the Consortium had
benefited from inside information about Catalyst’s confidential bid:

68.

Former WF
employee

But one of them in particular was – they were like ‘we can’t
provide you with that’. And somehow that news made its way into
our shop. And so they [the West Face consortium] made a bid
with no conditions—

Interviewer

That’s crazy—

Former WF
employee

--and the board took it.

Interviewer

--this is why – it’s crazy, isn’t it? I mean –

Former WF
employee

It is, unless someone on the Wind board told you what the right
answer was, but said they couldn’t put it on paper.

Interviewer

So they had inside information from Wind or from Catalyst? Or
from both, you think?

Former WF
employee

They had information about Catalyst’s bid, and they had
information about why Wind wasn’t taking it. And so they gave a
bid that was lower but a little bit different that the board would
accept.

Further, this same former West Face employee stated that Catalyst was correct in
believing that West Face had indeed received confidential information about the
Wind transaction that it was not supposed to have:
Interviewer

Who has the right answer?

Former WF
employee

Catalyst. It’s – I believe they’re correct that West Face had
information they weren’t supposed to.
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69.

Interviewer

Ah, okay.

Former WF
employee

It just didn’t come to West Face’s hands the way--

Interviewer

So what’s the right path? Where did it go, I mean it’s --

Former WF
employee

The board.

Interviewer

A board member? Of Wind, you think a board member of Wind
gave them the--

Former WF
employee

Yeah.”

A second former West Face employee with extensive investment industry
experience stated that the Consortium’s winning bid was made as a result of
collusion:
Former WF
employee

[Catalyst] actually had a bid that was higher than ours. They bid
something, something over 300 million, I don’t know what. Our belief
that it was higher than ours. Umm, so they kind of forgot about, they
kind of forgot about, umm… If you remember what, umm,
VimpelCom told UBS, the three key--.

Interviewer

Conditions.

Former WF
employee

Umm, yeah. Umm, items they were looking for in the bidding process
was, umm, expediency of close, whoever can close the fastest;
certainty of close; and number three was price. But price wasn’t the
most important factor. So, we put our bid in, and we said, “See, no
conditions to close, we can close--.” And the big thing was
regulatory, because you need a regulatory approval to take
ownership of the asset, and they had to put in a, a regulatory
approval.

Interviewer

And you had that approval?

Former WF
employee

We didn’t, but what we did differently from Catalyst Capital is we
went to Tony Lacavera and we said, “Tony, umm, technically
speaking, you already control this asset. You own 51% of the votes,
so why don’t we team up with you, we’ll give you the money, and
then you pay VimpelCom?”

Interviewer

Is that, isn’t that conflict of interest?
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employee

No, no. There’s no conflict of interest.

Interviewer

He was selling to himself?

Former WF
employee

He, well, he--. He only owned 5% of the business, remember? But
he owned 51% of the votes.

Interviewer

Yeah.

Former WF
employee

So we said to him, “Why don’t we give you 285 million dollars, and
then you use that to pay VimpelCom 285 million--.”

Interviewer

To buy their--.

Former WF
employee

“-to buy out their shares.”

Interviewer
Former WF
employee

70.

-95%?
Correct. And then, at some point later, we will restructure the
company such that we own 90% and you own 10%. So, we teamed
up with Tony Lacavera, and he was first, was willing to do that
because he would essentially be gifted a certain percentage of the
company for free.”

To date, no court has made any determination as to whether the actions of
VimpelCom, UBS, Globalive or members of the Consortium had breached any of
Catalyst’s confidentiality and exclusivity rights. Contrary to West Face’s and
Boland’s allegations, these issues were not determined by Justice Newbould in the
Moyse Action. VimpelCom and other defendants in that action were not parties to
nor subject to any documentary or oral discovery in the Moyse Action. No court
has heard from VimpelCom or UBS regarding the circumstances surrounding the
sale of VimpelCom’s shares of Wind. No explanation has been given by
VimpelCom about why it made its demand for a break fee after having already
settled the terms of a Share Purchase Agreement with Catalyst and announcing
that a deal with Catalyst was done. There has been no explanation by UBS for the
numerous conversations it had with the Consortium throughout the period of
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Globalive’s conduct that led to the Consortium’s bid has yet to be adjudicated
upon.
71.

Given the foregoing, there is no basis whatsoever to have the Catalyst Defendants
declared as vexatious litigants.
(iii)

72.

The Veritas Action – 2014 Short-Selling Attack

On June 18, 2015, an action against Veritas Investment Research Corporation
(“Veritas”) and West Face was commenced for defamation, conspiracy and
intentional interference with economic relations relating to a short-selling scheme
orchestrated against Catalyst and Callidus (the “Veritas Action”).

73.

The short-selling scheme involved the publication and dissemination of reports by
West Face and Veritas that contained false and defamatory statements impugning
the financial viability and conduct of both Catalyst and Callidus. The scheme was
designed to deceive market participants into believing that Callidus was a poor
investment, and thus to drive the price of Callidus stock downward.

74.

At a meeting between West Face and Veritas representatives in December 2014,
Boland disclosed details of an unfavourable report that West Face had prepared
regarding Callidus (the “West Face Report”). Boland “arranged” for the report to
be shared with Veritas so that Veritas would produce a second unfavourable report
on Callidus (the “Veritas Report”), creating the false impression that West Face
and Veritas had independently and separately issued negative reports. This had
the effect of deceiving the market place into believing that a negative consensus
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which, in turn, bolstered West Face’s admitted short-selling campaign.
75.

Catalyst and Callidus claim that the Veritas Report and West Face Report
contained false and defamatory statements impugning the financial viability and
conduct of both Callidus and Catalyst designed to cause shareholders to sell
Callidus stock. The Veritas Action is not abusive or vexatious, as alleged.

76.

Indeed, West Face had previously sought to strike Catalyst’s and Callidus’s claim
in its entirety on the basis that it disclosed no reasonable cause of action. West
Face’s motion to strike, however, was dismissed by the Ontario Superior Court of
Justice.

77.

On appeal, the Court of Appeal of Ontario confirmed that Catalyst and Callidus
have “made out a prima facie cause of action in defamation against both West
Face and Veritas” and are “proceeding in good faith”.

78.

There is no basis for this second attempt by West Face to prematurely halt the
Veritas Action and have the Catalyst Defendants declared as vexatious litigants.
(iv)

79.

The Conspiracy Action – 2017 Short-Selling Attack

This action by Catalyst and Callidus against West Face, Greg Boland, Anson
Group Canada and others, relates to a subsequent short-selling attack that began
on August 9, 2017 when the Wall Street Journal published an article regarding
false whistleblower complaints filed with the OSC against Callidus and Catalyst.
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The Catalyst Defendants repeat and rely on their assertions contained in the
Statement of Claim.

81.

The Counterclaim is an attempt by West Face and Boland to avoid a court
adjudication on West Face’s and Boland’s conduct in this case and to conceal its
behaviour in communicating with the whistleblowers and short-selling Callidus
stock. The within action is neither abusive nor vexatious, as alleged.

The Litigation and Investigations
82.

Following the short-selling attack in August 2017, Catalyst, through its counsel,
retained Tamara Global Holdings Ltd. (“Tamara Global”) to provide personal and
corporate security and to provide litigation support in respect of ongoing and
contemplated litigation.

83.

Tamara Global was authorized to retain subcontractors and additional consultants
pursuant to its retainer.

84.

Tamara Global retained B.C Strategy UK Ltd. (“B.C. Strategy”) for the purpose of
litigation, including litigation between Catalyst and West Face. B.C. Strategy was
to execute its retainer in accordance with its best professional judgment.

85.

The Catalyst Defendants deny that it engaged B.C. Strategy for any improper
purpose, as alleged. The Catalyst Defendants did not direct or have any
involvement in the alleged activities described by West Face in the Counterclaim.
The Catalyst Defendants did not conspire with B.C. Strategy or with any of the
other defendants to engage in any unlawful activity.
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B.C. Strategy was to conduct itself at all times in a lawful manner. Insofar as the
Catalyst Defendants are aware, all interviews and meetings were conducted and
all information was gathered by B.C. Strategy, lawfully.

87.

The interviews and meetings were conducted for the purpose of litigation between
Catalyst and West Face. The interviews and meetings and any information that
exists therefrom are therefore privileged, unless that privilege is expressly waived.

88.

The Catalyst Defendants did not induce West Face employees to breach any
duties of confidence or fiduciary duties, as alleged. Specifically, none of the
information obtained by B.C. Strategy, including any purported information from
Alex Singh related to the hiring and employment of Moyse, is privileged. If any
information was privileged then any such privilege has been waived by West Face.
This occurred when Alex Singh delivered an affidavit in the Moyse Action and was
cross-examined thereon in relation to Moyse’s hiring, including advice and
direction he gave to Moyse and West Face about these and other related matters.
Singh’s affidavit and cross-examination transcript and additional evidence in
relation to these matters were filed and relied upon by West Face at the trial of the
Moyse Action.

89.

In any event, West Face and Boland have suffered no damages whatsoever as a
result of the employee interviews. No actionable wrong has been committed
against West Face or Boland.

90.

With respect to B.C. Strategy’s meeting with Mr. Newbould, the Catalyst
Defendants had no prior knowledge of the meeting with Mr. Newbould. The
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the meeting had occurred.
91.

The Moyse Appeal was to commence on September 25, 2018. Upon learning of
the meeting with Mr. Newbould, a brief adjournment of the appeal was sought to
consider a possible motion to introduce fresh evidence.

92.

Upon further consideration of B.C. Strategy’s meeting with Mr. Newbould and its
implications, Catalyst abandoned any motion to introduce fresh evidence on the
appeal.

93.

Catalyst also sought to strike the allegations regarding Mr. Newbould from the
Counterclaim. West Face and Boland, however, opposed Catalyst’s request to
strike. They did so, in part, to deflect attention away from their own improper
activities and the merits of Catalyst’s and Callidus’s claim against them.

94.

West Face and Boland have also engaged with the media to keep this litigation in
the public eye, including matters surrounding Mr. Newbould.

95.

West Face and Boland have not suffered any damages as a result of the meeting
with Mr. Newbould, nor does it constitute any actionable wrong against them.

The Alleged Defamation Campaign
96.

Contrary to West Face’s and Boland’s allegations, the Catalyst Defendants did not
make any defamatory statements to the media or the financial community, nor did
they issue any false and defamatory press releases, investor communications or
internet postings regarding West Face or Boland. Further, the Catalyst Defendants
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Jamieson, or any other party to make or post any defamatory statements, through
aliases or otherwise, concerning West Face or Boland, as alleged.
97.

The Catalyst Defendants did not on their own (or in concert with the other
defendants by counterclaim) engage in any of the activities described as the
alleged “Defamation Campaign”.

98.

The Catalyst Defendants state that the words complained of by West Face and
Boland in the Counterclaim are incapable of bearing any of the meanings pleaded,
do not bear the meanings pleaded, and are not defamatory. Further, the Catalyst
Defendants plead and rely upon the fair comment defence, the qualified privilege
defence, the public interest responsible communication defence, and with respect
to certain statements set out below, the defence of justification.

99.

The Catalyst Defendants acted in good faith and deny all allegations that they
acted maliciously towards West Face and Boland.

100.

The statements complained of by West Face and Boland are expressions relating
to matters of public interest. The Counterclaim is merely an attempt by West Face
and Boland to chill off the Catalyst Defendants from expressing themselves on
matters that are of public interest.

101.

Further particulars of the Catalyst Defendants’ defence regarding the statements
complained about in Catalyst’s press releases, Catalyst’s investor letters, and the
internet postings are pleaded below.
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102.

Catalyst Press Releases

West Face and Boland complain of two press releases issued on August 18, 2016
(the “August 18 Press Release”) and October 13, 2016 (the “October 13 Press
Release”) (collectively, the “Press Releases”). The Press Releases were issued
following the release of Justice Newbould’s decision in the Moyse Action and his
decision on costs.

103.

The outcome of the Moyse Action and the costs decision are information material
to the company.

104.

Pursuant to its statutory and common law obligations, Catalyst had a duty to
disclose such material information to the public. The statements in the Press
Releases that West Face and Boland complain about were not made with malice
or with the intent to injure West Face or Boland. Rather, the statements that West
Face and Boland complain about were made by Catalyst in the course of
discharging its duty to keep the public informed of material information concerning
the company and are protected by the defence of qualified privilege.

105.

The statements made in the Press Releases that West Face and Boland complain
about are also protected by public interest responsible communication defence.

106.

The statements made in the Press Releases that are opinion constitute fair
comment, made in good faith and without malice, on matters of public interest.

107.

In addition, with respect to the August 18 Press Release, the statement
complained about that “Additional evidence has come out since the Moyse
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contract” is true. Since the commencement of the Moyse Action, additional
evidence was discovered that members of the Consortium, including West Face,
were kept apprised of Catalyst’s negotiations for Wind, and had discussed and
negotiated the purchase of Wind during the period of Catalyst’s Confidentiality and
Exclusivity Agreement with VimpelCom. The truth about the Consortium’s abovenoted conduct is unassailable.
108.

With respect to the statements complained about in the October 13 Press Release,
the actions of West Face and Moyse in receiving and circulating Catalyst
documents marked “Confidential”; the deletion of data and information from
Moyse’s personal devices following a court order intended to preserve such
information, and West Face’s and Moyse’s failure to be forthcoming about their
conduct, are fairly characterized as “unethical”.

109.

The Catalyst Defendants deny that the Press Releases caused West Face or
Boland any damages whatsoever as a result of their publication. Further, the
Catalyst Defendants by Counterclaim were never served with a Notice of Libel
pursuant to section 5 of the Libel and Slander Act with respect ot the National
Post/Financial Post article published on August 19, 2016 (referred to in paragraph
129 of the Fourth Fresh as Amended Statement of Defence and Counterclaim of
the Plaintiffs by Counterclaim).
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Catalyst Investor Letters

110.

West Face and Boland complain of statements made in letters sent by Catalyst to
its investors on August 14, 2017 (the “August 14 Investor Letter”) and March 19,
2018 (the “March 19 Investor Letter”) (collectively, the “Investor Letters”).

111.

Specifically, the statements complained about in the August 14 Investor Letter
addressed the short-selling attack against Callidus. It had been the subject of a
short-selling attack that had a significant and material impact on its share price.
Catalyst received information that Callidus and Glassman were targeted by a
group, including Boland of West Face, acting in concert to short-sell Callidus stock
and spread false rumours in the marketplace.

112.

Pursuant to its obligations, Catalyst is required to inform its investors of material
information concerning the short-selling attack. The statements contained in the
August 14 Investor Letter were not made with malice with the intent to injure West
Face or Boland. Rather, these statements were made in the course of discharging
Catalyst’s duty to keep its investors informed of material information concerning
the company and are protected by the defence of qualified privilege.

113.

The statements made in the August 14 Investor Letter that West Face and Boland
complain about are also protected by the public interest responsible
communication defence.

114.

The statements made in the August 14 Investor Letter that are opinion constitute
fair comment, made in good faith and without malice, on matters of public interest.
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The matters addressed in the March 19 Investor Letter concern both the Moyse
Action and the VimpelCom Action, and the information discovered from former
West Face employees that are material to those Actions.

116.

The March 19 Investor Letter accurately set outs the information obtained from
West Face former employees, including information that:
(a)

inside

information

about

the

Wind

negotiations

was

improperly

communicated to members of the Consortium during the period of
Catalyst’s exclusivity and confidentiality;
(b)

West Face had indeed received confidential information about the Wind
transaction that it was not entitled to have; and

(c)

the deal with the Consortium was “polluted” and that the Consortium had
benefited from inside information about Catalyst’s confidential bid.

117.

The statements contained in the March 19 Investor Letter that West Face and
Boland complain about are protected by the defence of qualified privilege.

118.

The statements contained in the March 19 Investor Letter that West Face and
Boland complain about are also protected by the public interest responsible
communication defence.

119.

The statements made in the March 19 Investor Letter that are opinion constitute
fair comment, made in good faith and without malice, on matters of public interest.
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The Catalyst Defendants deny that the Investor Letters caused West Face or
Boland any damages whatsoever as a result of their publication. Further, the
Catalyst Defendants by Counterclaim were never served with a Notice of Libel
pursuant to section 5 of the Libel and Slander Act with respect to the Globe and
Mail article published on April 17, 2018 (referred to in paragraphs 195 and 199 of
the Fourth Fresh as Amended Statement of Defence and Counterclaim of the
Plaintiffs by Counterclaim).
(iii)

121.

“Internet Postings”

The Catalyst Defendants deny that they authored, created, published, directed or
instructed any party to draft, create or publish the internet postings complained
about by West Face and Boland.

122.

The Catalyst Defendants did not create or use, or direct any party to create or use
false identities or aliases to post statements that were false or otherwise, as
alleged. The Catalyst Defendants have no knowledge of the authors of the internet
postings complained of by West Face and Boland.

123.

Specifically:
(a)

Boland Post: the Catalyst Defendants did not author or direct any party to
author the alleged post that West Face and Boland have defined in the
Counterclaim as the “Boland Post”, nor did they create or direct any party
to create any of the websites and Twitter accounts through which the post
was allegedly posted. Until being notified by West Face’s counsel, the
Catalyst Defendants had no knowledge of the alleged websites and Twitter
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to the public with little to no visitors or followers. The post and the alleged
websites and Twitter accounts are largely unknown. Contrary to West
Face’s and Boland’s allegations, the post was not widely read or
disseminated. Moreover, most, if not all, of the information contained in the
post is derived from past publications from recognized news media for
which West Face and Boland made no complaint;
(b)

Wolfpack Video: the Catalyst Defendants did not create or direct any party
to create the video that West Face and Boland have labelled in the
Counterclaim as the “Wolf Pack Video”, nor did they create or direct any
party to create Twitter accounts through which the video was allegedly
posted. The Catalyst Defendants had no knowledge of the video or the
Twitter accounts through which the video was allegedly posted until it was
brought to their attention by West Face’s counsel. The video and the alleged
Twitter accounts are largely unknown. There is no evidence that the video
was widely disseminated or viewed so as to attract any negative attention
to West Face or Boland;

(c)

Esco Post: the Catalyst Defendants did not author or direct any party to
author the post that West Face and Boland have defined in the
Counterclaim as the “Esco Post”, nor did they create or direct any party to
create any of the alleged websites and Twitter accounts through which the
post was allegedly posted. The Catalyst Defendants did not direct or
indirectly use the pseudonym “julesljones”, as alleged. Until the post was
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had no knowledge of the post. Indeed, the post contains statements
regarding Callidus that are inaccurate. The alleged post and Twitter account
are not widely known to the public. The post was not broadly disseminated
or read so as to attract any negative attention to West Face and Boland;
(d)

Face the Music Post: the Catalyst Defendants did not author or direct any
party to author the post that West Face and Boland have defined in the
Counterclaim as the “Face the Music Post”, nor post directly or indirectly on
the website that the post was allegedly posted. The Catalyst Defendants
had no knowledge of the alleged post or the website upon which the post
was posted, until it was brought to their attention by West Face’s counsel.
The post and the website are widely unknown to the public. The alleged
post and Twitter account are not widely known to the public. The post was
not broadly disseminated or read so as to attract any negative attention to
West Face and Boland;

(e)

Wolfpack Corruption Post: the Catalyst Defendants did not author or
publish, nor direct any party author or publish the post that West Face and
Boland have defined in the Counterclaim as the “Wolfpack Corruption Post”.
Further, they did not create nor cause anyone to create the website upon
which the post was allegedly posted. Moreover, they did not create nor
direct any party to create the Twitter accounts through which the post was
allegedly posted. Until the post was brought to their attention, the Catalyst
Defendants had no knowledge of the alleged post or the website and the
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post and website are not widely known to the public. The post was not
broadly read or disseminated so as to attract any negative attention to West
Face and Boland; and
(f)

Westface.net Post: the Catalyst Defendants did not publish, create, make
directly or indirectly the statements complained of in the post that West Face
and Boland have defined in the Counterclaim as the “Westface.net Post”.
Further, they did not use any pseudonym nor cause any pseudonym to be
registered, as alleged. Moreover, they did not create or register the website,
as alleged. The alleged post and website are not widely known to the public.
The post was not broadly disseminated or viewed so as to attract any
negative attention to West Face and Boland.

124.

Contrary to West Face and Boland’s allegations, the Catalyst Defendants did not
conspire to harm West Face or Boland by disseminating false or defamatory
statements through any “Defamation Campaign”. The Catalyst Defendants did not
engage in any unlawful or wrongful activity, as alleged.

125.

In any event, West Face and Boland have not suffered any loss or damages as a
result of the publication, circulation or posting of the Press Releases, Investor
Letters and Internet Postings. Well before the publication of any of the defamatory
statements complained of, West Face suffered a precipitous decline in its AUM as
a result of its poor financial performance and mismanagement. For the better part
of 5 years, West Face consistently underperformed relative to other indices, often
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suffered by West Face and Boland are a result of West Face’s and Boland’s own
failed investment decisions and mismanagement, and not as a result of any actions
of the Catalyst Defendants.
Conclusion
126.

There is no merit to the Counterclaim and it ought to be dismissed. The
Counterclaim is a bald attempt by West Face and Boland to distract the market
from West Face’s poor fund management and deteriorating financial performance,
to divert attention from the merits of Catalyst’s and Callidus’s claim, to shield West
Face’s and Boland’s improper conduct from scrutiny by the courts, and to chill off
the Catalyst Defendants from expressing themselves on matters of public interest.

127.

West Face and Boland have not suffered any damages whatsoever as a result of
any conduct by the Catalyst Defendants.

128.

In any event, the damages claimed are excessive and too remote to be
recoverable at law. West Face and Boland have failed to mitigate their damages.

129.

The Catalyst Defendants did not act in a reckless, high-handed, malicious,
oppressive or reprehensible manner that would warrant an award of aggravated or
punitive damages.

130.

The Catalyst Defendants therefore request that the Counterclaim be dismissed
with costs on a substantial indemnity basis.
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I, James A. Riley, of the City of Toronto, in the Province of Ontario, MAKE OATH AND
SAY:
A.

INTRODUCTION

1.

I am a Managing Director of The Catalyst Capital Group Inc. ("Catalyst”) and
semi-retired. Prior to my semi-retirement, I was the Chief Operating Officer of
Catalyst. Prior to the privatization of Callidus Capital Corporation ("Callidus") in
2019, I was an officer and director of Callidus.

2.

This affidavit is sworn in support of a motion brought by Catalyst, Callidus, me,
Newton Glassman (“Glassman”) and Gabriel De Alba (“De Alba”) (the “Catalyst
Defendants by Counterclaim”) pursuant to section 137.1 (3) of the Courts of
Justice Act to dismiss the Counterclaim in the Fourth Fresh as Amended
Statement of Defence and Counterclaim of West Face Capital Inc. (“West Face”)
and Gregory Boland (“Boland”) issued on October 1, 2019 (the “West
Face/Boland Counterclaim”) against the Catalyst Defendants by Counterclaim. A
copy of the West Face/Boland Counterclaim is attached as Exhibit 1. A copy of
the Reply and Defence to Counterclaim is attached as Exhibit 2.

3.

I have personal knowledge of the matters to which I hereinafter depose, save
and except where I have stated that I have received my information from other
sources and in such cases I believe that information to be true.

1
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B.

THE CATALYST DEFENDANTS BY COUNTERCLAIM

(a)

The Catalyst Capital Group Inc.

8.

Catalyst is a Canadian private equity investment management firm founded in
2002 by Glassman and De Alba. Catalyst specializes in investments in
distressed and undervalued situations (i.e., investments in companies that are
under-managed, under-valued or poorly capitalized).

9.

Since 2002, Catalyst has established five private equity Funds (plus two parallel
Funds) comprising over US$ 3 billion of capital.

10.

The six Catalyst Guiding Principles attached as Exhibit 3 are: Excellence;
Superior Analytics; The Details; Intellectual Curiosity; Team; and Reputation.
Our reputation for excellence drives our success.

11.

Catalyst has duties, which includes a fiduciary duty, to keep investors informed of
matters concerning the management, conduct and performance of Catalyst, its
affiliates and investment funds, and of any other matter material to the company.

(b)

Callidus Capital Corporation

12.

From April 2014 to November 2019, Callidus traded on the Toronto Stock
Exchange under trade symbol CBL.TO. Callidus is privately owned today.
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collateral position, Callidus will become the owner of businesses, acquired
through restructuring, at which point, the businesses will be consolidated and
accounted for on this basis, until rehabilitated, marketed, and ultimately sold.
17.

Callidus has obligations to keep its investors and the market informed of matters
concerning the management, conduct and performance of Callidus and of any
other matter material to the company. For instance, Callidus’ Management’s
Discussion and Analysis reports on ongoing litigation and notes that the results of
legal proceedings could have a material adverse effect on the Corporation. One
of the legal actions reported in our Management’s Discussion and Analysis is the
West Face/ Boland Counterclaim seeking $500 million in damages against
Callidus, me, and others. Attached as Exhibit 4 is page 29 of the Management’s
Discussion and Analysis dated December 31, 2017.

(c)

Officers and Directors

18.

Glassman was a founder of Catalyst and is its Managing Partner. Glassman was
also formerly the Executive Chairman and CEO of Callidus.

19.

Prior to founding Catalyst, Glassman was a Managing Director at Cerberus
Capital Management L.P. in New York City where his responsibilities included
Canadian-based situations. Cerberus had over US $12 billion under
management when Glassman left the firm to found Catalyst. Glassman is also a
lawyer (University of Toronto) and has a B.A. in economics from the University
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of Toronto and an M.B.A. from the Wharton School of Business at the University
of Pennsylvania.
20.

De Alba is a Managing Director and Partner of Catalyst and has no role at
Callidus.

21.

Catalyst’s and Callidus’ officers and directors have obligations, including a
fiduciary duty, to keep investors informed of matters concerning the
management, conduct and performance of Catalyst, Callidus, the investment
Funds, and of any other matter material to the operation of the companies. We
are trusted advisors to our investors.

C.

THE WEST FACE/BOLAND COUNTERCLAIM

22.

The West Face/Boland Counterclaim pleads defamation against the Catalyst
Defendants by Counterclaim relating to the following publications:
(a)

a written statement by a Catalyst spokesperson sent by email on August
19, 2016 to a National Post reporter Emily Jackson;

(b)

A Press Release by Catalyst issued on October 13, 2016 (the “October
2016 Press Release”);

(c)

A letter sent by Catalyst to certain Limited Partners to Funds managed by
Catalyst dated August 14, 2017 (the “First Investor Letter”);
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(d)

A letter sent by Catalyst on March 19, 2018 to certain Limited Partners to
Funds managed by Catalyst (the “March Investor Letter”);

(e)

Communications with the media, and

(f)

Internet Postings concerning West Face and the other alleged
conspirators engaged in the short and distort attack against Catalyst and
Callidus that are the subject of the Main Action.

23.

The West Face/Boland Counterclaim also alleges that Glassman slandered West
Face and Boland (the “Glassman Slander”).

24.

For the reasons I discuss below, I believe that the words complained of by West
Face and Boland in the publications that are attributable to the Catalyst
Defendants by Counterclaim are expressions relating to matters of public
interest.

D.

OVERVIEW OF THE CONSPIRACY ACTION

(a)

Introduction

25.

On November 7, 2017, Catalyst and Callidus commenced this conspiracy action
against M5V Advisors Inc. c.o.b. Anson Group Canada, Admiralty Advisors LLC,
Frigate Ventures LP, Anson Investments LP, Anson Capital LP, Anson
Investments Master Fund LP, AIMF GP, Anson Catalyst Master Fund LP, ACF
GP, Adam Spears, Sunny Puri, ClaritySpring Inc., Nathan Anderson, Bruce
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Langstaff, Darryl Levitt, Richard Molyneux, Kevin Baumann, Jeffrey McFarlane,
Rob Copeland, and later amended to add Gerald Duhamel, George Voorheis,
Bruce Livesey, and John Does #4-10. A copy of the Fresh as Amended
Statement of Claim, issued on July 19, 2019, is attached as Exhibit 5.
26.

The Fresh as Amended Statement of Claim pleads, inter alia, that the defendants
entered into a conspiracy to harm Catalyst and Callidus through the following
actions:
(i)

spreading false information by rumours through the Bay Street rumour mill;

(ii)

filing false “whistleblower” complaints against Callidus with the Ontario
Securities Commission and the United States Securities and Exchange
Commission by some of the conspirators to “confirm” the rumours;

(iii)

leaking the existence and substance of the allegations contained in the
whistleblower complaints to the media and providing information to the police
to generate media interest;

(iv)

taking short positions, directly or indirectly, in the common shares of Callidus
(the “Callidus Shares”);

(v)

publishing a false and defamatory article in the Wall Street Journal Article on
August 9, 2017 (the “WSJ Article”), released near the end of the trading day,
in order to cause a rapid decline in the price of the Callidus Shares; and
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(vi)

closing out of their short positions at the expense of the market value of
Callidus and its business.

(b)

Short Selling

27.

As part of my experience in the securities industry, I am familiar with the activity
of short selling shares.

28.

“Short selling” is an investment strategy through which investors sell shares into
the market that they do not own at the time of the sale. Generally, a short seller
borrows shares in a publically traded corporation then sells those borrowed
shares to a third party. The short seller then purchases shares in the market and
returns those purchased shares to the party from whom the short seller originally
borrowed the shares.

29.

A short seller effectively bets that the stock value will decline. Profits are made if
the share value declines between the time of selling the borrowed shares and the
later buying of the shares. Conversely, losses (potentially catastrophic losses)
are sustained if the share value increases between the time of selling the
borrowed shares and the later buying of shares.

30.

A short campaign is an investment strategy where an investor or group of
investors takes a short position in a stock and releases negative but accurate
information to the market in respect of the company to justify their short position
and secure greater returns.
9
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their whistleblower program and are currently reviewing the legal remedies
available to us.
In the meantime, should you have any questions please do not hesitate to
contact Jim Riley at [416-945-3041 or jriley@catcapital.com]
Yours Truly,
Jim Riley Managing Director and COO
The Catalyst Capital Group Inc.”

44.

I received numerous telephone calls and emails about the WSJ Article and
Catalyst’s response the WSJ Article from Catalyst’s Limited Partners. Some
examples are set out below.

45.

[Greg Cotterman, Private Equity, Ohio Public Employees Retirement System
located in Colombus, Ohio], emailed Glassman on August 9, 2017 at 4:49 PM
(attaching the WSJ Article that accused Catalyst of fraud):
“I’m sure I’m not the first person to write, but in light of the article below, I
was wondering if you have a few minutes for an update call tomorrow or
Friday? I just want to make sure I can give my CIO and Sr. PM [Portfolio
Manager] an update in case they receive a request for information from
one of our Board members”
A copy of the email is attached as Confidential Exhibit 11.

46.

I received another email from [Greg Cotterman of the Ohio Public Employees
Retirement System] on September 15, 2017 at 9:00 AM ET requesting a brief
update call “regarding last month’s news article” which was the Wall Street
Journal Article. A copy of the email is attached as Confidential Exhibit 12.
15
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(c)

The First Investor Letter (August 14, 2017);

(d)

The March Investor Letter (March 19, 2018).

(b)

Catalyst’s Written Statement (August 19, 2016)

62.

The West Face/Boland Counterclaim alleges that the written statement by
Catalyst “reprinted in the National Post and various other publications” after
Justice Newbould released his Reasons for Judgment (August 18, 2016) in an
action (the “Moyse Action”) commenced by Catalyst against a former employee
named Brandon Moyse (“Moyse”). West Face/Boland complain about the
following words:
“Additional evidence [had] come out since the Moyse Litigation that
[supported] the new case that alleges conspiracy and breach of contract.
We are deeply disappointed by the decision and the severe indications of
possible bias displayed by Judge Newbould. We believe that he did not
give fair consideration to all the evidence presented, ignored contradictory
statements made by the defendants that are part of the court record and
delivered a judgement containing clear misstatements of fact.”

63.

The Moyse Action involved a claim brought by Catalyst against Moyse alleging
he obtained Catalyst confidential information and provided it to West Face in
furtherance of West Face’s efforts to acquire shares of a telecom company called
WIND Mobile Corp. (“WIND”) from VimpelCom Ltd. (“VimpelCom”), in
competition with Catalyst.
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extensive legal battle for a share of the Wireless start-up now owned by Shaw
Communications”. The National Post article published on August 19, 2016 is
attached as Exhibit 29.
68.

The written statement by Catalyst referred to in the National Post article is an
email sent by Catalyst spokesperson Dan Gagnier (“Gagnier”) to National Post
reporter Emily Jackson (“Jackson”) on August 19, 2016 which states:
“Spokesperson for Catalyst Capital said:
We are deeply disappointed by the decision and the severe indications of
possible bias displayed by Judge Newbould. We believe that he did not
give fair consideration to all the evidence presented, ignored contradictory
statements made by the defendants that are part of the court record and
delivered a judgement containing clear misstatements of fact. Among
other things, we are particularly concerned that the decision selectively
ignores or discounts key testimony as it relates to the critical issue of
possible destruction of evidence. We are considering all options regarding
an appeal”.
“Regardless of this questionable decision, after the Moyse litigation
commenced, additional evidence came out that is supportive of our case
against Globalive, West Face, VimpleCom and other parties.”
Attached as Exhibit 30 is a copy of the email sent by Gagnier on August 19,
2016 at 1:15 PM to Jackson.

(d)

No Notice of Libel Served By West Face/ Boland

69.

I was not served with a Notice of Libel by West Face or Boland regarding the
National Post article published on August 19, 2017. I have asked Glassman and
De Alba whether they have been served with a Notice of Libel regarding the
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August 19, 2016 National Post Article and I have been informed and verily
believe that they were not served with a Notice of Libel.
70.

To my knowledge, Catalyst and Callidus were never served with a Notice of
Libel. Glassman and De Alba have informed me and I verily believe that to their
knowledge Catalyst and Callidus were never served with a Notice of Libel
regarding the August 19, 2016 National Post Article.

71.

I am unaware of West Face or Boland serving a Notice of Libel on Postmedia
(the publisher of the National Post or Emily Jackson) regarding the Financial Post
Article. I am also unaware of any libel action commenced by West Face or
Boland against Postmedia or Jackson.

(e)

The West Face Press Release

72.

West Face also issued a News Release about Justice Newbould’s decision in the
Moyse Action that the National Post article reports as stating:
“WestFace is grateful for the vindication the judge provided, according to a
news release that highlighted the judge’s conclusions about the
witnesses”.

73.

Boland was quoted in the National Post article as saying:
“The reasons for the complete dismissal of the case make clear the
lawsuit launched by Catalyst was without merit. We are confident that
Catalyst’s other lawsuits against West Face and various other parties face
similar obstacles, CEO Greg Boland said in a statement”.
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(f)

The Additional Evidence

74.

The August 19, 2016 email from the Catalyst spokesperson to the National Post
reporter referred to “additional evidence” that had come to light that was
supportive of our case against West Face, VimpelCom and other parties. This
additional evidence was not known or disclosed to Catalyst prior to the Moyse
Action.

75.

This “additional evidence” revealed that VimpelCom and UBS had shared
information relating to Catalyst’s bid for WIND in breach of the Confidentiality
Agreement and had engaged in negotiations and/or solicited an offer from the
West Face Consortium in breach of our Exclusivity Agreement.

76.

Attached as Exhibit 31 is an email chain that indicates that on July 21, 2014,
Michael Leitner of Tennenbaum (“Leitner”) exchanged emails with Boland
regarding Vimpelcom’s sale of WIND. Previously, Tennenbaum (and associated
parties) and West Face had been competing bidders for WIND. As such, in order
to obtain access to the relevant due diligence materials from VimpelCom, they
had entered into Confidentiality Agreements which prevented them from
cooperating with, or sharing information or analysis they had obtained or
prepared during the due diligence period, with other bidders. This email chain
contains the following message from Leitner to Boland:
“I heard catalyst is seeking exclusivity this week.”
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89.

None of the above emails, communications and steps were known to Catalyst
until the Moyse litigation, when West Face began (starting in January 2016) to
produce the above documents.

90.

Prior to the disclosure of the above documents, Catalyst was aware that a
consortium led by West Face had successfully negotiated the purchase of WIND
following the expiry of Catalyst’s Exclusivity period, but was not previously aware
of the facts and communications summarized above.

91.

The above communications are what Catalyst was referring to as “additional
evidence” in Catalyst’s written statement of August 19, 2016.

92.

I note that Justice Newbould, in his judgment in the Moyse Action, stated that
the information about when the Catalyst Share Purchase Agreement was going
to the VimpelCom board for approval “likely came ... from an advisor to
Tennenbaum who may have obtained it from UBS”. A copy of Justice
Newbould’s reasons for decision in the Moyse Action are attached as Exhibit 37.

93.

Catalyst appealed Justice Newbould’s decision on the grounds that, among other
things :
(a)

different standards were applied by the trial Judge in assessing the
evidence submitted by Catalyst and in assessing the evidence of Moyse
and West Face;
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(b)

numerous errors were made by the trial judge in relation to the issue of
spoliation; and

(c)

specific misapprehensions of the evidence were made germane to the
breach of confidence claim.

A copy of Catalyst’s Notice of Appeal (attached as Exhibit 38), Supplementary
Notice of Appeal (attached as Exhibit 39), Second Supplementary Notice of
Appeal (attached as Exhibit 40), and Factum (attached as Exhibit 41).
94.

The August 19, 2016 statement by the spokesperson for Catalyst set out our
good faith belief that the decision demonstrated a possible bias by Justice
Newbould because he did not give fair consideration to our evidence and
because of his treatment of the spoliation issue.

95.

We believed that the legal dispute over the acquisition of WIND’s shares
involving the ownership of a fourth Canadian wireless provider and the users of
publically regulated spectrum was a matter of public interest. We also believed
that the August 19, 2016 statement’s commentary about a judicial decision and
the status of our ongoing litigation with West Face regarding the WIND
acquisition was of significant interest to our investors and potential investors.
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(g)

The October 13, 2016 Press Release

96.

The West Face/Boland Counterclaim alleges that the following statements in an
October 13, 2016 Press Release are defamatory:
It is exactly because of this culture at Catalyst, as compared to how others
behave, that we have chosen to be incredibly tough and demanding when
our rights are trampled or counterparties act unethically. Because
ultimately, it is our LPs and investors that are impacted.
…
Catalyst has put its faith in the judiciary and expect that our claims and
appeals will be heard fairly and that judgment will expose the truth of West
Face’s actions, character and values”.
The October 13, 2016 Press Release is attached as Exhibit 42.

97.

The October 13, 2016 Catalyst Press Release is entitled “Catalyst Capital Group
Comments on West Face Statements” and was released at 21:36 ET on October
13, 2016. The lead paragraph states: “The Catalyst Capital Group Inc.
(“Catalyst”), Canada’s second-largest independent private equity firm, today
commented on recent statements by West Face Capital Inc. regarding ongoing
litigation related to its acquisition of WIND Mobile Corp. and the short attack at
Callidus Capital Corporation”.

98.

The October 13, 2016 Catalyst Press Release continues:
“We can understand the increasing pressure that West Face has
experienced due to its questionable and potentially unlawful actions
around its acquisition of WIND and activities regarding Callidus Capital
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that has resulted in numerous inquiries from current and prospective
investors, service providers and industry participants.
In regards to our litigation against West Face and other parties, there are
very few firms out there that take the role of fiduciary as seriously as we
do. Our commitment to LPs and to the minority shareholders in Callidus
Capital is the primary consideration in all decisions we make.
It is exactly because of this culture at Catalyst, as compared to how others
behave, that we have chosen to be incredibly tough and demanding when
our rights are trampled or counterparties act unethically. Because
ultimately, it is our LPs and investors that are impacted.
It should be highly concerning to numerous stakeholders that West Face
has determined to litigate through the public at large. In full knowledge of
an upcoming jury trial regarding the WIND acquisition, and the fact that
the Brandon Moyse/West Face decision is being appealed. The appeal is
on the basis of a denial of procedural fairness, errors of law in determining
the spoliation claim and errors of fact and mixed fact and law in
determining the claims of spoliation and the misuse of Catalyst’s
confidential information. The award by Justice Newbould on a substantial
indemnity basis ignores findings by Justice Lederer, among other things,
and is a continuation of the basis for our appeal.
Catalyst has put its faith in the judiciary and expect that our claims and
appeals will be heard fairly and the judgment will expose the truth of West
Face’s actions, character and values.”
99.

The Catalyst October 13, 2016 Press Release was a reply to statements made
by West Face earlier in the day about our ongoing litigation with West Face
regarding the WIND acquisition. West Face sent out a Press Release at 16:48
ET on October 13, 2016 headlined “Court awards over $1.5 million against
Catalyst Capital in lawsuit with West Face and Brandon Moyse; West Face
launches catalystlitigation.com website”. West Face’s October 13, 2016 Press
Release is attached as Exhibit 43.
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100.

The West Face Press Release states in part:
“West Face Capital Inc. announced today that Justice Newbould of the
Superior Court of Justice in Ontario has awarded costs of $1.2 million to
West Face, on a substantial indemnity basis…
Justice Newbould's cost endorsement noted that the lawsuit was driven by
Catalyst CEO Newton Glassman, who "was not able to accept that he lost
his chance to acquire Wind by being outsmarted by someone else."
Justice Newbould also found that Mr. Glassman "was certainly playing
hardball attacking the reputation and honesty of West Face. However, in
spite of the best efforts of Catalyst's very able and skilled lawyers, he
utterly failed."
…
West Face believes that the Catalyst and Callidus claims in each of these
proceedings are without merit and is vigorously defending each of these
proceedings.”
New Website
West Face also announces the launch of a new website at
www.catalystlitigation.com.Due to the large volume of documents, and in
response ot numerous inquiries from current and prospective investors,
service providers and industry participants that we interact with, West
Face has assembled the public court materials from the various lawsuits
launched by Catalyst against West Face in the archive hosted on this
website, including materials filed in court by each of Catalyst and West
Face.
West Face believes that the Catalyst and Callidus claims in each of these
proceedings are without merit and is vigorously defending each of these
proceedings.”

101.

The October 13, 2016 Catalyst Press Release is a reply to West Face’s Press
Release issued earlier in the day and expresses Catalyst’s response to inquiries
we were receiving regarding West Face’s acquisition of WIND.
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102.

The West Face Press Release also announced that West Face launched a new
website at www.catalystlitigation.com “in response to numerous inquiries from
current and prospective investors, service providers and industry participants”. I
discuss this West Face website in more detail below.

(h)

The First Investor Letter (August 14, 2017)

103.

The West Face/Boland Counterclaim alleges that the following statements in a
letter sent by Glassman to the Catalyst Fund Limited Partnership II and II-PP
Investors on August 14, 2017 were defamatory:
“As a brief update on the West Face and Wind litigation, new facts helpful
to the case have been discovered. These relate not only to their standalone behavior but also to possible interference and market manipulation
involving West Face and others in Callidus.”

104.

Newton Glassman’s letter to Catalyst’s Investors states:
“Dear Catalyst Fund Limited Partnership II and II-PP (the “Fund” or “Fund
II and II-PP”) Investor:
Catalyst continues to be excited about the existing Canadian distressed
opportunity set and believes all of the work undertaken on behalf of its LPs
will be rewarded handsomely.
As a brief update on the West Face and Wind litigation, new facts helpful
to the case have been discovered. These relate not only to their standalone behavior but also to possible interference and market manipulation
involving West Face and others in Callidus.
We are very concerned about materials from the Funds (Quarterly Letters
and Annual General Meeting presentations) appearing in social media /
other public media sources and becoming manipulated against the
interests of the LPs. This is now more relevant as we are trying to
monetize the investments in the Fund. Therefore, we are reminding LPs to
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remember their confidentiality obligations as part of the LP Agreements
(please refer to the confidentiality provision on the following page).
Please feel free to contact the undersigned with any questions you may
have, and thank you, once again, for your continued support. We remain
committed to the Guiding Principles attached hereto as our commitment to
you, our investors.
Newton Glassman”
A copy of the First Investor Letter is attached as Confidential Exhibit 44.
105.

As stated above, Catalyst is under an obligation to keep investors informed of
matters concerning the management, conduct and performance of the
investment Funds. Attached as Confidential Exhibit 45 is a copy of
Management Advisory Agreement dated April 21, 2006 between Catalyst and the
Catalyst Fund Limited Partnership II.

106.

The August 14, 2017 First Investor Letter addressed the short and distort attack
against Callidus that began on August 9, 2017. As I explained above, the short
and distort campaign had a significant and material impact on Callidus’ share
price immediately following the publication of the online WSJ Article on August 9,
2017.

107.

The August 14, 2017 Investor Letter informed our investors of new facts helpful
to its litigation regarding the WIND acquisition and possible market manipulation
involving West Face (and others) in Callidus’ shares. On August 11, 2017,
Glassman received an email stating that Callidus and Glassman were targeted
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by a group of funds, including Boland of West Face, acting in concert, to shortsell Callidus stock and spread false rumors in the marketplace.
108.

Two days after the publication of the online WSJ Article and one day after the
publication of the print edition of the WSJ Article , Glassman received an email
sent on August 11, 2017 by Vincent Hanna at 4:55pm (subject: Attacks on
Callidus) that stated:
Dear Mr. Glassman.
This letter is to inform you that you have been targeted by a group of
funds in Canada and abroad whose sole goal is to bring down your public
vehicle Callidus and you personally. They are acting in concert to short
your stock and to spread false rumors in the market place mostly through
Bruce Langstaff at Canaccord but through any broker who will listen. The
Wall Street Journal is a prime example of this coordinated effort. The
“cabal” does have private investigators following you and most likely have
Russians hackers attacking your office emails and servers/cloud. The
RCMP and FBI are aware of this “cabal” from criminal investigation but
that doesn’t help you in the short term. I am sure you are not surprised but
the funds are:
Greg Boland – WestFace Capital.
Roland Keiper- Clearwater Capital.
Sunny Puri/ Moez Kassam – Anson Partners.
Principals – MMCAP
Marc Cohodes – US Short Seller and his huge global network.
I am disgusted that this acting in concert is going on and happening to you
and other participants in the Canadian Capital Markets and I write this
letter to inform you of such.
If I were you I would sue the above groups and from that you will garner
access to all their trading records and communications between them.
From this you will then be fed additional information. This will lead the
perpetrators down a rabbit hole they will not escape from. But in the end
that is up to you. You now have this information there will be more to
come. Stay tuned.
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The August 11, 2017 email from Vincent Hanna to Newton Glassman is attached
as Exhibit 46. When Mr. Glassman received this email we felt obligated to
inform our investors about this new development.
109.

Catalyst has obligations to inform its investors of material information such as a
short and distort campaign. The August 14, 2017 letter to Limited Partners in the
Catalyst Funds, was of significant interest and importance to our investors.
Shortly after the publication of the Wall Street Journal Article that devastated the
value of Callidus’ share price, the company was tipped off that it had been
targeted by a group of funds who were acting in concert to short sell Callidus
stock and spread false rumours in the marketplace to bring down Callidus,
Catalyst, and Newton Glassman and that the Wall Street Journal was involved in
this coordinated effort.

(i)

The March 19, 2018 Investor Letter

110.

The West Face/Boland Counterclaim alleges that statements in the March
Investor Letter that included portions of transcripts of recordings of conversations
with former and current West Face employees were defamatory. The
Counterclaim alleges that the natural and probable consequence of
disseminating the March 18, 2018 letter to investors was that “one or more of
those investors would likely further disseminate the March Investor Letter to
others, including the members of the media. That is precisely what happened”
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(paragraph 195). The Counterclaim further alleges: “As the Catalyst Defendants
anticipated and intended, the March Investor Letter was provided by one of more
of its investors to members of the mainstream media. On April 18, 2018, the
Globe and Mail published an article titled “In Investor Letter, Catalyst Claims It
Can Still Win Wind Mobile Suit”, which repeated publicly the contents of the
March Investor Letter. The publication of that article further shrouded Boland and
West Face in contention and controversy, as Catalyst hoped and intended would
occur”. (paragraph 199). A copy of the April 18, 2018 Globe and Mail article is
attached as Exhibit 47.
111.

I was not served a Notice of Libel regarding the April 18, 2018 Globe and Mail
Article. I have been informed by and believe that Glassman and De Alba were
not served with a Notice of Libel regarding the Globe and Mail Article published
April 18, 2018. I am unaware of Catalyst or Callidus being served with a Notice of
Libel regarding the Globe and Mail article. I have also been informed by and
verily believe that Glassman and De Alba are unaware of Catalyst or Callidus
being served with a Notice of Libel regarding the Globe and Mail Article. Nor am I
aware of West Face or Boland commencing a libel action against the Globe and
Mail.

112.

The March 18, 2018 Investor letter is a document entitled “Privileged and
Confidential Update – Wind Litigation”. The March Investor Letter was intended
as a confidential and privileged update on the Moyse/ West Face litigation. It
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reports that Catalyst’s appeal of Justice Newbould’s decision was dismissed by
the Court of Appeal. A copy of the March Investor Letter is attached as
Confidential Exhibit 48. I do not know how this communication came to be
disseminated outside its intended audience.
113.

The March Investor Letter informs our investors that a former employee of West
Face said that inside information about the WIND negotiations was improperly
leaked to the West Face Consortium and that Catalyst’s exclusivity rights and
other contractual rights were not respected.

114.

The March investor letter informs investors that a former West Face employee
said that West Face had benefitted from the leakage of inside information about
Catalyst’s confidential bid (paragraph 13) :
Former WF employee:
But one of them in particular was – they were
like ‘we can’t provide you with that’. And somehow that news made its
way into our shop. And so they [the West Face consortium] made a bid
with no conditions—
Interviewer: That’s crazy—
Former WF employee:

--and the board took it.

Interviewer: --this is why – it’s crazy, isn’t it? I mean –
Former WF employee:
It is, unless someone on the Wind board told
you what the right answer was, but said they couldn’t put it on paper.
Interviewer: So they had inside information from Wind or from Catalyst?
Or from both, you think?
Former WF employee:
They had information about Catalyst’s bid, and
they had information about why Wind wasn’t taking it. And so they gave a
bid that was lower but a little bit different that the board would accept.
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A copy of the transcript of the conversation with the former West Face employee
Peter Brimm is attached as Exhibit 49.
115.

The March 2018 Investor Letter also informs investors that Mr. Brimm said that
Catalyst was correct in believing that West Face had indeed received confidential
information about the WIND transaction that it was not supposed to have, but the
leakage did not come from Moyse (para 14):
Interviewer: Who has the right answer?
Former WF employee:
Catalyst. It’s – I believe they’re correct that
West Face had information they weren’t supposed to.
Interviewer: Ah, okay.
Former WF employee:
way--

It just didn’t come to West Face’s hands the

Interviewer: So what’s the right path? Where did it go, I mean it’s -Former WF employee:

The board.

Interviewer: A board member? Of Wind, you think a board member of
Wind gave them the—
Former WF employee:
116.

Yeah.”

The March 2018 Investor Letter also reports that a second former West Face
employee, Yu-Jia Zhu, said that the West Face Consortium’s winning bid was
made as a result of collusion during the period Catalyst was contractually entitled
to exclusivity:
Former WF employee:
[Catalyst] actually had a bid that was higher than
ours. They bid something, something over 300 million, I don’t know what. Our
belief that it was higher than ours. Umm, so they kind of forgot about, they kind
of forgot about, umm… If you remember what, umm, VimpelCom told UBS, the
three key--.
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Interviewer: Conditions.
Former WF employee:
Umm, yeah. Umm, items they were looking for in the
bidding process was, umm, expediency of close, whoever can close the fastest;
certainty of close; and number three was price. But price wasn’t the most
important factor. So, we put our bid in, and we said, “See, no conditions to close,
we can close--.” And the big thing was regulatory, because you need a
regulatory approval to take ownership of the asset, and they had to put in a, a
regulatory approval.
Interviewer: And you had that approval?
Former WF employee:
We didn’t, but what we did differently from Catalyst
Capital is we went to Tony Lacavera and we said, “Tony, umm, technically
speaking, you already control this asset. You own 51% of the votes, so why
don’t we team up with you, we’ll give you the money, and then you pay
VimpelCom?”
Interviewer: Is that, isn’t that conflict of interest?
Former WF employee:

No, no. There’s no conflict of interest.

Interviewer: He was selling to himself?
Former WF employee:
He, well, he--. He only owned 5% of the business,
remember? But he owned 51% of the votes.
Interviewer: Yeah.
Former WF employee:
So we said to him, “Why don’t we give you 285 million
dollars, and then you use that to pay VimpelCom 285 million--.”
Interviewer

To buy their--.

Former WF employee:

to buy out their shares.

Interviewer: -95%?
Former WF employee:
Correct. And then, at some point later, we will
restructure the company such that we own 90% and you own 10%. So, we
teamed up with Tony Lacavera, and he was first, was willing to do that because
he would essentially be gifted a certain percentage of the company for free.
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A copy of the transcript of the conversation with Mr. Zhu is attached as Exhibit
50.
117.

The March 2018 Investor Letter also informed investors about emails and
documents that reveal significant confidential information was leaked to members
of the West Face Consortium during the Catalyst exclusivity period that had been
formally agreed to by VimpelCom (paragraphs 9 -10, 19 – 27 of the March 19,
2018 Investor Letter).

118.

The March 2018 Investor Letter concludes by informing investors that the
improper disclosure of Catalyst’s confidential work “caused significant damages
to Catalyst Fund investors” (paragraph 28) and “accordingly, Catalyst will use its
best efforts to ensure that all relevant facts and documents come to light, and to
pursue all available remedies to obtain redress for the benefit of the investors in
the Funds” (paragraph 29). The March 2018 Investor Letter ended by stating,
“…it is vital that you respect the confidentiality of this litigation update”
(paragraph 30).

119.

The matters addressed in the March 19, 2018 Investor Letter concern both the
Moyse Action and the subsequent VimpelCom Action. The March 19, 2018
Investor Letter informed our investors that:
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(a)

information about the WIND negotiations was improperly communicated
to members of the West Face Consortium during the period of Catalyst’s
exclusivity and confidentiality;

(b)

West Face had received confidential information about the WIND
transaction that it was not entitled to have; and

(c)

the deal with the West Face Consortium was polluted and that the West
Face Consortium had improperly benefited from information about
Catalyst’s confidential bid.

120.

The March 19, 2018 Investor Letter addressed the improper use of insider
information obtained in breach of the Confidentiality Agreement and the
Exclusivity Agreement . These were matters of significant importance and
interest to our investors. The March Investor Letter was sent to our investors to
keep our Limited Partners apprised of matters material to our Funds.

F.

THE VEXATIOUS LITIGANTS ALLEGATIONS

121.

The West Face/ Boland Counterclaim seeks a Declaration that the Catalyst
Defendants are vexatious litigants. I adamantly disagree with this allegation. We
only commenced three actions against West Face prior to this conspiracy action:
(a)

the Moyse Action,

(b)

the Veritas Action, and
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Catalyst Capital and Callidus Capital are managed by Mr. Newton
Glassman, along with Gabriel De Alba (for Catalyst) and James Riley.
Due to the large volume of documents, and in response to numerous
inquiries from current and prospective investors, service providers and
industry participants that it interacts with, West Face has assembled the
public court documents in the archive hosted on this website. We intend
to add new court documents as they become available.
The last paragraph of “Litigating with Catalyst Capital” states:
Note that the documents hosted on this website are unofficial versions of
the documents filed with the Ontario court and are not in all cases exact
duplicates of the official documents filed with the Ontario court. Some
documents have been redacted and/or have omissions, and some
documents are entirely omitted. No representation is made as to the
accuracy or completeness of the documents hosted on this website. For
the official versions of documents filed with the court, please consult the
court record in Toronto, Ontario.
156.

West Face’s catalystlitigation.com website provides the public with court
documents in the Moyse Action, the Veritas Action, the VimpelCom Action, the
Plan of Arrangement which approved the sale of WIND to a corporate vehicle
controlled by the West Face Consortium, and this action (which is referred to as
the “Whistleblower Litigation”). Members of the public are invited to sign up to be
notified of the most recent additions to the site.

157.

Recent additions to the site are the 7 anti-SLAPP Notices of Motions that have
been brought by various defendants seeking to have this action dismissed
pursuant to section 137.1 (3) of the Courts of Justice Act. West Face did not
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Trust Company, SunOpta Inc., Hain Celestial Group, Inc., and Air Methods
Corporation. A copy of the Long Term Opportunity Fund Q3 2016 Investor Letter,
dated November 22, 2016, is attached as Exhibit 66.
166.

Since 2011, the West Face Funds have consistently suffered from poor financial
performance. For example, the Long Term Opportunity Fund has, for more than 5
years, repeatedly underperformed relative to other indices, including the S&P/TSX
Composite Total Return Index and the S&P 500. The Long Term Opportunity Fund
consistently failed to achieve double-digit returns and in some years incurred
negative returns.

167.

In early 2016, West Face had experienced redemptions and lagging
performance, along with many Americas-based hedge funds at the time. It was
reported by Miles Kruppa in Absolute Return that as of July 1, 2016, well before
the publication of the alleged defamatory statements in issue in the
Counterclaim, West Face was experiencing an estimated 6 month change of –
7.32% and a 12 month change of –13.14%. A copy of the Absolute Return
Article, dated September 29, 2016, is attached as Exhibit 67.

168.

In September 2016, both Bloomberg and Reuters were reporting that WestFace
was actively trying to raise a new Private Equity Fund focusing on control in
distress situations. Copies of the Bloomberg and Reuters articles, both dated
September 27, 2016, are attached as Exhibit 68 and Exhibit 69.
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170.

The Long Term Opportunity Fund has consistently underperformed for many
reasons. In its Q1 2017 investor letter the Long Term Opportunity Fund reported
these reasons as including:
(a)

negative investment returns from high investment exposure in oil and gas
companies like PHI Inc. and Gran Tierra Energy Inc., following the collapse
of the oil and gas market in 2014-2015;

(b)

“unexpected outcomes” in West Face’s investments in Entravision
Communications Corporation and Air Methods Corporation;

(c)

investments that failed to meet West Face’s forecast;

(d)

failed short positions; and

(e)

over-attribution of illiquid investments.

A copy of the The Long Term Opportunity Fund Q1 2017 investor letter, dated May
31, 2017, is attached as Exhibit 71.
171.

For example, in its SEC 13F Filing, West Face disclosed that it suffered a negative
US $204.1 million return over a three-year period ending February 20, 2018
(equating to a -47.5% aggregate annual return and a -18% internal rate of return)
in the following investments: PHI Inc., Entravision Communications Corp., Gran
Tierra Energy Inc., Hudson Technologies Inc., SunOpta Inc. and Suncoke Energy
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Inc. A copy of the Long Term Opportunity Fund Form 13F is attached as Exhibit
72.
172.

As a result of West Face’s poor investment performance, it would appear that
many investors lost confidence in the firm and elected to redeploy their investment
capital elsewhere. Thus, the total value of assets under West Face’s management
(“AUM”) suffered a precipitous decline.

173.

As reflected in the Long Term Opportunity Fund Form 13F, West Face’s AUM
declined from a high of approximately $2.8 billion to approximately $1.7 billion by
March 2016. By September 2017, West Face’s AUM had further declined to only
approximately $1 billion as its investors redeemed their investments.

174.

Any loss of investments or investor confidence, or any inability to attract investors
or raise investment funds, was the result of West Face’s poor financial
performance and management, and had nothing to do with Catalyst or Callidus.

175.

Moreover, any reputational damage suffered by West Face was not caused by the
alleged defamatory statements in the publication attributable to the Catalyst
Defendants by Counterclaim but by its exceedingly poor performance and was
further compounded when it announced:
(a)

in September 2017, the decision to suspend withdrawals and redemptions
in the Long Term Opportunity Fund (known in the business as “gating”). As
a result of this extreme decision, investors in the Long Term Opportunity
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Fund were prohibited from withdrawing any of their investment from the
Long Term Opportunity Fund. This decision, made out of necessity given
the accelerated pace of redemption requests, created strong negative
sentiment amongst West Face’s investors and the marketplace, and
damaged West Face’s business prospects; and
(b)

in December 2017, the decision to discontinue offering both the US Fund
and the Cayman Fund. As a result, investors in the US Fund and the
Cayman Fund only received a return of capital on a pro rata basis upon
redemption and not on an expected “first come-first out” basis. In effect,
West Face could not meet investors’ demands for redemption and decided
to wind up the US Fund and the Cayman Fund.

A copy of the West Face Long Term Opportunities L.P. and WFC Opportunities
Trust Investor Letter dated December 8, 2017 is attached as Exhibit 73.
176.

Indeed, in its December 8, 2017 Investor Letter, West Face acknowledged that its
investment strategies were ill suited to a hedge fund structure. West Face
acknowledged that, over the last several years, the quarterly liquidity requirements
for its hedge funds and the lack of available capital to allocate to private
investments, had restricted West Face’s ability to successfully participate in higher
value opportunities, thereby resulting in losses.
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177.

West Face’s alleged losses and lack of “business success” were not caused by
the

Catalyst

Defendants

by

Counterclaim

but

by

West

Face’s

own

mismanagement and ineptitude, which led its hedge funds to perform very poorly.
178.

West Face, itself, conceded this mismanagement. In late 2017 or early 2018, West
Face abandoned its flawed investment strategy that had failed its investors and
attempted to create a new private equity fund, the “West Face Distressed Fund”.
Unlike West Face’s other funds, the primary focus of the “West Face Distressed
Fund” was intended to be on investments in distressed and undervalued situations
- the same investment focus as Catalyst.

179.

West Face sought to raise $1 billion for its new fund, notwithstanding that it had no
prior performance record of managing and creating value from a private equity
fund focussed on distressed and undervalued investments. The size of the raise
was excessive for a first time private equity fund by a manager with no private
equity track record. In an attempt to raise the new Fund, West Face held “road
show” sales presentations to potential investors. These sales pitches presented a
“cherry-picked” list of specific investments that showed positive returns, while
ignoring many of West Face’s investments that yielded negative or poor returns.
This appears to be contrary to SEC rules that prohibit advisers from including only
profitable stock selections or recommendations in presentations or client
presentations, without including the unprofitable selections. A copy of one of the
road show presentations prepared by West Face is attached as Exhibit 74.
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180.

Given the poor financial performance of the West Face Funds, the lack of any prior
record of private equity fund performance of distressed and undervalued

investments, West Face’s history of gating and prohibiting its investors from

withdrawing their investments, West Face’s refusal to report to independent data
and market research firms, and the selective and improper investment illustrations

used to attempt to raise $1 billion from potential investors, West Face failed to raise
the West Face Distressed Fund as would be expected. West Face’s failure to raise

new funds had nothing to do with the Catalyst Defendants by Counterclaim.

181.

Consequently, any loss that West Face and Boland have allegedly suffered or any

alleged lack of success on the part of West Face and Boland to attract investors
for the new proposed private equity fund were entirely attributable to their own

decisions and actions in marketing the proposed fund, and West Face’s growing
reputation as a poor fund manager.
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SECOND FRESH AS AMENDED STATEMENT OF DEFENCE
1.

The Defendants West Face Capital Inc. ("West Face") and Gregory

Boland ("Boland") deny all of the allegations in the Fresh as Amended Statement of
Claim dated July 18, 2019 (the "Amended Claim") and put the Plaintiffs to the strict
proof thereof.
A.

OVERVIEW

2.

This is yet another abusive and vexatious action that the Plaintiffs, The

Catalyst Capital Group Inc. ("Catalyst") and Callidus Capital Corporation ("Callidus"),
have brought in bad faith. They have done so for at least three purposes:
(a)

First, to punish, embarrass and harass West Face for its business and
litigation successes at the expense of Catalyst and Callidus, by unfairly
and maliciously impugning the integrity and conduct of West Face and its
principals;

(b)

Second, to distract attention from the deteriorating financial performance,
overvalued assets, material non-disclosures, and misrepresentations to
investors of Catalyst and Callidus, highlighted by the fall in the Callidus
share price from a high of $24.01 in August 2014 to below $0.50 before
the announcement on August 15, 2019 of a "going private" transaction at
$0.75 per share; and

(c)

Third, to intimidate West Face, Boland, other capital market participants,
regulators, and members of the media, in an effort to dissuade or
discourage them from scrutinizing, discussing, criticizing or commenting

-3publicly on the deteriorating financial performance, overvalued assets,
material non-disclosures, and misrepresentations of Catalyst and Callidus.

3.

This is the fourth action that Catalyst and/or Callidus have brought against

West Face in a four year period. The first, the "Moyse Action", was dismissed by
Justice Newbould after a full trial in June 2016. Justice Newbould found that Catalyst's
claims and allegations against West Face were wholly lacking in merit, and made
findings of credibility against all of Catalyst's principals. Justice Newbould also awarded
costs of $1.2 million in favour of West Face, on a substantial indemnity basis. Justice
Newbould's trial judgment and costs award were upheld by the Court of Appeal in
February and March 2018, in the manner described below. The second of the Plaintiffs'
actions against West Face, the "Veritas Action", has not been advanced by the
Plaintiffs in any material respect even though it was commenced years ago, in June
2015.1 The third, the "VimpelCom Action", was commenced on the eve of trial in the
Moyse Action and was dismissed by Justice Flainey in April 2018.

Justice Flainey

determined that Catalyst's claim in the VimpelCom Action was barred as against various
Defendants, including West Face, pursuant to the doctrines of res judicata, and barred
as against all Defendants as an abuse of process. Justice Hainey's decision was
unanimously upheld by the Court of Appeal in May 2019.

4.

With respect to the Plaintiffs' claims in this proceeding, West Face and

Boland have not conspired with any of the other Defendants; they never retained Bruce

1

West Face's motion to strike a portion of the claim in the Veritas Action was successful at first
instance, but was ultimately dismissed by the Court of Appeal on February 1, 2017. The Plaintiffs
have taken no steps to advance the Veritas Action since that time. The parties are only now
proceeding to documentary discovery at West Face's insistence.

-4Livesey or anyone to write about Callidus or Catalyst; they never encouraged any of the
Defendants to "short" Callidus's shares; they did not participate in any "whistleblower"
complaint to the Ontario Securities Commission (the "OSC") or any other regulatory or
criminal authority as detailed in the Wall Street Journal article of August 9, 2017 that
Catalyst alleges was a key element of the alleged conspiracy; and they have, in fact, not
been "short" Callidus's shares since April 2015, more than two years prior to the alleged
events of August 9, 2017.
5.

Catalyst's and Callidus's claims, including in the current proceeding, have

not been advanced in good faith, but instead because of West Face's business
successes at Catalyst's and Callidus's expense:
(a)

West Face hired Brandon Moyse, a junior analyst, away from Catalyst in
June 2014 after Moyse grew tired of Catalyst's abusive work environment
and flagging deal pipeline;

(b)

Investment funds advised by West Face participated successfully in a
consortium that acquired Canadian wireless telecommunications company
WIND Mobile ("WIND") in September 2014 at an enterprise value of $300
million, after Catalyst had failed to acquire WIND during a period of
exclusive negotiations with the vendor in July and August 2014. West
Face's consortium sold WIND a year and a half later at a $1.6 billion
valuation; and

(c)

West Face successfully identified Callidus as an overvalued public
company in the Fall of 2014, when Callidus's shares were trading between

$20 and $25, and investment funds advised by West Face sold Callidus's
shares "short". When Callidus's share price fell in early 2015, funds
advised by West Face realized profits from their short positions. Callidus
itself has now conceded that its inability to achieve superior value for its
shareholders than $0.75 per share was caused not by any misconduct of
West Face or Boland, but by: (i) a decline in Callidus's operating and
financial performance; (ii) non-performing loans made by Callidus; (iii)
negative operating performance of its non-core subsidiaries; (iv) senior
personnel issues; and (v) an increasing inability to retain personnel
despite retention programs.

6.

Catalyst's founder, CEO and Managing Partner, Newton Glassman

("Glassman"), reacted petulantly to all of the matters referred to immediately above. He
could not tolerate being bested by West Face or Boland. As explained below, Glassman
and his partners at Catalyst, including James Riley ("Riley") and Gabriel De Alba ("De
Alba"), therefore decided to retaliate maliciously, including by orchestrating and
participating in a systematic and vicious campaign of defamation against West Face
and Boland over the Internet, and by shrouding West Face and Boland in contention
and controversy through the repeated commencement and pursuit of abusive, bad faith
litigation.

7.

This action has been brought by Catalyst and Callidus for the purposes of:

(i) limiting unduly and improperly expression on matters of public interest; (ii) harassing
and oppressing the Defendants; and (iii) assaulting the integrity of West Face, Boland,
and the administration of justice in Ontario. It should be dismissed under section 137.1

-6of the Courts of Justice Act (the "Anti SLAPP Legislation"), arid stayed under section
140 of the Courts of Justice Act on the basis that Catalyst and Callidus are vexatious
litigants.
8.

Contrary to paragraph 58 of the Amended Claim, Catalyst's and Callidus's

persistent, vexatious litigation did not motivate the Defendants to participate in the
pleaded conspiracy. On the contrary, Catalyst and Callidus had by 2017 succeeded in
"chilling" West Face and Boland from discussing Catalyst or Callidus publicly, and from
shorting Callidus's stock, in spite of believing at all material times that the Callidus
business was built on inaccurate financial disclosure and doomed to fail.

B.
9.

The Parties to the Claim
Catalyst is a Toronto-based private equity investment firm. Its three

principals at all relevant times were Glassman, De Alba, and Riley. De Alba was a
Managing Director and Partner of Catalyst. Riley was a Managing Director and Chief
Operating Officer of Catalyst.
10.

Callidus is a publicly-traded company that lends money to distressed

borrowers that are generally unable to access traditional lending sources. Glassman is
the Executive Chairman and during the relevant periods was CEO of Callidus. Riley was
Callidus's Secretary. Both are also Directors of Callidus.
11.

West Face is a Toronto-based investment management firm. It is led by its

CEO, Boland.

-7C.

West Face and Boland Did Not Conspire to Harm Callidus or Catalyst

12.

Contrary to the allegations throughout the Amended Claim, West Face

and Boland did not participate in a conspiracy to cause the stock price of Callidus to
drop, or to otherwise injure the Plaintiffs. The Plaintiffs' claims against West Face and
Boland have been invented from whole cloth.
13.

West Face closed its "short" position in respect of Callidus in April 2015.

Contrary to allegations made throughout the Claim, West Face has not been "short"
Callidus since that time. Nor did West Face or Boland communicate with any of the
other Defendants for the purpose of causing Callidus's stock price to drop. Callidus's
stock price has fallen because of Callidus's fundamentally flawed business model and
disastrous financial performance, as West Face had correctly predicted in the Fall of
2014.
14.

From time to time, West Face communicated with other parties that have

also been sued by Catalyst or Callidus for the purpose of learning about: (a) the status
of ongoing litigation commenced by Catalyst and Callidus; and (b) the businesses of
Catalyst and Callidus. West Face had sold short the shares of Callidus during the period
from October 2014 to April 2015, and Callidus had then sued West Face for defamation
in June 2015. That litigation put squarely in issue the business model and financial
performance of Callidus, and West Face has therefore continued to try to gather
information about Callidus. This included:

(a)

In 2014 and 2015, when West Face was researching Callidus in
connection with selling short its shares, Boland communicated separately

with (i) the Defendant Kevin Baumann; (ii) the Defendant Jeffrey
McFarlane; and (iii) Andrew Levy (another guarantor of Callidus' debts
who has since settled with Callidus and provided his communications with
the other Defendants to Callidus and Catalyst), about their experiences as
borrowers from Callidus in order to better understand the business model
and operations of Callidus;

(b)

Boland has for many years communicated regularly with the Defendant
Bruce Langstaff, who had covered West Face as an equity salesperson at
Canaccord Capital Corporation for many years before the events giving
rise to the litigation between West Face and Catalyst, and was a personal
friend of Boland;

(c)

Boland has communicated occasionally with Gerard Duhamel since West
Face was contacted through an intermediary about potential financing for
his company Bluberi Gaming in early 2014 prior to Catalyst commencing
any legal proceedings against West Face;

(d)

Boland has from time to time communicated with the Defendant Nathan
Anderson, who reached out to Boland unsolicited and advised that he was
an investment analyst who was researching Catalyst and Callidus. Boland
has never met Anderson in person or seen any work he may have
produced about Catalyst or Callidus;

(e)

Boland has never met or communicated with either Rob Copeland or
Craig Boyer.

-9(f)

Before

the

Plaintiffs

commenced

this

action,

Boland

had

never

communicated with Wes Voorheis about Cailidus, and had had no
communications with Voorheis on any subject since before 2014.

15.

West Face and Boland did not conspire to disseminate negative

information about Cailidus through any "Bay Street rumour mill"; did not take "short"
positions in Cailidus during the period complained of in this proceeding; and did not
participate in any "whistleblower" complaints about Cailidus. In fact, Boland never spoke
to more than one of the Defendants at any one time. Nor were West Face or Boland
sources for the article about those complaints that was published in the Wall Street
Journal on August 9, 2017 (the "Article"). Although West Face was asked about
possible "whistleblower" investigations by a Wall Street Journal reporter, it had no
information to provide. West Face was at all material times aware of the litigious nature
of Catalyst and Cailidus, and avoided making any potentially defamatory comments in
response to perfectly proper and legitimate questions of the reporter.

16.

West Face and Boland specifically deny the allegation in paragraph 92 of

the Amended Claim that the conduct alleged had "been honed through repetition in
other situations". That allegation has also been invented from whole cloth. West Face
and Boland have never conspired with any of the other Defendants with respect to
Catalyst, Cailidus or any other subject matter.

17.

Contrary to the allegations in paragraphs 44 and 57 of the Amended

Claim, at no time did West Face or Boland offer to fund, or in fact fund, any of the

- 10Guarantors (as defined in the Claim) in their respective defences of claims brought
against them by Callidus.
18.

Contrary to the allegations in paragraphs 48 and 104(a) of the Amended

Claim, West Face and Boland did not, either directly or through external counsel,
introduce Levitt or any other Defendants to U.S. counsel for purpose of filing a RICO
complaint against Catalyst and Callidus. In March 2016, Levitt had contacted West
Face's external counsel Matthew Milne-Smith about potentially retaining him for a claim
against Callidus, but ultimately chose to retain different counsel. Subsequently, in
November 2016, at Levitt's request Milne-Smith referred him to a U.S. lawyer willing to
act on contingency. West Face and Boland had no involvement in any of these
interactions.
D.
19.

West Face and Boland Did Not Participate in a "Wolfpack Conspiracy"
Contrary to the allegations in paragraphs 62 to 63, 83 and 98 to 156 of the

Amended Claim, West Face and Boland never retained or conspired with any of Bruce
Livesey, Reuters, the Wall Street Journal or any other entity to write articles about
Catalyst, Callidus or Glassman, or to support Callidus guarantors. Mr. Livesey is a
freelance journalist who pursued independently an article concerning Glassman,
Catalyst and Callidus. From time to time, Mr. Livesey contacted Boland with questions
about Catalyst and Callidus and their litigation against West Face. Boland provided only
publicly available information. He was fully entitled to do so.

20.

West Face did not cause or precipitate the publication by the Wall Street

Journal of the Article complained of in the Claim concerning investigations by the OSC

-11 and Toronto Police Services pertaining to alleged financial misconduct by Callidus, and
indeed had no knowledge that such investigations were ongoing.
21.

West

Face

and

Boland

specifically

deny

that

they

had

any

communications with Anson or the Individual Anson Defendants (both as defined in the
Claim) about any of the matters alleged in the Amended Claim. West Face and Boland
specifically deny the allegations in paragraphs 78 to 80 of the Amended Claim
concerning Anson. At no time did West Face or Boland have any communications with
Anson about Callidus, Catalyst or Glassman. Boland has never been a "business
colleague" or "personal friend" of Kassam, and has in fact never met or even spoken to
him. Anson and West Face have never collaborated in any investment.

22.

West Face and Boland specifically deny the allegations in paragraph 81 of

the Amended Claim regarding the Defendants Clarityspring and Anderson (both as
defined in the Claim). At no time did West Face or Boland encourage Clarityspring, or
anyone else, to participate in any "short attack" against or involving Callidus. As
described

above,

Catalyst's

and

Callidus's

persistent

vexatious

litigation

had

successfully chilled West Face and Boland from any conduct related to shorting
Callidus's shares even though West Face and Boland believed at all material times that
Callidus's share price was overvalued. Indeed, West Face and Boland were unaware of,
and did not participate in, any such alleged attack, and have no knowledge of any
trading activity by Clarityspring or any of the other Defendants in respect of Callidus.

23.

West Face and Boland specifically deny the allegation at paragraph 84 of

the Amended Claim that they were privy to or even aware of any alleged confidential
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Statement of Defence in the Veritas Action, and in affidavit materials filed in successful
response to an injunction motion brought by Catalyst in the Moyse Action, West Face
was able to discern the identity of certain Callidus borrowers from entirely public
sources.
24.

Contrary to paragraph 104(d) of the Amended Claim, Boland did not direct

Milne-Smith to provide West Face's internal Callidus research to any Guarantor. West
Face and Boland do not know whether or how any Guarantor may have obtained that
research, which was publicly filed with the Ontario Superior Court of Justice in the
injunction motion described above. To the best of West Face's and Boland's knowledge,
Business News Network extracted West Face's research on Callidus from West Face's
public court filing and uploaded it to the public website scribd.com shortly after it was
publicly filed in March 2015, and it has remained publicly available there ever since.
25.

Contrary to paragraph 103 of the Amended Claim, West Face did not give

Levy or anyone else copies of its Statement of Defence in the Veritas Action so that it
could be provided to the OSC and JSOT. Since October 2016, West Face has
maintained a publicly-accessible website at catalystlitigation.com that contains, with few
exceptions, all public court filings made by all parties, including Catalyst and Callidus, in
the four cases Catalyst and Callidus have brought against West Face. West Face
created this website in response to numerous inquiries from current and prospective
investors, service providers and industry participants with which West Face interacts.
West Face believed that it would be helpful to make all pleadings, court submissions
and evidence by both sides available to the public. Because of the chilling effect of

- 13Catalyst's and Callidus's persistent and vexatious litigation, West Face has only
excluded from the website certain materials it expected Catalyst and Callidus to
perceive as particularly controversial (including West Face's research on Callidus
described above), and certain materials that raised individual privacy concerns.
Flowever, given that the Ontario court has issued no sealing orders in these matters,
even these materials not on West Face's website remain publicly available in the court
file.
E.
26.

West Face and Boland Did Not Cause any Harm to Callidus or Catalyst
Even if any of the allegations made against West Face and Boland in the

Amended Claim were true, which is denied, they did not cause any harm to Callidus or
its principal shareholder, Catalyst. Rather, the harms pleaded by Callidus and Catalyst
were exclusively caused by the mismanagement and failing financial performance of
those companies.

27.

On August 15, 2019, Callidus announced that it had entered into an

arrangement agreement by which Braslyn Ltd. would acquire all of the common shares
of Callidus not already held by insiders for consideration of $0.75 per share. This
followed almost three years after Callidus had announced in September 2016 that: (i) it
would solicit privatization proposals; and (ii) the shares of Callidus had been valued at
$18 to $22 per share. Callidus's share price had been over $18 as recently as January
2017, but had fallen to approximately $11 in August 2017 before the Wall Street Journal
article complained of in the Amended Claim. The slide in share price continued and was
below $0.50 at the time the Braslyn transaction was announced.
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28.

The valuation of Callidus's shares under the arrangement agreement was

supported by: (i) a fairness opinion by Morrison Park Advisors Inc. which concluded that
the $0.75 per share available to minority shareholders under the arrangement is greater
than the value that could be achieved by the minority shareholders under any other
feasible alternative currently available to Callidus; and (ii) a valuation by Blair Franklin
Capital Partners Inc. which concluded that absent the consideration to be provided to
Braslyn pursuant to a shareholders' agreement with Catalyst, the value of Callidus
shares was negative.
29.

The precipitous decline in Callidus's share price was not caused by

anything pleaded in the Amended Claim. Rather, it was caused by a number of factors
entirely attributable to Catalyst and Callidus, including the fact that:
(a)

the operating and financial performance of Callidus declined significantly;

(b)

starting in the third quarter of 2016, ongoing operating losses and negative
cash flows from operations resulted from non-performing loans made by
Callidus and quarterly increases in its loan loss provisions;

(c)

negative operating performance of, and the extent of the capital required
by, a number of the non-core subsidiaries of Callidus;

(d)

deterioration in the financial condition of Callidus, leading to an inability to
obtain additional financing to invest in Callidus's existing business and to
pursue new loan origination;
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a number of senior personnel issues, including the medical leave of
Glassman; the resignation of Callidus's Interim Chief Executive Officer,
Patrick Dalton, on March 11, 2019 following his appointment effective
November 5, 2018; Callidus's inability to recruit a new Chief Executive
Officer with appropriate experience; and in April 2019, the departure of
Callidus's Chief Credit Officer, James Rogers;

(f)

the internal forecasts in place prior to the preparation of Callidus's 2018
financial statements did not anticipate the extent of the decline in
Callidus's operating and financial performance; and

(g)

the need for any party interested in acquiring an equity interest in Callidus
to negotiate a shareholders agreement with Catalyst was a barrier to
certain parties that expressed initial interest in exploring a transaction.

30.

None of the foregoing factors were caused by or attributable to West

Face, Boland, or any of the other Defendants.

F.
31.

This Claim Is an Attempt to Limit Freedom of Expression on Matters of
Public Interest
The management, conduct and performance of publicly traded companies

such as Callidus are matters of significant public interest. Indeed, the management and
performance of Catalyst and Callidus have been the subject of widespread media
coverage for years, both in the Article and elsewhere. Catalyst and Callidus seek to
generate media coverage, including by frequently issuing press releases and other
public statements both with respect to their performance and concerning other matters.

- 16The Article relates to the management and performance of Callidus and, indirectly,
Catalyst.
32.

One of the purposes of this action is to deter the Defendants, the media,

participants in the capital markets and the public at large from scrutinizing, criticizing or
commenting on the performance and conduct of Callidus and Catalyst. By suing for
conspiracy as well as defamation, Callidus and Catalyst have attempted to deter actual
or potential critics from even discussing them in private lest they too be accused of
participating in an unlawful "wolfpack conspiracy".
33.

Catalyst's and Callidus's pattern of engaging in bad faith, vexatious and

abusive litigation and other unlawful and offensive conduct aimed at suppressing free
speech and criticism is further demonstrated by their conduct in respect of the
Defendant Bruce Langstaff. Mr. Langstaff, formerly an equity salesperson at Canaccord
Capital Corporation ("Canaccord"), investigated the financial performance of Callidus.
He was fully entitled to do so. Nevertheless, the Catalyst Defendants retaliated against
Langstaff by demanding that Canaccord fire Mr. Langstaff. They did so with a view to
sending a clear and unmistakable message to Mr. Langstaff, Canaccord and other
participants in the capital markets that none of Catalyst, Callidus, or their principals
would tolerate investigations of this nature that might bring to light questionable, or
improper conduct, that Catalyst or Callidus had engaged in. Canaccord acceded to the
Catalyst Defendants' demand and fired Mr. Langstaff in order to placate Catalyst,
Callidus, and their principals.
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34.

West Face arid Bolarid request that this action be dismissed against them

with costs on a full indemnity or solicitor and his own client basis.

-18SECOND FRESH AS AMENDED COUNTERCLAIM
35.

The Plaintiffs by Counterclaim, West Face and Boland, counterclaim

against the Defendants by Counterclaim, Catalyst, Callidus, Glassman, De Alba, Riley
(collectively, the "Catalyst Defendants"), Virginia Jamieson ("Jamieson"), Emmanuel
Rosen ("Rosen"), B.C. Strategy Ltd. and B.C. Strategy UK Ltd. (together with B.C.
Strategy Ltd., "Black Cube"), Invop Ltd., doing business as Psy Group, ("Psy Group"),
and John Does #1-10 (all of the Defendants by Counterclaim collectively, the
"Counterclaim Defendants") for:
(a)

A declaration that the Counterclaim Defendants have defamed West Face
and Boland;

(b)

General damages in the amount of $450 million for West Face and $50
million for Boland, for defamation, conspiracy, breach of confidence,
inducing breach of confidence, inducing breach of contract, inducing
breach of fiduciary duty, and the tort of unlawful means;

(c)

A declaration that Glassman, De Alba, and Riley are personally liable for
their unlawful actions carried out by, through or in the name of Catalyst,
Callidus,

the

other

Counterclaim

Defendants,

and/or

any

other

corporation, entity, representative or agent through which he or they
participated or engaged in wrongdoing as pleaded in this Counterclaim;

(d)

A declaration that the Counterclaim Defendants are jointly and severally
liable to West Face and Boland for all loss, harm or damage caused by or
as a result of the conspiracy complained of herein;
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An Order requiring the Counterclaim Defendants to deliver up to West
Face all originals and copies of all recordings, transcripts, notes,
memoranda, emails, text messages or other physical or electronic
documents in their possession, control or power (including, without
limitation, in the possession of their counsel or other agents) that contain,
summarize or reflect the contents of stings conducted by operatives of
Black Cube or other investigative firms or agencies involving current or
former employees of West Face, or Justice Newbould, and requiring them
to certify under oath that they have done so;

(f)

A declaration under section 140 of the Courts of Justice Act that the
Catalyst Defendants are vexatious litigants and an Order that: (i) no
further proceeding may be instituted by the Catalyst Defendants or any
subset of them in any court against West Face or its officers, directors, or
employees; and that (ii) proceedings previously instituted by the Catalyst
Defendants or any subset of them against West Face or its officers,
directors, or employees may not be continued, except by leave of a judge
of the Superior Court of Justice;

(g)

To the extent necessary, an Order permitting West Face and Boland to
seek the declaration and relief referred to immediately above in this
proceeding, rather than by way of separate Application;

(h)

In the alternative, requiring that any such Application that may be required,
be heard and determined at the same time, in the same hearing and by

- 20 the same Justice of this Court that presides at the trial of this
Counterclaim;
(i)

Punitive damages in the amount of $45 million for West Face and $5
million in aggravated and punitive damages for Boland;

(j)

Compound pre-judgment and post-judgment interest, in amounts and at
rates to be determined by the Court;

(k)

In the alternative, pre-judgment and post-judgment interest in accordance
with sections 128 and 129 of the Courts of Justice Act, as amended;

(I)

The costs of this proceeding on a full indemnity or solicitor and his own
client basis; and

(m)

A.

Such further and other relief as this Honourable Court may deem just.

OVERVIEW

36.

This Counterclaim arises out of an insidious, co-ordinated, and systematic

campaign of defamation and economic interference that the Counterclaim Defendants
have pursued, and continue to pursue, against West Face and Boland in retaliation for
at least two series of events that the Catalyst Defendants took umbrage with:
(a)

The WIND Transaction: In September 2014, investment funds managed
by West Face participated in a consortium of investors that successfully
acquired Canadian wireless telecommunications company WIND, after
Catalyst failed in its attempts to do so. West Face's consortium sold WIND
a year and a half later to Shaw Communications for more than five times

-21 what they paid to acquire it. Catalyst responded by suing West Face in the
Moyse Action for more than $500 million,2 and in doing so alleged falsely
that West Face had acted improperly and unlawfully by "scooping" the
WIND deal from Catalyst through the misuse of confidential information of
Catalyst that was purportedly obtained by West Face from a former junior
analyst of Catalyst named Brandon Moyse. After a full trial on the merits,
Justice Newbould of the Commercial List rejected completely all of
Catalyst's claims. Justice Newbould held that West Face did not receive
from Moyse any of Catalyst's confidential information concerning WIND.
He also held that Catalyst had failed to acquire WIND because of its own
intransigence, miscalculations and other failings, and that Catalyst's
strategy to acquire WIND could never have succeeded in any event.
Justice Newbould made adverse findings of credibility against each of
Glassman, De Alba, and Riley, criticized Catalyst for baselessly attacking
the integrity of West Face and its principals, including Boland, and
awarded West Face substantial indemnity costs in the amount of $1.2
million. Catalyst's appeal from Justice Newbould's trial judgment in the
Moyse Action was dismissed on its merits by the Ontario Court of Appeal
on February 21, 2018, from the bench, without the need for oral
submissions from West Face or Moyse. Catalyst's motion for leave to
appeal to the Court of Appeal in respect of the award of substantial
indemnity costs made in favour of West Face by Justice Newbould was
The Moyse Action claimed damages of $500 million. The subsequent VimpelCom Action, which
also claimed damages for West Face's participation in the acquisition of WIND, claimed $1.3
billion.

-22dismissed by that Court in written reasons released on March 22, 2018.
On March 28, 2019, the Supreme Court of Canada dismissed Catalyst's
application for leave to appeal from the decision of the Ontario Court of
Appeal, with costs; and
(b)

The Callidus "Short": In the Fall of 2014, Callidus's shares were trading
at over $20 per share. West Face correctly identified Callidus as an
overvalued company, sold Callidus's shares "short", and made a profit in
the Spring of 2015 when Callidus's shares fell to under $17 per share (at
which time West Face closed out its "short" position). Approximately twothirds of Callidus's shares were (and continue to be) held by funds
managed by Catalyst. As a result, this decline in share price caused by
Callidus's weak financial condition was harmful not only to Callidus, but
also to Catalyst and its funds. Callidus's share price has continued to fall
since that time as a result of Callidus's poor financial performance and the
other reasons pled in the Statement of Defence. Callidus's shares
currently trade at under $1 per share.

37.

The Catalyst Defendants, and in particular Glassman (who was the self-

proclaimed "architect" of Catalyst's failed strategy to acquire WIND) refused to accept
responsibility for these failures. Instead, Glassman and the other Catalyst Defendants
blamed West Face and Boland for the woes suffered by Catalyst and Callidus, and
decided to retaliate in an effort to shroud West Face and Boland in contention and
controversy. They were well aware, and indeed intended, that doing so would deter
investors and other participants in the capital markets from doing business with West

-23Face and Boland, thereby causing them harm. That is precisely what has happened.
The Catalyst Defendants and other Counterclaim Defendants acted with malice, and
with contumelious disregard for the rights and interests of West Face and Boland, in
orchestrating the campaign of defamation and harassment described below. They
sought to inflict as much harm as possible on West Face and Boland by engaging in the
conduct at issue in this Counterclaim, including by disseminating their false and
defamatory statements concerning West Face and Boland not only to investors in or
with Callidus and Catalyst, but also to current and potential investors with West Face
and Boland. The Catalyst Defendants and other Counterclaim Defendants conspired
together and with one another to defame and interfere with the economic interests of
West Face and Boland in order to punish, embarrass, discredit and harm them, and to
deter them and others from crossing the Catalyst Defendants.

38.

This conspiracy was also intended to divert the attention of investors, and

the financial community at large, from the Catalyst Defendants' own failures, as well as
from allegations of misconduct and "whistleblower" complaints made against Callidus
and other Catalyst Defendants (including Glassman and Riley) by parties unrelated to
West Face.

39.

The conspiracy was hatched in or about August 2017 in response to a

series of setbacks for the Catalyst Defendants. First, Catalyst had lost the Moyse Action
at trial, as described above. Catalyst's appeal from Justice Newbould's trial decision in
the Moyse Action was scheduled to be heard by the Court of Appeal on September 26
and 27, 2017, and Catalyst and its principals were well aware that Catalyst had no
reasonable possibility of success on appeal.
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Second, in the period from August 16 to 18, 2017, the parties to the

VimpelCom Action argued before Justice Hainey motions brought by the Defendants to
strike out, stay or dismiss that Action, on the basis that it was precluded by the doctrines
of res judicata and abuse of process. Catalyst's claims again West Face and other
Defendants in the VimpelCom Action overlapped substantially with claims asserted by
Catalyst against West Face in the Moyse Action, and concerned the acquisition by West
Face and other investors of WIND in September 2014. The motions of the Defendants
to stay or dismiss the VimpelCom Action were based, in part, on issues that had been
determined and findings of fact that had been made by Justice Newbould at trial in the
Moyse Action. At Catalyst's request, Justice Hainey reserved releasing his decision
concerning those motions until after the Court of Appeal had heard and decided
Catalyst's appeal in the Moyse Action, on the basis that findings made by Justice
Newbould at trial in the Moyse Action might be disturbed on appeal. Catalyst and its
principals were well aware that if Catalyst's appeal in the Moyse Action failed and key
findings made against it by Justice Newbould in the Moyse Action were not interfered
with by the Court of Appeal, it had no reasonable prospect of surviving the Defendants'
motions to stay or dismiss the VimpelCom Action.
41.

In short, as of August 2017, Catalyst's litigation strategies with respect to

its claims concerning the WIND transaction were rapidly failing. Catalyst, however, had
represented to its investors (including in presentation materials distributed in connection
with its Annual Meeting of Limited Partners in the Spring of 2017) that its claims in the
Moyse Action and the VimpelCom Action were worth at least $450 million. In late
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dismissed in the very near future.
42.

Third, on August 9, 2017, the Wall Street Journal published the Article that

forms the basis of Catalyst's Claim in this Action, describing in detail various
"whistleblower" complaints that had been made against Callidus and other Catalyst
Defendants, including to the OSC.
43.

In response to these developments, in or about August 2017, the Catalyst

Defendants decided that, having been unable to succeed in business or litigation
against West Face, they would seek to punish, embarrass and discredit West Face and
Boland as West Face's principal, in an effort to shroud them in contention and
controversy. In order to carry out this plan, they conspired together with the other
Counterclaim Defendants to harm the reputations and business interests of West Face
and Boland, including by discrediting Justice Newbould and undermining the validity of
the Decision he had rendered in favour of West Face in the Moyse Action and launching
a fourth claim against West Face (the case at bar) without a good faith intention to
actually pursue the litigation. The goal in all cases was to embroil West Face and
Boland in controversy.
44.

West Face and Boland were the ultimate targets of the deplorable attack

that the Counterclaim Defendants waged against Justice Newbould, as described
hereafter. Among other things, the Catalyst Defendants hoped to be able to use
"evidence" concerning Justice Newbould that had been or was about to be obtained
improperly, unethically and illegally by the other Counterclaim Defendants to undermine

the position of West Face in Catalyst's appeal to the Court of Appeal in the Moyse
Action, as well as West Face's position in the motions pending in the VimpelCom
Action. They also intended to use that "evidence" to attack West Face and Boland in
their communications with investors, with other participants in the financial markets, and
with members of the media, all with the purpose and effect of causing harm to the
business and reputations of West Face and Boland. Justice Newbould was an innocent
victim in their pernicious scheme.
45.

The conspiracy of the Counterclaim Defendants against West Face and

Boland fell into two broad categories:
(a)

The Black Cube Campaign: The Catalyst Defendants retained or caused
to be retained Black Cube, a private investigative firm staffed with former
Mossad and Israeli Defence Force intelligence operatives, to conduct a
series of "stings" against current and former West Face employees, and
against Justice Newbould. The purpose and effect of these stings was to
elicit by unlawful means confidential and privileged information of West
Face, to attack unfairly the honour, integrity and conduct of Justice
Newbould, and to discredit and embarrass West Face, Boland, and other
enemies of Catalyst, Callidus and their principals, either real or perceived.
The stings were carried out by Aharon Almog-Assoulin, Stella Sharon
Penn, Dan Lieberman, and other operatives, the identities of which are
known to the Counterclaim Defendants. The Catalyst Defendants and
other Counterclaim Defendants also conspired to use the fruits of the
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harming and embarrassing both West Face and Boland; and

(b)

The Defamation Campaign: The Counterclaim Defendants conspired to
defame West Face and Boland in three principal respects:

46.

(i)

The WIND Defamation: They repeatedly and falsely accused West
Face and its principals, including Boland, of acquiring West Face's
interest in WIND by unlawful means, including by misusing
confidential information of Catalyst obtained improperly by West
Face;

(ii)

The Wolfpack Defamation: They repeatedly and falsely accused
West Face and its principals, including Boland, of engaging in
improper conduct including by conspiring with others as part of a
"wolfpack" of conspirators, to manipulate illegally the share price of
Callidus and other companies related to Catalyst; and

(iii)

The Performance Defamation: They repeatedly defamed, and
continue to defame, West Face and its principals, including Boland,
by impugning unfairly the performance of West Face's funds and
alleging falsely that West Face and its principals, including Boland,
have engaged in misconduct, including the improper manipulation
of investors and regulators.

As part of the Defamation Campaign, the Catalyst Defendants retained or

caused to be retained not only Gagnier Communications Inc. ("Gagnier"), a
conventional public relations firm, but also Psy Group, another private firm staffed by
former members of the Israeli intelligence establishment which specialized in altering
public perception through "proprietary influence techniques" and "narrative warfare". Psy
Group's business motto is (or was) "Shape Reality". Psy Group took on the retainer
from the Catalyst Defendants and referred internally to the Defamation Campaign
against West Face and Boland as "Project Maple Tree". The primary objective of
Project Maple Tree was to destroy West Face and Boland by engaging in the

Defamation Campaign targeting West Face and Boland, primarily through the
publication of false and defamatory materials on websites, blogs, and through social
media platforms (such as Twitter). Psy Group carried out the Defamation Campaign at
the direction of the Catalyst Defendants, and using materials unlawfully collected by
Black Cube and others.
47.

The unlawful conspiracy of the Counterclaim Defendants has been carried

out in at least seven ways:
(a)

By the Catalyst Defendants and Gagnier (who acted at all times at the
direction of the Catalyst Defendants) issuing or disseminating false and
defamatory press releases and other statements about West Face and its
principals, including Boland, to the public at large;

(b)

By the Catalyst Defendants and Gagnier making false and defamatory
statements about West Face and its principals, including Boland, to
various members of the financial community, including to current and
potential investors with West Face, and encouraging parties not to invest
in, or to withdraw monies from, funds managed by West Face;

(c)

By the Catalyst Defendants and Gagnier making false and defamatory
statements about West Face and Boland to the media, including the Globe
arid Mail, Bloomberg, Reuters, the Associated Press and others regarding
the fund performance of West Face and alleged unlawful market
manipulation;
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By the Catalyst Defendants making false and defamatory statements
about

West

Face

and

its

principals,

including

Boland,

through

communications to Catalyst's funds, limited partners, and/or investors.
Given that Catalyst and West Face are competitors, all of Catalyst's
investors are potential investors in funds managed by West Face;
(e)

By the Catalyst Defendants harassing and intimidating, or retaining third
parties, (including Yossi Tanuri, Mr. Tanuri's security firm Tamara Global,
Black Cube and Psy Group), to harass and intimidate both Boland and
West Face, by: (i) attempting to solicit unlawfully confidential and
privileged information about West Face and Boland from current and
former employees of West Face, in breach of their professional and
contractual obligations; and (ii) attempting to attack the honour, integrity
and conduct of Justice Newbould because of his Decision against Catalyst
in the Moyse Action and with the goal of fabricating supposed "fresh
evidence" that could be used against West Face both during Catalyst's
appeal to the Court of Appeal from that Decision and in the VimpelCom
Action. Meetings and discussions between Black Cube, current and
former employees of West Face and Justice Newbould were arranged,
orchestrated and conducted through the use of false pretences, deceit and
false promises of employment, engagement or investment;

(f)

By the Catalyst Defendants, Jamieson, Rosen, Psy Group and Gagnier
providing edited or altered transcripts of surreptitiously recorded meetings
between operatives of Black Cube and their targets to various journalists,
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cause the publication of false and defamatory articles concerning West
Face and its principals, including Boland; and
(g)

By Psy Group, Rosen and Jamieson obtaining and utilizing information
gathered or manufactured by Black Cube and others retained or engaged
by or on behalf of them to publish and disseminate as broadly as possible
a series of vicious, false and defamatory statements about West Face and
Boland, including

over

the

Internet, using

fictional or misleading

usernames (including "Judge Frank Newbould") and by employing various
other techniques to conceal who was actually responsible for the
dissemination of these statements.
48.

All of the foregoing activities were carried out in bad faith, and with the

intent of retaliating against and punishing, embarrassing, discrediting and harming West
Face and Boland, and not for any valid or proper purpose. The predominant purpose of
the Catalyst Defendants and their co-conspirators was to injure West Face and Boland,
and they succeeded in achieving their objective. The conspirators also utilized unlawful
means in carrying out their agreed-upon campaign of vilification, defamation and
harassment, as described below, in circumstances where they were well aware that
West Face and Boland would suffer harm as a direct result of their improper conduct.
Harm did, in fact, result both to West Face and to Boland as described below.
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The Parties to the Counterclaim

49.

The parties to the Counterclaim include the Plaintiffs by Counterclaim,

West Face and Boland, as well as the Catalyst Defendants: Catalyst, Callidus,
Glassman, De Alba, and Riley. These parties are described above in the Statement of
Defence of West Face and Boland.
50.

Glassman, Riley, and De Alba participated personally in the acts of

misconduct pleaded and relied upon by West Face and Boland. Their conduct was itself
tortious, and went well beyond the scope of any duties that may properly have been
owed by them to Catalyst or Callidus. Indeed, these individuals acted throughout in a
spiteful, vindictive, and abusive fashion that no responsible public company, or any
company charged with the important responsibility of managing and investing the funds
of others, could properly have authorized, sanctioned, or tolerated. They are personally
liable to West Face and Boland for their misconduct.
51.

Glassman, Riley, and De Alba used the names, positions and resources of

Catalyst and Callidus in engaging in the misconduct complained of herein. In the
circumstances, Catalyst and Callidus are also liable to West Face and Boland for this
misconduct.

52.

In addition to the Catalyst Defendants, the Counterclaim Defendants

include the Defendants described below.

53.

Jamieson is an individual residing in Brooklyn, New York. Jamieson is a

communications professional with broad experience in public relations, technology and
social media. She was engaged indirectly by the Catalyst Defendants, through Rosen,
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publication and dissemination of false and defamatory statements concerning West
Face, Boland and Justice Newbould. Her role in the conspiracy referred to herein
included a failed attempt to induce Christie Blatchford ("Blatchford"), a prominent,
highly respected and widely read journalist at the National Post, to publish false and
defamatory articles about West Face, Boland and Justice Newbould, including both
before and after Catalyst's appeal to the Court of Appeal from the Decision of Justice
Newbould in the Moyse Action was originally scheduled to be heard on September 26
and 27, 2017. Jamieson also retained or caused to be retained other third parties
located around the globe, to write, publish and disseminate false and defamatory
statements about West Face, Boland and Justice Newbould, while using false aliases
and usernames to keep her real identity and involvement secret.
54.

As stated above, Black Cube is an investigative firm comprised of former

members of the Israeli Defence Force and the Mossad, Israel's national intelligence
agency. Black Cube was engaged indirectly by the Catalyst Defendants through a chain
of parties meant to: (a) shroud Black Cube's engagement, operations, and conduct, in
the guise of being litigation privileged; and (b) allow the Catalyst Defendants to falsely
deny awareness of, or responsibility for, Black Cube's misconduct. Specifically, the
Catalyst Defendants retained Brian Greenspan, a prominent criminal defence lawyer,
and instructed him to retain Tamara Global as "security consultants". The Catalyst
Defendants did this with the intention and understanding that Tanuri and Tamara would
in turn retain Black Cube to carry out the Black Cube Campaign through various Black
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identities are unknown to West Face and Boland.

55.

Black Cube was retained to elicit confidential and privileged information of

West Face from its current and former employees, business contacts and their family
members, as well as to obtain information that could be used to discredit Justice
Newbould and his Decision in favour of West Face in the Moyse Action. The ultimate
targets of all of the activities undertaken by Black Cube in respect of this matter were
West Face and Boland. Black Cube has offices in Tel-Aviv, London and Paris. Black
Cube operates through various corporate entities, including B.C. Strategy Ltd., an
Israel-based company, with company number 514587591, and B.C. Strategy UK Ltd.,
an UK-based company. Neither Black Cube entity nor any of Black Cube's individual
operatives were licensed private investigators in Ontario during the relevant period in
which Black Cube perpetrated the various "sting" operations described below in
furtherance of the conspiracy. Black Cube's operatives include the following:
(a)

Aharon Almog-Assoulin is a retired security official. Almog-Assoulin was
engaged directly or indirectly by the Catalyst Defendants, through Tanuri,
Tamara, or Black Cube, to elicit confidential and privileged information of
West Face from its current and former employees, business contacts and
their family members, as well as to obtain information that could be used
to discredit Justice Newbould and his Decision in favour of West Face in
the Moyse Action. In particular, Almog-Assoulin met with West Face's
former

general

counsel Alex

Singh

and intentionally

made

false

representations to him with the purpose and effect of causing Mr. Singh to
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and divulge to them confidential and privileged information, including
information belonging to West Face.
(b)

Stella Sharon Penn is a retired intelligence operative. Penn was engaged
directly or indirectly by the Catalyst Defendants, through Tanuri, Tamara,
or Black Cube, to elicit confidential and privileged information of West
Face from its current and former employees, business contacts and their
family members, as well as to obtain information that could be used to
discredit Justice Newbould and his Decision in favour of West Face in the
Moyse Action. In particular, Penn met with West Face's former analyst
Brandon Moyse and his wife, as well as multiple current and former West
Face employees, and intentionally made false representations to them in
an effort to cause them to rely on those representations and meet with
further Black Cube operatives and divulge to them confidential and
privileged information, including information belonging to West Face.

(c)

Dan Lieberman was engaged directly or indirectly by the Catalyst
Defendants, through Tanuri, Tamara, or Black Cube, to elicit confidential
and privileged information of West Face from its current and former
employees, business contacts and their family members, as well as to
obtain information that could be used to discredit Justice Newbould and
his Decision in favour of West Face in the Moyse Action. In particular,
Lieberman met with West Face's former analyst Brandon Moyse and his
wife, as well as multiple current and former West Face employees, and
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to rely on those representations and meet with further Black Cube
operatives and divulge to them confidential and privileged information,
including information belonging to West Face.
56.

Rosen is an individual residing in Israel. His personal identification number

in Israel is 56548456. Rosen is a former TV journalist and documentary filmmaker. Like
Jamieson, Rosen was engaged by the Catalyst Defendants, through Psy Group, to
write, publish and/or cause the publication and dissemination of false and defamatory
statements about West Face, Boland and Justice Newbould. He was also directly
involved in the failed attempt to induce Blatchford to publish false and defamatory
articles about West Face, Boland, and Justice Newbould. Rosen was part of an inner
circle of Psy Group operatives directly involved in orchestrating the Defamation
Campaign or otherwise engaged on Project Maple Tree.
57.

Psy Group is an intelligence services company based in Limassol, Cyprus,

with numerous operatives working out of Petah Tikva, in the metropolitan area of Tel
Aviv. Psy Group is the operating name of both Invop Ltd., whose company number in
Israel is 51-517203-9, and its parent company, IOCO Limited, whose company number
in Cyprus is HE336810. Psy Group was retained by or on behalf of the Catalyst
Defendants, directly or indirectly, to assist the Catalyst Defendants in orchestrating and
implementing their systematic Defamation Campaign against West Face and Boland.
Psy Group is currently in insolvency proceedings in Israel. The principals or operatives
of Psy Group include but are not limited to the following:
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Royi Burstien is an individual who resides in Israel. His personal
identification number in Israel is 24561383. He is or was the Chief
Executive Officer of Psy Group and was part of an inner circle of Psy
Group operatives involved in orchestrating the Defamation Campaign or
otherwise engaged on Project Maple Tree.

(b)

Judith Helfgott is an individual residing in Israel. Her personal identification
number in Israel is 302041793. She is married to Burstien. She is or was
an executive of Psy Group and was also part of the inner circle at Psy
Group operatives involved in orchestrating the Defamation Campaign or
otherwise engaged on Project Maple Tree. She was also directly involved
in the failed attempt to induce Blatchford to publish false and defamatory
articles about West Face, Boland, and Justice Newbould.

(c)

Sharon Kisluk is an individual residing in Israel. Her personal identification
number in Israel is 204478382. She was part of the inner circle of Psy
Group operatives involved in orchestrating the Defamation Campaign or
otherwise engaged on Project Maple Tree. She was also directly involved
in the failed attempt to induce Blatchford to publish false and defamatory
articles about West Face, Boland, and Justice Newbould.

58.

In addition to the foregoing defendants, certain other individuals or

corporations were directly involved in the events described in the Counterclaim.
59.

Yossi Tanuri is an individual residing in Israel. Tanuri's personal

identification number in Israel is 28541431. Tanuri is a former commander of an elite
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and Tamara Global acted as an intermediary between the Catalyst Defendants and the
remaining Counterclaim Defendants. Tamara Global retained Black Cube and Psy
Group to assist in and execute the Catalyst Defendants' retaliatory campaigns to harm
West Face and Boland. At the Catalyst Defendants' direction, Tanuri and Tamara
Global authored a comprehensive and detailed plan to destroy West Face, Boland, and
Justice Newbould.
60.

Dan Gagnier is an individual residing in New York City. He is the founder

of Gagnier Communications, a strategic communications and public relations agency
based in New York City. Mr. Gagnier began his career in Toronto, and he and Gagnier
Communications are Catalyst's primary conventional public relations representatives.
Mr. Gagnier and Gagnier Communications have at all material times been involved in
implementing the Catalyst Defendants' systematic campaign of defamation against
West Face and Boland. In particular, they provided reporters, news agencies and others
with edited, distorted or otherwise falsified recordings and/or transcripts of meetings
between operatives of Black Cube and their targets, including current and former
employees of West Face as well as Justice Newbould, in an unsuccessful attempt to
cause these various news agencies to publish negative false and defamatory articles
about West Face, Boland and Justice Newbould. Gagnier also made and continues to
make, at the behest of the Catalyst Defendants, false and defamatory statements about
Boland and West Face to reporters, news agencies, and others, the particulars of which
are within the knowledge of Gagnier.
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61.

Background to the WIND Defamation: Catalyst's Failure to Acquire WIND
To understand why statements and allegations made and published by or

on behalf of the Counterclaim Defendants about West Face and Boland relating to
WIND are false and defamatory to West Face and Boland, as well as why and how the
Counterclaim Defendants acted with malice in making, disseminating or causing to be
made or disseminated the statements and allegations in question, it is necessary to
understand why and how Catalyst actually failed to acquire WIND. This sequence of
events is one of the principal reasons why the Catalyst Defendants initiated,
orchestrated and implemented their unlawful conspiracy, as described herein, and acted
with malice in doing so.
62.

The question of why Catalyst failed to acquire WIND was decided by

Justice Newbould in his Reasons for Judgment dated August 18, 2016 in the Moyse
Action. All appeals from that decision have now been dismissed.

63.

In January 2014, Moyse contacted West Face to seek employment.

Moyse had applied for a job at West Face two years earlier, but decided at that time to
work at Catalyst. After a series of interviews, in May 2014 West Face extended a job
offer to Moyse, who was at that time working at Catalyst as a junior analyst. Moyse
accepted West Face's offer of employment, and tendered his resignation to Catalyst.

64.

In June 2014, Catalyst commenced the Moyse Action against Moyse and

West Face, alleging that Moyse had breached the confidentiality and non-competition
provisions in his employment contract with Catalyst. In its initial Statement of Claim,
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did

not

specify

what

confidential

information

Moyse

had

allegedly

communicated to West Face.
65.

In September 2014, a consortium of investors that included West Face

acquired WIND after Catalyst failed to do so. Shortly thereafter, in October 2014,
Catalyst amended its Claim in the Moyse Action to assert that West Face had acquired
WIND by misusing confidential information belonging to Catalyst that West Face had
allegedly solicited and obtained from Moyse. Those allegations were demonstrably
false.
66.

The trial of the Moyse Action was heard by Justice Newbould over seven

extended days of hearings in June 2016. Multiple witnesses testified that Moyse did not
convey to West Face at any time confidential information of Catalyst concerning WIND.
Catalyst failed utterly in its efforts to adduce evidence to the contrary. On August 18,
2016, Justice Newbould released his Reasons for Judgment dismissing Catalyst's
claims against West Face and Moyse in their entirety. West Face relies on the doctrines
of res judicata and abuse of process with respect to the following facts found by Justice
Newbould.

67.

Due

to

regulatory

restrictions

on

foreign ownership of Canadian

telecommunications companies that existed at the time, Globalive Capital, a Canadian
entity, held two-thirds of the voting shares of WIND but only one-third of the total equity.
VimpelCom, a Dutch-headquartered but Russian-controlled company, held one-third of
the voting shares and two-thirds of the total equity.
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68.

Over time, VimpelCom had become frustrated by the regulatory hurdles it

faced in Canada. This frustration drove its decision to divest its ownership of WIND.
VimpelCom's desire to sell its interest in WIND was well-publicized in 2014. VimpelCom
made widely known that it was seeking to sell its interests in WIND based on an
enterprise value of only $300 million, which was substantially less than the amount
VimpelCom had invested in WIND.
69.

West Face and Catalyst both carried on discussions and negotiations with

VimpelCom and its advisors in the first half of 2014. During this period, VimpelCom
made clear to interested bidders that speed and certainty of closing were its highest
priorities. Bidders were not competing on price, which was non-negotiable and had
been fixed and made widely known by VimpelCom.
70.

Ultimately, VimpelCom entered into an exclusivity agreement with Catalyst

on July 23, 2014. As a result, VimpelCom was forbidden from negotiating with West
Face or any other bidder during the term of the exclusivity agreement. While the term of
VimpelCom's exclusivity agreement with Catalyst was extended several times,
ultimately it expired on August 18, 2014.
71.

During this period of exclusivity, Catalyst came close to concluding an

agreement with VimpelCom to acquire WIND, but failed to do so because of its own
flawed assessment of WIND'S business as well as its intransigent bargaining position.

72.

Specifically, Catalyst believed that WIND would not be a viable business

without an express guarantee, in the form of a significant "regulatory concession", from
the Government of Canada that would have permitted Catalyst to sell or transfer WIND
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and Telus) after five years. For this reason, and as noted by Justice Newbould in his
Reasons for Judgment, "Catalyst had no intention of closing a deal with VimpelCom if it
could not obtain the concessions it was looking for from the Government".
73.

Unfortunately for Catalyst, the Government of Canada's well established

regulatory policy was to encourage the growth and development of a fourth national
wireless carrier. Indeed, that had been the Government's explicitly stated policy for
years, dating back to at least 2008. As a result, WIND was expressly forbidden by the
Government from selling its wireless spectrum to an incumbent. Despite Catalyst's
repeated efforts throughout the Spring and Summer of 2014, the Government of
Canada steadfastly refused to grant regulatory concessions to Catalyst that would have
guaranteed Catalyst the ability to sell or transfer WIND or its spectrum to an incumbent
after five years. Indeed, the Government was unequivocal that no such concession
would be granted to Catalyst.
74.

Catalyst hoped that if it was able to complete and execute an agreement

to acquire WIND from VimpelCom and Globalive Capital, the Government of Canada
would yield to Catalyst's demands rather than risk the negative publicity that might have
arisen if Catalyst's efforts to acquire WIND were terminated.
75.

VimpelCom, however, was unwilling to permit Catalyst to even speak with

the Government concerning potential regulatory concessions in the interim period
between entering into an agreement for the sale of WIND and the closing of the sale
transaction. VimpelCom was concerned that any such discussions could delay or
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was required before any transfer of voting control of WIND could be completed. In its
negotiations with Catalyst (and West Face) throughout 2014, VimpelCom had
emphasized its desire for a "clean exit" from WIND with minimal regulatory risk.

76.

VimpelCom therefore negotiated for and obtained an agreed-upon clause

in its proposed agreement with Catalyst that expressly precluded Catalyst from
discussing the regulatory concession referred to above with the Government of Canada
in the interim period between signing and closing. This meant that for Catalyst to carry
out its intended strategy of seeking regulatory concessions about the sale of WIND or
its spectrum to an incumbent once it signed its proposed agreement with VimpelCom,
Catalyst would have had to breach the very agreement it had just signed. This was a
fatal flaw that lay at the heart of Catalyst's seriously flawed acquisition strategy, and had
nothing to do with West Face.

77.

In early August 2014, the chief negotiators for Catalyst and VimpelCom

agreed on a draft form of Share Purchase Agreement. However, VimpelCom's Board of
Directors had to approve the transaction before it could proceed. VimpelCom's Board
was dissatisfied that the proposed form of Share Purchase Agreement offered
VimpelCom inadequate protection in respect of amounts VimpelCom anticipated having
to spend to fund the operations of WIND in the interim period between signing and
closing. Closing could not occur until the necessary regulatory approvals had been
obtained.
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To address this concern, in mid-August 2014, VimpelCom asked Catalyst

to agree to pay a break fee of between $5 and $20 million in the event that the
Government of Canada did not approve the sale of WIND to Catalyst within two months.
The amount of the break fee was intended to represent funding that VimpelCom would
have to provide to WIND during the interim period between signing and closing.

79.

Catalyst refused to accede to, or even to discuss, VimpelCom's request

for a break fee. Believing incorrectly that VimpelCom had no other viable options, on or
about August 15, 2014, Catalyst terminated its discussions and negotiations with
VimpelCom, let its period of exclusivity expire, and encouraged VimpelCom to consider
its alternatives.
80.

Catalyst's belief was misplaced. VimpelCom did, in fact, have other

options. On August 6, 2014, a consortium that included West Face had submitted an
unsolicited offer for WIND to VimpelCom that did not require regulatory concessions,
and was structured in such a way as to avoid entirely the need for regulatory approval
before VimpelCom's interest in WIND could be conveyed. Unlike Catalyst, the
consortium was willing to acquire initially only VimpelCom's interest in WIND, leaving
Globalive's voting control in place. The acquisition of VimpelCom's interest in WIND did
not constitute a change of control of WIND. Absent a change of control, no regulatory
approval was necessary to complete the sale of VimpelCom's interest.

81.

While VimpelCom conducted no negotiations with West Face or other

members of its consortium during Catalyst's period of exclusivity, once Catalyst's right
to exclusivity expired, VimpelCom was permitted to and did in fact engage in
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with

members

of

the

consortium.

Those

negotiations

concluded

successfully with the consortium's acquisition of VimpelCom's interest in WIND on
September 16, 2014.
82.

As found by Justice Newbould, the consortium's unsolicited offer of

August 6, 2014 did not cause Catalyst's failure to acquire WIND. Rather, Catalyst failed
to complete its proposed Agreement with VimpelCom for two reasons. First, because of
its intransigence in refusing to agree to, or even to discuss, VimpelCom's request for a
modest break fee of only $5 to $20 million. Second, Catalyst could never have
successfully completed its proposed acquisition of WIND because it was unable to
obtain regulatory concessions from the Government of Canada permitting it to sell
WIND or its spectrum to an incumbent after five years, which Catalyst believed to be a
necessary pre-condition to the completion of the proposed acquisition.
83.

As described below, the WIND Defamation was rooted in: (i) the refusal of

the Catalyst Defendants to accept these facts as described above and found by Justice
Newbould; and (ii) the insistence of the Catalyst Defendants in relying upon their
entirely false claim that West Face had instead "scooped" or stolen WIND by misusing
confidential information of Catalyst concerning WIND that was allegedly conveyed to
West Face by Moyse.

D.
84.

Background to the Callidus Defamation: Callidus Was Overvalued
To understand why the various statements and allegations of the

Counterclaim Defendants relating to Callidus are false and defamatory to West Face
and Boland, as well as why and how the Counterclaim Defendants acted with malice in
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allegations in question, it is necessary to understand what the Catalyst Defendants
allege West Face has done. This sequence of events is another principal reason why
the Catalyst Defendants initiated, orchestrated and implemented their unlawful
conspiracy, as described herein, and acted with malice in doing so.

85.

Callidus holds itself out as an alternative business lender. Callidus makes

business loans with limited or no financial covenants, purports to secure its loans
against the most liquid assets of its borrowers, and claims to charge extraordinary
interest rates in the range of 18 to 20%. Callidus can properly be described as a "lender
of last resort", as its borrowers would not pay the high interest rates and fees charged
by Callidus if more traditional (and less expensive) forms of debt financing were
available to them. As a result, Callidus's borrowers are often in, or on the verge of,
some form of financial distress or difficulty.
86.

Callidus was wholly-owned by funds managed by Catalyst until April 2014,

when Callidus conducted an initial public offering ("IPO") of a portion of its shares. The
IPO resulted in the ownership interest held by Catalyst's funds being reduced from
100% to approximately 66%.
87.

Callidus offered a portion of its shares to the public in its IPO at $14 per

share. However, almost immediately after its IPO, Callidus's share price began to rise.
By mid-August 2014, its shares were trading at over $20 per share—a significant
premium to their IPO price and an even greater premium to their book value based on
the assets and liabilities reported in Callidus's public disclosure.
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88.

West Face monitored Callidus's share price in the period since its IPO. By

October 2014, West Face believed that the significant premium of Callidus's share price
over its book value was unwarranted. It appeared to West Face that the gap between
Callidus's book value and the trading price of its shares indicated that the market
perceived significant intangible value in Callidus's continuing ability to generate an everexpanding portfolio of high yield loans that would not default or otherwise suffer from an
impairment of their value. West Face believed that this was unsustainable for a number
of reasons.3
89.

Accordingly, in late October 2014, West Face made a reasoned and

entirely appropriate investment decision to begin short-selling Callidus's shares. Around
the same time, West Face began conducting more detailed research into the underlying
business carried on by Callidus. West Face began summarizing this research and
analysis in a proprietary, internal working document.

90.

West Face's research into Callidus was conducted on its own account,

and for its own internal purposes. In conducting its research, West Face used public
sources, such as law firm websites; accounting firm websites (particularly of firms acting
as the Monitor or Trustee of insolvent Callidus borrowers); the website of the Office of
the Superintendent of Bankruptcy in Canada; case dockets of ongoing bankruptcy
proceedings; and public registries of security interest registrations maintained by
various government agencies in Canada and the United States, and investment
research prepared by investment banks.

3

West Face's reasons for believing that Callidus's share price was overvalued are set out in detail
in West Face's Statement of Defence in the Veritas Action.
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West Face's research revealed significant issues with a number of the

loans Callidus had made to troubled borrowers, and validated West Face's thesis that
Callidus's share price was overvalued. Among other things, West Face determined by
December 2014 that:
(a)

Callidus's loan portfolio was highly concentrated, in that it contained a
relatively small number of outstanding loans;

(b)

A number of borrowers of these outstanding loans were in restructuring,
bankruptcy or other court proceedings, with little obvious means of
repaying sums owed to Callidus, and where collateral valuations would be
tested;

(c)

Callidus's portfolio of outstanding loans also included a number of specific
problem loans that had undisclosed indicators of material impairment;

(d)

The valuations Callidus had attached to collateral supporting these loans
were overstated;

(e)

There was unexplained dramatic growth in the gross book value Callidus
had reported in respect of several problem loans, suggesting that
additional credit had been extended to borrowers to keep loans from
defaulting;

(f)

Callidus had made loans to borrowers without conducting sufficient due
diligence as to the strength of the loan collateral when loans were made;
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Contrary to Callidus's assertions that it only made loans against its
borrowers' most liquid assets, Callidus had made loans that were secured
against illiquid collateral, such as undeveloped resource property; and

(h)

Callidus appeared to be unable to expand its loan portfolio to the degree
necessary to justify the premium investors had attached to its publicly
traded shares without incurring additional loan losses, or charging lower
rates of interest.

92.

West Face identified these significant concerns despite the fact that, as of

November 2014, Callidus had represented publicly that every single one of its loans
was current in all interest and principal obligations, that its loans were more than 100%
collateralized, and that Callidus had suffered no realized loan losses in spite of lending
exclusively to financially troubled borrowers that could not access traditional sources of
lending.
93.

In sum, West Face had good reason to continue accumulating a "short"

position in Callidus throughout the Fall of 2014. West Face ceased accumulating this
"short" position in Callidus on December 24, 2014. By that time, Callidus's share price
had dropped to approximately $18 per share (which was still well above the book value
per share).

94.

West Face closed out its "short" position in Callidus in the Spring of 2015,

when Callidus's shares were trading at approximately $13 to $17 per share. As set out
in West Face's Statement of Defence, West Face has not "shorted" Callidus's shares in
the period since, for approximately four years, and had no involvement in any alleged
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Callidus.
95.

In June 2015, Catalyst commenced the Veritas Action against West Face.

In the Veritas Action, Catalyst and Callidus accused West Face and Veritas Investment
Research Corporation ("Veritas") of engaging in a conspiracy to defame Catalyst and
Callidus so that West Face could profit from a short-selling strategy in Callidus's shares.
As described above, West Face did, in fact, short-sell Callidus's shares in the Fall of
2014. However, West Face did so because it determined that Callidus's shares were
overvalued at the time. Moreover, West Face did not engage in a conspiracy with
Veritas to publish false or defamatory statements about Callidus.

96.

Events since the Fall of 2014 have only served to validate the concerns

that West Face identified with Callidus when it took its "short" position at that time. For
example, Callidus's loans to Xchange Technology, the Arthon Group, Leader Energy,
North American Tungsten, Esco Marine, Deepak International, Harvey Industries (now
Wabash Industries), Bluberi Gaming Technologies, Groupe Arsenault, Aiken Basin
Drilling, Gray Aqua, C&C Wood Products, Otto Industries, Fortress Resources, Binder
Machinery, Midwest Asphalt Corporation and Horizontal Well Drillers (to name a few),
totalling over $950 million in principal, interest and fees owing, have all developed
material indicators of significant impairment or have been subject to insolvency
proceedings.

97.

Xchange Technology is one of the more significant problematic Callidus

loans identified by West Face in 2014. Callidus advanced a one year loan of $22 million
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the loan, Xchange Technology ran two separate capital raising processes in an attempt
to refinance the Callidus loan. Both processes failed. In October 2013, Callidus
commenced a successful receivership application appointing Duff & Phelps as receiver
and approving a "stalking horse" sales process for the sale of substantially all of
Xchange Technology's business and assets. Callidus served as the stalking horse and
"credit bid" on Xchange Technology in November 2013. At the time, Callidus was owed
approximately $38 million.
98.

The credit bid did not close until November 2015 and by December 31,

2015, Callidus's financial statements listed the acquired business as an asset held for
sale with a value of $66.8 million. In a decision issued on May 31, 2016, in proceedings
between Callidus and the defendant Jeffrey McFarlane, the former President and CEO
of Xchange Technology, Justice Newbould held that the basis for the $66.8 million
figure in Callidus's financial statements was "not at all clear".

99.

Ultimately, in or around the first quarter of 2016, funds managed by

Catalyst purchased Xchange Technology from Callidus for $101.3 million, which
Callidus indicated was the "total outstanding principal plus accrued and unpaid interest".
Callidus primarily used the proceeds it received from funds managed by Catalyst to
repay a portion of the balance outstanding to Catalyst from Callidus under a
subordinated bridge facility. No funds were recovered from an independent third party.
Catalyst now carries Xchange Technology's assets at only 20% of cost.
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As a result of these arid other issues, since 2015, Callidus has incurred

significant loan loss provisions, negatively affecting its financial condition. Similarly,
Callidus's financial difficulties have inhibited its ability to initiate new loans, leading to a
material overall reduction of its loan book. This reduction in the size of Callidus's loan
book has reduced the company's book value and put downward pressure on its share
price valuation. Finally, by shifting Callidus's balance sheet away from debt positions to
equity positions in former borrowers, the risk profile of the company has deteriorated,
further undermining its financial condition. In May 2017, Callidus announced that the
OSC also had required Callidus to make a material change in the manner in which it
presented its financial statements. In March 2019, Callidus published its 2018 Annual
Financial Statements, which disclosed negative that shareholder equity at the end of
2018. This meant that under accounting rules, the company's liabilities exceeded the
value of its assets.
101.

In response to continuing weakness in Callidus's share price, and in an

effort to harm short-sellers (which Catalyst and Callidus believed incorrectly included
West Face), Callidus has engaged in a prolonged and aggressive campaign to prop up
its share price:
(a)

First, in March 2016, when Callidus's shares were trading at less than $10
per share, Callidus announced a substantial issuer bid ("SIB") for up to
$50 million at $14 per share. The purpose and effect of the SIB was to
inflate artificially Callidus's share price, because investors knew that they
could buy Callidus shares and tender to the SIB for $14. The SIB was
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by Callidus to $16.50;

(b)

Second, in late September 2016, when Callidus's shares were trading at
less than $17 per share, it announced a proposed initiative to take
Callidus private. Callidus later indicated a target completion date of June
2017. No such transaction was concluded at that time, however, because
after having conducted diligence into the company, no arm's length third
party has been willing to pay what Callidus had indicated was the target
price of $18 to $22 per share for Callidus's shares;

(c)

Third, at approximately the same time as it announced its proposed
privatization transaction in October 2016, Callidus increased its monthly
dividend; and

(d)

Fourth, in January 2017, Callidus commenced a normal course issuer bid
("NCIB") for up to 5% of its total issued and outstanding shares. The
purpose and effect of the NCIB was to support the Callidus share price.

102.

None of these measures had any appreciable long-term, lasting effect on

Callidus's share price, because none of them improved Callidus's underlying business
or financial performance.

103.

As of the date of this amended pleading, Callidus's shares are trading at a

price of less than $1 per share. Moreover, in its most recently released annual financial
statements (for year-end 2018), Callidus disclosed a net loss of $183.6 million for 2018
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equity was caused by Callidus acquiring its borrowers and writing down the value of
loans and of its acquired businesses. In its second quarter 2019 results, it disclosed a
net loss of $104.4 million year-to-date, and a net loss of $79.7 million for the second
quarter of 2019. As pleaded above in the Statement of Defence, Catalyst has since
announced an arrangement agreement by which Braslyn Ltd. would acquire all
outstanding minority shares of Callidus at a price of $0.75 per share.
E.
104.

The Conspiracy
The events relating to WIND and Callidus described above were

intolerable to the Catalyst Defendants and led directly to the formation and
implementation of the conspiracy referred to herein. The Catalyst Defendants risked a
loss of investor confidence and an inability to raise investor funds in the future if it
became known that:

105.

(i)

Callidus was failing, such that funds administered by Catalyst would
not be able to exit their significant investments in Callidus without
suffering significant losses;

(ii)

Catalyst had failed to acquire WIND because of its own failed
strategies, intransigence, and mismanagement of negotiations with
the seller of WIND rather than because of conduct engaged in by
West Face; and

(iii)

there was no proper basis for the enormous valuations Catalyst had
placed on its contingent claims relating to WIND in its
representations to its investors.

The Catalyst Defendants therefore decided in August 2017 to engage in a

two-pronged campaign to discredit West Face and Boland. These two prongs were the
Black Cube Campaign and the Defamation Campaign, as particularized below. The
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implementing both of these Campaigns, and all of the acts in furtherance of the
conspiracy as described herein were done at the behest of, and for the benefit of the
Catalyst Defendants. The Catalyst Defendants were at all times aware of and approved
of the actions done in furtherance of the conspiracy as described herein. All of the
Counterclaim Defendants were active participants in the conspiracy described herein.

F.

The Black Cube Campaign

106.

In the period from August 2017 through at least December 2017, the

Counterclaim Defendants conspired with each other, and with other co-conspirators
who are known to the Counterclaim Defendants but presently unknown to West Face, to
unlawfully harass, intimidate and deceive persons who are or were employed by or
connected to West Face or played important roles in the litigation described above
between West Face and Catalyst. The purpose and effect of the Black Cube Campaign
was to harm West Face and Boland. The Black Cube Campaign was carried out by the
Counterclaim Defendants using a series of deceitful, fraudulent and otherwise unlawful
means.

107.

Remarkably, one of the targets of the Black Cube Campaign was Justice

Newbould, who, as stated above, rendered the trial judgment in favour of West Face in
the Moyse Action in August 2016. One of the central goals of the "sting" perpetrated
against Justice Newbould was to entrap him into making anti-Semitic comments, thus
insinuating that Justice Newbould decided the Moyse Action in the way that he did
because he was biased against Glassman, who is Jewish. The Counterclaim
Defendants intended to use the results of the sting against Justice Newbould to attack
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Catalyst's appeal to the Court of Appeal for Ontario from the Decision of Justice
Newbould dismissing Catalyst's claims against West Face in the Moyse Action and in
the VimpelCom Action. The ultimate targets of this orchestrated attack on Justice
Newbould were West Face and Boland. While Black Cube's effort to elicit anti-Semitic
remarks from Justice Newbould failed, the purpose and effect of this and other elements
of the Black Cube Campaign was to delay the hearing of Catalyst's appeal in the Court
of Appeal in the Moyse Action, to delay the outcome of the Defendants' motions to
strike in the VimpelCom Action, to cast a cloud of doubt and uncertainty over West
Face's victory in the Moyse Action, and to shroud West Face and Boland in contention
and controversy.
108.

West Face only uncovered the Black Cube Campaign as a result of

widespread media coverage in the United States and globally concerning Black Cube
because of its involvement in two United States matters where Black Cube is alleged to
have engaged with individuals under false pretenses.

109.

West Face only learned of the conduct of Black Cube complained of in this

proceeding in November 2017 when this media coverage resulted in West Face
employees, who had been targeted by operatives of Black Cube, recognizing Penn as
one of the individuals who had solicited and met with them under what turned out to be
false pretences. Widespread media coverage pertaining to the prominent role played by
Black Cube in the United States matters led directly to the discovery by West Face and
Boland of the Black Cube Campaign against them.
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Black Cube's conduct was undertaken for and on behalf of the Catalyst

Defendants as part of the conspiracy described above, and was unethical, improper and
unlawful in a number of respects. First, private security and investigative services are
legally regulated in Ontario by the Ministry of Community Safety and Correctional
Services. In particular, private investigators are subject to the Private Security arid
Investigative Services Act, 2005, S.O. 2005, c. 34 (' PSISA") and the regulations made
under it. The PSISA prohibits carrying on business as a private investigator in Ontario
without being licensed under that statute. Neither Black Cube nor any of its individual
operatives were licensed private investigators in Ontario during the period in question.

111.

Second, Black Cube operatives did, in fact, contact and meet in Toronto -

under false pretenses - with a number of West Face's current and former employees,
their family members, and others, as well as with Justice Newbould, using lies and
systematic deception. Black Cube operatives secretly recorded these meetings, created
transcripts of what occurred, and conveyed these transcripts, recordings and related
documents and information to the Catalyst Defendants, either directly or indirectly
through intermediaries (the "Black Cube Evidence"). Heavily edited and distorted
versions of those transcripts and recordings were then used by the Counterclaim
Defendants to implement their ongoing campaign of harassment and defamation
against West Face and Boland, including in false and misleading statements made to
members of the media referred to above, as well as to investors of Catalyst and Callidus
and to current and potential investors of West Face.

112.

Third, Black Cube's conduct included: (i) making deceitful and false offers

of employment to several current and former employees of West Face; (ii) making
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employee of West Face; (iii) making deceitful and false statements to Justice Newbould
concerning his potential involvement in a non-existent arbitration proceeding; (iv)
inviting their targets to meetings, lunches or dinners under false pretenses, and
encouraging their targets to drink alcohol liberally; (v) flying certain targets to London,
England for further meetings where they were taken to further fraudulent interviews
when jet lagged and tired; and (vi) ultimately attempting to entice their targets into
disclosing privileged and/or confidential information of West Face or making prejudicial
statements that could be used against the targets, West Face or Boland. In the case of
current and former employees of West Face, operatives of Black Cube enticed their
targets to disclose confidential (and in at least one case privileged) information of West
Face in breach of their contractual and/or professional obligations to West Face.
113.

The conduct of the Counterclaim Defendants in orchestrating and carrying

out the Black Cube Campaign has harmed West Face and Boland in a number of
respects. First, it has sown the seeds of distrust and suspicion among West Face and
its current and former employees by subjecting them to deceitful and invasive intrusions
into their privacy, and the risk of false and harmful media attention and coverage.
114.

Second, it has harmed West Face's ability to attract and retain talented

employees, knowing that they too may be subjected to deceitful and invasive retaliatory
measures like those engaged in by Black Cube for or on behalf of the Catalyst
Defendants.
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ns.

Third, it has resulted in the unlawful disclosure of West Face's

confidential, and in at least one case privileged, information to operatives of Black Cube
and ultimately to the Counterclaim Defendants, including to all of the Catalyst
Defendants. The disclosure of West Face's confidential and/or privileged information, in
violation of confidentiality obligations in employment agreements and professional
obligations, to both a competitor in business and an opponent in multiple lawsuits is
inherently harmful.
116.

Fourth, the conduct of the Counterclaim Defendants in engaging or taking

advantage of and utilizing the Black Cube Evidence to plant false and misleading media
coverage concerning West Face and Boland was calculated to shroud West Face and
Boland in controversy and scandal, and to tarnish and undermine their reputations and
their business by deterring investors and other market participants from doing business
with West Face and Boland.

117.

Fifth,

the

conduct

of

the

Counterclaim

Defendants

in

causing,

orchestrating, taking advantage of or utilizing Black Cube Evidence concerning its highly
improper "sting" against Justice Newbould is particularly egregious, and was intended to
prejudice to the greatest extent possible the positions of West Face both publicly, with
investors and potential investors, and in defending and responding to Catalyst's appeal
in the Court of Appeal for Ontario from the trial decision of Justice Newbould in the
Moyse Action and in pursuing its own motion to stay or dismiss Catalyst's claim in the
VimpelCom Action.
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118.

On the instructions of the Catalyst Defendants, operatives of Black Cube

met with Justice Newbould twice under false pretences on September 18, 2017, in his
office and at dinner. They lied to and deceived Justice Newbould and attempted
repeatedly to entrap him into making anti-Semitic comments that could then be used by
Catalyst: (i) to attack Justice Newbould's honesty, integrity, conduct and character,
including through highly negative and pre-arranged media coverage on the eve of the
hearing of the appeal in the Moyse Action; and (ii) as "fresh evidence" in the Court of
Appeal for Ontario, to allege that Justice Newbould acted improperly, with actual bias, in
deciding the Moyse Action against Catalyst because Glassman is Jewish.

119.

Even though operatives of Black Cube failed in their efforts to entrap

Justice Newbould into making anti-Semitic comments, they and the Counterclaim
Defendants (including specifically Glassman, Riley, Jamieson, Rosen and Psy Group),
along with Burstien, Helfgott, Kisluk, and Gagnier persisted in their efforts to plant highly
negative media coverage concerning Justice Newbould. Their objective in doing so was
to call into question the validity of the judgement West Face had obtained at trial in the
Moyse Action, and to further shroud West Face and Boland in controversy and scandal.
Efforts to plant stories concerning the sting on Justice Newbould were made by or on
behalf of the Catalyst Defendants both in the period immediately preceding the hearing
of the appeal in the Moyse Action, which was originally scheduled to be argued on
September 26 and 27, 2017, and in the period after the Catalyst Defendants engineered
an adjournment of the appeal during an attendance before Justice Rouleau of the Court
of Appeal on the afternoon of September 25, 2017.
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120.

In particular, on Sunday, September 17, 2017 (the day before Black

Cube's failed sting operation against Justice Newbould), at the direction of the Catalyst
Defendants and Rosen, Jamieson contacted Blatchford, a prominent business journalist
at the National Post, as set out above, promising an exclusive story concerning Justice
Newbould. At the direction of the Catalyst Defendants, Jamieson provided Blatchford
with an inaccurate and incomplete summary of the Moyse Action; falsely claimed that in
deciding that action, Justice Newbould had ignored the destruction of relevant evidence;
and alleged that West Face was involved in a "wolfpack" of companies that was
unlawfully conspiring to harm various public market participants. Jamieson also offered
to connect Blatchford to a spokesperson from Catalyst.
121.

Three days after operatives of Black Cube met with Justice Newbould, at

Rosen's direction, Jamieson met with Blatchford using lies and deception, on Thursday,
September 21, 2017 at a cafe in midtown Toronto. At that meeting, Jamieson gave
Blatchford a USB flash drive that had been provided to her by Riley. The USB flash
drive contained photos, edited audio recordings and edited transcripts of two meetings
between Justice Newbould and a Black Cube operative at Justice Newbould's office
and at dinner.

122.

All of Jamieson's actions described above were orchestrated and directed

by the Catalyst Defendants and Rosen, directly or indirectly, as part of the conspiracy.
Their purpose in doing so was to induce Blatchford to write and publish a false and
defamatory article concerning West Face, Boland and Justice Newbould immediately
before the appeal of the Moyse Action was heard on September 26 and 27, 2017.
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The co-conspirators failed in their efforts to do so, and no article was, in

fact, published by Blatchford in respect of this matter in the period before Catalyst's
appeal was first scheduled to be argued.
124.

On the afternoon of September 25, 2017, Greenspan, who had not

previously publicly acted for Catalyst in any of the litigation involving West Face,
requested an adjournment of the appeal in the Moyse Action. He appeared before
Justice Rouleau in open court and advised that the existing counsel for Catalyst from
the Lax O'Sullivan law firm had withdrawn from the appeal because of an irreconcilable
conflict that had only very recently arisen with Catalyst, and that he had been retained
to pursue a potential motion for leave to adduce fresh evidence in the appeal.
Greenspan declined to reveal what the proposed fresh evidence was, or how or when
Catalyst had obtained it. The hearing of the appeal was adjourned by Justice Rouleau
to February 20 and 21, 2018 over the objections of West Face.

125.

Following the adjournment of the appeal, the Counterclaim Defendants'

efforts to manufacture stories defaming West Face and Boland continued.

This

included not only defamation in respect of Justice Newbould and the Moyse trial, but
also defamation relating to this action that Catalyst and Callidus would ultimately launch
on November 7, 2017. On October 17, 2017, Rosen met Glassman in New York City to
update him on Jamieson's efforts to plant "wolfpack" related stories in the media. On
October 20, Rosen met Blatchford at the Broadview Hotel in Toronto and falsely alleged
that Aboriginal groups, not Catalyst, were behind the attack on Justice Newbould. He
then arranged for Blatchford to meet "Jessie from the operational team", who was in fact
Helfgott. Helfgott met Blatchford on October 31, 2017 at the Mercatto in the Eaton's
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encourage Blatchford to write an article defamatory of Justice Newbould, West Face
and Boland. Both Rosen and Helfgott met with Blatchford in an attempt to persuade her,
using lies and deception, to publish false and defamatory articles repeating the WIND
Defamation (as described herein) about Justice Newbould, West Face, and Boland.
126.

Ultimately, Catalyst made the decision in late November 2017 not to

proceed with its proposed motion to adduce fresh evidence in its appeal in the Moyse
Action. Catalyst made that choice:
(a)

after the failed sting operation against Justice Newbould was disclosed by
Blatchford in an article published in the National Post on November 24,
2017 titled "The Judge, the Sting, Black Cube and Me"; and

(b)

almost immediately after West Face brought a motion before Justice
Rouleau for an Order compelling Catalyst to disclose the "fresh evidence"
that it and its counsel had in their possession when the adjournment of the
hearing of the appeal in the Moyse Action was sought and obtained on
September 25.

127.

In the period following November 24, 2017, the Catalyst Defendants, Psy

Group, Jamieson, Rosen and Gagnier as well as others working with and for the
Counterclaim Defendants as part of the conspiracy described herein, persisted in their
efforts to plant highly negative media coverage using edited and distorted versions of
the Black Cube Evidence that they intended to damage, and knew would be damaging
to, West Face and Boland (including by undermining the legitimacy of Justice
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efforts of the Counterclaim Defendants, and others on their behalf, were ongoing in this
regard until at least as recently as April 2018.

G.

The Defamation Campaign

128.

The Counterclaim Defendants' campaign of defamation against West

Face and Boland was systematic, multifaceted and persistent. It was at all times carried
out with malice and in bad faith, for the reasons described above. It included as its
principal elements the dissemination by or on behalf of the Counterclaim Defendants of
a series of false and defamatory press releases, communications to Catalyst investors
and other capital market participants, Internet postings, and communications to
members of the media, including the National Post, Bloomberg News and the
Associated Press. The campaign of defamation was carried out as part of the
conspiracy entered into by the Counterclaim Defendants, described herein, to discredit
and harm West Face and Boland.

(i)

129.

False and Defamatory Press Releases and Statements Following the
Issuance of Justice Newbould's Trial Reasons
On August 18, 2016, Justice Newbould released his Reasons for

Judgment dismissing Catalyst's claims and allegations in the Moyse Action in their
entirety. The very next day, Catalyst issued a statement containing the following
defamatory words, which were reprinted in the National Post and various other
publications (the "Post-Judgment Comments"):
Additional evidence [had] come out since the Moyse
litigation that [supported] the new case that alleges
conspiracy and breach of contract.

-64We are deeply disappointed by the decision and the severe
indications of possible bias displayed by Judge Newbold
[sic]. We believe that he did not give fair consideration to all
of the evidence presented, ignored contradictory statements
made by the defendants that are part of the court record and
delivered a judgement containing clear misstatements of
fact.
130.

All of the Catalyst Defendants and Gagnier played an active role in

preparing, approving and disseminating these Post-Judgment Comments. The plain and
obvious meaning of Catalyst's Post-Judgment Comments was that in acquiring WIND,
West Face and its principals, including Boland, had engaged in an unlawful conspiracy
and breach of contract, and that Catalyst's allegations of breach of confidence made
against West Face and its principals in the Moyse Action were, in fact, true, even
though they had been dismissed the day before by Justice Newbould.

131.

The Post-Judgment Comments were false. No "additional evidence"

supporting any of Catalyst's claims and allegations in the new litigation had "come out"
since the trial of the Moyse Action had concluded, only two months earlier. Nor was
there any proper or good faith basis for Catalyst to assert, as it did, that the only reason
its claims against West Face were dismissed by Justice Newbould was that Justice
Newbould had misconducted himself and acted with actual bias in presiding at trial in
the Moyse Action. Catalyst made these statements in bad faith and with malice for the
reasons described above, and for the purpose and with the effect of embarrassing West
Face, Boland and Justice Newbould. Catalyst sought to further shroud West Face and
Boland in contention and controversy while presenting the illusion to current and
potential investors, participants in the capital markets and others, that it could
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Catalyst had made against West Face in the Moyse Action.
132.

On October 13, 2016, Catalyst issued a press release concerning West

Face and Boland through the Business Wire news service containing the following
defamatory statements (the "October 2016 Press Release"):
It is exactly because of this culture at Catalyst, as compared
to how others behave, that we have chosen to be incredibly
tough and demanding when our rights are trampled or
counterparties act unethically. Because ultimately, it is our
LPs and investors that are impacted.

Catalyst has put its faith in the judiciary and expect that our
claims and appeals will be heard fairly and that judgment will
expose the truth of West Face's actions, character and
values.
133.

All of the Catalyst Defendants and Gagnier played an active role in

preparing, approving and disseminating the October 2016 Press Release. The plain and
ordinary meaning of the October 2016 Press Release was that:
(a)

West Face and its principals, including Boland, trampled unlawfully on
Catalyst's rights, and acted unethically and unlawfully in respect of WIND
and Callidus; and

(b)

West Face's actions, and the character and values of West Face and its
principals, including Boland, are consistent with having engaged in
questionable and unlawful actions with respect to WIND and Callidus.
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Each of these meanings is demonstrably false. The October 2016 Press

Release was published with malice, as part of a systematic, orchestrated and unlawful
campaign of defamation against West Face and Boland for the express purpose of
embarrassing and injuring Boland and West Face as well as its officers, employees and
directors as well as poisoning the relationship between West Face and its current and
potential investors.
135.

The purpose and effect of Catalyst's October 2016 Press Release was to

disseminate its false and defamatory allegations against West Face and Boland as
widely as possible, including among investors, other participants in the capital markets
and other members of the business community. The Catalyst Defendants sought to
continue to shroud West Face and Boland in contention and controversy, and
succeeded in achieving their objective.

136.

In addition, in or about the same period from August to October 2016,

Glassman and Gagnier repeated the defamatory words contained in the Post-Judgment
Comments and the October 2016 Press Release in a variety of conversations and
discussions with industry analysts, potential and current investors of both Catalyst and
West Face, professional and business contacts of Boland, media representatives, and
other market participants, the identities of whom are known to the Catalyst Defendants
and not to West Face (the "Glassman Defamation"). On these same occasions, by
repeating words contained in the Post-Judgment Comments and October 2016 Press
Release, Glassman impugned the conduct, business integrity and ethics of Boland and
his partners and colleagues at West Face.
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Among

other

things,

in

disseminating

the

Glassman

Defamation,

Glassman and Gagnier represented falsely that West Face and its principals, including
Boland, had acted improperly, dishonestly and unlawfully in acquiring WIND, including
by misusing confidential information of Catalyst that they had obtained from Moyse.
Glassman also told investors and others that the trial decision of Justice Newbould
contained numerous errors and would be overturned on appeal.

138.

The Glassman Defamation was false. As described above, and as found

by Justice Newbould following a full trial of the Moyse Action, West Face and its
principals acted in an entirely reasonable, proper and lawful manner in participating in
the acquisition and subsequent sale of WIND.
(ii)
139.

False and Defamatory Allegations to Catalyst Investors
On or about August 14, 2017, in a letter disseminated to all of Catalyst's

investors, Catalyst made the following false and defamatory statements concerning
West Face (the "First Investor Letter"):
As a brief update on the West Face and Wind litigation, new
facts helpful to the case have been discovered. These relate
not only to their stand-alone behaviour but also to possible
market manipulation involving West Face and others in
Callidus.
140.

Public information sources disclose that Catalyst's investors include the

endowments of Harvard University, the University of Michigan, McGill University, the
Missouri State Employees' Retirement System, the New Jersey Division of Investments,
the Ohio Public Employees' Retirement System, and the Rockefeller Foundation. The
identities of additional investors who received the First Investor Letter are known to the

-68Catalyst Defendants, rather than to West Face or Boland. Moreover, given that West
Face and Catalyst compete as managers of investment funds, each of Catalyst's
investors who received the First Investor Letter is a potential investor in funds managed
by West Face.
141.

All of the Catalyst Defendants played an active role in preparing,

approving and disseminating the First Investor Letter to Catalyst's investors. The words
contained in this First Investor Letter are defamatory in their natural and ordinary
meaning. The words were meant and understood to mean that West Face and its
principals, including Boland, either directly or through its employees, officers and
directors:
(a)

engaged in improper conduct intended to manipulate the market price for
the shares of Callidus;

(b)

engaged in conspiracies with other people or entities intended to
manipulate the market price for the shares of Callidus;

142.

(c)

made misrepresentations to the public concerning Callidus; and

(d)

manipulated improperly other public market participants.

Each of these meanings is false and defamatory. The First Investor Letter

was published with malice, as part of systematic and unlawful campaign of defamation
against West Face and Boland, for the express purpose of embarrassing and injuring
Boland and West Face, as well as its other officers, employees and directors.

-69
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Moreover, the First Investor Letter was false and misleading. As of the

date the First Investor Letter was disseminated by Catalyst, no "new facts helpful to
[Catalyst's] case" had been discovered. That statement was made to investors by
Catalyst for the purpose, and with the effect, of presenting the illusion that Catalyst
would finally be able to prove the truth of its allegations and claims against West Face
and its principals in the Moyse Action, and to continue to shroud West Face and Boland
in contention and controversy. As stated above, however, Catalyst's claims and
allegations against West Face and its principals, including Boland, are now, and have
always been, demonstrably false.

144.

West Face and its principals acted at all times in an entirely appropriate,

lawful and responsible manner with respect to both WIND and Callidus. As described
above, West Face determined in October 2014 that Callidus's shares were overvalued,
and decided to short-sell its stock, based entirely on its analysis of publicly available
information. Moreover, as explained in greater detail above, West Face's assessment of
Callidus has been borne out by subsequent events. In the period since West Face first
determined that Callidus was overvalued in October 2014, when the shares of Callidus
were trading at over $20 per share, the share price of Callidus has fallen dramatically,
and is currently trading below $1 per share. Moreover, Callidus has experienced
significant loan losses, has been required by the OSC to restructure its financial
reporting, and has experienced a dramatic reduction in the size of its loan book.

145.

The Catalyst Defendants published the First Investor Letter in furtherance

of the conspiracy pleaded herein. The false and defamatory allegations of "market
manipulation" in the First Investor Letter were specifically intended to tie into entirely

-70false allegations of the Catalyst Defendants concerning the supposed participation of
West Face and Boland in the "wolfpack" behaviour described below, and to distract
attention

from

the

Wall

Street

Journal's

August

9,

2017

Article

describing

"whistleblower" filings made against Catalyst and Callidus.
(iii)
146.

False and Defamatory "Internet Postings" of "Wolf Pack" Behaviour
On or about September 19, 2017, one week before the scheduled hearing

of Catalyst's appeal in the Moyse Action, a series of false and defamatory Internet
postings (the "Internet Postings") about West Face and Boland began to appear in a
variety of locations on the Internet. These Internet Postings were posted under
pseudonyms, but were orchestrated, directed and paid for, directly or indirectly, by the
Catalyst Defendants, Rosen and Psy Group as part of Project Maple Tree. Indeed, as
described above, Jamieson adverted to the "Wolf Pack" defamation in her meeting with
Blatchford on September 17, 2017.
147.

The first such Internet Posting uncovered by West Face (the "Boland

Post") was titled "West Face Capital CEO Gregory Boland has made a fortune
"shorting" companies, laying off thousands, then sells stocks high". In addition to the
false and defamatory title, the Boland Post contained the following false and defamatory
words concerning West Face and Boland;
West Face Capital has used an aggressive strategy to take
control of companies. It requires months, sometimes years
of patience, before gutting the asset and selling off what is
left of it for profit. Gregory Boland has used this tactic to
great effect in conjunction with several partners.
Boland typically targets weak companies to take advantage
of cheap stock. But where no such stock exists, West Face
and partners are now looking to create it. This pack of

-71 aggressive investors have taken to opening a shorts [sic]
against target companies, before strong-arming boards of
directors and restructuring companies. They then sell off
assets for profit.
In 2010, West Face surprised the board of Maple Leaf Foods
after wresting away a third Ontario Teachers [sic] Pension
Plan's 36-percent stake. What resulted was a third-year [sic]
war between Boland and Maple Leaf CEO Michael McCain.
Boland will often speak of the board's "independence" to
cleanse of it of people [sic] who have long-standing business
ties. The result is often conveniently removing multiple
directors at once, handing West Face greater proportional
control.
"Corporate
governance,
and
specifically
director
independence, became the focal point of Boland's attack,
the lever by which he hoped to wrest power away from the
McCains and make the company more responsive to the
concerns of smaller investors such as—but not limited to—
West Face," Listed Magazine wrote in spring 2011. He used
similar strong-arming in 2008 to gut the entire board of Air
Canada parent, ACE Aviation.
The "independence" arguments makes sense [sic] to most
people trying to make managerial decision-making more
efficient. Yet, it relies on pointing to inevitably strong working
relationships between managers and directors as
problematic, meaning true independence erodes over time. It
makes for a great talking point for new players to weaken
experienced directors for their own gain.
These tactics are not strictly illegal, but Boland has not
exactly stayed out of the courtroom either. He has been
accused of industrial espionage to one-up competitors,
specifically regarding the acquisition of Wind Mobile in 2014.
Alfred Balm sued Boland during another takeover, claiming
the latter reneged on $10 million in stock sales after said
stock dipped below the agreed sales price.
At Maple Leaf Foods, West Face and Boland eventually took
a backseat in 2014 after years of infighting. Boland doubled
his investment, with $300 million, even though the company
posted losses in five of the last six quarters before the sale.
He also left Maple Leaf with a $1 billion restructuring plan
unfinished. Boland retained a spot on the board, but
eventually gave that up in 2016.

-72The company's stock has risen, but the quest for profitability
is still a ways off. The company laid off 400 workers, mainly
in Mississagua [sic], in 2015. When Boland departed a year
later, they announced 400 more dismissals and the close of
a factory in Thamesford, Ontario.
In an environment where distressed companies are easy
prey, it seems West Face Capital has figured out a way to
squeeze companies for its [sic] last few drops of life. Their
tactics should be a lesson for anyone who thinks
"independent" management and board "restructuring" are
more than buzzwords. They are pretexts used by predatory
investors.
148.

The Boland Post was published repeatedly over the Internet by or at the

request of the Counterclaim Defendants, directly or indirectly, including:
(a)

On a website found at http://greg-boland.blog/. This website bore the
defamatory heading "Greg Boland and West Face Scam", and contained a
link to the Boland Post at http://greg-boland.blog/2017/09/19/west-facestrategy-loveem-and-leaveem. The "author" of the Boland Post on this site
is listed as "Anonymous", which provided a link to a page at http://gregboland.blog/author/judgefranknewbould. While there was no additional
content at the "author" page, the URL falsely suggests that Justice
Newbould was somehow associated with the Boland Post. The purpose of
associating Justice Newbould with the Boland Post was to attack his
conduct and integrity, as well as to undermine the validity and reliability of
his Judgment against Catalyst in the Moyse Action. As explained herein,
this was not the only attempt of the Catalyst Defendants to attack Justice
Newbould in an effort to harm West Face and Boland;

-73(b)

On a website found at http://u.wn.com, which bears the heading "West
Face strategy: love'em and leave'em", and contained a link to the Boland
Post

at

http://article.wn.com/view/2017/09/18/West_Face_strategy

_love_em_and_leave_em/; and

(c)

By numerous Twitter accounts that provided links to the articles referred to
above stating "To read more about corruption in the Canadian Stock
Exchange [sic] click here", including but not limited to @joshccros,
@Hiru3035Hirusha,
@AngelicaXoXoz,

@PearsallApril,
and

@tox_icity.

These

@iamblessed2006,
Twitter

accounts

were

established and managed., directly or indirectly, for, by or on behalf of the
Counterclaim Defendants.
149.

The plain and ordinary meaning of the Boland Post is that:
(a)

West Face and Boland are predatory investors who intentionally harm
companies and their employees for West Face and Boland's own private
profit;

(b)

West Face and Boland were engaged in a "scam" and other unethical and
improper, corrupt practices;

(c)

West Face and Boland conspired with unnamed third parties to make false
and misleading statements about public companies in order to artificially
manipulate and suppress their stock prices in support of an improper and
unlawful short-selling strategy;

-74(d)

West Face and Boland engaged in "industrial espionage" with respect to
West Face's participation in the acquisition of WIND in 2014;

(e)

West Face and Boland caused Maple Leaf Foods to suffer losses in five of
six quarters, caused significant job losses, and failed to successfully
complete a billion dollar restructuring; and

(f)

West Face and Boland drive companies into bankruptcy for their own
private profit.

150.

Each of these meanings is false and defamatory. The Boland Post was

published by or on behalf of the Counterclaim Defendants with malice, as part of their
systemic and unlawful campaign of defamation against West Face and Boland and in
furtherance

of the conspiracy

described herein,

for

the

express

purpose

of

embarrassing and injuring Boland and West Face as well as its officers, employees and
directors.

151.

The purpose, intent and effect of the Boland Post was to poison the

relationship between Boland, West Face, and their current or potential investors,
including by continuing to shroud West Face and Boland in controversy and scandal.

152.

The Boland Post was (and is) entirely and deliberately false. West Face

and Boland have never "gutted" an asset and then sold off "what is left of it for profit".
Nor have they engaged in unlawful stock manipulation, either alone or in conjunction
with others. West Face and Boland have never "strong-arm[ed]" the Board of any
company. Nor did they "sell off the assets of any company for the private benefit of

-75West Face or Boland. At all times, West Face and Boland have shared in the profit or
loss of companies in which they have invested in the same manner as other investors in
comparable securities.
153.

The Boland Post states, or in the alternative alleges by innuendo, that

West Face's investment in Maple Leaf Foods was detrimental to Maple Leaf Foods.
That statement or innuendo is also false. West Face and Boland's involvement with
Maple Leaf Foods was entirely positive. When West Face acquired an interest in the
company in 2010, its stock price was trading at less than $10 per share. As a result of a
restructuring of the business of Maple Leaf carried out with the support of Boland and
West Face, by the time West Face ended its involvement with Maple Leaf in 2016, the
stock price was well over $25 and the company had returned to profitability.
154.

The purpose and effect of the Boland Post was to disparage the

reputations of West Face and Boland, and to discourage improperly investors and other
market participants from doing business with them.

155.

The second defamatory Internet Posting (the "Wolf Pack Video") was first

posted on YouTube on or about September 19, 2017, and was titled "Judicial and
Economical Corruption in Canada". The Wolf Pack Video was published by or on behalf
of the Counterclaim Defendants using the online pseudonym "Wolf Pack". The
defamatory text displayed on the Wolf Pack Video was as follows:
BILLION-DOLLAR TORONTO "WOLF PACK" IS TRAPPING
COMPANIES INTO STOCK SHORTS
In June 2016, K2 & Associates took a short position in
Asanko Mining...

-76the miner had 90% downside potential; and soon Muddy
Waters LLC took notice.
UPON THE RELEASE OF THE MUDDY WATER [sic]
RESEARCH, ASANKO'S STOCK BEGAIN [sic] TO TANK...
K2 & ASSOC. IS WORKING WITH OTHER COMPANIES
TO CREATE DISCOUNT STOCK BUYOUTS
K2 & Assoc., Anson Funds, WestFace Cap., & MMCAP
Fund Inc., are working together
They are forming a "Wolf Pack" designed
companies and bring them down.
156.

to

target

In addition, the description of the Wolf Pack Video on its YouTube page

contained the following defamatory words:
There is a new beast on the scene in Canada - The
Wolfpack. Made up of a group of at least eight nefarious
companies and their CEO's [sic], The WolfPack has been
operating for several years to take out their competitors
using 'short' tactics. By manipulating the stock market these
companies guarantee that any business they target will fall
into their hands. Spreading lies, committing purgery [sic],
even laundering money- The Wolfpack will stop at nothing to
accomplish their goals.
With connections across Canada and into the United States,
WestFace, Anson Partners, K2 Partners, along with several
private investors like Mark Cohedes [sic], and Alex Speers
are operating largely undercover to carry our [sic] their short
schemes. The list of WolfPack Members goes on and their
reach is extensive, the Canadian credit market is in the midst
of a major crisis.
Our mission is to expose these companies and the men
behind them for what they really are and prevent further
economic repercussions. There are at least four businesses
that we can confirm have been affected by inducement
actions carried out by the group, including: Badger Day
lighting, EIF, Valeant Pharmaceuticals, and Concordia
International. Each companies [sic] has had its shares
depleted by the Wolf Pack's market manipulation to the point
of declaring bankruptcy. The time has come to put an end to

-77the manipulation and racketeering of these men and
reinstate the public's trust in the financial system.
157.

The Wolf Pack Video was published repeatedly by or on behalf of the

Counterclaim Defendants, directly or indirectly, including:
(a)

On YouTube at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oOK_L90FUDc;

(b)

On Twitter by numerous Twitter accounts that provided links to the video
stated "Judicial and Economical Corruption in Canada", including but not
limited

to

@dfrancis153,

@Arman_Arif44,

@webmaker_bd,

@SunlightCity,

@CassyxLove,

@penslinger81,

@lordrose61,

emlove2015,

@hasithamalinga2,

@SaraMariohot82,

@cool_coolm80,

@happysnappy16,
@Wolfly Hearted,

@majharul521,

@rdmoot,

@nadia_neeka,
@brandonn1768,

@Nawamya148,

@admschaaf,

@rainoforanges, @Emily_Grier001, @ManojAbey, @asansaranga1998,
ThusithaDilana, @erangasperera1, @iamblessed2006, and @tox_icity.
These Twitter accounts were managed, directly or indirectly, for, by or on
behalf of the Counterclaim Defendants; and
(c)

To other parties, the identities of whom are known to the Counterclaim
Defendants.

158.

The plain and ordinary meaning of the Wolf Pack Video is that:
(a)

West Face and Boland conspired unlawfully and improperly with other
market participants to engage in corrupt conduct intended to harm, and
ultimately cause the bankruptcy of, Asanko Mining, Badger Daylighting,

- 78 Exchange

Income

Fund,

Valeant

Pharmaceuticals,

Concordia

International and other companies in order to profit from an unethical and
illegal short-selling strategy;
(b)

West Face and Boland committed perjury, racketeering and moneylaundering; and

(c)

159.

West Face and Boland have engaged in illegal stock manipulation.

Each of these meanings is false and defamatory. The Wolf Pack Video

was published by or on behalf of the Counterclaim Defendants with malice, as part of a
systematic and unlawful campaign of defamation, and as part of the conspiracy
described herein, for the express purpose of embarrassing and injuring West Face and
Boland as well as West Face's officers, employees and directors.

160.

The statements in the Wolf Pack Video mirror closely the entirely false

allegations of misconduct made by Catalyst and Callidus against West Face and Boland
in their Claim in this proceeding and are entirely and deliberately false. West Face has
never acted in conjunction with any of the other named entities, has never invested in
the securities of Asanko Mining or any of the other named companies, has never
engaged in corrupt behaviour, and has never worked with other parties "to target
companies and bring them down". Those allegations were invented from whole cloth by
the Counterclaim Defendants for the purposes of punishing and embarrassing West
Face and Boland, attracting the unwarranted attention of law enforcement and
securities regulators, and further shrouding them in controversy and scandal.
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The purpose and effect of the Wolf Pack Video was to disparage the

reputations of Boland and West Face, and to discourage improperly investors and other
market participants from doing business with West Face and Boland.
162.

The third defamatory Internet Posting (the "Esco Post") was first posted

on or about September 19, 2017 by or on behalf of the Counterclaim Defendants,
directly or indirectly, using the pseudonym "julesljones". This post contained the
following defamatory words:
The Buyout That Wasn't
The Truth Behind the Esco Marine Purchase and K2 &
Associates
At the center of a large scale investigation sit several private
Hedgefund companies, who through manipulation and
insider information are quietly cornering the market. The
group, although on the outside appear unconnected [sic] are
in fact undeniably linked.
Although the entire group is worthy of in depth analysis and
probing, the topic of this brief expose is the connection
between Anson Funds Corporation, K2 & Assoicates [sic],
Westface [sic] Capital and Esco Marine Inc.
Connecting The Dots
In June 2014, Callidus Capital provided Esco Marine with a
loan of just over US $20 million, as part of an agreement of
up to US $34 million, to assist in financing its ongoing
operations. Falling behind, Esco was forced to cease all
operations and filed for bankruptcy protection from creditors
on March 7 after their lender, Callidus Capital Corp, owned
by Newton Glassman, called in a $31.4 million loan.
Struggling to turn their scrap business around, ESCO
Marine, Inc. filed for bankruptcy protection, or more
accurately, had an involuntary bankruptcy petition filed
against it, on March 7, 2015 . When Esco announced to
investors that they couldn't pay, thereby declaring they were
in default, a suit was filed against them by Callidus Capital.

-80The claim was filed with assistance from Greg Boland, the
CEO of West face [sic] Capital. Boland, [sic] just happens to
be close associate [sic] of Shawn Kimel, so close that the
two hold office space for their respective companies in the
same building in Toronto's financial district. Westface [sic]
has a significant interest in acquiring control of Esco, the
reason being that one of the major shareholders in the
company is a well-known rival.
The Big Game
Getting back to the heart of the matter, Westface [sic] and
Anson acted in cooperation with each other to bring the
stock of the Texan Marine company down enough to crash
their public tender and force them into selling. This tactic,
commonly known as a 'short' isn't technically illegal...unless
you are a company working in collusion with another vested
interested [sic].
Anson Funds are a collection of privately-held and pooled
investment vehicles which dedicate funds primarily to
publicly-traded equity and debt securities. Anson likes the
risk, they target companies in the midst of financial turmoil
and hope to turn a profit off of the investment they make that
most banks refuse to give. Their two main offices are in
Dallas and Toronto, which works quite well to transfer assets
from Esco to Canadian investors. And now here is where it
gets confusing...
Anson and West face share common stock and West face
[sic] and K2 share office space, the proximity of these
businesses to each other can't be ignored. Furthermore,
Greg Boland (WestFace) and Shawn Kimel (K2&Associates)
both make donations to the Princess Margaret Cancer
Foundation, making it likely that the pair are if nothing else
associated with each other publicly. Barington/Hilco signed
off on the acquisition of Esco Marine Inc, and guess who has
strong interest invested in Hilco- Shawn Kimel of K2&
Associates.
How Hilco Connects
Hilco Redevelopment Partners was one of the parties set to
acquire, restart, and operate Esco Marine Inc. Hilco was in
agreement with Callidus Capital to turn the business around.
The plan was to have Hilco providing the industrial asset
monetization and Callidus providing a loan facility. Hilco

-81 used one of its subsidiaries, HRP Brownsville for operations
and as part of the agreement made with Callidus, HRP
would receive $35 million USD. Callidus was set to retain
and realize on all of Esco Marine Assets.
Upon the acquisition of ESCO by Hilco, a great deal of stock
and any potential returns was lost to Callidus and directly
sent to K2&Associates, AKA Shawn Kimel. Knowing what
we know about the closeness of Kimel and Boland, it seems
likely that the two were in contact with one another.
In Conclusion
Despite the fact that the story is still developing and a strong
conclusion can't be drawn just yet, the evidence speaks for
itself. There is cooperation between these groups,
cooperation to bring down stock and purchase floundering
companies at bottom prices. Their [sic] was a concentrated
effort to target Esco and hurt the business of Callidus and
the parties behind it aren't trying to hide their identities.
163.

The Esco Post was published repeatedly by or on behalf of the

Counterclaim Defendants, directly or indirectly, including:
(a)

On a website found at http://www.buzzfeed.com/julesljones/the-buyoutthat-wasn't;

(b)

On a website found at http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/the-buyoutthat-wasnt-the-truth-behind-the-esco-marine_us; and

(c)

By numerous Twitter accounts that provided links to the articles above
stating "The Truth Behind the Esco Marine Purchase and K2 &
Associates", including but not limited to @tox_icity, @AngelicaXoXoz, and
@warunad99. These Twitter

accounts

were managed,

indirectly, for, by or on behalf of the Counterclaim Defendants.

directly or

164.

The plain and ordinary meaning of the Esco Post is that:
(a)

West Face and its principals, including Boland, conspired with others to
manipulate unlawfully the stock price of Esco Marine ("Esco"), thereby
forcing Callidus to sell its investment and lose money;

(b)

West Face and its principals, including Boland, engaged illegally in insider
trading;

(c)

West Face and its principals, including Boland, acted unlawfully and
improperly in acquiring control of Esco, a failing company; and

(d)

West Face and its principals, including Boland, conspired with others to
prevent Callidus from turning Esco's fortunes around.

165.

Each of these meanings is false and defamatory. The Esco Post was

published by the Counterclaim Defendants with malice, as part of a systemic and
unlawful campaign of defamation, and as part of the conspiracy described herein, for
the express purpose of injuring Boland and West Face as well as the officers,
employees and directors of West Face.

166.

The Esco Post was (and is) entirely and deliberately false. Esco was at all

times a private company to which Callidus extended a $34 million credit facility in June
2014. In March 2015, after Esco defaulted on its obligations under the credit facility,
Callidus appointed a receiver over the assets of Esco. Callidus ultimately acquired Esco
by bidding its debt in the insolvency proceeding, and then sued Esco's founders on their

-83personal guarantees. That litigation has since settled on a confidential basis, the terms
of which are unknown to West Face.
167.

As a private company, it is impossible to "short" the shares of Esco, which

are not publicly traded. West Face has never had an investment in Esco, the business
of which failed as a result of the actions of Callidus and not because of anything done
by West Face.
168.

The purpose and effect of the Esco Post was to disparage improperly and

unlawfully the reputations of West Face and Boland, to further shroud them in
controversy and scandal, and to discourage improperly investors and other market
participants from doing business with West Face and Boland.
169.

The fourth defamatory Internet Posting (the "Face the Music Post") was

first posted on or about October 24, 2017 by or on behalf of the Counterclaim
Defendants, directly or indirectly. This post contained the following defamatory words:
West Face Capital - Time to Face the Music
West Face Capital (WF) appears to be losing face following
a streak of dismal returns. The Toronto-based hedge fund,
managed by activist investor Gregory Boland and
considered a formidable player in its field with over $2 billion
in assets under management, continues to deliver very weak
results for its investors. The weakness of WF's financial
results, which are low and unsatisfactory by any standard, is
magnified even more when accounting for red-hot equity
markets and their returns to every asset class. By their own
account, WF is underperforming significantly compared to
the S&P 500, the S&P/TSX composite, the Event Driven
Distressed Fledge Fund Index, the Event Driven Activist
Index and basically any other relevant index.
So what exactly is going on at WF? Fiave Boland and his
team simply hit a bump in the road? Or is there a deeper

-84story at play? It's difficult to tell from a simple analysis of
WF's reports since the level of detail (rather, the lack
thereof) makes it hard for even financial experts to
understand what is hindering their numbers. Suffice to say
that in an industry with loose regulation and oversight, to
begin with, WF's near total lack of transparency and
oversight compared to its peers stands out. It raises serious
concerns.
Now consider that lacking transparency with the
abovementioned, consistent underperformance. Taken
together those concerns constitute alarm bells that cause
any self-respecting investor with a bit of logic to take a step
back and a very serious look at whether this is the place or
people they want managing their money.
Lack of Compliance
WF appears to have lied or misrepresented facts on its Form
ADV reports, claiming it qualifies for exemption from
registration since it acts solely as an advisor to private funds
and has less than $150M in assets under management in
the US. In reality, WF did not report assets under
management for several US incorporated funds on its FORM
ADV, including the West Face Long Term Opportunities
(USA) LP. which reportedly sold $849.46M in securities.
Instead, WF reported this fund as a "feeder" to its Cayman
Islands-based West Face Long Term Opportunities Global
Master L.P., a fund that reports less gross assets.
WF's Form D and Form ADV simply do not match. Based on
SEC filings, WF's estimated AUM exceeds $2.4 billion. The
reduced reporting requirements WF has enjoyed since 2012
allows the firm to skate SEC scrutiny along with reduced
reporting requirements. Similar SEC investigations into
similar PE firms and hedge funds during the same period
resulted in a significant enforcement action for undisclosed
fees and expenses, failure to disclose conflicts of interest,
misleading claims, and valuations, unauthorized shifting,
allocation of expenses and more.
Finally, WF has been the subject of injunctions from several
Canadian provincial authorities. The Alberta Securities
Commission has heard four cases against them, the Ontario
Securities Commission three. WF insiders have also failed to
promptly report on SEDI (Canada's Electronic System for
Disclosure by Insiders).

-85Profit through management fees, no returns
One of the main problems with funds like WF is their shortterm gain approach. The appeal of making huge money
through its performance fees often causes the fund's
managers to take very big and very unnecessary risks.
In a recent interview, Greg Boland openly declared his true
nature as a gambler and a thrill seeker, stating that "Being a
contrarian and buying at the nadir of investor confidence has
always appealed to me psychologically, I don't know why.
The result is you often get some bumpy rides at the
beginning. If you're trying to catch a falling knife, you can get
a few nicks on the way down."
With the fund's performance so weak, well below its high
watermark, Boland and his team will need to provide some
very strong returns very fast if they want to continue enjoying
the sweet, addictive taste of success fees. Combine these
two factors together and add the lack of transparency or
reporting requirements and you get a surefire recipe for
some very risky and problematic deals in WF's near future.
In the meantime, WF's investors should take a very good, indepth look at their investor and consider how lucky they
really feel with the boat sailing through turbulent waters and
a thrill-seeking, risk-taking captain at the helm, especially
when it comes to OPM (Other People's Money).
170.

The Face the Music Post was published repeatedly by or on behalf of the

Counterclaim Defendants, directly or indirectly, on the website u.wn.com.
171.

The plain and ordinary meaning of the Face the Music Post is that:
(a)

West Face and its principals, including Boland, carry on business
improperly in secret, and with a "near total lack of transparency";

(b)

No "self-respecting investor" would invest funds with West Face or its
principals, including Boland;

-86(c)

West Face and its principals, including Boland, have failed to comply
with laws and regulations;

(d)

West Face and its principals, including Boland, have actively lied and
misrepresented facts to regulators and investors;

(e)

West Face, under the leadership of Boland, is similar to other private
equity firms and hedge funds that have been the subject of enforcement
actions for undisclosed fees and expenses, failure to disclose conflicts of
interest, misleading claims, and valuations,

unauthorized shifting,

allocation of expenses and more;
(f)

West Face has been the subject of a number of injunctions issued
against it by Canadian provincial securities regulators, including the
Alberta Securities Commission and the OSC; and

(g)

West Face and its principals, including Boland, take extraordinary and
unnecessary risks at the expense of West Face's investors.

172.

Each of these meanings is false and defamatory. The Face the Music Post

was published by the Counterclaim Defendants with malice, as part of an unlawful
campaign of defamation, and as part of the conspiracy described herein, for the express
purpose of embarrassing and injuring West Face and Boland, as well as the officers,
employees and directors of West Face.

173.

The Face the Music Post is entirely and deliberately false. At no point has

West Face failed to comply with all applicable laws and regulations. It has never lied or

-87misrepresented facts to regulators. It has also never been the defendant or respondent
in an enforcement or injunction proceeding brought against it by any Canadian
provincial securities regulator.
174.

The purpose and effect of the Face the Music Post was to disparage

unfairly and unlawfully the reputation of West Face and Boland, to further shroud them
in controversy and scandal, and to discourage improperly investors and other market
participants from doing business with West Face and Boland.
175.

The fifth defamatory Internet Posting was published for, by or on behalf of

the Counterclaim Defendants, directly or indirectly, on or about October 30, 2017 (the
"Wolfpack Corruption Post"). The Counterclaim Defendants, or others acting for them
or on their behalf, created and posted a website, www.wolfpackcorruption.com, that is
entirely dedicated to defaming West Face, Boland and other parties. This website was
posted in conjunction with a YouTube video and with two Twitter accounts,
@WolfPackCorrupt and @WolfPackScam, all of which directed viewers to visit that
same website. The Wolfpack Corruption Post and the @WolfPackCorrupt and
@WolfPackScam Twitter feeds all used consistent graphics and logos.

176.

The Wolfpack Corruption Post contained the following defamatory words:
The Wolfpack's Corruption
A wolf stalks its pray from the shadows, waiting for the right
moment to pounce.
When hunting as a pack, their pray is under attack from all
sides.
The Wolfpack chews up its targets and spits them out. Like
Little Red Riding Hood without the happy ending, publicly

-88traded companies are hit hard by an avalanche of false
charges. A blizzard of lies collects momentum, snowballing
down the mountain on unsuspecting companies who can't
compete with the Wolfpack's ability to destroy target
company reputations with little insinuation.
With an allusion to a cooked book or a hint to a conflict of
interest, the Wolfpack is a shadowy cabal of short sellers
that distort company reputations to drive stock prices down.
They prey on investor tendency to jump at rumors, creating a
cascade of rumor to profit off stocks they decide to short.
This is the story of an unsuspecting company, delivering its
products to customers down the long and winding path in the
forest that is Bay Street. But the path is not a safe one
despite the scenic Canadian wood and tweets of the birds in
the trees. Those woods hide predatory speculators and
market manipulators.
Those tweets, hit pieces and speculative reports carry
rumors that turn investors against your company, marking
your fresh red hood not as a respected brand but a target.
Not as a worthy investment, but a stock about to nosedive.
Those rumors are simple to spread. The wolves in the forest
are the likes of Anson Funds, K2 & Associates, West Face
Capital, MM Asset Management and the American short
seller Mark Cohodes. The Riding Hoods? A growing list of
victims like Nobilis, Home Capital Group, Concordia and
Equitable Group are in the trenches against the Wolfpack's
financial war machine.
The Wolfpack develops stories about their targets based on
minutia of evidence, amplifying mild foibles to twist them into
death knells for these companies. Few victims have survived
their wrath. Some have defeated negative projections
handedly. Others have successfully gone to war in court.
The inept judges know their game. The weak courts know
their pattern. The hamstrung regulators have seen it, too.
Now you have a chance to catch these wolves in action and
save your investments. Learn here how Toronto's Wolfpack
shorts and distorts target companies to make quick money.
177.

The plain and ordinary meaning of the Wolfpack Corruption Post is that:

-89(a)

West Face and its principals, including Boland, are part of a group of co
conspirators (i.e., a "wolfpack" or "shadowy cabal" of companies)
engaged in stock manipulation of public companies;

(b)

West Face and its principals, including Boland, have conspired with
others to launch a campaign of deception and misinformation (using "an
avalanche of false charges", a "blizzard of lies", and "cascade of
rumour") to "destroy" improperly and unlawfully the reputations of public
companies and manipulate their stock prices; and

(c)

Any legal successes enjoyed by West Face or its co-conspirators have
been the result of an "inept judge" or "weak courts", as opposed to merit.

178.

Each of these meanings is false and defamatory. The Wolfpack Corruption

Post was published for, by or on behalf of the Catalyst Defendants with malice, as part
of a systematic and unlawful campaign of defamation, and as part of the conspiracy
described herein, for the express purpose of injuring Boland and West Face as well as
its officers, employees and directors, and attracting the unwarranted attention of law
enforcement and securities regulators, and further shrouding them in controversy and
scandal.

179.

The Wolfpack Corruption Post is deliberately false and defamatory. As set

out repeatedly above, West Face and Boland have never conspired with any of the
above-noted companies to short-sell any stocks.
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180.

The purpose and effect of the Wolfpack Corruption Post was to embarrass

and disparage the reputations of Boland and West Face, to further shroud West Face
and Boland in controversy and scandal, and to discourage improperly investors and
companies from doing business with West Face and Boland.
181.

Indeed, as touched on above, on the same day that the Counterclaim

Defendants published the Wolfpack Corruption Post (October 30, 2017), they also
published, or caused to be published, either directly or indirectly, a YouTube video titled
"Market Manipulation in Canada". The YouTube video took the form of a short "Breaking
News" segment about how the Canadian financial markets had been "rocked by
allegations of insider trading, market manipulation, and interference by a well-known
group of short-sellers". While the YouTube video did not expressly refer to West Face
by name, scrolling across the bottom of the YouTube video were the words: "Visit:
wolfpackcorruption.com for more information". The purpose and effect of the YouTube
video was to ensure that as many Internet users as possible would visit the Wolfpack
Corruption Post to maximize the damage to the reputations of Boland and West Face.
The YouTube video was also defamatory of West Face and Boland.

182.

In addition, the Counterclaim Defendants republished the Wolfpack

Corruption Post by tweeting or causing to be tweeted links to it from the
@WolfpackCorruption Twitter feed, which has since had all of its tweets deleted.
183.

The sixth false and defamatory Internet Posting (the "WestFace.net

Post") was posted on or about November 6, 2017 for, by or on behalf of the
Counterclaim Defendants, directly or indirectly. This was yet another website created by
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Face, Boland and their alleged co-conspirators. This post contained the following
defamatory words:
A Company Desperate to Maintain a False Image
In the world of hedge funds and money managers, there are
those you can trust to make accurate and timely
investments, and those who take what prove to be
unnecessary risks with a hope of return that is never met.
West Face Capital, a Toronto-based hedge fund, has come
under intensive scrutiny as of late for several discrepancies
in their reports, which have led financial market experts to
raise red flags.
According to the S&P 500, a widely-regarded and entrusted
gauge for determining the profitability and reliability of largecap U.S. equities, West Face Capital is falling short in almost
every performance index. Data, which includes backdated
reports on five year, three year and one year revenues,
highlight the shockingly meager account with which the
investors have been presented. As the business operates in
both Canadian and American markets, there are also
detailed reports available on the TSX index that corroborate
West Face's poor returns.
While the hedge fund claims one thing, the visible results as
of June 2017 show that the S&P 500 has gone up 19.9%
over the last year and West Face's index went up only 2.8%.
This means that by choosing to invest in the S&P or in other
top American stocks, you would have yielded 539% more
revenue than if you were to invest in West Face. Their
credibility is on rocky terrain, as they continue to vehemently
deny any trouble in their portfolio. The TSX reports yield a
similar conclusion, with an increase of 11% over the past
year, 292% better than West Face. An investor who would
willingly purchase options through West Face in this market,
or consult their money managers in this state, is putting their
money in the trust of a company with zero idea of how to
read the current market.
Riddled with Manipulation and Falsified Reports

-92What should trouble investors is the lack of transparency in
West Face's financial reports and in their communications
with their clients. Canadian-based hedge funds tend to enjoy
more lax regulation than their American neighbors, and West
Face Capital is taking full advantage of this. The company
employs no outside auditors. This means that investors are
letting the fund manage their capital and compile their
reports with virtually no outside scrutiny. It does not take a
financial expert to recognize the potential for misconduct in
this situation.
In light of this, and with all the accompanying suspicion, it is
truly a wonder that West Face Capital, run by CEO Greg
Boland, manages to maintain a client base at all. The reason
lies in a sophisticated web of manipulation that has lulled
investors into a false sense of security. These investors are
not dumb -far from it - but West Face Capital has perfected
a scheme of manipulating funds and revealing just enough
information to keep their clients and business partners in the
dark about their actual worth. They consistently report gains
when the harsh reality reflects a string of near-crippling
losses.
Activist Investing to Suit Their Own Needs
West Face, under the direction of Greg Boland, utilizes an
activist investor approach that is not well received. Activist
investors focus more on securing their own interests rather
than promoting the needs of their clients: Rather than
improving the companies they work with, activist investors
position their own people within existing company structures
in order to push their agenda forward. Several companies in
the past few years have issued major complaints against
West Face after falling victim to activist techniques. West
Face's rearrangement did little to improve their portfolios,
and instead shook up existing business structures with no
benefit.
It would be remiss not to mention one of the largest issues
with West Face Capital; an issue that may confirm claims of
misconduct and market manipulation more than any other. A
private firm found evidence that West Face Capital has not
been reporting assets under management for several US
incorporated funds on its Form ADV since 2012. In addition,
the most recent Form ADV reports that West Face Capital
qualifies "for the exemption from registration" because it acts
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management of less than $150 million.
Wise Investors Should Look Elsewhere
This, however, is a blatant lie. This exemption has permitted
West Face to escape SEC examination and allowed for
reduced reporting. The form D and Form ADV for West Face
do not match, and based on SEC filings, the investment
management firm's AUM is estimated to be more than $2.4
billion. Suspicion of non-compliance with SEC regulations is
high, and their relation to the OEC is largely thought to be
the same. Coupled with the fact that West Face has been
late in filing with SEDI over 16 times, this is a factor that
cannot be ignored. West Face Capital is desperately trying
to maintain their image amidst obvious inequities, and their
behavior is deplorable. Any sound-minded individual who
hopes to preserve their portfolio's worth would be wise to
think twice before putting their money into the hands of this
company.
184.

The WestFace.net Post was published for, by or on behalf of the

Counterclaim Defendants, directly or indirectly, on a newly-created website titled
"WestFace.net". This website was registered by or on behalf of the Counterclaim
Defendants on October 24, 2017 under the pseudonym "Jordan Brown". On that same
day, "Jordan Brown" also registered GregBoland.net, though that website has not yet
become active. The clear and malicious intent of the Counterclaim Defendants in
posting or causing this defamatory statement to be posted was to ensure that the
website would appear prominently in any search results for West Face or Boland.
185.

The plain and ordinary meaning of the WestFace.net Post is that:
(a)

West Face and its principals, including Boland, have maintained a "false
image" and cannot be trusted by investors;

-94(b)

West Face and its principals, including Boland, take unnecessary and
imprudent risks with its investors' funds;

(c)

West Face and Boland are incompetent in that they have "zero idea of
how to read the current market";

(d)

West Face and Boland have engaged in a "sophisticated web of
manipulation" of West Face's investors;

(e)

West Face and Boland have acted unlawfully and improperly, and not in
the best interests of West Face's investors;

(f)

West Face and its principals, including Boland, have engaged in
misconduct and manipulation;

(g)

West Face and its principals, including Boland, have "blatantly lied" to
regulators, investors and others, and have otherwise failed to comply
with regulatory requirements; and

(h)

"Sound-minded" and "wise" investors should not invest their funds with
West Face or Boland because they cannot be trusted, take unnecessary
risks, are incompetent, have engaged in misconduct and the improper
manipulation of investors, and have failed repeatedly to comply with
applicable laws and regulations.

186.

Each of these meanings is false and defamatory. The WestFace.net Post

was published for, by or on behalf of the Counterclaim Defendants with malice, as part

-95of a systematic and unlawful campaign of defamation, and as part of the conspiracy
described herein, for the express purpose of embarrassing and injuring Boland and
West Face as well as its officers, employees and directors.

187.

The WestFace.net Post is deliberately false and defamatory and was

calculated to undermine and destroy West Face, Boland and their reputations. It strikes
at the very heart of West Face's business by asserting expressly that investors should
not invest their funds with West Face. At no point have West Face or its principals
"manipulated" its investors. They have never lied or misrepresented facts to regulators.

188.

The purpose and effect of the WestFace.net Post was to disparage the

reputations of Boland and West Face, to further shroud them in controversy and
scandal, and to discourage improperly and unlawfully investors and other participants in
the capital market from doing business with West Face and Boland.

189.

The Counterclaim Defendants and others working for or with them

engaged in a number of techniques to make it extremely difficult for West Face and
Boland to determine that they were responsible for and played a role in the creation and
dissemination of the Internet Postings referred above. For example:
(a)

prepaid credit cards were used to pay for a number of the services and
fees involved in posting the Internet Postings to the Internet, thereby
concealing the identities of those paying for these services;

(b)

this unlawful and systematic campaign of defamation was carried out by or
on behalf of the Counterclaim Defendants using a chain of non-party
agents and representatives located around the globe, including in Israel,

-96Montreal, Vancouver, India, and Bangladesh, such that the actual posters
of the Internet Postings are out of the jurisdiction and did not know who
they were working for or why;
(c)

the scheme involved the use of a number of fake identities, usernames
and pseudonyms, including the illegal misappropriation and misuse of the
identities of actual people, including "Judge Frank Newbould";

(d)

services were employed by or on behalf of the Counterclaim Defendants
to optimize the dissemination of the Internet Postings in Internet search
engines, such as Google, so that the Internet Postings would reach the
widest possible audience; and

(e)

the scheme involved using multiple layers of intermediary Internet servers,
making tracing the IP addresses of those responsible for the Internet
Postings difficult to determine. However, ultimately the IP addresses
responsible belong directly or indirectly to the Counterclaim Defendants.

190.

The Counterclaim Defendants all conspired to carry out the campaign of

defamation described above, as they had agreed in or about August 2017. Among other
things, they created, orchestrated and caused the dissemination of the various false and
defamatory statements referred to above contained in the Internet Postings; drafted the
text of the various defamatory Internet Postings; retained unnamed co-conspirators to
draft and/or post and promote the various defamatory Internet Postings; and took steps
to use false identities such as "Samantha Beth", "Alex Walker", "Jordan Brown" and
"Judge Frank Newbould" in order to conceal their involvement. For example:

On or about August 13, 2017, one or more of the Counterclaim
Defendants or an unknown person or persons retained by them (falsely
using the username "Alex Walker"), posted a message on Freelancer.com
(a website that provides its users with an online marketplace through
which employers can hire independent contractors - freelancers - to
perform work) in which he stated that he was "looking for someone who
can help me publish my website on tier 1 magazines in the U.S.". The
person or persons posing as "Alex Walker" ultimately awarded this project
to Amin Razvi ("Razvi"), an individual residing in India. The website in
question was outlawbds.com, which is not itself a part of the defamation
campaign against West Face and Boland;
On or around September 10, 2017, "Alex Walker" and Razvi began
engaging in an instant messaging chat over Skype (a software application
that allows its users to communicate in various ways over the Internet,
including video and voice calling, screen-sharing, and instant messaging);
On September 18, 2017, "Alex Walker" stated that he had sent Razvi's
Skype contact information to a colleague of his, who "Alex Walker"
indicated would contact Razvi soon. "Alex Walker" referred to this person
as his "boss", and stated that her name was "Samantha Beth". Like "Alex
Walker", "Samantha Beth"

was

Defendants, or acted on their behalf;

in

fact

one

of the Counterclaim
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On or about September 18, 2017, "Samantha Beth" retained and directed
Razvi to publish and disseminate the Boland Post. "Samantha Beth" sent
Razvi an email containing the text of the Boland Post. Razvi published the
Boland Post on WN.com (as set out above), after being directed and paid
to do so by "Samantha Beth";

(e)

Similarly, on September 18, 2017, "Samantha Beth" sent Razvi an email
containing the text of the Esco Post. Razvi published the Esco Post on the
Huffington Post (as set out above), after being directed and paid to do so
by "Samantha Beth";

(f)

In discussions with Razvi in or around September 18, 2017, "Samantha
Beth" made it clear to Razvi that "her" priorities were for Razvi to publish
the false and defamatory Internet Postings as quickly as possible, on as
many websites as possible, and on websites that had the highest possible
profiles.

The

Counterclaim

Defendants

played

an

active

role

in

orchestrating and directing this conduct, and in doing so sought to
maximize to the greatest degree possible the harm that the dissemination
of these false and defamatory Internet Postings could and would inflict on
West Face and Boland. Acting in furtherance of the conspiracy described
herein, "Samantha Beth" took all necessary steps to ensure that a number
of the false and defamatory Internet Postings were disseminated as
broadly as possible on the eve of the originally scheduled hearing in the
Court of Appeal for Ontario of Catalyst's appeal in the Moyse Action. As
stated above, that appeal was first scheduled to be argued on September
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26 and 27, 2017, until Catalyst engineered an adjournment of the appeal
on the afternoon of September 25, 2017;
(g)

Similarly, as set out above, the Boland Post was also published at
http://greg-boland.blog/. The "author" of the Boland Post on this site is
listed as "Anonymous", yet provides a link to a page at http://gregboland.blog/author/judgefranknewbould.

This

blog

was

created

on

September 19, 2017, and while the username of the user that created this
blog

was

"judgefranknewbould",

the

user's

email

was

"sambeth381@gmail.com", and the user's address was 326 Bay Street,
Toronto - a fictitious address that does not exist. In short, it was the
Counterclaim Defendants who created this blog post, using the fictitious
"Samantha Beth" persona, and they did so in such a way as to deliberately
conceal and mislead its readers as to their involvement; and

(h)

Finally, on September 18, 2017, the Counterclaim Defendants used the
same fictitious "Samantha Beth" persona, from the very same IP address
as the user of the "sambeth381@gmail.com" account who had created the
Boland

Post,

to

create

a

http://judgefranknewbould.wordpress.com

second
and

blog
to

site

at

purchase

the

judgefranknewbould.ca domain name. Notably, this was the day after
Jamieson first emailed Blatchford with the "exclusive" story offer about
Justice Newbould and West Face, and the very day of the failed sting
conducted by operatives of Black Cube against Justice Newbould. The
Counterclaim Defendants had drafted and intended to publish a false and
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and would have done so had Black Cube's sting operation against Justice
Newbould

been

remotely

successful.

The

proposed

title

of

this

unpublished blog post was "A corrupt system or just a bad apple: how
Justice Frank Newbould is destroying our faith in the Canadian judicial
system". Rosen delivered a draft of the blog post to Jamieson, who
unsuccessfuly tried to have it published in a variety of mainstream media
outlets, including the Globe and Mail. The ultimate goal of this planned but
unlaunched attack on Justice Newbould was to cast a cloud of doubt and
uncertainty over West Face's victory in the Moyse Action and to shroud
West Face and Boland in contention and controversy.

191.

The Counterclaim Defendants conspired in a similar manner to publish the

other Internet Postings. Further particulars of their conduct are known to the
Counterclaim Defendants rather than to West Face and Boland.
(iv)

192.

False and Defamatory Communications with Reporters Regarding
Black Cube Operations
In furtherance of the conspiracy detailed herein, upon receiving the Black

Cube Evidence, the Counterclaim Defendants, including Black Cube, Psy Group,
Jamieson, Rosen, Glassman and Riley, either directly or through Gagnier, provided
reporters, news agencies (including the National Post, Bloomberg News and the
Associated Press), as well as others, with edited, distorted or otherwise falsified
recordings and/or transcripts of meetings between operatives of Black Cube and their
targets, including current and former employees of West Face as well as Justice

- 101 Newbould (the "Misleading Transcripts"). The Counterclaim Defendants and Gagnier
disseminated the Misleading Transcripts to members of the media repeatedly during at
least the period from September to December 2017, in an unsuccessful attempt to
cause these various news agencies to publish negative false and defamatory articles
about West Face, Boland and Justice Newbould. Among other things, the Counterclaim
Defendants provided transcripts to members of the media that had been edited or
altered to provide the false impression that:
(a)

West Face and its principals, including Boland, had unlawfully received
from Moyse confidential information belonging to Catalyst about WIND,
and had used that information to their advantage;

(b)

West Face and its principals, including Boland, had concealed unlawfully
the identity of West Face's investors; and

(c)

West Face and its principals, including Boland, had obtained unlawfully
and misused confidential information regarding a wireless spectrum
auction held in February 2015.

193.

Moreover, from August 2016 (following release of the Moyse Trial

Reasons) to the present, at the direction of the Catalyst Defendants, Gagnier has
consistently made false and defamatory statements alleging that:

(a)

West Face was on the verge of financial collapse;

(b)

West Face had acquired WIND by unlawful means; and

- 102 (c)

West Face was engaged in an unlawful short-selling conspiracy with a
"wolfpack" of co-conspirators against Callidus and other public companies.

194.

All of these accusations were false and defamatory of West Face and

Boland, and were published to the National Post, Bloomberg News and the Associated
Press with malice, for the purpose of embarrassing and injuring West Face and Boland.

(v)
195.

Further False and Defamatory Communications to Catalyst Investors
In furtherance of the conspiracy detailed herein, upon receiving the Black

Cube Evidence, the Catalyst Defendants prepared a further letter to Catalyst investors
that included portions of the Misleading Transcripts (the "March Investor Letter"). The
March Investor Letter was disseminated by the Catalyst Defendants to Catalyst
investors on or about March 19, 2018. Each of Catalyst's investors who received the
March Investor Letter is a current or potential investor in funds managed by West Face.
Moreover, the Catalyst Defendants were well aware when they disseminated the March
Investor Letter to numerous investors that the natural, ordinary and probable
consequence of doing so was that one or more of those investors would likely further
disseminate the March Investor Letter to others, including to members of the media.
That is precisely what happened.
196.

The Catalyst Defendants disseminated the March Investor Letter to

Catalyst investors for the purpose and with the effect of harming West Face and Boland
and further shrouding them in controversy and scandal. Among other things, the March
Investor Letter deliberately mischaracterized and concealed the involvement and
deceitful conduct of operatives of Black Cube in allegedly "interviewing" former
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from heavily edited and distorted transcripts of secretly recorded meetings involving
operatives of Black Cube and those former employees. Those meetings were arranged
and conducted by operatives of Black Cube for, on behalf of or at the direction of the
Catalyst Defendants under false pretences through the use of lies and deception. None
of this was disclosed by the Catalyst Defendants in the March Investor Letter. It stated,
among other things, the following:
The interviews [sic, the "interviews" were in fact secretly recorded
transcripts of Black Cube stings] in Catalyst's possession include
statements made by a former West Face employee, who has extensive
experience as a portfolio manager. This former employee has repeatedly
indicated in his interview that inside information about the WIND
negotiations was improperly leaked to West Face.
This former employee expressed his belief that the West Face consortium
had received inside information about the WIND negotiations as a result of
which West Face was able to buy WIND by making a different bid with
fewer conditions than Catalyst. Consequently, this employee stated that "I
didn't work on the deal because I thought it was polluted."
197.

The March Investor Letter was defamatory. The plain and ordinary

meaning of the March Investor Letter was that West Face and its principals, including
Boland, had only been able to participate successfully in the acquisition of WIND by
using dishonourable and unlawful means, including by using "inside information" about
Catalyst's negotiations with VimpelCom.

198.

The March Investor Letter was false. As described above, West Face

used no inside information of Catalyst in acquiring WIND. Rather, Catalyst failed in its
bid to acquire WIND because of its poor choices, flawed negotiating strategy,
intransigence, and unreasonable, unrealistic and unachievable demands made by
Catalyst of the Government of Canada concerning significant regulatory concessions.

- 104 The quotation from a former West Face employee in the March Investor Letter was
distorted and taken out of context, and did not pertain to the improper use by West Face
of confidential information of Catalyst's, which never occurred.
199.

As the Catalyst Defendants anticipated and intended, the March Investor

Letter was provided by one or more of its investors to members of the mainstream
media. On April 17, 2018, the Globe and Mail published an article titled "In Investor
Letter, Catalyst Claims It Can Still Win Wind Mobile Suit", which repeated publicly the
salient contents of the March Investor Letter. The publication of that article further
shrouded Boland and West Face in contention and controversy, as Catalyst hoped and
intended would occur.

H.

Conspiracy

200.

As pleaded above, the Counterclaim Defendants have engaged in both

predominant purpose and unlawful means conspiracy in their efforts to inflict harm upon
Boland and West Face.

201.

The Counterclaim Defendants entered into an agreement in or about

August 2017 to act in concert, by agreement, and with the common design to:
(a)

punish, embarrass, discredit and harm West Face and Boland by
disseminating false and defamatory statements about them that attacked
their honesty, integrity, business ethics and conduct. The statements in
question

are

referred

to

above,

and

include

the

Post-Judgment

Comments, the October 2016 Press Release, the Glassman Defamation,
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and the March Investor Letter; and

(b)

202.

carry out the Black Cube Campaign.

These various activities were all part of a co-ordinated strategy engaged in

by the Counterclaim Defendants in furtherance of their conspiracy. They sought
throughout to maximize the harm they inflicted on West Face and Boland, and used
improper, unethical and unlawful conduct engaged in by operatives of Black Cube to do
so. All of the Counterclaim Defendants were aware of and agreed to the overall
strategy, and they all played an active role in implementing that strategy. Specifically:

(a)

The Catalyst Defendants were the original architects of the plan to destroy
the businesses, careers, and reputations of West Face and Boland. Their
objectives in doing so were to: (i) punish, humiliate and discredit West
Face and Boland, including by shrouding them in controversy and
scandal, with a view to deterring investors from entrusting them with their
funds or resources; (ii) deflect attention from their own significant failings,
including in respect of their failure to complete Catalyst's intended
acquisition of WIND; and (iii) blame others, including West Face, Boland,
and Justice Newbould, for their catastrophic losses in the business world
and litigation;

(b)

The Catalyst Defendants enlisted the aid of and worked together with the
other Counterclaim Defendants to punish, discredit and harm West Face
and Boland, as described herein;
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Rosen, Black Cube, Psy Group, Tanuri, Tamara and Gagnier all actively
collaborated with the Catalyst Defendants to develop, orchestrate and
implement the specific plan to conduct the Black Cube Campaign and the
Defamation Campaign;

(d)

The

Counterclaim

Defendants,

Burstein,

Helfgott,

and

Kisluk

all

participated actively in the Black Cube Campaign and the subsequent
attempts of the Counterclaim Defendants to exploit, utilize and publicize
the fruits of that Campaign;
(e)

The Counterclaim Defendants, directly or indirectly, published the PostJudgment Comments, the October 2016 Press Release, the Glassman
Defamation, the First Investor Letter, the Internet Postings, the Misleading
Transcripts and the March Investor Letter, and acted with malice in doing
so;

(f)

The Catalyst Defendants, Rosen, Black Cube, Psy Group, Tanuri,
Tamara, and Gagnier retained persons known to the Counterclaim
Defendants but unknown to West Face and Boland to write and
disseminate the Internet Postings; and

(g)

The Catalyst Defendants, Rosen, Black Cube, Psy Group, and Gagnier
provided the Misleading Transcripts to journalists and to others, as
described above.
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The conduct of the Counterclaim Defendants was directed at and intended

to punish, discredit and harm West Face and Boland. As described above, the purpose
and effect of the Counterclaim Defendants' activities was to damage the reputations of
West Face and Boland, to undermine and destroy the business of West Face, and
otherwise cause harm to West Face and Boland in retaliation for West Face's recent
success at Catalyst's expense as described above.
204.

The Counterclaim Defendants knew that harm was likely to result to West

Face and Boland from their conduct, and such harm has in fact occurred. By deceiving
market participants and investors into believing that West Face and Boland are
dishonest, untrustworthy, incompetent and unethical, the Counterclaim Defendants
deliberately tarnished and harmed their reputations in the financial and investing
communities. This, in turn, has made it more difficult for West Face to raise and retain
invested capital, attract and retain employees, and to make investments in other
companies. Black Cube's activities also caused harm to West Face and Boland as
described above.

I.
205.

Unlawful Means Tort
The Counterclaim Defendants carried out their conspiracy through

unlawful means, including their systematic and orchestrated campaign of defamation,
their use of unlicensed private investigators, deceit, unlawful means tort, inducing
breach of contract and confidence, invasions of privacy and inducing breach of fiduciary
duty.
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As pleaded above, the Counterclaim Defendants' campaign of defamation

had the purpose and effect of deceiving third-party market participants and investors
into believing that West Face and Boland are dishonest, untrustworthy, incompetent and
unethical. The Counterclaim Defendants made or caused to be made the false and
defamatory statements described above with malice, while knowing that they were
utterly false.
207.

The Black Cube Campaign, carried out by, for or at the direction of the

Counterclaim Defendants, also constitutes actionable wrongs against the targets of
those activities, the full identities of whom are known to the Counterclaim Defendants.
Among other things:
(a)

Almog-Assoulin, Penn, Lieberman, and/or other operatives of Black Cube
intentionally and fraudulently induced a number of the targets of the
Counterclaim Defendants, including Justice Newbould, West Face's
former general counsel Alex Singh, and a number of other current and
former employees of West Face, to invest time and money, and even (in
some cases) to fly to London, England, in pursuit of employment,
professional engagements or investment opportunities that never existed.
Operatives of Black Cube intentionally made false representations to the
targets with the purpose and effect of causing them to rely on those
representations to meet with Black Cube operatives and divulge to them
confidential and privileged information, including information belonging to
West Face;
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Almog-Assoulin, Penn, Lieberman, and/or other operatives of Black Cube
induced current and former employees of West Face to breach duties of
confidence owed to West Face pursuant to employment contracts and at
law by offering them lucrative employment or investment opportunities
provided the targets would disclose confidential information belonging to
West Face;

(c)

Almog-Assoulin, Penn, Lieberman, and/or other operatives of Black Cube
induced West Face's former General Counsel Alex Singh to breach his
fiduciary duties owed to West Face by falsely offering to him a potentially
lucrative employment opportunity provided that he would disclose
privileged communications that Mr. Singh participated in with his client
(West Face) concerning the hiring and employment of Brandon Moyse.
They did so by lying repeatedly to and deceiving Mr. Singh, flying him to
London, England and then "interviewing" him at a high-end restaurant in
London while

he

was

jet

lagged,

consuming

alcohol and being

surreptitiously recorded; and

(d)

Almog-Assoulin, Penn, Lieberman, and/or other operatives of Black Cube
attempted repeatedly to induce or entice Justice Newbould into making
anti-Semitic remarks during meetings at his office and at a restaurant in
Toronto for the express purpose of enabling the Catalyst Defendants to
utilize surreptitious and illicit recordings of Justice Newbould in multiple
ways, including: (i) as "fresh evidence" in the Ontario Court of Appeal, in
their efforts to rob West Face of the judgment it had obtained fairly at trial
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Catalyst's Claim that had been brought by West Face and other
Defendants in the VimpelCom Action; and (iii) in false and defamatory
statements

that

the

Catalyst

Defendants

and

other

Counterclaim

Defendants intended to disseminate and publish, including over the
Internet, in their efforts to discredit, embarrass and punish Justice
Newbould and cast doubt upon the legitimacy of the judgment West Face
had obtained at trial in the Moyse Action. In doing so, the Counterclaim
Defendants hoped and intended to further shroud West Face and Boland
in controversy and scandal.

208.

This conduct constituted the tort of deceit against the targets of Black

Cube's campaign, and caused damage to West Face and Boland as described herein.

J.
209.

Inducing Breach of Confidence and Fiduciary Duty
As described above, one aspect of the conspiracy engaged in by the

Counterclaim Defendants was the Black Cube Campaign against Alex Singh.

210.

The Counterclaim Defendants, including specifically Black Cube, were

aware that as the former General Counsel of West Face, Mr. Singh owed West Face
duties of confidence and fiduciary duties. Notwithstanding that awareness, the
Counterclaim Defendants knowingly conspired to have Almog-Assoulin intentionally
elicit from Mr. Singh, and to surreptitiously record, privileged and confidential
information (including information concerning legal advice conveyed by Mr. Singh to
West Face) pertaining to the hiring and employment of Moyse.
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After having obtained privileged and confidential information from Mr.

Singh, including concerning his legal advice to West Face pertaining to the hiring and
employment of Moyse, and with knowledge of the nature of that information, operatives
of Black Cube promptly shared it with the Catalyst Defendants. The Catalyst
Defendants received and utilized the contents of Mr. Singh's privileged and confidential
communication with full knowledge of its privileged and confidential nature, thereby
participating in the breach of confidence and breach of fiduciary duty committed
thereby.
K.

Damages

212.

West Face and Boland have suffered significant damages as a result of

the conduct of the Counterclaim Defendants pleaded above, including the Black Cube
Campaign, the WIND Defamation, the Wolfpack Defamation and the Performance
Defamation. Among other things, the negative publicity surrounding the Black Cube
Campaign and the various Defamations has:
(a)

associated West Face with unsavoury events and allegations in the eyes
of current and potential investors;

(b)

created the impression that anyone associated with West Face could
potentially be the subject of "sting" operations or defamation, thereby
deterring individuals from investing or associating with West Face;

(c)

scared away potential employees who could have helped grow and
develop West Face's business, as a result of the risk that all West Face
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international intelligence operatives like Black Cube;

(d)

resulted in West Face employees resigning in order to remove themselves
from the controversy associated with West Face and Boland;

(e)

caused West Face investors to redeem their investments and withdraw
the proceeds in question from West Face's investment funds, thereby
reducing the management fees that West Face can earn;

(f)

deterred potential investors from investing with West Face, thereby further
reducing the management fees that West Face can earn;

(g)

forced West Face to delay distributing all of the legitimate proceeds from
the sale of WIND to investors in West Face managed investment funds;
and

(h)

forced West Face to incur hundreds of thousands of dollars in expenses
associated with the retention of legal, investigative and technical advisors
in order to determine who played a role in and is responsible for the
conduct pleaded above.

213.

Boland has also suffered severe reputational harm as a result of the Black

Cube Campaign and campaign of defamation described in more detail above. His
conduct, ethics and character have been severely and repeatedly impugned, which has
harmed his ability to raise capital for business ventures at West Face and elsewhere
and has otherwise limited his ability to pursue his professional activities. Moreover,
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subject to the jurisdiction of U.S. regulators, and the conduct of the Counterclaim
Defendants has improperly endangered his standing and reputation with those
regulators.
214.

In the extraordinary circumstances of this case, very substantial awards of

aggravated and punitive damages are appropriate, having regard to the high-handed,
willful, wanton, reckless, contemptuous and contumelious conduct of the Counterclaim
Defendants. Their conduct, and the conduct of others acting for them or on their behalf,
has been truly deplorable and should shock the conscience of the Court. The sting on
Justice Newbould described above, and the efforts of the Catalyst Defendants to take
full advantage of that sting, amount to a full frontal assault on the administration of
justice.
L.
215.

The Catalyst Defendants Are Vexatious Litigants
The Catalyst Defendants should be declared vexatious litigants under

section 140 of the Courts of Justice Act. Boland and West Face repeat and rely upon
the Fresh as Amended Statement of Defence and on all of the allegations in this Fresh
as Amended Counterclaim relating to the sting operation against Justice Newbould.
Catalyst and Callidus, under the direction of Glassman, De Alba, and Riley, have
commenced multiple, repetitive, vexatious and abusive proceedings against West Face
and now Boland. These proceedings are manifestly without merit and have been
brought for improper and collateral purposes, including to embarrass and harass West
Face and Boland. Once commenced, the Catalyst Defendants have either allowed
these meritless claims to lay dormant or have actively engaged in abusive litigation
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Finally, the Catalyst Defendants' attempted "sting" on Justice Newbould constitutes an
outright and highly improper attack on the proper administration of justice.
216.

Remarkably, before the Supreme Court of Canada dismissed Catalyst's

application for leave to appeal, Catalyst had stated publicly that it was considering
bringing a motion under Rule 59.06 to amend, set aside or vary Justice Newbould's
Judgment in the Moyse Action, despite already having lost its appeal of that Judgment
in the Court of Appeal, and despite having abandoned its threatened motion for leave to
introduce fresh evidence on that appeal. The Catalyst Defendants will continue to
engage in vexatious and abusive litigation unless and until they are restrained from
doing so by this Honourable Court.

M.
217.

Service Outside Ontario
The Counterclaim Defendants may, without a court order, be served

outside of Ontario pursuant to Rules 17.02(g) and (q), because the Counterclaim
against the Counterclaim Defendants consists of claims in respect of a tort or torts
committed in Ontario, and because the claims made in the Counterclaim are properly
the subject matter of a counterclaim under the Rules.

218.

West Face proposes that this action be tried at Toronto.
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REASONS FOR JUDGMENT
Nature of action
The Catalyst Capital Group Inc. ("Catalyst") brings this action against West Face Capital
Inc. ("West Face") for an alleged misuse of confidential Catalyst information regarding WIND
Mobile Inc. ("WIND") that Catalyst claims was obtained by West Face from the defendant
Brandon Moyse who had previously worked for Catalyst before joining West Face. Catalyst
claims that West Face used that confidential Catalyst information to successfully acquire an
interest in WIND.
[2]

Both Catalyst and West Face are Toronto-based investment management firms and have

been competitors on potential deals. They were competitors in the chase for WIND.

[3]

West Face was part of a consortium that acquired WIND. Before it did so, Catalyst was a

bidder for WIND and had an exclusive right for a period of time to negotiate a purchase. When
Catalyst failed to conclude a purchase of WIND, West Face and its consortium partners acquired
an indirect interest in WIND on September 16, 2014 based on an enterprise value of WIND of
$300 million.
[4]

Mr. Moyse was an analyst at Catalyst for a little under two years. He left Catalyst in May

2014 and worked at West Face for three and a half weeks from June 23 to July 16, 2014. It is
alleged that at some time between March 14, 2014 when Mr. Moyse first spoke to West Face and
July 16, 2014 when he stopped working at West Face he gave West Face confidential
information regarding Catalyst's strategy to acquire WIND that was used by West Face to
structure its bid for WIND.

[5]

The consortium in which West Face was a member later sold West Face to Shaw

Communications for approximately $1.6 billion. Catalyst claims an accounting of the profits
made by West Face
[6]

Catalyst also claims against Mr. Moyse for an alleged spoliation of documents and claims

against West Face for that spoliation on a theory of vicarious liability.
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Catalyst acknowledges that it has no direct evidence that Mr. Moyse provided

confidential information to West Face regarding WIND. It says that an inference should be
drawn from all of the evidence that Mr. Moyse did so. It is therefore necessary to deal with the
evidence in some detail.'
[8]

For the reasons that follow, the action is dismissed in its entirety.

Assessment of the evidence
[9]

In making credibility and reliability assessments, I find helpful the statement of

O'Halloran J.A. in R. v. Pressley (1948), 94 CCC 29 (B.C.C.A.) at p. 34:
The Judge is not given a divine insight into the hearts and minds of
the witnesses appearing before him. Justice does not descend
automatically upon the best actor in the witness-box. The most
satisfactory judicial test of truth lies in its harmony or lack of
harmony with the preponderance of probabilities disclosed by the
facts and circumstances in the conditions of the particular case.
[10]

In this case, the evidence in chief for all witnesses was given by way of affidavits, and all

witnesses were cross-examined at the trial. There is great benefit in proceeding this way. What it
can lead to in some cases however, as to some extent in this case, is the repetition of evidence by
more than one witness. This occurred, for example, in Messrs. Glassman and De Alba of
Catalyst both stating in their affidavits that Mr. Moyse "led the preparation" of a PowerPoint
presentation that Catalyst used in making a presentation to Industry Canada in Ottawa. This
evidence was given to support the assertion of the deep knowledge that Mr. Moyse possessed of
the strategic position being taken by Catalyst with the Government and thus with the negotiating
strategy that Catalyst was taking with VimpelCom Ltd. regarding the acquisition of WIND. As I
will discuss, this evidence was an overstatement of what occurred.
[11]

Dealing first with the evidence of the witnesses for the plaintiff, I must say that I had

considerable difficulty accepting as reliable much of the evidence of Mr. Newton Glassman. He
was aggressive, argumentative, refused to make concessions that should have been made and
contradicted his own statements made contemporaneously in emails. I viewed him more as a
salesman than an objective witness. I will deal with only a few examples:
' Unless stated otherwise, statements of fact in these reasons are findings of fact.
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(a)

It was put to Mr. Glassman on cross-examination that Catalyst's request
to sell a fourth wireless carrier without restrictions after five years was crucial.
His response was "I don't know what you mean by crucial. Very, very important."
Yet his affidavit sworn shortly before the trial on May 27, 2016 said precisely
what had been put to him: "Catalyst's request to sell the fourth wireless carrier
without restriction after five years was crucial...". When this was pointed out to
him, he stated "Crucial in the context of, yes, in my use of the word crucial, yes.
As I said, I don't know what you mean by crucial."

(b)

The presentation made to the Government of Canada on March 27, 2014 by Mr.
Glassman stated that Catalyst was in advanced discussions with VimpelCom to
gain control of WIND. Mr. Glassman refused to agree that this statement was
misleading, when it surely was. Catalyst had by then had no access to the WIND
data room, had not yet retained its financial advisor Morgan Stanley, had not yet
retained a technical expert and had not exchanged any draft agreement with
VimpelCom. Mr. Glassman would go no further than to say that you can have
advanced discussions on an informal basis.

(c)

A central point Mr. Glassman asserted in his evidence was that he had picked up
from his discussions with Government officials that the Government would
eventually grant the concessions wanted by Catalyst to the regulatory
environment that would permit spectrum to be sold by new entrants such as
WIND to one of the three incumbents Bell, Rogers or Telus. His position is that
this belief would be of importance to a competing bidder and that it was told to
West Face by Mr. Moyse. Mr. Glassman referred to the Govermnents "unofficial
position" and "softening body language".

(d)

Yet from the start Government officials had made clear that no such concessions
would be given. Mr. Glassman's own email of May 7, 2014 stated that he had
been told by Catalyst's public relations consultant Mr. Bruce Drysdale, who had
extensive experience in working with the Government, that the Government
would not give in writing the right to sell spectrum in five years and that this took
his preferred option to set up a fourth retail carrier in Canada off the table.
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Catalyst's lawyers Faskens advised Catalyst on July 25, 2014 that the current
Government had made it clear that any proposed transfer of commercial mobile
spectrum to an incumbent would be subject to very close scrutiny and, in the
current climate, most unlikely to succeed. Mr. Glassman's response was that he
had more experience in this than the writer did, which was clearly not the case.
On July 25, 2014 Mr. Drysdale said that Industry Canada reached out to him and
said that seeking concessions was a dead end. Mr. Glassman's response was that
he had more experience in this than Mr. Drysdale did, which was clearly not the
case, and he went so far as to say that no one in Canada had the experience except
him. On August 3, 2014 Mr. Drysdale told Mr. Glassman that Industry Canada,
the PCO/PMO and Prime Minister Harper were entrenched on this. Mr.
Glassman's response was that the email confirmed to him that the Government
was trying desperately to set the table for future discussion about regulatory
concessions. When pressed further on the email, Mr. Glassman said "with the
greatest of respect, there is a big difference between people's words and people's
actions. We were depending on people's actions. And that is a very telling
development." There was no evidence of any Government action that could lead
one to expect the Government would relent and grant concessions. Nor is there a
single contemporaneous document evidencing Mr. Glassman's view of a
softening of the Government's position or that eventually the Government would
grant concessions.
[12]

Mr. Gabriel De Alba also overstated matters and refused to concede points that he should

have. He also engaged in argument rather than answering questions. I have already referred to
his statement that Mr. Moyse led the preparation of the PowerPoint presentation to the
Government. His evidence was given, like Mr. Glassman's, to attempt to show how important
Mr. Moyse was to the Catalyst WIND team and to show a deep understanding held by Mr.
Moyse of the Catalyst WIND position. An example was a pro forma of a combined WIND and
Mobilicity done by Mr. Moyse under Mr. Michaud's supervision. It was a simple exercise based
on public information or information already known to Catalyst and required no knowledge of
Catalyst's WIND strategy. Mr. De Alba refused to acknowledge this and referred to things that
could be implied from the fact of doing the work. He blew up by far what Mr. Moyse had done.
In response to the fact that Mr. Glassman did not ask Mr. Moyse for a copy of the second
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presentation to be made to the Government, but rather asked other Catalyst persons and advisors
involved, Mr. De Alba suggested it was because Mr. Glassman might not want to have
overwhelmed Mr. Moyse with more pressure, which he said was the way Mr. Glassman treated
analysts. This made no sense as Mr. Glassman made clear in his evidence that he put pressure on
everyone, including his partners, to achieve his ends.
[13]

Mr. Riley's evidence was given in a straightforward manner. It is clear, however, that

prior affidavits of his were mistaken and speculative in some measure.
[14]

I viewed the West Face witnesses as being straightforward. They were impressive and did

not engage in overstatement. They were not any more argumentative than most intelligent
witnesses although Mr. Griffin had a tendency from time to time to stray from the question. On
all crucial points they were not shaken. I viewed the evidence of Mr. Leitner of Tennenbaum and
Mr. Burt of 64NM Holdings in the same light. They are independent of West Face. The fact that
their evidence was consistent with the evidence of the West Face witnesses supported the
reliability of the West Face witnesses. A major argument of Catalyst was that a number of entails
amongst West Face personnel and Messrs. Leitner and Burt referred to Catalyst as the bidder
with VimpelCom for WIND, an indication that they had been told that Catalyst was the bidder,
and that an email referred to their bid to VimpelCom being superior to any other offer, an
indication that they had been told of the terms of the Catalyst offer to VimpelCom. That was a
serious allegation. In the end I accepted their evidence that they thought for various reasons that
the other bidder was Catalyst without knowing it and that they had not been told of the Catalyst
bid terms. Of course, even if they had been told of these things, it does not mean that they were
told that by Mr. Moyse, which is the central claim in this action.
[15]

Criticism is made by Catalyst of the truthfulness of the evidence of Mr. Moyse. He

admittedly wiped his BlackBerry before giving it back to Catalyst. He deleted during the hiring
process with West Face an email sent to West Face that included confidential Catalyst
information not involving WIND. He wiped his internet browsing history from his personal
computer before turning it over to his counsel to permit an image to be taken of his hard drive to
look for any communications by him of confidential Catalyst information to West Face. He
acknowledged at trial his error in doing these things, but it raised a question of why he had done
those things and whether his explanations were to cover up improper activity in providing
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confidential Catalyst information regarding WIND to West Face. I have therefore given a critical
eye to all of Mr. Moyse's evidence. On the crucial point of the case I have accepted his evidence
that lie did not communicate anything about Catalyst's dealings regarding WIND to West Face.
[16]

Mr. Moyse made some errors in his initial affidavit sworn in July 2014 in response to the

Catalyst motion for an injunction. Catalyst contends that the affidavit was purposely drawn to
mislead the Court and is an indication that Mr. Moyse is a witness who should not be believed. I
have given consideration to the Catalyst arguments but have concluded that Mr. Moyse did not
intend to mislead the Court.
Brief history of WIND
[17]

WIND is a Canadian wireless telecommunications provider that was originally formed in

2008 pursuant to a joint venture between two parties: (1) AAL Corp. (now Globalive), which
was the holding company of Anthony Lacavera; and (2) Orascom Telecom Holding S.A.E., a
large Egyptian multi-national telecommunications company. AAL and Orascom held their
interests in WIND indirectly through a corporation called Globalive Investment Holdings Corp.
("GIHC").
[18]

Due to regulatory restrictions on foreign ownership of Canadian telecommunications

operators that existed at the time, AAL held a majority (66.68%) of the voting interests in GIHC
(compared to 32.02% for Orascom), even though Orascom held a majority (65.08%) of the total
equity interests (as compared to 34.25% for AAL). In 2008, WIND paid $442 million for the
rights to use a portion of wireless spectrum for a wireless telecommunications service in an
auction held by Industry Canada. The spectrum WIND acquired licenses to use at that time was
known as AWS-1 (AWS stands for "advanced wireless services").
[19]

WIND's AWS-1 wireless spectrum was acquired in a "set aside" auction from which

incumbent wireless carriers were excluded, and was subject to a restriction on transfer to
incumbents for at least five years. In addition to this restriction, WIND's AWS-1 spectrum was
at all times subject to numerous restrictions on transfer: (i) the Minister of Industry's unilateral
discretion whether to permit transfer pursuant to the terms of license; (ii) Competition Act
approval; (iii) Investment Canada Act approval; and (iv) CRTC approval.
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[20]

The CRTC initially blocked WIND's launch on the basis that Orascom's involvement

breached Canadian ownership requirements, and it took Federal Cabinet intervention to overrule
the CRTC in this regard. In December 2009, WIND commenced operations, providing mobile
data and voice services in the Greater Toronto and Hamilton Area in Ontario, and in Calgary,
Alberta. WIND later expanded into Ottawa and parts of southern Ontario, as well as Edmonton,
Alberta, and Vancouver, Abbotsford, and Whistler, British Columbia.
[21]

In 2011, VimpelCom Ltd. acquired the majority shareholder of Orascom, giving

VimpelCom a controlling interest in Orascom and, indirectly, Orascom's investment in WIND.
VimpelCom is a publicly-traded international telecommunications and technology business with
more than 200 million customers. While it has been formally headquartered in the Netherlands
since 2010, its principal shareholder is controlled by Russian interests.
[22]

Notwithstanding 2012 legislative amendments that loosened certain restrictions on

foreign control of smaller telecommunications service providers like WIND, foreign ownership
of the wireless industry in Canada remained heavily regulated. In 2012 VimpelCom and
Globalive signed an agreement under which VimpelCom would acquire all of Globalive's
interest in WIND. However, VimpelCom was unable to obtain regulatory approval
notwithstanding the looser regulatory restrictions. This became known in the press.
[23]

VimpelCom became frustrated by the regulatory hurdles it faced in Canada, and this

frustratio❑ drove its decision to divest its ownership of WIND.
[24]

In early 2013, following VimpelCom's inability to obtain regulatory approval to buy out

Globalive, VimpelCom engaged UBS Securities to assist VimpelCom in its efforts to find a
purchaser for its debt and equity interests in WIND, or for WIND in its entirety. Various parties
expressed an interest in doing so.
[25]

Both Catalyst and West Face had a longstanding interest in the Canadian

telecommunications industry. As early as 2009, Globalive separately approached Catalyst and
West Face about the possibility of being a source of Canadian capital for WIND, and discussed
WIND's capital structure and Globalive's role in it. Both Catalyst and West Face were therefore
at all relevant times familiar with WIND's ownership structure.
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[26]

Verizon was a bidder but chose in late 2013 not to pursue it. At this point, VimpelCom

had grown increasingly frustrated with its inability to either acquire voting control of WIND or
to conclude a transaction to allow it to exit the investment. In addition to its voting and nonvoting shares, VimpelCom held (both directly and through Orascom) over $1.5 billion in debt
owed by WIND, which WIND had no way of re-paying.

WIND was also subject to

approximately $150 million in third party vendor debt that was coming due on April 30, 2014.
WIND's tenuous financial position at the time created a real risk that its creditors would call its
debt, put WIND into insolvency, and allow its creditors to recover the proceeds from the sale of
WIND's assets.
[27]

It became known in the marketplace that VimpelCom was willing to sell its interest in

WIND based on an enterprise value of approximately $300 million, of which $150 million would
satisfy the vendor finance debt and the remainder would go to VimpelCom and Globalive.
[28]

On November 4, 2013, Mr. Lacavera, the Chairman and CEO of WIND called West Face

and advised them that VimpelCom was interested in selling its debt and equity interest in WIND
and in arranging for the repayment of WIND's third party debt. West Face delivered an
expression of interest to VimpelCom and AAL on November 8. Shortly after, on December 7,
West Face entered into a confidentiality agreement with VimpelCom and Orascom and thus
gained access to the WIND data room.
[29]

Catalyst began negotiating a potential investment in WIND with VimpelCom and UBS in

late 2013. On January 2, 2014, Catalyst sent a letter of intent to VimpelCom that set out
proposed terms of a WIND transaction. On March 22, 2014, Catalyst executed a confidentiality
agreement with VimpelCom and Orascom.
[30]

Both West Face and Catalyst had negotiations with VimpelCom and its advisor UBS

through the first half of 2014. On July 23, 2014 VimpelCom granted Catalyst an exclusive
negotiating period to conclude a binding agreement for the acquisition of WIND. This period of
exclusivity was extended several times to August 18, 2014 when VimpelCom refused to extend
it further after Catalyst would not agree to a break fee of $5 to $20 million if regulatory approval
was not granted within 60 days.
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[31]

On August 7, 2014 Tennenbaum on behalf of itself and West Face and 64NM Holdings

(the vehicle set up by LG Capital LLC for the WIND acquisition) sent a proposal to VimpelCom
for the acquisition of VimpelCom's interest in WIND. On August 25, 2014, West Face's counsel
delivered to VimpelCom's counsel an executed conditional financing commitment letter on
behalf of a consortium of investors, including West Face, Tennenbaum Capital Partners LLC,
64NM Holdings LP, Globalive and two other investors. Ultimately a definitive purchase
agreement was signed for the acquisition of VimpelCom's interest in WIND and the transaction
closed on September 16, 2014.
Brandon Moyse's role at Catalyst
[32]

Mr. Moyse is currently 28 years old, and at the time of the events giving rise to this

action, he was 26 years old. He lives in Toronto with his fiancée. He earned his Bachelor of Arts
degree in Mathematics from the University of Pennsylvania.
[33]

Prior to working for Catalyst, Mr. Moyse was employed at Credit Suisse in New York

and RBC Capital Markets in Toronto as a junior banker on their respective debt capital markets
desks.
[34]

Mr. Moyse commenced work as an analyst at Catalyst on November 1, 2012. He resigned

on May 24, 2014, and pursuant to the terms of his employment agreement, his employment
ended on June 22, 2014.
[35]

Analysts are the lowest level of investment professionals at Catalyst. The investment

professionals employed at Catalyst, and the hierarchy amongst them during the relevant period,
was as follows: (i) partners: Mr. Glassman, Mr. De Alba, and Mr. Riley; (ii) vice-president: Zach
Michaud; (iii) associate: Andrew Yeh, through early March 2014; and (iv) analysts: Mr. Moyse
and Lorne Creighton.
[36]

As an analyst, Mr. Moyse performed financial and qualitative research both on Catalyst's

potential investment opportunities, and on portfolio companies already owned by Catalyst.
During his last six months at Catalyst, Mr. Moyse spent the majority of his time working on two
Catalyst portfolio companies. His responsibilities on these portfolio companies required him to
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spend a significant amount of time outside the office, and he spent approximately half his time
travelling throughout the United States.
[37]

There is a difference in the evidence given on behalf of Catalyst and given by Mr. Moyse

as to the importance of the role of a young analyst such as Mr. Moyse at Catalyst. It may not be
of crucial importance, as what Mr. Moyse did that is relied on by Catalyst is fairly clear. He
worked on a PowerPoint presentation made by Catalyst to the federal Government that is heavily
relied on by Catalyst. However, for reasons that will be explained, I much prefer the evidence of
Mr. Moyse that his role was of far less importance or central to Catalyst's dealings regarding the
potential WIND transaction than as articulated by Mr. Glassman and Mr. De Alba, two of the
three original partners of Catalyst along with Jim Riley who later became a partner when he
joined Catalyst.
[38]

Mr. De Alba's evidence was that Catalyst uses a very flat, entrepreneurial staffing model

and that investments are reviewed by a "deal team", which typically consists of a partner, a vicepresident and an analyst. His evidence was that analysts at Catalyst participate in every part of a
deal and are intimately aware of Catalyst's strategies and negotiations. Mr. Glassman went so far
as to say that no deal would be approved by him without the entire deal team agreeing with it. I
take that with a large grain of salt. Mr. Glassman and Mr. De Alba were the founders of Catalyst
with a great deal of experience in the investment world and in the telecommunications industry.
It makes little sense that they would not agree to a deal if a junior analyst such as Mr. Moyse did
not agree. The evidence of Mr. Riley, who later joined Catalyst as a partner in 2011, is more
telling and accords with common sense. His evidence was that a decision on an investment
would be made by the three partners of Catalyst but that the ultimate says would be by Mr.
Glassman, the chief investment officer of Catalyst. Mr. Glassman described Mr. Moyse as the
most junior member of the team and I do not accept his assertion that he would have effectively
ceded control of an investment decision to a junior person such as Mr. Moyse.
[39]

In the case of the WIND project, it would not have been necessary for Mr. Moyse to be

intimately involved in all of the strategic decisions and I do not think he was. Although Mr.
Glassman testified that Mr. Moyse would have been involved in all discussions regarding
strategy, and asserted that Mr. Moyse had the most knowledge of the WIND file, he admitted on
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cross-examination that Mr. De Alba, the chief negotiator on the WIND initiative, had more
knowledge than Mr. Moyse on the WIND file. That is hardly surprising.
[40]

In late February or early March 2014, Mr. Moyse was assigned to Catalyst's "core"

telecommunications deal team, as a result of the departure of an associate named Mr. Yeh from
Catalyst. Before that, he knew that Catalyst had an investment in Mobilicity and was interested
in building a fourth wireless carrier in Canada, potentially involving WIND and that Catalyst
planned to bid for wireless spectrum in a forthcoming Canadian spectrum auction (which it later
decided not to do)
[41]

On March 7 and 8, 2014, after he was assigned to the core telecommunications team, Mr.

Moyse prepared a pro forma statement that showed a combined WIND and Mobilicity entity.
This was done under Mr. Michaud's supervision. Mr. Moyse collected data which was either
publicly available or known to Catalyst, and then performed basic arithmetic to yield the final
product. Mr. Michaud identified the specific data inputs he wanted to assess for the combined
entity (i.e. network value, spectrum value, subscribers). No knowledge of Catalyst's plans or
strategy was required for Mr. Moyse to complete this assignment. Mr. De Alba has blown out of
all proportion what this assignment involved.
[42]

Mr. Moyse's next contribution to Catalyst's telecommunications file while on the team

occurred on March 26, 2014 in the afternoon and late into the night, when Catalyst prepared a
PowerPoint slide deck for a presentation to be made to Industry Canada the following day. The
PowerPoint was intended to be a framework for discussion with Government personnel. The
PowerPoint outlined the existing regulatory environment and a number of options available to
the Government, and the concessions that Catalyst believed would be required. Generally, the
presentation set out three strategic options for the creation of a fourth national wireless carrier,
being Option 1: a carrier focused on the retail market; Option 2: a carrier focused on the
wholesale market; and Option 3: a litigation option.
[43]

Both Mr. Glassman's and Mr. De Alba's evidence was that Mr. Moyse "led the

preparation" of the PowerPoint presentation that Catalyst used in Ottawa. This evidence was
given to support the assertion of the deep knowledge that Mr. Moyse possessed of the strategic
position being taken by Catalyst with the Government and thus with the negotiating strategy that
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Catalyst was taking with VimpelCom regarding the acquisition of WIND. Their evidence was at)
overstatement of what occurred.
[44]

Mr. Moyse's evidence was that his role was largely administrative. He said that Mr. De

Alba, Mr. Riley, and Mr. Michaud generated the content and analysis which was contained in
this presentation and gave him handwritten mock-ups of the slides which he then transposed into
PowerPoint format. He testified that he was not involved in any discussions or debates involving
these three persons to determine the content of the presentation. They did not ask for his input
into the content of the slides and he did not provide any. Because the slides were required for a
meeting in Ottawa the next day, the workplace was frantic. Mr. Moyse's contributions involved
layout, data input and the creation of two tables based on publicly available information, one of
which was the proforma which Mr. Moyse had prepared in March.
[45]

I accept Mr. Moyse's evidence. Mr. Glassman admitted on cross-examination that it was

he and the partners of Catalyst, and not Mr. Moyse, who were the architects of the Catalyst
strategy in dealing with the Government of Canada. Mr. Glassman said in his affidavit that he,
Mr. De Alba and Mr. Riley gave Mr. Moyse notes to use in the preparation of the PowerPoint
presentation, although on cross-examination he waffled on the point but acknowledged that he
may have given Mr. Moyse notes and that he knew for a fact that Mr. De Alba did. He also said
that for sure he would have participated in discussions and provided direction to Mr. Moyse. Mr.
Riley in one affidavit said that Mr. Moyse "helped create" the PowerPoint presentation, which is
much closer to the truth.
[46]

Nor do I accept Mr. Glassman's undocumented and unspecified assertion that Mr. Moyse

was privy to all of Catalyst's deal priorities, internal conclusions, formal and informal
discussions with Catalyst's advisors, and any advances Catalyst had made with the regulators on
these issues leading up to the March 27, 2014 meeting with the Government of Canada. Great
store by Catalyst witnesses is put on what were described as Monday morning meetings that
were said to be required meetings at which it is said that full discussion of all aspects of the
proposed WIND opportunity was regularly held. I have difficulty with this evidence. Mr.
Glassman described them as Monday morning meetings in his affidavit but in evidence at trial
said they were over lunch. He testified there was a schedule of what was to be discussed and that
their proprietary software produced a package for everyone to take a copy of at the beginning of
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the meeting. Yet no notes of any kind have been produced by Catalyst regarding these Monday
meetings and Mr. Glassman said he had no idea why they had not been. Mr. De Alba testified
that only a one-page agenda was prepared for the meetings and that no written materials were
generally prepared. He also testified that it would not be the general practice for any presentation
regarding WIND to be prepared for the meetings. In answer to undertakings, Catalyst stated that
Catalyst's investment team has reviewed all notebooks and notes and could not locate any
existing notebooks or notes concerning WIND.
[47]

Mr. Moyse's evidence was that as an analyst, he had no direct input into Catalyst's

investment decisions or strategy, but was instead assigned specific research projects by the
partners, and vice-president. He said that given the junior nature of his position, he had very little
knowledge of Catalyst's potential investments and its strategy for those investments. He regularly
attended Catalyst's Monday meetings with the Catalyst investment team and other related
individuals, including members of Catalyst's finance and accounting teams. The bulk of those
meetings were spent discussing domestic and international economic issues. At most, but not all,
Monday meetings, there would be discussion of Catalyst's portfolio companies, and less often,
discussion of deals which Catalyst was actively pursuing. Mr. Moyse also said that while these
meetings did at times feature some discussion of Catalyst's investment strategies, it was clear
that these were premised on higher-level partners-only discussions that were taking place, to
which he was not privy. Catalyst's partners would frequently discuss conversations or
correspondence in front of the analysts without providing any context to hint They would also
frequently gather after the meetings to discuss matters behind closed doors. Mr. Moyse testified
that he could not recall specific discussions at a Monday meeting in which Catalyst's strategy
with the Government or VimpelCom was discussed.
[48]

Mr. Moyse's evidence makes sense and neither Mr. Glassman nor Mr. De Alba gave

evidence of any specific Monday meeting in which they informed Catalyst's WIND deal team in
general, or Mr. Moyse in particular, of Catalyst's confidential regulatory strategy. Nor could
they identify any particular meeting attended by Mr. Moyse in which any specific piece of
information was allegedly discussed. I cannot find that Mr. Moyse was aware from meetings he
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attended at Catalyst of the negotiating strategy of Catalyst with the Government of Canada or
with VimpelCom.2

[49]

The PowerPoint presentation to the Government stated that for options 1 and 2, Catalyst

required the ability to transfer or license spectrum to incumbents (Telus, Rogers and Bell) and to
exit the investment with no restrictions in five years. I take from the evidence that Mr. Moyse
was aware when he prepared the PowerPoint presentation on May 26, 2014 of the concessions
Catalyst would be looking for from the Government of Canada. How much knowledge or
understanding he had other than what was stated in the presentation is very questionable and it is
debatable how much Mr. Moyse continued to retain in his memory afterwards. The presentation,
along with a second presentation prepared on May 12, 2014 and notes or drafts relating to them
were later destroyed by Catalyst, said by Mr. Glassman to have been at the request of
Government personnel.3

[50]

On May 6, 2014, Mr. Moyse found out that Catalyst would be actively pursuing a

transaction involving WIND. After that, Catalyst's internal team of which he was a member
focused on preparing the investment memorandum which would set out Catalyst's investment

Catalyst contends that in his earlier affidavit of July 7, 2014, filed for the pending injunction motion that did not
proceed, Mr. Moyse understated at paragraph 11 his role at Catalyst regarding WIND and that this is an indication
that Mr. Moyse has something to hide about the extent of his knowledge of WIND. I do not accept that contention.
In the affidavit Mr. Moyse stated that he had typed notes of Mr. De Alba, Mr. Riley and Mr. Michaud into a
PowerPoint presentation in the Mobilicity file. In his evidence he said that was his recollection at the time and that
he was wrong as it was in the WIND file that the PowerPoint presentation was made. There was no PowerPoint in
the Mobilicity file. Mr. Moyse was obviously mistaken and I do not accept that Mr. Moyse intentionally misled the
Court. There was also a mistake in paragraph 56 of the affidavit in which Mr. Moyse said he was not privy to any
internal discussions about the strategy behind Catalyst's potential acquisition of WIND. He was privy to the extent
he participated in the preparation of the PowerPoint, and Mr. Moyse readily acknowledged at trial he was partly
wrong but said that he didn't remember at the time the details of the PowerPoints given how frantic the pace of work
was, and in terms of structuring, was still not sure he really knew anything about that. I do not accept that Mr.
Moyse intended to mislead the Court.

2

The evidence of Catalyst witnesses as to why the presentations and notes and drafts of them were destroyed
differed from witness to witness and made little sense. Mr. Glassman testified in chief that someone from Industry
Canada asked Catalyst not to keep work product that they, i.e. the Government thought might be politically
sensitive. So the drafts were destroyed. He said the Government had no problem with Catalyst keeping the final
version that was presented to the Government but that if the work product had issues that were not eventually
discussed with the Government, Industry Canada did not want it potentially coming back to cause them problems.
He went so far as to say that it was his experience that this happened often and frequently, especially if the meetings
are on sensitive issues to the Government, but on cross-examination he said this presentation was the first he had
ever made to the Government. Why the Government would be concerned with drafts of a presentation made to it
that were never seen by the Government is puzzling indeed. Mr. Riley's evidence prim• to the trial was that all copies
of the presentation were destroyed and this was confirmed by way of an answer to undertakings. At trial he testified
that he gave directions that all copies be destroyed because of the sensitivity of information in it. He did not say it
was at the direction of the Government that he ordered their destruction.
3
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thesis, and which at the time of his departure from Catalyst did not contain any regulatory
strategy, and reviewing the external advisors' work. He was also actively involved in Catalyst's
early due diligence commencing on May 7, 2014. Although Mr. Glassman and Mr. De Alba
asserted that Mr. Moyse was kept intimately apprised of Catalyst's strategy during this period,
the documentary evidence does not support that evidence. The assertions are also contradicted by
the admission of Mr. Glassman on cross-examination that Mr. De Alba, the chief negotiator on
the WIND initiative, had more knowledge than Mr. Moyse on the WIND file.
[51]

Another PowerPoint presentation to the Government of Canada was prepared on May 12,

2014. The Catalyst evidence was that Mr. Moyse again "led" its preparation. Mr. Glassman
testified that one reason Mr. Moyse prepared the PowerPoint was that of people at Catalyst, he
had the most knowledge of the file. I do not accept that. The evidence of Mr. Moyse, which I
accept, was that his role was largely administrative. He was instructed to re-create a modified
version of the March slide deck. Messrs. De Alba, Michaud and Riley then marked up a hard
copy of the March 24 presentation and provided him their comments and changes, which he
inputted into a new PowerPoint file. Given the hurried manner in which it was created, and his
largely administrative role, Mr. Moyse put little thought or analysis into the PowerPoint, and
whatever work he did, he was instructed to do by one of Messrs. De Alba, Michaud or Riley.
[52]

Mr. Moyse left for Southeast Asia on a vacation on May 16, 2014. He resigned by email

from Catalyst on May 24, 2014, the second last day of his vacation. He told Mr. De Alba when
they met in person on May 26, 2014 that he was going to work at West Face. Mr. Moyse was
sent home by Mr. Riley on May 26, 2014, and he did no further Catalyst work after this date.
Catalyst contacted its IT provider to revoke Mr. Moyse's access to Catalyst's servers.
Mr. Moyse's hiring by West Face
[53]

In 2012, West Face had commenced a recruitment drive for a number of analyst positions

and Mr. Moyse submitted an application to Mr. Dea, a partner at West Face. On September 25,
2012, Mr. Moyse emailed Mr. Dea to tell him that he had been offered a position at Catalyst.
Mr. Dea congratulated Mr. Moyse at that time, but told him that Catalyst had a reputation in the
marketplace as a difficult place to work.
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[54]

By late 2013, Mr. Moyse seriously started thinking about leaving Catalyst because he

was not getting the learning opportunities he had set out to achieve when he joined the firm, and
because he found the work environment to be oppressive, and lacking in common decency or
respect for the individuals working there. This is not surprising evidence given the evidence of
Mr. Glassman as to how he treated everyone at Catalyst, including his partners, with pressure on
Catalyst people being his modus operendi. Mr. Moyse was concerned about how much time was
taken at Catalyst with portfolio companies and his lack of responsibility.
[55]

On March 14, 2014, Mr. Moyse emailed Mr. Dea looking for a job in response to a West

Face press release announcing the launch of its Alternative Credit Fund. West Face was looking
to hire someone because it had just launched the Alternative Credit Fund, and West Face had a
critical need for someone who had particular experience in all terms of credit to assist West Face
in reviewing opportunities for this new fund.
[56]

Mr. Moyse met with Mr. Dea over a cup of coffee at a coffee shop on March 26, 2014.

The conversation was general. They discussed the financial industry generally and Mr. Moyse
told Mr. Dea of his goal of working in a role where his focus was on pursuing new investments
rather than monitoring existing portfolio investments. Mr. Dea asked Mr. Moyse run-of-the-mill
interview questions to get a sense of what kind of experience he had gained at Catalyst and at his
other previous employers, RBC and Credit Suisse. The conversation was generic in nature and
there was no discussion of specific things Mr. Moyse had worked on at Catalyst.
[57]

During that conversation, Mr. Dea asked Mr. Moyse to provide him with his resume, a

deal sheet, and some writing samples to demonstrate his written communication skills. Mr. Dea
and Mr. Moyse both testified that Mr. Dea explicitly instructed Mr. Moyse to redact any
confidential information as necessary. Early the next morning at 1:47 a.m., at a time that Mr.
Moyse had to be tired, Mr. Moyse sent to Mr. Dea an email which attached four investment
memoranda he had prepared while at Catalyst involving four corporate opportunities. Three of
the memoranda were marked as confidential. None involved the telecommunications industry.
Mr. Moyse admitted in his evidence that it was an error in judgment to send these memoranda
even though they were based on public information. He realized this shortly after he sent them
and deleted the email from his computer. He acknowledged in his evidence that it was a mistake
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to have deleted the email. I do not take the fact that he sent the memoranda and quickly deleted it
as indicating a cavalier attitude about confidentiality
[58]

Mr. Moyse had further interviews with West Face. On April 15, 2014, he met with Peter

Fraser, Tony Griffin, and Yu-Jia Zhu for a series of short interviews. On April 28, 2014, he met
with Greg Boland for a brief interview. On May 16, 2014 he received an oral offer from Mr. Dea
and a written signed employment agreement on May 26, 2014. As Mr. Moyse had previously
advised that he was subject to a 30-day notice period under his employment agreement with
Catalyst, his employment with West Face was scheduled to begin on June 23, 2014.
[59]

Catalyst is quite critical of Mr. Moyse in sending the memoranda and of West Face in

how it dealt with them, and invites inferences to be drawn from what it says is the cavalier way
in which West Face treated confidential information. In general, I agree with West Face that this
issue is a red herring with little or no substance regarding the alleged obtaining and misuse by
West Face of confidential Catalyst information. The memoranda had nothing to do with WIND
or the confidential Catalyst information alleged to have been obtained and used by West Face.
[60]

Moreover, West Face treated seriously the issue of the confidentiality of the memoranda

sent by Mr. Moyse to Mr. Dea. Mr. Griffin raised concerns with Mr. Dea about the memoranda
that Mr. Moyse had sent to Mr. Dea and wondered if it exhibited a character flaw. Mr. Dea's
view was that Mr. Moyse had received very strong endorsements from people who had worked
in the past with him and he thought that Mr. Moyse was a suitable candidate. Mr. Dea spoke to
Mr. Alex Singh, West Face's general counsel, and asked him to speak to Mr. Moyse and impress
upon him the obligation to keep in confidence any confidential information of West Face and of
his previous employers. Mr. Singh spoke with Mr. Moyse around May 22, 2014. Mr. Singh
impressed upon him that West Face takes matters of confidentiality very seriously and that he
was not to disclose any information belonging to Catalyst. Around the same time Mr. Dea spoke
to Mr. Moyse about the same thing and stressed that West Face took matters of confidentiality
very seriously. Mr. Griffm decided to support hiring Mr. Moyse because he thought that there
was no malicious intent on the part of Mr. Moyse in sending the memoranda and that it was an
honest mistake of a young man.
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[61]

On May 24, 2014 while on his vacation, Mr. Moyse gave notice to Catalyst that he was

leaving Catalyst and on May 26, 2014, his first day back in the office, he told Catalyst that he
was joining West Face. On that day he was sent home by Mr. Riley and completely cut off from
Catalyst.
[62]

On May 30, 2014 counsel for Catalyst wrote to Mr. Boland, the CEO of West Face, and

gave notice of a six month non-compete provision in Mr. Moyse's employment agreement with
Catalyst and a confidentiality provision. The letter expressed concern that Mr. Moyse had or
would be providing confidential Catalyst information to West Face. On June 3, 2014
employment counsel to West Face replied to counsel for Catalyst and took the position that the
non-compete provision was unenforceable. The letter also stated that West Face had impressed
on Mr. Moyse that he was not to divulge any confidential information he had obtained while
employed at Catalyst.
[63]

During conversations between counsel on June 18, 2014, counsel to Catalyst informed

counsel to West Face that Catalyst was particularly concerned about a specific transaction for
which Catalyst and West Face had each submitted bids and identified this as a "telecom file".4
As a result, West Face immediately established a confidentiality wall with respect to the WIND
investment it was working on, which was the only telecom investment that West Face was
working on at the time.
[64]

On June 19, 2014, the day after learning of Catalyst's concerns about a "telecom deal"

and four days before Mr. Moyse began work at West Face, the Chief Compliance Officer at West
Face erected a confidentiality wall with respect to WIND and Mr. Moyse. The confidentiality
wall was disclosed to counsel for Catalyst the same day.
[65]

Pursuant to the confidentiality wall Mr. Moyse was forbidden from communicating with

anyone at West Face about the ongoing WIND negotiations, and vice-versa, and West Face's IT
group restricted access to all WIND-related documents so that Mr. Moyse could not access them.
Notification of the confidentiality wall and its terms was circulated to all relevant personnel at
West Face including its four partners. The chief compliance officer telephoned Mr. Moyse to
4

The fact that West Face was in negotiations with VimpelCom for WIND was not public and was confidential to
West Face. How Catalyst knew that was unexplained.
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discuss the terms of restrictions he would be under. In the call, Mr. Moyse was told that he was
not to talk about WIND with anyone at West Face, to ask anyone at West Face about WIND, to
disclose to anyone at West Face any information about WIND or to attempt to access any of
West Face's files regarding WIND. Mr. Moyse indicated that he would comply. West Face's
head of technology confirmed that Mr. Moyse was excluded from the computer directory
containing WIND related documents. Once Mr. Moyse began working at West Face, the West
Face WIND deal team only met in private, behind closed doors, and away from the trading floor
area where Mr. Moyse was seated.
[66]

Mr. Moyse began working at West Face on Monday, June 23, 2014. Three and a half

weeks later, on July 16, 2014, after Catalyst had brought a motion for interim relief prohibiting
him from being employed at West Face for the balance of his non-compete agreement, the
parties agreed to an interim consent order, pursuant to which Mr. Moyse was put on indefinite
leave. Ultimately, Mr. Moyse remained on leave due to these proceedings, never returned to
work at West Face, and never performed any more work for West Face before he and West Face
mutually terminated his employment in August 2015.
[67]

During his period of active employment at West Face, Mr. Moyse was the most junior

member of West Face's investment team other than a summer intern. He was not informed of the
positions held by West Face funds, was not a member of West Face's investment committee, and
did not participate in senior management meetings or have the authority to make investment
decisions. Much of Mr. Moyse's three and a half week period at West Face was spent in
orientation and training in order to acclimatize him to the West Face working environment. Mr.
Moyse's substantive work was limited to performing some preliminary analyses on several
potential investments that had nothing to do with WIND.
Test for breach of confidence
[68]

The elements of an action for breach of confidence are:

(1) that the information

conveyed was confidential; (2) that it was communicated in confidence; and (3) that it was
misused by the party to whom it was communicated. See Lac Minerals Ltd. v. International
Corona Resources Ltd., [1989] 2 S.C.R. 574 at para. 129.
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[69]

Under the third element, misuse is any use of the information which is not authorized by

the party who originally communicated it: see Lac at para. 139. Under this third branch, it is also
necessary that the defendant's misuse of the information caused detriment to the plaintiff. See
Lac at para. 161; Lysko v. Braley (2006), 79 O.R. (3d) 721 (C.A.) at para. 17 and Rodaro v.
Royal Bank of Canada (2002), 59 O.R. (3d) 74 (C.A.) at para. 48.
[70]

Equity will pursue confidential information that comes into the hands of a third party who

receives it with knowledge that it was communicated in breach of confidence.

In Cadbury

Schweppes Inc. v FBI Foods Ltd. [1999] 1 S.C.R. 142, the Supreme Court of Canada confirmed
the principle by which third party recipients of confidential information may be held liable. In
that case Justice Munk stated:
19 Equity, as a court of conscience, directs itself to the behaviour of the person
who has come into possession of information that is in fact confidential, and was
accepted on that basis, either expressly or by implication. Equity will pursue the
information into the hands of a third party who receives it with the knowledge that
it was communicated in breach of confidence (or afterwards acquires notice of that
fact even if innocent at the time of acquisition) and impose its remedies.
[71]

Thus, if West Face received confidential information of Catalyst from Mr. Moyse and

used it in its acquisition of its interest in WIND to the detriment of Catalyst, relief would be
available to Catalyst.
Was Catalyst information conveyed by Mr. Moyse to West Face?
[72]

The first hurdle faced by Catalyst is to establish on a balance of probabilities that West

Face received any information from Mr. Moyse regarding Catalyst's involvement with WIND.
Catalyst acknowledges that it cannot point to any direct evidence to demonstrate that Moyse
transferred Catalyst's confidential information concerning WIND to West Face. It contends that
the Court must look to the overall course of conduct of West Face to determine if it can be
inferred that the transfer of confidential Catalyst information occurred.
[73]

Catalyst relies on a passage from Gurry on Breach of Confidence: The Protection of

Confidential Information, 2d ed. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012), at §15.02 which states
that an inference of misuse may be drawn from an altered course of conduct on the part of the
confidant which is explicable only by reference to the unauthorized use of confidential
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information. If that were the test, Catalyst's claim would woefully fail as there are explanations
for West Face's conduct other than the use of confidential Catalyst information.
I accept the statement in Catalyst's written submissions as to when inferences may be

[74]
drawn:

The general rule with respect to inference drawing is that the inference must be
reasonably and logically drawn from a fact or group of facts established by
evidence. The first step in the inference-drawing process is that the primary facts
which provide the basis for the inference must be established by the evidence.
Inferences can be drawn on the basis of reasonable probability.
[75]

It is necessary, however, to be careful not to engage in speculation. In R. v. Morrissey

(1995), 22 O.R. (3d) 514 (C.A.), Doherty J.A. stated at p. 530:
52. A trier of fact may draw factual inferences from the evidence. The inferences
must, however, be ones which can be reasonably and logically drawn from a fact or
group of facts established by the evidence. An inference which does not flow
logically and reasonably from established facts cannot be made and is condemned
as conjecture and speculation. As Chipman J.A. put it in R. v. White (1994), 89
C.C.C. (3d) 336 at p. 351,28 C.R. (4th) 160 (Nfld. C.A.):
These cases establish that there is a distinction between conjecture and
speculation on the one hand and rational conclusions from the whole of the
evidence on the other. The failure to observe the distinction involves an error
on a question of law.
Allegation of breach of confidence
[76]

Catalyst contends that a number of things were confidential to it and that the confidential

information was conveyed to West Face by Mr. Moyse. Catalyst contends that the information in
its presentations to the Government contained key confidential information, including (i) that
Catalyst was in advanced discussions with VimpelCom to gain control of WINDS, (ii) that to
This statement made to the Government was clearly misleading. Catalyst had not by the time of the presentation on
March 27, 2014 had any access to the VimpelCom and WIND data room, which first took place in May 2014. It had
not yet retained Morgan Stanley as its financial advisor and did not do so before May 6, 2014 when it approached
Morgan Stanley to request that it advise it on the acquisition of WIND, and had not yet retained a technical expert in
the areas of operating a wireless network as late as May 16, 2014. Catalyst had had no negotiations with
VimpelCom having just signed a confidentiality agreement on March 21, 2014. The first draft of an agreement to
purchase WIND by Catalyst was dated May 9, 2014 and sent by UBS, the financial advisor to Globealive to Morgan
Stanley. I do not accept Mr. Glassman's evidence that it was possible to have advanced discussions on an informal
basis. He did not know what Mr. De Alba had discussed with VimpelCom. The presentation to the Government

5
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build a fourth wireless carrier, which was the Government of Canada's stated goal, would require
concessions from the Government including an unrestricted ability to sell the business to an
incumbent (Rogers, Bell or Telus) in five years, and (iii) that if the Government did not agree to
such concessions, litigation would likely follow against the Government (by someone other than
Catalyst) caused by the Government's retroactive change to the 2008 spectrum licenses which
would likely be successful and force the Government to give concessions. That retroactive
change precluded new entrants from indefinitely selling its spectrum to an incumbent carrier.
The earlier licences had permitted such a sale after five years.

[77]

Mr. Glassman's evidence was that while he was told by Industry Canada that the

Government of Canada would not give any such concessions, he believed that it was just
posturing and that he sensed that the Government was softening its view on concessions. He
claimed that his knowledge of the softening of the Government's position on concessions was
confidential to Catalyst and that MT. Moyse was told of that. He asserted that knowledge of his
analysis of the weakness of the Government's position, based on his knowledge of a U.S. case
involving the F.C.0 v. NextWave, would prove invaluable to any other potential bidder since it in
essence would massively mitigate, if not entirely eliminate, their financial risk in bidding for
WIND.

[78]

Catalyst contends that it would never acquire WIND without the Government's

agreement that the business could be sold after five years to an incumbent. Mr. Glassman's view
was that an independent fourth wireless carrier would not be viable or be able to survive without
Government concessions permitting its spectrum to be sold to an incumbent and would be able
only to compete in the short term with the incumbents on price and would be quickly squeezed
out by the incumbents.

[79]

Catalyst claims that Mr. Moyse knew that Catalyst would not bid for WIND without the

agreement being conditional on regulatory approval that provided concessions permitting WIND
to sell its spectrum to an incumbent and that this information was provided to West Face. It
claims that West Face and the consortium members used this information in making their

stated that the purchase price for WIND was $500 million, which was far less than the price of $300 million that
VimpelCom through UBS made known to Catalyst when it began its negotiations in May, 2014.
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acquisition of V impelCom's interest in WIND without a condition requiring Government
regulatory approval that would require concessions, which gave the consortium a leg up on
Catalyst as it knew that VimpelCom did not want a conditional deal dependent on Government
concessions and that Catalyst would not and could never make such a deal with VimpelCom.

[80]

Catalyst also claims that the fact that it was bidding on WIND and the amount bid was

confidential. West Face and the consortium bid the same price as Catalyst, being an enterprise
value of $300 million.

[81]

Catalyst has made an elaborate argument that changes made in the strategy of West Face

to acquire WIND that led to an offer without any condition requiring Government concessions
can reasonably be explained by West Face having obtained the confidential Catalyst information
from Mr. Moyse and that an inference should be made that there was a transfer of such
confidential information by Mr. Moyse to West Face. For the reasons that follow I reject this
argument.

[82]

There is direct evidence that Mr. Moyse did not impart any information about Catalyst's

initiative with WIND to anyone at West Face. Mr. Moyse himself testified that he never
imparted any information about WIND that he had learned at Catalyst. The West Face witnesses
who testified, being Mr. Dea who was instrumental in hiring Mr. Moyse, Mr. Griffin who had
primary responsibility for the WIND transaction while Mr. Moyse was actively employed at
West Face, Ms. Kapoor who was the chief compliance officer and Mr. Zhu who was the vicepresident at West Face all denied any communications or discussions with Mr. Moyse about
WIND. Their evidence was not shaken and there are no documents in existence that indicate
otherwise.6 I accept their evidence.

[83]

I have considered the evidence of Mr. Moyse carefully, particularly as he made some

mistakes in providing confidential documents to West Face during his interview process and then

I reject the assertion made by Catalyst on the last day before the trial that in the interview of Mr. Moyse by Mr.
Zhu, the vice-president of West Face, on April 15, 2014 they discussed WIND. The notes made by Mr. Zhu of the
brief interview with Mr. Moyse list a number of things under a heading of Catalyst, including "live deals". Mr.
Zhu's evidence is that he had no discussion with Mr. Moyse about WIND and that the reference to "live deals" was
that Mr. Moyse said he had been working on live deals at Catalyst. tie said he did not ask Mr. Moyse what the deals
were and Mr. Moyse did not say what they were. Mr. Zhu was a straightforward witness and I accept his evidence. It
would be sheer speculation to read into the words "live deals" a reference to any particular deal or to WIND.

6
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deleted the email from his computer shortly afterwards when he realized it was a mistake to have
done so. What he did later that has given rise to the spoliation allegation against him was done
out of a personal concern not involving WIND or Catalyst and while it was a mistake which he
acknowledges, I do not draw an inference of a general inclination to destroy relevant evidence or
that his evidence should be disregarded. I viewed his evidence as being honestly given.
[84]

There is no reason not to accept the evidence of the other West Face witnesses who

testified that Mr. Moyse never discussed WIND with them. The fact that West Face took pains to
impress upon Mr. Moyse before he started at West Face that his obligations of confidentiality to
Catalyst were to be respected and that it set up a confidentiality wall once it was made aware of
Catalyst's concerns regarding a telecom file that Catalyst said both firms were working on is
contrary to the notion that West Face was interested in acquiring information regarding Catalyst's
involvement in WIND.
[85]

The evidence of Mr. Moyse and the West Face witnesses is also consistent with the

evidence of the other members of the consortium who acquired their interests in WIND. Mr.
Leitner of Tennenbaum, a most impressive witness and the senior partner leading Tennenbaum's
technology/media/telecom business, testified that neither West Face nor Mr. Moyse nor anyone
else ever communicated to Tennenbaum anything about Catalyst's involvement with WIND or
Catalyst's regulatory strategy, that no such information was discussed among the investors and
that until he read Mr. Glassman's affidavit he did not have any understanding of what that
regulatory strategy of Catalyst was. Mr. Leitner also testified that no one at Tennenbaum knew
the details of any offer made by Catalyst to VimpelCom during the period of exclusivity of
Catalyst to negotiate with VimpelCom. Mr. Leitner's evidence was not shaken at all and I accept
it.
[86]

The evidence of Hamish Burt, a member of 64NM, and also an impressive witness, was

to the same effect as that of Mr. Leitner. His evidence was not shaken and I accept it as well.
[87]

This evidence of Messrs. Lehner and Burt is confirmatory of the evidence given by Mr.

Moyse and the West Face witnesses. The strategy of the winning bid for WIND by the
consortium was not the sole work of West Face and required input from all the consortium
members who were making sizeable investments. In fact, the evidence makes clear that the idea
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for the structure of the ultimately successful bid for VimpelCom's interest in WIND was that of
Mr. Guffey of LG Capital, a man who had a very long history of successful involvement in the
telecommunications business. If West Face was acting on confidential Catalyst information in
the formulation of the final bid to VimpelCom, the reason for having a bid unconditional on
Governmental concessions would have obviously been discussed with the partners. The fact that
there was no discussion about any Catalyst information is a strong indication that West Face did
not have any such information.
[88]

There were reasons for West Face to make its bid that it did with the consortium other

than acting on confidential Catalyst information obtained from Mr. Moyse.
[89]

Regarding West Face's view that Catalyst was a bidder for WIND, there was sufficient

information in the marketplace for West Face to put two and two together to believe or presume
that Catalyst was a bidder. There is no direct evidence that West Face or its consortium members
knew that Catalyst was a bidder. Their evidence, which I accept, is that they thought from what
they knew that Catalyst was a bidder but they never knew for sure. It was for that reason that in
some entails they referred to Catalyst as being the bidder.
[90]

Mr. Griffin of West Face had seen press discussion in 2013 of an interest of Catalyst in

Mobilicity and WIND and of combining them and Mr. De Alba acknowledged that by 2013 at
the latest, there was public discussion of Catalyst's interest in merging Mobilicity and WIND.
Mr. Griffin's evidence was that he assumed through a process of elimination that it was probable
that Catalyst was the party but that he did not know for sure. I accept that evidence. Mr. Griffin's
e-mail of June 4, 2014 to Mr. Lacavera makes clear that at that point Mr. Griffin was by no
means certain that Catalyst was a real bidder for WIND. On June 18, 2014 after Mr. Moyse told
Catalyst that he was leaving Catalyst and joining West Face, counsel to Catalyst informed
counsel to West Face that Catalyst was particularly concerned about a specific transaction for
which Catalyst and West Face had each submitted bids and identified this as a "telecom file". In
the context of what was occurring in the marketplace at the time and the known desire of
VimpelCom to quickly sell its interest in WIND, this was a very strong indication to West Face
from Catalyst itself through its counsel that Catalyst had made a bid for WIND. On June 23,
2014 in response to a proposal from West Face to acquire WIND and draft agreements submitted
to UBS, Mr. Turgeon of UBS responded negatively about the drafts and referred to the process
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as being competitive and said that others were further advanced on their due diligence and had
less mark-up on the drafts of UBS. This was a clear indication from UBS that someone else was
a bidder for WIND. On July 23, 2014 Mr. Friesel of Oak Hill Capital which was interested in
WIND at that time emailed Tennenbaum, LG Capital and West Face and said that Mr. Herbst of
UBS, the financial advisors to VimpelCom, had called him to say that VimpelCom had entered
into a period of exclusivity at the reserve price. There is no evidence other than the email as to
what UBS told Mr. Herbst that he was passing on, but it is obvious that there was a lot of market
chatter at the time, none of which can be laid at the feet of Mr. Moyse who could not have
known what Catalyst was doing at the time.
[91]

Mr. Leitner's evidence was that when he learned that VimpelCom had granted an

exclusivity negotiating period to a party, he was fairly confident that the other party was
Catalyst, given that Catalyst had been actively seeking financing in the market. He testified that
Tennenbaum is a debt provider and that in that capacity had been told that there was a party
looking for financing for an upstart wireless carrier in Canada and he presumed that to be
Catalyst as it could not be West Face. Mr. Leitner was very knowledgeable of the wireless
industry in North America and it would not have been a stretch for him to think that Catalyst was
a bidder at the time for WIND. In an email of July 21, 2014 Mr. Leitner told Mr. Boland of West
Face and said that he "heard Catalyst is seeking exclusivity this week". His evidence was that he
was assuming without actual knowledge that Catalyst was a bidder and seeking exclusivity. I
accept his evidence that he did not know for certain that Catalyst was a bidder. However, even if
someone had told Mr. Leitner that week that Catalyst was seeking exclusivity, it would not have
been information he got from West Face (or from Mr. Moyse through West Face) as he would
have had no reason to email West Face to tell them what he had heard. The week in question was
long after Mr. Moyse had left Catalyst on May 26, 2014 and Mr. Moyse was in no position to
know in July what Catalyst was doing with VimpelCom.
[92]

Mr. Burt of 64NM testified that he had no definitive knowledge that Catalyst was a

bidder for WIND but assumed it was in the process. They were aware that Catalyst was a
potential bidder because it had been out in the market seeking financing with respect to the
acquisition of WIND. He was not really challenged on this evidence and I accept it. He was one
of two persons at LG Capital, the other being Mr. Guffey, who worked closely on this
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transaction and it would be highly improbable that Mr. Guffey would have had knowledge that
Catalyst was a bidder for WIND or on what terms without discussing this with Mr. Burt.
[93]

I would not infer that Mr. Moyse told West Face that Catalyst was a bidder for WIND. I

accept that the persons at West Face involved in the deal believed Catalyst was a bidder without
actually knowing that.
[94]

Regarding the offer made by the consortium to acquire WIND based on an enterprise

value of $300 million, this price was made known to the market place by VimpelCom as early as
April, 2014. At that time, West Face was attempting to acquire WIND on its own without
consortium partners. On April 21, 2014 Mr. Griffin, the lead partner on the WIND file for West
Face, told Mr. Boland, the President and CEO of West Face, that he had had a discussion with
Mr. Lacavera a few days before in which he was told that VimpelCom were sellers of their
interest in WIND at a "$300 million EV". On May 4, 2014, West Face sent VimpelCom and the
other shareholders of WIND a proposal to address VimpelCom's required deal terms that
included a purchase of 100% of WIND's equity, based on the $300 million enterprise value that
had been communicated by Mr. Lacavera of Globalive and by VimpelCom's financial advisor
UBS Securities. On June 10, 2014 UBS again told West Face that the objective for VimpelCom
was a clean exit at a $300 million enterprise value. On July 23, 2014 Mr. Friesel of Oak Hill,
who at the time was interested in WIND, advised West Face, Tennenbaum and LG Capital that
UBS had called to say that VimpelCom had entered into exclusivity at the reserve price of $150
million, which amount when added to the debt of $150 million resulted in an enterprise value of
$300 million. It was also reported in the press on July 31, 2014 that VimpelCom had put a $300
million price tag on WIND.
[95]

I would not infer that Mr. Moyse told West Face that Catalyst was going to or had made a

bid for WIND for $300 million.
[96]

There was reason why the structure of the agreement made by the consortium that

succeeded in the acquisition of WIND did not contain a clause requiring Government
concessions to permit spectrum acquired by WIND to be sold to an incumbent. Neither West
Face nor the other consortium members held the view of Mr. Glassman that WIND would need
such concessions in order to survive. No such condition was put in the West Face proposal of
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May 4, 2014 made to Globalive and the other shareholders of WIND to acquire WIND. It was
conditional only on regulatory approval, i.e. Industry Canada and Competition Bureau approval.
[97]

Mr. Griffin's evidence is that West Face knew that any transaction involving a change of

control of WIND and a transfer of its spectrum licenses would require regulatory approval, but
West Face did not see the need for any concessions in terms of future transferability of spectrum.
He said that based on West Face's due diligence efforts and analysis of WIND and the regulatory
environment, West Face was confident Industry Canada would approve any sale to West Face.
West Face concluded that the regulatory considerations were manageable and ultimately not a
material risk to West Face's investment thesis. Mr. Griffin's evidence was that all that West Face
wanted from Industry Canada was more certainty regarding when, how, and at what cost WIND
would be able to acquire additional spectrum to upgrade its network from a 3G (third generation)
wireless network to an LTE ("long term evolution" or fourth generation) network. Mr. Griffin
testified that West Face did not believe that WIND or purchasers of WIND would need the
ability to sell spectrum after five years. In his words, WIND was a business "that could stand on
its own two feet with the right ownership structure and the right oversight from management.
We knew this was a business that would turn into a solid business and a credit that arm's length
parties would be willing to underwrite".
[98]

I accept Mr. Griffin's evidence on this. It is supported by the presentation made by West

Face to Industry Canada on May 21, 2014, which was much different from the presentation made
by Catalyst to Industry Canada. The presentation made by West Face to Industry Canada made
clear that it was prepared to take business risks in its acquisition of WIND, but that it needed
clarity and certainty regarding WIND's spectrum availability enabling its evolution to LTE.
West Face did not ask Industry Canada for any concessions regarding roaming costs, tower
sharing, or spectrum swapping, and did not ask for the ability to exit the investment with no
restrictions in five years as Catalyst had.7

Catalyst refers to an investment memo sent by West Face to investors on the credit part of the successful bid for
VimpelCom's interest in WIND. That memorandum contained information as to collateral coverage for the
investment. Under scenario I it said "In the event that Wind fails and there are no other buyer options, the
Government cannot logically continue to block a sale to an incumbent. In this scenario, valuation range is $500 to
$800 million.". I do not take tins as being different from the investment strategy of West Face and I accept Mr.
Griffin's evidence that it was not but rather was an assertion or thesis of a position if the investment was an abject
failure. I also accept Mr. Griffin's evidence that West Face would never have based its acquisition strategy on the
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[99]

A further proposal by West Face to VimpelCom and the other shareholders of WIND

made on June 3, 2014 provided for $160 million in bridge financing to fund the repayment of
WIND's existing third party vendor debt and the entering into a share purchase agreement for
100% of WIND for deferred contingent consideration of $100 million, payable to VimpelCom
upon West Face obtaining sufficient spectrum within 12 months to support WIND's LTE rollout
strategy. The response of UBS on behalf of VimpelCom was that VimpelCom wanted a clean
exit at a $300 million enterprise value and that VimpelCom was not prepared to have any portion
of the proceeds contingent on a future event such as the acquisition of spectrum.

[100] The issue of the ability of WIND to acquire new spectrum to enable it to upgrade to a
LTE or fourth generation network was resolved on July 7, 2014 when Industry Canada
announced that a large, 30 MHz block of AWS-3 spectrum (of 50 MHz total) would be set aside
and made available exclusively for new entrants like WIND. This ensured that WIND would
have access to additional spectrum without having to bid against the incumbents Rogers, Telus
and Bell. This announcement provided West Face with sufficient certainty regarding the ability
to acquire the additional spectrum WIND needed to roll-out LTE.

[101] Tennenbaum was one of the consortium members that acquired WIND. It had known of
WIND and its business since 2012 when it had acquired approximately US$25 million in
WIND's third party vendor debt. This came due on April 30, 2014 and was unpaid at that time,
thus going into default. VimpelCom then reached out to Tennenbaum and there were discussions
about a sale of WIND. Mr. Leitner knew that VimpelCom's priority was speed and certainty of
closing, as VimpelCom had grown suspicious and mistrustful of the Canadian Government, and
minimizing regulatory risk was paramount to it.

[102] Tennenbaum signed a non-disclosure agreement and gained access to the WIND data
room in early May, 2014. It reached out for partners and together with Blackstone and Oak Hill

litigation that Mr. Glassman believed some unnamed party other than Catalyst would have pursued against the
Federal Government over the regulatory restrictions that limited transferability of the 2008 spectrum licenses.
Moreover, the assertion referred to in the West Face investment memo was not something that would in any event
be confidential to Mr. Glassman or Catalyst. There was much discussion in the marketplace on this issue,
particularly as Mobilicity had twice been turned down by the Government on an attempt to sell its business to Telus.
I do not accept the argument that the thought was Mr. Glassman's alone and that it must have come from Mr. Moyse
to West Face. The idea was not so unique to draw that inference.
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Capital, two U.S. equity firms, submitted an initial indication of interest to VimpelCom on or
around May 30, 2014. Mr. Leitner testified that in discussions with the Canadian Government
regarding WIND, they understood that an issue would be the acquisition of WIND by three
foreign entities. Mr. Leitner testified that the only regulatory issue Tennenbaum discussed with
the Canadian Government was the issue of WIND acquiring new spectrum and this was resolved
by the July 7, 2014 announcement of an auction of spectrum available only to new entrants.
[103] Tennenbaum then reached out to West Face as a potential debt financing party as
Tennenbaum's $300 million proposal to VimpelCom had included the refinancing of the $150
million vendor debt. Tennenbaum had worked with West Face before and knew that West Face
was a Canadian entity knowledgeable of the telecom sector in Canada and well known. In early
June 2014, Tennenbaum had discussions with West Face but at that stage West Face was not
interested in going in with Tennenbaum. In July 2014, Oak Hill Capital and Blackstone lost
interest and so Tennenbaum again approached West Face. LG Capital, a U.S. firm, had earlier
been in discussions with Tennenbaum and became a member of the consortium.

[104] On August 7, 2014 a proposal to VimpelCom was made by Tennenbaum on behalf of the
consortium consisting of Tennenbaum, LG Capital and West Face. The proposal was not to
acquire WIND but rather to acquire VimpelCom's minority equity and debt interest in WIND at
VimpelCom's price. Globalive's majority equity in WIND would be left in place and the
consortium would simply step into the shoes of VimpelCom. This had the advantage of having
no change of control of WIND and avoiding the need for regulatory approval of a change of
control. It would permit a quick exit for VimpelCom which the parties understood was of
paramount importance to VimpelCom. The parties knew from UBS that VimpelCom had entered
into a period of exclusivity with a party, which was believed by them to be Catalyst, and the
proposal was unsolicited and sent to VimpelCom without any substantive communications with
VimpelCom since the exclusivity period had commenced on July 23, 2014.

[105] The only condition to the proposal was that Globalive's consent was required. However
the day the proposal was sent in, Mr. Lacavera of Globalive informed Tenenbaum that
Globalive had earlier that day signed a support agreement with VimpelCom and was therefore
unable to continue any discussions or consider any proposals relating to WIND. As a result,
neither VimpelCom nor Globalive had any discussion with any of the consortium members who
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had made the proposal before the exclusivity period that VimpelCorn had with Catalyst expired
on August 18, 2014.
[106] The intent of the proposal was that the acquisition of VimpelCom's interest in WIND was
the first step of a two-step process. The second step would later be taken effectively to
reorganize the entities that funded step one to become direct owners of WIND which would
require regulatory approval as it would then have amounted to a change of control of WIND. Mr.
Leitner's evidence was that this two-step process was proposed to him by Mr. Guffey of LG
Capital and it was then discussed with the other members of the group8.
[107] Regarding the risks of the second step, Mr. Leitner's evidence was that their whole thesis
was never predicated on regulatory concessions and Tennenbaum never needed regulatory
concessions. The business model was based upon the value that Tennenbaum believed it could
be achieved with WIND. This evidence is consistent with the evidence of Mr. Griffin of West
Face that I have accepted. As it turned out, this thesis turned out to be correct. WIND performed
very well after its acquisition by the consortium and went from losing money at the EBITDA line
to making a substantial amount of money at the EBITDA line. Mr. Leitner testified that he never
had any contact with Mr. Moyse, that West Face did not convey to Tennenbaum any information
regarding Catalyst that it had obtained from Mr. Moyse or anything about Catalyst's strategies or
negotiations and that he knew nothing of the details of Catalyst's regulatory strategy nor of the
details of its offer or negotiations with VimpelCom.
[108] In his affidavit, Mr. Leitner stated that the "advantage" of their August 7, 2014 proposal
was to meet VimpelCom's desire for a speedy transaction that carried little to no regulatory risk
to VimpelCom. It was put to him on cross-examination that he was referring to an advantage of
the proposal over the Catalyst offer that was being dealt with by VimpelCom and that
Tennenbaum and the consortium knew from Mr. Moyse that Catalyst could not waive regulatory
approval. Mr. Leitner denied this and said the advantage referred to was an advantage over the
earlier proposal made by Tennenbaum with Oak Hill Capital and Blackrock that was for control
is critical of West Face for not calling Mr. Guffey as a witness and asks for an adverse inference to be
drawn. I see no basis for any adverse inference. Mr. Guffey was not at all in the control of West Face and it was
open to Catalyst to call Mr. Guffey as a witness. See Parris v. Laidley, 2012 ONCA 755 at para. 2. Moreover, the
evidence of Mr. Guffey would have been cumulative to evidence of others, and no adverse inference should be
drawn. See R. v. Jolivet, 2000 SCC 29 at paras 24 and 28 and R. v. Lapensee, 2009 ONCA 646 at paras. 43, 49 and
52.

8 Catalyst
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of WIND that would require Governmental approval. As I read Mr. Leitner's affidavit, his
explanation makes sense and I accept it. He knew that VimpelCom wanted a deal with no risk of
Governmental rejection and it was an advantage to VimpelCom to have an offer without such a
condition. In any event, there is no evidence to support an inference that whatever the advantage
was, Mr. Leitner obtained his information from Mr. Moyse.

[109] Of course, the issue of requiring regulatory approval is not the same as requiring
concessions from the Government permitting the transfer of spectrum to an incumbent after five
years. There is no evidence at all that West Face thought there was any serious issue about
obtaining Government regulatory approval to the transaction. There was no need for such a
condition in the August 7, 2014 proposal to VimpelCom because no regulatory approval was
required for that transaction. The transaction was structured that way because of the clear
message from UBS that VimpelCom wanted a clean exit without regulatory issues getting in the
way. It was not structured that way because of some knowledge allegedly obtained from Mr.
Moyse that Catalyst had such a condition in its offer to VimpelCom. Moreover, Catalyst's
argument that the proposal did not contain such a condition because it knew that Catalyst had
such a condition and knew that Catalyst could not waive it makes little sense. If West Face had
thought that regulatory approval was a concern, it would make no sense to ignore it just because
Catalyst had such a condition, assuming it knew of that condition in the Catalyst bid. To do so to
have a leg up on Catalyst and then acquire WIND with a concern that in the second step the
Governmental regulatory approval might not occur would make little sense for the size of the
investment made.

[110] Tennenbaum and LG Capital were in a little different position as they were U.S. firms.
However Mr. Leitner's evidence was that even when their initial group of just U.S. firms was
investigating the acquisition, they discussed this with investment Canada.9 That situation
changed of course when West Face became involved. Tenenbaum was expected to obtain a
little under 30% of WIND after the second step. Mr. Leitner testified that they thought there was
no serious risk that regulatory approval would not be granted. He also said that once the group
acquired the shareholder loans of WIND from VimpelCom, they would have a path if necessary

9 Mr.

Leitner and Mr. Burt used the expression of "socializing" the idea with Investment Canada. I took that word to
mean more than a discussion over wine and canapes.
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to full ownership of WIND through a CCAA proceeding. This fall-back position was based on a
belief that ownership of the outstanding debt of WIND that was in default would end up in their
obtaining equity ownership of WIND in an insolvency proceeding under the CCAA. Mr. Griffin
shared this view.
[111] In an email of August 1, 2014 to the consortium, Mr. Leitner said that he had heard that
VimpelCom was taking the Catalyst share purchase agreement to its board that week-end. It
would appear from the evidence that this information likely came to him from an advisor to
Tennenbaum who may have obtained it from UBS. The email also referred to "feedback on price
levels". He denied that it was feedback on the price that Catalyst had offered to VimpelCom.
What the price levels referred to is unclear, but even if it was a reference to the price Catalyst
had bid, there is no evidence that any such evidence came from West Face. The fact that the
email was from Mr. Leitner to the consortium including West Face would indicate it came from
some other source. It must be remembered that by this time Mr. Moyse was long gone from
Catalyst and had no knowledge of the terms of any bid that had been made by Catalyst to
VimpelCom.10
[112] There is an email of August 6, 2014 from Mr. Leitner to VimpelCom and copied to West
Face and LG Capital in which Mr. Leitner sent the outlines of the proposal made the next day to
VimpelCom. His email referred to a "Superior Proposal" and said that "Our proposal will be
superior to any other offer as our proposal will not require regulatory approval...". It further said
that with the benefits of an immediate sign and close "our proposal will be economically superior
to any other proposal by significantly reducing the accruing interest on the Company's Vendor
Loans ...".
[113] Catalyst lays great store on this email and contends that it could only have been written
by Mr. Lehner with knowledge of the terms of the Catalyst offer to VimpelCom. Unfortunately
this email was not put to Mr. Leitner on his cross-examination and it would be unfair to him to
draw conclusions as to his knowledge and where it came from. Mr. Burt of 64NM testified that

While Mr. Moyse was on vacation, and at the time that he decided to leave Catalyst, an email from Catalyst's
lawyers enclosing a clean and blacklined copy of an early draft agreement of a Catalyst/VimpelCom share purchase
agreement was sent to a number of Catalyst people including Mr. Moyse. Mr. Moyse's evidence is that he did not
read the draft. I accept his evidence. Reading a 122 page agreement while on vacation with his girlfriend at a time he
had decided to leave Catalyst would be an unusual thing to do.
10
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they assumed, but did not know, that Catalyst's bid would be conditional on obtaining regulatory
approval, because VimpelCom's standard form of agreement included such a term. Given that
evidence, and the lack of cross-examination of Mr. Leitner on the email, I would not find that the
statement of Mr. Leitner regarding the consortium's proposal being superior because it did not
require regulatory approval was based on any knowledge by him of the Catalyst bid or that it
came from Mr. Moyse. The same can be said for the balance of the email.
[114] I accept the evidence of Mr. Leitner that the proposal made by him to VimpelCom on
behalf of the consortium on August 7, 2014 and the ultimate deal made with VimpelCom was
not based on anything that Catalyst was doing but rather was based on what Tennenbaum had
concluded from its own due diligence and understanding of WIND and its prospects and of the
lack of regulatory risk to what it was proposing. I accept his evidence that the lack of a need for
regulatory concessions, and the lack of a need for a condition in the offer to VimpelCom of
Government regulatory approval, were not based on or derived from any knowledge of what
Catalyst was doing with VimpelCom or of Catalyst's regulatory strategies.
[115] The email of August 6, 2014 written by Mr. Leitner was put to Mr. Griffin on crossexamination. He testified that he and West Face had no role in drafting the email. He stated that
the proposal was unique and not West Face's idea and agreed that the proposal was certainly
superior to any proposal that West Face had submitted previously on its own behalf because of
the structure that permitted VimpelCom a clean exit without the worry of a requirement for
regulatory approval. He denied that West Face's view was based at all on information regarding
Catalyst's offer to VimpelCom. I cannot find from the language in the email that West Face knew
the terms of the offer from Catalyst to VimpelCom.
[116] The evidence of Mr. Burt is to the same effect as Mr. Leitner. Mr. Burt worked with
Mr. Guffey at LG Capital and was a member of the investment vehicle 64NM used to acquire the
interest in WIND held by VimpelCom. He worked alongside Mr. Guffey on this acquisition.
Their view was that there would be no issue with their participation in the consortium because
they had discussed the idea previously with the Government. Their view was that with the setaside AWS3 spectrum auction, WIND could be a viable stand-alone business. Mr. Burt's
evidence was that LG Capital had no knowledge of the details of Catalyst's offer or negotiations
with VimpelCom. They assumed, but did not know that Catalyst's bid would be conditional on
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obtaining regulatory approval, because VimpelCom's standard form of agreement included such
a term. I make the same findings regarding 64NM as I do with respect to Mr. Leitner.
[117] The inference which Catalyst asks to be drawn that West Face acquired from Mr. Moyse
confidential Catalyst information about its interest and strategy to acquire WIND and about its
regulatory strategy and that West Face passed that information on to Tenenbaum and LG
Capital/64NM would amount to several witnesses purposely giving false testimony. I cannot
make any such finding. To the contrary, I find that Mr. Moyse never communicated to anyone at
West Face, either in the interview process or later, anything about Catalyst's dealings with
WIND or of Catalyst's regulatory or telecommunications industry strategy regarding its interest
in WIND and that Tenneabaum and that LG Capital/64NM were never advised of any such
information by West Face or Mr. Moyse.

[118] On that basis, the action against West Face for breach of confidence must fail.

Did West Face make use of any Catalyst confidential information?
[119]

In light of the finding that no Catalyst confidential information was given by Mr. Moyse

to West Face or passed on to the consortium members, it is not necessary to deal with this issue
in any detail. I will deal with it briefly.

[120] Assuming, without deciding, that some of the information said to have been passed on by
Mr. Moyse to West Face was confidential", I would not find that West Face made use of it.

[121] The price of the bid by West Face and the consortium with an enterprise value of $300
million was based on what VimpelCom and its advisor UBS had made clear to West Face and
others as to the amount that VimpelCom required. Even if Mr. Moyse had known and told West
Face of the intention of Catalyst to bid at an enterprise value of $300 million, West Face made
no use of such information.

Mr. Glassman's evidence was that the industry generally held the view that Government regulations would have to
change for a transaction such as the acquisition of WIND to work and that another bidder such as West Face would
either assume or know that Catalyst was putting such a proposition to the Government. If this central point to the
argument of Catalyst in this case was something that Catalyst believes a bidder such as West Face would assume,
Catalyst is in no position to say that the information of what it was putting to the Government was confidential.
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[122]

The basic strategy of Catalyst was based on its belief that WIND could not survive

without Government concessions that would allow WIND to sell its spectrum to an incumbent by
the end of five years. Even had West Face or its consortium members been told of this strategy
by Mr. Moyse or anyone else, it played no part in the reasoning of West Face to bid as it did by
itself and later with the consortium. West Face did not hold the same view regarding the need for
concessions and held the view that so long as WIND would be able to acquire additional
spectrum to upgrade its network from a 3G (third generation) wireless network to an LTE ("long
term evolution" or fourth generation) network, which was made clear by the Industry Canada
announcement on July 4, 2014, WIND would be a viable business. The other consortium
members held the same view.'2

[123]

For the same reason, even if Mr. Moyse disclosed to West Face the views of Mr.

Glassman that the potential litigation by some other party against the Government would force
the Government to grant concessions and that the Government was therefore softening its
position on concessions, that disclosure played no part in the decision of West Face to make the
bids that it did.

[124]

I accept the evidence of Mr. Griffin that West Face would never have based its strategy

on the litigation that Mr. Glassman believed some unnamed party other than Catalyst would have
pursued against the Federal Government over the regulatory restrictions that limited
transferability of the 2008 spectrum licenses. His evidence was that based on its own discussions
with Industry Canada, including during the May 21 meeting with Industry Canada, West Face
believed that the Government was going to continue to maintain the existing restrictions on
transfers of spectrum to incumbents.

West Face never understood the Government's policy

stance to be a bluff. Nor did Globalive, who told West Face on April 21, 2014 of its view that the
Government would not change its policy. In spite of what Mr. Glassman asserted was his view of

An email from Mr. Boland of West Face to consortium members of August 26, 2014 summarized a meeting with
Mr. Lacavera of Globealive in which Mr. Lacavera expressed concern "that we [the consortium] may over reach (by
asking for roaming, spectrum transfer to incumbent etc). Catalyst argues that this makes it plain that the consortium
intended to push the Government for concessions despite agreeing to step into the shoes of VimpelCom in the first
step. I do not accept that argument. The email said nothing about the intentions of West Face or the other members
of the consortium. The offer by West Face, Tennenbaum and 64NM that had been made to VimpelCom on August
7th contained no such condition and the consortium did not seek any concessions from the Government before that
deal closed. Nor is there any evidence that West Face or the other consortium ❑members ever sought concessions
from the Government before the second step of the acquisition of WIND took place.
12
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the potential litigation against the Government and the softening of the Government's position
on concessions, the actions of Catalyst in its bid for WIND did not reflect a view that the
Govermnent's knowledge of the threat of litigation and the Government's body language
demonstrating that it was softening its position regarding concessions would massively mitigate,
if not entirely eliminate, the financial risk in bidding. Catalyst had no intention of closing a deal
with VimpelCom if it could not obtain the concessions it was looking for from the
Government.' 3
[125] In summary, if Mr. Moyse provided to West Face any confidential Catalyst information, I
fmd that such information was not used by West Face in its acquisition from VimpelCom of its
interest in WIND or of its later acquisition of its shareholding in WIND. For this reason too, the
action for breach of confidence against West Face must fail.
Did Catalyst suffer any detriment or compensable damage?
[126] Even if a case of misuse of confidential Catalyst information were made out, I cannot
find that it caused Catalyst any detriment or damage.
[127] Catalyst has failed to establish that it suffered any detriment by any misuse of Catalyst
confidential information. There is no evidence that the bid of the consortium of August 7, 2014
was even looked at by the board of VimpelCom during the period of exclusivity with Catalyst, or
that it played any part in the position taken by VimpelCom with Catalyst that it wanted a break
fee from Catalyst. It was that position taken by VimpelCom that caused Catalyst to terminate
discussions with VimpelCom.

13 I have considerable doubt of the plausibility of any theory that the Government would change its position on
granting concessions based on Mr. Glassman's statements to Industry Canada or anyone else in Government. Mr.
Glassman was the chief architect of Catalyst's regulatory strategy. The Next Wave case that Mr. Glassman put so
much store on does not appear to be of much if any relevance to the issue. While Mr. Glassman obtained a law
degree, he never practised law. He admitted he is no specialist hi communication law or the law concerning the
management of wireless spectrum in Canada. It is difficult to accept that based on his analysis the Government
would soften its position. The Government never said that it would. Mr. Drysdale, the Government relations expert
retained by Catalyst made clear to Catalyst that the Government had said it would not grant concessions to Catalyst
and that Industry Canada, the PCO/PMO and Prime Minister Harper were entrenched on this. Mr. Acker of Faskens,
Catalyst's lawyers, an experienced communications lawyer advised Catalyst on July 25, 2014 that the current
Government had made it clear that any proposed transfer of commercial mobile spectrum to an incumbent would be
subject to very close scrutiny and, in the current climate, most unlikely to succeed.
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[128] On August 11, 2014 the Chairman of the Board of VimpelCom advised Mr. De Alba that
the Board was concerned about the Government's behaviour and wanted protection in case the
Government did not approve the transaction. The Chairman advised Catalyst that VimpelCom
insisted on a new term that provided for a $5-20 million break fee if regulatory approval was not
granted within 60 days. Mr. Glassman was furious and told his people on August 11, 2014 as
well as Mr. Levin of Faskens who was advising Catalyst that VimpelCom had to announce the
deal publicly that day or else there would be no deal. He stated "I am fed up. I do not want to
hear a single more excuse from them". On August 14, 2014 Mr. Glassman told his people that
the deal was technically dead or in deep trouble. The next day Mr. Levin advised that
VimpelCom was "out to lunch and I think we should tell them". Mr. Babcock of Morgan
Stanley, Catalyst's financial advisor, advised Catalyst to tell VimpelCom that "and then down
communication. This needs to go past the exclusivity time and [VimpelCom] needs to see his
alternatives and their terms."
[129] Catalyst then told VimpelCom that the request for a break fee was unacceptable and it
shut down communications and let the period of exclusivity expire. It was after that that
VimpelCom and the consortium, including West Face, concluded a deal. Mr. Glassman
acknowledged in his evidence that the reason the deal between Catalyst and VimpelCom fell
through was because of the break fee that VimpelCom requested that Catalyst would not agree
to.
[130] For the same reason, Catalyst has not established that it suffered any damages. Catalyst
has not established that but for the misuse by West Face of the confidential Catalyst information
that it says West Face was given by Mr. Moyse it would have acquired WIND from VimpelCom.
It was Catalyst's refusal to agree to a break fee requested by VimpelCom that caused Catalyst to
end negotiations with VimpelCom.
[131] There is another reason why Catalyst has not established any damages from misuse of
confidential Catalyst information. It is clear that VimpelCom would not agree to any deal that
carried any risk of the Government not approving the deal. Mr. Glassman's evidence throughout
was that Catalyst would not agree to a deal without Government concessions permitting the sale
of spectrum to an incumbent in five years. Mr. Riley in his affidavit of February 18, 2015 stated
that during the exclusivity period, the only point over which VimpelCom and Catalyst could not
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agree was regulatory approval risk. Catalyst wanted to ensure that its purchase was conditional
on receiving regulatory concessions from Industry Canada, but VimpelCom would not agree to
the conditions Catalyst sought. Given that evidence, and VimpelCom's refusal to agree to a deal
that contained any such condition, there was no chance that Catalyst could have successfully
concluded a deal with VimpelCom.14
Spoliation
[132] Around June 17, 2014, Mr. Moyse wiped all contents from his BlackBerry before
returning it to Catalyst. He said he did so to remove personal information from the device. He
said he understood that all information belonging to Catalyst would still exist on Catalyst's
server.
[133] On July 16, 2014, an interim order was made in the proceedings brought by Catalyst to
enjoin Mr. Moyse from working at West Face. The order, consented to by Mr. Moyse, contained
a provision that the parties would preserve their records relating to Catalyst and/or related to
their activities since March 27, 2014 and/or related to or was relevant to any of the matters raised
in the Catalyst action. The order provided that Mr. Moyse was to turn over his personal computer
to his legal counsel for the taking of a forensic image of the data stored on it, to be conducted by
a professional firm as agreed by the parties, and that he deliver a sworn affidavit of documents
setting out all documents in his power, possession or control that related to his employment with
Catalyst. Prior to delivering his personal computer to his lawyer, Mr. Moyse deleted his internet
browsing history. He said he did this because he was concerned that his internet browsing history

Several drafts of an agreement between Catalyst and VimpelCom were exchanged. VimpelCom continuously
refused to agree to a condition that would make closing the deal conditional on the Government granting
concessions on transferring spectrum to an incumbent. In the last draft that Mr. Saratovsky of VimpelCom and Mr.
De Alba agreed was substantially settled, it provided in section 6(d) that before closing Catalyst could not (i)
develop, evaluate or analyze any studies, analyses, reports or plans relating to the sale of the Business, or any of its
assets, by the Purchaser to an Incumbent; or (ii) discuss with any Governmental Authority the sale or transfer of the
Business, or any of its assets, by the Purchaser to an Incumbent. In light of that, I have difficulty with the position of
Mr. Glassman that he would not close without Government concessions regarding spectrum, unless he intended to
breach the terms of the agreement. Section 6(e) did permit Catalyst after closing to pursue regulatory concessions
from Industry Canada that WIND had been seeking. Mr. De Alba's said on cross-examination that he did not think
WIND had been seeking concessions to permit the sale of spectrum to an incumbent and agreed that if Catalyst had
signed that agreement, it would not have been able before closing to seek concessions from the Government about
selling spectnim to an incumbent.. Mr. De Alba asserted that section 6(e) would permit Catalyst to seek concessions
on the sale of spectrum if Catalyst were to operate a wholesale business with WIND and not a retail business. I do
not understand what would give Catalyst that right but in any event it is clear that Catalyst was interested in
acquiring WIND to operate a retail operation.

14
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would show that he had accessed adult entertainment websites and could become part of the
public record. He says he did not think there was anything improper in doing so.

[134] Catalyst says that Mr. Moyse engaged in spoliation of documents and that an inference
should be drawn that the destroyed evidence would have been damaging to the defence of Mr.
Moyse, and by extension West Face. It says the spoliation should detract from the reliability and
credibility of Mr. Moyse.

[135] Spoliation is an evidentiary rule that gives rise to a rebuttable presumption that destroyed
evidence would be unfavourable to the party that destroyed it. Catalyst argues that spoliation in
this case should be recognized as an independent tort. In argument Catalyst contended that
damages could be assessed against Mr. Moyse and that an award covering the costs of the case
would be appropriate. Catalyst also contended that West Face would be liable for the same
amount on a theory of vicarious liability.

[136] The parties agree that a finding of spoliation requires four elements to be established on a
balance of probabilities, namely:
(1)

the missing evidence must be relevant;

(2)

the missing evidence must have been destroyed intentionally;

(3)

at the time of destruction, litigation must have been ongoing or contemplated; and

(4)

it must be reasonable to infer that the evidence was destroyed in order to affect
the outcome of the litigation.

[137] The drawing of an inference was described in

Spctsic Estate v. Imperial Tobacco Ltd.

(2000), 49 O.R. (3d) 699 (C.A.), leave to appeal refused, [2000] S.C.C.A. No. 547, at para. 10
as:

The spoliation inference represents a factual inference or a legal presumption that
because a litigant destroyed a particular piece of evidence, that evidence would
have been damaging to the litigant.
[138] Thus there must be evidence of a particular piece of evidence that was destroyed.
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[139] Courts in Canada have permitted a pleading of a tort of spoliation to stand to proceed to
trial on the basis articulated in Hunt v. Carey Canada Inc., [1990] 2 S.C.R. 959 that it was not
plain and obvious that such an action could never succeed. See Spasic, supra and McDougall v.
Black & Decker Canada Inc. (2008), 97 Alta. L.R. (4th) 199 (C.A.). I was referred to no case in
which spoliation was recognized as a tort and I do not believe the tort of spoliation has been
recognized in Canada. Catalyst contends that the tort should be recognized in this case.
[140] I will deal with the various claims of spoliation made by Catalyst. The first has to do with
Mr. Moyse deleting his browsing history from his personal computer.
[141] Mr. Moyse's evidence is as follows. He understood that pursuant to the order of July l6,
2014, a forensic image would be created of his computer's hard drive for the purpose of
determining what, if any, documents he had in his possession that related to Catalyst or to the
issues raised in Catalyst's lawsuit. He was not concerned that his devices would be reviewed to
identify relevant documents that related to Catalyst or to the issues raised in Catalyst's lawsuit as
he had good, reasonable explanations for every Catalyst-related document that would be found
and intended to disclose all such documents in his affidavit of documents, as required under the
order. He was troubled that Catalyst would have access to his personal internet browsing history,
and in particular that he had accessed adult entertainment websites. He was concerned that it
might become part of the public record in this litigation.
[142] Mr. Moyse therefore decided that prior to delivering his computer to his counsel, he
would attempt to delete his internet browsing history from his computer. He did not believe that
there was anything improper about his doing so as the order did not require him to maintain his
computer "as is" for the five days before he was to deliver the computer or to preserve clearly
irrelevant files. The focus of the order was to maintain and preserve documents relevant to this
action. If the order had required him to maintain the computer "as is", he would not have used it
at all prior to the image being taken. He felt that by deleting his browsing history he was deleting
personal information not relevant to the litigation.
[143] He was aware that the mere act of deleting one's internet browsing history through the
browser program itself does not fully erase the record, and that a forensic review of a computer
would likely capture some or all recently deleted material. He did some internet searches on how
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to ensure a complete deletion of his Internet browsing history, and many websites said that
cleaning the registry following the deletion of the Internet history would accomplish this. He
purchased two software products from a company called Systweak. The first was software
named RegCleanPro which lie purchased online on Saturday, July 12, 2014, for the purpose of
deleting his internet browser history. On Sunday July 20, 2014 the day before he was to deliver
his computer to his lawyers, he ran RegCleanPro software to clean up the computer registry after
he had deleted his internet browser history.
[144] I accept Mr. Moyse's evidence as to why he deleted his internet browsing history. There
is no evidence to contradict his statements as to why he deleted his internct browsing history. He
was a young man at the time who had a very close relationship with his girlfriend who is now his
fiancée. He did not want his Internet searching to become part of the public record. In deleting
this history, he did not intend to breach the order of July 16, 2014 or to destroy any evidence
relevant to this litigation. This lack of intention to destroy relevant evidence precludes any
finding of spoliation resulting from the deletion of his internet browsing history.
[145] In closing argument, it was conceded on behalf of Catalyst that there is no evidence that
Mr. Moyse destroyed documents that no longer exist either at Catalyst or West Face. Catalyst
contends however that by wiping his browsing history, Mr. Moyse may have wiped evidence that
he looked at Catalyst documents in his Dropbox account after deciding he was leaving Catalyst.
Catalyst says that if those documents that he may have looked at in his Dropbox account
included Catalyst documents involving WIND, it would be evidence that might suggest he
wanted them to discuss with West Face.
[146] There are difficulties with this contention. There is no evidence that Mr. Moyse ever
transferred confidential Catalyst documents regarding WIND to his Dropbox account. Mr.
Musters, the computer expert retained by Catalyst created a forensic image of Mr. Moyse's
computer on June 21, 2014. The only time Mr. Moyse used his Dropbox account on his
computer was on February 10, 2014 before Mr. Moyse was on the WIND team at Catalyst and
long before he decided to leave Catalyst and go to West Face. There is no evidence what
documents were in his Dropbox account that he accessed on that day. Moreover the timing does
not lead to any cogent inference that documents accessed that day consisted of confidential
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Catalyst documents regarding WIND that Mr. Moyse wanted to discuss with West Face. To
make such a finding would amount to speculation rather than reasonably making an inference.
[147] Catalyst has not established that Mr. Moyse looked at any documents in his Dropbox
account dealing with Catalyst's WIND initiative or that he did so in order to discuss them with
West Face. Nor has Catalyst established that any evidence that might be relevant to this litigation
was destroyed by the wiping of Mr. Moyse's internet browsing history.
[148] On July 16, 2014, the day on which the interim order was made requiring his personal
computer to be turned over to his counsel, Mr. Moyse purchased online from Systweak a second
software product named Advanced System Optimizer ("ASO") advertised as an all in one PC
tune-up suite containing many different programs, one of which was a program called Secure
Delete.
[149] On July 20, 2014, at 8:09 p.m., a folder called Secure Delete was created on Mr. Moyse's
computer. Catalyst contends that although the forensic evidence does not conclusively establish
that Moyse ran the Secure Delete program, the undisputed circumstances in which it was
purchased, downloaded, and launched the night before his computer was scheduled to be
forensically imaged lead to the logical and reasonable inference that Mr. Moyse ran it to delete
relevant inculpatory evidence.
[150] This contention is somewhat contrary to the concession made in closing argument that
Catalyst is not contending that Mr. Moyse destroyed documents that no longer exist either at
Catalyst or West Face. In any event, I cannot find that Mr. Moyse ran the Secure Delete program
in order to destroy documents or that any documents were destroyed.
[151] Mr. Moyse denies that he ever ran the Secure Delete program to delete any documents.
His evidence is that he bought the ASO software because his computer was naming slowly. On
July 20, 2014, he opened both the RegCleanPro and the ASO software to see what they could do
and he investigated what products the ASO offered and what the use of those products would
entail. He did this by clicking on the various parts of the program. He said he was certain that he
did not run the Secure Delete product or any other to delete any Catalyst documents or anything
else from his computer that could have been relevant to this litigation and that since his computer
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was returned to him after the image was taken from it, he has used ASO a number of times to
clean up his computer and optimize its fiinctioning.
[152] An Independent Supervising Solicitor ("ISS") was appointed to review the forensic
images taken from Mr. Moyse's computer. The ISS's forensic expert reached the conclusion that
it could not determine whether the Secure Delete function had been used to delete an individual
file or files and that it accordingly could not express any conclusion on that possibility other than
to note that it exists.
[153] Although not the case from the start, the forensic experts retained by Catalyst and Mr.
Moyse now agree on most of the forensic evidence. Mr. Musters, the expert for Catalyst, at first
stated in his affidavit that a Secure Delete folder is not created merely by downloading the ASO
software but is only created when a user runs the Secure Delete feature to delete a file or folder
from the computer. He concluded from the existence of the Secure Delete folder on Mr. Moyse's
computer that Mr. Moyse had deleted one or more files on his computer. The evidence of Mr.
Lo, the computer expert for Mr. Moyse, was that the presence of a Secure Delete folder on Mr.
Moyse's system is not evidence that he ran the Secure Delete program, or used it to delete any
files.
[154] At trial Mr. Musters acknowledged that he was wrong and that the presence of a Secure
Delete folder does not mean that the function was used to delete a file. Both experts agreed that a
Secure Delete folder, such as the one found on Mr. Moyse's computer, is created as soon as a
user clicks Secure Delete on the ASO menu, but before the product is used for any purpose. The
Secure Delete folder is created even if a user does not delete a single file.
[155] Although acknowledging his error in concluding that Mr. Moyse deleted a file merely
from the presence of the Secure Delete folder on his computer, Mr. Musters did not change his
opinion that Mr. Moyse most likely did use the Secure Delete function to delete files from his
computer to prevent them being recovered by a forensic analysis. His reasoning however is
something that falls outside of a forensic analysis and his expertise. What Mr. Musters was doing
was engaging in an exercise of a judge or jury in considering possibilities unrelated to a forensic
analysis. He said:
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My conclusion is based on a number of factors. The program was purchased and
paid for. The Secure Delete feature is a function of a program called the advanced
system optimizer, and when you load -- when you launch advanced system
optimizer, you get a home screen, and the Secure Delete feature is not on the home
screen. There are about five options, if you will, on the left-hand side, one of them
is security and privacy. If you then go to the security and privacy, it gives you, I
believe, three options, one of them being Secure Delete. Underneath the Secure
Delete it says this is how you permanently erase a file, its contents, never to be
recovered, and then you launch -- then you click on that Secure Delete feature to
launch that function. That's when the folder gets created. I draw my conclusion in
13 on the fact that the program was bought, paid, installed, it wasn't easy to get to
that function, and it was done on the night before the ISS was to examine the
computer.
[156] In a prior affidavit after learning of his error, Mr. Musters expressed the opinion that Mr.
Moyse likely used the Secure Delete program to delete files and relied on several factors, based
much on the same reasoning as he expressed at trial. One was that Mr. Moyse had exhibited a
pattern of conduct that was consistent with taking confidential information from his previous
employer. He admitted on cross-examination that he did not know if the documents he was
referring to were confidential. Another was that the running of the Secure Delete program the
night before Mr. Moyse was to deliver his computer to a forensic expert was too coincidental to
be an innocent "mistake". Mr. Moyse never said that what he did with the ASO software,
including clicking on the Secure Delete portion of it, was a mistake.
[157] I am troubled by the assertions of Mr. Musters. They are really outside of his expertise
and indicate somewhat of a less than neutral observation of an expert. They are argument and
speculation.
[158] It would not be entirely surprising that Mr. Moyse purchased the ASO software for other
than a nefarious purpose. He saw it while searching the internet for a product that would help
him prevent disclosure of the fact that he had accessed adult websites on the internet. The AOS
software was sold by the same company that sold the RegCleanPro that he used. He used the
RegCleanPro software on the night before he was to turn over his computer to his counsel for the
reasons he has stated. To then look at the ASO software, including looking at the Secure Delete
program on it, at the same time without using it to delete files is not something that can be
concluded is too coincidental, as stated by Mr. Musters. Mr. Moyse's evidence that he has used
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the ASO software to optimize or clean up his computer since it has been returned to him was not
challenged.
[159] Mr. Musters has also speculated that Mr. Moyse took steps by using the Registry Editor
on his computer to remove evidence that he had used the Secure Delete program to delete files.
Mr. Lo, the expert called by Mr. Moyse, testified that he found no evidence that Secure Delete
had been used to delete any files or folders from Mr. Moyse's computer. Mr. Lo explained that if
the program had been run on the computer, a Secure Delete Log which maintains records of the
files deleted would have been found, but no such log exists on Mr. Moyse's computer. Mr.
Musters agreed that using Secure Delete to delete files would result in the creation of a Secure
Delete Log but he speculated that Mr. Moyse took steps by using the Registry Editor on his
computer to remove evidence that he had used the Secure Delete program to delete files.
[160] Both experts agreed that it would be theoretically possible for a user to use the
computer's Registry Editor to delete a Secure Delete Log. They differed on how easily that could
be done. Mr. Musters said it could be done very easily. His explanation suffered somewhat by a
hiccup in the information he said was available to the public which turned out to be information
on how to remove the entire ASO program and not just the removal of the remnant files. Mr. Lo
testified that it would be complicated and risky for a lay user to use a Registry Editor to hide the
use of the Secure Delete program and said there was no evidence he found on Mr. Moyse's
computer that he had done so.
[161] I have considerable doubt that Mr. Moyse had the expertise needed to hide the use of the
Secure Delete program on his computer. He left on his computer the ASO software and the
Secure Delete folder, along with emails and the receipts recording his purchase of the software,
to be easily found by a forensic investigator. Mr. Musters asserted at one place in his evidence
that Mr. Moyse's understanding that cleaning the registry of his computer to erase his browsing
history made no sense, which is somewhat inconsistent with a view that Mr. Moyse knew
enough about a registry to remove evidence of his use of the Secure Delete program.
[162] It is not necessary to come to a final conclusion on how easily one could hide the use of
the Secure Delete program. Whether or not it would have been easy or difficult to use the
registry to remove evidence that the Secure Delete program had been used to delete files, it
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would be sheer speculation unsupported by any forensic evidence to find that Mr. Moyse did
erase any prior use of the Secure Delete program. Mr. Musters in his April 30, 2015 affidavit
said as much by saying it was impossible to determine whether the absence of wiping history in
the Secure Delete system summary means that Mr. Moyse did not use the software to
permanently delete files or folders or whether he used the software and then removed the
evidence of his having done so by deleting the Secure Delete files from his registry. His
conclusion that Mr. Moyse likely used the Secure Delete program to permanently delete files
from his computer was not based on forensic evidence but on speculation outside of his field as a
forensic computer analyst.
[163] Without cogent evidence that Mr. Moyse managed to remove from his computer the
evidence that he had used the Secure Delete function, there is no cogent evidence that he used
the Secure Delete program in the first place to delete any documents from his computer. I find
that Catalyst has not established that Mr. Moyse used the Secure Delete program to delete to
delete any relevant evidence.
[164] Regarding the wiping of his BlackBerry before returning it to Catalyst, Mr. Moyse's
evidence is that his BlackBerry contained photographs and text messages of a personal and
private nature, and he thought it was completely reasonable to take steps to ensure that they
would not be accessible to the next user of the company issued BlackBerry. The only email
address associated with the BlackBerry was his Catalyst email address, and Catalyst had full
access to those emails on its server. Catalyst admits it would have had all emails that were sent
through this account on his BlackBerry. Mr. Moyse's evidence is that he did not believe that he
used his BlackBerry to communicate with West Face, although it turned out later that he had
used it once or twice to receive telephone calls. Mr. Moyse admits it was a mistake to have
wiped his BlackBerry.
[165] I accept that Mr. Moyse had no intent to destroy relevant evidence on his BlackBerry,
and there is no evidence that any relevant evidence was destroyed. The call logs of his calls with
West Face are in evidence.
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[166] In summary, I find that Catalyst has not established that Mr. Moyse intentionally
destroyed evidence in order to affect the outcome of this litigation. There is no basis to find that
or infer a presumption that Mr. Moyse destroyed evidence that would be unfavourable to him.
[167] So far as the argument that West Face has liability for any spoliation of Mr. Moyse, I see
no basis whatsoever for such a conclusion. Whatever Mr. Moyse did, he did it after he was on
leave of absence from West Face and did it for his own concerns, not out of any concern to
protect West Face in this litigation.
[168] I need not consider whether an independent tort of spoliation exists in Ontario.
Conclusion
[169] The action is dismissed in its entirety. The defendants are entitled to their costs. If not
agreed, written submissions along with proper cost outlines may be made within 15 days and
reply submissions may be made in writing within a further 15 days.
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Catalyst Capital Group Inc
to appeal after judge
dismisses Wind Mobile
lawsuit
The appeal continues Capital's extensive legal battle for a
share of the wireless startup now owned by Shaw
Communications Inc.
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12 Questions Every Sales Rep Should Ask
Sales professionals today are
being disrupted the same way
taxi dri\.13rs were by Uber.
What's scary is most of these
Individuals don't know they're
being disrupted.

How rising employee activism is driving
corporate change
Employees, unhappy with the
idea that their employer - and
e\.13n worse, their own efforts might suppo1t policies and
Initiatives they find
unacceptable, are being heard

Canadian firms at risk of falling behind on
digital transformation, IDC study finds
77 per cent of retailers have no
strategy for innovation

Expect to see your number of followers dro
as Twitter deletes fake accounts
Most people will see a change
of four followers or fewer; others
with larger follower counts will
experience a more significant

drop

Canada facing a talent crunch when it
comes to cybersecurity experts - and
things look likely to get worse
The labour squeeze leaves
companies at risk of serious
cyberattacks that can go so far
as to put them out of business

A pedestrian walks in front of a Wind Mobile SA store in Toronto.

TORONTO -

Private equity firm Catalyst Capital Group

Inc. will appeal an Ontario court ruling that tossed out its
claim for a chunk of Wind Mobile, continuing its
Emily Jackson

extensive legal battle for a share of the wireless startup
now owned by Shaw Communications Inc.

August 19, 2016
4:08 PM EDT

The Ontario Superior Court of Justice dismissed in its
Filed under
FP Tech Desk

entirety Catalyst's lawsuit that alleged rival Bay Street
firm West Face Capital Inc. used confidential
information from a former Catalyst employee to buy a
stake in Wind Mobile, a deal both firms were chasing in
2014.
West Face and a consortium of buyers ultimately bought
Wind from Amsterdam-based telecom Vimpelcom that
fall, less than a month after Catalyst's exclusive
negotiations failed. Catalyst argued West Face couldn't
have landed the deal without confidential information
from analyst Brandon Moyse, who was working on
Catalyst's telecom file before he quit in May 2014 and
joined West Face in June. It asked the court to order
West Face to hold its ownership of Wind in a trust for
Catalyst.

SEE ALSO

Wind Mobile ownership under threat as Bay Street hiring tiff
spirals into legal brawl
Catalyst Capital sues former Wind Mobile owners for $750M
over alleged conspiracy, breach of contract

But Justice Frank Newbould ruled this week that Moyse
did not provide any information to West Face that
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enabled it to offer a better deal than Catalyst.
The judge believed Moyse's assertion that he never
discussed Wind with his new employer, which assigned
him to other files before he was placed on leave after
three and a half weeks in light of Catalyst's non-compete
clause.
Moyse did email West Face confidential memos
unrelated to Wind during the hiring process, but the
judge ruled it was an error and did not indicate he
revealed details about Wind. The junior analyst also
wiped his BlackBerry before returning it to Catalyst and
deleted his browser history before turning his computer
over to lawyers, but the judge said his intent was simply
to get rid of personal information.
The judge went on to chastise Catalyst owner Newton
Glassman, stating he had "considerable difficulty"
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accepting his evidence as reliable.
"He was aggressive, argumentative, refused to make
concessions that should have been made and
contradicted his own statements made
contemporaneously in emails," Newbould wrote.
On the other hand, he praised the West Face witnesses
as "straightforward" and "impressive." He stated they
"did not engage in overstatement."
After Catalyst filed its initial lawsuit against West Face,
Shaw bought Wind Mobile for $1.6 billion in late 2015. In
June 2016, Catalyst sued West Face and the consortium
of buyers including Globalive for $750 million, the
amount it estimates it would have made if it had owned
Wind at the time of the sale.
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Catalyst will continue to pursue the second la1NSuit as it
appeals this decision, a spokeseerson said Friday.
I
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Additional evidence has come out since the Moyse
litigation that supports the new case that alleges
conspiracy and breach of contract, the spokesperson
said.
"We are deeply disappointed by the decision and the
severe indications of possible bias displayed by Judge
Newbold. We believe that he did not give fair
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consideration to all of the evidence presented, ignored
contradictory statements made by the defendants that

Promoted by Business Wire

are part of the court record and delivered a judgement
containing clear misstatements of fact," Catalyst said in

3M Enhances the Emphaze™
AEX Hybrid Purifier

a written statement.
"Among other things, we are particularly concerned that
the decision selectively ignores or discounts key
testimony as it relates to the critical issue of possible

Christie's Announces An
American Place: The Barney A.
Ebsworth Collectkm

destruction of evidence."
West Face is "grateful for the vindication" the judge
provided, according to a ne\NS release that highlighted
the judge's conclusions about the witnesses.

New Study Compares Two
Methods of Guidng GoalDirected Fuid Therapy,
Noninvasive Masimo PVi® and
Invasive Esophageal Doppler

"The reasons for the complete dismissal of the case
make clear that the la1NSuit launched by Catalyst was
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without merit. We are confident that Catalyst's other
la1NSuits against West Face and various other parties
face similar obstacles," CEO Greg Boland said in a
statement.
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UNDERTAKINGS, QUESTIONS TAKEN UNDER ADVISEMENT, AND REFUSALS
given at the Cross-Examination of James Riley by Mr. Milne-Smith held on October 26 and 27, 2020
No. Pg.

Q.

Category Specific Question

Answer or Precise Basis for Refusal

1.

1011

9

ADV

To advise whether or not Catalyst has
disclosed all communications from June
2014 to the present between Catalyst including at a minimum Messrs. Riley,
Glassman, de Alba, Jean Lepine
(Catalyst's Director of Corporate
Communications) and Dan Gagnier
(Catalyst's external public relations
consultant) - on the one hand, and any
third party, on the other hand, about West
Face, Mr. Boland, and/or any of the five
pieces of litigation involving West Face
and Catalyst. To the extent that all of such
communications have not been disclosed,
to disclose them.

In a case of this size and complexity, this question is
inappropriately broad and open-ended. To their knowledge,
the Plaintiffs have produced, subject to (i) the principles of
proportionality and (ii) the issues of relevance and privilege
which they have asserted (including those issues which are
the subject of recent motions decided by Justice Boswell and
Justice McEwen), all relevant documents in their possession,
power or control, in accordance with the applicable Rules of
Civil Procedure. This is subject to the duties which apply to
every party under Rule 30.07. If the Plaintiffs ascertain any
producible documents which may have been inadvertently
overlooked, the Plaintiffs will identify and produce same. This
is an ongoing obligation.

2.

1112

15

REF

To advise of the basis on which privilege
has been asserted over any number of
communications involving Dan Gagnier
(as set out in the Plaintiffs' Supplemental
Schedule B to their Affidavit of Documents
delivered October 13, 2020).

For the purpose of enabling counsel to provide legal advice
and for the dominant purpose of litigation. The bases upon
which these privileges are maintained are set out in
paragraphs 27 to 34 of Mr. Riley’s Affidavit sworn December
28, 2020.
The privilege claimed in respect of documents related to Dan
Gagnier was the subject of a motion brought by West Face
returnable on January 18, 2021. The portion of the motion
pertaining to the privilege over the Dan Gagnier documents
was abandoned by West Face.
1.

This question, and many others which arose during
Days One and Two (October 26-27) of Mr. Riley’s
cross-examination relate to the issue of privilege.

2.

This and all other such questions (see paragraph 7
below) have been or could have been the subject of
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No. Pg.

Q.

Category Specific Question

Answer or Precise Basis for Refusal

7.

32

77

REF

Given that Documents 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and
7 of Exhibit 2 to the cross-examination of
Mr. Riley were produced by Catalyst and
Callidus, to confirm that the public
relations campaigns referred to in those
documents are not privileged.

See the answer to Item 4 (Q. 24) above.

8.

39

110

REF

To accept that, given that the Moyse
Action was dismissed by Justice
Newbould following a trial, and the
VimpelCom Action was dismissed by
Justice Hainey following a motion, and the
Court of Appeal for Ontario dismissed
Catalyst's appeals in those proceedings,
and the Supreme Court of Canada
dismissed Catalyst's applications for leave
to appeal in those proceedings, Catalyst
cannot now bring any further proceedings
claiming relief arising out of West Face's
acquisition of Wind Mobile.

A similar question arose when Callidus took the position that
certain historical emails and other records in the possession of
Mr. Moyse should be retained pending completion of the
current litigation.

To provide Catalyst's best reconstruction
of the dates on which the documents
referred to by Mr. Riley as "The Additional
Evidence" in paragraphs 74-91 of his
Affidavit dated December 5, 2019 were
first disclosed to Catalyst (whether in the
Moyse Action, in the Plan of Arrangement
proceeding, or in both proceedings).

Items 9 and 10 (Questions 147 and 148) relate to Exhibits 31 –
36 in Mr. Riley’s December 5, 2019 Affidavit. Copies of these
Exhibits are attached. These Exhibits are emails which pertain
to the WIND transaction and certain communications which
occurred proximate to Catalyst’s period of exclusivity with
VimpelCom. None of the documents were disclosed by West
Face until approximately 18 months after the Moyse litigation.

9.

49

147

UT

As a result of a case conference specific to this issue, the
Court directed that the records be retained, and that a letter be
written by Callidus/Catalyst to Robert Centa to confirm the
reasons for such retention. A copy of this letter is attached.
Catalyst/Callidus confirm the substance of the statements
contained in the above letter. Catalyst/Callidus have no
intention to re-litigate or advance any of these claims/causes
of action, which have been finally disposed of.

In this regard, four of these documents (Exhibits 31, 32, 33,
and 34; WF [Moyse] Production Nos. WFC0069995,
WFC0059172, WFC0048724, WFC0047832) are referred to in
West Face’s Affidavit of Documents, which was delivered (in
unsworn form) on January 9, 2016.
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No. Pg.

Q.

Category Specific Question

Answer or Precise Basis for Refusal
Exhibits 35 – 36 to the Riley Affidavit (WF Moyse Production
Nos. WFC0051622 and WFC0051186) were delivered shortly
before the Moyse trial.
See also paras 68 – 80 of the Affidavit of Andrew Carlson,
sworn December 7, 2016 (in the VimpelCom action) and paras
3 – 8 in the affidavit of Ashely McKnight, dated August 8, 2017
(also in the VimpelCom action).

10.

50

148

ADV

To advise if Catalyst has any evidence
contrary to the following proposition:

See the Answer to Item 9 (Q. 147) above.

All of the documents referred to by Mr.
Riley as "The Additional Evidence" in
paragraphs 74-91 of his Affidavit dated
December 5, 2019 were produced to
Catalyst before the trial in the Moyse
Action (whether in the Moyse Action, in
the Plan of Arrangement proceeding, or in
both proceedings).
11.

5051

149

UT

To advise if Catalyst has any evidence
contrary to the following proposition:

See the Answer to Item 9 (Q. 147) above and Item 53 (Q. 773)
below.

Each of the documents referred to by Mr.
Riley as "The Additional Evidence" in
paragraphs 74-91 of his Affidavit dated
December 5, 2019 was in fact relied on by
Catalyst both at the trial of the Moyse
Action and at the hearing of the appeal of
the Moyse Action.
12.

52

155

UT

To advise if Catalyst's appeal materials in
the Moyse Action made any allegation of
bias on the part of Justice Newbould and,

Catalyst’s Notices of Appeal and Factum did not allege bias or
reasonable apprehension of bias. Rather, Catalyst's appeal
materials in the Moyse Action made allegations of different
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Court awards over $1.5 million in costs
against Catalyst Capital in lawsuit with
West Face and Brandon Moyse; West Face
launches catalystlitigation.com website
NEWS PROVIDED BY
West Face Capital Inc. 
Oct 13, 2016, 16:48 ET

TORONTO, Oct. 13, 2016 /CNW/ - West Face Capital Inc. announced today that Justice Newbould
of the Superior Court of Justice in Ontario has awarded costs of $1.2 million to West Face, on a
substantial indemnity basis, and $340,000 to Brandon Moyse on a partial indemnity basis, to
be paid by The Catalyst Capital Group Inc. in connection with Court File No. CV-16-11272-00CL.

In August of this year, Justice Newbould dismissed in its entirety the lawsuit brought by
Catalyst against West Face Capital and Mr. Moyse, related to West Face's successful acquisition
of WIND Mobile Corp. in 2014.

Justice Newbould's cost endorsement noted that the lawsuit was driven by Catalyst CEO
Newton Glassman, who "was not able to accept that he lost his chance to acquire Wind by
being outsmarted by someone else." Justice Newbould also found that Mr. Glassman "was
certainly playing hardball attacking the reputation and honesty of West Face. However, in spite
of the best efforts of Catalyst's very able and skilled lawyers, he utterly failed."

New Website

West Face also announces the launch of a new website at www.catalystlitigation.com. Due to
the large volume of documents, and in response to numerous inquiries from current and
prospective investors, service providers and industry participants that we interact with, West
Face has assembled the public court materials from the various lawsuits launched by Catalyst
against West Face in the archive hosted on this website, including materials led in court by
each of Catalyst and West Face.

West Face believes that the Catalyst and Callidus claims in each of these proceedings are
without merit and is vigorously defending each of these proceedings.

About West Face Capital Inc.

West Face Capital Inc. is one of Canada's leading alternative investment managers combining
control-through-distressed, high-yield, negotiated nance, proactive equity, and private equity
activities. West Face's capabilities are underpinned by a seasoned multi-disciplinary investment
team, proprietary origination channels, deep sector expertise, and the ability to address
investment targets in domestic and international markets.

SOURCE West Face Capital Inc.

For further information: Philip Panet, General Counsel & Secretary, West Face Capital Inc., 2
Bloor Street East, Suite 3000, Toronto, Ontario, M4W 1A8, Tel: (647) 724-8900
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Catalyst Capital Group Comments on West Face Statements
October 13, 2016 09:36 PM Eastern Daylight Time
TORONTO--(BUSINESS WIRE)--The Catalyst Capital Group Inc. ("Catalyst"), Canada's second-largest independent
private equity firm, today commented on recent statements by West Face Capital Inc. regarding ongoing litigation related
to its acquisition of WIND Mobile Corp and the short attack at Callidus Capital Corporation:
“We can understand the increasing pressure that West Face has experienced due to its questionable and potentially
unlawful actions around its acquisition of WIND and activities regarding Callidus Capital that has resulted in numerous
inquiries from current and prospective investors, service providers and industry participants.
“In regards to our litigation against West Face and other parties, there are very few firms out there that take the role of
fiduciary as seriously as we do. Our commitment to LPs and to the minority shareholders in Callidus Capital is the primary
consideration in all decisions we make.
“It is exactly because of this culture at Catalyst, as compared to how others behave, that we have chosen to be incredibly
tough and demanding when our rights are trampled or counterparties act unethically. Because ultimately, it is our LPs and
investors that are impacted.
“It should be highly concerning to numerous stakeholders that West Face has determined to litigate through the public at
large, in full knowledge of an upcoming jury trial regarding the WIND acquisition, and the fact that the Brandon
Moyse/West Face decision is being appealed. The appeal is on the basis of a denial of procedural fairness, errors of law in
determining the spoliation claim and errors of fact and mixed fact and law in determining the claims for spoliation and the
misuse of Catalyst’s confidential information. The award by Justice Newbould on a substantial indemnity basis ignores
finding by Justice Lederer, among other things, and is a continuation of the basis for our appeal.
“Catalyst has put its faith in the judiciary and expect that our claims and appeals will be heard fairly and that judgment will
expose the truth of West Face’s actions, character and values.”
Note to Editors: Detailed summary regarding Catalyst Capital’s notice of appeal from the trial decision of Justice Frank
Newbould of the Ontario Superior Court of Justice - Commercial List dated August 18, 2016 in Court File No. CV-14507120.
Errors of Fact and Procedural Unfairness:

In his review of the evidence and determination of disputed facts relating to Catalyst’s
claim that Brandon Moyse and West Face Capital Inc. misused its confidential
information, the trial judge made several palpable and overriding errors of fact. Catalyst
is aware of over 30 errors of fact as demonstrated by the stark difference between the
trial judge's ruling as compared to the actual record. The mishandling or willful ignorance
of these facts directly influenced the determination that West Face and Moyse were not
liable for misuse of confidential information.

Catalyst also believes that the trial judge applied an inconsistent standard in his
evaluation of the witnesses. For example, Catalyst highlights that there were numerous
and glaring inconsistencies by defendants’ oral evidence that directly contradicted
contemporaneous documentary evidence.
For example:
The trial judge erred in finding that West Face “took seriously” the issue of
confidentiality when the documentary and oral evidence demonstrates that in March
and April 2014, Tom Dea knowingly and repeatedly distributed Catalyst’s confidential
information to his partners and reviewed that information to determine if it was
“helpful” to West Face; and
The trial judge erred in finding that Wind was the only telecom investment West Face
was working on in spring 2014 when West Face’s witnesses admitted and
documentary evidence demonstrated it was also considering an investment in
Mobilicity.
While the opposite standard was applied to the Plaintiffs. For example, Newton
Glassman’s, Catalyst’s Managing Partner, unique experience with the only similar case
to be litigated in North America and his legal background were summarily dismissed,
when the undisputed fact is that Mr. Glassman was significantly involved in the
successful outcome of the similar case before the U.S. Supreme Court, and also
graduated from law school.
Catalyst believes that this inconsistent standard led to procedural unfairness and on this
basis alone a new trial is required.
Error of Law in Determining the Spoliation Issue

It is undisputed that Moyse consented to an order that required him to preserve the
contents of his personal computer and that Moyse then employed a military-grade
document deletion software the night before his personal computer was scheduled to be
forensically imaged.
Catalyst believes that the motion judge erred in law in relation to his findings on the
issue of spoliation of evidence by [Brandon] Moyse. The trial judge erred in law by
ignoring the historical evidentiary standard requiring defendants to prove that they had
not destroyed the evidence in question, which Moyse and West Face failed to do, but
rather put the task on Catalyst to produce a particular piece of evidence that is by
definition impossible to prove - and by Moyse’s own admission was destroyed. This was
a precedent setting error of law.
The consequences for this issue go beyond the dispute between these parties – the trial
judge created a new, improper and impossible standard to meet that rewards defendants
for destroying evidence and will make it easier in future cases for defendants to destroy
relevant evidence with impunity.

About Catalyst:
The Catalyst Capital Group Inc., a private equity investment firm with more than $6 billion in assets under management
founded in 2002, is a leader in operationally focused turnaround investing. The firm's mandate is to manufacture risk
adjusted returns, in keeping with its philosophy of "we buy what we can build." Catalyst's Guiding Principles of investment
excellence through operational involvement, superior analytics, attention to detail, intellectual curiosity, team and
reputation are key to the firm's success. The Catalyst team collectively possesses more than 110 years of extensive
experience in restructuring, credit markets and merchant and investment banking in Canada, the United States, Latin
America and Europe.
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Lederer J.:
Introduction
1
This is a motion for an interlocutory injunction. The defendant, Brandon Moyse, has changed jobs. His former employer
seeks to enjoin him from breaching a confidentiality clause that was part of his employment contract and compelling him to
comply with a clause that, for a time, would prevent him from working for a competitor.
2 An injunction is an equitable remedy. It has long been said that: "He who seeks equity must do equity" or "He who comes
into equity must come to court with clean hands". This is not just true of those who ask for an injunction, but also to those
who oppose it.
Background
3
Brandon Moyse was employed by the plaintiff, The Catalyst Capital Group Inc. ("Catalyst"), as an analyst. On March
14, 2014, Brandon Moyse sent an e-mail to Thomas Dea, a partner at the defendant, West Face Capital Inc. ("West Face"),
expressing interest in "working with West Face". 1 At the time, West Face was recruiting analysts. They met on March 26, 2014.
On May 19, 2014, West Face offered Brandon Moyse a job. On May 24, 2014, while on vacation, Brandon Moyse gave notice
of his resignation to Catalyst, effective June 22, 2014. 2 The e-mail sent by Brandon Moyse made no reference to his plans or
to having accepted employment with West Face. This information came to light within the following few days. By letter, dated
May 30, 2014, counsel for Catalyst wrote to West Face and counsel for Brandon Moyse concerned about the implications of
the departure of Brandon Moyse and his accepting employment with West Face, a competitor in a narrow field of investing. In
particular, the letter states that the valuation methodologies used by Brandon Moyse, at Catalyst, were proprietary and that the
information he received and generated was "highly sensitive and confidential". It relates Catalyst's concern that Brandon Moyse
"has imparted or will be imparting Confidential Information to West Face that he acquired in the course of his employment
with [Catalyst]." The letter refers to provisions in the Catalyst's Employment Agreement with Brandon Moyse dealing with
confidentiality, "Non-Solicitation" and "Non-Competition". 3
4 Answers were not long in coming. On June 3, 2014, counsel for West Face responded, followed two days later by counsel for
Brandon Moyse. The former took the position that the non-competition and non-solicitation clauses were both unenforceable.
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The latter agreed. Counsel for West Face said little about the concern for confidentiality indicating only that West Face "had
impressed upon Mr. Moyse that he is not to share or divulge any confidential information that he obtained during his employment
with [Catalyst]". 4 Counsel for Brandon Moyse said more. He denied that Brandon Moyse had used "proprietary valuation
methodologies" and said that Brandon Moyse did not understand what investment strategies were being referred to "in the
context or proprietary information". Counsel assured the representatives of Catalyst that Brandon Moyse had no intention of
revealing "any information which could reasonably be considered confidential or proprietary in nature". Counsel offered that
Brandon Moyse would "abide by the confidentiality provisions contained in the [Catalyst] Employment Agreement". 5
5
A single reply was delivered by counsel for Catalyst. This letter, dated June 13, 2014, pointed out that the rejection
of Catalyst's reliance on the non-competition and non- solicitation clauses failed to account for the fact that West Face was
a direct competitor of Catalyst"...in a highly specialized field in which very sensitive and proprietary information is shared
every day with trusted analysts such as Mr. Moyse". The response recognized the assurances provided in respect of confidential
information, but concludes that they "do not go far enough." 6
6 These letters demonstrate two things of importance. The first is that West Face and Brandon Moyse, while they did not and
do not dispute the enforceability of the confidentiality clause, were unprepared to recognize any substance to the concerns for
confidentiality raised by Catalyst. The second is how quickly this turned litigious. In his first letter, counsel for Catalyst, having
repeated the concern of his client that confidential information had been or would be given to West Face, said that the business
interests of Catalyst "have been and will continue to be irreparably harmed" and referred to the "Remedies" provision in the
agreement. The letter went on to say that Catalyst would consider any proposal that would answer "the current situation". 7
In his response, the lawyer acting for West Face complained that "no evidence to support your allegation that your client has
suffered irreparable harm" 8 had been provided. This letter was written on June 3, 2014, which is to say, three weeks before
Brandon was to start working at West Face (June 23, 2014) and only ten days after he had given his notice to Catalyst. It is
difficult to see how such proof could be prepared so early and so quickly without any understanding of what Brandon Moyse had
in his possession and could have or had delivered to West Face. West Face and Brandon Moyse simply gave their assurances;
thereby denying there was any reason for concern. Their letters propose that either Catalyst accept their assurance or go to
court. They volunteered nothing.
7

Was Catalyst right? Was there any reason for concern?

March 27, 2014 E-Mail and the Investment Memos
8

Thomas Dea deposed that, at the meeting on March 26, 2014, he requested that Brandon Moyse provide a copy of his

resumé "so that I could circulate it to others at West Face". 9 What Thomas Dea did not say was that, at the meeting, he also
requested that Brandon Moyse deliver samples of his research and writing. 10 Rather, further on in the affidavit, Thomas Dea
indicated that "[s]ince the commencement if this litigation...West Face has conducted a diligent search of its emails to determine
whether there was any information of Catalyst disclosed by Brandon". He says that, as a result of the search, West Face found
an e-mail, dated March 27, 2014, which delivered examples of the written work of Brandon Moyse. 11
9

Brandon Moyse deposed an affidavit he said was in response to two affidavits made in support of the application for an

injunction. 12 The first of these was an affidavit of James Riley, the Chief Operating Officer of Catalyst; and the second, an
affidavit of Martin Musters, a consultant retained by counsel for Catalyst to undertake a forensic examination of a computer
that had been used by Brandon Moyse during his employment with Catalyst. Neither of these affidavits refers to the e-mail
of March 27, 2014 and attached memos. Presumably for that reason, there is no mention of them in the affidavit of Brandon
Moyse. It was not referred to and so it was not part of the response.
10
What Brandon Moyse did say is that he was aware of "three potential investments" being considered by Catalyst. He
reviewed his involvement with each and described Catalyst's interest and the information he had, and used, variously as "widely
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known", available "to any potential purchaser", "publically available" and containing "no confidential information". 13 He cited
the paragraphs of the affidavit of James Riley this responds to and summarized them, as follows:
Contrary to the allegations at paragraphs 8 and 67 of Mr. Riley's Affidavit, there was nothing confidential and proprietary in
the methodology that I used to value certain investment opportunities while I worked at Catalyst. Rather, I used commonly
used and well-known valuation methods. 14
11 In paragraph 8 of his initial affidavit, the first of the two paragraphs to which Brandon Moyse was responding, James Riley
explained the harm that can arise if"... a competitor learns of the opportunities Catalyst is considering or studying, the investment
models it is using for a particular situation, the methodology Catalyst is considering for acquiring control or influence, or the
turnaround plan Catalyst is considering once it acquires control." 15 In paragraph 67, the second of the two paragraphs referred
to, James Riley outlined the specific harm to Catalyst if Brandon Moyse is not compelled to comply with the non-compete
clause and to return all confidential information to Catalyst. 16
12 James Riley swore a second and subsequent affidavit. It refers to the affidavit of Brandon Moyse and indicates that it was
only upon its receipt that Catalyst learned that Brandon Moyse had sent"....Catalyst's confidential information to West Face as
part of his efforts to secure employment there". 17 James Riley deposed that, prior to receiving the affidavit of Brandon Moyes,
West Face did not inform Catalyst that it had received the memos attached to the e-mail of March 27, 2014. 18 He contested
the assertions of Brandon Moyse that the information delivered was not confidential and publicly available:
Moyse's analysis of active and potential investments contain highly confidential information belonging to Catalyst which
Moyse should not have shared with a competitor such as West Face under any circumstances. 19
13
What is clear from this review is that, despite their assurances that there was no reason for concern, West Face and
Brandon Moyse were both aware that memos, regarded by West Face as confidential, had been sent by Brandon Moyse to
Thomas Dea with the e-mail of March 27, 2014. The memos, as delivered, each say on the first page, "Confidential" and "For
Internal Discussion Purposes Only". 20 There can have been little doubt that West Face would have and did understand the
perspective of those at Catalyst. Having received the memos, Thomas Dea circulated them to the other partners and a VicePresident at West Face. 21 He did this understanding that the information was confidential and of the concern associated with
its disclosure. When he was cross-examined, Thomas Dea was asked and answered:
Q. Did any of the partners, or did Mr. Zhu express any concern about the fact that Mr. Moyse had sent West Face
Catalyst's confidential information?
A. Yes. Prior to us extending the offer I discussed with one of the partners, with Tony, we were generally favourably
disposed to his capabilities, but one concern we had was that he had conveyed confidential information to us, and I
agreed with that, and so I asked our General Counsel to have a discussion with him specifically about that, to convey
to him the seriousness with which we view the protection of confidential information, to make sure that — and to
explain that we'd have the highest expectation that he would uphold that if he were to come and work for us. 22
14

For his part, when cross-examined, Brandon Moyse professed not to understand what makes a memo confidential:
Q. So what makes a memo confidential?
A. I'm not sure really. 23

And, later, in the same cross-examination, after some discussion about the substance of confidentiality:
Q. Right. Right? It's the level of analysis, that's the work product that's being performed for your employer; you surely
understand that.
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A. Yes.
Q. And that's what makes it confidential.
A. I don't know.
Q. Do you disagree with that?
A. I don't know what makes it confidential. 24
15 I note that, during the course of his submissions, counsel for Brandon Moyes acknowledged that it was an error to deliver
these memos to West Face. He referred to this as a "rookie mistake". I assume this refers to the idea that Brandon Moyes was
young and inexperienced. He may be. Often, the term "rookie mistake" is used in the context of professional athletics. In hockey
or football, or any other sport, a "rookie" (a first-year player) who makes a mistake, and in so doing breaks the rules, is penalized
in the same way as a more experienced participant. The fact that Brandon Moyes is young, and may be inexperienced, does not
serve to decrease any responsibility or liability for the harm that may attach to his actions. 25
16
What appears to have happened is that, rather than be forthcoming and allow Catalyst to understand what had happened
and to consider what, if any, impact there was to its business, West Face and Brandon Moyse determined to take the position
that there was no impact. They sought to have Catalyst rely on their assurances that this was so. Once it became known that
information that was considered by Catalyst to be confidential had been delivered, West Face and Brandon Moyse chose to argue
that the information really should not be considered as being confidential or proprietary. On his cross-examination, Brandon
Moyes was asked and said:
Q. Okay. And in terms of the actual confidential information, you say it didn't include any confidential information,
you don't mean to suggest again that the analysis that you're performing is not confidential?
A. I don't believe it is. It was based on publicly available information.
Q. Right. But lots of things are based on publicly available information, but the fact that you're performing an analysis
that may not be readily available to the public is what makes it confidential. That's your work product is analyzing.
A. I agree it's a work product and proprietary.
Q. And that's what makes it confidential. That's what you're being paid for, to perform this analysis that's not publicly
available.
A. I multiply publicly available numbers by publicly available numbers. Like-minded people would have done the
same thing. 26
At this point, counsel for Catalyst makes the following comment and receives the following response:
Q. You do far more than multiply, Mr. Moyes. Let's be fair. Anybody can take a calculator. You're not hired to be a
calculator. You're hired to bring your experience and expertise in performing an analysis, right? That's why you're
being paid $200,000 a year.
A. One sixty-two. 27
17
Thomas Dea recognized that the information he received from Brandon Moyse was "confidential to Catalyst" 28 .
Nonetheless, West Face concluded that the information disclosed was not particularly sensitive or damaging to Catalyst. Based
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on a review of the documents, West Face had concluded that the information in the documents was primarily a recitation of
public information and contained a pedestrian analysis. 29
18 The determination of Brandon Moyse and those at West Face as to what constitutes confidential information that should
be protected is too narrow. This is demonstrated by the assertion of Brandon Moyse that all he did he was to multiply publicallyavailable numbers by publically-available numbers and that, in some way, this removes his work from being considered
confidential. There is more to the question than that:
A person who has obtained information in confidence is not allowed to use it as a springboard for activities detrimental
to the person who made the confidential communication and springboard it remains even when all the features have been
published or can be ascertained by actual inspection by any member of the public... the possessor of the confidential
information still has a long start over any member of the public ... the possessor of such information must be placed under
a special disability in the field of competition in order to ensure that he does not get an unfair start. 30
and:
Even when all of the information becomes public, if an ex- employee is able, by information provided by or developed
for the previous employer, to gain an advantage that the ex-employee would not have had if he or she had to check only
public sources such ex-employee would still be liable for breach of confidence despite public disclosure. This reflects an
obligation to pay for the advantage gained from the 'convenient' confidential source, or the head start that the disclosure
had given such employee over other members of the public.
What is really being protected in situations of this nature is the original process of mind. The protection is enforced against
persons who wish to use the confidential information without spending time, trouble and expense of going through the same
process. One can reconcile the springboard principle with the overriding principle denying confidence and information in
the public domain, by describing the 'springboard' as a measure of the scope and duration of the obligation enforcing good
faith upon an ex-employee while the rest of the world catches up. 31
19

When, in the letter sent by its counsel on June 3, 2014, West Face told Catalyst: "Your assertion that West Face induced

Mr. Moyse to breach his contractual obligation to [Catalyst] is...baseless" 32 , it may have been technically accurate. (This
depends on how you interpret the fact that Thomas Dea asked for the samples of the work of Brandon Moyse.) However, it
is clear that this and the other assurances found in the letter were written knowing that West Face had received information
marked "Confidential" and that West Face was sufficiently concerned that it felt it was necessary to remind Brandon Moyse
of his obligations. Despite this, West Face said nothing to Catalyst other than to provide, what I believe can fairly be called,
its ineffectual assurances.
20 Similarly, Brandon Moyse knew he had sent material marked "Confidential" and "For Internal Discussion Purposes Only"
to West Face. More than that, he knew that the information it contained was confidential and should not have been given to
West Face. Having come to this realization, he had deleted the e-mail:
Q. Now, you yourself had actually deleted a copy of that March 27th email from your computer system, right?
A. Yes.
Q. And the reason you chose to delete that particular email, I take it, as opposed to other emails which you didn't
delete, was because you thought that there was something perhaps improper about your having sent that email?
A. Upon, further reflection after sending it, yes.
Q. And that is what you thought was wrong about that? That you had disclosed confidential information to West Face?
A. That I had disclosed information to West Face.
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Q. And you're not denying that your analysis and the analysis of other people at Catalyst in those memos that you did
send to West Face was proprietary and that belonged to Catalyst?
A. I agree it's proprietary.
Q. And you're not denying I take it that the analysis that was performed, in particular - and we'll look in some detail
at these presentations or memos. But some of the analysis that was performed was certainly confidential?
A. Yes.
Q. In other words, it wouldn't be known by third parties?
A. Yes.
Q. The, how long did it take you to come to that realization?
A. That I shouldn't have sent it?
Q. Yes.
A. I don't remember exactly.
Q. And was around the time that you came to that realization that you thought you might cover your tracks deleting it?
A. No. I deleted it within a week of sending it probably I just don't remember exactly the date. 33
21
Yet, in the letter sent, on behalf of Brandon Moyse, on June 5, 2014 34 , nothing was said about this. The letter
makes the general assertion to the effect that Brandon Moyes, in performing valuations of companies, did not use "proprietary
valuation methodologies" and that while he is aware of "3 to 5 prospective acquisitions", he would not disclose any confidential
information concerning them. He said he is prepared to sign a letter confirming he would abide by the confidentiality provisions
in his contract of employment, an agreement to which he was already bound.
22
What is apparent is that both West Face and Brandon Moyse did not provide information or respond to the concerns
of Catalyst, in a meaningful way, until the evolution of this motion required them to do so. They waited until Catalyst
discovered that information it considered to be confidential had been delivered before acknowledging there was an issue and
then proclaimed that, based on their analysis, the material should not be considered to be confidential.
23 This is to be contrasted to the approach taken by the defendants in GDI Solutions Inc. v. Walker. 35 In that case, a business
was sold. As part of the sale, a non-competition provision was negotiated and agreed to. The vendor and others joined a new
company that was in direct competition with the business that had been sold. It was alleged that they had misappropriated
confidential information. Upon the commencement of the ensuing action, they undertook to and did review their files and
"promptly" returned all confidential proprietary information. They undertook to and did preserve the electronic and other records
of the employees who had left. 36
24
In the case I am to decide, it is a question whether, in the end, the approach adopted by Brandon Moyse and West Face
will meet the test that allows a party to obtain equity.
25

It is important to note that Catalyst is adamant that the investment memos delivered with the March 27, 2014 e-mail were

sensitive and confidential. 37 For his part, Brandon Moyse acknowledged that these memos may disclose strategies that Catalyst
could employ in a given situation. In his cross-examination, Brandon Moyes did agree that these memos contain information
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that Catalyst would not want disclosed to a third party. 38 Thomas Dea acknowledged that West Face considered its investment
strategies to be confidential and that West Face has a proprietary interest in protecting that confidentiality. 39
The Affidavit of Documents
26
This is not the first time this motion for an interlocutory injunction has been to court. On July 16, 2014. Mr. Justice
Firestone made a consent order imposing interim terms that were to remain in place until August 7, 2014, the date it was, at that
time, anticipated that this motion would be heard. It was subsequently re-scheduled to today. The order of Mr. Justice Firestone
includes the following term:
THIS COURT FURTHER ORDERS that prior to the return of interlocutory motion, Moyse shall deliver a sworn affidavit
of documents to Catalyst, including copies of Schedule 'A' documents, setting out all documents in his power, possession
or control, that relate to his employment with Catalyst (the 'Documents'). Moyse shall also advise whether any of the
Documents have been disclosed to third parties, including West Face, and the details of any such disclosure.
27

By letter, dated July 22, 2014 40 , counsel for Brandon Moyse delivered an Affidavit of Documents, as required by the

order of Mr. Justice Firestone. Like the letter, the Affidavit of Documents is dated July 22, 2014. 41 It lists 819 documents.
The accompanying letter states that:
Many (and possibly most) of the enclosed documents are public documents (publicly available financials/presentations/
research, etc.) with many duplicates and various versions of the same document. 42
28 In a third affidavit, this one sworn on July 24, 2014, James Riley contests this understanding. From a review of the titles
alone, he says that he, and a colleague, identified "at least 245 confidential documents that were in Moyse's possession on July
22, 2014". 43 He provides some examples:
• Document 27: a spreadsheet created by Catalyst to analyze the debt structure and asset valuation of an identified
prospective investment. Catalyst used the spreadsheet to decide whether and how to invest in the situation and at
what price. 44
• Document 82: a presentation Catalyst gave to potential investment bankers it was interviewing to walk them through
the concept, strategy and results of a situation. The aim was to explore the potential for debt and equity financing. 45
• Document 88: is related to the presentation referred to in Document 82. It is a spreadsheet containing full details of
the company's operating model, including projections on a granular, store-by-store basis. 46
• Document 163: is one of many documents that contain Catalyst's analysis of information received pursuant to nondisclosure agreements. 47
29

James Riley summarizes this portion of his affidavit of July 22, 2014 with the following two paragraphs:
The confidential documents identified by Michaud and I contain information that is not publicly available. In many
cases, the documents disclose Catalyst's confidential financial modeling and/or analyses of situations and investments it
is either considering or that it has invested in. In other cases, the documents shed insight into Catalyst's management of its
investments, including its associates, which if shared with a competitor would give the competitor an insight into Catalyst's
confidential operations.
In all cases, the documents contained in the information that Moyse, as a former employee of Catalyst, should not have
retained in his power, possession or control when he resigned from Catalyst, especially when he intended to immediately
begin working for a competitor to Catalyst in the special situations investment industry. 48
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30
As with the March 27, 2014 e-mail and enclosures, it took the processes of this motion before Catalyst learned that the
documents it alleges are confidential had been retained by Brandon Moyse. In his initial affidavit, Brandon Moyse said:
It is noteworthy that neither Mr. Riley nor Mr. Musters provide any actual evidence that I transferred information,
confidential or otherwise, from Catalyst's services to my Dropbox or Box accounts or other personal devices. Instead, Mr.
Riley and Mr. Musters rely solely on unsupported speculation and innuendo. 49
31

At his cross-examination, Brandon Moyse said that, when he made this statement, he did so in circumstances where

his search of his personal electronic devices had not been "exhaustive enough". 50 He conceded that, at the time, he did have
"confidential information on [his] personal computer devices". 51
32
It took the appearance before Mr. Justice Firestone and the order it produced to demonstrate that Brandon Moyse had
retained documents belonging to Catalyst, some of them allegedly confidential. It is possible that there is more. At the crossexamination of Brandon Moyse, he could not say with absolute certainty that his most recent search had been exhaustive. 52
33 It bears asking if a party questions the concerns of the other as "speculation and innuendo" when it knew or should have
realized that it was wrong to do so, does it come to court in a fashion that allows it to ask that equity balance in its favour?
34
Having said this, counsel for Brandon Moyse, joined by counsel for West Face, pointed out that there is no evidence to
suggest that any of these documents have been delivered to, or are in the possession of West Face. In the letter enclosing the
Affidavit of Documents, counsel for Brandon Moyes, in compliance with the order of Mr. Justice Firestone, states: "save the
March 27, 2014 email from [Brandon] Moyse to West Face Capital, there has been no documentary disclosure or dissemination
to any third-party." 53
The Personal Computer of Brandon Moyse
35

The order of Mr. Justice Firestone included the following provisions:
THIS COURT FURTHER ORDERS that Moyse shall turn over any personal computer and electronic devices owned by
him or within his power or control (the "Devices") to his legal counsel, Grossman, Grossman and Gale LLP ("GGG") for
the taking of a forensic image of the data stored on the Devices (the "Forensic Images"), to be conducted by a professional
firm as agreed to between the parties.

36
It is not just that documents thought by Catalyst to be confidential have been found in the possession of Brandon
Moyse. On June 19, 2014, Catalyst learned that not only was Brandon Moyse leaving Catalyst, but also that he had accepted
employment with West Face. Catalyst sees West Face as a competitor. Although the factum filed on behalf of West Face tends
to minimize competition between the two firms ("...while West Face and Catalyst do compete in certain respects, their primary
business focuses are different" 54 ) , at the hearing of the motion, counsel for West Face conceded the two firms do compete.
The next day, on June 20, 2014, Computer Forensics Inc., a company that "...specializes in the retrieval of data from hard drives,
servers, laptops, cell phones. and other devices" 55 was retained, on behalf of Catalyst, to produce a forensic image of a desktop
computer that had been used by Brandon Moyse. Martin Musters is the Director of Forensics at Computer Forensics Inc. In the
affidavit he swore, Martin Musters said that, as a result of the analysis undertaken in respect of the desktop computer, he was
able to determine that, on specific dates, Brandon Moyes had accessed particular files 56 :
• on March 28, 2014, over an eleven-minute period, Brandon Moyse accessed a series of files from an 'Investors Letters'
directory; 57
• on April 25, 2014, over a seventy-minute period, Brandon Moyse accessed several files which contain the word 'Stelco'
in the file directory or in the file name; 58
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• on May 13, 2014, over a sixty-one-minute period, Brandon Moyse accessed several files through his Dropbox account
which had the name 'Masonite' in the file name; 59
• also, on May 13, 2014, over a twenty-four-minute period, Brandon Moyse accessed several files from a '2014 Potential
Investment' directory. 60
• on May 26, 2014, at 12:31 p.m., Brandon Moyse accessed a document entitled '14-05-26 Notes' from a directory entitled
'Monday Meeting'. 61
37

Brandon Moyse has answers that explain each of these inquiries. He wanted to review the Investment Letters (March

28, 2014) because he was thinking of leaving Catalyst and wanted to understand what might be said about him if he left. 62
Brandon Moyse reviewed the Stelco files (April 25, 2014) out of personal curiosity. At the time, the transaction was no longer
active. 63 The Masonite material (May 13, 2014) he reviewed was not found in files that belonged to Catalyst. It was part of an
exercise associated with an interview process being conducted by, or on behalf of, Mackenzie Investments. The material was
provided to Brandon Moyse by Mackenzie Investments or obtained from Masonite's website. 64 On May 13, 2014, Brandon
Moyse also accessed files related to WIND Mobile. This was done as part of his duties at Catalyst. He was working on a chart
to include in an investment memo. 65 Lastly, the reference to Monday Meeting Notes (May 26, 2014) were his notes for, not
from, that meeting. 66
38

Martin Musters has indicated that he cannot determine whether any Catalyst files were transferred by Brandon Moyse

from his computer to any other device 67 ; for example; to any personal computer he owned. There is no evidence that any of
the material accessed by Brandon Moyse through the files of Catalyst have been disclosed to West Face. On the other hand,
there is no certainty that everything that was accessed has been disclosed or discovered through the work of Martin Musters.
At his cross-examination, Brandon Moyse admitted that, between March and May 2014, he deleted documents. 68 As already
noted, one of these was the e-mail of March 27, 2014. 69
39
Pursuant to the order of Mr. Justice Firestone, forensic images of the electronic devices belonging to Brandon Moyse
have been created. They are being held in trust by his counsel. At this point, it appears that any evidence of the presence and use
of any confidential information belonging to Catalyst would be found on the personal computers and other electronic devices
of Brandon Moyes.
The Motion
40

On June 19, 2014, counsel for Brandon Moyse wrote to counsel for Catalyst reiterating the assurance that had already

been given and that Brandon Moyse remained "amenable to confirming these legal obligations in writing". 70 Any effort to
resolve the issues having failed, counsel for Catalyst responded by e-mail to counsel for Brandon Moyse, with a copy to counsel
for West Face. He indicated that he had received instructions to commence proceedings and went on:
I will try to get our materials to you and [counsel for West Face] forth with, but in the event that we cannot get the matter
heard before next Monday, we trust that no steps will be taken by each of your clients to alter the existing status quo prior
to the matter being heard by the court. 71
41
The only response, also dated June 19, 2014, was from counsel for West Face. It said that Brandon Moyse had "agreed,
contractually with West Face" that he would maintain confidentiality over any confidential information he had obtained through
his employment with Catalyst. The letter reiterates that Catalyst had not provided any evidence that Brandon Moyse had
breached those obligations and that a "confidentiality wall" had been put in place in respect of a "telecom deal" that had been
a particular concern of Catalyst. The letter indicated that any "litigation-related material" be directed to a particular lawyer in
the firm. 72
9

42
Counsel for Catalyst took this as an indication that the status quo would not necessarily be maintained. On that basis,
counsel "moved with urgency" to seek interim relief. Counsel for Catalyst says that receipt of the affidavits of Brandon Moyes
and Thomas Dea, both sworn on July 7, 2014, "confirmed Catalyst's worst fears: [Brandon] Moyse had transferred Catalyst's
confidential information to West Face....". 73 I understand this to refer to the e-mail of March 27, 2014, and the accompanying
four "Investment Memos".
43

As matters have developed:
• where West Face and Brandon Moyse provided assurance that no confidential information had been or would be received
by West Face, material that Catalyst believes to be confidential had been delivered to West Face by Brandon Moyse; and,
• where Brandon Moyes challenged Catalyst on the basis that the allegation that he had maintained confidential information
of Catalyst on his 'personal devices' was only speculation and innuendo, he has subsequently found such documents on
a personal computer.

44 Now, as part of the position taken on this motion, counsel for West Face and Brandon Moyse, submit that, in the absence
of any immediate proof, the court should accept the assurances of Brandon Moyse that his accessing files of Catalyst between
March 28, 2014 (two days after he met with Thomas Dea) and May 26, 2014 (two days after he resigned from Catalyst) was,
in every respect, proper, innocent and should be of no concern to Catalyst.
45
I repeat what was said at the outset. An injunction is an equitable remedy. Reliance on that premise is challenged where
the assurances of parties who seek what equity offers are, based on past actions, open to question.
46

The test for an interlocutory injunction is well-known. It asks three questions:
(i) Is there a serious issue to be tried?
(ii) Will the moving party suffer irreparable harm if the injunction is not granted?
(iii) Where does the balance of convenience lie? 74

(i) Is there a serious issue to be tried?
47
There is a clause in the Employment Agreement signed by Brandon Moyse that deals with the requirement to maintain
confidentiality. It says:
You understand that, in your capacity as an equity holder and employee, you will acquire information about certain
matters and things which are confidential to the protected entities, including, without limitation... and the like (collectively
'Confidential Information'). Further, you understand that each of the protected entities' Confidential Information has
been developed over a long period of time and at great expense to each of the protected entities. You agree that all
Confidential Information is the exclusive property of each of the protected entities. For greater clarity, common knowledge
or information that is in the public domain does not constitute 'Confidential Information'.
You also agree that you shall not, at any time during the term of your employment with us or thereafter reveal, divulge
or make known to any person, other than to [Catalyst] and our duly authorized employees or representatives or use for
your own or any other's benefit, any Confidential Information, which during or as a result of your employment with us,
has become known to you.
After your employment has ended, and for the following one year, you will not take advantage of, derive a benefit or
otherwise profit from any opportunities belonging to the Fund to invest in particular businesses, such opportunities that
you become aware of by reason of your employment with [Catalyst].
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48

It is not possible on an interlocutory motion to determine if such a clause has been breached. The threshold is low:

It is not possible on an interlocutory motion with conflicting affidavit evidence to determine finally whether or not the plaintiff
is entitled to succeed at trial and whether or not the defendants are, in fact, guilty of copying or misappropriating confidential
information acquired from the plaintiff. The test, as these cases hold, is whether there is a serious question to be tried. The
Supreme Court in RJR MacDonald made it clear that, as Justices Sopinka and Cory put it: 'The threshold is a low one. The judge
on the application must make a preliminary assessment of the merits. ... A prolonged examination of the merits is generally
neither necessary nor desirable'. 75 **
49 It is necessary that the threshold be low in light of the evidentiary challenges which face a moving party in cases involving
confidential business information:
In cases involving confidential business information misuse can rarely be proved by convincing direct evidence. In most
cases employers must construct a web of perhaps ambiguous circumstantial evidence from which the Court may draw
inferences which convince it that it is more probable than not that what employers alleged happened, did in fact take
place. Against this often delicate construct of circumstantial evidence there frequently must be balanced the testimony of
employees and their witnesses who directly deny everything. 76
50 The parties agree that the Confidentiality clause applies to Brandon Moyse. It is enforceable. Given the evidence that the
Investment Memos included with the e-mail of March 27, 2014 are marked confidential, were recognized as such by Thomas
Dea and could demonstrate strategies in a narrow, competitive business, I have no trouble in finding that the standard has been
met. There is a serious issue to be tried. This conclusion is strengthened by the demonstration that, despite his assurances to the
contrary, there were confidential documents on personal electronic devices belonging to Brandon Moyse.
51 This does not fully resolve the issue of whether the first of the three components of the test for an interlocutory injunction
have been met. Counsel for Catalyst seeks an order that Brandon Moyse be prohibited from "commencing or continuing
employment at [West Face] until December 25, 2014". 77 Counsel for West Face submitted that this request engages the noncompetition clause also found within the Employment Agreement of Brandon Moyse. Counsel said only if that clause is
enforceable and has been breached, can the court restrain Brandon Moyse from working. It is not clear that this is so. If it is
apparent that without such restraint breaches of the confidentiality clause would or could be expected to continue and cause
irreparable harm, why would it not be open to the court to require that a former employee not work in order to ensure the promised
confidentiality is maintained? Thomas Dea had no compunction about taking documents he recognized as confidential and
distributing them to other partners and senior management. Brandon Moyse had difficulty understanding the line that separates
what is confidential from that which is not.
52

The non-competition clause found in the contract of employment of Brandon Moyse states:
You agree that while you are employed by the Employer and for a period of six months thereafter, if you leave of your own
volition or are dismissed for cause and three months under any other circumstances, you shall not, directly or indirectly
within Ontario:
(i) engage in or become a party with an economic interest in any business or undertaking of the type conducted
by [Catalyst] or the Fund or any direct Associate of [Catalyst] within Canada, as the term Associate is defined in
theOntario Business Corporations Act (collectively the 'protected entities'), or attempt to solicit any opportunities of
the type for which the protected entities or any of them had a reasonable likelihood of completing an offering while
you were under [Catalyst]'s employees; and
(ii) render any service of the type outlined in subparagraph (i) above, unless such services are rendered as an employee
of or consultant to [Catalyst].
[Emphasis by underlining added]
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53
It may be that covenants in restraint of trade are generally unenforceable as contrary to the public interest. Nonetheless,
reasonable restraints of trade may be enforceable:
The jurisprudence has recognized the reasonableness of restrictive covenants in two circumstances: (i) covenants which
restrain competition by an employee with his former employer, and (ii) those restraining the vendor of a business from
competing with its purchaser. 78
54
The validity of a restrictive covenant of employment is subject to a two-stage inquiry: the proponent of the covenant (in
this case, Catalyst) must establish that it is reasonable, as between the parties, at which point the party seeking to challenge the
covenant (in this case, Brandon Moyse) bears the onus of proving that the covenant is contrary to the public interest. 79
55

Reasonableness is to be determined by examining the details of the case being considered:
The test of reasonableness can be applied, however, only in the peculiar circumstances of the particular case. Circumstances
are of infinite variety. Other cases may help in enunciating broad general principles but are otherwise of little assistance.
...
The validity, or otherwise, of a restrictive covenant can be determined only upon an overall assessment, of the clause, the
agreement within which it is found, and all of the surrounding circumstances. 80

56
In Dent Wizard (Canada) Ltd. v. Catastrophe Solutions International Inc.. 81 , Mr. Justice David Brown posited that,
where the nature of the employment may result in the employee gaining significant influence over the employer's customers,
a non-solicitation covenant might be inadequate to protect the employer's interests and a non-competition clause would be
reasonable. 82 Could it be that a similar idea is raised here? Could it be that the same principle applies to the potential harm
arising from the misuse of confidential information? Counsel for Catalyst suggests that there may be circumstances where the
advantage gained by the employee in taking and mis-using confidential information demonstrates that a confidentiality covenant
will be inadequate to protect the employer's proprietary interests.
57
In such circumstances, the non-competition clause would be available to protect against the harm caused by a breach
of the confidentiality clause.
58

For their part, counsel for West Face and Brandon Moyse say that the non-competition clause is ambiguous and overbroad

and, on that basis, is unreasonable and unenforceable. 83 Counsel for West Face referred to the wording of the clause and pointed
to the following areas of concern:
• What is the scope of the restraint? What "Fund" is being referred to? What businesses are caught by the terms "Associate"
and "undertaking of the type conducted by Catalyst"?
• What is the time duration that would reasonably protect the interests of Catalyst, is it three months or six month?
• What is the reasonable geographic limit? Is it Ontario, as stated in the contract, or should it be Toronto? 84
59
This kind of dissection is not helpful. It considers the issue of whether the clause is reasonable out of any context and
presumes no knowledge of the business involved:
It is important, I think, to resist the inclination to lift a restrictive covenant out of an employment agreement and examine
it in a disembodied manner, as if it were some strange scientific specimen under microscopic scrutiny. 85
60
Presumably, the requirement that a non-competition clause not be ambiguous is so that the limits it imposes are clearly
understood by the employee. The prescription that it should not be overly-broad is to allow the employee to find work and not
12

be limited in that regard by the overreaching of the employer. There is a question as to whether such concerns are warranted in
the present case. In GDI Solutions Inc. v. Walker, in examining the scope of a restrictive covenant, Madam Justice C.J. Brown
took into account what the employee would have known and understood:
The plaintiff submits that on cross-examination, Walker agreed that he understands what the terms 'same as' and 'competitive
with' mean. 86
61
It cannot be that Brandon Moyse was unaware that working for West Face was going to be a breach of the clause. The
firms compete. Brandon Moyse knew it. In an e-mail, dated February 8, 2013, he observed:
They've [meaning West Face] been hammered on one activist play we're [meaning Catalyst] looking at (though we don't
like) — and we're fighting them on a different distressed name right now. 87
62
In GDI Solutions Inc. v. Walker, the judge found that a non-competition clause covering businesses "similar to or
competitive with" the business of concern (in that case, a business that had been sold) was not vague. "Similar to" is plain
language. It is clear what it means. 88 The same could be said for "any business ... of the type conducted by [Catalyst]." 89
63

For the purposes of the non-competition clause, "Associates" is to be taken as defined in the Ontario Business Corporations

Act. Catalyst has only seven. The clause only applies to four of them. The other three are not located "within Canada". 90 It may
be, as suggested by counsel for West Face and Brandon Moyse, that as a result of there being an "Associate" in the restaurant
business 91 , Brandon Moyse is unable, during the currency of the clause, to work in that industry. 92 I do not agree that this
would have a "profound effect on [Brandon] Moyse's career options". 93 The clause, in these circumstances, is only effective
for six months. It may be, as was suggested during the course of the hearing, that Brandon Moyse never did any work with the
restaurant company, but he has made it plain that he reviewed files he was not working on. It is in the nature of its business that
Catalyst would have various investments. I do not find it unreasonable that it would, for a brief time, seek to protect them all.
64
Catalyst and West Face are in the same city. Regardless of whether "Ontario", as used in the non-competition clause, is
vague when examined outside any particular context or whether, as suggested on behalf of Catalyst, the boundaries of "Toronto"
are difficult to determine with certainty, it must have been clear that going to work with a competitor in Toronto would offend
the clause. 94
65

It was suggested that there was some uncertainty as to how long the non-competition clause was to be effective. Was it

six months? Was it three months? 95 The difference is both understandable and justified. When an employee leaves of his own
volition or is terminated for cause, the company will not be ready. If the parting is cordial, or accompanied by working notice,
the employer will be able to prepare. The employer will not require protection of the same duration.
66

Taken as a whole, read in context, I would not be prepared to find the non-competition clause unreasonable.

67 Little was said and I am not prepared to find that the public interest militates against the acceptance of this non-competition
clause. There are two competing policy concerns. On the one hand, there is a reticence to allow a restraint of trade. On the other
hand, parties should be left free to contract. 96 In this case, there was consideration to be accounted for by Brandon Moyse if
he was considering leaving Catalyst. In addition to his base salary and annual bonus, Brandon Moyse participated in "Catalyst's
60/40 Scheme", whereby sixty percent of the carried interest from Catalyst's investment funds is allocated to the professionals
who participated on the deals made by the fund. By May 2014, that is, within one- and-a-half years of his joining Catalyst,
Brandon Moyse had accrued over $500,000 in this scheme. 97
68

In the circumstances, I find that there is, at least, a serious case to be tried:
• Was information confidential to Catalyst delivered to West Face and was it used by West Face to the detriment of Catalyst?
and
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• Was the non-competition clause found in the employment contract of Brandon Moyse enforceable and, if it was
enforceable, has it been breached?
69

Counsel for West Face and counsel for Brandon Moyse say that, in the circumstances, this is not enough to demonstrate

that the first test from RJR-MacDonald Inc. v. Canada (Attorney General) 98 has been met. Counsel for Brandon Moyse relied
on cases which demonstrate that "when the injunction sought is intended to place restrictions on a person's ability to engage
in their chosen vocation and to earn a livelihood, the higher threshold of a strongprima facie case is the more appropriate test
to be applied". 99
70
In Kohler Canada Co. v. Porter, 100 the defendant had worked for Kohler, in its plumbing products business, since
his graduation from university in 1988. He was promoted from time to time until he became Sales Manager for Central and
Western Canada, In 2001, for the first time, he was asked to sign an employment contract. It contained a non-competition
clause. He signed without giving the matter much thought. In 2002, he accepted a job, offered by a competitor, with more
responsibility and better pay. Kohler sought an injunction to restrain its former employee from working for his new employer
on the grounds that he was in breach of the agreement he had signed. The judge observed that the overwhelming preponderance
of case authority supported applying the strong prima facie test in non-competition injunction cases. The higher standard was
not met; the injunction was refused.
71
In the case I am asked to decide, there is a strong prima facie case that Brandon Moyse had breached the confidentiality
clause of his Employment Agreement. He has taken and delivered to his new employer confidential information which may
demonstrate strategies his former employer used in a narrow and competitive business. Upon receipt, the new employer
understood the material would be seen by the former employer as confidential, warned the employee that he should do nothing
similar with any information he obtained while in its employ and distributed the information to each of the partners and a VicePresident. When the former employer raised concern, it was met with assurances that did not stand up. It is difficult to see
how, in such circumstances, the higher standard should necessarily inure to the benefit of the employee and the new employer.
Put another way, it is with this analysis that the direction that one who seeks equity should do equity becomes relevant to this
situation.
72
In Jet Print Inc. v. Cohen, 101 a principal of the plaintiff had two brothers. They worked for the company. They both
fell out with their brother (the principal of the company): one because he was accused of submitting fraudulent invoices to
the plaintiff; and the other because the plaintiff did not pay him a bonus he said he was owed. Subsequently, the brothers who
had left went into business for themselves. The plaintiff brought a motion for an interlocutory injunction prohibiting the two
brothers from soliciting the business of the plaintiff, contrary to the employment agreements they had entered into. The higher
standard, the requirement that there be a strong prima facie case, was applied. The motion did not succeed. In that case, the noncompetition clause was so onerous that it made it almost impossible for the two brothers to work. First, it applied for two years.
Second, under the terms of the employment agreement, they were not permitted to solicit work from any client of the employer.
"Client" was defined to include"...clients existing at the time of the termination of the contractual relationships together with
any clients during the proceeding year [sic] and any prospective clients to which the Employer had a presentation within the
proceeding two years [sic]." The employment agreement went on to specify that any breach of these restrictions"...will cause
irreparable injury to the Employer and that any money damages will not provide an adequate remedy to the Employer". 102 At
the time the employment agreement was presented, the two brothers (the employees) were denied the time to seek legal advice.
They were instructed that they must sign the agreements and were not provided with copies until after the litigation seeking the
injunctions against them had been commenced. It is not difficult to see that these agreements were unremittingly burdensome,
unfair and contrary to the broader public concern that people should be permitted to work. If the contract had been sustained,
employers could effectively ruin the careers of former employees and make it impossible for them to continue to earn a living
in areas of work with which they were familiar.
73
This is not the case here. Where the employee left of his or her own volition, the non-competition clause at issue would
apply for six months. Brandon Moyse left Catalyst on June 23, 2014. This matter was heard on October 27, 2014. If an order
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is made requiring Brandon Moyse to abide by the non-competition clause, it can be for no longer than to December 22, 2014,
that is less than two months. Moreover, counsel for Catalyst, while not agreeing, acknowledged that it would be possible for the
court to order that Catalyst pay the salary of Brandon Moyse for the few weeks remaining before the non-competition clause
expires. This situation is not comparable to that confronting the two brothers in Jet Print Inc. v. Cohen. There is no long-term
inability to work and there need be no short-term material loss.
74 The better view is that the failure to satisfy the higher standard does not inexorably lead to the refusal of an interlocutory
injunction. In GDI Solutions Inc. v. Walker, Madam Justice C. J. Brown considered the impact of any determination that there
was more than a serious issue to be tried. She considered several lines of cases and opted for the view that, where a strong prima
facie case can be made out, there is no need to give great regard to the second and third parts of the injunction test (irreparable
harm and the balance of convenience). Where only a serious issue to be tried can be established, greater regard should be given
to those considerations: 103
...[I]n the case of an interlocutory injunction to restrain a breach of a negative covenant, irreparable harm and the balance
of convenience need to be still considered. The extent of the consideration, however, will be directly influenced by the
strength of a plaintiff's case. Even where there is a clear breach of a negative covenant which is reasonable on its face, the
issues of irreparable harm and balance of convenience cannot be ignored. They may, however, become less of a factor in
reaching the final determination of the issue depending on the strength of the plaintiff's case. 104
75 In this case, I do not propose to forego or limit consideration of the second and third parts of the test for an interlocutory
injunction. For that reason, I see no reason to go beyond finding that there is a serious issue to be tried and, on that basis, to
conclude that the first part of the test has been met. Before going further, it may be as well to recall that the three tests which
mark the standard for the granting of an interlocutory injunction are, in any event, not to be seen as a checklist:
The list of factors which the courts have developed - relative strength of the case, irreparable harm and balance of
convenience - should not be employed as a series of independent hurdles. They should be seen in the nature of evidence
relevant to the central issue of assessing the relative risks of harm to the parties from granting or withholding interlocutory
relief. 105
(ii) Will the moving party suffer irreparable harm if the injunction is not granted?
76 I turn to irreparable harm. Catalyst is concerned that the delivery of confidential material will, or has, put it at a competitive
disadvantage. In particular, reference was made to a "telecom situation". This refers to a matter that was clearly of some
sensitivity. West Face constructed a "confidentiality wall". While there is considerable disagreement about its effectiveness, the
fact that it was put in place substantiates the concern. As already noted, among the Catalyst documents accessed by Brandon
Moyse on May 13, 2014, were files related to WIND Mobile. 106 As I understand it, this relates to the "telecom situation"
of concern. The chart Brandon Moyse was working on was to be included with an investment memo. The delivery of the
information it contained would be advantageous to West Face, which had an interest in the same opportunity. Unfair competition
can lead to irreparable harm:
Cases of unfair competition have often been recognized as ones in which damages may not adequately compensate the
plaintiff for the loss suffered due to the defendant's conduct. Not only is it difficult to quantify the loss of goodwill or
market share suffered by the plaintiff due to the defendant's actions, but the damage to relationships with customers is
inherently difficult to assess. In a competitive industry, where there can be considerable fluidity of customer allegiances,
it may be difficult for the moving party to establish an accurate measure of damages. 107
77

As this suggests, misappropriation and use of confidential information can give rise to irreparable harm:
Messa has no way of knowing the extent to which Phipps might be using successfully any confidential information from
Messa to effectively compete with Messa; and therefore Messa cannot easily quantify damages in this action. 108
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78
In such circumstances, it is not possible to quantify the damage. The harm that may be caused would be irreparable. In
this case, the problem is underscored by the apparent uncertainty of Brandon Moyse as to what is confidential information, that
he accused Catalyst of innuendo and speculation as to the possibility that he had maintained confidential information when, in
fact, he had and that information that was considered by Catalyst to be confidential and was marked as such had been delivered
to West Face despite assurances that suggested the contrary. This points, again, to the proposition that those seeking to rely
on equity must act in a fashion that is consistent with the request; they have to do equity. In this situation, how can the court
be certain that, if Brandon Moyse goes to work for West Face, confidential information won't slide through some crack in
whatever protections are erected? I am not sure it can be. This is all the more true where Thomas Dea, rather than returning
the material, decided, in effect on behalf of Catalyst, that the material was not confidential and distributed it to partners and
a Vice-President at West Face.
(iii) Where does the balance of convenience lie?
79
To take into account the balance of convenience, I turn to the possible impact on Brandon Moyse. I cannot see how
delaying his career at West Face until December 22, 2014 would have any lasting effect.
80

I pause to point out that the order of Mr. Justice Firestone contains the following paragraph:
THIS COURT FURTHER ORDERS that the above terms are being agreed to on a without prejudice basis and shall not
be voluntarily disclosed by the parties. The parties are agreed and request that the court hearing the interlocutory motion
shall not consider or draw any inference from the terms of this consent order.

81 I draw no inference from this order. On the other hand, it is difficult to ignore the fact that, pursuant to this order, Brandon
Moyse agreed to be bound by the non-competition clause in his Employment Agreement until this interlocutory injunction is
determined. This being so, he has not been at work. An order requiring him to continue to abide by the non-competition clause
would prevent him from working at West Face for approximately seven more weeks. This does not, nor would the full six
months, constitute irreparable harm. Nor will it have any short term effect if Calalyst is required to continue to pay Brandon
Moyse while he waits for the period affected by the non-competition clause to wind down.
82

The balance of convenience favours Catalyst.

Conclusion
83
This is not a case where the actions of Brandon Moyse and West Face demonstrate that equity should balance in their
favour. In the circumstances, I make the following orders:
In order to ensure that any information, confidential to Catalyst, that may remain in the possession of Brandon Moyse is
not provided to West Face.
1. An interlocutory injunction enjoining the defendant, Brandon Moyse, or anyone acting on his behalf or at his
direction from using, misusing or disclosing any and all confidential and/or proprietary information, including all
records, materials, information, contracts, policies, and processes of The Catalyst Capital Group Inc.
To ensure that Brandon Moyse does not, through carelessness, by accident or with intention, communicate information,
confidential to Catalyst, to representatives of West Face and, thus, create unfair competition.
2. A further interlocutory injunction enjoining the defendant, Brandon Moyes, from engaging in activities competitive
to Catalyst in compliance with the non-competition clause of his employment agreement (clause 8) until its expiry
six months after his leaving his employment with The Catalyst Capital Group Inc., being December 22, 2014.
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3. On the understanding that, as a result of this order, Brandon Moyse will be unable to commence his employment
with West Face until December 22, 2014, The Catalyst Capital Group Inc. shall pay Brandon Moyse his West Face
Capital Inc. salary until December 21, 2014.
Finally, counsel for Catalyst submitted that an independent supervising solicitor should be identified and required to review
the forensic images that have been created and held in trust by counsel for Brandon Moyse to identify what, if any, material
these images may contain that are confidential to Catalyst. What is personal to Brandon Moyse would be returned to him.
Counsel for Brandon Moyse opposed this request. It would be an extraordinary order. It is the view of counsel for Brandon
Moyse that material that is confidential to Catalyst will have to be produced. It should be left to Brandon Moyse to review
and determine what must be produced. The difficulty with this is that it is another assurance where those made in the past
were not sustained.
4. The forensic images that were created in compliance with the order of Mr. Justice Firestone shall be reviewed by an
independent supervising solicitor identified, pursuant to a protocol to be jointly agreed to by counsel for the parties,
or, failing such agreement, by way of further direction of the court.
5. The review of the forensic images by the independent supervising solicitor shall be completed before any
examinations-for-discovery are conducted in this action.
84
The order will recognize the undertaking made by The Capital Catalyst Group Inc. that it will comply with any order
regarding damages the court may make in the future, if it ultimately appears that this order ought not to have been granted,
and that the granting of this order has caused damage to Brandon Moyse and West Face Inc. for which The Capital Catalyst
Group Inc. should compensate them.
Costs
85

If the parties are unable to agree as to costs, I will consider written submissions on the following terms:
1. On behalf of The Catalyst Capital Group Inc., within fifteen days of the release of these reasons, such submissions
are to be no longer than five pages, double-spaced, not including any Bill of Costs, Costs Outline or caselaw that
may be referred to.
2. On behalf of Brandon Moyse, within ten days thereafter, such submissions ae to be no longer than four pages,
double-spaced, not including any Bill of Costs, Costs Outline or caselaw that may be referred to.
3. On behalf of West Face Capital Inc., within ten days thereafter, such submissions are to be no longer than four
pages, double-spaced, not including any Bill of Costs, Costs Outline or caselaw that may be referred to.
4. If necessary, in reply, on behalf of The Catalyst Capital Group Inc., within five days thereafter such submissions to
be no longer than four pages, double-spaced (two pages with respect to any submissions made on behalf of Brandon
Moyse and two pages with respect to any submissions made on behalf of West Face Capital Inc.).
Application allowed.
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THIS IS EXHIBIT 44
TO THE AFFIDAVIT OF
JAMES A. RILEY
SWORN BEFORE ME THIS
5th DAY OF DECEMBER, 2019

A commissioner for taking affidavits

Dear Catalyst Fund Limited Partnership II and II-PP (the "Fund" or "Fund II and II-PP") fuvestor:
Catalyst continues to be excited about the existing Canadian distressed opportunity set and believes all
of the work undertaken on behalf of its LPs will be rewarded handsomely.
As a brief update on the West Face and Wind litigation, new facts helpful to the case have been
discovered. These relate not only to their stand-alone behavior but also to possible interference and
market manipulation involving West Face and others in Callidus.
We are very concerned about materials from the Funds (Quarterly Letters and Annual General Meeting
presentations) appearing in social media / other public media sources and becoming manipulated
against the interests of the LPs. This is now more relevant as we are trying to monetize the investments
in the Fund. Therefore, we are reminding LPs to remember their confidentiality obligations as part of
the LP Agreements (please refer to the confidentiality provision on the following page).
Please feel free to contact the undersigned with any questions you may have, and thank you, once again,
for your continued support. We remain committed to the Guiding Principles attached hereto as our
commitment to you, our investors.
Newton Glassman
The following is the 2Q 2017 Quarterly Letter.
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The materials included in this document are prepared for Catalyst's Limited Partners only and are subject
to confidentiality as per the Limited Partnership Agreement.
By opening / reading this document, or by otherwise receiving this document, you understand,
acknowledge, and agree to be bound by the confidentiality provision of the Limited Partnership
Agreement. You also represent that the confidentiality provision has, and will continue to be, respected
by you and your institution.
Confidentiality Provision

The following confidentiality provision is from Article 18 of the Amended and Restated Limited
Partnership Agreement dated as of April 21, 2006 as amended by the limited partnership amending
agreement dated as of August 21, 2006 and the limited partnership amending agreement dated as of
October 27, 2006. The capitalized terms contained in the confidentiality provision have meanings set
forth in the limited partnership agreement.
18.1 (c) Confidential Information. The General Partner and Catalyst Capital Group hereby agree and
each Limited Partner hereby agrees that neither it nor any of its representatives or Affiliates shall at
any time disclose any Confidential Information to any Person nor use the same for any purpose other
than the purposes of the Partnership or its investment therein, nor disclose or use for any purpose other
than those of the Partnership, the private affairs of the Partnership or its investment therein or any
other information relating to the business, operations or affairs ofthe Partnership which it may acquire
hereunder or pursuant to this Agreement or any other agreement entered into pursuant to or in
contemplation of this Agreement; provided that such restriction shall not apply to (i) information that is
or becomes generally available to the public other than as a result of any disclosure made by a Person in
violation of this Section, (ii) information already in a party's possession without restriction on disclosure,
(iii) information that comes into a party's possession from a third party without restriction on disclosure,
other than in violation of any agreement of which the recipient party is aware, or (iv) information that is
required to be disclosed by law or by any, court, governmental or regulatory authority or securities
exchange, provided that the disclosing party should use all reasonable efforts to notify the other parties
ofsuch requirement as soon as it becomes known to such disclosing party and to seek, in cooperation with
such other parties, an appropriate protective order to avoid such disclosure.
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Below, please find an updated table regarding outstanding Fund commitments.
-

Fund II t Fund U-PP 1

4Q 2017

3Q2017

($ in Millions)

-

- -

-

Total

-

Therapure

......

(200.0)

(200.0)

NMRC

......

(6.0)

(6.0)

Sonar 2

......

(124.3)

(124.3)

Gateway

......

(400.0)

(400.0)

Callidus

......

......

--

Expenses

0.2

0.1

0.3

Management Fees

3.1

1.9

5.0

1

Total
3.3
(728.3)
(725.0)
..
..
Ongmal Fund II term was 7 years endmg on June 30, 2013. Two additional one-year extensions were available and both extensions were executed.

Additional extension executed extending term to November 30, 2017. Investment period ended June 30, 2011.
Indicative of full enterprise value. It is likely that full consideration could include various types of earn-outs.
Note: Table reflects net realizations and expenses expected in 2017 and not the full value of investments. Assumes accelerated regulatory approval on
Therapure's sale of its contract development and manufacturing organization and Gateway's monetization through an M&A process.
2
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Portfolio Review
Existing Positions:
Therapure Biopharma Inc. ("Therapure")
Prepared by: Gabriel de Alba

(All figures below in thousands of US. dollars as ofJune 30, 2017)

Capital Invested:
Prior Capital Invested:
Additional Capital Invested:
Total Current Capital Invested:
Realized Proceeds to Date:
Unrealized Value:
Total Value:
Gross IRR:
Multiple on Cash Invested:
Securities Held:
Original Securities Purchased:
Original Investment Date:

$151,189
$10
$151,199
$22,146
$662,227
$684,373
25.8%
4.5x
97% of Therapure Equity
Senior Secured Bank Debt
November 2007
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Therapure (continued)

New Developments this Quarter
•

Catalyst is focused on monetizing its investment in Therapure and is actively pursuing a strategic
sale of the contract development and manufacturing organization ("CDMO") business and an
initial public offering ("IPO") or strategic sale of the Proprietary Products business
• The M&A process for the CDMO business continued to move forward successfully during Q2 /
2017; Catalyst, Therapure, and Wells Fargo Securities, acting as advisor, have successfully
negotiated to increase the value of the initial offers received and continue to work towards
signing an agreement
• In relationship to the IPO of the Proprietary Products business, Therapure received positive
feedback during preliminary investor meetings organized with Jefferies, acting as lead IPO
underwriter, in June
o Collectively, investors noted the low regulatory risk and established plasma proteins
market as being attractive from an investment standpoint
o Preparing to submit F-1 to the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission and drafting
IPO marketing materials as "stalking horse" for potential outright sale
• The business is performing above expectations; below, please find a brief overview of
operational developments during Q2 / 2017:
CDMOUpdate
o Manufactured a combined total of9 cGMP batches for core clients Alexion (3), DVC (1),
and LFB-lA (5)
• Signed approximately C$1. 7MM of new business by means of change orders
fromDVC
o Manufactured 3 process validation cGMP batches for Insmed, in addition to initiating
process optimization project
o Signed new business with new client KVR (C$1.0MM) and existing client Formation
(C$1.6MM); submitted 15 new proposals to prospective clients and projects
o Completed cell line selection and testing for Kahr, column optimization for Pharming
Proprietary Products Update
o Completed PlasmaCap response to Food and Drug Administration ("FDA") as follow up
to questions on Investigational New Drug ("IND") filing; IND was subsequently
approved on July 5, 2017, clearing the business to proceed with its clinical trial for
intravenous immunoglobulin ("IVIG")
• Held on-site investigator meetings in preparation for start of clinical trial
o Submitted Clinical Trial Application ("CTA'') to Health Canada on June 19, 2017;
subsequently approved on July 18, 2017
o Progressed through clinical manufacturing campaign with yields in line with, or better
than, expected yields
• To date, Therapure has received C$16.6MM under a government grant of C$20:MM from The
Advanced Manufacturing Fund, a C$200MM fund delivered by the Federal Economic
Development Agency for Southern Ontario. This funding enables Therapure to accelerate its
plasma proteins program
• Increased capital invested by $0.0MM
• Increase in unrealized value of $0.0MM
e
Change in total value of $0.0MM
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Business Description
Therapure is a Canadian-based biophannaceutical company committed to the development,
manufacture, purification, and packaging ofrare and complex biotherapeutics. Therapure operates under
two businesses: (i) CDMO and (ii) Proprietary Products (a pipeline of plasma-derived therapeutic
proteins and innovative biopharmaceuticals).
The company's assets include a state-of-the-art facility, plant and equipment, intellectual property and a
number of joint venture and licensing agreements.

Investment Thesis
Therapure's predecessor, Hemosol, filed for protection under Canada's Companies' Creditors
Arrangement Act in December 2005. Catalyst acquired 100% ofHemosol's secured debt at below
liquidation value of all the assets, below "Plan Value", and approximately 6% of book value. Therapure
is pursuing a fairly unique business model and recent indications of interest confirm previous valuations
and suggest further potential.
Over $250MM had been spent on property, plant and equipment ("PP&E") immediately prior to filing
for court protection. The thesis was that given the fact the Fund was the sole owner of 100% of the
company's debt, as well as the state-of-the-art nature of the company's facility, a recovery of the Fund's
cost plus a profit was extremely likely even in a forced liquidation scenario. The Fund purchased the
debt for approximately $14MM (and subsequently provided a working capital infusion of$5MM). A
business plan was developed that would use both the extremely low acquisition cost of the PP&E and
the unrealized profit noted above to invest in a two-pronged strategy (CDMO and proprietary drug
development) with the hope of realizing above normal margins in the CDMO business ( due to the
Fund's cost base of the PP&E), as well as creating a pool of "free options" and extremely low cost
intellectual property in partnership with prospective customers.
Therapure secured a mix of government funding and third-party debt in 2015 to support the business. In
2016, an additional $50MM was committed under the company's existing credit facility, upsizing the
facility to $80MM, to fund the upcoming IVIG clinical trial and business development initiatives, as
well as a $22MM return of capital to Catalyst.
CDMO
The company continues to pursue new contracts in order to achieve full production utilization and has a
valuable business development pipeline representing in excess of $85MM in revenue over the next 1224 months. The company continues to demonstrate strong momentum and improve EBITDA year-overyear.
Therapure has a strong customer base consisting of NASDAQ listed companies, government entities and
leading biotechnology firms for which the company is the sole manufacturer of their commercial or late
stage products. Favorable multi-year contract terms include contractual minimums and take-or-pay
agreements.
During 2014, Therapure executed a long term supply agreement with Insmed Inc. (NASDAQ: INSM,
$1.0B market cap.) for the manufacture of the company's once-a-day inhaled antibiotic, ARIKAYCE.
6
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ARIKAYCE is currently undergoing Phase III clinical trials for the treatment of nontuberculous
mycobacteria with registration tentatively planned in the U.S. and Europe in 2018. Therapure's initial
agreement with fusmed includes a 5-year post-approval deal for ARIKAYCE with a 2-year renewal
period.
Therapure has a contract with rEVO for the manufacture of Atryn, a commercially approved
recombinant plasma protein product. The company invested significant time and effort in preparing for a
FDA Pre-Approval Inspection of the facility, which was required for the company to manufacture the
product.
Proprietary Products
Therapure continues development towards commercializing its plasma protein products to be used for
specific therapeutics including immune deficiencies, burns, hemophilia and other common applications.
In 2011, Therapure identified an opportunity to manufacture MG using a technology that would be up
to 50% more efficient than current technologies. This proprietary technology acquisition was completed
in Q4 / 2012 and work was initiated to scale up the process and begin clinical manufacturing at
commercially acceptable yields for IVIG and other plasma proteins.
The company's plasma proteins products carry low clinical risk. IVIG has regulatory protocol guidance
documents and no IVIG product has ever failed a clinical trial. Albumin has not had a clinical trial
requirement for any product currently on market.
Following successful pre-IND and pre-CTA meetings for IVIG with the FDA and Health Canada,
Therapure successfully completed pre-clinical trials which confirmed the safety of the IVIG product in
animal models and completed the clinical manufacturing facility. Therapure also confirmed yield and
process for IVIG manufacturing, which led to first GMP run using the proprietary PlasmaCap
technology in June 2016. The IND filing for MG was completed in Q4 / 2016 and subsequently cleared
by the FDA on July 5, 2017; the CTA was approved by Health Canada on July 18, 2017. Therapure is
currently preparing for the clinical trial.
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Gateway Casinos & Entertainment Limited ("Gateway")
Prepared by: Gabriel de Alba

Please note that this investment is owned 50% and 50% by Funds II I II-PP and III, respectively.
Investment figures below represent the aggregate position.
(All figures below in thousands of US. dollars as of June 30, 2017)
Capital Invested:
Prior Capital Invested:
Additional Capital Invested:
Total Current Capital Invested:
Realized Proceeds to Date:
Unrealized Value:
Total Value:
Gross IRR:
Multiple on Cash Invested:

$307,981
$29
$308,010
$225,192
$793,128
$1,018,320
24.9%
3.3x

Current Securities Held:
Original Securities Held:

74% of total equity
Senior Secured 1st and 2nd Lien Term
Loans

Original Investment Date:

May2009
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Gateway (continued)

New Developments tit.is Quarter
•

•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•

Following the $74MM distribution paid to Catalyst in Ql 2017, Gateway launched a dual path
M&A/IPO process this quarter with Morgan Stanley as advised. Morgan Stanley's experience
with Gateway dates back to the initial Catalyst-led restructuring and includes the successful
C$920MM recapitalization earlier this year. Initial M&A bids are expected in August with a
transaction completion target in 2017. Catalyst is encouraged by early indications of interest.
The real estate monetization process that was initiated in Q 1 2017 continues and we are assessing
different opportunities to realize previously unlocked value in the real estate
At the beginning of 2017, Gateway management set aggressive growth targets for both 2017 and
2018
Gateway has exceeded expectations for Q2 2017 as well as YTD, primarily due to:
o Outperformance of budget at GVRD casinos due to better than expected slot performance,
leading to 14% higher EBITDA than budgeted for Q2 2017
o Better than plan execution on the operational turnaround efficiencies at the Ontario bundle
casinos that were acquired this quarter, leading to 11 % higher Revenue and EBITDA than
budgeted for Q2 2017
The Ontario Lottery & Gaming ("OLG") privatization process continues with Gateway submitting
its bid for the GTA West bundle in July 2017. The GTA West would add a further 4 casinos to the
existing Ontario property portfolio. This would greatly expand the reach and scale of Gateway in
the province as well as significantly increase the Gross Gaming Revenue potential for Gateway
going forward
In Q 1 2017, British Columbia Lottery Corporation ("BCLC") announced that there will be an RFP
process for a new casino in the Greater Victoria Regional Area on Vancouver Island and Gateway
continues to prepare to compete in the process
o In addition, BCLC also issued an expression of interest for the North Shore concurrently
with the EOI for the South of the Fraser region and Gateway is working towards finalizing
plans to participate in those processes
Increased Capital Invested by $0.lMM
Change in Unrealized Value $0.lMM
Change in Total Value of $0.lMM

.Business Descripti<m
Gateway Casinos & Entertainment Inc. ("Gateway") is one of the largest casino operators in Canada.
Gateway has 12 gaming properties in British Columbia and Alberta including 9 casinos, 2 community
gaming centres and a bingo hall. Gateway also operates 22 restaurants, 15 bars, 5 hotels and convention
centres (2 of which Gateway owns), 7 live entertainment venues, has launched "Match Eatery & Public
Houses" ("Match"), which is a new sports pub concept targeted at the previously underpenetrated younger
casual gamer with 5 locations currently, and has 2 development/relocation properties. Gateway's facilities
(eight leased, four owned) total more than 500,000 square feet and house approximately 5,000 slots, 200
tables, 300 hotel rooms, and over 600 bingo seats. Gateway Casinos was formerly owned by Macquarie
and Crown Ltd., due to a 2007 LBO which ultimately failed for financial, operational and strategic reasons.
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Gateway is the leading casino operator in the British Columbia and Edmonton Markets. In the British
Columbia Market, the company is the largest casino operator with over 40% market share as measured by
total casino gaming revenue. In the C$ l .O billion Greater Vancouver Market, which comprises the largest
metropolitan area in British Columbia with approximately 2.3MM people, Gateway is the number one
casino operator (excluding racinos) with respect to slot machine revenue with a 50% market share. In
addition to impressive market share, Gateway also has leading win per unit metrics in many of its locations
for both slot machines and table games. Gateway is the exclusive casino operator in the ThompsonOkanagan Market. With a population of over 450,000, this area has experienced substantial growth due
to continued development of the British Columbia interior. Gateway believes that its position as a market
leader is attributable to, among other things, its ability to provide full-service gaming and non-gaming
offerings in superior locations which specifically target Gateway's customers' needs as well as its longstanding relationships with gaming authorities. The lack of new gaming licenses in Gateway's markets
also creates high barriers to entry, further entrenching the company's market share, and ultimately
protecting its strong and industry leading stable cash flow generation.
Gateway's capital programs are focused on renovating and improving the amenities offered at its
properties, with the goal of encouraging its guests to visit the company's properties frequently. Of the
C$460MM+ of capital expenditures invested in Gateway properties since 2004, the majority has been
invested in properties that have opened or have been renovated in the past three years. Gateway believes
that these new or recently renovated properties distinguish its locations from other gaming entertainment,
position its properties to maximize revenue from the company's existing customers, and enable the
company to generate industry leading cash flow levels. Gateway continues to improve upon its facilities
and amenities, through projects such as Match, the new sports pub, buffets and the new luxury suites at
The Grand Villa Hotel. The relocation projects planned for Kamloops, Baccarat and Palace will provide
brand new facilities in underserved markets, further distinguishing itself from other entertainment, and
offering significant incremental cash flow generation (over C$22MM of incremental EBITDA).
Gateway locations are in three distinct provinces and generate industry leading strong, stable cash flows.
For the FYE period ended December 31, 2014, over 70% of Gateway's revenue was derived from gaming
operations, which provide a consistent and resilient core business. Gateway's industry leading free cash
flow of approximately C$80MM benefits from low maintenance capital expenditures as the previous
owners recently invested C$300MM of capital in its properties.
Both the British Columbia and Alberta operations are subject to provincial regulatory oversight and
licensing which, in tum, results in both high barriers to entry for potential competitors and high "switching
costs" for the provincial regulators. Prior to the Funds' investment, Gateway had spent well in excess of
$350MM on property upgrades; this same $350MM was subject to a seven to nine year capital recovery
and reimbursement program from the provincial governments.
Catalyst Funds acquired control of Gateway via 1st and 2nd lien debt purchases. Catalyst then led a
restructuring plan. Full regulatory approval as well as Plan implementation occurred in September 2010.
A refinancing of the Plan's exit debt closed on or about November 24, 2010. Approximately $5001vlM of
new debt replaced the exit debt put in place by the Catalyst Plan. Catalyst realized substantial gains as a
result of the exit debt refinancing. Furthennore, as a result of the Plan and certain actions taken by
Catalyst, the Funds on a combined basis initially owned approximately 62% of Gateway, and now own
approximately 72% thereof.
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Taking advantage of favourable market conditions in Q3/201 l, Catalyst led a new re-pricing of some of
the then existing debt on Gateway, resulting in a $7 .5MM reduction in annual interest costs. Again taking
advantage of favourable market conditions in Q4/2013, Catalyst led a refinancing of Gateway's entire
capital structure for a total of C$560MM in debt (including a C$50MM undrawn revolver), resulting in
lower interest rates, longer tenors and better covenants.

Investment 11wsis
The Funds originally invested on the thesis that the senior secured debt was substantially over-secured
once an investor accounted for the $350MM owed pursuant to the provincial reimbursement program
noted above. It was felt that either: (a) the Funds would be refinanced out by a competing offer
resulting in a par plus accrued recovery and therefore a very substantial profit; or, (b) the Funds would
have an effective purchase price of approximately 6x EBITDA for a potentially unique and irreplaceable
asset with substantial upside in a restructuring involving zero or reduced cost of equity for the Funds.
Furthermore, it was felt that potential returns could be increased via the introduction of operational
improvements.
Key amongst the intended operational changes was a targeted marketing program and an improved
overall entertainment experience. Key cost and expense reductions were targeted as well. For example,
through the second half of 2011, Gateway implemented approximately $6.0MM in annualized EBITDA
improvements through the following initiatives: ATM increases, reduced corporate costs, janitorial
reductions, WCB savings, insurance reductions, and vendor changes.
Given the symbiotic relationship with regulators, growth/expansion was considered a logical next step.
Growth initiatives such as new sports pubs, additional slots, and the relocation into new facilities will
contribute to revenue growth. The young casual gamer, an under targeted audience, will be a focus
point for the Company, using a variety of food & beverage, entertainment and gaming offers as lures.
Expense control through management consolidation, additional cost control mea~ures and EBITDA
performance reviews will contribute to EBITDA growth as well. A new procurement system design and
installation commenced in May 2014 and implementation began in late October 2014 with plans to
rollout to all properties in Ql/2015. The system will allow management to keep better controls over its
purchases and inventory and will enable Gateway to reduce expenses by approximately C$250,000 per
year. An updated financial reporting format commenced in June 2014 and rolled out to all properties
completed in January 2015. The new format will allow the Company to have more detailed financial
reporting and allow management to break out every outlet to review its performance. This information
will enable senior management to hold each outlet manager and property manager accountable for the
key metrics of labour, cost of goods sold and revenue in their operating businesses. It will also be used
to gauge Key Performance Indicators (K.Pls) for each manager.
Additionally, Gateway built upon its prior operational improvements and implemented further costsaving programs that included:
o
Normalization of gambling dollars kept by casino ("the hold") by focusing on mid-tier customer
segment
• Operational synergies - renegotiation of key food and beverage contracts, food and beverage
price increases, and further labour and janitorial cost reductions at select locations
o
Introduction of slot machines at select (and recently acquired) Community Gaming Centres
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•
•

Refocusing and maximizing Gateway's marketing spend
hnplementing new cost and procurement IT systems

Catalyst currently holds two of four of the Gateway Board seats directly, one of which is the Board's
chairmanship. The two remaining Board seats are held by an independent director (Catalyst's nominee),
and an appointee of the second largest shareholder.
The BCLC has invested approximately C$150MM in tracking software, which will present new and
innovative ways to market to existing customers. GMS ("Gaming Management System", implemented
by the BCLC, allows for floor-wide bonus experiences and for Gateway to offer point-of-play dynamic
bonuses) is a new slot/table tracking system that will now give Gateway real time data and improve new
player acquisition. The system will enable Gateway to reward customers for their loyalty directly at the
slot device and patrons will be able to apply reward points towards amenity purchases.
Food & Beverage revenue represents a significant growth opportunity for Gateway with 5 sports pubs
and 2 buffets opened in 2014. Historically, the Company has treated Food & Beverage as a "fueling
station", non-core to the business and not a driver of foot traffic. In 2014, Gateway began opening its
new sports pubs, branded "Match Eatery & Public Houses", to attract a broad demographic including
tapping into the previously underpenetrated younger casual gamer. The sports pubs are estimated to
generate over C$2MM of combined incremental EBITDA in year one of operations. There has been
demand for additional buffets at larger venues, which have proven to be slot revenue drivers. Gateway
opened two more buffets in 2014 at Cascades and Starlight. Grand Villa completed the patio expansion
at Personas, the tapas restaurant and lounge opened in 2013 at Grand Villa, in August 2014 to help
attract higher volumes during the milder months in the GVRD. Grand Villa also opened a bubble-tea ·
outlet and small buffet.
·
Gateway plans to relocate three casinos to take advantage of better gaming markets and to lower
occupancy costs. The relocation expansions will bring over C$20MM of incremental EBITDA to the
business. The Company opened the new Kamloops casino in August 2015, and reception thus far has
been very positive. The Company expanded the Palace casino to take advantage of the currently
underserved South Edmonton gaming market which is still ongoing and should be finished by end of
2017. The Company also relocated Baccarat into the new Edmonton Oilers arena with an opening date
of September 2016.
Gateway is expanding into Ontario, and has submitted RFPQ responses for 6 out of7 bundles of the
OLG new gaming licenses. To support this process, in Q2/2014, Gateway hired Keith Andrews as Vice
President of the Ontario Operations and Terry Black as Vice President of Finance, Ontario. The Ontario
team is continuing to be built out on account of Gateway assuming ownership of the North and
Southwest bundles in Q2 2017 and this provides a platform with which to integrate further bundles when
awarded by the OLG.
Gateway won and has assumed control of the North and Southwest bundles in May 2017. Management
and Catalyst have found greater than expected opportunities to optimize operations and drive EBITDA
both immediately as well as on a continuing basis. Performance at the bundles for Q2 2017 was well
above budget and due to these better than expected opportunities, Management expect the bundles to
greatly exceed original budget targets for 2017 and beyond.
12

Exit I Growth Strategy
•
•
•
•
•

Further / future recapitalizations
Continued substantial distributions due to the strong cash flow nature of the business
Real estate monetization ($400MM+ of excess real estate value)
IPO
Strategic sale / merger transaction
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Sonar Entertainment, Inc. ("Sonar", formerly known as RHI Entertainment Inc.)
Prepared by: Gabriel de Alba

Please note that this investment is owned 35% and 65% by Funds II I II-PP and III, respectively.
Investment figures below represent the aggregate position.
(All figures below in thousands of US. dollars as ofJune 30, 2017)

Total Capital fuvested:
Realized Proceeds:
Total Unrealized Value:
Total Value:
Gross IRR:
Multiple on Cash fuvested:

$203,656
$8,387
$355,056
$363,442
14.2%
1.8x

Current Securities Held:

On Demand Promissory Note, 1st Lien
Revolving Credit Facility ("RCF"), 1st
Lien Production Pre-Sales Line, 2nd Lien
Term Loan, 3rd Lien Term Loan, Equity

Original Securities Held:
Original fuvestment Date:

1st Lien RCF, Term Loan, Swap
May2010
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Sonar (continued)

New Developnwnts t!tis Quarter
•

Sonar has continued to perform as the leading independent TV production company. In support of
a Catalyst monetization, on-going dialogue with various strategic players is taking place
o Sonar and Catalyst initiated a M&A/strategic alternatives process with Raine, a premier
media focused investment bank
• Sonar's productions continue to achieve solid economics and bring further credibility to its growth
platform, as evidenced by its industry leading series renewal rate of 100%
• Specific production developments include:
o The Shannara Chronicles - Season 2 production wrapped in May. The premiere on
Spike/Paramount Channel is scheduled for October 2017
o Taboo - Season 2 ordered and currently working on storyline and budgets with a projected
production start date of July 2018
o The Son - Season 1 finale aired on June 10th. AMC renewed the series for Season 2 in
May and has scheduled a November 2017 production state date. Writer's room to open
July 31st
o Mr. Mercedes - Completed principle photography in June, international sales currently
underway. Air date is August 9, 2017 on DirecTV/Audience Network
o Das Boot - Casting finalized and due to commence production in Prague at the end of
August2017
o Two new series development deals were signed this quarter with BBC America (Chariots
of the Gods) and Amazon (America's Most Admired Lawbreaker)
• In Q2 Sonar leveraged Catalyst's expertise in CCAA proceedings to acquire the assets (the
"Assets" or the "Tricon Assets") of Tricon Films & Television, a Canadian based international
media company focused on the production, acquisition and distribution of non-scripted and kids
television series
o The acquisition was funded by Sonar and the value of the Tricon Assets was 2. 7x the
Assets' acquisition price. Sonar will be able to use the Tricon Assets acquisition to
accelerate its business in kids and non-scripted, two areas that have been highlighted as
growth opportunities for the business
o Specific production developments related to this acquisition include: Texas Metal currently
in production, Flip it Sisters pilot airs July 11th, and Go Away Unicom has commenced
pre-production with Disney XD
• Sonar currently has 55 series in development and 8 other series where rights are currently being
negotiated, 9 shows are currently being pitched and a further 13 shows have either been set up
with a broadcaster (and financial terms are being negotiated) or are in active negotiations with
broadcasters
• Increase in net capital invested by $nil
e
Increase in total value of $nil

Business Description
Sonar Entertainment, Inc. ("Sonar") (formerly known as RHI Entertainment Inc.) is one of the top two
leading independent television production and distribution companies. The Company develops, produces,
and distributes series, limited series and made for television movies for worldwide distribution. Sonar's
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sales stem from both its extensive content library (1,000+ titles including Lonesome Dove, Treasure
Island, Santa's Secret) and its newly produced original content. The Company's customers include a
variety oflarge Canadian and U.S. broadcast and cable networks such as BBC, MTV, FX (owned by Fox),
Shaw Communications Inc., CityTV, ABC, NBC, CBS, TNT, USA, Spike, Syfy, Lifetime and Crown
Media Holdings' Hallmark Channel. In addition, as a global distributor of TV specialty channel content,
Sonar has significant output/distribution agreements in Europe and Asia with M6, TFl, Antena-3,
PROSIEBEN-SATl, Telemunchen, Seven Network, and Sky.

Investment Thesis
Catalyst led the 2011 restructuring process at Sonar's predecessor, RHI. Catalyst became involved in
Sonar due to the fact that, amongst other issues, the Company exploits Canada's advantageous film
production tax credit system. Due to certain structural issues at Sonar, Catalyst believed that it was in a
unique position to further enhance the exploitation of these credits as well as improve certain operational
· inefficiencies at Sonar. At the time of investment and throughout the original reorganization, it was
Catalyst's view that the loan positions acquired at substantial discounts were well-collateralized by the
value of the existing film library and other assets. Furthermore, it was believed that significant option
value existed in the equity should Sonar be able to affect an operational turnaround in addition to the
recapitalization affected via the original reorganization, which subsequently occurred and precipitated
the July 2012 equity backstop, etc.
Sonar's predecessor, RHI, exited Chapter 11 bankruptcy on April 1, 2011, having reduced its debt
obligations to approximately $300MM from greater than $600MM based on a plan led by Catalyst.
Operationally, Catalyst identified key cost reduction initiatives, assisted in the development of a
new/novel business plan and model, and introduced new production discipline. Sonar then strengthened
its sales team and focused on increasing the sell-through rates of its existing library of titles while
simultaneously ramping up new production. Post-emergence, Catalyst led the restructuring of the senior
management team, replacing each of the CEO, COO, and CFO. Additionally, Catalyst led the July 2012
Recapitalization, including the 2012 Equity Backstop.
As a result of the July 2012 Equity Backstop, Catalyst invested an additional aggregate $30.9MM by
direct investment in the Company and by purchasing debt securities of the Company from other lenders
during Q2/2012 and Q3/2012. This strategy increased the Funds' holdings of 3rd Lien Term Loans to
53.5%. Further, as a result of the investments executed in Q2/2012, Q3/2012 and the July 2012
recapitalization, at the end of Q4/2012 Catalyst Funds' had outstanding commitments under the 1st Lien
Revolver and Production Pre-Sales Line of Credit of approximately $8.8MM and $7 .5MM, respectively,
and the Catalyst Funds owned face value (excluding PIK interest) of approximately $7 .0MM and
$80.3MM of 2nd Lien and 3rd Lien Term Loans, respectively. Additionally, the Catalyst Funds' equity
interest in Sonar increased to approximately 65%, greatly increasing the Funds' upside.
In Q2/2013, the Funds assumed the remaining 50% of the 1st Lien Revolving Credit Facility to increase
total commitment to 100%, and invested a further $6.6MM to acquire $20.4MM of 3rd Lien Term Loan
Tranche A at 32.5 cents on the dollar, taking Catalyst's overall holdings of 3rd Lien Tranche A debt to
approximately 70.5%. In addition, the Funds advanced $5 .5MM under an On Demand Promissory Note
facility to fund new productions.
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The Funds increased their ownership across Sonar's capital structure during 2014 through private
market transactions at meaningful discounts to their true value. The increased ownership of various debt
pieces is as follows: the Receivables Discounting Facility from 75% to 82%; Second Lien debt from
47% to 79%; and Third Lien debt from 67% to 84%. The Funds also increased their ownership of the
Equity from 65% to 79%.
Catalyst Funds are the controlling and now majority shareholder of the Company as well as lead lender
in every debt facility (ensuring on-going "ringfencing" protection should something untoward occur at
Sonar while ensuring a decent return on said debt as well).
Catalyst has two representatives on the Board of Directors, including one who is the Chairman of Sonar.
The management team was enhanced in 2015 with more experienced TV professionals that have
recognized backgrounds in content development and production along with strong industry
relationships. Sonar's headquarters was moved from NY to LA and back office functions were
consolidated. This move brought Sonar operational efficiencies and strengthened its Hollywood
relationships.
The Company's renewed production focus and commitment to move up market to higher quality, more
valuable content continues to produce results. At the end of 2015, the Company had five (South of Hell,
Shannara, Taboo, Mr. Mercedes and The Son) of its television series on the air, in production or ordered
by networks and a strong pipeline of development projects including 2.3 Times a Week (Orange is The
New Black's Jenji Kohan producing) and The Fifth Beatle (event series about Beatle's manager based
on a best-selling graphic novel). MTV greenlit Season 2 of Shannara in April 2016, the BBC greenlit
Season 2 of Taboo in March 2017, and AMC greenlit Season 2 of The Son in May 2017. Sonar is also
broadening the development strategy beyond scripted dramas to diversify the revenue base. At the
beginning of 2016, the Company acquired its first feature film, Six Below. Throughout 2016 and 2017,
Sonar has entered into new first look deals with Smokehouse Pictures (George Clooney and Grant
Heslov), Monkey Paw Productions (Jordan Peele), and Team Downey (Susan and Robert Downey Jr.).
Sonar has been opportunistically acquisitive throughout its recent history. In 2016 it absorbed the entire
slate of Georgeville, a close competitor, resulting in numerous new development opportunities for Sonar
and further consolidating the market. In 2017, Sonar acquired the assets of Tricon Films & Television
("Tricon") out of a CCAA process. Tricon was a Canadian based international media company focused
on the production, acquisition and distribution of non-scripted and kids television series. As a result of
the acquisition, Sonar has accelerated its business in kids and non-scripted and is also now uniquely
advantaged as a result of having establish a Canadian Heritage subsidiary that allows Sonar to maximize
Canadian production tax credits.

Exit Stmtegy
Multiple exit strategies exist for Sonar, including:
• Sale to strategic or financial purchaser
• Exit through the primary market or IPO
• Sales into secondary market
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Natural Markets Restaurants Corp. ("NMRC")
Prepared by: Gabriel de Alba

Please note that this investment is owned 40% and 60% by Funds II I II-PP and III, respectively.
Investment figures below represent the aggregate position.
(All figures below in thousands of US. dollars as of June 30, 2017)

Capital Invested:
Prior Capital Invested:
Additional Capital Invested:
Total Current Capital Invested:
Realized Proceeds:
Unrealized Value:
Total Value:
Gross IRR:
Multiple on Cash Invested:
Current Securities Held:
Original Securities Held:
Original Investment Date:

$360,474
$3,433
$363,906
$44,634
$44,634
(58.6%)
O.lx
100% of the equity and all outstanding debt
Senior Secured Debt, DIP Facility, Convertible
Debt
Apri12010

l
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NMRC (continued)
New Developments this Quarter
•

•
•

•

•
•

In Q2/2017, NMRC continued its focus on generating positive EBITDA from its core store base
in the US and Canada. Corporate salaries were reduced by approximately $ lMM on a normalized
basis during the quarter, lowering overhead costs by ~20%
During Q2/2017, Catalyst also led an Article 9 reorganization of Mrs. Green's to eliminate
liabilities. As part of this process, Mrs. Green's was rebranded as Green's Natural Foods
Also, in Q2/2017, Peter Waldmann re-joined NMRC as CEO of Mrs. Green's and became CEO
of Green's Natural Foods after the Article 9. Peter previously served as Vice President of
Operations at NMRC in 2012 before taking the role of Director of Operations at Lucky's Market
Management continues to work to drive EBITDA by focusing on margins and controlling costs;
Catalyst is in discussions with advisors and potential strategic partners to maximize value and
prioritize a monetization
Increase in net capital invested by $3 .4MM
Increase in unrealized value of $0MM

Business Descriptitm
NMRC, dba Natural Markets Food Group, has both natural food retail and natural food service operations
under several different banners. The current store set is undergoing a complete rebranding, with food
retail operations being consolidated under the Mrs. Green's Natural Market banner in the US and Planet
Organic in Canada and food service operations being rebranded Richtree Natural Market Restaurants.
NMRC is refocusing on its core, profitable store base in the U.S. and Canada. The core store concept
offers customers a full range of selection and service, while providing the ability to optimize operations,
lower breakeven levels and maintaining a more intimate, convenient, local feel as compared to the bigger
boxes of competitors. NMRC's focus is on serving the needs of its local community and its base of loyal
shoppers. NMRC is building both its brands in food service and food retail with an emphasis on local
community engagement, high level of customer service and dedication to conscientious living and
sustainability.

Investment Thesi:'l
On April 20, 2010, The Catalyst Capital Group Inc. ("Catalyst"), on behalf of the Catalyst Fund Limited
Partnership II ("Fund II"), Catalyst Fund II Parallel Limited Partnership ("Fund IIP") and Catalyst Fund
Limited Partnership III ("Fund III") (collectively, the "Planet Organic Participating Funds") entered into
agreements with Ares Capital Corporation and affiliates (collectively "Ares") whereby Ares assigned a
total of approximately US$13 .4 million Term Loan B debt and US$13 .6 million Convertible Note debt
to Catalyst. Partnership Capital Growth ("PCG") assigned a total of approximately US$3.0 million of
additional Convertible Note debt to the Planet Organic Participating Funds. The old Planet Organic
Health Corp. debt represented all outstanding indebtedness of Old Planet Organic Health Corp.
On April 29, 2010, old Planet Organic Health Corp. sought and was granted court protection from
creditors under the CCAA. On June 4, 2010, through its wholly owned subsidiary 7562578 Canada Inc.,
Catalyst acquired substantially all of Planet Organic Health Corp.'s operating assets in Canada and the
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United States (representing the assets of the old "Planet Organic" and "Mrs. Green's" brands) in
exchange for the Convertible Note debt.
The integration of the old Planet Organic assets with Richtree was implemented substantially ahead of
schedule. Synergies/cost reductions were achieved either ahead of schedule and/or better than budgeted.
From 2012 through Hl 2016, NMRC worked to expand its base of stores in targeted regional clusters,
including suburban NY and CT, Chicago, Calgary, and Edmonton. Overhead grew during this time to
support an expanding store base, and the expectation that NMRC would open 10-15 new stores per year.
In pursuit of this growth strategy, new IT systems were deployed to provide scalability. As store
performance weakened, NMRC failed to right-size its overhead fast enough and the IT systems that
were intended to create a stable infrastructure did not succeed in doing so.
During this time, industry tailwinds have turned into headwinds, as increased competition from both
growing specialty grocers and from conventional grocers and big box retailers has intensified.
Comparable companies are now reporting negative same-store-sales growth and declining margins.
Meanwhile, forward EBITDA multiples have contracted from 25x forward EBITDA in H2 2013 to 7.lx
forward EBITDA as of December 31, 2016.
During Q2/2017, the separation of U.S. and Canadian operations was substantially completed. Peter
Waldmann re-joined NMRC as CEO of Mrs. Green's (and subsequently Green's Natural Foods). Also in
Q2/2017, Catalyst led an Article 9 reorganization of Mrs. Green;s to eliminate liabilities. As part of this
process, Mrs. Green's was rebranded as Green's Natural Foods. Local management is in place for each
of the U.S. and Canadian operations, and each business can be operated separately by teams that
understand the needs of the local customers. This separation also creates the opportunity to monetize
each business distinctly from the other. Catalyst is currently focus on maximizing EBITDA of the U.S.
and Canadian businesses as we seek monetization options.

Exit Stnetegy
Catalyst plans to exit Natural Markets Restaurants Corp. through a strategic sale.
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Quad / Graphics Inc. ("Quad")
Prepared by: Gabriel de Alba

(All figures below in thousands of US. dollars as of June 30, 2017)

Capital Invested:
Prior Capital Invested:
Additional Capital Invested:
Total Current Capital Invested:
Realized Value:
Unrealized Equity Value:
Unrealized Litigation Trust Value:
Total Unrealized Value:
Total Value:
Gross IRR:
Multiple on Cash Invested:
Current Securities Held:
Original Securities Held:
Original Investment Date:

$77,589
$77,589
$76,984
$77
$77
$77,061
(0.2%)

I.Ox
4% interest in the litigation trust
Senior Secured Bank Debt
January 2008

j

l
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Quad (continued)

New Developnumts this Quarter
0

•
111

•

As of June 30, 2017, Catalyst expects to receive approximately $77,000 in cash from the Litigation
Trust to fully monetize this deal by the end of 2017
Change in realized value of $0.0MM
Change in unrealized value of $0.0MM
Change in total value of $0.0MM

.Business Descripti<m
World Color Press Inc. ("WCP", and formerly known as "Quebecor World" or "IQW") was the second
largest commercial printer in the world with operations in Canada, the U.S., Latin America, and Europe.
It was headquartered in Montreal, Quebec, and it specialized in printing magazines, inserts, circulars,
books, catalogues, and directories. WCP was significantly over-levered and had a bloated cost structure
which resulted in its filing for bankruptcy. Quebecor World exited bankruptcy protection in late July
2009. Catalyst led such restructuring via its holdings in specific WCP senior secured debt which Catalyst
had correctly identified as WCP's fulcrum security. Catalyst identified certain European operations to be
sold and specific Canadian operations to be rationalized. Catalyst also led WCP's Board and WCP's
board's Governance Committees. It was also believed that certain ofWCP's operations, especially some
key U.S. operations, had significant value and an important competitive position - a view confirmed by
the later share exchange and merger with Quad/Graphics ("Quad") resulting in the Fund's current holdings
in Quad.
In January 2008, Quebecor filed for Chapter 11 protection in the U.S. and CCAA protection in Canada.
On July 21, 2009, the Company successfully emerged from bankruptcy with an optimized capital structure
and streamlined/restructured operations. At bankruptcy exit, as a part of the implementation of the plan of
reorganization, Quebecor changed its name to World Color Press Inc. ("WCP"). Catalyst was instrumental
in: (a) WCP's Plan and emergence from court protection in both Canada and the U.S.; and, (b) first the
development of WCP's business plan and then the implementation of certain cost reduction initiatives.
The result was that the Company's pre-bankruptcy EBITDA margins ofless than 8% grew to over 12%
by the time of the Quad merger and are now in excess of 14.8% post Quad merger and full integration.
On January 25, 2010, WCP and Quad announced their merger agreement. Fund II was the largest
shareholder ofWCP and became Quad's second largest shareholder as a result of the merger. The merger
received Court approval on June 26, 2010 and was affected on July 2, 2010. The Fund received: i)
approximately 2.66MM Quad/Graphics shares (ticker symbol "Quad" on the NYSE); ii) $6.9MM in cash;
and, iii) an approximate $5MM interest in a remaining litigation trust that was part of the WCP bankruptcy
estate and outside of the merger transaction. Our adjusted cost base per share is approximately
$21.00/Quad share.
The merged Quad/Graphics is a leading global provider of print and related services that are designed to
provide complete solutions to a broad base of customers. Quad's products include catalogues, consumer
magazines, special interest publications, direct mail and other commercial specialty printed products, retail
inserts, books, and directories. Quad's services include digital imaging and photography, binding, mailing
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and distribution and logistics, data optimization and analytics services. Founded in Pewaukee, Wisconsin
as a Wisconsin corporation in 1971 by Harry Quadracci, Quad/Graphics has approximately 25,600
employees in the United States, Canada, Latin America, and Europe, serving a diverse base of
approximately 8,000 customers from 147 facilities located in 20 countries.

Investment Thesis
In January 2008, Fund II began acquiring a specific type of Quebecor World's ("Quebecor") senior
secured bank debt at approximately 2.0x projected EBITDA and accumulated approximately $155MM
(by July 2009) of face value of such, or 21.3% of the total bank debt outstanding. It was discovered that
the specific bank debt identified by Catalyst had specific security provided to it unavailable to otherwise
allegedly pari passu debt such that a par plus accrued recovery (at the possible expense of other WCP
debt) was the most likely outcome. Catalyst was the only fund to identify the debt in question.

,I

l

In Q2/2012, Catalyst made a 13D SEC filing indicating its intent to change its investor status from
"passive" to that of an "activist" shareholder. The 13D discussed the reasons for Catalyst's discontent
with Quad, including the recent share price performance, management's failure to adjust from being a
private, family-controlled company to a publicly listed company, and the other disclosure
responsibilities normally associated with such a transition. The 13D outlined Catalyst's suggestions to
management, including the need for the following: (i) improved communications with financial markets,
(ii) clarification of strategy and greater financial transparency, (iii) better usage of Quad's substantial
free cash flow to maximize shareholder value, (iv) replacement of the company's CFO, and (v) the
addition of an independent director with capital markets and investor relations strengths.

Exit Strategy
Catalyst sold all of its remaining shares in Quad during Q2/2013 for $9.3MM. Catalyst's activist
approach resulted in the Company paying a special dividend, raising its quarterly dividend and
increasing its share buyback program. Between the time of Catalyst's 13D filing and the final sale of
shares, Quad's stock price increased from $12.57 to a high of $25.00 and the Company paid $3.35/share
in dividends.
On June 14, 2013, the litigation trust voted in favour of filing a petition for a writ of certiorari with the
Supreme Court of the United States; this was a request for the Supreme Court to review the decisions of
a lower court; early in Ql/2014 said request was denied. The Trust therefore distributed $81,811 in cash
and 31,661 shares (worth $726,937 on Dec. 31, 2014) in Q4/2014 to Fund II and continues to hold a
small amount of cash. In Ql/2016, Catalyst sold its remaining 25,376 shares in Quad for total proceeds
of $286,439 and received a cash distribution of $29,714 from the Litigation Trust. As of June 30, 2017,
Catalyst expects to receive approximately $77,000 in cash from the Litigation Trust to fully monetize
this deal by the end of 2017.
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Callidus Capital Corporation ("Callidus")
Prepared by: Newton Glassman

New Develop:ments this Quarter
CALLIDUS IS NOW A REPORTING ISSUER (I.E. A PUBLIC COMPANY, LISTED ON THE
TSX, TICKER SYMBOL "CBL") AND CATALYST MUST BE CAREFUL NOT TO
DISSEMINATE NON-PUBLIC PRICE SENSITIVE INFORMATION. THIS WOULD INCLUDE
THE SIZE AND COMPOSITION OF THE LOAN PORTFOLIO AND THE STATE OF THE
LOAN PIPELINE. THEREFORE, SUCH NON-PUBLIC MATERIAL INFORMATION WILL
ONLY BE PROVIDED IN QUARTERLY LETTERS SIMULTANEOUS WITH OR AFTER
SUCH INFORMATION HAS BEEN PUBLICLY DISCLOSED.

Catalyst substantially completed the capital markets process for Callidus in Q2/2014:
• Completed the initial public offering ("IPO") of 18,000,000 common shares of Callidus
("Common Shares") for aggregate gross proceeds of C$252MM on April 23, 2014
• Closed the issuance of an additional 2,700,000 Common Shares pursuant to the over-allotment
option granted to the underwriters for aggregate gross proceeds of C$37.8MM on May 8, 2014
• Closed a $200MM senior secured revolving credit facility with Deutsche Bank AG, New York
Branch ("DBNY") on April 10, 2014
• Catalyst received approximately C$234MM as a result of the IPO, and subsequently made a
distribution in Q2/2014
• Exchanged the interest in the loan portfolio and servicer for shares of the new public company
resulting in improved liquidity while accelerating potential for further appreciation
• Fund IV continued to participate in 18% (C$50MM) of the loan portfolio as it existed at IPO (with
such loans being replaced from time to time). In December 2014, Callidus purchased the
participation interest for 2,335,357 common shares at the December 3rd, 2014 closing price plus
$821K in cash as a post-closing adjustment for foreign exchange
Second Quarter 2017 Highlights
• Growth in loan portfolio resumed with the addition of new C$30 million facility in the quarter
• Total revenue of C$26.9 million decreased 15% (C$4.7 million) from first-quarter 2017 and 31 %
(C$1 l.9 million) from second-quarter 2016, primarily due to consolidation of Bluberi Gaming
Technologies Inc. ("Bluberi") in first-quarter 2017 and Otto Industries North America Inc.
("Otto") in second-quarter 2017
• Net loss of C$25.8 million for second-quarter 2017 (including the C$28 million non-cash impact
of a present value calculation update associated with the future disposition of collateral) compared
to net loss ofC$3.5 million in the prior quarter and net income of C$37.5 million in the prior-year
period
• Loss of C$0.51 per share (diluted) for second-quarter 2017 compared to loss of C$0.07 per share
(diluted) in the prior quarter and earnings of C$0.73 per share (diluted) for second-quarter 2016
• As at August 9, 2017, Callidus had purchased 1,259,730 Common Shares pursuant to the NCIB
at a weighted average price of C$15.33 per common share
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Business Update (As at August 8, 2017)
Privatization Process
• Callidus is continuing the process of soliciting proposals intended to lead to the privatization of
Callidus. The complexity and diversity of the structures that have been proposed, has unfortunately
resulted in the process taking longer than originally expected
• As part of the formal privatization process, and as an alternative to proposals received, Callidus
has retained the services of a placement agent and advisory firm with experienced personnel
dedicated to raising capital for alternative investments, including "private debt funds"
• The potential pursuit of a private debt fund as a competitor in the privatization process is
specifically being explored because it may result in greater value to Callidus' public shareholders
than the proposals otherwise available to Callidus
• Should it be determined that the "private debt fund" is the preferred privatization alternative,
Catalyst Capital Group Inc. ("CCGI") has advised that funds it manages would most likely
participate and would do so on the same economic terms as the public shareholders
• As is typical of any process prior to final and definitive agreement, there can be no certainty that
a transaction will be concluded or as to what price may be offered or accepted. CCGI, which
manages funds that own approximately 68% of the issued and outstanding shares of Callidus,
remains committed to completing a transaction on terms consistent with the previously published
valuation range of C$18 to C$22 per share

Loan Portfolio
• As a result of ongoing, continuous process changes and improvements, Callidus revised its
measure of growth prospects, referred to as its pipeline of potential borrowers, to include what was
internally categorized as lower probability in order to present what Management believes is a more
accurate measure of opportunities being pursued and a better reflection of the size of the
addressable market. Callidus included this category as there have been instances of migration of
opportunities within the pipeline from lower to higher probability categories
• This pipeline, measured on a gross basis is currently approximately C$2.3 billion, with a US$255
million signed-back term sheet. If presented on a basis consistent with past reporting parameters,
the pipeline measure at June 30, 2017 was C$1,150 million, and currently stands at C$810 million.
Callidus has observed an increase in the prospects and deal pipeline, an encouraging sign given
the goal to re-start growth. As noted previously, Callidus closed and funded a new loan during the
quarter. Callidus continues to maintain a cautious approach in reviewing potential prospects as it
has observed a rising number of deals being signed by competitors as credit dollars continue to
pour back into the market
• During the quarter, Callidus closed and funded a new loan representing approximately C$30
million (US$22.8 million) of facilities. As previously disclosed, Callidus has a term sheet of
approximately C$330 million (US$255 million) signed back by a prospective borrower which is
included in the estimated pipeline number and is the subject of ongoing due diligence. If due
diligence is satisfactory, the term sheet is expected to convert into new loan facilities near the end
of the third quarter. As previously disclosed, Callidus undertakes extensive due diligence before
closing on a loan transaction and has historically closed on between 60% and 80% of signed back
term sheets. There can be no assurance that the results of the due diligence will be satisfactory to
Callidus
• Net loans receivable decreased from the year end primarily due to the recognition of businesses
acquired as a result of the acquisition of Bluberi in first-quarter 2017 (valued at approximately
C$127 million) and Otto in second-quarter 2017 (valued at approximately C$92 million)
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Yield Enhancements and Provision for Loan Losses
• At June 30, 2017, the total recognized yield enhancements taken into income over the last two
quarters totaled approximately C$5.8 million (or C$0.12 per share)
• Provision for loan losses of C$3 5. 0 million was recorded in the statement of income for the cunent
quarter. The majority (approximately C$28 million or 80%) of this provision related to the present
value impact associated with the disposition of collateral that is expected to be fully realized over
a longer period of time
• During the current quarter, Callidus recognized a recovery of C$6.9 million under the Catalyst
guarantee due to the recognition of specific loan loss provisions in the quarter. During the current
year-to-date period, Callidus recognized a recovery of C$8.5 million under the Catalyst guarantee
due to the recognition of specific loan loss provisions in the first six months of 2017
Normal Course Issuer Bid
• fu January 2017, Callidus commenced a normal course issuer bid (the "NCIB") with respect to the
common shares (see news release dated January 25, 2017)
• As at August 9, 2017, Callidus had purchased 1,259,730 Common Shares pursuant to the NCIB at
a weighted average price of C$15 .3 3 per common share
• Callidus intends to continue purchases under the NCIB as long as the common shares of Callidus
continue to trade at a discount to Callidus' view of fair value
Changes to Credit Facilities and Liquidity
• Callidus' primary sources of short-term liquidity are cash and cash equivalents and undrawn credit
facilities. Assuming a participation rate for Catalyst Fund V of 75% and continued usual increases
in our senior debt facilities, total liquidity as at June 30, 2017 would be able to support
approximately C$300 million of new loans
• The revolving credit facility was terminated on July 17, 2017 as there was C$nil outstanding at the
end of the revolving period and beginning of the amortization period. As loan growth is restarted,
discussions with potential lenders about a warehouse facility continue, with the objective of
finding a replacement, flexible warehouse facility given Callidus' actively managed loan portfolio.
Management believes it will be successful in obtaining an appropriate warehouse facility. Callidus
has two facilities maturing in the next three months. Management believes that these facilities will
either be extended or replaced
Callidus Response to False Allegations Published by the Wall Street Journal
• On August 9, 2017, Callidus issued a statement regarding false allegations by supposedly
"independent" individuals abusing the OSC whistleblower process. The allegations about Callidus
and its majority shareholder, The Catalyst Capital Group me., were inesponsibly published by the
Wall Street Journal even after a comprehensive briefing held with Wall Street Journal reporters on
August 8, 2017. For example, as part of that meeting it was made clear that the treatment of the
Catalyst guarantee for Callidus loans made to Xchange Technology Group was in accordance with
all applicable accounting requirements. As well, full disclosure was contained in both Catalyst's
financial repmis to its limited partners and through Callidus' public disclosures on an ongoing
basis. The accounting treatment and disclosure were entirely appropriate and there is no basis for
allegations to the contrary, facts the Wall Street Journal chose to ignore
These
allegations presented are primarily based on anonymous sources and are believed to have
•
been initiated by individuals against whom Callidus has current litigation relating to the
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enforcement of guaranties. Those individuals have already had the opportunity to present their
allegations in court without success. That is because the allegations are false
Callidus knows ofno legitimate basis for any whistleblower complaint. In fact, It is extraordinary
that the media has been given copies of confidential whistleblower reports that neither Callidus
nor Catalyst has ever seen. Callidus believes that those individuals, having failed in court, are filing
deliberately misleading whistleblower reports with the Ontario Securities Commission so that they
can then leak them to the press in the hope that the press will publish the allegations. As a result,
the media and public markets are misled and the legitimate OSC 'whistleblower' process is
exploited for personal advantage, and to do damage to the market value of Callidus, and to the
reputation, operations and investments of its majority shareholder, Catalyst
Any abuse of the 'whistleblower' process is a very serious matter that has significant consequences.
For that reason, Callidus believes that it is the actions of those individuals that warrants
investigation

ChangestotheManagementTeam
• Callidus remains committed fo the goal of doubling the loan portfolio over the next two to three
years. In support of that goal, Callidus has added an additional senior Underwriter and Originator
to the Management team
• Geoffrey Zbikowski has joined Callidus as Vice President, Head of Originations - W estem Region.
Geoffrey was previously a Managing Director with White Oak Global Advisors, LLC's
Origination team. He is currently based in California and will primarily cover the US market.
Geoffrey began his career in the Financial Restructuring Group at CIBC World Markets
• Michael Pisani has joined Callidus as Vice President, Portfolio/Underwriting. Michael has broad
experience across lending platforms and industries including asset-based, cash flow, franchise,
manufacturing, transportation, aircraft, debtor-in-possession and real estate. He most recently
served as Senior Vice President and Workout Leader for Wells Fargo Equipment Finance. Prior to
that he was Vice President, Corporate Finance at GE Capital, and Assistant Vice President for CIT
Business Credit Canada
Financial Highlights (for 3 Months Ended June 30, 2017)
• As at June 30, 2017, gross loans receivable before derecognition was C$1,028 million, a decrease
of C$286 million or 22% from December 31, 2016. The decrease was primarily due to the
repayment of 6 loans totaling C$377 million partially offset by the funding of existing loans and
the origination of a new loan in June 2017
• At June 30, 2017, there were 19 loans and the average loan amount funded was approximately
C$54 million. This compares with 24 loans and an average loan amount funded of C$55 million
at December 31, 2016. Net loans receivable decreased from year-end due to these repayments as
well as the recognition of businesses acquired as a result of the acquisition of Bluberi Gaming
Technologies Inc. in the first quarter of 2017 and Otto Industries North America Inc. in the second
quarter of 2017, as these loans were removed from loans receivable and the companies were
consolidated in the fmancial statements
• Gross yield for the quarter was 11.2%, a decrease of 8.8% from the same quarter last year due
primarily to lower interest rates charged on certain loans and lower additional fees in the current
quarter
• For the current year-to-date period, a total of C$7 .0 million of additional fees have been recognized
in interest and fees and other in the statement of comprehensive income related to yield
enhancements
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Provision for loan losses ofC$35.0 million was recorded in the statement of income for the current
quarter. The majority (approximately C$28 million or 80%) of this provision related to the present
value impact associated with the disposition of collateral that is expected to be fully realized over
a longer period of time. Under IFRS, Callidus is required to: (i) account for the present value
impact immediately as part of a loan loss provision and (ii) account for the accretion of this amount
· in future periods through the statement of comprehensive income as interest revenue, meaning a
C$28 million reduction in current period income which is expected to be fully recovered in future
periods
During the current quarter, Callidus recognized a recovery of C$6.9 million under the Catalyst
guarantee due to the recognition of specific loan loss provisions in the quarter
For the current quarter, the average loan portfolio outstanding was C$1,030 million, a decrease of
C$117 million or 10% from the same quarter last year
The leverage ratio decreased from 40.4% at December 31, 2016 to 37.1 % at June 30, 2017
For the current quarter, Callidus recorded a net loss of C$25.8 million primarily as a result of a
higher provision for loan losses
Distribution ofUS$106.4MM related to Callidus IPO made in May 2014
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Guiding Principles

Principle 2: Superior Analytics. Our ability to deliver exceptional, insightful and unique analytics is our
foremost competitive advantage. It is what unquestionably sets us apart and what will unquestionably be the
"catalyst" for our lasting success. We don't pretend to be the smartest; we strive to be the hardest working and
most thorough analytical team. We will approach every assignment with vigor and absolute resoluteness. We
will mentor and coach each other to ensure we continuously hone, invest in, and master our analytical
excellence.
Principle 3: The Details. The crux of our work is in the details. We dig deep into the minutiae to reveal what
others have missed. It is this search in the details that allows us to discover true value and find the very best
answers. We will never settle for the status quo because of our commitment to excellence and because we
know that hidden within the details is, by definition, reduced risk and/or improved returns for our investors.
Principle 4: Intellectual Curiosity. We recognize that it takes constant intellectual curiosity to fully explore
the possibilities. We will therefore go to extraordinary lengths to explore issues and situations to their logical
end maintaining an environment where such exploration is encouraged and supported. We will always ask
questions, even when we feel certain that we know the answers. Regardless ofrole within the organization, we
are all expected to passionately and meaningfully debate all of the issues we encounter. We will do this
respectfully, keeping in mind that it is not personal; it is driven by our commitment to the fact that the investors'
best interests are always our #1 concern; After all, it is intellectual curiosity that will ensure we identify and
uncover all the angles and subtleties of a situation, and enable our continued collective and personal
development.
Principle 5: Team. We are only truly empowered as a team. As individuals we cannot possibly anticipate all
of the nuances of a situation. Our combined intellect/insight exceeds the sum of our parts, and our ability to
work collectively, leveraging all insights, experiences and abilities, is the key to our continued success. While
individual creativity and independent thinking are always encouraged, we will only reap the most remarkable
results when we capitalize on the intellectual collective of our different perspectives. As a member of the
Catalyst team we will hold each other accountable for imparting our knowledge to each other and acknowledge
that for our continued success and the protection of our investors' best interests, our individual expertise must
be shared.
Principle 6: Reputation. Our reputation is at the heart of our business. The quality of our people, the work we
do, and our dedication to excellence and integrity are paramount to our reputation. We will hold ourselves up
to the highest levels of integrity and ethical standards, and instill pride in the Catalyst name. We will lead by
example, treating our team members, our investors and all of our stakeholders with the utmost respect. Our
reputation for excellence is and will continue to be our greatest asset.
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I, Newton Glassman, of the City of Toronto, in the Province of Ontario, AFFIRM AND SAY
AS FOLLOWS:
Introduction
1.

I am the Managing Partner of Catalyst Capital Group Inc. ("Catalyst") and was

formerly the Executive Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of Callidus Capital
Corporation ("Callidus").
2.

This affidavit has been prepared in response to a motion brought by West Face

Capital Inc. ("West Face") and Gregory Boland ("Boland") to:
(a)

obtain access to privileged documents, information and communications
relating to B.C. Strategy Ltd. d/b/a Black Cube and B.C. Strategy UK Ltd.
d/b/a Black Cube (collectively "Black Cube"), and,

(b)

to enable West Face and Boland to utilize information, documents and
communications relating to Invop Ltd. d/b/a Psy Group ("Psy") that purport
to be with Catalyst and Callidus.

3.

In both instances, Black Cube and Psy were acting on behalf of the Catalyst

Defendants by Counterclaim, for the dominant purpose of litigation support and to
facilitate the provision of legal advice. In swearing this affidavit I do not intend to nor do I
waive any solicitor-client or litigation privilege.
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11.

Through the spring and summer of 2017, there were a series of factually false

tweets and other social media communication and media posts adverse to the Plaintiffs.
These and other events made it clear that there were persons who were trying to
improperly undermine the credibility of Callidus and Catalyst, to damage their businesses,
and to attack me both personally and physically. Specific threats were made against me
and my family. Events that occurred during the above period included the following:
(a)

In late June and early July 2017, Catalyst and Callidus were contacted by
reporters at Thomson Reuters who advised that they were about to publish
a story alleging that Callidus and Catalyst were the subject of active police
investigations concerning alleged accounting fraud and other criminal
offences. This attempted story later proved to be untrue.

(b)

It was (or later became, as the case may be) apparent that the sources of
the Thomson Reuters allegations included one or more guarantors of
Callidus loans who were in litigation with Callidus to avoid obligations under
the guarantees, as well as Nathan Anderson, a now confessed
"professional short seller," who repeatedly premeditatedly "shorted" the
stock based on his expectations of the impact of media reports which he
himself generated, helped to generate, and/or attempted to generate.
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Catalyst and Callidus initially hired GHW and Lax O'Sullivan to investigate
and respond to this threatened false story, which would have caused
serious harm if published.

(d)

Attached as Exhibit E are copies of correspondence exchanged between
Lax O'Sullivan (Rocco DiPucchio thereof) and counsel for Thomson
Reuters

regarding

this

threatened

story.

As

indicated

in

this

correspondence, the Thomson Reuters allegations that were to be the
basis of the story about fraud investigations were completely false.
(e)

Catalyst's Annual General Meeting took place on or about June 29, 2017.
While I was on my way to this meeting, I received a call indicating that
Thomson Reuters intended to publish a false story at approximately noon
that day about active fraud investigations into Callidus. Over the next two or
so hours, it became clear that there was a strategy of attempting to "plant"
individuals at the AGM to ask damaging questions based on these false
allegations so as to enable media reporting on such questions. In fact,
immediately after our presentation at the AGM, two individuals indicated
they wanted to ask questions, and objected when they were informed there
would be no "Q&A" at that time. One of those individuals took a photo of me
without my consent that was later published in March 2018 as part of a
different inaccurate article attempting to disparage the monetization of a
number of Catalyst and Callidus' portfolio investments that were in process
at the time.
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(f)

On August 9, 2017, Dow Jones published an article referring to,
among other things, alleged fraudulent accounting practices,
whistleblower complaints and alleged police investigations (the
"WSJ False Fraud Article"). The WSJ False Fraud Article was
published under a lurid headline about alleged fraud and was
accompanied by a photograph of a Toronto Police Service patrol car,
believed to be in front of the TPS headquarters. Attached hereto and
marked as Exhibit F is a true copy of this version of the WSJ False
Fraud Article.

(g)

The WSJ False Fraud Article caused great concern to Catalyst, Callidus
and to numerous limited partners of the funds managed by Catalyst.
Paragraphs 39 to 57 of the First Riley Affidavit detail some of the concerns
and questions received in the immediate aftermath of this story.

(h)

The August 9, 2017 WSJ False Fraud Article also caused the Callidus share
price to drop precipitously. The damaging and widely circulated nature of
the attack by a publication with the then reputation of the Wall Street Journal
required a public response to address the falsity of the WSJ False Fraud
Article as well as the damages caused to Callidus and Catalyst. Attached
hereto and marked as Exhibit G is a copy of the Press Release issued by
Catalyst and Callidus at that time.

(i)

In addition, it was clear that Catalyst and Callidus would need assistance
and legal advice about these matters and that the situation was escalating
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and advice with respect to the commencement of litigation on account of the
WSJ False Fraud Article and obviously improper activity by others related
thereto and what appeared to be a sophisticated and coordinated
conspiracy against the Plaintiffs.

(i)

As a result, after publication of the WSJ False Fraud Article, Catalyst and
Callidus instructed Lax O'Sullivan to prepare and deliver a notice under the
Libel and Slander Act, a copy of which is attached as Exhibit H hereto. In
addition, Lax O'Sullivan was instructed to begin drafting Statements of
Claim to be issued on account of the WSJ False Fraud Article and to seek
remedies against the wrongful parties conspiring for an improper purpose to
damage, amongst others, Catalyst and Callidus.

(k)

On August 11, 2017, I received an email from a person purporting to be
"Vincent Hanna," referring to a "cabal" of conspirators who had caused the
publication of the WSJ False Fraud Article. The Vincent Hanna email is
attached as Exhibit I, and reads as follows:
Dear Mr. Glassman.
This letter is to inform you that you have been targeted by a group of
funds in Canada and abroad whose sole goal is to bring down your
public vehicle Callidus and you personally. They are acting in
concert to short your stock and to spread false rumors in the market
place mostly through Bruce Langstaff at Canaccord but through any
broker who will listen. The Wall Street Journal is a prime example of
this coordinated effort. The "cabal" does have private investigators
following you and most likely have Russians rsicl hackers attacking
your office emails and servers/cloud. The RCMP and FBI are aware
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in the short term. I am sure you are not surprised but the funds are:
Greg Boland — WestFace Capital.
Roland Keiper — Clearwater Capital.
Sunny Puri/Moez Kassam — Anson Partners.
Shawn Kimmel — K2 Partners
Principals — MMCAP
Marc Cohodes — US Short Seller and his huge global network.
I am disgusted that this acting in concert is going on and happening
to you and other participants in the Canadian Capital Markets and I
write this letter to inform you of such.
If I were you I would sue the above groups and from that you will
garner access to all their trading records and communications
between them. From this you will then be fed additional information.
This will lead the perpetrators down a rabbit hole they will not escape
from. But in the end that is up to you. You now have this information.
There will be more to come. Stay tuned.
[Underlining added.]
I did not know who "Vincent Hanna" was (but I later came to understand he
was Danny Guy), but the contents of this email seemed credible in light of
the events which had just occurred. As discussed below, such included
cyber-attacks containing Cyrillic characters (not then knowingly published),
the prior attempts to cause the publication of a false article by Reuters in
June 2017, and the publication of the WSJ False Fraud Article.
As a result of what I believed to be an attack on Catalyst and Callidus, I
expanded the retainer of GHW to assist in addressing the threats as well as
the outstanding litigation and to assist in determining who was involved in
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options and to assist in the preparation of litigation.
12.

Concurrent with or shortly after the above events, several things happened which

caused me to fear for my safety, and for the safety of my family, my partners (Gabriel de
Alba and James Riley) and their families, and the employees of Catalyst and Callidus:
(a)

On or about July 22, 2017, Callidus' computer system was subjected to a
sophisticated cyber attack by unknown persons, which included infecting
the system with a ransomware virus. This attack appeared to originate in
Russia, based on the Cyrillic coding used to create the virus. Callidus had
never previously experienced any such cyber attack, and had no known
involvement with anything or anyone Russian in nature.

(b)

In about mid-August, I was told by our lake house maintenance person that
he had caught and chased off a person rummaging through the garbage
containers at our Muskoka property, who we were told was apparently
looking for documents.

These containers are located on our private

property accessible only via private (lengthy) road, and could only have
been accessed by trespassers, without any legitimate purpose or right to be
present on our property, without invitation or notice but to cause us some
kind of harm.
(c)

In early September 2017, it was discovered that the generator at our
Toronto home, which provides back up power to, among other things, our
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our home security system was left without any power during an extended
power outage that occurred over Labour Day weekend of September 2017.
Security consultants I hired believed and informed us that this was an
attempt to either access or sabotage our home security system.
(d)

In addition, further investigation of my home security revealed that
someone had allegedly manipulated the system to enable the control
panels found throughout our house, including the master bedroom, to be
tuned into audio and video recording devices for potential surreptitious
surveillance / spying.

(e)

In or about September 2017, I was subjected to the first of two "brush pass"
verbal threats. This happened while I was walking along the south sidewalk
on Wellington St. just east of Bay Street in Toronto. A man walking toward
me threatened that I and my then 2+ year old son (whom the passerby
referred to by name) would be "gotten to" shortly. I took this to mean, at
worst, murdered. A similar brush pass threat that specifically named my son
was made to me a month or so later by a different person, while I was
walking north on the east side of Bay, just north of the Bay/Wellington
intersection.

13.

The above facts and events were unlike anything I had ever experienced. In

combination, these unique circumstances caused me to conclude that a more serious
defensive approach was needed to ensure that I, my partners, our families and Catalyst
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-22the privileged claims in issue, so that such documents can be reviewed as the Court
deems appropriate. Catalyst and Callidus have instructed counsel to prepare a brief of
such documents for review by this Court and will cooperate with any requests by the
Court for access to additional documents as may be deemed necessary.

AFFIRMED REMOTELY by Newton
Glassman, at the City of Nassau, in the
Commonwealth of The Bahamas,
BEFORE ME at the City of Toronto, in the
Province of Ontario on November 24,
2020, in accordance with O.Reg. 431/20,
Administering Oath or Declaration
Remotely.

Commissioner for Taking Affidavits

Newton Glassman
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THIS IS EXHIBIT 46
TO THE AFFIDAVIT OF
JAMES A. RILEY
SWORN BEFORE ME THIS
5th DAY OF DECEMBER, 2019

A commissioner for taking affidavits

Karabus, Matthew
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Vincent Hanna <vincent_h@runbox.com>
Friday, August 11, 2017 4:55 PM
nglassman
Attacks on Callidus

Dear Mr. Glassman.
This letter is to inform you that you have been targeted by a group of funds in Canada and abroad whose sole
goal is to bring down your public vehicle Callidus and you personally. They are acting in concert to short your
stock and to spread false rumors in the market place mostly through Bruce Langstaff at Canaccord but through
any broker who will listen. The Wall Street Journal is a prime example of this coordinated effort. The “cabal”
does have private investigators following you and most likely have Russians hackers attacking your office
emails and servers/cloud. The RCMP and FBI are aware of this “cabal” from a criminal investigation but that
doesn’t help you in the short term. I am sure you are not surprised but the funds are:
Greg Boland – WestFace Capital.
Roland Keiper – Clearwater Capital.
Sunny Puri/Moez Kassam – Anson Partners.
Shawn Kimmel – K2 Partners
Principals – MMCAP
Marc Cohodes – US Short Seller and his huge global network.
I am disgusted that this acting in concert is going on and happening to you and other participants in the
Canadian Capital Markets and I write this letter to inform you of such.
If I were you I would sue the above groups and from that you will garner access to all their trading records and
communications between them. From this you will then be fed additional information. This will lead the
perpetrators down a rabbit hole they will not escape from. But in the end that is up to you. You now have this
information. There will be more to come. Stay tuned.
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THIS IS EXHIBIT 48
TO THE AFFIDAVIT OF
JAMES A. RILEY
SWORN BEFORE ME THIS
5th DAY OF DECEMBER, 2019

A commissioner for taking affidavits

Privileged and Confidential Update-WIND Litigation
1. Catalyst has been pursuing litigation claims based upon alleged misuse or leakage of
confidential information relating to the acquisition of WIND on behalf of the Funds
which it manages on behalf of investors.

---l --l

2. In one of the acti_2ns whi~h we refer to as the_Moy_S_e/W_esJ_Fac_eJitigation,_on_Eebruacy
-21~()18, the Court of Appeal of Ontario made a ruling dismissing Catalyst's appeal from
trial decision of the Honorable Justice Newbould.
3. In Catalyst's February 21 Press Release regarding this decision, Catalyst indicated it
respected the decision of the Court of Appeal and that reasons of the Court were expected
in the near future. These reasons were released yesterday. Consequently, we want to
provide you with this confidential update.
4. It its reasons, the Court of Appeal referred to the legal principles which make it very
difficult for appellate courts to review factual findings made at trial and concluded that
the grounds argued by Catalyst were not sufficient to allow this to occur.
5. In addition, the Court of Appeal concluded that it did not need to consider the substance
of the legal arguments made by Catalyst regarding the tests applied by the trial judge to
the issue of destruction of evidence and data by Mr. Moyse.
6. Catalyst has sought legal advice regarding the potential grounds to seek leave to appeal
the above decision, particularly in relation to issues relating to the destruction of
evidence. It will make a public announcement about this in the near future.
7. In its reasons, the Court of Appeal also made reference to the fact that in early August
2014, it appeared that Catalyst and VimpelCom had reached agreement for the sale of
WIND to Catalyst but that within days that agreement fell apart. Later in its reasons, the
Court referred to the trial judge's finding that "Catalyst chose to terminate its
negotiations with the vendor of the WIND shares [VimpelCom] when the vendor
demanded a substantial break fee." (underlining added).
8. Neither the trial judge nor the Court of appeal made any determination as to whether the
actions of VimpelCom or persons associated with VimpelCom had breached any of
Catalyst's exclusivity rights.
9. In our view, the contents of the interviews quoted below, together with the emails
referred to in paragraphs 19-24 below provide cogent evidence that Catalyst's contractual
rights in connection with the WIND sale were disregarded and breached by VimpelCom
and related parties. As noted below, we believe that additional documents exist which we
have not seen or had access to and that it is likely that such unknown documents contain
evidence highly relevant to these claims.

10. In particular, Catalyst is confident in its conclusions that confidential information about
the WIND negotiations and transactions was improperly leaked to the West Face
consortium between July 23 and August 18, 2014 and that Catalyst's exclusivity rights
and other contractual rights during this period were not respected.

i
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11. The interviews in Catalyst's possession include statements made by a former West Face
employee, who has extensive experience as a portfolio manager. This former employee
has repeatedly indicated in his interview that inside information about the WIND
- - - - -negotiations was improperly-leaked-to-west Face:--- - - -- --- -- -- ---

12. This former employee expressed his belief that the West Face consortium had received
inside information about the WIND negotiations as a result of which West Face was able
to buy WIND by making a different bid with fewer conditions than Catalyst.
Consequently, this employee stated that "I didn't work on the deal because I thought
it was polluted".
13. This employee went on to state his opinion that West Face had benefitted from the
leakage of inside information about Catalyst's confidential bid:

FormerWF
employee

Interviewer
FormerWF
employee
Interviewer
FormerWF
employee

I

l
l
l
l

Interviewer

Former WF
employee

But one of them in particular was - they were like 'we can't
provide you with that'. And somehow that news made its way
into our shop. And so they [the West Face consortium] made a
bid with no conditions-That's crazy---and the board took it.
--this is why- it's crazy, isn't it? I mean -It is, unless someone on the Wind board told you what the right
answer was, but said they couldn't put it on paper.

So they had inside information from Wind or from Catalyst? Or
from both, you think?
They had information about Catalyst's bid, and they had
information about why Wind wasn't taking it. And so they gave
a bid that was lower but a little bit different that the board
would accept.

14. This same former employee also referred to the Moyse litigation. He said that Catalyst
was correct in believing that West Face had indeed received confidential information

about the WIND transaction that it was not supposed to have, but that the leakage of such
information did not come from Moyse:

--1

"Interviewer

Who has the right answer?

FormerWF
employee

Catalyst. It's - I believe they're correct that West Face had

____ _Jnterviewer-FormerWF
employee
Interviewer
FormerWF
employee
Interviewer

information they weren't supposed to.
~Ahrokay.- - - ----- - - - - - - - -

--------

It fust didn't come to West Face's hands the way-So what's the right path? Where did it go, I mean it's -The board.
A board member? Of Wind, you think a board member of Wind
gave them the--

FormerWF
employee

15. A second former West Face employee with extensive investment industry experience has
indicated in an interview that the West Face consortium's winning bid was made as a
result of collusion, including "teamwork" with WIND's Tony Lacavera during the period
when Catalyst was contractually entitled to exclusivity:

"Former
WF employee #2
Interviewer

Yeah, so Catalyst Capital--.

FormerWF
employee #2

They actually had a bid that was higher than ours. They
bid something, something over 300 million. I don't know

Yeah, Catalyst, umm-hmm.

what. Our belief that it was higher than ours. Umm, so
they kind of forgot about, they kind of forgot about,
umm ... If you remember what, umm, VimpelCom told
UBS, the three key--.

Interviewer

Conditions.

FormerWF
employee #2

Umm, yeah. Umm, items they were looking for in the
bidding process was, umm, expediency of close, whoever
can close the fastest; certainty of close; and number three
was price. But price wasn't the most important factor. So,

we put our bid in, and we said, "See, no conditions to close,
we can close--." And the big thing was regulatory, because
you need a regulatory approval to take ownership of the
asset, and they had to put in a, a regulatory approval.

-j

.--1

I

Interviewer

And you had that approval?

FormerWF
employee #2

We didn't, but what we did differently from Catalyst
Capital is we went to Tony Lacavera and we said, "Tony,
umm, technically speaking, you already control this
asset. You own 51% of the votes, so why don't we team
up with you, we'll give you the money, and then you pay
VimpelCom?"

Interviewel'-

ls.that,-isn't-that-conflict of interest?--- --

Former WF
employee #2
Interviewer

No, no. There's no conflict of interest.

FormerWF
employee #2

He, well, he--. He only owned 5% of the business,
remember? But he owned 51% of the votes.

Interviewer

Yeah.

Former
employee #2

So we said to him, "Why don't we give you 285 million
dollars, and then you use that to pay VimpelCom 285
million--."

Interviewer

To buy their--.

Former
employee #2
Interviewer

"-to buy out their shares."

Former employee #2

Correct. And then, at some point later, we will restructure

He was selling to himself?

-95%?
the company such that we own 90% and you own 10%. ~

we teamed up with Tony Lacavera, and he was first, was
willing to do that because he would essentially be gifted a
certain percentage of the company for free."

16. Based upon the additional documents referred to below, during Catalyst's exclusivity
period, significant contacts and dealings in furtherance of the West Face consortium's
acquisition of WIND took place among Lacavera and participants in his equity group,
VimpelCom and/or its financial advisors, and members of the West Face consortium.
17. The above interviews have not been filed with any Court and should be treated as strictly
confidential.

1·

18. Catalyst is also in possession of numerous emails which support the opinions quoted
above and which corroborate that there was improper leakage of confidential information
in connection with the sale of WIND to the West Face consortium, during Catalyst's
exclusivity period. Given the number and volume of these emails, it is difficult to fully
describe their contents. Specific dates and details are available for review on a
confidential basis by interested limited partners.

19. Among other things these contemporaneous emails reveal that significant confidential
information was leaked to members of the West Face consortium during the Catalyst
exclusivity period (July 23--August 18, 2014) which had been formally agreed to by
VimpelCom.
20. In our view, the emails:
(i) show that these leaks included confidential information about the dates of Catalyst's
· ·~exclusivitTrights and th1;staius of Catalyst's dealings witliVimpelCom ancrrtiloard;~~ (ii) reveal the timing and terms of a competing proposal which the West Face consortium
submitted to VimpelCom at the same time as VimpelCom was scheduled to consider the
formal agreement which had been negotiated with Catalyst;
(iii) show that the timing and content of the communications relating to this competing
proposal were for the specific purpose of providing VimpelCom an alternative option to
Catalyst's offer to buy WIND;
(iv) disclose the participation of and contacts involving Mr. Lacavera and investors
affiliated with him about the West Face consortium's competing proposal, despite
Lacavera's obligation to support the Catalyst offer during Catalyst's exclusivity period;
(v) following the delivery of the West Face consortium's competing proposal to
VimpelCom, and before the expiry of Catalyst's exclusivity rights on August 18, 2014
there were additional communications in furtherance of the West Face consortium's
competing proposal, and,
(vi) reveal, throughout, the participation, knowledge and encouragement ofVimpelCom's
financial advisor, UBS, in relation to the matters referred to in the emails.
21. The timing of these events and communications is important.
22. First, all of the emails referred to above occurred during the exclusivity period which had
been agreed to between Catalyst and VimpelCom.
23. Second, additional documents in Catalyst's possession show both the content and timing
of significant new business demands made by VimpelCom near the end of Catalyst's
exclusivity period.
24. These documents show that VimpelCom's new demands included a demand for a multi
million dollar break fee, as well as for a material shortening of the time to obtain the
regulatory approval for the transaction which had been proposed by Catalyst.
25. The additional documents show these new demands had previously been addressed in
the prior negotiations between Catalyst and VimpelCom and that they had been signed
off on in detailed agreements submitted to the VimpelCom Board for formal approval.

26. These additional documents, when read together with the emails referred to above,
establish that VimpelCom decided to put the above demands back on the table shortly
after the competing proposal had been delivered to VimpelCom by the West Face
consortium, but prior to the expiry of Catalyst's contractual exclusivity period.

1---l

27. No doubt there are additional communications and documents in the possession of
VimpelCom, UBS, and Mr. Lacavera, which are highly relevant to the above issues. Such
additional documents have never been produced to Catalyst because these persons were
----- --not-defendants-inthe Moyse/WesrFacelitigatiori.~-ruid-Eecausefuffcfocuriientproduction and discovery examinations have not occurred in the lawsuit commenced by Catalyst
against VimpelCom and others.
28. Given the above, despite the Court's dismissal of Catalyst's appeal in the Moyse/West
Face case, we remain convinced that confidential Catalyst's confidential work product,
information, and strategies regarding the WIND transaction were improperly conveyed to
by VimpelCom and others during the exclusivity period referred to above, and that such
breaches caused significant damages to Catalyst Fund investors.
29. Accordingly, Catalyst will use its best efforts to ensure that all of the relevant facts and
documents come to light, and to pursue all available remedies to obtain redress for the
benefit of the investors in the Funds.

30. Currently there are pending Court motions in which VimpelCom (and other
defending parties) have asked the Ontario Superior Court of Justice to make orders
preventing Catalyst from continuing the lawsuit it has instituted based upon the
above claims. The Court's decision is under reserve. You should be aware that
inappropriate circulation of this summary could adversely affect the outcome of
these motions. Accordingly, it is vital that you respect the confidentiality of this
litigation update.
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Meeting with Peter Brimm / November 1st, 2017/ Toronto

Time

Side

Transcript

stamp
Sounds on the street, then sounds inside a restaurant/cafe,
music
5:50.0

06:30

Agent

Good morning, how are you today?

Brimm

Suit and tie every day

Agent

[5:52.8] cold?

Brimm

No, no, not real cold yet

Agent

[Mumbles, not elear][5:58.7]

Brimm

How have you been?

Agent

Jetlagged last two weeks

Brimm

Oh man, that's unfortunate

Agent

Not your fault

Brimm

It's Canadian thing to apologize for everything.

Agent

You do?

Brimm

Canadians apologize for everything

Agent

Are they Polish in origin?

Brimm

Hmm, I think some of them must be

Agent

I think it's a very Polish characteristic--

Brimm

If this was Poland, you could have asked it, so

Agent

I think they're best in the world in losing.
So how are you?

Brimm

Coming along.

Agent

We all fired up. When did you wake up?

Brimm

Five. I get to the office at 6 o'clock every day.

Agent

Every day? Are you the first?

Brimm

Yeah.

Agent

Is that appreciated?

Brimm

No. They don't care.

Agent

Is it an American thing?

Brimm

A little bit? It's — I find Canadians don't work all that hard.
But it's a different culture, it's a very much work-life balance
focused, and the Canadian market has only 250-300 stocks
above 300 million market cap--

Agent

That's it.

Brimm

That's it. So like all the stock pickers here don't have much to
look at.

Agent

I'd like to conduct a conversation with you, not today, when
you have time, about the Canadian state of minds.

Brimm

Okay, certainly. As observed from an outsider.

Agent

Yeah yeah yeah. Because you're an American, you know
what work -- hard work means.

Agent

Are they lazy?

Brimm

I don't think it's so much that. I think it boils down to in the
States, statistically, it's not really possible, but there a belief
that you can go from being you know homeless, to mega rich
in one generation.
The Americans believe that's possible. From the lowest
people on a ladder believe that it's possible.

No one in Canada believes it's possible.
Agent

But in America it has been done.

Brimm

Statistically, — it's a statistical anomaly. It's sort of like the
lotto, right?

Agent

In America they believe you can win a million dollars?

Brimm

Well here the — the government says the prices are never
allowed to get above 50 million--

Agent

Dollars?

Brimm

Yeah they cap it and then they just take all the proceeds after
that.

Agent

That's something — I'm sorry, we're surrounded by
Canadians, but something is wrong here, I'm sorry

Brimm

Yeah it's a — so if you look at the major companies in Canada,
Rogers, Telus—

Agent

You told me that

Brimm

--Loblaws, It's all family controlled.
And so no one else is allowed to get beyond that. So
everyone's like 'well, I guess if I get a pretty good job that's
good enough'.

Agent

But you told me, I think you told me, you paid for a cellular
plan 200 something dollars.

Brimm

Oh yeah, yeah.

Agent

And then I went home and looked at my daughter and she
looked at me and she has a 10 dollar plan, 5G, and she can
speak and text, 10 dollars. And I was thinking, something is
really wrong.

Brimm

I don't know [laughs]. Like if I were a voting Canadian
citizen, I would be furious. I was like, 'why are paying 2, 3,
4x what everyone else pays? Like what are we doing?'

Agent

No, not 2, 3, 4. 10 times more—

Brimm

Yeah

Agent

It's ridic—I mean --

Brimm

Yeah.

Agent

I don't — okay, that's another talk.

Brimm

Yeah.

Agent

I asked to meet you two reasons. First, we have decided to
take your services for the tour we talked about.

Brimm

I don't know what's entailed on my end, so--

Agent

Brimm

Yeah no, we'll discuss that later on, but basically yes after I
met several people and — maybe because you're American, so
you can give some different insights. Basically what we plan
is I told you, it's — it should be 4, 5 day tour. It has two
components: the first is meeting big companies, something
that we will organize on request (?) from you. Your part is to
do your networking if you have — if you want, I don't mind. I
want them to see a successful business type, and another
important part is the people that we bring have to — want them
to give lectures, okay, about their experience, and we're
planning for you two lectures. One is the Canadian market as
you see it, and as — I think it's a very important insight as an
American that sees it, okay? Because Canadians don't know
that they're Canadians.
[laughs]

Agent

No, it's — you're laughing but it's true.

Brimm

Yeah.

Agent

You understand what I'm talking about.

Brimm

Yes.

00:10:59 Agent

And the second, hmm, the second, hmm, thing that I would
like you to talk about is your experience with the, hmm,
hmm, West Face ... you worked at West-Face, right?

Brimm

West-Face, yeah.

Agent

Your experience there while the purchase of Wind happen —
occurred.

Brimm

The purchase of what?

Agent

Hmm, Wind I think?

Brimm

Wind? Okay.

Agent

-the cellular company, because it's very big acquisition! Okay?

Brimm

Yeah.

Agent

So, hmm, we would like you to talk about that, if it's possible,
of course.

00:11:27 Brimm

Hmm, I didn't, I didn't work on that file.

Agent

Umm-hmm you know

Brimm

Agent

--I know some details about it, but I didn't actually work on
it, so. The gentleman who was responsible for it now lives in
BC.
B.C?

Brimm

You know, British Colombia.

Agent

Oh, British Colombia.

Brimm

Yeah, yeah, exactly, yeah. Hmm, so, he...started his own
fund now. But, I'm (pauses — AGENT), let's see. So, the...if
we're speaking about Canada, I can talk as short or as long as
you want about that, hmm, the stuff on Wind, I don't have a lot
of details 'cause I wasn't on the file, that would have to be a bit
shorter

Agent

The first one could be...well, we don't wanna tire them
so...maybe two sessions of two hours, would that work? With
different aspects?

12:20.8

Brimm

Of? So I'm sorry the — so the Canadian stuff?

Agent

About the Canadian stuff, yes.

Brimm

You wanna total of two hours or total four hours?

Agent

Four hours, two sessions of two hours.

Brimm

They would hate me at the end of it. (Laughing)
This guys, shut up!

Agent

[laughs] But say it in Chinese please.

Brimm

Yeah [laughs].

Agent

Okay, and the second one, the Wind story?

Agent

And the second one, the Wind story?

Brimm

I mean, I might be able to put together half an hour on that.

Agent

That's it? ok.

Brimm

Yeah I don't really have--

Agent

Okay.

Brimm

--that much on it -- I don't have the details on it.

Agent

You probably will as that — in the business world there's a lot
of importance to rumours, to how you saw it happening, you
know, not just one that did the deal, but — yeah that could be
very interesting because it is a very significant deal, even in
Chinese eyes. So that would be nice.

00:13:13 Brimm

Yeah, hmm, the biggest file that would have made headlines,
maybe that not as much as, hmm, getting SafeWay U.S to sell
SafeWay Canada to a Canadian company. So, he's--.

Agent

How big of a deal was that?

Brimm

4 billion.

Agent

And you dealt, you dealt with that?

Brimm

Yeah.

Agent

Okay. So that might be dealing with the same thing--.

Brimm

So that might -- would be different. Hmm, then also, hmm, at
West-Face we gave Hudson's Bay company a quarter billion
dollars to go buy Saks Fifth Avenue.

Agent

Once again, sorry?

Brimm

Hudson's Bay company--.

Agent

Yeah?

Brimm

We gave them a quarter billion dollars to go buy Saks Fifth
Avenue

Agent

Yeah.

Brimm

And so I was the guy behind that deal as well.

Agent

Okay--.

Brimm

-so, if you want it, if you want it like, hmm, if you want like,
hmm, if you want it like an hour-long thing, I can give...like,
a little bit of each of those three--.

Agent

Yes--.

Brimm

-different deals.

Agent

-that will be interesting.

Brimm

-that's a...hear some, here are some things that I've worked on-

Agent

That would be very interesting.

Brimm

-from, from a Canadian perspective.

Agent

Okay. The 4 billion deal is — yes that's — yeah that's very
interesting--

Brimm

It's a bigger number. (Laughing)

Agent

See how many zeroes — yeah, it's a big — that's true. Okay that
would be interesting. Now — the Safe -- you did the Safeway
project, you were the one behind it?

Agent

-You did all the portfolios, all the research, all the--

Brimm

Yeah.

Agent

--what was asked of you?

Brimm

From the company or from West-Face or...

Agent

From West-Face

Brimm

Oh so this was --

Agent

You were working at West Face at that time?

Brimm

Brimm

Yeah. And so what I did was, I put the whole deal together
and went to — basically we went to the CEO of Safeway and
said, 'here's something you need to do'.
Oh, wait it wasn't an initiative of Safeway, it was your
initiative?
Yeah.

Agent

Oh, interesting.

Brimm

Yeah, we made them do it.

Agent

00:14:50 Agent
Brimm

What got you to think of doing it?
Well, Safeway was--. I've--. Safeway was, was trading very,
very cheap--.

Agent

Here? Or...in general?

Brimm

Hmm, yes. So, Safeway is a U.S company, hmm, sell groceries,
hmm, and we...looked at it and saw it was trading very, very
cheap. Canadian groceries companies trade for much higher
multiples than U.S companies do. And so we looked inside

Safeway and found this division of Safeway Canada, that was
out--. in the Western parts of Canada.
Agent

Canada again.

Brimm

Yeah. That was making hundreds of millions of dollars a year
that the U.S corporate wasn't doing anything with.

Agent

Where was the money?

Brimm

Well, they were just piling it up their balance shit and buying
back stock in the U.S, which is fine. But the overall, at that
point, the overall Safeway, enterprise value was about 6 billion
dollars. And we thought Safeway Canada could be sold for 4
billion. Which means, you've got all the U.S operations for 2
billion dollars. So, we bought a whole bunch of stock, hmm--.

Agent

As a company?

Brimm

Yeah. The West-Face bought a whole bunch of Safeway stock.

Agent

Yeah.

Brimm

And I went to the CEO and said: "We think you should get rid
of this division".

00:15:55 Agent
Brimm

Don't ask why, just get rid of it.
Yeah, and he's like: "Well, I don't think I should", and so we
explained him "Here's what we think you should do", we sent
some letters to his board of directors, and said: "Look, this one
needs to happen".
We, we had talked to the heads of Metro, Loblaw and Sobeys,
here, in Canada, and all of them said: "Yeah, we'd be an
interested buyer", and so I went to Safeway and said: "There's
all interested, if you put a "FOR SALE" sign, all of them will
bid. And then Sobeys bid 4 billion dollars for it. Hmm--.

Agent

Was that under market? Or...market, or above market?

00:16:26 Brimm

Well, they did it now, so they didn't answer after the fact, they
said: "Hey we have, we've agreed to purchase this for 4
billion". It was, it was above market value, for the assets.
Hmm, and...so then Safeway stock went from 15 to...24--.

Agent

Just because they sold Safeway Canada?

Brimm

-just, just because of that. Hmm, and so at West-Face we
made, hmm, about 120 million dollars of profit on that--.

Agent

Just by that?!

Brimm

Yeah.

Agent

That's beautiful.

Brimm

So...

Agent

How much of that did you get?

Brimm

Zero. It was--. It was West-Face (laughs).

Agent

It was your idea?

Brimm

Yeah.

Agent

From scratch.

Brimm

From scratch, yeah. Now they, they, hmm--.

Agent

And you got nothing.
You're in the wrong office (laughs — AGENT). Or you were.

Brimm

Yes, yes (giggles — AGENT)

Agent

Wow.

Brimm

Yeah, yeah.

Agent

Okay.

00:17:11 Brimm

About the idea, this idea was--. So West-Face has got 20%
of profits, right? So, we got--.

Agent

Sorry?

Brimm

-West-Face gets--. West-Face has got 20% of profits.

Agent

Yeah.

Brimm

So we collected, collect 20-24 million dollars, and...the
original deal I had with West-Face was that they were
gonna give me a portion of all the profits I generated.
And then after that they decided to change that, say: "No,
we're actually not gonna give you a portion of profits".

00:17:31 Agent

Can they do that? And if you had a signed contract with--.

Brimm

Hmm, if, if...you need a visa to stay in the country--.

Agent

Oh!

Brimm

-yes they can do that.

Agent

So...

Brimm

So...

00:17:41 Agent

You take the money, or we'll take your visa?

Brimm

That's pretty much.

Agent

That what's they told you?

Brimm

Yeah.

Agent

I don't believe you.

00:17:46 Brimm

Yeah. So that's why I found a new job (laughs).

Agent

They told you "give the money or we'll take the visa"?

Brimm

Yeah, they said: "Well, we're not gonna pay you" — "you can,
you can quit if you want..."--.

Agent

Isn't it against the labour works-- labour laws?

Brimm

Hmm, it is. It is if...if you can prove, that's why they did it.

Agent

They told you, that's--. Isn't that enough?

Brimm

My word versus their word?

Agent

You're kidding me, right?

00:18:08 Brimm

No...the man that runs West-Face is not, is not a very good
man.

Agent

Who is he?

Brimm

He's Greg Boland. Greg Boland.

Agent

He's a sh...

Brimm

-yeah, he's a shithead. Hmm...

Agent

You said it.

Brimm

Yeah. And the...that's, that's part of...that's part of why
Wind worked out (laughs ).

Agent

Part of what?

Brimm

Why the Wind mobile deal worked out.

Agent

Why?

Brimm

So the guy...so there's a man, Newton Glassman, he runs a
firm--.

Newton Glassman, he runs a firm in Capital

Catalyst.
Agent

How does it...? oh Catalyst.

Brimm

Catalyst, Catalyst. Yeah.

Agent

Yes.

00:18:44 Brimm

-and so he...he was trying to buy Wind, hmm, and he was
a really a asshole. And then Greg came in on the side, and
he was still an asshole, just less of one.

Agent

(laughs)

00:18:49 Brimm

And so Wind went to Greg instead of Newt, and then Newt
sued Greg. And that lawsuit is still--.

Agent

Newton--.

Brimm

-still ongoing--.

Agent

Once again, I'm, I'm--.

Brimm

Yeah.

Agent

Too, too many names at this early morning--. Early hour.

Brimm

Yeah.

00:19:00 Agent

Catalyst wanted to buy--.

Brimm

Wind.

Agent

-and they, and they put an offer.

Brimm

-they made a bid, yeah.

Agent

And then, hmm, do you know how I remember West-Face?

Brimm

Yeah.

Agent

-North Face

00:19:15 Brimm

Oh yeah (laughs)

Agent

Then West Face went to Catalyst—.

Brimm

No, went--. Went to Wind, and made--. Made a different
bid.

Agent
00:19:22 Brimm
Agent
00:19:26 Brimm

A higher bid?
No. lower bid.
So why did they win?
Hmm, less conditions...on it. So, the Catalyst bid said: "I'll
bid this if you can provide me these five things". And West-

Face said: "I'll bid you lower, but you don't have to provide
me anything".
Agent
00:19:41 Brimm

How can they do that? Isn't that, hmm, a humongous risk?
Hmm, it is if you don't have inside information.

Agent

What the!

Brimm

(laughs)

Agent

They had inside information?!

Brimm

I believe so.

Agent

You're kidding me.

Brimm

Yeah, I was--. I was--. That's why I didn't work on the
deal cause I thought it was polluted

Agent

What?!

Brimm

Yeah. Hmm, and then so, so--.

00:19:56 Agent
Brimm

What, what kind of information? Wow! This is...
So, in Canada...there is a very, very tight knit group of
individuals that control almost everything that goes on
financially. Hmm, and if you're one of those individuals,
you get to know a lot of things you're not supposed to know.
Hmm--.

Agent

Like, there're, hmm, like, hmm, what's it called? There's a
brotherhood--. All over the world, hmm, (...)

Brimm

The Illuminati?

Agent

The what?

Brimm

The illuminati?

Agent

You have a triangle with the eye at the top, hmm...

Brimm

Yeah, it's illuminati.

Agent

Illuminati. Because something you know, you know Newton
was there and Einstein was there, and...

00:20:31 Brimm

Okay, so in Canada, it's maybe 30 or 40 people. Hmm, and
Greg is one of them.

Agent

Did they have a name? like it's...

Brimm

They don't have a name, they just, they just--. They're all,
they're all have lots, lots of money and stay all...vacation
at the same places together, and so and so--.

Agent

(laughs) Well, you know.

Brimm

-they get to know each other really well.

Agent

Okay.

Brimm

And so the board had a problem with one of these five
conditions, but not the other four

Agent
00:21:03 Brimm

Which the, hmm, like the...the West?
The Catalyst.

Agent

The West-Face?

Brimm

No, Catalyst offered a bid..." We'll make you a bid with
these five conditions", and the board had a problem with
one of them.

Agent

Catalyst's board?

Brimm

Right , no, no, the...the Wind board who looked at the, at
the conditions Catalyst gave and said--.

00:21:15 Agent
Brimm

What, what the condition--. What the conditions said?
I don't know what they were. But one of them in particular
was — they were like, 'we can't provide you with that'. And
somehow that news made its way into our shop. And so they
made a bid with no conditions—

Agent

That's crazy—

Brimm

--and the board took it.

Agent

--this is why -- it's crazy, isn't it? I mean —

Brimm

It is unless someone on the Wind board told you what the
right answer was, but said they couldn't put it on paper.

00:21:44 Agent

So they had inside information from Wind or from Catalyst
or from both, you think?

Brimm

They had, they had information about Catalyst's bid, and
they had information about why Wind wasn't taking it.
And so they gave a bid that was lower, but a little bit
different, that the board would accept.

Agent
00:22:02 Brimm

And no one, no one cares of that?
Newt knows that.

Agent

Newt?

Brimm

Well, at Catalyst.

Agent

Yeah.

Brimm

Catalyst knows this happened. So, they sued West-Face.
And Greg --.

Agent
00:22:13 Brimm
Agent

Because they lost the bid?
Because they lost, because they lost the deal--.
Or he, he sued them because of the because he thinks they
have inside information?

Brimm

He sued them because they lost the bid because of inside
information.

Agent

Wow.

Brimm

-and said: "You owe me all the gains you made on that, on that
investment".

Agent
00:22:28 Brimm

Wow.
And, and Greg has a lot of friends--.

Agent

Wow. That would be very interesting to--. To present, hmm--

Brimm

Yeah.

Agent

That's the rumours that the Chinese will just...

Brimm

Yeah, yeah, yeah.

Agent

It doesn't exist in the Chinese, hmm, culture, these kinds of
things, it does because it's, hmm, in a different matter because
it's a one central party--.

Brimm

Right.

Agent

-so it's very important who you know.

Brimm

Yeah.

Agent

But you do not bid out on company in that way.

Brimm

Yeah.

Agent

Whoever the government wants, wins.

Brimm

Yeah.

Agent

So...

00:22:54 Brimm

It usually how it works. And so that, that in their lawsuit So, Greg has a lot of connections, hmm, in the legal system,
and so Catalyst lost almost every single piece of that
lawsuit.

Agent

because of his connections?

Brimm

Cause he has connections. Yeah.

Agent

This is a...this is a movie, this is not a...

Brimm

Yeah, yeah, so, so, Catalyst thought that, that West-Face
got information through a certain path. That's not the path
they got it through, but I'm pretty sure they had it from
somewhere else. And so, Catalyst kept suing and trying to
get information about this particular path. And so WestFace kept saying--.

00:23:33 Agent

When you say "path", I want to understand the...

Brimm

They say it was one guy that gave them information.

Agent

That he worked for Wind?

00:23:39 Brimm

That worked, that worked for Catalyst actually.

Agent

Oh.

Brimm

-and them West-Face hired.

Agent

Once again?

00:23:44 Brimm

West-Face hired one of Catalyst's employees.

Agent

After the whole thing...?

Brimm

Just before.

Agent

What?!

Brimm

And so Catalyst thinks that employee gave them all the
information.

00:23:56 Agent

And you don't think that's the...that's...

00:23:57 Brimm

I know the guy, he's not, he's not having information
within. And so Catalyst sued him and sued West-Face.
Hmm, and literally, about 30 million dollars of legal fees
later, Catalyst has lost every...portion of lawsuit because
they keep attacking through this path.

Agent

And that's the wrong path.

Brimm

That's the wrong path. He has, he has the right answer. He's
just approaching it from the wrong direction.

00:24:20 Agent
Brimm

Who has the right answer?
Catalyst. It's, it's...I believe they are correct, that WestFace had information of exclusivity

Agent

Oh, okay.

Brimm

-it's just didn't come to West-Face as he...the way

00:24:28 Agent

So what's the right path? Where did it go? I mean it's--.

Brimm

The board.

Agent

A board mem--.? ah! of Wind?

Brimm

A board member.

Agent

You think a board member of Wind gave them, the...?

Brimm

Yeah.

Agent

This is a...soap opera?

Brimm

Soap opera. So, yeah, it's...stuff like that happens in the
end. If you happen to be at, at the point where information
converges, you can...learn a lot of things. Hmm, and it's
a...it's still to some extent the government chooses who
wins--.

Agent

(...)

Brimm

-when (mumbles — AGENT) it gets to a certain level.

Agent

It's not too much?

Brimm

Hmm, no.

Agent

Really?

00:25:07 Brimm
Agent

So, for example, hmm...
Oh, because of his connections?

Brimm

Yeah.

Agent

But it's not...bribe connections? It's just you know "me—
scratch my back, I'll scratch yours"?

Brimm

Right. Yeah. And so, for example, after...what made the
Wind deal work out was West-Face had bought it, and it
was a good price, but it wasn't fantastic. Immediately after,
the government had to auction off more spectrum, and they
took Wind's bid no matter what it was. So, Wind bought
extra spectrum for super, super low price. Which made
Wind worth a whole lot of money and then they sold it.

Agent

So they knew beforehand they knew it was gonna happen.

Brimm

yeah.

00:25:42 Agent

Also inside information you think?

Brimm

Potentially.

Agent

What the!

Brimm

Yeah. But, but both Catalyst and West-Face had that
information.

Agent

So that was known information that was (...)?

Brimm

Not to the general public but it was known to both of them
that whoever bought this, was gonna get really cheap
spectrum.

00:26:00 Agent
Brimm

Which is legal, it's not, it's not something, hmm--.
No, it wasn't illegal to know that. Hmm, it was, I mean, the
price they got it at ought to have been illegal, 'cause it was
absurdly low.

00:26:13 Agent

Regulations? Don't you have...I don't know how it works in
Canada--.

Brimm

No, it's just they have--.

Agent

Don't you have a regulator that says: "Hey, stop! This is too
low"?

00:26:20 Brimm

There was the regulator who's conducting the auction.

Agent

The actual?

Brimm

The actual auction itself of the spectrum.

Agent

The--.

Brimm

The regulator connected it.

Agent

So how did he allow it to sell so low?

Brimm

The conditions they put on the bid were, you have to be able to
buy it, and prove you have the capital to build the towers to
make it happen.

00:26:43 Agent

You talking about the spectrum bid or the--.

Brimm

Spect--. The spectrum bid.

Agent

-or the, the actual Wind acquisition?

Brimm

-no, the spectrum bid.

Agent

Oh. Okay.

Brimm

So the regulator said: "You have to bid--. Anyone who wants
to bid — can bid, but you also have to prove that you can pay
for your bid and prove that you can pay to build the towers, to
make cell service viable"

Agent
00:27:02 Brimm

Yeah.
So, Rogers, Bell and Telus were not allowed to bid--. Cause
they're already too big.

Agent

Ah, okay.

00:27:08 Brimm

And they said: "We wanna another competitor or two, or
three"--.

Agent

So, Wind is the only one in the market?

Brimm

-and Wind was the only one in the market that actually had
capital that they could build/bid.
Cause the other potential bidders could not have proven that
they had capital to build it.

00:27:34 Agent

And South Face could?
Was the regulator also involved in the selling of Wind or no
regulation, nothing

Brimm

The only thing was that Wind was not allowed to be bought
like Rogers, Bell or Telus

Agent

That's the only regulation description

Brimm

Or a foreign national

Agent

Or...Sorry?

Brimm

Or a foreign national. Has to be Canadian one.
They don't want the Americans coming in

Agent

Chinese company?

Brimm

Chinese, too. They won't let foreign buyers

Agent

It has to be only Canadian companies

Brimm

Any foreigner that came in would undercut the whole market
And then steal all the ...

Agent

This is a good reason why?

Brimm

Yeah, and then all the Rogers campaign donations would dry
up, all the Telus campaign donations would dry up, all the
Bell campaign donations would dry up
And then they say, oh but if you let Verizon or TMobile or
Sprint coming here or better yet fucking Organe If you let
them in, then all these Canadians will be out of work. That's
what they tell everybody

Agent

You know the market. What's the problem in ...
You are not Canadian, Let's say taking a Canadian partner,
Bringing in the capital from outside, then opening your
company
And they can come

[28:52.2] market

Brimm

For wireless specifically?

Agent

Offer hundred dollar band

Brimm

The spectrum is already sold out.

00:29:09

No one is allowed to own the air waves unless Canadian
regulator upgrades. And right now all the spectrum has been
sold. And so you have take spectru from someone else...
Agent

But if there is no spectrum, it can't expand.

Brimm

It can, and it will, I mean new technologies have been
developed, they can make more use of the spectrum. And as it
expands, then they will auction off new blocks

Agent

But only to existing companies

Brimm

Probably. And so that...

Agent

This is

Brimm

I agree.

[29:37.3] financial potential is ridiculous

Agent

And you don't have to sell a ten dollar plan. You can cell a
hundred dollar plan.
Maybe that's the reason. Because the government is making
so much money off those companies or it's not related?

Brimm

Yeah, I mean it's actually property tax is here 25%, income
tax rate 52%, I pay about 50% tax rate. And coprorations only
pay about 25%.

Agent

So basically these companies are owning the vast majority of
investment

[30:13.1] of the money.

Not even the government. I don't see any reason, I don't see
any logic.
Brimm

No logic to it, except to the fact that it's because the politics
has been run by the same people in Canada for such a long
time, they all know each other and they all know that if we
keep the Rogers family happy, if we keep the Richardson
family happy, if we keep the _ [30:37.5] family happy...

Agent

This are the three owners?

Brimm

No, these are different companies, like, three of the largest
portions in Canada, the Thompson family ... keep them
happy, then you never have to worry about losing your
parliament seat, you make sure you keep it.

Agent

How many Canadians are there?

Brimm

34 million

Agent

And today it's so easy to do online campaign in a minute

Brimm

We have lots of ambitious Canadians go to the State
There you are allowed to get ahead.

Agent

Something is sick here in the society

Brimm

From your perspective or my perspective something here is
sick
There is a disease here

Agent

No, other perspective.

Brimm

But from a Canadian perspective

Agent

But they are the sick ones. You know, some of them has a
disease

Brimm

It's like the Stockholm syndrome.
(Yeah, yeah, yeah — AGENT)
They have come to love their captors.

Agent

It's ridiculous, it's very interesting to talk about it because
you know once you have a business mind and do international
business
Something is completely wrong here, completely wrong.
Sorry, I am having a hard time understanding

Brimm

Yeah, even a... so three times the American home renovation
company Lowe's, three times they tried to buy the Big
Canadian one called Rona And the last time they tried to bid,
the Rona is based in Quebec

Agent

Rona? Is it a big company?

Brimm

Yes, it's a big home improvement store in Canada. The last
time Lowe's bid for it, Quebec got so mad and said we are not
allowing Americans take Canadian companies. They've built
a 1.5 billion dollars defence fines to make sure that Lowe's
cannot buy Rona.

Agent

So basically it's a national thing? No...How can you run a
country like that?

Brimm

We are not letting Americans stay over

Agent

Americans or any other foreigners, it doesn't matter.
It could be Chinese, no... So it's nothing close to free market
here. Nothing close to it.

Brimm

Not at the highest level, no. It free market down here, but as
soon as you go one level up, less of a free market — one level
up from there definitely not.

00:33:05 Agent

It would be an amazing conversation, and you will be asked
those questions. Because it's not, there's no logic here.

Brimm

Umm-hmm.

Agent

There's no logic.

Brimm

Yes.

Agent

Wow. I heard--. I read, umm, an article. I think it relates to
the, to the group you said, umm, they're called, 'The'

Brimm

Sorry.

Agent

Umm, 'The Wolf Pack', I think?

Brimm

Yeah, 'Wolf Pack', yeah.

00:33:24 Agent
Brimm

Is that the group that you're talking about? Is that--.
No, it's a, it's a different concept they have. And then the,
umm, shareholders cluster together here, you know.

Agent

Okay. That, you could also throw that into the--.

Brimm

Yeah.

Agent

-to the, umm, conversation. With, umm... I have another
question, just regarding the, umm, the WIND story. You said
that, umm, umm, Catalyst had five demands.

Brimm

Yeah, I, I--. A made a number up, but then they had several
lists--.

Agent

That's--. Okay, several demands.

Brimm

-lists of conditions, yeah.

Agent

And, umm, West, South--.

Brimm

WestFace.

Agent

Yes.

Brimm

Yeah.

00:34:05 Agent

South... SouthFace umm, gave a, a lower offer. Do you know
if SouthFace were in contact with the regulator, or none of
them were in contact?

Brimm

No one had contact with the regulator.

Agent

But, but don't you--. If I want to buy now, or if I want to
establish--. It's like establishing a new company, because you
buy an asset that you didn't have before.

Brimm
00:34:34 Agent

Umm-hmm.
So, you don't eventually have to speak to the regulator? In
order to, you know, understand the rules, and understand--.

Brimm

But the, the--.

Agent

-the....

Brimm

-the bid he made to the board is, "We'll buy it for this much".
And if the board approves it, the board then takes the regulator
and say, "Here's people we are gonna let buy us. Are you okay
with that?"

00:34:50 Agent
Brimm

That's because he has to authorize the acquisition.
That--.

Agent

I'm talking a step backwards. When you do the due diligence,
when you do the research--.

Brimm

Umm-hmm.

Agent

Okay? The guy in charge of the frequencies and the, the
expandment. Expandment? What so I say?

Brimm

Yeah, expansion. Expansion.

Agent

Expansion. Expansion of the, of the market, as the regulator
actually. So, I would expect that they have to speak to him, in
order to understand the potential.

Brimm
00:35:16 Agent

I don't know, I'm not sure they did it really.
It's gonna be a mesmerizing talk, I can tell you that.

Brimm

(laughs )

Agent

No, seriously. Okay.
If you can name me your salary, not salary, you compensation
expectations, ok? Whatever you want.

Brimm

All I know right now is it entails speaking for like, two hourstwo hours-and one hour.

Agent

In a company name.

Brimm

What does that mean?

Agent

We are gonna arrange several visits to large companies, ok?
Maybe we're gonna arrange working on it to meeting high
profile, or... yeah, high profile politicians, maybe, ok? We
want ...we see it as a ...even knowing that Canadian
government and Canadian market is not

[36:15],

We are trying to initiate a some kind of a graduate
understanding... this is your next step, this is a humongous

market, there is a lot of potential for money, because you know
that we need to know what should be injected, ok?

00:36:59

That's the goal of the tour eventually. And it's working.
That's my benefit, I am not talking about a financial... I am
talking about business perspective. So we do expect the guides
that we pick we will ask them the whole tour. And that's four
to five days.
Brimm

That part might not be doable.

Agent

Why

Brimm

Because I have a portfolio to run, and I have employees that
report to me. I cant disappear. I can do the speaking, no
problem.

Agent

It will happen in Toronto? Maybe you can join us
[37:37.9] For another two to three hours, and we can do
it outside of Toronto then.
Yeah, I cant disappear from my office.
That's the problem of managing other people's money. They
expect you to be there when you call.
They are American, they do.
I'd love to doncut another conversation another time about this
market. I've never heard of such a... I don't wanna seem
stupid, but I ...

Brimm

Anything is right This is my American perspective looking a
Canada and shaking my head, but Canadians look at... Like
people in Toronto look at Quebec and shake their heads.
Because Quebec is even worse. And people in Quebec are
looking at people in Europe and shake their heads.

Agent

Have you been to London.

Brimm

London is different.

00:38:41 Agent

Oh, you are right.

[38:33.1]And French speaking

countries
Brimm

Yeah, London, Hong Kong, New York. The capitals know
what they are doing. It's the secondary countries that are
adjacent to the countries that are just screwed up, right.
_Germans know how to work...
Americans

[38:54.6] in Ottawa, and

[38:57.7]

And Quebec is even worse?
00:39:07 Brimm

Ohh, there is a phrase in Canada, "Quebec incorporated"

Agent

Meaning?

Brimm

Everyone knows that every company in Quebec is badly run,
highly corrupt and supported by the government.

Agent

Quebec government or the Canadian Government?

Brimm

The Quebec government.
So Air Canada, Metro grocery stores, SNC Lavalin. I view all
Canadian companies as badly run]
But even the ones that are run out of here, they look at Quebec
and say those are badly run

Agent

And they are not willing to

Brimm

And especially if you don't speak French. Forget it, You can

[39:36.7] ?

work there.
Agent

Parlez vous francais?

Brimm

(Laughing). It's a very, very different place.

00:39:53 Agent

(Mumbles — unclear)

Brimm

The French government and Quebec is trying to greed out the
Anglais

Agent

Still? I was walking yesterday and heard people speaking
French and say, why don't you make a law "stop speaking
French". [40:07.9]
Who speaks French in the world?

00:41:22 Brimm

Quebec French is a horrible French.
(Talking about French language and Quebec)

00:41:39

Talking about Alberta

00:45:00

Talking about coffee shops and free market.

00:46:29 Agent

Umm, what was the name of the guy you said that is in
British Colombia, the run the, umm--?

Brimm

His, his name Yu Jia Zhu.

Agent

What?!

Brimm

Yu Jia Zhu. He's Chinese.

Agent

Oh, Chinese. Yu Jia Zhu?

Brimm

Yeah. Yeah.

Agent

Okay. And he ran away, after the, the deal? Or he...

Brimm

Yeah, so he--. No, he was around for a while, umm, and he
just--. This month, actually October last month, started his
own fund. In--.

Agent

In, in Brit--.

Brimm

-in British Colombia.

00:46:53 Agent

Because they are the, yeah. They can get... it's gonna be one
hell of a talk. I'm telling you now, it's gonna be, wow.

Brimm

If, if you want, I can put you in touch with him. Umm, I'll
ask him if he's open to talking about it.

Agent

Yeah.

Brimm

In terms of, in terms of how they did what they did--.

Agent

I'd love to.

00:47:08 Brimm

-minus some of the dirty stuff, 'cause he was involved in
that.

Agent

I want only the dirt stuff!

Brimm

(laughs — AGENT)

Agent

The Chinese, they love it. They don't know what dirty stuff is.
Look, have you ever been to China?

Brimm
00:47:20 Agent

No.
You have to, you have to see it in order to understand. You--.
Here is the most open free market in the world compared to
there.
(Irrelevant Section — AGENT)

00:47:51

Talking about Chinese market

00:48:14 Agent

I, I would appreciate it if you can contact with him--.

Brimm

Yeah, I'll--.

Agent

-because (...)

Brimm

-I'll ask him if he's open to it, and then I'll put you in touch.

Agent

That would be very interesting.

Brimm

He's, umm...

Agent

Okay.

00:48:24 Brimm

He, he, so he and his partner, umm, well, one of his friends
from school, started this finance, so they have--.

Agent

The hedge fund?

Brimm

Hedge fund, yeah. Umm, it's called, umm, White Crane
Capital.

Agent

White Crane?

Brimm

White Crane, yeah.

Agent

Okay. He's Japanese, he must be--.

Brimm

Chinese. He's Chinese.

Agent

Crane as in a Crane? Or as a bird?

Brimm

As in the bird, the bird.

Agent

Ah, I thought the Japanese love that word.

00:48:45 Brimm

Umm, his partner may be Japanese, I'm not sure.

Agent

Ah, okay.

Brimm

So he and, he and his wife and his kid moved out there and they
just started this fund, umm, and, umm, they're--. They're both
very, very smart individuals, umm, so--.

Agent

They're not Canadian in origin?

Brimm

Well, well Yu Jia is. I mean he's, he's second generation--. So,
he's first generation Canadian, his parents come from China.

00:49:06 Agent
Brimm

Yeah, so he's been a bit spoiled.
Yeah, you know, like he played hockey, and, you know, that
kind of thing.

Agent

Okay. Okay, so, umm, if, if you don't have a figure then I'll,
I'll send you a figure in offer, okay?

Brimm

Well, if, if it's--. I mean, honestly, umm, pretty honestly, if it's
just talking when they're here — I don't even pay for that.

Agent

No, but--.

Brimm

Just having a conversation.

Agent

-I need (unclear) for that.

00:49:30 Brimm

Okay.

Agent

Okay? It's your time--.

Brimm

Alright.

Agent

Don't, I'm not, you know, I'm not trying to put myself in your
shoes but someone once told me, "Don't sell your--. Don't sell

00:49:38

yourself cheap."
Brimm

Okay.

Agent

I found it's very valuable. Yours is, yours is also very valuable.

Brimm

Alright.

Agent

It won't be millions, by the, by the way. I won't compensate
you on the 150 you owe in the (unclear), I'm sorry.

00:49:50 Brimm

(laughs — AGENT) why not?

Agent

I'm sorry, I can't. But maybe--.

Brimm

Oh, don't apologize. It's not your fault. (laughs — AGENT)

Agent

Thank you very much.
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1

starting at line 5, and we believe the time is

2

around 19:56.

3

[Reporter's Note:

4

So, sir, do you now recall that you

Audio Played.]

5

said in that meeting with Mr. Zaitoun on November

6

1st that you didn't work on the deal because you

7

thought it was polluted?

8

A.

9
10

hear that, yes.
186

11
12
13
14

I don't recall that, but I can

187

Q.

And that is you?

A.

It sounds like me, yes.

Q.

Okay.

your affidavit.

Let's go to paragraph 45 of

I'll put it on the record:
"Mr. Gillies also 'quoted me'

15

as having said (again, presumably to

16

Zaitoun) that West Face had been

17

provided with 'insider information'

18

about Catalyst's bid from a 'board

19

member' of WIND.

20

Mr. Gillies that I had not said

21

this, and that I would have had no

22

factual basis to make such a

23

statement, as I did not work on the

24

WIND Deal while at West Face."

25

So, sir, I am going to play three clips

I again told
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1

in order where it deals with insider information.

2

So we'll start at page 18 of the transcript, lines

3

24 and 25, through to page 19, lines 1 to 15, and

4

the audio clip should be starting around 19:44.

5

[Reporter's Note:

6

So, sir, do you recall now that you

Audio Played.]

7

said on page 19 of the transcript that you believed

8

that West Face had inside information?

9
10

188

A.

Yes, sir.

Q.

Okay.

Page 20, starting at line

11

23, and this should be an audio that starts at

12

minute 21:11.

13

[Reporter's Note:

14

So, sir, do you recall now that you

15

told Mr. Zaitoun on pages 20 through to 22 that

16

West Face had inside information?

17
18

189

Audio Played.]

A.

I just heard it, yes.

Q.

And you are not denying that you

19

said that to him at the November 1st, 2017,

20

meeting?

21
22

190

A.

No.

Q.

Okay.

And the last clip is page

23

25, lines 6 through 21, if you want to turn up the

24

transcript there, and this should be the audio

25

starting at minute 24 and 39 seconds.
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1

[Reporter's Note:

2

So, Mr. Brimm, do you recall now that

Audio Played.]

3

you told Mr. Zaitoun during that November 1st,

4

2017, meeting that you said that West Face was

5

provided insider information from a Wind board

6

member?

7

A.

8
9

I recall that I said I believe

that is how it happened.
191

Q.

So you are not denying what you

10

just heard on the audio and what you have been

11

looking at on the transcript, the transcription of

12

that audio; you are not denying that; correct?

13
14
15
16

192

A.

No, sir.

Q.

Okay.

And, sir, paragraph 49 of

your affidavit, you say that:
"I informed Mr. Gillies that I

17

believed someone had altered or

18

edited the transcripts/recordings in

19

some way because the statements he

20

quoted to me did not sound like

21

things that I would have said, as I

22

had no factual basis for saying

23

them."

24

So, sir, I put it to you that as we sit

25

here today you don't have any direct evidence that
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stamp
00:04:24 Yu-Jia

I am flattered. Thank you very much.

00:04:36 Yu-Jia

It must be a tired long day for you.

00:04:37 Agent

You can't imagine. As you know you, you do business, you do global
business?

Yu-Jia

Such as life. We are very much Canadian focused.

Agent

Oh Okay. You know, the global realm, you have to work all around.

Yu-Jia

Yes. Yes.

Agent

So how are you?

Yu-Jia

Very good. Very good.

Agent

I do apologise [for] taking you away from your wife and kids tonight.
And I appreciate it. 3 years old you say?

Yu-Jia

3 years old, yes.

Agent

One?

Yu-Jia

One, yes.

Agent

Are you enjoying it?

Yu-Jia

Very much so. It's fascinating to watch them develop right before your
eyes. You know, every day is different. Especially, if you go away on a
trip, come back 4 or 5 days later, they develop.

00:05:29 Agent

• Don't hold back anything, anything. I say to my kids, I have grownup kids. The small one, she's 14 years old. I don't know if I was
mistaken, I am not • home. Now, I try to be at home with her. Any

TOR_LAW\ 9662323\1
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stamp
questions she asks, I have to answer, even if it means looking it or
opening an encyclopaedia, whatever, she gets an answer. And its....
Yu-Jia

Right, Right. How many kids do you have?

Agent

Three. How old are you?

Yu-Jia

32.

Agent

So my eldest is almost your age. Almost

Yu-Jia

Wow.

Agent

So you've been here several months, right?

Yu-Jia

Yes. I moved here in late July. I am actually from here. I grew up here.
I went to school locally here. In Vancouver, yes. My family and my
wife's family are all from here. So when we were starting to seek •.
And it was an option of Toronto or Vancouver. My partner is from here
as well. So we said, we choose where we work, it makes lot of sense to
go back to Vancouver.

Agent

Even though it's night, I think it's much more beautiful city than Toronto.
But you know several •, not just this place, looks like, have you ever
been to Australia?

Yu-Jia

No. It's very similar I heard.

Agent

Just driving now. It resembles Melbourne. It looks like Melbourne, all
kinds of small hills, river, very nice, I love it.

Yu-Jia

It's the ocean right here. Normally during the days, you can ... , it's a
beautiful view, and the mountain view and...

Agent

This is going out into the ocean?

Yu-Jia

That's right. Yes.

Agent

And the water is mineral or salt water?

TOR_LAW\ 9662323\1
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Yu-Jia

Salt water, yes.

Agent

All of them?

Yu-Jia

The major one. The Fraser river is salt water.

Agent

I love the city even though I haven't seen it. Just like that.

Yu-Jia

How long are you here for?

Agent

You mean it in hours or minutes? More than I could... •

Yu-Jia

You say you are heading to Portland?

Agent

Baltimore.

Yu-Jia

Baltimore.

Agent

And then New York, and then •_07:40:00. Four days, seven flights,

stamp

including •

00:07:44

Yu-Jia

You day time and night is just •

Agent

Or noon right? It's 12 noon now. Frankly I woke up today at 2:00am.
Couldn't sleep. But you get used to it. I mean, what can you do?
•

00:08:03.

Thank you for joining me.
Yu-Jia

No problem.

Agent

The reason I asked to meet you, I don't know what Peter told you, but I
00:08:16 •, and that I appreciate it that you are coming •
00:08:19.
We deal with mainly Chinese investors, and our portfolio is focused in
mainland, especially, I come from the •. I still have a lot of businesses
in London, in Czek Republic. Have you been to Europe?

TOR_LAVV\ 9662323\1
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Yu-Jia

I have been to Europe. Yeah. Mostly Western Europe and a little bit of

stamp

Eastern Europe as well.
Agent

Where have you been?

Yu-Jia

• of Western Europe. And on the Eastern side, I've been to Ukraine,
almost •

Agent

London is the business hub of the world, as I see it today. About 20 years
ago, there was a very big ... 20 years onwards, it began a rise in real estate
price, so you can buy a whole block 20 years ago literally nothing,
nothing, and if you have the patience, you can make a lot of money, you
can make a lot of money, that's why I •

00:10:05, he spends a lot of

money, and he still .... One of my personal dealings with them, is that
they were still looking for Winnipeg •

00:10:10 globally and just

had... a few days ago and asked if they have interest in Vietnam.
Yu-Jia

What kind of assets, residential, •

Agent

I don't do with those.

Yu-Jia

OK

Agent

Personally,
•

I

prefer

•

00:10:23...

00:10:26

because

I

am

00:10:30.7, I came from there. But today you have •

standing
00:10:40,

rentals, you'd specializing in taking old buildings and refurbishing them,
ok. I am a bit tired. Refurbishing them and selling them, all kinds of
assets. I do deal with commercial. I don't do shopping malls, I don't do
shopping stripes though. I know there's money there. But, as I see it, we
need special understanding and I don't have it. I don't understand the
•

00:11:20. I don't know if you are aware of the •

00:11:25 in

Europe. It's a big ...
Yu-Jia
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Agent

A big hi-tech scene. Take the, lots of Silicon Valley, and it's all over

stamp

Europe today. I am looking for more opportunity to investing in
companies usually in the States.

If you want, for now, we are in

negotiation with American, small American start-up. And I feel that it's
very interesting opportunity related directly to the Canadian market. I
asked Peter ... how much are you paying for your monthly plan on
phone?
Yu-J ia

$70

Agent

Canadian network?

Yu-Jia

Canadian network

Agent

Really? It's cheap. Because you told me you paid $200

Yu-Jia

Yeah. Depends on how much roaming data you have. But it can get that
expensive. Yes.

Agent

I think it's the most expensive thing in the world. Why? Is there a real
reason?

Yu-Jia

It's a oligopoly market.

Agent

That's not a real reason. No, seriously.

Yu-Jia

It's a real reason for the consumers.

Agent

The Canadian consumer is silent. Doesn't it bother them?

Yu-Jia

There's not a lot of options there.

Agent

It's American Start-Up has an idea that we get a sleek phone •
00:13:05 phone. I know I am thinking the last, but the beginning
• _00:13:13. You get any cellular phone you want, could be iPhone,
could be Android, remember? CLT3, you get paid plans from CLT.

Yu-Jia

TOR_LA\M 9662323\1
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Agent

Only that. I am adverting you, you get through the mini touch screen.

stamp

There is only one choice, and we have to look at the screen, one point,
and that's when the phone rings, and at that instant, you see commercial,
you don't have to interact, you don't need to press anything, it's in the
background. It doesn't bother you. You just have to agree to see it. You
don't even have to look at it. It's fine. Once you do that, every time
someone rings you, you get paid. You get paid, so at the end of the month,
you can take cash, or you take a cheque, or you take a plan with the
cellular company with the provider which gives you all the plans, all the
telephone with on mode.
Yu-Jia

Interesting.

Agent

Very. Very Very.

Yu-Jia

•

Agent

They have the .. first signing agreement, and •

00:14:22
00:14:28. Don't ask

me why. That's what they did. When we were in, we got it into these
companies, it was a sign contract, their first step if you want the
•

00:14:44. That's how it works. It's interesting. Here, it won't

work, because no company would allow the consumers to get a free
phone.
Yu-Jia

It won't work. The roaming rates, if you want to operate on a virtual basis.
It's there.

Agent

Not expensive. It's made up, its consumer, no?

Yu-Jia

What size of telephone, that's to make on the tech start-up?

Agent

It could start from half a million, we consider it's a very small research,
and it could go up to ... it's an interesting enough adventure. And I am
not afraid to invest, and running an idea but in the •
need the •
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need to understand the logic. I am not a tech guy, but, you know, you can
understand the •

00:15:54. You could put in the money, you take it

with you and you don't do it •

00:15:59.

Yu-Jia

And how long has the fund been put into the capital?

Agent

Dealing with the high tech market, to be around 8 years time.

Yu-Jia

What's the size of the fund?

Agent

Dollar wise? About half a billion.

Yu-Jia

•

Agent

Once again, •

00:16:33
00:16:36 is Chinese money. And there's lots of money

coming from China today. It's ridiculous. London is basically divided
into half. Half is owned by Chinese, the other half is owned by Japanese
and people from the Gulf. That's the division. By the way, I looked into
Melbourne a couple of years. Same thing, half is owned by Chinese, and
half is owned by people from the south.
Yu-Jia

And what does your friend/partner's find? And is the capital there? The
mainland Chinese, is it institutional, what kind of capital?

Agent

•

Yu-Jia

Sure sure

Agent

Are you?

Yu-Jia

Maybe. I am hard working. I don't know if I am smart

Agent

You're not American by origin?

Yu-Jia

Canadian

Agent

So how come you are hard working? It's a serious question.

Yu-Jia

Well, I am Chinese. Chinese Canadian.

TOR_LAVV\ 9662323\1
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Agent

So you got this from home?

Yu-Jia

Yes.

Agent

It's a real serious question, because when I was talking to Peter, we both

stamp

think with a conclusion that Canadians are not that of hard work.
Yu-Jia

Yeah

Agent

I am not meaning to insult, I am, you understand what I am saying?

Yu-Jia

I understand, yeah. I agree with you. I think if you walk around the city,
for example, you know the summer time, during the day, week day, from
Monday to Friday, they'll go to the beach.

Agent

Most of the people would go to beach.

Yu-Jia

They would just hang out at the beach.

Agent

They don't go to work?

Yu-Jia

I don't know what they are doing. We have the price of a home, here it's
you know well over a million dollars. A lot of people just walking around.
You wonder what they do for a living.

Agent

So how can they afford 1.5 million home?

Yu-Jia

There's a lot of foreign money here. A lot of foreign money, and there's
a •

00:18:44 as well.

Agent

Here in Vancouver, or?

Yu-Jia

In Vancouver, yeah.

Agent

Oh, ok. In Toronto, it's not that •

Yu-Jia

Less so, less so. Toronto had a strong scene say, you know, a decade ago.

00:18:52

More than a decade ago, during the dot com bubble. Nortel Networks,
you know, it's based out of Ontario. And there's a fallout of tech smart
people who made money through that and started a business of their own.

TOR_LAW 9662323\1
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Agent

In the state or here?

Yu-Jia

I am speaking of Ontario. The Vancouver phenomenon is more recent.

stamp

So, there's a number of, let's say, you know, companies that would be
worth of hundreds of millions of dollars
Agent

High tech company?

Yu-Jia

Yeah. Really.

Agent

Do you have accelerators and generators?

Yu-Jia

Yes. There are number of accelerators, provincial.

Agent

Private investors?

Yu-Jia

Yeah. Private and publicly funded

Agent

The government doesn't fund it?

Yu-Jia

There's one government funded.

Agent

And what's the focus?

Yu-Jia

It's anything that they can, anything, telecom, media, tech related

Agent

They don't invest in medical?

Yu-Jia

Medical devices, yeah. •

Agent

Yeah. It's like in Europe.

Yu-Jia

Yeah, a friend of mine used to be an analyst for a private equity fund

00:20:00

seven years ago, marked the story of fintech risks, •

00:20:15 fund

to small businesses. So it's like a market that's usually U.S., but with
Canadian banks, Canadian fintech financial sector is dominated by banks.
And that's the area they don't want to touch. So these kind of businesses
is very well, •

00:20:40 capital, you know, 15, 16% for the last17

years. It's really no competitions. So •

TOR_LAVV\ 9662323\1
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Agent

It'll be the sole provider in the market.

Yu-Jia

That's right.

Agent

Brilliant. Very interesting. What kind of loans do they give.

Yu-Jia

•

stamp

00:21:00 to business like a restaurant like this, not this restaurant,

but a smaller restaurant. Say they want to open a second location, they
need two-three hundred thousand dollars. Not a huge amount of money.
But that's the kind of business that's not big enough in size to go to a big
and too big for a personal loan. So there's an •
market that is not really addressed. •

00:21:24 in the

00:21:29, marked money, a

factor way to 30%. So if you want to borrow a hundred thousand, you got
to pay him a hundred and thirty thousand net.
Agent

On a yearly fund?

Yu-Jia

The way he gets paid back is still attached to the point of sale. So the
restaurant and a dinner comes in, and has a bill, for $100, paid with credit
card. He has a software system that attaches to the point of sale, and takes
that ....

Agent

I get it, immediately, he gets the money. Oh I like it.

Yu-Jia

He takes 10% of every sale until he gets paid back.

Agent

What happens if the restaurant goes bankrupt or business is ceased.

Yu-Jia

So it's •

00:22:10 by the company as well as personal guarantee by

the founder/owner.
Agent

And does he give a hundred •

00:22:16 of the needed capital, or

needed money.
Yu-Jia

Yes.

Agent

A hundred percent

TOR_LAW\ 9662323\1
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Yu-Jia

Yes

Agent

Very interesting

Yu-Jia

So he had analysed for him to make a loan, they'll ask the borrower to

stamp

provide, for example, you know, the sales history, and it's verified data.
A lot of the time, when you are dealing with small businesses, the quality
of data is questionable. So he only deals with people who have point of
sale data. So I want the data from Visa or Master card, I don't want to
verify with them. Are these your true sales. I want an update date. So
you know, yesterday, so I have confidence in these •

00:22:45

Agent

•

Yu-Jia

So, it's a pretty good business. The market loves him. Because they don't

00:22:59

have to go get financing anywhere else. And even though it's a high
interest rate, they fix it, and you can pay it back really quickly in two
months time. They don't think of it as an annualized cost. As long as you
can pay it back real quickly.
Agent

He pays within two months, as they paid in two years, it's still 20-30%
of the •

Yu-Jia

00:23:26

The borrower thinks of it as flexibility, there's no •

00:23:33

maturity.
Agent

Brilliant.

Yu-Jia

I have one example. A very close friend of mine has a successful
business, I noticed, and •

00:23:44 for Canada

Agent

In the fund that you are opening?

Yu-Jia

•

Agent

Meaning?

TOR_LAVV\ 9662323\1
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Yu-Jia

Meaning we're looking for investment opportunities, predominately in

stamp

public markets, public securities, equity and debts where there is an event
or catalyst associated with it. So a lot of traditional buy and hold because
we think the stock is cheap
Agent

You find it •

Yu-Jia

Yes. We

Agent

What do you mean by event?

Yu-Jia

So it can be something like a, you know, where I come from let's say a

00:24:18

00:24:22

capital of Peter •

00:24:29 and a loan from guys that were distressed

investors. So one of the core strategy we place on distressed investors. So
we look for, right now, it's not market in the right timing. There is a cycle
for it, but if and when the market turns, there'll be companies publicly
trading companies that will face financial distress over leverage unable
to make their •

00:24:50

Agent

You have you research for •

Yu-Jia

With the research department and myself, and my partner, and...

Agent

And do you use forecast that this company due to this event will have

00:24:59

problem?
Yu-Jia

Yeah. I mean we are not necessarily trying to forecast the problem. We
can often wait until the problem manifest itself and then often the
Canadian market is not very, according to Peter Grahams, not very
sophisticated, really run by traditional long only managers. Long only
equity managers, and long only credit managers who are only own
investment grade or high yield debts, and the •

00:25:40 gets

downgraded to triple C, triple B. They got to be out. And so you know
we see an opportunity to pick up securities once upon •

00:25:49.

How many managers in Canada is home triple C rated bonds, trading at
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56 cents to a dollar and the analyst •

00:26:02 on these products. For

example, which layer of the capital structure is the focused period. Often
times companies •

00:26:20 public because they have too much debt.

They borrow too much in the good times and ...
Agent

No one cares.

Yu-Jia

Exactly, and then now, commodity prices have dropped or the economy
slowed down, sales have slowed down, whatever the reason is, there is
too much debt for the company.

Agent

Are you looking for companies in San Francisco, or — it doesn't matter.

Yu-Jia

We're fairly sector agnostic. There are a few sectors we try to stay away
from, •

00:26:48, you know, bio tech, health care, financials.

Agent

You don't deal with those.

Yu-Jia

We don't deal with those.

Those are tougher to analyse from our

perspective. You need real specific knowledge and assets and backing
them are typically either intangible, you know, IT related.
Agent

Yes.

Yu-Jia

Or financial assets to determine the value. We prefer assets like — hard
assets, real estate, commodities, real cashable businesses, telecom,
media, things that we can put our — wrap our heads around, just have a
real tangible value to them.

Agent

You have any capital •

Yu-Jia

So we're •

Agent

•

Yu-Jia

It's not our...

Agent

Of course you are.

TOR_LA\N\ 9662323\1
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Yu-Jia

I've worked for a billion dollar •

stamp
00:27:45, as has my partner. He

managed 5 billion dollars, 5 or 6 billion at his prior firm and there's a real
curation in performance once you hit about a billion dollars inside
Canada.
Agent

Really?

Yu-Jia

It's not a large market by any means. A fraction of the size of the U.S.
market.

Agent

You prefer to stay in the millions •

Yu-Jia

Our target is to be around 500 million, that's our ultimate size. I think

00:28:07.

that's a nice size find. Allows us to implement all our strategies and still
focus more on the terms rather than gathering •

00:28:23

Agent

Revenue. And the investors?

Yu-Jia

So we've just started marketing, actually, two weeks ago. We have
•

00:28:33 in that group and I've got a presentation tomorrow

morning. I'll be travelling to Calgary in a couple weeks. Right now is in
the middle of our road trip
Agent

What is the recommended •
•

Yu-Jia

00:28:52 or do you have any size of

00:28:57? Whatever comes you'll take.

Just a minimum, yup. There's a minimum of US 1 million. Pretty
standard for a Canadian.

Agent

One nine?

Yu-Jia

One — 2.8.

Agent

One million?

Yu-Jia

Yeah, not 1.9. You have...

Agent

I heard one nine. Four hundred and fifty dollars

TOR_LAVV\ 9662323\1
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Yu-Jia

Yeah, exactly, yeah. US 1 million pretty standard for Canada

Agent

Okay

Yu-Jia

It's set up as a Cayman domicile fund and for launch we're looking for

stamp

around 25 million for January l' initial launch
Agent

Would you announce it?

Yu-Jia

We can still, yeah.

Agent

Are you promising anything to investors or you stay with us?

Yu-Jia

In terms of returns?

Agent

Yes.

Yu-Jia

We're not promising anything. All we'll say is that if people get this type
of strategy in Canada at other competitors who have formed this kind of
strategy in Canada over the last ten year or so they've returned about 15
percent.

Agent

Yearly.

Yu-Jia

Correct, yeah, •

Agent

What's the tax, by the way, on that?

Yu-Jia

Pardon me?

Agent

What's the tax?

Yu-Jia

The tax — if different by client, so we're set up as a Cayman fund.

Agent

So no tax.

Yu-Jia

Yeah, it depends on the investor

Agent

Okay. Have you ever heard of PPP Investments?

Yu-Jia

PPP?

TOR_LAVV\ 9662323\1
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Yu-Jia

Yeah

Agent

No

Yu-Jia

Interbank Investments. Very high level investments. You're talking

stamp

about 60 percent a year
Agent

One five, yes

Yu-Jia

Yeah, one five. These investments are •

Agent

Yeah, one five

Yu-Jia

That's a different world

Agent

Yeah, of course. I have a friend who deals with — I don't remember the

00:30:42

initials, but there's a mechanism between banks, and usually people from
the street don't know it. The bank has to show that it has cash in one of
his accounts not owned by the bank, owned by one of its customers. It's
a hundred million dollars and the bank gives a loan to another bank on
the million times 10 by 60 but then •

00:31:41. On that loan you can

pay the 500 percent, yeah, 500 percent the...
Yu-Jia

Right

Agent

500 percent. A hundred million dollars. That's a lot of money.

Yu-Jia

•

Agent

Yeah, but it's — that's something for you only. I was wondering if you

00:31:54

know it because not many people know these kinds of investments
Yu-Jia

No, not familiar with that

Agent

•

00:32:11. Do you have any — in Vancouver? It's called a — I don't

know the exact term but I think it's a lawsuit fund. Something that's you
do finance arbitrations?
Yu-Jia
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Agent

You know those funds?

Yu-Jia

Yeah, it's quite popular in the U.S.

Agent

In Europe I know some are very — that we •

Yu-Jia

Yeah, yeah. We did that a little bit at my old firm. Once there's capital

stamp

00:32:43

we find out a few litigations
Agent

Successful?

Yu-Jia

Yup

Agent

You basically can't lose money. You owe money but you can't because
of the lawsuit

Yu-Jia

Yeah, but very little compared to the potential payoffs, yeah. The most
likely scenario is nothing happens for a long period of time.
•

00:33:05, yeah. In terms of dedicated funds that focus on that, I'm

not aware of any in Canada
Agent

Really?

Yu-Jia

Yeah

Agent

Maybe that's •

Yu-Jia

Yes

Agent

Are there a lot of lawsuits here? Business lawsuits

Yu-Jia

Yeah, it's less litigious than the U.S. for sure

Agent

Yeah?

Yu-Jia

Yeah. And the Canadian courts don't take kindly to people who are ultar

00:33:15

litigious
Agent

•

Yu-Jia

Going around suing everybody
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Agent

I personally know someone in Europe that that's what he does for a living

Yu-Jia

Yeah, yeah

Agent

And he doesn't sue a million, he sues 200, 300 million. Son of a bitch.

stamp

Sorry for the •

00:33:53

Yu-Jia

Yeah

Agent

That's what he does for a living. A very wealthy guy. I mean, it's crazy

Yu-Jia

The U.S., of course, will entertain people who do that. The Canadian
course - if you found it and you lose, they'll slap you

Agent

So if you are suing an arbitrator they won't •

00:34:13. What about

the freedom of justice?
Yu-Jia

Yeah

Agent

It doesn't exist

Yu-Jia

Canada's a little bit weird. They like to hold themselves — they think
themselves as being, you know, very fair and honest and in the sense of...

Agent

No corruption

Yu-Jia

There's a sense of fairness. You know, the court system in place. They
shouldn't, but this is the value of fairness as well, other than just, you
know, •

00:34:40

Agent

Is there really a value? It's just like...

Yu-Jia

Yeah, it's just...

Agent

•

Yu-Jia

Yeah, that's right. We should look at the menu, as well

Agent

Yeah, of course

Yu-Jia

You must be hungry after your long journey

TOR_LAVV\ 9662323\1
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Agent

My problem is that I'm always hungry. Anything you can recommend?

stamp

I like fish
Yu-Jia

Okay. The B.C. salmon is of course, you know...

Agent

•

Yu-Jia

Yes. Pretty famous. I wish I had known that earlier. I would have

00:35:23 B.C.

brought you to — do you like sushi?
Agent

Yes

Yu-Jia

•

Agent

But only if it's only really good

Yu-Jia

Yeah. There's some very good places over here

Agent

Next time

Yu-Jia

Next time, yeah

Agent

I told you, I have sense that I'm going to love this city in the daylight too

Yu-Jia

Yeah, yeah, yeah

Agent

I'm going to have another trip this year

Yu-Jia

There's a salmon. There's a single fish

Agent

•

Yu-Jia

That's not a salmon. It's like a fatty fish. A white fish

Agent

I see the port wine salmon. Dinner is my treat of course, so...

Yu-Jia

Oh, no, you flew across the country for this

Agent

Thank you, no. I cross countries every day. Don't worry. I don't even

00:35:33

00:36:03 salmon

feel it
Yu-Jia
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Agent

Is this a known restaurant?

stamp

•
Yu-Jia

Because you can see that they do

00:37:04

It's a •

00:37:07 staple. It's done very well here and I just — about a

year ago, a couple of years ago they opened a location in Toronto as well
Agent

You say the same —the same brand?

Yu-Jia

Yes, on King and University

Agent

I was on King this morning

Yu-Jia

Yeah

Agent

King and Yonge

Yu-Jia

Yeah, just a few blocks west. Very popular. There's a patio in the
summertime. It's like a two hour line up to get inside

Agent

So it must be good

Yu-Jia

They're also known for their waitresses •

Agent

I agree. But you can't quote me

Yu-Jia

I'm just going to sit here

Agent

Is your wife Chinese too?

Yu-Jia

Yes

Agent

What year did your parents come to Vancouver?

Yu-Jia

My parents came here in 1988

Agent

88? Oh, not that long ago

Yu-Jia

No, not that long ago

Agent

And they have managed to settle in?
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Yu-Jia

Yeah, we originally moved to Montreal. My father went to school there.

stamp

I spoke French before English. Then we moved to...
Agent

You speak French too? •

Yu-Jia

•

00:38:36

00:38:36. We don't use it — I moved from Montreal to Vancouver

when I was four and Vancouver's so far away from Quebec that nobody
here speaks French
Agent

Thank God. I don't get this. I'm sorry, I don't get it. Why do you need
•

00:38:59 language basically, no?

Yu-Jia

Yes, I agree. It's a beautiful language

Agent

It's the most romantic language in the world, but it's not practical. What
do you do with it? You speak French in France, that's it

Yu-Jia

That's right, yeah

Agent

Today in France you speak French or Arabic. You have to pick your
language

Yu-Jia

That's right

Agent

So you went to school there? In Toronto?

Yu-Jia

I went to school here. University of British Columbia

Agent

And what did you study?

Yu-Jia

Science. There's a program there where they take 6 or 7 students each
year. They finance faculty, finance apartments and students who were
interested in money management as careers, and they give them a real
portfolio to manage and...

Agent

Meaning you're managing with the stock market? Actually managing it?

Yu-Jia

I actually managed...
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Agent

Who's financing? Do you know •

Yu-Jia

It's really from donations from alumni from the program that have

stamp
00:40:09

graduated
Agent

What happened if you actually earn 100 million dollars?

Yu-Jia

Also, it's a long way from that. Today the portfolio is about 10 million

Agent

That's a nice portfolio

Yu-Jia

It's still real money

Agent

•

Yu-Jia

Yeah, yeah

Agent

•

Yu-Jia

Yeah

00:40:25

00:40:29

(Irrelevant Section — talking with the waitress
— Yu Jia ordering — Agent ordering food and wine)
Agent

Were you raised in a way of education.
•

Would you say that

00:41:32

Yu-Jia

It was a combination, you know, so...

Agent

They didn't let you fool around

Yu-Jia

Yeah, so, I mean, the grades are very important. I'm very good at math,
for example

Agent

You like numbers

Yu-Jia

Yes, yes, but I think my parents did a tremendous job integrating with,
you know, western society as well

Agent
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Yu-Jia

I speak Mandarin. Not super fluently, but conversational Mandarin and

stamp

they did a very good job of integrating with a western education, that
which values things like, you know, leadership, you know, personal
performance rather than just thinking about the group, which is very
common in Chinese culture
Agent

Chinese culture is the group

Yu-Jia

The group, yeah, exactly, yeah

Agent

The party, the group

Yu-Jia

Yeah, exactly. It's not looked highly upon to stand out from the group,
so I was lucky enough to have the benefit of both — I was very involved
in sports as a kid and some competition.

Agent

Group sport or individual sport?

Yu-Jia

Both, both, so I love skating, as we talked about. I love playing volleyball,
I play indoor volleyball, beach volleyball.

Agent

I love volleyball too.

Yu-Jia

I'm sure you have

Agent

Yup. I think it's a very nice sport.

Yu-Jia

Things are looking up again for this program at UBC which had the real

[42:49.8]

portfolio for...
Agent

[inaudible][43:05.8]

Yu-Jia

Pardon me?

Agent

Does it include also

Yu-Jia

Yes, yes, yes. There's scholarships.

Agent

Scholarships?
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Yu-Jia

Scholarships, yes, but more importantly it gives you internships that you

stamp

work on Bay Street. They'll send you to Bay Street.
Agent

To real firms.

Yu-Jia

Yes, real firms. I worked at Merrill Lynch, you know, for a summer. And
the second summer they will send you all over the place, New York,
London, Vancouver.

Agent

Oh, that's included in the program?

Yu-Jia

It's part of the program, yes.

Agent

Nice.

Yu-Jia

And they will give you mentors, people who work in New York and you
know.

Agent

[inaudible] [43:44.6]

Yu-Jia

Yeah, big shops. The program has been around for over close to 30 years
now.

Agent

I hope you didn't do your

Yu-Jia

Luckily not.

Agent

Yeah, that could have been interesting.

Yu-Jia

Yeah. Our alumni are around the world. Our alumni runs the

[43:54.2] with [43:56.2].

[44:09.4]
Agent

Your age.

Yu-Jia

Not my age.

Agent

Oh ok.

Yu-Jia

So my fund, my previous fund,

[44:17.3]

44:21.5 as counsel, it was

founded by an alumni of that programs class of 1990.
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Agent

Hmmm, I didn't know that.

Yu-Jia

Two of the partners of Westface were from that program, I was from that

stamp

program.
Agent

[44:33.1] [inaudible]

Yu-Jia

No.

Agent

Number 1 in the world.

[44:41.0]. You say you are NCI

graduate, everyone in the world they will snatch you immediately.
Yu-Jia

Sure.

Agent

So, probably the same.

Yu-Jia

Yeah, yeah.

Agent

Is there a name for the program?

Yu-Jia

Yes, it's called portfolio management foundation.

Agent
Yu-Jia

44:56.2]
It's been around for 30 years, but only about 180 grads or so, because it's
a very small program.

Agent

[45:02.6]

Yu-Jia

Yeah, 6 people per year.

Agent

Is it a network? Would you call it a network?

Yu-Jia

Yes, very strong network so a very tight knit group. We get together for
dinner all the time.

Agent

Nice.

Yu-Jia

Just try to help each other out

Agent

And it's only for people who deal with numbers and money and?

TOR_LAW\ 9662323\1
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Yu-Jia

Yes, very much.

Agent

From the comfort of their office. It's not like the real estate, you know,

stamp

running around and...
Yu-Jia

It's very focussed on money management, you know, just money
management. Both the buy side and the sell side. We have graduates at
all the broker dealers in the U.S. The first female partner at Goldman
Sachs from the program.

Agent

It's a Canadian program?

Yu-Jia

Yes.

Agent

Only?

Yu-Jia

Canadian only, yes.

Agent

Interesting. So, Canada basically exports financial experts around the
world and they are highly in demand.

Yu-Jia

Yes, and all the U.S.

[46:03.1] bracket firms, like Goldman,

Morgan Stanley, JP Morgan, they love this program, because they're
required to hire and meet their — they've got, performance I think is
[46:22.1], they can't just hire, you know, 300 white
males every year. They have to fulfil their ethnic diversity, and they got
to hire from all walks of life and so they love hiring from this program
because you can typically get you know, females, women, minorities, and
all sorts of different people.
Agent

What do you consider minority?

Yu-Jia

Anything that is not white. Anything that is not Caucasian, yes.

Agent

Ok. Do you actually have a quote that

Yu-Jia

Because they need to show — they'll get audited and they will be required

[46:51.7]?

to show the diversity of their workforce is representative of the
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stamp
population. And it's tough to find, you know, female, you know, Asians
that are well qualified to work on
not that many in

[47:12.9]. So there's

[47:14.0].

Agent

Yes, it's very hard to find.

Yu-Jia

So, if you can come to Vancouver for this Portfolio Management
Foundation and you'll find

[47:21.3] that program will train

every year.
Agent

But the program is not, does not take, let's say, Asian women because
they are Asian women.

Yu-Jia

No.

Agent

They take Asian women because they are good.

Yu-Jia

Right, but it so happens that in Vancouver, it's a very, I mean there are a
lot of Asians that live here.

Agent

Once again, it's not because of the Asian, they take whoever is good.

Yu-Jia

Correct, yes.

Agent

Ok. And I think that Asian people in general have a better background
[47:53.4] education

education, instead of

[47:57.9].
Yu-Jia

For sure, yes. So, it works out well for everybody.

Agent

One of the things I talk to Peter and I think I said it to you on the phone,
we're organizing in several months a tour for

[48:21.4]

from our network. Right now we're in a stage that we're looking for
young managers

[48:37.5]. People that have the

background in finance investments so they can lecture to youth
[48:48.2] you know, intimate lectures about the
financial markets here, the experience and how does the Canadian
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[48:57.6]. How does the Canadian market works, because
as opposed to

[49:03,9] where everything comes from the

party. A Chinese manager has a very small margin of decision.
[49:15.0]. Everything comes from

[49:15.8] and as I said

before and you probably know there is a lot of Chinese money that is
looking to be invested all over the world. And you think that investments
in Canada to be very interesting? Uhm,

[49:35.2] real estate

we haven't looked at it in Canada, I don't know, from what I've seen and
from what you're telling me, the real estate market is not an interesting
one because prices are very high.
Yu-Jia

Yeah, it's been a hot market for a long time.

Agent

It's not the, the margin of going up is not that big. Is it a bubble by the
way?

Yu-Jia

It depends on who you speak to.

Agent

Yes.

Yu-Jia

I think, I think it's closer to the top than the bottom, that's for sure.

Agent

Yeah, but it is a bubble?

Yu-Jia

I think it is, I think it is. Do I think a bubble is going to stop anytime soon,
that's tough to say.

Agent

Have they learned anything from the States already with the
[50:20.3]?

Yu-Jia

Doesn't appear so.

Agent

Really?

Yu-Jia

Yes.

Agent

What kind of finance
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Yu-Jia

Well they've recently tried to clamp down on that quite a bit, but there's

stamp

a really

[50:35.3] completed market in Canada.

Agent
Yu-Jia

[50:37.6]?
Two different markets. So there is one market where if you're a fine
borrower, you have a steady job, you have tax returns, you know, you go
to the banks, they'll give you a mortgage, 2.79%, you know, 3.89%.

Agent

What's the percentage of the house?

Yu-Jia

For 80%.

Agent

That's the maximum?

Yu-Jia

It is

Agent

Ok.

Yu-Jia

But, if you, either want more, a higher

[50:59.1] the value, yeah.

51:07.2 or if you're not a

51.13.0.
Agent
Yu-Jia

51.13.5
Yeah, exactly, if you're a sub-prime or alternative borrower, you can go
into the non-bank market.

Agent
Yu-Jia

[51:23.8] 5, 6?
Well, they will give you 95% of the value, easily, but you'd be paying,
you know, 10, 15% interest rate.

Agent

That's crazy.

Yu-Jia

That market is completely unregulated.

Agent

And if you are good loaner, stable loaner and you want 100% loan, is that
possible?

Yu-Jia
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Agent

Or do you have to bring something from your pockets.

Yu-Jia

That's right.

Agent

How much? What's the highest loan possible, would you know it?

Yu-Jia

The highest loan possible?

Agent

Yeah.

Yu-Jia

They want you to borrow from a bank?

Agent

Yeah.

Yu-Jia

The highest they'll do is 95.

Agent

Oh.

Yu-Jia

Yeah, it's pretty high, but it has to be guaranteed, so you gotta buy

stamp

mortgage insurance.
Agent

Which is also expensive?

Yu-Jia

Not too expensive. 2%.

Agent

Yeah?

Yu-Jia

Not bad, yeah. It's because there hasn't been a huge you know, loan loss,
crisis in Canada for...

Agent

Not yet.

Yu-Jia

Yeah, not yet.

Agent

I purchased several houses in the States, the prices are ridiculous.

Yu-Jia

Yeah.

Agent

And I have 1 house

[52:28.4] about 15% a year.

[52:34.1].
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Yu-Jia

You asked me about if I think there is a bubble, CAP REITS here are

stamp

closer to, our other 3%, so you
Agent

So, there is no way

Yu-Jia

[52:45.0].
[52:49.6].

[52:44.2].

Agent

[52:54.2] in Vancouver. Is there a shortage in
apartments?

Yu-Jia

Yes.

Agent

There is?

Yu-Jia

Yes, so occupancy levels are 98, 99%.

Agent

Wow. And

[53:04.2] expensive? Not even in the City Centre,

let's say the suburbs or...
Yu-Jia

Yeah, the problem with this place is it's locked right. You have the ocean
here and you have mountains over there, so there's not much land at all.
Not like Toronto. In Toronto you can keep building and building.

Agent

Yes, like in

Yu-Jia

Yeah, yeah.

Agent

It never stops. Ok.

Yu-Jia

People like it here. The climate is good. Wintertime never gets very cold.

[53:21.7].

Summertime...
Agent

So do you get snow here?

Yu-Jia

A little bit.

Agent

Not like in Toronto?

Yu-Jia

Not like in Toronto. You'll have 3 or 4 days of snow.

Agent

That's it?
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Yu-Jia

That's it, yeah.

Agent

And then summer hot?

Yu-Jia

Summer is not too hot, it's nice. 26 degrees.

Agent

That's the maximum?

Yu-Jia

Well, maybe a few days around 30.

Agent

That's it?

Yu-Jia

5 days around 30.

Agent

You have to come with me to Dubai. The outside is 50 degress.

Yu-Jia

Different world.

Agent

Completely.

Yu-Jia

The hottest place I've been to is Egypt.

Agent

Egypt gets around 42, 45 too.

Yu-Jia

Yeah, 45 yeah.

Agent

45 is, that's scorching. Have you been outside in 45 or in the AC all day?

Yu-Jia

I've been outside yeah. I went to visit the pyramids,

stamp

[54:22.0].
Agent

With your wife or by yourself?

Yu-Jia

With a friend.

Agent

Did you enjoy it?

Yu-Jia

Very much, yes. I loved it.

Agent

I think it's a very historical

[54:32.6]. Thinking that

[54:37.8] human beings and once you, I don't know if you
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stamp
[54:41.9] they do the — actually,

follow Discovery or not,
research.
Yu-Jia

Yes.

Agent

And there is logic by the way they are placed and

Yu-Jia

Yeah.

Agent

Interesting.

Yu-Jia

Very accurate, super accurate construction considering the technology of

[54:50,0].

the time.
Agent

No technology.

Yu-Jia

Yeah.

Agent

No technology, no

Yu-Jia

Yeah, yeah.

Agent

But they must have had technology because it is impossible to do it with

[55:00.2].

a chisel, it doesn't work.
Yu-Jia

That's right, yeah, really fascinating.

Agent

Aliens.

Yu-Jia

That's one theory, yes, that's one theory.

Agent

Of course. I don't believe it. It is interesting.

Yu-Jia

I think it's a show on Discovery, right, they propose aliens
[55:20.1].

Agent

They have

Yu-Jia

Yeah.

Agent

They have those

55:23.6] islands.

[55:29.2]. I saw a show on Discovery or

the National Georgraphic is they found a place where they carved them
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stamp
from the rock, but they don't understand how they

[55:40.6]

from the, from the what's it called — the place where they make them to
the beachfront to where

[55:48.1] and they did an

experiment. As it turns out, and they show it, it turns out that after they
carve it out of the rock, they make it stand and then with a simple piece
of rope, which they put around it's shoulders, one guy pulls from here,
one guy pulls from there, and the statue walks, starts walking like this.
Yu-Jia

Oh, interesting, yeah.

Agent

Amazing. It's 20, 40, I don't know how many tonnes of rock walking.
Amazing. Very nice. Ingenuity.

Yu-Jia

People wouldn't be able to figure that out today. Wouldn't be able to.

Agent

No, no. Today you use a crane or whatever, you just load it up. Ok,
anyway, one of the uhm, as I said, as when I was talking I think you
understood he was managing the Safeway portfolio?

Yu-Jia

Yes.

Agent

Which is a very big one. It's a very interesting

Yu-Jia

Yeah.

00:56:52 Agent

[56:51.2].

Another, another issue that, umm, 1 was talking to him is the, umm,
WIND, WIND, umm, acquisition?

Yu-Jia

Yeah, yeah.

Agent

And he told me that you will deliver that.

Yu-Jia

Yes, yes.

Agent

So, I'd like--. Peter will probably give the Safe Way, umm, umm...
Description.

Yu-Jia
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stamp
00:57:11 Agent

And I'd like to hear from you about the, the WIND transaction and
maybe, umm, presented to the Chinese as it, as it comes from Telecom,
which is very interesting in their, umm, in their understanding.

Yu-Jia

Sure, sure, yeah. It's, yeah. So, that was a, it was a very large investment
for, for our fund at the time. Umm, it was a very interesting, umm,
investment. Umm, and to give you the story I need to tell you a little bit
about the history of the company as well.

00:57:40 Agent

I promise, I promise to ask questions.

Yu-Jia

Good, okay, yeah.

Agent

But I'll be quiet when you talk.

Yu-Jia

No, no. umm, please ask questions along the way, umm... So, as 57:50.3]
spoke to the Canadian cell phone prices, service prices, very expensive.

Agent

Always have been?

Yu-Jia

Always have been, yeah. That's because it's, the market is dominated by
three players, and the three of them — they try their best not to compete
with each other. They say, you know, "We can--."

00:58:04 Agent

They, they, they do--. I don't, I don't remember the, the--.

Yu-Jia

Collusion, yeah.

Agent

Collusion?

Yu-Jia

Yeah.
(Irrelevant Section — talking with the waitress — AGENT)

00:58:13 Agent

Umm, collusion, meaning they, they, umm--.

Yu-Jia

Meaning they tell each other to say, "Hey--."

Agent

The price.
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Yu-Jia

-yeah. "Instead of competing on price, why don't me and you, instead of

stamp

lowering prices and competing against each other — we only raise our
prices."
Agent

Isn't that illegal?

Yu-Jia

Technically, yes.

Agent

Okay.

Yu-Jia

But you have to prove that, and so, what they do is: one of them, one of
them will raise their price--.

Agent

And the other a week later? (laughs — AGENT)

Yu-Jia

-and then--. The next day, the follow, right? Like, "Okay, today we don't,5
-.

Agent

To the same price?

00:58:40 Yu-Jia

The same price, yeah. So, you look at all of their cell phone prices, you
know, if you want 3GB of data and unlimited talk & text, every single
provider had the same price. It's--.

Agent

Isn't there a regulator?

Yu-Jia

There is a regulator, yeah. The Canadian Radio-Television Commission.
Umm, and there's also Industry Canada, umm, who is in charge of, umm,
regulating this space as well, from a different perspective. Umm, from an
asset prospective.
So, they, you're exactly right, they look at the situation, and they said,
umm--. There was an election in 2008--.

00:59:16 Agent

It was a, a political election?

Yu-Jia

Yeah. Political, political election.

Agent

I'm start to, umm, concerned--.
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Yu-Jia

Umm, the reason why--.

Agent

How is that related.

Yu-Jia

It's related because, umm, heading into the election, the conservative

stamp

party did a survey, and they said, "Canadians, umm, you know, we're
running for this election and we'd love to be elected, tell us what are your
most painful points that you want us to address." And they thought it'll
be taxes, and, you know, normal things, just stuff like that.
Agent
00:59:45 Yu-Jia

[59:45.8] prices.
Yeah, exactly. Yeah. Job creation, you know, housing prices. The number
one issue Canadians had was their cell phone prices.

Agent

Number one issue?

Yu-Jia

Telecom service prices. It was their number one issue.

Agent

Wow.

Yu-Jia

Yeah, so the conservative party was elected to power, and they said,
"Okay, well, we're gonna take measures to address this." And the--. Out
of telecom as a whole, the, the specific product that Canadians had issue
with was wireless. Everyone wants the latest and greatest cell phone, they
look at what their neighbors in the US are paying--. US can get a cell
phone plan for 25 bucks, 35 bucks.

Agent
01:00:25 Yu-Jia

Just a fraction.
Yeah, 25 bucks, 35 bucks a month, unlimited everything, and there's this,
umm, bitter anger, that, you know, everything is cheaper in the States.

Agent

Of course. And I have to tell you, I told you before--.

Yu-Jia

Yeah.

Agent

-as an outsider--.
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Yeah.

Agent

-I cannot understand the price you're paying. It's, it's ridiculous.

Yu-Jia

Yeah, yeah, yeah. Exactly. So, so the government said, "Okay, we're

stamp

gonna try to do what we can to, umm, to address wireless prices, cell
phone prices." So they held a auction for, umm, for the wireless spectrum.
Are you familiar with, umm, spectrum?
Agent
01:01:01 Yu-Jia

Yes.
Yeah, yeah. So they held a, a, umm, wireless spectrum auction, and what
they did was they said, "We're gonna stick a, a portion of the spectrum
and set it aside so that--."

Agent

For a new operator?

Yu-Jia

New, new entries yeah. Only new entries are able to bid on.

Agent

Not the three--.

Yu-Jia

Exactly.

Agent

-existing. Okay.

Yu-Jia

Exactly, yeah. Umm, because there's no competition for that, the
understanding was that the selling price for that, that spectrum will be
very low.

01:01:28 Agent
Yu-Jia

Why was, wasn't there any interest?
There was interest but, umm, yeah, but, umm, it was, umm, it was gonna
be, you know, limited competition. You wouldn't be bidding against the
incumbent operators who are in multi-billion-dollar companies. Umm,
so, umm--.
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Agent

Was, was there a place for, umm, non-Canadian companies? Or it was an
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inner-Canadian--. You have to be a Canadian company in order to
participate?
01:01:54 Yu-Jia

Yeah. So, it's a good question, and that ultimately became an issue which
led to my firm, West Face Capital, us buying that, umm, that asset. So,
one of the, the guys who was international players was interested in,
umm, in starting a new, new entry in here, was Naguib Sawiris (Egyptian
billionaire at the time.

Agent

He is, what's the name of the company? Umm, Virgin? Umm, Etisalat?

Yu-Jia

No, it's, umm--.

Agent

Not Etisalat.

01:02:30 Yu-Jia

It got bought by VimpelCom, umm--.

Agent

Sorry?

Yu-Jia

It was purchased--. His, his company was purchased by VimpelCom, you
know, it was, umm--.

Agent

Oh. Never mind, okay.

Yu-Jia

Yeah, yeah. So, it was the Egyptian company at the time, Naguib Sawiris
the billionaire, he looked at this opportunity and he said, "Hey! This is
great, I would love to--." "I'd love to be a part of this." So, umm, he--.

01:02:54 Agent

I think anyone with deals in the, in the Telecom world would love to be
a part of this.

Yu-Jia

Exactly, yeah. So he saw an opportunity, he's like, "ARPU (average
revenue per user — AGENT) of, you know, 65$ a month, umm--."

Agent

Crazy.

Yu-Jia

Yeah. "Turn of less than 1%, (laughs — AGENT) amazing market--."
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Agent

Yeah.

Yu-Jia

"—I'd love to be a part of that. Umm, three players--." Penetration rates
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at the time, were--.
01:03:17 Agent
Yu-Jia

Everyone uses it.
Exactly. Umm, well, but it's lower than everywhere else in the world,
penetration rates were 80%, so, a lot of ways to, to grow the market.

Agent

Not only that.

Yu-Jia

Yeah.

Agent

If you are--. If you pay 200$ today, most of the people pay, I, I presume,
pay 100-150$ a month?

Yu-Jia
01:03:39 Agent

In the average, across the country, 65 (dollars — AGENT).
Okay.

Yu-Jia

So, business people will pay more because they're travelling--.

Agent

Okay.

Yu-Jia

-you know, using a lot of data. The average across the country is 65
(dollars — AGENT).

Agent

And if I were to offer a client in 40 (dollars — AGENT)?

Yu-Jia

Yeah, that'd be very attractive, yeah. Yeah.

Agent

And still I'd earn a lot of money.

Yu-Jia

That's right, yeah.

01:03:51 Agent

Okay.

Yu-Jia

Yeah. Well, there--.

Agent

The potential here is humungous.
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Yu-Jia

That's right.

Agent

Or it was... okay.

Yu-Jia

Umm, 65$ a month, these guys are earning, umm, you know, 60%, you

stamp

know, contribution market.
Agent
01:04:06 Yu-Jia

That's huge..
Yeah, yeah. And the life--. Because the turn is so low, because there's no
options, and if you sign up for one of the big three you stay there forever,
the lifetime value of a subscriber is, you know, thousands and thousands
of dollars.

Agent

Amazing, yeah, yeah. Okay.

Yu-Jia

So, umm, so Naguib Sawiris came and bid in that auction. He set up a
Canadian company, got a Canadian partner--.

Agent

Who was his partner?

Yu-Jia

A guy named Tony Lacavera. He's a Canadian entrepreneur, very smart
guy.

Agent
01:04:33 Yu-Jia

Okay.
Umm, serial entrepreneur, always starting companies, umm--.

Agent

Always starting and finishing, or only starting and that's it?

Yu-Jia

Umm, yeah, finishing them, yeah, yeah. He's a, he's, he's kind of like,
umm, the Mark Cuban of Canada kind of thing, yeah.

Agent

Okay.

Yu-Jia

Okay.

Agent

He's, he's well-known in the market.

Yu-Jia

Well-known, yeah.
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01:04:52 Agent

Does, does he have the--. I'll, I'll ask that later on, umm, okay.

Yu-Jia

Great friend of mine, he's actually an investor in my fund.

Agent

Who?

Yu-Jia

This guy, Tony Lacavera.

Agent

Oh, really?

Yu-J ia

Yeah.

Agent

Okay.

Yu-Jia

So, we, we have become good friends through this process. Then, umm,
what he did was, umm, he partnered with Tony. Tony was going to be the
Canadian aspect of the firm. He would hold the voting shares of the
company.

01:05:16 Agent
Yu-Jia

Yeah.
And Naguib Sawiris would put up the money, but he would be the nonvoting shareholder. Because the Canadian government had a rule that said
it had to be 51% control--.

Agent

Canadian.

Yu-Jia

-by Canadians.

Agent

Okay. So, Naguib, Naguib's involvement wasn't a secret, it was a known
fact.

01:05:34 Yu-Jia

Correct.

Agent

Okay.

Yu-Jia

It was known, you know, he had to disclose all this information to the
government, umm, and he came, and he said, "I'm, I'm, I'm the capital,
providing all the capital. Tony Lacavera, the Canadian company are the
management, money management, so they own the votes."
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01:05:53 Yu-Jia

So, the Canadian, umm, government was okay with that. They said,
"Okay fine, that structure makes sense. Umm, and just to let you know,"
they said to Naguib, they said, "It's not gonna be permanent. Of course,
you're, you're bringing hundreds of millions of dollars of investment into
the country, we really appreciate that, umm, we want to let you know
that, you know, over a period of time, you know, five years or so, we're
gonna allow you to transition to full ownership and control of the asset.
This is a temporary thing--."

Agent
01:06:23 Yu-Jia

Okay.
"—you put in hundreds of millions of dollars today, in five years' time
we'll allow you to have control over the assets."

Agent

Okay.

Yu-Jia

So, he spent 480$ million in a spectrum auction, umm, to but spectrum.

Agent

What was the name of the company?

Yu-Jia

WIND Mobile.

Agent

Sorry?

Yu-Jia

WIND Mobile.

Agent

No, the, the company that Naguib was, umm--.

01:06:45 Yu-Jia

Oh, umm, it ultimately became VimpelCom. VimpelCom.

Agent

Ah, okay.

Yu-Jia

Yeah, it's a Russian company, one of the largest Telecom companies in
the world, yeah.

Agent
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Yu-Jia

Umm, so, umm, he put in, spent 480$ million on the spectrum, and over

stamp

the next five years he built a network, looked around and put up, you
know, cell sites across the country.
Agent

Antennas.

Yu-Jia

Yeah, antennas. Umm, they built stores, hired, you know, people to man
the stores, spent about, umm, 500 million on the network. Umm, network,
network assets. And then spent about 500 million in operating losses as
he started to gain subscribers and, umm, you know, he had hundreds of
stores across the country with staff operating all day. So, in total he spent
about 1.5$ billion on this project, and, umm, you know, such a massive
investment was not profitable, it was not profitable...

01:07:47 Agent

Why wasn't it profitable?

Yu-Jia

Well, he needs massive scale, right? So you need a lot of subscribers.

Agent

And, and, and was he competitive pricewise?

Yu-Jia

He was competitive. He came out and he had a--. You know, it was, price
[1:08.0] changed though over time, but at certain points
they had, for example, 35$ unlimited everything. So that--.

Agent
01:08:09 Yu-Jia

So why didn't he have millions of, umm, users? Millions.
Yeah, so, as you can imagine, people were very interested, right? People
signed up. His issue was he tried to launch really quickly, so the quality
of the network wasn't there. There was a lot of dropped calls, and--.

Agent

Yeah.

Yu-Jia

-dead spots in the network. So business people, of course, would not be
interested. Umm, if you had to use your phone for any sort of business,
you're not interested. It was mostly attracting, you know, students, the
lower--.
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Agent
01:08:33 Yu-Jia

under.
Exactly, exactly. People who are very price-sensitive. And for a period
of time the, the incumbents, the big three, were okay with that. They said,
"Okay, he can bottom feed, take the guys that we don't care about. We'll
keep the 200$ accounts, that, umm, with us, this." But over time his
quality improved as well, you know, he spent more and more money on
the network, umm, he had more and more stores, his costumer service
improved as well. And it gradually came to a point where the big three
started to care. And they said, "Well, we have two options. We can, we
can start a price war with him, try to put him out of business, see who can
bleed the most."

Agent

And they'll lose money.

Yu-Jia

Yeah. We'll lose money--.

01:09:14 Agent
Yu-Jia

Well, they'll not lose, they'll earn less.
Exactly, yeah. They said, "It'll be a blood bath." Umm, but, you know,
we're big--. You know, we're, each of us is tens of billions of dollars
market cap, and you know, we have the money to burn. We'll see who,
who loses first, or we can do something behind the scenes, to try to, umm,
you know, shut him out as much as possible.

01:09:35 Agent

What year was that?

Yu-Jia

Sorry?

Agent

What year was that?

Yu-Jia

This is around, umm... So, he started--. He, he bought the spectrum in
2008 and built the assets for about five years, so he has launched around,
umm, 2012... 20--, earlier than that, between 2011 to 2014, this is the
time, period of time that I'm speaking about.
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01:09:58 Yu-Jia

So, this isn't, this was not profitable yet, he was facing a lot of difficulty
because the big three started to retaliate against him. They start, they
started to do a price war, they started dropping prices, they went from 65$
to, you know 50, 45-50. They introduced, umm, flanker brands. Are you
familiar with flanker brands?

Agent
01:10:18 Yu-Jia

No.
It's a way of segmenting the market. They would keep their, umm,
flagship brand, have one brand targeted towards, you know--.

Agent

Businessmen.

Yu-Jia

-businesses, yeah, yeah.

Agent

The, the higher price?

Yu-Jia

The higher price, yeah. They say, "We have the best service, best
quality", and then they'll have a second brand, umm, saying, "Oh, our
network is not--." Even though it's the exact same network, you know?
They don't have a second network. They'll say, "Oh, this one, you know,
the network is not quite as good, umm, but it comes with the lowest--."

Agent
01:10:42 Yu-Jia

But you pay less, yeah.
-yeah, yeah. "It comes with--. It's, and the service isn't quite as good--."

Agent

Exactly the same?

Yu-Jia

Exactly the same.

Agent

(laughs — AGENT)

Yu-Jia

But it charges less.

Agent

Yeah.
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Yu-Jia

But if you're a business person, you look at it and say, "Hmm, I may as

stamp

well pay extra, 'cause I want the best service, and I want--."
Agent

I want to stay in the network.

Yu-Jia

Yeah. Even though everything is exactly the same. So, they s--. Try to
segment the market, and introduces flanker brands that start to attack
with--. Umm, and so, Naguib Sawiris and VimpelCom had a decision to
make. They said, "We can either continue this price war, umm, and lose
more money. It's gonna require additional capital, additional investment,
umm, or we can kind of give up on this project."
01:11:29 — And their decision was, umm, "We wanna keep, keep, keep
going. We wanna--. We're willing to commit more capital, we still
believe that Canada is a premier market, you know, on a global basis,
umm, with attractive returns. As long as we hit our inflection point." The
inflection point for WIND was about a million subscribers. If you, if you
hit one million subscribers, you start to become cash flow positive and
the business will start to pay for itself.

01:11:53 Agent

Yeah.

Yu-Jia

And, around--.

Agent

You, you stop losing money.

Yu-Jia

Exactly. And around this time, they were at 700,000 subscribers in total.
But it was important for VimpelCom to say, "If we wanna put any more
money into this, we need to, umm, we need to control this asset. We're
tired of, of having this guy Tony Lacavera and his management team
control this. We wanna be in direct control, voting control--."

01:12:18 Agent
Yu-Jia
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Agent

Okay.

Yu-Jia

Correct, yeah. So, he went to Industry Canada and said--.

Agent

Where, sorry?

Yu-Jia

Industry Canada, our regulator.

Agent

Ah.

Yu-Jia

Yeah, it's our equivalent of the FCC.

Agent

Okay.

stamp

01:12:30 Yu-Jia

And he said, "I'm prepared to, to invest hundreds of millions more into
this business--."

Agent

In addition to the 1.5 billion?

Yu-Jia

Correct, yeah. Umm, "But it's important that I control this asset. I can't
sink in any more money unless I control it."

Agent

I, I, I have question. The 1.5, were from Naguib or from Tony also? It
was a joint venture, or only Naguib was--?

Yu-Jia

It was almost all from Naguib, yeah. Tony put in 50 million, 100 million.

Agent

Out of the 1.5 billion.

01:12:58 Yu-Jia

Correct, yeah.

Agent

And he got 49 per--. That's a good investment.

Yu-Jia

Of, of the voting. Of the voting shares.

Agent

Ah, okay.

Yu-Jia

Yeah. So he got 51% of the voting shares, of the overall company he
owns 5% or something like that.

Agent
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01:13:12 Yu-Jia

Yeah, yeah. Which is still a great investment for him, I mean... But umm,
but, umm, he was more, you know--. He was, he was a Canadian
figurehead, if you want.

Agent

Okay.

Yu-Jia

So, then what happened was Industry Canada said, "Sure, you know, like
we completely understand you, it's been five years since you've put up
the initial 480$ million, we told you--."

Agent

After five--.

Yu-Jia

"—that after five years, you know, you're fine to do this, fine. Sounds
good, right? Why don't you make an application, send in a formal
application, to say that you can restructure the company and take voting
control of the asset."

01:13:53 Agent

Basically, kick, basically, Tony--.

Yu-Jia

Correct, yeah.

Agent

-kick him? Or, umm, some mutual understanding?

Yu-Jia

They had, umm, yeah. There was a mutual understanding, there was a, a
clause in their, umm, partnership agreement that said that if VimpelCom
ever wants to take over control, Tony Lacavera and his group gets paid,
you know something like 75$ million or something like that, and we buy
you out for 75 million, you go away, you know, we make a lot of money
on your investment and you did very well, and we take, take ownership
of the asset.
01:14:26 — So, they exercise this clause. "So, we're gonna, we're gonna
take ownership of the asset, that's--." They put the application into the
government, it was in the news, everyone was very excited about it, they
said, "Oh, wow!" Umm, many consumers were very excited, they said
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"VimpelCom finally is gonna take control of this asset, they're sinking
hundreds of millions of dollars, are--."
01:14:46 Agent
Yu-Jia

They improve the network.
"—improve the network, our service is gonna get better, prices gonna
come down, finally. You know, finally our prayers have been answered."

Agent

(laughs)

Yu-Jia

And then, and then it turned very political. The big three exercised their
lobbying powers. They went to the government and said, "He (Sawiris —
AGENT) absolutely cannot do this." They said--.

01:15:09 Agent
Yu-Jia

Even though they participated in the price contests along the way.
Correct. They said, "The reason why he cannot do this is because, we,
the, the big three in Canada, are subject to strict, umm, foreign ownership
rules regarding, umm, foreign governmental intervention in Canadian
Telecom businesses. So, it is not in the Canadian government's interest
to have foreign governments own Canadian Telecom assets--."

Agent

Because it's a sensitive--.

Yu-Jia

Correct, yeah.

Agent

-field, okay.

Yu-Jia

Yeah, sensitive, it's a sensitive asset, much like, you know, aerospace,
for example, airlines--.

Agent
01:15:52 Yu-Jia

Okay, yeah, I can understand that.
-often have--. Yeah. So, they said "You have to, you have to deny this
application for control by VimpelCom on the basis of national security."

Agent

Where were they when VimpelCom bought 49% of the, the venture?

Yu-Jia

They didn't say anything, yeah.
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Agent

Where were they then?

Yu-Jia

They were fine with that. They said, "VimpelCom owns 49%, it's fine,
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right?"
Agent
01:16:15 Yu-Jia

Okay.
And so, when VimpelCom tries to take, take over 100% of the, umm,
voting control, they, they started this huge lobbying campaign saying,
"This is a national security issue." Right? They're like, "Oh, we don't,
we don't care about the competition. It's the national security." They said,
"If you look at VimpelCom, it's controlled by a Russian oligarch, and is
backed by Naguib Sawiris, an Egyptian billionaire. So many questions
around, you know, there's potential issues here. They're trying to buy
this, umm, Canadian Telecom asset. Furthermore, if you look at, if you
look at the equipment that they deployed on the network level, at the cell
sites, umm, instead of using Ericsson or Nokia, you know, one of the--."

01:17:01 Agent

Russian, umm, technology?

Yu-Jia

-they use Huawei, Chinese technology.

Agent

Wow, ah, okay.

Yu-Jia

Yeah, yeah.

Agent

It's good.

Yu-Jia

Yeah, it's good, good equipment.

Agent

Huawei's good. Yeah.

Yu-Jia

Yeah, cheap equipment, you know, very price competitor--.

Agent

Reliable.

01:17:12 Yu-Jia

-yeah, yeah, reliable. But the big three said, you know, "Look at us. Like,
we use Nokia, Ericsson, Siemens." You know--.
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(Irrelevant section — talking with the waitress — AGENT)
01:17:35 Yu-Jia

So, umm, so they spend a lot of money lobbying the government, and the
government said, "You know what? You're right." And they--.

Agent

Where was the government before?

Yu-Jia

They even—. They told VimpelCom, they said "We'll approve this, just
send in your application, the formal application."

01:17:55 Agent

Yeah. Who was the, the POC in the government? Who were they talking
to? The Minister of Communication, or--.

Yu-Jia

Umm, it's umm--.

Agent

-how does it work?

Yu-Jia

-it's umm, it's umm, the Minister of Industry. The Industry Minister,
yeah.

Agent
01:18:09 Yu-Jia

Ah, okay. So telecommunication is under the Minister of--?
Correct, yeah. Yeah. So, the Minister of Industry thought about it for a
long time, and then they denied the application.

Agent

On the basis of national security.

Yu-Jia

National security, yeah. And, as you can imagine, VimpelCom was just-

Agent

Furious.

Yu-Jia

-furious, yeah. And--.

01:18:30 Agent

If they have proof saying, from the government, "In five years' time you
can have full..."

Yu-Jia

Well, it was not an agreement, it was not a written agreement.

Agent

Oh.
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Yu-Jia

It was more of a--,

Agent

Oral.

Yu-Jia

-you know, "Trust us, yeah, you know, this will be fine." Yeah, So, umm,

stamp

VimpelCom was furious, and they said "Okay." The said, "We have now
decided that we're gonna terminate this asset. No longer--. We're not
gonna put a single more dollar into WIND Mobile."
01:18:57 Agent

But they had 700,000, umm, subscribers.

Yu-Jia

700,000 subscribers, 1.5$ billion invested.

Agent

And they're gonna lose the fight.

Yu-Jia

Yeah, they said that, "Starting today, umm, not a single more dollar of,
umm, financing, given to this company." This was in 20--. 2013. Umm,
so, Tony Lacavera and his group--. They (VimpelCom — AGENT) send
a message to Tony Lacavera, and they, they said, "You are now on your
own, umm--."

01:19:29 Agent
Yu-Jia

Oh, they pulled out?
Umm, well, they didn't pull out, they still kept their equity ownership.
But they said, "You're on your own, we're not sending you a dollar more,
you know, You're still in cash burn mode,

[1:19.40] but you

have to figure out for yourself. Good luck. You know, we're not putting
in any more dollars." Now he--.
01:19:44 Agent
Yu-Jia

Big problem.
Yeah, that's a big problem. So, Tony Lacavera--. This went on for 12
months, over 12 months. He had zero equity funding for 12 months. 700-

Agent

So how--.

Yu-Jia

-700,000 subscribers--.
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-how did he give service to 700,000 subscribers?

Yu-Jia

Yeah, he did a tremendous job.

Agent

Really?
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01:20:02 Yu-Jia

This guy is a real, yeah. So, he, he borrowed, he stole, he had, you know-

Agent

What do you mean, "he stole"?

Yu-Jia

-he had, like, equipment that normally you would have replaced, reused,
he, he, he set his, you know, trucks, out into the field and like scavenged
equipment, put together equipment, just trying to keep this business
running, you know? Umm, (...). (Long pause — AGENT)
01:20:41 — And, umm, he hired a guy, this chief technology officer,
fantastic guy. He ran, umm, he, umm, the Telecom--. One of the Tel--.
Umm, wireless networks, in, umm, actually I think it was Algeria as well,
where he said the ARPU, the average revenue per user there was 3-5$ a
month, 5$ a month. So, he said, "I'm very used to running a network on
basically no money. You know, like, we can--. We were able to turn a
profit with subscribers at 5$ a month", so Tony Lacavera came to me and
he said, "We gotta keep this network running, service quality acceptable
for our customers, for the foreseeable future with no funding — do what
you have to do."
01:21:37 — And this guy did a tremendous job, and, umm, for, for about
a year VimpelCom tried to negotiate with the Canadian government and
said, "We're no longer putting any more money in, if you want us to, to... 55
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Yu-Jia

"-keep this up, you have to give us control." And the Canadian

stamp

government did not budge at all. They said, "No, sorry, but it's not gonna
happen."
Agent

National security.

Yu-Jia

Yeah. so Vimpel--. VimpelCom, umm, then hired UBS Investment Bank.

01:22:08 Agent

Yeah.

Yu-Jia

They said, "WIND Mobile is for sale."

Agent

Sorry, umm, WIND is for sale, okay. They put UBS as, as an executer?

Yu-Jia

Correct, yeah.

Agent

Okay.

01:22:26 Yu-Jia

Umm, their M&A department said, "We want you to run the process for
us, and we have three priorities: number one is when you're looking for
bidders, number one priority is who can close the fastest."

Agent

Close WIND?

Yu-Jia

Close on the acquisition.

01:22:46 Agent

Ah, okay.

Yu-Jia

Pay us the money--.

Agent

Yeah, yeah, yeah.

Yu-Jia

-with no conditions.

Agent

Okay.

Yu-Jia

"Zero conditions, whoever can close the fastest — wins."

Agent

Okay.

Yu-Jia

"Number two is certainty of closing."
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Agent

Pardon?

Yu-Jia

Certain, certainty.

Agent

Okay.

stamp

01:22:59 Yu-Jia

"So, we don't want any financing conditions, like--."

Agent

Whoever has the fastest time, the better.

Yu-Jia

Exactly, yeah.

Agent

Okay.

Yu-Jia

"And number three most important is price." So, the least important out
of the...

Agent
01:23:13 Yu-Jia

What was their asking price?
Their asking price was, umm, it changed over time.

Agent

What was their opening of, of--.

Yu-Jia

Their opening price was, umm, one billion dollars. So, they said we--.

Agent

They were gonna lose, they're gonna lose a lot of money.

Yu-Jia

Yeah.

Agent

Knowingly.

01:23:30 Yu-Jia

So, UBS said "Okay. So, for that kind of money, you know, umm, we'll
try around in Canada but we're probably gonna have to go the United
States." So, they went to contact the Verizon, and said, "Verizon, are you
interested in, umm--."

Agent

In a Canadian company?

Yu-Jia

-"in a Canadian company?" They had a billion dollars. Verizon said,
"Hey, that sounds like a pretty good investment, you know? With billion
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and five sunk in, 700,000 subscribers already, almost cash flow positive,
at an inflection point--."
Agent
01:24:12 Yu-Jia

You start making money day one.
Exactly, yeah. Kind of interesting. So, at the time, umm, if you remember
a, a few years ago, Verizon was all tied up in trying to buy back their own
stake from Vodafone. And they're buying--. Vodafone owned, owned a
piece of, umm, of Verizon, so they're much more interested in becoming
fully independent than starting a new business in, umm, in Canada.

01:24:38 Agent

So they turned it down.

Yu-Jia

Correct, yeah.

Agent

Okay.

Yu-Jia

They were interested--.

Agent

Is there a problem, by the way, if, in the Canadian government that an
American company would buy?

Yu-Jia

No.

Agent

No, because if you wanna pay it, buy it full acquisition?

01:24:51 Yu-Jia

Correct, yeah.

Agent

Okay.

Yu-Jia

Their problem was solely with the Russians and the Egyptians. So then,
there are no bidders at a billion dollars, so they lower the price to 500
million.

Agent
01:25:14 Yu-Jia

Wow.
So, the first person to show up with 500$ million gets this asset. And still,
umm--.

Agent
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Yu-Jia

UBS tried their best, they went around all over Canada, they said--.

Agent

It's, it's, it's an amazing find.

Yu-Jia

Yes.

Agent

Why did no one bid?

Yu-Jia

At the time, for, you know, it kind of goes to what you and Peter Brimm

stamp

were talking about. Canadians don't like to do work, right? They looked
at it and said, "Well, it's obviously a money-losing-business. We've been
at it for six years now, umm, they--."
01:25:52 Agent

But we have them, you know, when you establish a business--.

Yu-Jia

(laughs — AGENT)

Agent

-you have the first years that are at cost.

Yu-Jia

Yeah.

Agent

You have to handle that period, I mean--.

Yu-Jia

Yes.

Agent

-how stupid--. You have to understand that this is the, this is the golden
moment.

Yu-Jia

They did have the, the asset did have one issue, which was that they
needed more spectrum to survive.

Agent
01:26:16 Yu-Jia

Hmm.
So, it was right around the time, 2013-14 is right when 4G LTE was
being deployed. So, all the big three in Canada had already deployed
LTE.

Agent

And they, and WIND has it?

Yu-Jia

WIND was still on 3G--.
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Agent

Hmm.

Yu-Jia

-HSPA network.

Agent

Okay.

stamp

01:26:37 Yu-Jia

And, umm, I don't know how much you know about, umm, ... all those
networks, but you're not able to overlap technology. If you wanna deploy
4G, you need new spectrum in order to run that equipment. You need new
antennas that are broadcasting, you know, 4G protocol--.

Agent

You need to invest in, in new deployments.

Yu-Jia

-in new deployment, new antennas, and, umm, new spectrum. You need
new spectrum. The spectrum--.

Agent

But this spectrum is, is, it comes from the regulator, from the
government?

Yu-Jia

Correct, yes, correct.

Agent

Okay.

Yu-Jia

And at the time, umm, there was no clear path to bid on spectrum. So,
there was a spectrum auction coming, umm, in, umm, in late 2014, but
the government at the time had not said that they would do the same thing,
where they take a certain amount of spectrum and set it aside--.

Agent

For WIND.

Yu-Jia

-for WIND, yeah.

Agent

Okay.

01:27:27 Yu-Jia

Yeah, they hadn't committed to that yet. So everyone who looked at the
asset said, "Well, without more spectrum, this company can be stuck in
3G when everyone else is moving to 4--. Is on 4G already, it's not gonna
be competitive."
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Agent

Not for 500 million.

Yu-Jia

Correct. So, then what happened was, VimpelCom lowered the price to

stamp

300 million.
Agent
01:28:01 Yu-Jia

Wow. You should have called me then.
And then, that's we--. When we became interested, and said--.

Agent

"We", as in?

Yu-Jia

Umm, West Face.

Agent

Ah, okay.

01:28:10 Yu-Jia

So, I knew Tony from back at 2008 when he first started the company.

Agent

Yeah.

Yu-Jia

Umm, hadn't really kept in touch but got in touch again, and he was
desperate, saying, "Look, I have no money to run this business as a real
business, I have 700 cust--. Forget about the shareholders, I have 700,000
customers who are using this every day, you know, to talk to their family
and their kids. It's a real business, no, no funding, I have a shareholder
who is trying to get out at--. He doesn't care about whatever price he gets.
Umm, the business is at an inflection point, I believe that there's a path
to getting more spectrum, and if you get more spectrum with additional,
umm, equity funding, we can deploy 4G LTE, and then there's no reason
why this company won't be successful. Everything's in place already,
we've--. We've been at it six, seven years, umm, and you know, right
now is the time."
01:29:14 — So, we did a lot of analysis and got into the data room, umm,
spent weeks, went into this area, we were saying, "What happens if we
buy the assets and then there's no spectrum auction? Like, how long can
we run the business for, we'll--. If we do a speed test, how, how
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competitive will our speeds be on L--. 3G vs. 4G, how long does our
hand-set eco-system go up for, umm... Okay, so assuming that spectrum
is given to us, how much will it cost to deploy that network, what do our
returns look like, what are our assumptions for subscriber new growth-55

01:29:50 Agent

Was there, were there any talks with the regulator regarding the
spectrum? From which side, umm--.

Yu-Jia

Yeah, so that was the--.
(Irrelevant Section — talking with the waitress — AGENT)

01:30:11 Yu-Jia

So, umm, you're exactly right, that was one of the key pieces of
information. Umm, I flew to Ottawa, to meet with the government--.

Agent

To, with the regulator?

Yu-Jia

Umm-hmm, yeah.

Agent

Yeah. On behalf of, of West, West Side?

Yu-Jia

West Face, yeah.

Agent

West Face, sorry.

01:30:33 Yu-Jia

And we--. The minister in charge of industry, the Industry Minister is a
young guy. He's like around my age, he was like, you know, elected,
appointed by the Prime Minister.

Agent

Politician?

Yu-Jia

Yeah, the pol--. Politician. So, now he--.

Agent

And you've, you met with the minister?

Yu-Jia

Yeah.

01:30:48 Agent

Yeah.
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Yu-Jia

And I said to him, I was like, "Look, it's very simple." I said, "I think this

stamp

is a great asset," I said, "I think you guys started something great. You
guys had great intensions, you want to help the Canadian consumer trying
to lower their cell phone prices. But you have to finish the job." I said,
"You haven't finished the job yet. This company needs additional
spectrum to be competitive, and us at West Face, we're willing to put up
approximately 300$ million to buy this asset, completely, completely
Canadian. Canadian owned and managed."
Agent

100%.

Yu-Jia

Yeah.

01:31:21 Agent
Yu-Jia

Where was the money coming from?
Our, our, our investors are international. Umm, mostly US and, and
Offshore, but...

Agent

So, it's not Canadian. Or the company is Canadian?

Yu-Jia

The, the management. Like, whoever is making the investment decisions.
Our--. Like, our investors don't have discretion over the investing
process, for instance. Umm, so they said, umm, "Now, we're, we're
willing to put up 300$ million, we're willing to put up more to build all
the rest of the network. We're willing to participate in the spectrum
auction, but we, what we can't do is come up with more spectrum on our
own. You, only you guys (at the Ministry of Industry — AGENT) have
the power to do that."
01:32:01 — And, umm, the Industry Minister said, "I understand what
you're saying, and, umm, I agree with your points." He said, "I think
you'll see that--. Surely we're gonna help, try our best to provide clarity
on this matter for you guys."

Agent
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Yu-Jia

No, so for any bidder.

Agent

Ah, okay.

Yu-Jia

Whoever owns this asset, will provide clarity shortly. Umm...

Agent

Was that a statement told to you, or is that something that was published

stamp

in the newspapers? Meaning, it's addressed and don't worry?
01:32:34 Yu-Jia

Umm, it, it was, it was spoken to us in a meeting, but anyone who went
to him, he said the same thing to them.

Agent

Ah, okay.

Yu-Jia

So, there were other potential bidders like, hanging around, looking at the
asset. Everyone did this. Umm, the craziest thing is, so--. I'll, I'll go in
sequence. So, after hearing that, those words from the minister, I said,
"Well, it's pretty obvious that he's still committed to this plan of lowering
cell phone prices. It's clearly an issue at, at the next election. Umm, he
agrees that he has to finish the job that he started. So, umm, I think he's
gonna, he's gonna give additional spectrum to, umm, to, to the new
entrance, umm, in the next, in the next auction."
01:33:29 — So we put in the bid for WIND at 285$ million.

Agent

At the--. You told me that there was another bid from, umm, from... I
don't remember the company's name.

01:33:40 Yu-Jia

Yeah, so Catalyst Capital--.

Agent

Yeah, Catalyst, umm-hmm.

Yu-Jia

They actually had a bid that was higher than ours. They bid something,
something over 300 million, I don't know what. Our belief that it was
higher than ours. Umm, so they kind of forgot about, they kind of forgot
about, umm... If you remember what, umm, VimpelCom told UBS, the
three key--.
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Agent

Conditions.

Yu-Jia

Umm, yeah. Umm, items they were looking for in the bidding process

stamp

was, umm, expediency of close, whoever can close the fastest; certainty
of close; and number three was price. But price wasn't the most important
factor. So, we put our bid in, and we said, "See, no conditions to close,
we can close--." And the big thing was regulatory, because you need a
regulatory approval to take ownership of the asset, and they had to put in
a, a regulatory approval.
01:34:36 Agent
Yu-Jia

And you had that approval?
We didn't, but what we did differently from Catalyst Capital is we went
to Tony Lacavera and we said, "Tony, umm, technically speaking, you
already control this asset. You own 51% of the votes, so why don't we
team up with you, we'll give you the money, and then you pay
VimpelCom?"

Agent

Is that, isn't that conflict of interest?

Yu-Jia

No, no. There's no conflict of interest.

Agent

He was selling to himself?

01:35:08 Yu-Jia

He, well, he--. He only owned 5% of the business, remember? But he
owned 51% of the votes.

Agent

Yeah.

Yu-Jia

So we said to him, "Why don't we give you 285 million dollars, and then
you use that to pay VimpelCom 285 million--."

Agent

To buy their--.

Yu-Jia

"-to buy out their shares."

Agent

-95%?
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01:35:24 Yu-Jia

Correct. "And then, at some point later, we will restructure the company
such that we own 90% and you own 10%." So, we teamed up with Tony
Lacavera, and he at first, was willing to do that because we would
essentially be gifted a certain percentage of the company for free.
(Irrelevant Section — waitress serving the table — AGENT)

01:35:50 Yu-Jia

And the beauty of the, this, this structure was that from the government's
perspective, there's no change of control. Tony Lacavera is the guy who
controlled it before, and he's the guy who controlled it afterwards, yeah.

Agent

He's controlled it.

Yu-Jia

Yeah. so, we were able to go to VimpelCom and say, "Our bid has no
conditions, it doesn't have--."

Agent
01:36:12 Yu-Jia

Why did they, Catalyst have conditions?
They had regulatory approval. They said, "We'll bid you," however much
they bid, I don't even know, 300 and something million, umm, "and that's
condit--, conditional on us receiving approval from Industry Canada, the,
the minister."

Agent

And you already had it because you teamed up with, umm--.

Yu-Jia

Correct. WIND.

Agent

-Tony.

Yu-Jia

Correct.

Agent

Okay. Smart move.

01:36:39 Yu-Jia

So, VimpelCom looked at that and they said, "I care about an extra 1520$ million? I don't give a shit, you know? We already burned, you
know--."

Agent
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Yu-Jia

"-1.2 billion, 2$ billion on this. Fuck the money. All I want is 285 million,
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today you can have it." So, we closed within like 3 days, sent the money
over. And, um, that's how fast that transaction's been. So, Catalyst, as
you probably know, sued us afterwards. They said, "Oh, you guys did all
sorts of things, umm, and you stole--."
01:37:14 Agent

That, that, yeah. That's, umm... And, and you told me that there's an
employee that then came to work with, for, umm, West Face.

Yu-Jia

It was coincidental. At the time, umm, West Face was launching a new
credit fund, a lending fund. And so, they hired a, a junior analyst to be a
part of this credit fund. He worked for like, five days, and then Catalyst
sent the letter saying, "Hey, you can't hire this guy, he has a non-compete,
and such and such." Se we told him, "Alright, go home and sit at home
for, you know, six months, visit, come back, kind of thing. We'll pay your
salary." He was there for five days, he couldn't do anything.

Agent
01:38:00 Yu-Jia

Umm-hmm.
But Catalyst tried to, tried to sue West Face and say, you know, "This
guy gave you secrets which allowed you to bid and win in this auction".
It didn't make any sense, like, we bid less money than you, you know?
It's not like you told us how much money you were bidding and then we
bid like one million dollars more--.

Agent

More, yeah.

Yu-Jia

-yeah. we bid less than you.

01:38:20 Agent

Umm, Pet--. Umm, Peter told me that, umm, Tony pulled strings to make
sure that none of the law suits umm, succeed. Personal strings.

Yu-Jia

Yeah, umm, it wasn't really a matter of pulling strings, it was more--.
Like I said, the judges in Canada, the court system, will look at--. Look
at the facts of the case, and umm, we already had a judgement last year.
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There's an appeal now, but, the, the initial judgement was, was in our
favour. They said, "Look at the facts of the case, clearly, you know, West
Face won the auction process because they were willing to take a risk that
Catalyst was, was not willing to take." We took a certain amount of risk
by answering to this structure, because it was possible--.
01:39:07 Agent
Yu-Jia

Because in the condi--. In the conditions--.
Exactly, yeah. It's possible that Tony Lacavera, for a period of time, he
owned 100% of the votes of the company. It was, it was--. Our risk was
that he could have screwed us by, well, not completing the second step
transaction where we get 100% of, or 90% of the company--.

Agent

He could have....

Yu-Jia

Exactly, yeah, yeah. So, it was, it's not without risk. We were willing to
take that risk, and therefore we were rewarded, you know, with the asset
and, and eventually the, the proceeds, you know, the game's
[1:39:38]. It was the judge's words, the judge said this to Catalyst. He
said, "You lost, not because--."

01:39:44 Agent
Yu-Jia

"Just deal with it."
Yeah, "Not because this junior analyst gave some secret to West Face,
it's because you were unwilling to take the risk."

Agent

So, the rumours that he came with, umm, the, the competitors', umm,
offer, those are, that's bullshit?

Yu-Jia

Yes. No tricks to it at all, we bid less than--. (laughs — AGENT)

Agent

Yeah. logically it doesn't make any sense, of course.

01:40:13 Yu-Jia

It's because, it's a fundamental thing they forgot about the priorities for
VimpelCom. Expediency of close, how fast we'll close--.

Agent
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Yu-Jia

Most important. More important than price. Second was certainty of

stamp

close. They were just so tired of having spent 6-7 years in Canada,
spending 1.2$ billion, 1.5$ billion. Being screwed around by the
government. So, we just wanna cut our losses and get out.
Agent
01:40:41 Yu-Jia

(laughs — AGENT)
The, the guy in charge of the file for VimpelCom, he said--. He came over
and he met us once, he said, • "I'm, I'm in town to meet all the potential
bidders. I'm meeting with you guys, and Catalyst, and everyone else."

Agent

What, the Egyptian?

Yu-Jia

Umm, he was, umm, no, he was a Russian guy.

Agent

Oh.

Yu-Jia

So, ... "I'm only gonna tell you this once. I only wanna fly back here one
more time."

Agent

Did he say it in an American accent, or in a heavy Russian accent?

Yu-Jia

He, he didn't have much of an accent.

01:41:09 Agent
Yu-Jia

Okay. That's interesting.
I think it's what educated in western Europe. "So, I'm gonna come back
to Canada one more time."

Agent

He was that much fed up with the process?

Yu-Jia

Yeah, yeah. "The, the next time I come back to Canada is to sign the sale
agreement, and then I'm never coming back again." So, there, if there are
any conditions to close, you know, like if there's any risk that maybe it's
not approved or, you know, the, the transaction doesn't go through- the
guy, you know, he'll have to come back again, and like, just, there's no
one to deal with that. It's just gonna be like, once he signed the papers--.
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01:41:44 - So, we gave him our offer, we said, "You come back--."
Agent

Once.

Yu-Jia

"-sign this, we'll wire you the money immediately" kind of thing.

Agent

The money was, the cash wired immediately?

Yu-Jia

Yeah.

Agent

Wow.

Yu-Jia

And we sent it to Tony, you know, Tony said...

01:42:01 Agent

You know, it's amazing because I, the rumours are that there was foul
play here. Now that I hear it from the guy who managed it, wow. It's such
a big difference.
That would be a, a very interesting case to present to the, to the, to the
visit.

Yu-Jia

You know--.

Agent

Very interesting.

Yu-Jia

-the, the outcome is, you know--.

Agent

But you have to do it in English, not in Chinese.

Yu-Jia

Yeah. I don't speak Chinese well enough to be able to do that, you know.

Agent

Your English is, is more than perfect.

01:42:34 Yu-Jia

And the outcome was 14 months later, we added another 200,000
subscribers or so.

Agent

So, you've reached the, the breakeven point?

Yu-Jia

The company generated, I think in 2016, and then generated 50 million
of EBITDA. And then the government came through and had additional
spectrum for set, set aside a spectrum, which we purchased for the
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reserved price with no other bidders in the auction. Deployed 4G LTE,
umm, started doing that. Umm, and, umm, 14 months later we sold it to
a cable company, a Vancouver based cable company for 1.6 billion.
Agent

1.6 billion? It's a nice deal.

Yu-Jia

It's a nice deal.

01:43:17 Agent

Yes. What, what was your bonus?

Yu-Jia

That's, umm, not relevant, but...

Agent

Did you get a bonus? That's the important part.

Yu-Jia

(laughs — AGENT)

Agent

Because I talked to Tony about the Safe Way deal--.

Yu-Jia

Yeah.

Agent

-he didn't get anything.

Yu-Jia

No, they were not very good, umm, dealers.

Agent

Yes. That's, umm, a very interesting story. Very interesting, I think it
would, can explain a lot about the mentality--.

Yu-Jia
01:43:47 Agent

Umm-hmm.
-see, it would--. It explains a lot, let's say, umm, Catalyst had their, umm,
their condition regarding the spectrum. Why didn't they go speak to the
minister? So, he's g--. They did?

Yu-Jia

They did, they did.

Agent

So, he gave them the same answer?

Yu-Jia

He gave them the same answer.

01:44:07 Agent
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Yu-Jia

Their condition was on, umm, their condition wasn't on the, on the
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spectrum. Their condition was on, well, I'm not too sure, I've never seen
their bid, but I think based on the news coverage, I think their, their, their
condition was more on the government approval, the transfer. The change
of control transfer to them.
01:44:34 — Because there is some risk that the government will look at
Catalyst and say--.
Agent

But it's a Canadian company, what's the problem?

Yu-Jia

You never know what these government thinks, right? Like, it could be a
delay in timing, it could be, umm, they could ask for information on their
investors. There's a risk that Catalyst didn't wanna take. They said,
"VimpelCom, we want you to take that risk. Alright? If the government
gives us it's approval, we're happy to but the asset." Based on what I've
read in the press, "But in case the government doesn't come through, we
want you. You take the risk, you have to reshop the asset again."

01:45:14 Agent

Hmm. And only then we will buy.

Yu-Jia

Correct, yeah. whereas for us, for West Face, we said--.

Agent

Tomorrow we're buying it.

Yu-Jia

Yeah, we'll take the risk. We take the risk--. West Face took the risk, that
the government could've said, when we try to take 90% ownership from
Tony Lacavera, there's a risk. It's--. We're having to face the same risk
that Catalyst did, that the government might have said, "No, we're--. This
is gonna take a year or two or--."

Agent

You were willing to take the risk and they weren't willing.

Yu-Jia

Correct. Yeah.

01:45:39 Agent
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Yu-Jia

Yes. And this is so funny living through that, because the sentiment on
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that investment turned around so quickly. When we were looking at it,
we were talking to our investors, umm, we were thinking about doing it
in an SPV, probably with some co-investors. And everyone we spoke to
said, "Wow, you guys are crazy, like--."
Agent

Willing--.

Yu-Jia

Yeah.

Agent

-because you were willing to take the risk?

01:46:09 Yu-Jia

Well, they said this asset is no good, you know, like, it's gonna lose
money in Canada--. And they say, "In Canada if you wanna be in
Telecom, you have to be in the big three. Everyone else is gonna be a
loser over time, like--."

Agent

Does WIND exist today?

Yu-Jia

Yeah, you can say, yeah.

Agent

Yeah?

Yu-Jia

So, it's been rebranded. It's now called "Freedom Mobile".

Agent

"Freedom"?

Yu-Jia

"Freedom", yeah.

01:46:27 Agent

How many subscribers do they have?

Yu-Jia

They have, umm, over a million now, umm, probably 1.2 million.

Agent

Oh, it, it hasn't grown--.

Yu-Jia

No, it's a small market. I mean, total Canadian market is--. They're only
in three provinces, which is BC, Alberta and Ontario. And, umm, so,
umm, it covers a, you know, a portion of the population. But they're
going fast. Like, their flow share, umm, acquisition share of subscribers
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is high. They'll be close to 20%, which means, umm, over a period of
time they could get to 20, 20-ish percent of the market, yeah.
01:47:00 Agent

Yeah, that's a lot.

Yu-Jia

Yeah.

Agent

I love this story, I have to say.

Yu-Jia

(laughs — AGENT)

Agent

Really, it's, it's... Are you able to give a lecture of about, let's say, 2-2.5
hours about this story?

Yu-Jia

2-2.5 hours?!

Agent

Up to 2-2.5 hours. It could be an hour, but, you know, I'm sure there will
be a lot of questions and, because of difference of mentality you'll have
to maybe explain a bit more.

01:47:28 Yu-Jia
Agent

How big is the group?
We should have up to... 70--. Between 70-120 umm, Chinese
representatives, and should have about 5, umm, people that are escorting
them.

Yu-Jia

Okay.

Agent

Okay? Just--.

Yu-Jia

And when will this take place?

01:47:54 Agent

I wanna do it right after the winter.

Yu-Jia

Okay, so---.

Agent

So, I don't want them to be here when it's, umm--.

Yu-Jia

Coldness, yeah.

Agent

-snowing and cold.
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Yu-Jia

Yeah.

Agent

So, probably around May--. April, May.

Yu-Jia

Okay, okay.

Agent

Okay?

Yu-Jia

Yeah.

Agent

To do the lecture.

Yu-Jia

And they will come to Vancouver?

Agent

Yeah, we'll be in

Yu-Jia

Yeah, yeah.

Agent

Nice waitresses.

stamp

01:48:16 Yu-Jia

[1:48.12] , such a lovely place.

(laughs — AGENT) And, umm, will you have other speakers lined up as
well, yeah?

Agent

Yeah, of course, of course, of course. I want Peter to give a, a lecture
about, umm, what I told you, and there are others.

Yu-Jia

Okay, so... Sorry, they're gonna go to Toronto and then Vancouver, or
just, you know?

Agent

Yes, yes, it's an all-around tour. It's several days...

Yu-Jia

Got you, I got you. Yeah, I mean, umm, happy to, to speak about it.
Umm...

Agent

You know, of course, it pay for your time, I mean it's--.

Yu-Jia

Oh.

Agent

-I don't expect you to, umm--.

Yu-Jia

I mean, umm...
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Agent

-do a volunteer job.
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01:48:44 Yu-Jia

As long as I can speak in, umm, in, umm, in English--.

Agent

Yeah, English. Nothing else.

Yu-Jia

Yeah. I'm happy to talk about it, it's umm, it's a very exciting and fun
investment for us.

Agent

It's mind-opening to see the, to see the, to see the--.

Yu-Jia

Oh, yeah.

Agent

-to see your, umm, your bold steps--.

Yu-Jia

Yes.

01:49:08 Agent

-because, umm, as, umm, as compared to the consertive--. Conservative
stupid steps by Catalyst.

Yu-Jia

Yeah, yeah, yeah. I mean, there are so many people who could have
bought it, right? Like, this, the cable company that we sold it to--.

Agent

Could've bought it.

Yu-Jia

-could've bought it for, for any

Agent

One, one sixth of the price.

Yu-Jia

Exactly, yeah. All the pension plans could've bought it.

Agent

All the, sorry? Oh, pension plans.

Yu-Jia

Pension plans. They love owning infrastructure, type of the assets.

01:49:34 Agent

[1:49:27].

Ah, pension plan, plans can buy, umm--,

Yu-Jia

Yeah, yeah, yeah.

Agent

-can buy Telecom companies?

Yu-Jia

Yeah, they all have a huge, you know, private equity proponents. You
know, and there's, some of them are direct manage, their own private
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equity exposure. I mean, we spoke to them. We, we spoke to the Canada
Pension Plan, the Ontario Teachers' Pension Plan.
Agent

And they didn't wanna buy?

Yu-Jia

No, they said that it was too risky. And then--.

Agent
Yu-Jia

1:49:56.
-the funny thing is, six months later, less than six months later they were
calling us to say, "Wow, you guys are really lucky you bought that asset.
It's such a great asset, you know? You're really lucky."

Agent

"Hey guys, we offered you to buy, where were you then?"

Yu-Jia

(laughs — AGENT)

01:50:09 Agent

Yeah. that would be a great story, I mean... And the beauty, the beauty
is that because you know what happened, you actually know what
happened, you were in touch with the Mr., umm, Lacavera--.

Yu-Jia

Umm-hmm.

Agent

-and other people, you know that there was nothing crooked, that there
was--.

Yu-Jia

Yeah, yeah, yeah.

Agent

-all, all of those stories are just to--.

Yu-Jia

Completely.

Agent

-to bug, umm...

01:50:38 Yu-Jia

Yeah. Catalyst Capital is an example, as you explained earlier, of, umm,
a fund that uses litigation for profit, you know? From his perspective, he
can sue us, West Face, spend, you know, a million dollars, 2$ million on
legal fees, but his, he's asking for damages equal to the entire profit of
the investment.
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Agent

Like, one point something billion.

Yu-Jia

Yeah, I mean, he didn't deploy a single dollar. So his--.

stamp

01:51:08 Agent

He didn't deploy, but can you, on what base is he asking you? Because,
as you said--. What you told me, I, I'm sure that you told the judge.

Yu-Jia

Umm-hmm.

Agent

So, there's literally nothing, zero--.

Yu-Jia

Yeah, yeah. Read, this is all public information. You can, in Canada, like,
all the court records are public. You can go online and download, you
know, my testimony, his testimony--.

Agent

Ah, you, you gave testimony?

Yu-Jia

Yeah, a testimony, yeah, yeah. Umm, the part--. The other partners at
West Face gave testimony, Catalyst gave testimony, and you can read the
judge's decision.

01:51:41 Agent

Yes, he's probably, umm, makes money off of, of losses.

Yu-Jia

Yeah, yeah. I mean, he spends, he spent two million--.

Agent

But he's not good, he's not very good at it.

Yu-Jia

No.

Agent

Because he lost.

Yu-Jia

Yeah, yeah. But still, you know, low risk — high reward, right?

Agent

Yeah.

Yu-Jia

So, he's, he keeps trying until something happened.

01:51:58 Agent

He needs one. One successful one--.

Yu-Jia

That's right, that's right.

Agent

-to cover everything.
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Yu-Jia

Exactly.

Agent

Interesting.

Yu-Jia

So, to clarify, we didn't--. Umm, we weren't 100% owners of this, we,

stamp

we bid for, what, as I was saying, we, we were--. We had co-investors in
this vehicle. So, we had a couple of parties that were partnered with us
to, to bid for the asset. We weren't the largest, umm, lead investors, umm,
but we had a couple of good friends along with us.
01:52:29 Agent

Out of the 200 and--.

Yu-Jia

85, yeah, yeah.

Agent

-how much was yours?

Yu-Jia

We were, umm... So, there were, on total, like, like 3-4 parties, including
Tony and, the, the management--.

Agent

But Tony didn't, Tony didn't put money in it.

Yu-Jia

He put a little bit of money, yeah. He put a little bit.

Agent

Isn't that conflict of interest? But he, a second before and he was with
the, the Egyptian guy.

01:52:57 Yu-Jia

The Egyptian guy was fine with it, he said, "Okay, that's fine with us."
It's not a, remember, this is not a public company. It's a private company.

Agent

Ah, okay.

Yu-Jia

Yeah.

Agent

Because, basically, he sold to himself.

Yu-Jia

Yes, yeah. This often happens in Canada. The management buy--.

Agent

It's, it's legal, it's not something--?

Yu-Jia

Yeah, yeah.
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Agent

Ah, okay. That's also nice.

stamp

01:53:16 Yu-Jia

Umm-hmm. Another intricacy of the Canadian markets is it often
happens here.

Agent

And, and it's considered legal, I mean, it's not--.

Yu-Jia

As long as you get an independent committee of the board to approve it-

Agent

But he was the board.

Yu-Jia

Umm, yeah, he--. Well, he was one member of the board, and he recused
himself, so the independent members, you know, looked at it and
approved it. And then, umm, and... Well, this is more in a public
company context. Because in public company context you need a
independent board, and you need, umm, independent valuation. So, you
need to hire an investment bank to come and say the price that the
management has offered is fair, you know?

01:53:54 Agent

Umm-hmm.

Yu-Jia

Is fair consideration.

Agent

Beautiful story. If you're willing I'll include it in the tour 100%, I mean
it's mind opening.

Yu-Jia

[1:54:11.3].

Agent

You do that.

Yu-Jia

And so, those kind of

[1:54:15.2] are the kind of things that

we're going to do when you say event driven, what do you mean by event
driven? So then is it an event driven situation.
Agent

And you're willing to take...

Yu-Jia

A calculated risk.
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Agent

A calculated risk.

Yu-Jia

For seller, you know, a really interesting investment opportunity with

stamp
.

very limited downside, significant upside, usually it's some sort of
complexity around it that makes other investors not be understood.
Agent

Afraid to deal with something that looks like it's not necessarily it is
complex.

Yu-Jia

Exactly, exactly. Well, it could be complex, but it doesn't mean it's
unanalysable. If you smart and you think on your feet and you're able to
put the work in. You know we spent months and months researching this.
If you're able to think on your feet and dedicate the time then you can
work your way through. So, my new fund basically does this kind of stuff,
but a smaller scale, because you know, WIND mobile will come around
once every 10 years, like that size investment with that return for profits.
On a smaller scale if you are working with a couple hundred million in
assets, there's a lot more of those.

Agent

Quite a lot of those.

Yu-Jia

Yeah.

Agent

But you're going to purchase only on the Canadian market, right?

Yu-Jia

Our investment mandate is very open. There is no restrictions, but our
focus would be in Canada because that's what we're good at.

Agent

Sounds like

Yu-Jia

Thank you.

Agent

I like to see someone who is motivated, who is

[1:55:37.7].

[1:55:44.8],

who is dedicated to a goal, who knows where he's going.
Yu-Jia

Yeah.

Agent

It looks like you know, you know where you're going.
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Yu-Jia
Agent

[1:55:51.9].
It's nice to see. We don't always see it.

Yu-Jia

[1:56:00.9].

Agent

And you for sure have the right experience to do it.

Yu-Jia

Yeah. Like I said at the beginning, I don't know how smart I am, but I
know I'm hardworking.

Agent

You are smart and hardworking to me.

Yu-Jia

Yeah.

Agent

[1:56:15.3]

Yu-Jia

Yeah, we're pretty excited about our fund.

Agent

You already open the offices, or you're working from home?

Yu-Jia

Yeah. It's 2 blocks away. And my partner has an equally impressive
resume. It's more impressive than mine I think. My partner comes from
a fund Phillips Hager & North. It's one of the biggest funds in Canada.

Agent

From Vancouver?

Yu-Jia

Vancouver based, yeah. They're 60 billion in assets.

Agent

Nice.

Yu-Jia

He ran 2 funds. High yield bond fund and

[1:57:14.3],

absolute return fund is one of the best performing funds in Canada over
the last
Agent

[1:57:21.4].
[1:57:21.8].

Yu-Jia

Yeah.

Agent

How did they let him go?
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Yu-Jia

Well, he quit. He was the number 2 guy. So the number 1 guy, you know,

stamp

as often these situations is because they lax, complacent, got divorced,
second wife, new girlfriend, travelling the world kind of thing, so really
my partner was running things for a number of years.
Agent
Yu-Jia

[1:57:47.7].
And he was tired of working for a bank.

[1:57:54.1] got

bought by Royal Bank of Canada, so we quit to run our own shop. He has
one of the best track records in Canada. Performance records, investing
records in Canada.
Agent

Is that right?

Yu-Jia

Yeah, yeah. I think it's the Bloomberg magazine last year, named their
fund second best performing fund.

Agent

Because of him?

Yu-Jia

Yeah. Over the last 10 years.

Agent

Do you have the right, do you have the right spaces, the right...

Yu-Jia

Yeah.

Agent

You're a very good starting place.

Yu-Jia

Yeah, yeah,

Agent

It's exciting. I'm very excited for you.

Yu-Jia

Thank you.

Agent

I have to talk to an apartment, we might, we might consider investing in

[1:58:26.1].

[1:58:53.3].
Yu-Jia

Yeah, yeah. We're looking for about 25 million for January 1st and we
have...

Agent
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Yu-Jia

We have a portion of that already. So, like I said, tomorrow morning I'm

stamp

meeting another guy and.
Agent

In order to meet your 25 million?

Yu-Jia

We're about halfway there right now.

Agent

Oh, ok, so about 12, 13 million.

Yu-Jia

I'm sure we'll get there over the next few weeks. I know to start small
and have strong numbers.

Agent

From what I hear to now, I'm not worried. I think they'll come a day
when I can say proudly, hey I know this guy. The one that you heard
about on TV, I know him.

Yu-Jia

[1:59:50.4].

Agent

I'm sure, I'm sure you'll get it. I don't think so, I'm sure.

Yu-Jia

How often do you do these kind of tours? Is this like a regular thing, or a
once...

Agent

No, it's not a regular, but it's not once every 10 years. We've done this
several times. We've done several in Europe. As I told you London is a
very

[2:00:23.7] place to be and a Chinese investor gets, up

to now, lived in a bubble. An artificial bubble, even though the Chinese
market has

[2:00:34.3], some signs of capitalism
2:00:44.2]. It's very interesting to see the meeting point

between the west and east and they understand the freedom that, lets say
a fund manager has, easily that proves their mind. So, it doesn't happened
10 times a year, but it does happen — depends on the demand.
Yu-Jia

Gotchya.

Agent

But this is first time in Canada.
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Yu-Jia

I'm sure it will be a pretty good success with the people you are talking
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to here.
Agent

I measure success in joint venture

[2:01:28.7]. From what I

hear, from what I heard from Peter this morning, doesn't look like a
Canadian government likes foreign intervening on here in Canada. They
prefer to keep everything in house, is that true?
Yu-Jia

Yeah, yeah.

Agent

Maybe here we need some kind of political

[2:01:54.1] or

some kind of awareness, I don't know.
Yu-Jia

Right, right.

Agent

And that would

Yu-Jia

Right. And what kind of partnership do you mean? Before you said you

[2:01:56.7] later on down the road.

prefer to partnership.
Agent

Between us or with the Chinese?

Yu-Jia
Agent

[2:02:13.3].
[2:02:14.7]. They invest in the company's capital and they
take a share. Very very simple, you know.

Yu-Jia

Canada for some reason is very sensitive towards Chinese investors
directly investing in Canadian companies.

Agent

But it is 2018, you can't.

Yu-Jia

I know, I know.

Agent

It's crazy. It's the leading question in the world.

Yu-Jia

I don't know if you recall but coming out of the financial crisis, you now,
2010, 2011, around that time,

2:02:47.6 energy had a big

rebound, when back to over 100$ a barrel, and Canada was doing very
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well because of our world production here, and a lot of Chinese
companies, they try to buy in Canada, made investments in the oil sands,
and they were — a number of them went through successfully and then the
Canadian government all of a sudden became nervous, they said, there's
too many Chinese.
Agent

We're losing our assets.

Yu-Jia

Yeah, yeah. But

Agent

I can understand the phrase losing our assets, see what happens to day in

[2:03:19.3]

London, as I told you. Many, many assets in London today, and I'm not
[2:03:46.5]

I'm not with the

[2:03:51:8] far from it.
Yu-Jia

I agree with you, but you have to look at the type of asset too. I think look
at, look at what prices those oil sands assets could have sold for when oil
was 100$ a barrel, and today, you know, probably a lot of people are
wishing.

Agent

On one hand you have foreign money coining into the ecosystem and the
other hand you are losing assets and you want to keep them in house, you
know you have to find a balance.

2:04:17.5 the balance for

shipping goods, it's not, I don't think it's balance but that's a personal
stuff, I don't know

2:04:28.2. I don't think the balance is

[2:04:30.6]. You can't conduct an international solution
without dealing with China, that doesn't work.
Yu-Jia

It's true, yeah.

Agent

Are you really far away from here?

Yu-Jia

I, uh...yeah.

Agent

Oh, you're going to the office now?
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Yu-Jia

I'm going to go pick up my car and drive back in.

Agent

I thought you were going to work now?

Yu-Jia

Luckily those days are over.

Agent

And I hope you

Yu-Jia

Thank you. Where are you staying?

Agent

At the Hilton at the airport.

Yu-Jia

Ok. Oh, so you got to go back there?

Agent

The cab goes, I don't drive, don't worry.

Yu-Jia

You must be tired, we should....

Agent

I'm not tired, I'm bushed.

Yu-Jia

Yeah.

Agent

I thank you once again.

Yu-Jia

Thank you.

Agent

I think it was very very interesting and we'll be in touch. I'll give you the

stamp

[2:04:56.1].

set days when — well we'll send you a contract, of course.
Yu-Jia

Sure.

Agent

And maybe this will be the beginning of a beautiful friendship, sounds
good.

Yu-Jia

I look forward to hearing from you. I enjoyed our conversation.

Agent

You too.

Yu-Jia

Thank you.

Agent

Thank you very much.
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In investor letter, Catalyst claims it can still win Wind Mobile suit
ANDREW WILLIS, JEFFREY JONES
Private equity firm Catalyst Capital Group Inc. is pressing ahead with its effort to wring money out of its failed bid for Wind
Mobile - and claims to have evidence against a rival fund manager that may have been gathered in a sting operation run by
former Israeli spies.
In a letter sent to investors in its funds, Catalyst says it has interviews with former employees of Toronto-based West Face
Capital Inc. that show "inside information about the Wind negotiations was improperly leaked to West Face." The letter, marked
"privileged and confidential update", was sent to Catalyst unitholders in March and obtained by The Globe and Mail.
Catalyst has filed two separate lawsuits over the Wind case. In 2014, Catalyst was negotiating with the owners of the wireless
company to buy it, but the deal fell apart. A group led by West Face bought Wind for $300-million and flipped it to Shaw
Communications Inc. for $1.6-billion a year and a half later. The business is now called Freedom Mobile and was recently
valued by one Bay Street analyst at $5.7-billion.
Catalyst lost the first lawsuit, with Ontario Superior Court Justice Frank Newbould ruling that he "had considerable difficulty
accepting as reliable" much of the evidence supplied by Catalyst founder Newton Glassman. Catalyst lost its appeal of that
decision in February.
Now before the courts is a second lawsuit in which Catalyst is suing a number of parties, including West Face and VimpelCom
Ltd., a Netherlandsbased telecom firm that used to be the major shareholder in Wind.
The suit, which claims $1.3-billion, alleges that vital information was leaked during negotiations that allowed the West Face
consortium to win the deal.
West Face has consistently denied it acted improperly. In a court filing on Monday, lawyers for the firm said: "This so-called
'evidence' consists of transcripts and recordings obtained illicitly by Catalyst from 'stings' conducted against Justice Newbould,
and current and former employees of West Face, by former agents of the Israeli Mossad operating unlawfully in Ontario and
elsewhere under the name 'Black Cube.' " West Face, VimpelCom, Globalive Capital Inc. and UBS Securities Canada Inc. were
in court on Monday asking Ontario Superior Court Justice Glenn Hainey to throw out the case. A ruling is expected by the
end of the week.
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In its letter to fund investors, Catalyst does not detail how it went about getting the interviews or when and where they were
conducted. Nor does it describe who conducted the questioning.
Black Cube, a private investigation firm founded by veterans of Israel's intelligence service, allegedly had operatives pose as
recruiters for a global private equity firm who approached West Face employees with potential job offers to get them talking.
Black Cube has also done work for disgraced movie producer Harvey Weinstein, an assignment that executives in the firm
subsequently apologized for taking on. West Face filed a suit against Catalyst and Mr. Glassman in December alleging the use
of the firm against its employees.
The Catalyst investor document purports to contain short excerpts from interviews with a former West Face portfolio manager
and a second ex-staffer - both unnamed - that Catalyst says show that West Face received leaked details about Catalyst's Wind
discussions, allowing it to structure a bid for the wireless carrier with fewer conditions.
"Accordingly Catalyst will use its best efforts to ensure that all of the relevant facts and documents come to light, and to pursue
all available remedies to obtain redress for the benefit of the investors in the funds," the document said.
Catalyst spokesman Dan Gagnier declined to answer specific questions about the information in the document and whether it
came from Black Cube. He said: "The confidential communication to our LPs reflects our strong belief that Catalyst's rights
were violated on the Wind transaction. This confidential letter outlined some of the reasons for this belief and Catalyst's intention
to explore and pursue all appropriate legal remedies in order to protect our investor's rights."
The push to introduce new evidence to second Wind lawsuit, which Catalyst first filed in May, 2016, comes as questions mount
about the value of several businesses owned by Catalyst and its ability to cash out at attractive prices.
Litigation may be part of Catalyst's strategy to try to boost its investment returns. In fact, the Wind lawsuit was given a value
of US$447-million in Catalyst's 2016 annual report to investors of two of its largest funds.
Some other Catalyst investments are performing poorly. The firm sold a minority stake in distressed lender Callidus Capital
Corp. for $14 a share in 2014, and the stock closed Tuesday at $4.91. Catalyst and its funds own over 70 per cent of Callidus
and have loaned the firm more than $300-million.
Catalyst has said it aims to take public two of its funds' major holdings - Gateway Casinos & Entertainment Ltd. and a unit
of biotech company Therapure Biopharma Inc. - in hopes of realizing value for the assets. It also disclosed that it is exploring
sales of Advantage Rent A Car and Sonar Entertainment in documents that it sent to financial backers.
---- Index References ---Company: CALLIDUS CAPITAL CORP; GATEWAY CASINOS AND ENTERTAINMENT LTD; Globalive Capita;
SHAW COMMUNICATIONS INC; THERAPURE BIOPHARMA INC; VEON LTD; CATALYST CAPITAL GROUP INC;
CATALYST INVESTMENTS LP; FITNESS FACTORY; GLOBE AND MAIL; GLOBE AND MAIL BOX INC; UBS
SECURITIES CANADA INC; WEST FACE CAPITAL INC
News Subject: (Business Lawsuits & Settlements (1BU19); Business Litigation (1BU04); Business Management (1BU42);
Corporate Events (1CR05); Funding Instruments (1FU41); Legal (1LE33); Private Equity (1PR15))
Industry: (Alternative Energy Sources (1AL05); Energy & Fuel (1EN13); Environmental Solutions (1EN90); Financial Services
(1FI37); Security (1SE29); Security Agencies (1SE35); Wind Energy (1WI06))
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I, Gregory Boland, of the City of Toronto, in the Province of Ontario, MAKE OATH
AND SAY:
1.

I am the Founding Principal, Chief Executive Officer and Chief Investment Officer

of West Face Capital Inc. (“West Face”). West Face and I are Plaintiffs by Counterclaim
in these proceedings. I have personal knowledge of the matters set out in this Affidavit,
except where I have relied on information from others, in which case I have identified the
source of my information and believe it to be true.
2.

I swear this Affidavit in response to the motion brought by certain Defendants by

Counterclaim pursuant to section 137.1(3) of the Courts of Justice Act (the “Catalyst
Defendants’ Partial Anti-SLAPP Motion”). This Motion purports to extract four elements
of the conspiracy pleaded in the Counterclaim from the overall context of that conspiracy,
treat them in isolation, and have only our claims pertaining to those particular elements
dismissed. The moving parties are The Catalyst Capital Group Inc. (“Catalyst”), Callidus
Capital Corporation (“Callidus”), Newton Glassman (“Glassman”), Gabriel De Alba (“De
Alba”), and James Riley (“Riley”) (collectively, the “Catalyst Defendants”).
3.

To be clear, the Catalyst Defendants’ Partial Anti-SLAPP Motion does not seek to

dismiss the entire Counterclaim. Rather, it seeks only to have portions of the
Counterclaim dismissed in respect of four discrete publications. In that regard, the
Affidavit of James Riley dated December 5, 2019 clarifies as follows:
61. This motion pursuant to section 137.1(3) of the Courts of
Justice Act seeks to have the [Counterclaim] dismissed

-59investors and others as elements of their wide-ranging, systematic and relentless
campaign of harassment, retaliation and intimidation described above.
115.

As explained more fully below, the harm that has been inflicted on West Face and

me by the Catalyst Defendants is serious and potentially irreparable. There are two
principal ways in which we have suffered. The first is that West Face has been impaired
significantly in managing its existing investments. The second is that the efforts of West
Face to raise new funds from investors have been undermined. Both of these impacts are
directly attributable to the actions of the Catalyst Defendants that are the subject of the
Counterclaim.
116.

In his Affidavit, Riley claims that any harms suffered by West Face are because of

its own conduct, not the misconduct of the Catalyst Defendants. While it may be difficult
to determine with precision exactly what would have happened if the systematic, vicious
and relentless campaign of intimidation, harassment and defamation that the Catalyst
Defendants have perpetrated over the past six years had never occurred, I can say
without any hesitation whatsoever that the conduct engaged in by the Catalyst
Defendants has directly and negatively impacted West Face’s ability to manage its
investments and to raise and invest capital.
The Catalyst Defendants’ Conduct Impaired West Face’s Ability to
Manage the Investments of its Existing Funds
117.

In his Affidavit, Riley attacks the performance of West Face’s investment funds.

His criticisms are neither fair nor warranted. Riley overstates his attack and ignores the
context surrounding the performance of West Face’s funds, including the manner in which
the WIND-related litigation and Catalyst’s related publications out of court undermined

-60West Face’s ability to manage investments of its funds in a manner consistent with the
investment approach that West Face had previously taken.
118.

West Face’s traditional investment strategies have included a significant focus on

less liquid, more concentrated, and longer-term investments. The primary investment
funds managed by West Face are named the “Long Term Opportunities” funds. They
have been marketed to investors on the basis of those types of investments. Furthermore,
a number of the most successful investments made during my career as an investor have
featured these attributes, including investments in Stelco, WIND Mobile, Maple Leaf
Foods, Bonanza Creek Energy, Terrastar, Protostar I and UTS Energy.
119.

The Long Term Opportunities funds are structured as “hedge funds”. West Face’s

hedge funds provide investors with the opportunity to withdraw a portion of their
investment capital quarterly, subject to various restrictions on the size and timing of the
withdrawal. These withdrawal rights, particularly in view of the preference in the portfolio
towards longer-term, less liquid investments, requires West Face (as a fiduciary for its
clients) to manage very carefully the balance between the assets and liabilities of the
funds. West Face had done so successfully since the inception of these funds in 2007.
120.

In late 2014 Catalyst expanded the size and scope of the Moyse Action to include

claims for hundreds of millions of dollars in damages against West Face in relation to the
WIND investment. Ultimately, Catalyst claimed over $1 billion in damages as well as the
tracing of profits associated with the WIND investment. Catalyst’s claims were enormous,
and represented an existential threat to the continued existence of West Face. Moreover,
the WIND investments were made in the name of (and profits accrued to) investment
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AFFIDAVIT OF JAMES A. RILEY
(SWORN AUGUST 20, 2020 – Reply to Gregory Boland’s affidavit sworn on May 29, 2020 – Catalyst
Defendants by Counterclaim’ Anti-SLAPP Motion)

I, James A. Riley, of the City of Toronto, in the Province of Ontario, MAKE OATH AND
SAY:
1.

I swear this affidavit as one of my affidavits in reply to the affidavit sworn by Gregory
Boland (“Boland”) on May 29, 2020 included in the Anti-SLAPP Motion Record of
West Face Capital Inc. and Gregory Boland.

2.

Boland has incorporated by reference the affidavit he swore on November 8, 2019
in support of the West Face/Boland Anti-SLAPP motion and recommends that this
affidavit be read before his May 29, 2020 affidavit (paragraph 4, Boland Affidavit). I
also incorporate by reference and rely upon the affidavits I swore on May 29, 2020
that responded to the West Face/Boland Anti-SLAPP motion.
I.

3.

INTRODUCTION

Boland’s affidavit contains numerous opinions and arguments that provide sound
bites for the media to further defame the Catalyst Defendants by Counterclaim in the
“court of public opinion”.

1
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(paragraph 33, Boland Affidavit). As discussed below, they worked continuously
since 2015 to assist whistleblower Jeffrey McFarlane and other co-conspirators to
seriously harm the reputations and businesses of the Catalyst Defendants by
Counterclaim.
9.

Nor were Boland’s interactions with journalists simply “responses to requests from
journalists by providing public information about the litigation that West Face was
embroiled in with Catalyst and Callidus” as Boland misleadingly says in his affidavit
(paragraph 33, Boland Affidavit). As early as 2014 Boland was promoting a story to
journalists about Xchange Technology Group LLC, a borrower of Callidus that was
featured prominently in The Wall Street Journal’s August, 2017 fraud articles. Set
out below are examples of how Boland actively encouraged, assisted, and interacted
with journalists to harm the Catalyst Defendants by Counterclaim.

10.

Boland’s conclusory statements about the harm allegedly caused by the Catalyst
Defendants by Counterclaim fly in the face of representations he made to West
Face’s investors in Investor Letters which report the actual causes for the poor
performance of the West Face funds (such as too much oil and gas exposure at a
time when oil and gas prices plummeted; failed short positions; unexpected
outcomes in portfolios that pulled the general portfolio down; missteps).

11.

Managing a fund is a privilege, not a right. Hedge fund investors are not patient and
move on when their returns fall below expectations. West Face’s poor returns drove

3
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its investors away, not any actions taken by the Catalyst Defendants by
Counterclaim.
II.

THE DAMAGES BOLAND ALLEGES WERE CAUSED BY THE CATALYST
DEFENDANTS
(a) West Face’s ability to manage the investments of its existing funds

12.

Boland alleges that “the conduct engaged in by the Catalyst Defendants has directly
and negatively impacted West Face's ability to manage its investments and to raise
and invest capital” (paragraph 116, Boland Affidavit). From approximately July 2015,
hedge funds generally were falling out of favour with institutional investors who could
obtain better returns on their money elsewhere such as through the TSX or US stock
exchanges. Boland admits this trend in the performance of hedge funds in general
in paragraph 133 of his affidavit. The Catalyst Defendants were not the cause of
industry wide trend away from hedge funds.

13.

Boland’s affidavit states that “West Face’s traditional investment strategies have
included a significant focus on less liquid, more concentrated, and longer-term
investments” (paragraph 118, Boland Affidavit). This is tantamount to an admission
that West Face chose the wrong structure as a hedge fund.

14.

A hedge fund structure is appropriate for undertaking short-term trading strategies
and provides liquidity through periodic redemption rights (usually quarterly).
Accordingly, it is best suited to short term liquid investments that reflect liquidity
needs. Private equity on the other hand, has a long term “buy and build” strategy in
4
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which changes are made to management, capital structures, business strategy, and
costs reductions to create greater value. A private equity structure supports long term
strategies. Private equity funds typically have a five year investment period, a five
year realization period, and two one-year extensions of the realization period for a
possible term of 12 years.
15.

There was a mismatch (known as a “term mismatch”) between West Face’s short
term obligations to investors who could redeem on short notice and West Face’s long
term investments. This is precisely why private equity funds require investors to
commit their funds for a number of years and do not provide redemption rights.

16.

Boland’s states that the term mismatch inherent in West Face’s flawed structure
required West Face to “manage very carefully the balance between the assets and
liabilities of the funds” (paragraph 119, Boland Affidavit). Boland also alleges that
because of West Face’s “material exposure” due to the WIND-related litigation, West
Face was required to “carefully balance the assets and liabilities of the investment
funds [and to] adopt a significantly more conservative investment approach than it
had followed historically (paragraph 120, Boland Affidavit). However, West Face’s
records show that West Face maintained an unchanged holding of 26% of its net
asset value in cash or cash equivalents from 2007 to 2017. This would appear to be
held for redemption contingencies. A copy of the West Face Portfolio Track Record
from October 1, 2007 to December 31, 2017, showing this cash reserve at page 8,
is attached as Exhibit 2. It is to be noted that the overwhelming majority of West
5
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West Face fund for the period October 1, 2007 through March 31, 2017 were as
follows:

2007 *
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
YTD 2017
Cumulative from inception
*

West Face Long Term
Opportunities Funds
-1.5%
-33.9%
54.1%
27.6%
-1.1%
8.5%
6.8%
2.3%
-4.9%
9.1%
-1.6%
53.4%

One Year Cumulative
Return
Three Year Cumulative
Return
Five Year Cumulative
Return

4.8%
1.5%
12.8%
* Beginning October 1, 2007

20.

West Face’s quoted five year cumulative return of 12.8% represents an annual return
of only 2.56%.

21.

These returns highlight the extent of West Face’s ineffectiveness as an investment
manager given that they were recorded against the backdrop of one of the longest
7
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bull markets in recorded history (attached as Exhibit 4 is an article by James Chen,
Director of Trading & Investing Content at Investopedia, titled “Market Milestones as
the Bull Market Turns 10” discussing this phenomenon).
22.

Boland alleges that West Face was forced to hold high cash balances to address
exposure for the funds due to the actions of the Catalyst Defendants and, as a result,
“could no longer pursue the kinds of longer term, less liquid investments (like WIND)
that had long been a cornerstone of our success” (paragraph 122, Boland Affidavit).
It appears that the actual reason West Face did not invest this cash was because as
a hedge fund it had to retain the cash to pay redemptions, as is apparent by the fact
that it maintained an average of 26% of its net asset value in cash. This is a very
high percentage of West Face’s capital tied up in low yielding investments. This
statement also ignores the fact that West Face structured the WIND deal as a side
pocket investment and would therefore not be required to hold cash to provide for
redemption calls from investors in that side pocket in relation to that investment.

23.

Boland claims that it was unfair for me to benchmark West Face’s performance with
the TSX or S&P 500 indexes (paragraph 124, Boland Affidavit). This criticism is
unfounded and perplexing given that these are the same benchmarks that West
Face used to benchmark its performance in its Investor Letters. For instance, in its
Q2 2017 Investor Letter (attached as Exhibit 5), West Face addresses its own
investors as follows:

8
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26.

Boland alleges that I was unfair to criticise West Face’s decision to suspend its
investors’ rights to redeem their investments (i.e. imposing a “gate” on redemptions)
in the Fall of 2017 (paragraph 134, Boland Affidavit). He says that 12.5% per quarter
redemption limit imposed by West Face meant that investors would ordinarily be
required to wait two full years to be fully paid out on their investments and that West
Face decided to return capital more quickly than the two years otherwise provided
for under the fund documents. This statement is misleading in that West Face
investors would ordinarily only be required to wait two years to be fully paid out on
their investments if all investors sought to redeem their funds at the same time.
There should always be a degree of liquidity in a hedge fund to deal with
redemptions, and the 12.5% limit on withdrawals Boland is referring to is a “pool” that
is available to accommodate investors who want to redeem their investments in the
ordinary course. In addition, it is critical to understand that, when a hedge fund
“gates”, they are effectively defeating the expectations of their investors, given that
investors expect liquidity when they invest in hedge funds.
(c) West Face’s ability to raise a new investment Fund

27.

Boland alleges that West Face failed in its “efforts to raise capital from investors for
a new private equity fund (the "Distressed Fund")” because of the conduct of the
Catalyst Defendants (paragraphs 137-139, Boland Affidavit). The actual reasons
West Face failed to place the USD $1 billion Distressed Fund were:
(a)

West Face had an abysmal investment track record as a hedge fund;
10
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have been maintained in strict confidence by every one of its recipients" (paragraph
88, Boland Affidavit).
148.

Firstly, the "Privileged and Confidential Update —WIND Litigation" document was not
disseminated to "hundreds of investors" — the letter was sent to about 100 of our
investors.

149.

Secondly, of course Catalyst expected confidentiality to be maintained — the Limited
Partnership agreements contained a confidentiality provision and we fully expected
that this legal obligation would be abided by. The document was titled as a
confidential update. Paragraph 17 of the document stated that the interviews "should
be treated as strictly confidential". And finally, the last sentence of the document
(paragraph 30) informed investors in bold type that "it is vital that you respect the
confidentiality of this litigation update". Our expectation that the March 2018
letter would be maintained in confidence was reasonable.

SWORN BEFORE ME at the City of
Toronto, in the Province of Ontario this
Toronto,
20th
14th day of July,
2020
August,
2020

Commissioner for Taking Affidavits

JAMES A(RILEY
A( RILEY

(or as may be)
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Body
Assets declined at hedge funds managing more than $1 billion following a rocky first half of the year marked by
redemptions and lagging performance.
The Billion Dollar Club, which tracks Americas-based hedge funds with more than $1 billion in assets under
management, now includes 302 firms managing a combined $1.84 trillion, a drop of 1.99% in the past six months and
6.72% in the past 12. In real dollar terms, the Club has declined by $132 billion since July of last year. It is the largest
year-over-year decline since July 2009 and the first time since the end of that year that assets managed by the Club
have fallen for two consecutive rankings.
About 55% of Billion Dollar Club firms suffered asset declines in the first half of 2016, with an average drop of 11.27%,
while only 35% increased assets during that period. Nearly 58% of the firms in the Club have decreased in size since
last July.
The percentage of firms to shrink in the past 12 months is the worst since the July 2009 rankings that documented
widespread industry redemptions following the global financial crisis, when 85% of firms dropped in assets.
Poor performance in the past year does not, itself, account substantially for the net decline in assets. The Hedge
Fund Intelligence Composite Index of Americas-based hedge fund strategies was down 0.34% in the 12 months
through June.
In past rankings, the largest firms have routinely gathered a greater share of incoming assets. Now as assets leave
the industry, the biggest firms appear to be substantially more insulated from redemptions, with firms managing $20
billion or more declining by 2.23% in aggregate the first half of the year, while those managing between $1 billion to
$5 billion fell 6.83%. The overall pullback in assets is from a July 2015 peak of $6.28 billion average assets per Billion
Dollar Club firm down to $6.09 billion a year later. The pre-crisis peak, in January 2008, was $6.25 billion.
Bridgewater Associates remained atop the list with $103 billion, a slight decline from the $104.20 billion it managed
at the beginning of the year. The firm's flagship Pure Alpha fund was down nearly 8% through June. Bridgewater has
opened the fund to new investors for the first time in seven years.
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David Kabiller, co-founding partner and head of business development at AQR Capital Management, presided over
the firm's dramatic growth this year.
AQR Capital Management is the biggest winner in this ranking, having surged to second place with a $16 billion
increase in assets "" from $47.20 billion to $63.03 billion "" in the first half of the year. AQR has opened at least 29
new funds since the beginning of the year, according to filings with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission,
although many appear to be iterations of existing funds. Though liquid alternatives are not counted for the purposes
of the Billion Dollar Club rankings, AQR has also aggressively expanded into that business, and manages more than
$25 billion across nine funds. The firm declined to comment on its growth.
AQR co-founder Cliff Asness, who has sometimes been a harsh critic of the hedge fund industry, adopted an
optimistic view at the Milken Institute Global Conference in May.
"Now I lean the other way a little bit," Asness said in an interview with Bloomberg TV. "I still believe they're too
correlated and I still think they charge too much, but I think people are turning too negative."
AQR's gains in assets, the largest of any Billion Dollar Club firm, bumped J.P. Morgan Asset Management down to
the third place in the ranking. The bank's assets under management, which include those of Highbridge Capital
Management, fell by $2.20 billion, the fifth worst drop of any Billion Dollar Club firm. J.P. Morgan declined to comment
on the drop.
The rise of AQR coincides with substantial investor interest in quantitatively-driven investment strategies. High-profile
quantitative shops, including Renaissance Technologies, Two Sigma, PDT Partners and Quantitative Investment
Management, all increased in size this year.
Among those glomming to the quant trend is Tudor Investment Corp., the old-line macro fund founded by Paul Tudor
Jones that fell from $12.80 billion to $10.80 billion in assets this year. The firm has reoriented its staffing, recently
moving to hire more staff in quantitative research and development after cutting about 15% of the firm's existing
workers.
It has been a difficult 2016 for Jones' fellow Robin Hood Foundation board member Daniel Och. Following a stretch
of legal turmoil and lagging performance, Och-Ziff Capital Management dropped $5.40 billion in the first half, the
largest of any Billion Dollar Club firm, but remained in fourth place.
Och-Ziff is under investigation for allegedly bribing African government officials to gain favors for a vehicle that
invested in African mining. Och, the firm's CEO, said on an August conference call that the investigation has made it
more difficult to raise capital, according to Bloomberg. Jonathan Gasthalter of Gasthalter & Co., who represents the
firm, declined to comment on the firm's decline in assets.
Millennium Management rounded out the top five firms. The firm now manages $33.27 billion, down $770 million from
the beginning of the year.
D. E. Shaw, which ranked ninth at the start of the year, fell out of the top 10, following a near-$1 billion decline in
assets. It was replaced by Two Sigma, which rose $1.70 billion to $25.84 billion.
The second largest fall in assets behind Och-Ziff was suffered by BTG Pactual Asset Management. The investment
arm of the Brazilian bank lost its president last November when he was arrested on obstruction of justice charges (he
has since returned to the bank as a partner). The firm fell from $6.21 billion in January to $1.05 billion as of mid-year.
The New York Times reported earlier this month that BTG Pactual's flagship fund, GEMM, had declined from $5
billion to $150 million in assets before rebounding slightly to $500 million. Steve Jacobs, CEO of asset management
at BTG Pactual, confirmed the information in the Times article.
Pershing Square Management lost further ground in the rankings following a tumultuous first half, dropping from
$14.41 billion to $11.47 billion. Pershing Square Holdings, the firm's publicly listed vehicle, had a performance decline
of 21.1% in the same period. Pershing Square spokesperson Francis McGill declined to comment.
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Other funds suffered worse fates, and have left, or will be leaving, the Club entirely.
Following high-profile federal investigations, Visium Asset Management and Platinum Partners both announced plans
to wind down (Visium still managed $6.83 billion at the end of June, down from $7.80 billion at the beginning of the
year.)
Perry Capital announced on Monday that it would shut its flagship fund, ending the firm's 28-year run. The firm
managed $5.30 billion at the end of June, down from $6.62 billion at the end of 2015 and a peak of more than $15
billion in 2007.
Founder Richard Perry announced the news in a letter to investors. "Although I continue to believe very strongly in
our investments, process and team, the industry and market headwinds against us have been strong, and the timing
for success in our positions too unpredictable," Perry wrote.
A number of firms fell below $1 billion in assets, including Carlyle Group-owned Claren Road Asset Management,
which managed $8.50 billion two years ago, as well as Kyle Bass' Hayman Capital Management, Tiger-seed Tiger
Eye Capital and George Weiss' Weiss Multi-Strategy Advisers. Hayman's flagship fund was down 7% through May
due partially to failed bets on the energy recovery.
Despite the difficult environment, a few hedge funds managed to enter the rankings for the first time thanks to the
backing of well-known investors. Key Square Group, a macro firm led by former Soros Fund chief investment officer
Scott Bessent that manages $4.50 billion, launched in January with $2 billion of Soros' money. Governors Lane, also
seeded by Soros, broke the $1 billion mark after launching in 2015, and Warlander Asset Management, a global credit
fund that manages $1.10 billion, opened this year with seed funding from Appaloosa Management founder David
Tepper.
Providence Investment Management, which managed $1.15 billion in January of last year before falling out of the
rankings, also reentered with $1.21 billion under management.
Centerbridge Partners was the second-largest gainer in the Billion Dollar Club, behind AQR. The firm rose $3.34
billion in the past six months and now manages $13.46 billion despite returning $600 million to investors in its credit
fund in the first quarter. The firm declined to comment.
Renaissance Technologies was another of the biggest gainers in the first half of the year. The quantitative firm
founded by James Simons added $2.50 billion, jumping to $32 billion in assets in July. It marked the second straight
$2.50 billion gain for Renaissance in the rankings. Renaissance launched a new global equities fund with $1.5 billion
in April, and its Institutional Equities Fund was up 13.33% through midyear (and 14.61% through August). External
spokesman Jonathan Gasthalter declined to comment.
The Northeast, once again, housed the vast majority of billion-dollar hedge funds. More than $1 trillion of Billion Dollar
Club assets are headquartered in New York, with Connecticut ($260 billion) and Massachusetts ($146 billion) ranking
as the second and third largest hubs.
Firm Name

City

State

7/1/2016

Bridgewater Associates
AQR Capital Management
J.P. Morgan Asset Management1
Och-Ziff Capital Management
Group
Millennium Management
Renaissance Technologies

Westport
Greenwich
New York
New York

CT
CT
NY
NY

New York
East
Setauket
Boston
New York
Boston

Baupost Group
Elliott Management Corporation
Adage Capital Management

103.00
63.03
47.00
39.20

E
st
*
*
-

6 month %
change
-1.15%
33.54%
-4.47%
-12.11%

12 month %
change
-0.58%
38.22%
-15.92%
-16.24%

NY
NY

33.27
32.00

*
-

-2.28%
8.47%

9.44%
18.52%

MA
NY
MA

29.20
28.30
27.00

-

2.46%
6.79%
-1.71%

2.82%
4.81%
-4.93%
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Two Sigma Investments
D.E. Shaw Group
Davidson Kempner Capital
Management
Citadel2
Farallon Capital Management
Viking Global Investors
King Street Capital Management
Appaloosa Management
York Capital Management
PIMCO
BlackRock3
ValueAct Capital Management
Anchorage Capital Group
Moore Capital Management
Third Point
Wellington Hedge Management
Canyon Capital Advisors
BlueMountain Capital
Management
Goldman Sachs Asset
Management
Grantham, Mayo, Van Otterloo
Fortress Investment Group4
Centerbridge Partners
Magnetar Capital
MSD Capital
Paulson & Co.
Graham Capital Management
Lone Pine Capital
Highfields Capital Management
Angelo, Gordon & Co.
Discovery Capital Management
Balyasny Asset Management
Pershing Square Capital
Management
GoldenTree Asset Management
Maverick Capital
Tudor Investment Corp.
Avenue Capital Group5
Bracebridge Capital
Coatue Capital6
PointState Capital
Blackstone Group/GSO Capital
Partners
Credit Suisse Asset Management
First Quadrant
Verde Asset Management
Fir Tree Partners7
HBK Capital Management

New York
New York
New York

NY
NY
NY

26.70
25.84
25.40

-

6.80%
-3.49%
0.56%

23.04%
-0.84%
-0.78%

Chicago
San
Francisco
New York
New York
Chatham
New York
Newport
Beach
New York
San
Francisco
New York
New York
New York
Boston
Beverly
Hills
New York

IL
CA

24.00
21.00

-

-3.89%
7.69%

-3.61%
1.94%

NY
NY
NJ
NY
CA

19.70
19.00
18.50
18.30
16.98

*

-8.37%
-3.06%
2.78%
-17.94%
7.27%

-9.22%
-9.95%
-7.50%
-15.67%
8.33%

NY
CA

16.80
16.17

*
-

-2.89%
-8.33%

-10.59%
-18.09%

NY
NY
NY
MA
CA

15.60
15.00
14.90
14.58
14.20

*
-

2.63%
-3.23%
-8.59%
4.92%
-8.39%

-1.27%
-5.60%
-16.29%
-9.42%
-18.39%

NY

14.00

*

-3.45%

-6.04%

New York

NY

13.90

*

-5.44%

-8.55%

Boston
New York
New York
Evanston
New York
New York
Rowayton
Greenwich
Boston
New York
Norwalk
Chicago
New York

MA
NY
NY
IL
NY
NY
CT
CT
MA
NY
CT
IL
NY

13.71
13.59
13.46
13.20
13.00
13.00
12.70
12.40
12.20
12.10
12.10
12.00
11.47

*
*
*
**
*
*
**
*

-3.94%
-4.36%
33.00%
-2.22%
N/A
-8.52%
12.39%
-2.21%
1.67%
2.27%
N/A
1.18%
-20.43%

5.49%
-0.24%
18.07%
-10.81%
N/A
-28.95%
27.77%
-3.88%
-1.61%
-13.57%
N/A
26.32%
-38.10%

New York
Dallas
Greenwich
New York
Boston
New York
New York
New York

NY
TX
CT
NY
MA
NY
NY
NY

11.40
11.00
10.80
10.51
10.30
10.20
10.19
10.10

*
*

3.23%
4.76%
-15.63%
-4.63%
0.00%
29.11%
-2.95%
-3.81%

-0.09%
10.00%
-19.40%
-9.74%
4.04%
34.21%
-2.95%
-11.40%

New York
Pasadena
Sao Paolo
New York
Dallas

NY
CA
Brazil
NY
TX

10.00
9.91
9.85
9.70
9.70

**
*
-

N/A
-4.61%
17.26%
-8.82%
1.04%

N/A
-15.51%
9.44%
-25.33%
1.27%
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Trian Fund Management8
Cerberus Capital Management9
Carlson Capital
Bradesco Asset Management
DTVM
J. Safra Asset Management Ltda
Marathon Asset Management
Element Capital
Greenlight Capital
Soroban Capital Partners
Eton Park Capital Management
Senator Investment Group
Pine River Capital Management
Abrams Capital Management
Caxton Associates
Beach Point Capital Management
Silver Point Capital
Apollo Management
Glenview Capital Management
Blue Ridge Capital
Visium Asset Management10
Credit Suisse Hedging-Griffo
MKP Capital Management
Taconic Capital Advisors
Corvex Management
Scopia Capital
Convexity Capital Management
Tiger Global Management
Lazard Asset Management
Mason Capital Management
Steadfast Capital Management
O'Connor
Mariner Investment Group11
Omega Advisors
Nephila Capital
Ellington Management Group
Indus Capital Partners
Paloma Partners
Perry Capital12
Waterfall Asset Management13
Alphadyne Asset Management
Ramius LLC
Lyrical Partners
EJF Capital
NWI Management
PAR Capital Management
PDT Partners
Samlyn Capital
Solus Alternative Asset
Management
JANA Partners

New York
New York
Dallas
Sao Paolo

NY
NY
TX
Brazil

9.59
9.49
9.40
9.18

**
-

-15.43%
N/A
10.03%
29.31%

1.59%
N/A
3.30%
14.76%

Sao Paolo
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
Minnetonka
Boston
New York
Los
Angeles
Greenwich
New York
New York
New York
New York
Sao Paulo
New York
New York
New York
New York
Boston
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
Harrison
New York
Hamilton

Brazil
NY
NY
NY
NY
NY
NY
MN
MA
NY
CA

9.00
8.70
8.60
8.60
8.54
8.50
8.50
8.10
7.93
7.90
7.70

*
-

N/A
1.64%
32.31%
0.00%
-5.11%
-5.56%
-3.41%
-19.37%
0.00%
-2.47%
14.93%

5.14%
-2.25%
43.33%
-27.12%
0.47%
-5.56%
-8.60%
-29.75%
11.50%
-3.66%
20.31%

CT
NY
NY
NY
NY
Brazil
NY
NY
NY
NY
MA
NY
NY
NY
NY
NY
NY
NY
Bermu
da
CT

7.50
7.10
6.94
6.90
6.83
6.82
6.70
6.19
6.00
6.00
6.00
5.90
5.80
5.70
5.70
5.51
5.50
5.50
5.44

*
*
*
*
*
**
-

0.00%
-1.53%
-15.37%
-9.21%
-12.44%
-13.40%
-16.25%
-13.18%
-14.29%
0.00%
-26.83%
-1.67%
-2.88%
N/A
N/A
-4.65%
-3.51%
-17.80%
9.46%

-2.60%
-0.91%
-40.68%
-12.66%
-6.44%
-6.09%
-20.24%
-25.66%
-17.65%
5.26%
-40.00%
-9.23%
7.94%
N/A
N/A
-1.85%
-27.34%
-38.55%
8.37%

5.30

-

-5.36%

-3.64%

NY
CT
NY
NY
NY
NY
NY
VA
NY
MA
NY
NY
NY

5.30
5.30
5.30
5.30
5.13
5.04
5.03
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00

*
*
**
**
-

-11.67%
47.22%
-19.99%
6.00%
7.10%
-4.91%
19.48%
-5.66%
N/A
N/A
25.00%
-5.66%
-6.21%

-20.90%
65.63%
-41.11%
23.26%
14.77%
7.23%
29.64%
-18.03%
N/A
N/A
42.86%
-9.09%
-2.72%

NY

4.99

-

-28.25%

-44.80%

Old
Greenwich
New York
Greenwich
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
Arlington
New York
Boston
New York
New York
New York
New York
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Select Equity Group
Alyeska Investment Group
Eminence Capital
Starboard Value
Camden Asset Management
Brigade Capital Management
Cyrus Capital Partners
Key Square Group
Pennant Capital Management
Monarch Alternative Capital
GMT Capital
Field Street Capital Management
P/E Investments
Partner Fund Management
Redwood Capital Management
Whitebox Advisors
VÃ¤rde Management
Guggenheim Partners
DW Partners
III Capital Management14
Bain Capital/Brookside Capital
Partners
Hound Partners
Pentwater Capital Management
Gramercy Funds Management
Tilden Park Capital Management
Hutchin Hill Capital
Sachem Head Capital
Management
Hitchwood Capital Management
Aurelius Capital Management
Lakewood Capital Management
Emerging Sovereign Group
Autonomy Capital
Campbell & Co.
SPX Capital
Passport Capital
Luxor Capital Group
Rimrock Capital Management
VR Advisory Services
Halcyon Asset Management
Zimmer Partners
Contrarian Capital Management
DoubleLine Capital
Laurion Capital Management
OrbiMed Partners

New York
Chicago
New York
New York
Los
Angeles
New York
New York
New York
Summit
New York
Atlanta
New York
Waltham
San
Francisco
Englewood
Cliffs
Minneapolis
Minneapolis
New York
New York
Boca Raton
.

NY
IL
NY
NY
CA

4.84
4.80
4.70
4.64
4.56

**
-

N/A
0.00%
-9.62%
0.87%
7.55%

N/A
47.69%
-6.00%
7.66%
10.68%

NY
NY
NY
NJ
NY
GA
NY
MA
CA

4.50
4.50
4.50
4.50
4.40
4.39
4.36
4.30
4.30

**
**
*
-

N/A
12.50%
N/A
N/A
0.00%
2.24%
18.16%
-10.42%
-8.51%

N/A
12.50%
N/A
N/A
N/A
-15.04%
23.86%
0.00%
-6.52%

NJ

4.30

*

-4.44%

-6.52%

MN
MN
NY
NY
FL
MA

4.20
4.16
4.11
4.10
4.02
4.00

*
*
-

10.53%
23.09%
-17.80%
-19.61%
9.59%
-9.05%

16.67%
35.96%
-19.41%
-32.79%
6.51%
-22.39%

New York
Chicago
Greenwich
New York
New York
New York

NY
IL
CT
NY
NY
NY

4.00
4.00
3.94
3.86
3.70
3.70

**
-

-12.32%
-4.76%
1.03%
-2.38%
-5.13%
-2.63%

8.11%
-15.79%
21.23%
3.54%
-9.76%
5.71%

New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
Towson
Rio de
Janeiro
San
Francisco
New York
San Juan
Capistrano
New York
New York
New York
New York
Los
Angeles
New York
New York

NY
NY
NY
NY
NY
MD
Brazil

3.68
3.60
3.60
3.53
3.50
3.50
3.50

*
*
-

-1.72%
-16.28%
2.86%
-1.86%
2.94%
-5.41%
59.09%

26.93%
-25.00%
5.88%
-26.40%
-2.78%
-5.41%
20.69%

CA

3.34

-

-13.04%

-6.89%

NY
CA

3.30
3.30

*
-

-25.00%
-2.94%

-43.10%
-12.00%

NY
NY
NY
NY
CA

3.29
3.23
3.20
3.14
3.10

*
*

11.29%
-6.38%
55.42%
1.29%
6.33%

25.17%
-29.01%
100.00%
-10.29%
39.51%

NY
NY

3.10
3.10

*
-

-8.15%
-20.51%

3.33%
-26.71%
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Prophet Capital Asset
Management
Tourbillon Capital Partners
Tricadia Capital Management
Valinor Management
Blue Harbour
Ares Management
FPR Partners
Knighthead Capital Management
Kynikos Associates
QVT Financial
Roystone Capital Management
Suvretta Capital Management
Kayne Anderson Capital Advisors
Chilton Investment Company
Highline Capital Management
Ascend Capital
ESL Investments

Austin

TX

3.10

-

36.25%

31.56%

New York
New York
New York
Greenwich
Los
Angeles
San
Francisco
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
Los
Angeles
Stamford
New York
San
Francisco
Bay
Harbour

NY
NY
NY
CT
NY

3.10
3.10
3.10
3.08
3.03

*

-11.43%
-11.43%
-8.82%
-7.23%
-3.50%

10.71%
-24.39%
-22.50%
-13.97%
-17.21%

CA

3.00

-

N/A

N/A

NY
NY
NY
NY
NY
CA

3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
2.91

**
-

-6.25%
-10.32%
-3.70%
N/A
27.23%
14.28%

-14.29%
-11.76%
0.00%
N/A
N/A
-33.88%

CT
NY
CA

2.90
2.90
2.80

-

25.27%
5.07%
-15.15%

20.83%
7.41%
-20.00%

FL

2.80

**

N/A

N/A

New York
New York
New York
New York
Chicago
New York
New York
New York
Rio de
Janeiro
New York
San
Francisco
New York
New York
Los
Angeles
Westport
New York
New York
New York
Porto
Alegre
Los
Angeles
Charlottesvi
lle
New York
New York

NY
NY
NY
NY
IL
NY
NY
NY
Brazil

2.80
2.80
2.80
2.80
2.77
2.74
2.70
2.70
2.65

**
**
-

-2.30%
-15.15%
N/A
N/A
-15.04%
-17.35%
-6.90%
12.50%
29.27%

-15.15%
-28.21%
N/A
N/A
-0.91%
-20.46%
-12.90%
3.85%
-12.04%

NY
CA

2.59
2.50

-

-27.61%
-13.79%

-26.50%
-9.42%

NY
NY
CA

2.50
2.50
2.45

*

-0.48%
-7.41%
-1.26%

0.00%
-19.35%
-2.18%

CT
NY
NY
NY
Brazil

2.40
2.40
2.40
2.40
2.40

-

88.42%
-7.69%
14.29%
-11.11%
34.86%

-14.29%
-17.24%
14.29%
-22.58%
25.65%

CA

2.33

-

-14.36%

-16.33%

VA

2.31

-

15.69%

51.17%

NY
NY

2.30
2.30

**
-

N/A
4.55%

N/A
9.52%

New York

NY

2.23

-

4.25%

3.89%

Hoplite Capital Management
Owl Creek Asset Management
Slate Path Capital
Stonehill Capital Management
Anchor Bolt Capital
Capstone Investment Advisors
Hudson Bay Capital Management
Ionic Capital Management
JGP Global
KLS Diversified
Criterion Capital Management
Southpoint Capital Advisors
TIG Advisors
Empyrean Capital Partners
Astenbeck Capital Management
Gotham Asset Management
HG Vora Capital Management
LibreMax Capital
Quantitas Asset Management
Ivory Investment Management
Quantitative Investment
Management
Melvin Capital Management
One William Street Capital
Management
Luminus Management
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Brahman Capital Group
Finepoint Capital
Kepos Capital
Marble Arch Investments
Stevens Capital Management
Sensato Investors
Axonic Capital Management
Structured Portfolio Management
Bridger Management
Valiant Capital Partners
Nokota Management
Polar Securities
Matrix Capital Management
Gruss Capital Management
Aristeia Capital
Kingdon Capital Management
Long Pond Capital
Conatus Capital Management
Jericho Capital
Kylin Partners
New Mountain Vantage Advisers
Muzinich & Co., Inc
Panning Capital Management
Crabel Capital Management
Napier Park Global Capital
PSAM
Two Creeks Capital Management
Stelliam Investment Management
Voloridge Investment
Management
Manikay Partners
Fort LP
JHL Capital Group
Dorsal Capital Management
Cadian Capital Management
Deer Park Road Corp
Falcon Edge Capital
Millburn Ridgefield
Miura Global
Columbus Hill Capital
Management
Opportunity Asset Administradora
de Recursos de Terceiros Ltda.
Seminole Management Company
Wolverine Asset Management
Gates Capital Management
Park West Asset Management
Saba Capital Management
Tremblant Capital Group

New York
Boston
New York
New York
Radnor
San
Francisco
New York
Stamford
New York
San
Francisco
New York
Toronto

NY
MA
NY
NY
PA
CA

2.21
2.20
2.20
2.20
2.18
2.18

**
**
-

-26.18%
N/A
-8.33%
0.00%
4.71%
-3.33%

-38.53%
N/A
-4.35%
4.76%
-3.54%
-2.33%

NY
CT
NY
CA

2.17
2.12
2.10
2.10

*
-

-5.27%
-21.08%
0.00%
-28.39%

-2.38%
-20.49%
-8.70%
-17.32%

NY
Canad
a
MA
NY
NY
NY
NY
CT
NY
NY
NY
NY
NY
WI
NY
NY
NY
NY
FL

2.06
2.05

-

-8.81%
34.13%

-5.50%
20.71%

2.05
2.03
2.02
2.01
2.01
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
1.99
1.97
1.90
1.90
1.90
1.90
1.89
1.87

**
*
**
**
*
**
*

N/A
-0.88%
-23.03%
-9.87%
-2.03%
-7.14%
N/A
-20.00%
-9.09%
29.22%
N/A
22.90%
5.56%
35.71%
N/A
-7.37%
87.00%

N/A
-7.64%
-48.44%
-20.55%
2.90%
-2.91%
N/A
-20.00%
-29.58%
53.08%
N/A
19.68%
5.56%
-9.52%
N/A
-0.79%
55.83%

New York
Chevy
Chase
Chicago
New York
New York
Steamboat
Springs
New York
Greenwich
New York
Short Hills

NY
MD

1.86
1.85

*

5.80%
17.09%

2.87%
39.14%

IL
NY
NY
CO

1.85
1.83
1.82
1.80

*
*

-17.73%
18.06%
-20.60%
-5.26%

-13.23%
33.58%
-34.22%
-5.26%

NY
CT
NY
NJ

1.80
1.80
1.80
1.78

*
**

-30.77%
38.46%
-25.00%
N/A

-35.71%
35.34%
-28.00%
N/A

Sao Paolo

Brazil

1.77

-

33.76%

9.26%

New York
Chicago
New York
Larkspur
New York
New York

NY
IL
NY
CA
NY
NY

1.75
1.71
1.71
1.70
1.70
1.70

**
**
-

N/A
10.18%
13.83%
N/A
6.25%
-5.56%

N/A
4.26%
-31.70%
N/A
13.33%
-10.53%

Waltham
New York
New York
New York
New York
Greenwich
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
Milwaukee
New York
New York
New York
New York
Jupiter
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Moneda Asset Management
Candlewood Investment Group
Alpine Associates
Alden Global Capital
Seer Capital Management
Oaktree Capital Management
Mount Lucas Management
Picton Mahoney Asset
Management
Three Bays Capital
TPG-Axon Capital
Wexford Capital
EMS Capital
Metacapital Management
West Face Capital
BBT Capital Management
Blenheim Capital Management
Jamison Capital Partners
Marcato Capital Management
Serengeti Asset Management
Commonwealth Opportunity
Capital
400 Capital Management
Arrowpoint Partners
Atreaus Capital
Contour Asset Management
Strategic Value Partners
Symphony Asset Management
Zweig-DiMenna Associates
Zais Group15
Greywolf Capital
Impala Asset Management
MidOcean Partners
Trend Capital Management
MatlinPatterson Asset
Management
Aravt Global
Bloom Tree Partners
Clough Capital
Cobalt Capital
Darsana Capital Partners
Southpaw Asset Management
Linden Advisers
Phoenix Invesment Adviser
Whale Rock Capital Management
Basswood Capital Management
Brenner West Capital Partners
Providence Investment
Management

Santiago
New York
Cresskill
New York
New York
Los
Angeles
Newtown
Toronto

Chile
NY
NJ
NY
NY
CA

1.69
1.69
1.64
1.63
1.63
1.62

*
*

10.44%
-26.20%
2.50%
-15.98%
-19.31%
-7.40%

-14.17%
-45.15%
5.13%
4.49%
-15.98%
-23.10%

PA
Canad
a
MA
NY
CT
NY
NY
Canad
a
TX
NJ
NY
CA

1.60
1.60

*

8.70%
14.17%

18.14%
0.63%

1.60
1.60
1.60
1.55
1.53
1.53

**
-

-5.88%
N/A
6.67%
N/A
-14.83%
-7.32%

-11.11%
N/A
-20.00%
N/A%
-24.48%
-13.14%

1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50

**
**
**
-

N/A
N/A
N/A
-42.31%

N/A
N/A
N/A
-51.61%

NY
CT

1.50
1.48

-

0.00%
-23.31%

0.00%
-21.73%

New York
Denver
New York
New York
Greenwich
San
Francisco
New York
Red Bank
New York
New
Canaan
New York
Greenwich
New York

NY
CO
NY
NY
CT
CA

1.47
1.47
1.40
1.40
1.40
1.40

*

1.66%
1.74%
21.74%
0.00%
7.69%
2.19%

0.68%
12.69%
92.04%
-12.50%
-6.67%
-0.71%

NY
NJ
NY
CT

1.40
1.39
1.38
1.37

*
-

-22.22%
-0.71%
-3.93%
-16.56%

-24.32%
15.83%
-21.31%
-34.60%

NY
CT
NY

1.37
1.36
1.34

**
-

N/A
13.33%
-1.47%

N/A
4.62%
-27.57%

New York
New York
Boston
Short Hills
New York
Greenwich
New York
New York
Boston
New York
New York
Providence

NY
NY
MA
NJ
NY
CT
NY
NY
MA
NY
NY
RI

1.30
1.30
1.30
1.30
1.30
1.30
1.27
1.23
1.23
1.21
1.21
1.21

**
*
*
**
*
*
*
*

N/A
-10.96%
-18.75%
-10.34%
N/A
8.45%
-6.05%
53.18%
15.97%
-16.26%
-6.92%
77.39%

N/A
N/A
-27.78%
-18.19%
N/A
13.98%
11.27%
2.50%
N/A
-19.64%
-16.32%
54.23%

Boston
New York
Greenwich
New York
New York
Toronto
Fort Worth
Somerset
New York
San
Francisco
New York
Greenwich
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Newbrook Capital Advisors
Varadero Capital
Moon Capital Management
Perella Weinberg Partners Capital
Management
Weiss Asset Management
Glenhill Capital Advisors
Litespeed Partners
Atlantic Investment Management
Warlander Asset Management
Jet Capital Investors
Hildene Capital Management
Highland Capital Management
RGM Capital
BTG Pactual Asset Management
Fore Research & Management
BlackGold Capital Management
Coastland Capital16
Folger Hill Asset Management
Governors Lane
Mudrick Capital Management
North Tide Capital
Shellback Capital
Standard General

New York
New York
New York
New York

NY
NY
NY
NY

1.20
1.20
1.14
1.13

*
-

-4.00%
0.00%
7.99%
-13.08%

9.09%
N/A
4.13%
-13.08%

Boston
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
Stamford
Dallas
Naples
Rio de
Janeiro
New York
Houston
San
Francisco
New York
New York
New York
Boston
Boston
New York

MA
NY
NY
NY
NY
NY
CT
TX
FL
Brazil

1.13
1.13
1.12
1.10
1.10
1.10
1.08
1.06
1.05
1.05

*
*
*
-

7.36%
-15.19%
-30.00%
-15.38%
N/A
-15.63%
-10.64%
-6.11%
2.94%
-83.11%

2.85%
-19.43%
-55.20%
-45.00%
N/A
N/A
-25.35%
-10.29%
5.22%
-85.75%

NY
TX
CA

1.04
1.02
1.00

-

-20.00%
-12.52%
0.00%

-36.55%
-42.28%
-9.09%

NY
NY
NY
MA
MA
NY

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

*
**
-

-9.09%
11.48%
-9.09%
N/A
-33.33%
-0.92%

-16.67%
52.67%
-16.67%
N/A
-28.57%
0.00%

* as of June 30
** estimate
[1] Assets include both those of J.P. Morgan Asset Management and Highbridge Capital Management. J.P. Morgan
has stopped reporting separate AUM figures for the two vehicles, which they did in the past.
[2] Firmwide investment capital includes equity (or members' capital), plus any accrued performance allocation (or
manager allocation), any deferred expenses and all managed accounts.
[3] Assets include several opportunistic funds that are closed to new capital and have fixed terminal dates.
[4] Does not include hybrid private equity fund assets, some of which Fortress considers to be hedge funds.
[5] Information estimated as of June 30, 2016. Assets include private equity-like funds and excludes approximately
$2.87 billion of assets in other Avenue funds, including, but not limited to, fund of funds, mutual funds, collateralized
loan obligation funds and a special purpose acquisition company.
[6] Assets exclude a private equity hybrid strategy which retains some hedge fund characteristics.
[7] All figures are estimated and unaudited. Assets include unfunded commitments of $155 million.
[8] Assets exclude approximately $890 million in long-only drawdown funds which invest in parallel with Trian's hedge
funds, as well as approximately $630 million in callable commitments which refers to the portion of subscriptions to
Trian Partners Co-Investment Opportunities Fund, L.P. that is not currently invested.
[9] Assets include special purpose vehicles as well as a managed account. Assets do not include certain funds raised
but not closed and other managed funds, private-equity-format, real estate and lending funds.
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[10] Visium announced plans to liquidate its funds in June.
[11] Assets include those of Mariner as well as its associated entities excluding Tricadia Capital Management.
[12] Perry announced plans to shutter its flagship fund earlier this week.
[13]Assets include long investments in structured products which are considered to be alternative investment
products. Excludes REIT products.
[14] Assets include long investments in structured products which are considered to be alternative investment
products by III Associates.
[15] ZAIS's Total AUM related to vehicles with a hedge fund style fee is approximately $1.39 billion as of June 30,
2016. Please note for the purposes of this calculation, "hedge fund style fee structures" are vehicles in which ZAIS is
entitled to receive a base management fee and an annual performance fee (sometimes over a high water mark or
agreed upon annual threshold).
[16] Firm formerly known as Overland Advisors.

Load-Date: October 17, 2016
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Market Milestones as the Bull Market Turns 10
By JAMES CHEN | Updated Oct 16, 2019

The longest-running bull market in history celebrated its 10-year anniversary on Sat., March 9,
2019. It all started from the post-crisis low of March 9, 2009. The S&P 500's (SPX) closing price on
that fateful day in early 2009 was precisely 676.53. [1] As of the market close on Wed., Oct. 9,

2019, the S&P 500 settled at 2,919.40. [2] That represents around a 330% rise in a 10-year period.
Not bad for a large-cap stock index.
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price drop
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KEY TAKEAWAYS

The current bull market that started in March 2009 is the longest bull market in history.
It’s topped the bull market of the 1990s that lasted 113 months.
However, the current bull market, which has seen the S&P 500 rise 330% in its 10+
years, is still second to the 90s bull run, which returned 417%.

The chart below displays some of the most salient market, economic, and political events that
have helped to move the S&P 500 in one direction or another during this remarkable decadelong run.
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The 2009-2019 bull run topped the nearly 10-year bull run of the 1990s. The bull run that started
in Oct. 1990 lasted 113 months, while the 2009 bull run is going on 127 months. [3] Only one
other bull market has lasted longer than seven years, and it was the post-World War II run that
started in 1949.

In terms of returns, the 2009 bull market has the longest streak but it remains in second in terms
of the best return. The 2009 bull market has generated a 330% return since the March 2009 low.
[1]

The bull market of the 1990s saw the S&P 500 post a 417% return over its nearly nine and a

half years. [3]

Meanwhile, the bull market following the Great Depression is close behind our current bull
market. The Great Depression bull market started in June 1932, lasting 57 months, with the S&P
500 posting a 325% gain over that time. [4]

Major Moves of This Bull Market

Some of the biggest and scariest drops during this recent bull market have been attributed
simply to surging investor fear. This includes the 2011 anxieties over the spread of the European
sovereign debt crisis. [5] It also includes the most recent market plummet in the fourth quarter
of 2018. Much of this massive drop was caused by fears of a global economic slowdown, a U.S.China trade war, and rising U.S. interest rates. [6]

Other market drops were triggered by freakish circumstances, including the 2010 'flash crash'

and the 'Volmageddon' volatility eruption in early 2018. [7] [8] Also of note on this chart, the UK's
Brexit referendum in mid-2016 (in which a majority of the UK public voted to leave the EU) [9]
registered only as a relatively limited and short-lived blip in the U.S. markets. Finally, when the
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Federal Reserve began to raise interest rates in earnest around the end of 2016 into 2017, the
stock market took it in stride and continued to rise sharply. [10]

What's Next for the Bull Market

The big question now, of course, is whether this 10-year rally will continue. Bull markets end
with recessions, and while we've seen many bumps on the road to where we are now, the stock
market has managed to recover (at least eventually) each and every time. There will always be
serious risk factors and fears that pervade markets.
Late in 2018 was a rather severe example of this. But we don't believe this bull market, though
it's been exceptionally long, has run its course just yet. Many economists still see growth in the
economy and aren’t expecting a recession anytime soon. Unemployment continues to fall and
the recent corporate tax rate cuts can help keep spending elevated.
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Related Terms
Bear Market Definition

A bear market occurs when prices in the market fall by 20% or more. more

Bull Market Definition

A bull market is a financial market of a group of securities in which prices are rising or are expected to
rise. more

Business Cycle

The business cycle depicts the increase and decrease in production output of goods and services in an
economy. more

What Was the Great Depression?

The Great Depression was a devastating and prolonged economic recession that had several contributing
factors. The Depression, beginning October 29, 1929, followed the crash of the U.S. stock market and
would not abate until the end of World War II. more

Crash

A crash is a sudden and significant decline in the value of a market. A crash is most often associated with
an inflated stock market. more
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Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA)

The Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA) is a popular stock market index that tracks 30 U.S. blue-chip
stocks. more
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WEST FACE LONG TERM OPPORTUNITIES FUNDS
2017 Q1 INVESTOR LETTER
Dear Investor,
During 012017, the West Face Long Term Opportunities Funds (the "Funds") were down 3.5% gross* in
the General Portfolio and down 1.6% net total* for a Day One investor.
Over the same period, the S&P/TSX Composite Total Return Index was up 2.4%, the S&P 500 Total
Return Index was up 6.1%, while the Scotiabank Canadian Hedge Fund Indices were up 1.8% on an equal
weighted basis and 1.2% on an asset weighted basis.
OVERVIEW
Persistently low interest rates — 17 years and counting, not including a brief spell of sobriety in
2006/2007 — and a historically low VIX belied increasingly anxious investor sentiment in 012017. The
full spectrum of fixed income investments, from investment grade debt through junk bonds, continues
to offer historically low yields. Equity markets, with occasional setbacks, continue to reflect investor
enthusiasm. Yet two notable VIX spikes have occurred since the end of 012017, reminding us once
more that while surface waters appear calm, the undercurrents suggest something different. How and
when markets reprice rising geopolitical risk is unpredictable.
Against this backdrop, West Face continues to focus on investments with company specific drivers of
value that we believe can be proactively surfaced.
Market forces did not determine outcomes for some of our most successful investments (e.g., WIND
Mobile). Outcomes for these investments were primarily the result of changes in corporate structure,
capital structure and corporate strategy that we had identified and encouraged or implemented. Nor
were market forces entirely to blame for our recent missteps. While our underperforming investments
have occasionally reflected exogenous factors (such as downtrends in energy prices for PHI, Inc. (PHI)
and Gran Tierra Energy Inc. (GTE)), we have occasionally experienced outcomes for some of our
investments that only partially met our forecasts.
While Q1 2017 performance lagged our expectations, April reversed course and provided a positive
contribution to performance — momentum that we hope to carry through the balance of 2017. Our
negative attribution to date in 2017 was due to unexpected outcomes in Entravision, Air Methods, and a
downdraft in the PHI share price, which cumulatively pulled the general portfolio down by 7.5%.
POSITION DETAILS
Air Methods
As we described in our 2016 year end letter, we had initiated a short position in Air Methods
Corporation (AIRM) in late 2016. We had strong concerns regarding both the pattern of aggressive price
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increases that supports the AIRM business model and the collectability and impairment of their
accounts receivable. Clearly, our concerns were not shared by American Securities, a private equity
firm, that agreed to purchase AIRM for $43 per share. Covering our short position contributed a
negative return of 2.2% for our Q1 2017 general portfolio results.
PHI
We remain very comfortable with this investment and are confident that PHI management will belatedly
address their operating cost structure. The AIRM transaction highlights the value of the Air Medical
division of PHI. Given both the less aggressive business model with a higher percentage of hospital work
(rather than the ad hoc "community" model favored by AIRM) and the far more conservative accounting
practices of PHI in revenue recognition, as well as receivables collection, we believe that PHI's air
medical business should be worth between $525 and $600 million. The current enterprise value of PHI
(excluding capitalized leases) is $500 million today. We would also note that while the PHI oil and gas
business is not producing any EBITDA today, it produced well over $110 million of EBITDA in 2014.
OTHER COMMENTS
We have been monetizing many legacy positions and currently have temporarily higher cash balances
than usual, with several evolving files competing for deployment. We are carefully weighing our timing
and entry prices, while assembling a concentrated portfolio of high conviction "new vintage"
investments.
To that end we have added two new names in the portfolio. The first is an event-driven equity position
in Hudson Technologies, a niche U.S refrigerant wholesaler, reclaimer, and equipment services business,
which we believe is well positioned to profit from the phase out of R-22 refrigerants. We will provide
details of the other larger investment (in a company operating in the industrial sector) in a future
investor letter once the investment acquisition has been completed.

WIND LITIGATION UPDATE
Catalyst's appeal of the August 2016 court decision that dismissed its lawsuit in its entirety is now
scheduled for a hearing in late September. A motion to dismiss the second WIND-related claim from
late May 2016 is also scheduled for a hearing in mid-August. We continue to believe that neither the
appeal nor Catalyst's other litigation will ultimately be successful, especially in light of the serious
findings of credibility made by the court against Catalyst CEO Glassman and the other two Catalyst
principals. Additional information is available at www.catalystlitigation.com.
West Face is continuing to assess the WIND designated investment, including options for distributing the
remaining undistributed sale proceeds in appropriate circumstances.
Yours truly,

Greg Boland and the West Face team
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* The performance data identified as "gross" and "net" represents weighted average returns across the Funds
(defined below), and is not an estimate of a specific investor's actual performance, which may be materially different
from these fund-level performance results due to numerous factors. All performance results (including gross returns)
are presented net of management fees (generally 2%), brokerage commissions, administrative expenses, and include
the reinvestment of all dividends, interest and capital gains. "Gross" returns are presented before a.profit allocation
of 20% (if applicable). "Net" returns are presented net of a profit allocation of 20% (if applicable). A "Day One
investor" represents an (possibly hypothetical) investor who invested at inception and remained invested through
to the current reporting period. A Day One investor's returns are based on actual fund returns reflecting the above
assumptions. The "net total" return is presented for an investor who invested in Class A/Series 2007 on October 1,
2007 ("Day One") who would have received a maximum allocation of Designated Investments of 20%. Performance
results of an investor who invested in Class B/Series 2010 may be the same or similar to Class A/Series 2007
performance results, assuming a maximum allocation of Designated Investments of 20%.
Effective July 1, 2016, changes were made to performance reporting to distinguish the general portfolio from the
Designated Investments ("DI"). West Face believes this format provides a more meaningful presentation of
performance and better reflects how the portfolio is managed.
This investor letter presents information regarding the West Face Long Term Opportunities Limited Partnership (the
"Canadian Fund"), the West Face Long Term Opportunities (USA) Limited Partnership (the "US Fund") and the West
Face Long Term Opportunities Master Fund LP. (the "Cayman Fund", and together with the Canadian Fund and the
US Fund, the "Funds"). The West Face Long Term Opportunities Fund Ltd. invests in the Cayman Fund, and the Funds
together invest in the West Face Long Term Opportunities Global Master Fund LP. West Face Capital Inc. ("West
Face") is the investment adviser to each of the Funds.
Performance data from the S&P/TSX Composite Total Return Index ("TSX"), the S&P 500 Total Return Index ("S&P
500") and the Scotiabank Hedge Fund Indices were used for reference purposes in evaluating our returns. These
may not be the most appropriate benchmarks for comparison. Among other limitations, the assets comprising each
of the referenced benchmarks may be denominated in different currencies from the Funds. Although the financial
statements of the funds are audited, performance results are not audited.
The investor letter does not contain a complete description of any of the Funds or the risks associated with an
investment in any of the Fund and is subject to and qualified in its entirety by reference to the offering materials for
each of the Funds (each, an "OM"). Potential investors in any of the Funds should obtain and carefully review the
OM of the relevant Fund in order to fully understand all of the important considerations regarding an investment in
that Fund, including important information concerning structure of the Fund and the risks, conflicts of interest and
expenses associated with an investment in the Fund. Any person subscribing for interests in a Fund must be qualified
to invest in the Fund, be able to bear the risks involved and must meet the Fund's suitability requirements.
Investment in the Funds may not be suitable for certain investors.
An investment in any of the Funds involves a high degree of risk. Investment techniques used by each of the Funds
may include the use of leverage and derivative instruments such as futures, options and short sales, which amplify
the possibilities for both profits and losses and may add volatility to the performance of a Fund. Additionally, the
payment of a performance based fee to the investment manager may create an incentive for the investment
manager to cause a Fund to make riskier or more speculative investments than the investment manager would in
the absence of such incentive.
The information contained in this investor letter reflects the opinions and projections of West Face as of the date of
publication of this letter. Those opinions and projections are subject to change without notice at any time
subsequent to the date of publication and West Face does not represent that any opinion or projection will be
realized or updated. Certain information in this letter constitutes "forward-looking statements". Due to various
risks and uncertainties, actual events or results or the actual performance of a Fund may differ materially from those
reflected or contemplated in such forward-looking statements. Past performance is not necessarily indicative of
future results.
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Positions referenced in this letter do not represent all the positions held, purchased, or sold by the Funds, and the
information in this letter may represent only a small percentage of the aggregate activity of the Funds. "Designated
Investments" (DI) positions are positions which not all investors may be invested in. No assurance can be given that
the investment objectives of any Fund will be achieved and the performance of none of the Funds is guaranteed.
The Funds may have an economic interest in the price movement of the securities discussed in this letter, but the
economic interests of each of the Funds is subject to change without notice. While the information presented in this
letter is believed to be reliable, no representation or warranty is made by any of the Funds or by West Face
concerning the accuracy of any data presented.
The returns of a DI can have a material positive or negative impact on the overall return of an investor. An investor
will only participate in the return from a DI if: (1) the investor invested in a class of interests or shares that
participates in Dls, (2) the investor previously made the appropriate election to participate in DIs, and (3) the investor
had capacity for additional Dls at the time the relevant investment was classified as a DI.
All information provided is for informational purposes only and should not be construed as investment advice or a
recommendation to purchase or sell any specific security, or as an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy
interests in any of the Funds, or any other fund managed by West Face. Such an offer to sell or solicitation of an
offer to buy interests may only be made pursuant to an OM and definitive subscription documents between a fund
and an investor. This investor letter is not intended to constitute legal, tax or accounting advice or investment
recommendations. Prior to making any investment decision, you should consult with your own advisers and
determine the economic risks and merits, as well as the legal, tax and accounting consequences, of such an
investment decision, all without reliance upon West Face, the Fund or any of their affiliates.
West Face is not presently registered with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission as an investment adviser.
None of the Funds is, or is expected to be, a U.S. registered investment company, and none of the interests in any
of the Fund has been, or is expected to be, registered under the U.S. Securities Act of 1933, as amended.
From time to time, principals of West Face may be members of the board of directors of reporting issuers in which
one or more of the Funds is invested. As of the date of this letter, no principal of West Face holds a directorship
position in such an issuer.
All amounts are in US dollars, unless specifically identified as Canadian dollars.
This investor letter is confidential and is intended for use by the designated recipient only. The letter may not be
redistributed without the express written consent of West Face Capital Inc.
This information has been presented as of the dates reflected and may become stale.
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BENCHMARKS -

THROUGH MARCH 31, 2017

2007 •
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
YTD 2017
Cumulative from inception
One Year Cumulative Return
Three Year Cumulative Return
Five Year Cumulative Return

West Face Long
Term Opportunities
Funds
-1.5%
-33.9%
54.1%
27.6%
-1.1%
8.5%
6.8%
2.3%
-4.9%
9.1%
-1.6%

S&P/TSX Composite
Total Return Index

S&P 500

53.4%

-1.3%
-33.0%
35.1%
17.6%
-8.7%
7.2%
13.0%
10.6%
-8.3%
21.1%
2.4%
46.0%

-3.3%
-37.0%
26.5%
15.1%
2.1%
16.0%
32.4%
13.7%
1.4%
12.0%
6.1%
90.2%

4.8%
1.5%
12.8%

18.6%
18.5%
45.8%

17.2%
34.4%
86.7%

West Face Long
Term Opportunities
Funds
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
YTD 2017
Cumulative from inception
One Year Cumulative Return
Three Year Cumulative Return
Five Year Cumulative Return

- 1 5%
-33.9%
54.1%
27.6%
-1.1%
8.5%
6.8%
2.3%
-4.9%
9.1%
-1.6%
53.4%

Dow Jones Credit Suisse
Long / Short Equity
Hedge Fund Index
Hedge Fund Index
2.4%
2.4%
-19.1%
-19.8%
18.6%
19.5%
10.9%
9.3%
-2.5%
-7.3%
7.7%
8.2%
17.7%
5.5%
3.6%
-3.4%
3.5%

9.7%
4.1%
-0.7%
1.2%
2.1%

Event Driven Distressed
Hedge Fund Index
0.2%
-20.5%
20.9%
10.3%
4.2%
11.8%
16.0%
2.5%
-5.3%
6.4%
2.2%

31.9%

38.3%

34.2%

39.3%

10.4%
-2.5%
21.8%

3.9%
7.5%
29.8%

5.7%
5.9%
21.4%

10.9%
2.5%
29.3%

Event Driven Hedge
Fund Index
1.5%
-17.7%
20.4%
12.6%
-9.1%
10.6%
15.5%
1.6%
-6.3%
2.7%
2.7%

HFRX
Event Driven MultiStrategy Index
4.7%
-29.1%
27.1%
4.5%
-4.9%
5.7%
8.2%
3.2%
4.3%
7.4%
2.4%
27.3%

4.8%
1.5%
12.8%

13.5%
16.5%
32.1%

Event Driven
Activist Index
2.5%
-30.8%
44.2%
15.0%
-16.9%
9.3%
19.2%
8.5%
0.2%
9.1%
3.0%

Equity Hedge Index

Aggregate Index

Event Driven Index

-1.3%
-25.5%
13.1%
8.9%
-19.1%
4.8%
11.1%
1.4%
-2.3%
0.1%
2.7%

1.8%
-17.1%
13.3%
7.5%
4.1%
5.4%
8.3%
1.2%
0.3%
4.8%
2.1%

-2.2%
-22.1%
16.6%
2.0%
-4.9%
6.0%
13.9%
-4.1%

-13.0%

22.3%

6.1%

55.8%

7.5%
7.6%
19.9%

15.8%
-0.7%
16.4%

11.2%
19.9%
43.9%

5.9%
0.6%
14.1%

-6.9%
11.1%
3.0%

Beginning October 1, 2007

The performance data presented represents the weighted average return on an investment made at inception in the Canadian Fund, the US Fund and the Cayman Fund. The performance results assume a
20% maximum allocation for Designated Investments (as described in the offering documents for each Fund). All performance results are presented net of management fees of 2%, brokerage commissions,
administrative expenses, profit allocation of 20% (if applicable) and include the reinvestment of all dividends, interest and capital gains. The performance data presented represents fund level returns of a
Day One Investor, and is not an estimate of a specific investor's actual performance, which may be materially different from such fund-level performance due to numerous factors. All performance returns
have not been audited or independently verified, although the underlying financial statements for each Fund have been audited except for 2017.
Performance data from: the S&P/TSX Composite Total Return Index; the S&P 500; the Dow Jones Credit Suisse Event Driven Hedge Fund Index; the HFRX Event Driven Multi-Strategy Index; the Dow Jones
Credit Suisse Long/Short Equity Index; the HFRX Equity Hedge Index; the Dow Jones Credit Suisse Hedge Fund Index; the HFRX Aggregate Index; the Dow Jones Credit Suisse Event Driven Distressed Hedge
Fund Index; the HFRX Event Driven Index; and the HFRX Activist Index were used for reference purposes in evaluating our returns. These may not be the most appropriate benchmarks for comparison. Past
performance is not necessarily indicative offuture results. The data providedhere is for informational purposes only andis not an offer to sell, or a solicitation of an offer to purchase, any securities, including
any shares or interests in any fund managed by West Face.
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PERFORMANCE - DAY ONE INVESTOR NET TOTAL RETURN
Jan
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017

-1.37%
11.86%
3.70%
2.47%
4.49%
2.71%
-3.02%
-3.88%
-0.60%
-2.45%

Jan
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017

-1.20%
9.28°h
2.97%
2.14%
4.62%
2.80%
-3.24%
-3.67%
-0.93%
-2.56%

Jan
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017

-1.18%
10.36%
2.84%
2.17%
4.20%
2.82%
-3.22%
-3.67%
-0.93%
-2.57%

Feb
2.18%
-5.07%
0.89%
2.96%
0.69%
1.21%
3.87%
2.75%
1.04%
0.27%

Feb
1.95%
-2.64%
0.26%
3.74%
1.22%
0.99%
3.76%
2.68%
1.59%
0.33%

Feb

West Face Long Term Opportunities Limited Partnership (Canadian Domiciled & CAD Denominated)
Oct
Aug
Sep
Jul
Jun
May
Mar
Apr
0.17%
-18.15%
-13.79%
3.79%
-8.30%
2.41%
-5.60%
-2.39%
2.34%
6.33%
7.18%
7.35%
4.91%
4.21%
7.53%
-1.95%
3.71%
3.82%
3.49%
2.18%
-1.18%
8.91%
1.79%
-5.10%
3.70%
-6.53%
4.63%
-2.32%
-1.48%
-4.93%
2.35%
-0.95%
3.32%
-1.23%
0.99%
2.90%
-120%
-5.24%
1.21%
0.09%
1.97%
0.83%
0.10%
0.49%
0.23%
1.00%
-0.73%
-1.58%
0.81%
2.77%
-2.01%
-125%
0.59%
2.00%
109%
0.88%
2.56%
-10.23%
5.08%
-5.30%
-2.44%
2.74%
-1.14%
-1.38%
-2.80%
-1.79%
2.25%
109%
0.36%
151%
-2.15%
1.69%
3.06%

Nov

Dec

Year

-3.39%
-9.79%
0.91%
1.21%
-0.87%
-0.93%

1.38%
-1.11%
4.63%
4.05%
-0.70%
3.09%
-1.11%
-2.41%
16.25%
1.55%

-189%
-41.69%
63.98%
30.39%
-2.674
6.67%
6.48%
3.03%
-109%

2.42%
-182%
2.02%
0.05%

West Face Long Term Opportunities USA) Limited Partnership (U.S. Domiciled and USD Denominated)
Oct
Aug
Sep
Jul
Jun
Apr
May
Mar
0.27%
-11.35%
-10.55%
3.68%
-4.61%
-8.15%
2.31%
2.09%
-2.05%
5.27%
6.32%
3.21%
4.96%
1.82%
6.63%
2.79%
-0.47%
3.27%
3.76%
1.90%
9.00%
-143%
-4.05%
1.62%
3.25%
3.62%
-1.33%
-4.50%
-5.21%
-2.38%
-1.03%
3.88%
2.32%
2.07%
0.55%
2.47%
-2.83%
1.92%
0.69%

0.51%
1.71%
1.05%
2.42%
3.77%

-5.43%
-0.40%
0.77%
•1.17%
-2.31%

0.81%
0.23%
1.92%
-1.59%
0.38%

-0.74%
0.87%
-1.25%
-5.32%
1.56%

3.32%
-0.15%
0.52%
-2.45%
2.37%

1.30%
0.38%
-1.92%
-10.45%
1.02%

-0.69%
1.70%
2.79%
4.88%
-1.79%

-1.90%
-0.89%

0.27%
3.64%
0.91%
0.95%
3.84%
2.67%
1.56%
0.33%

1.52%
3.17%
1.87%
0.58%
2.48%
-2.94%
1.89%
0.68%

Nov

Dec

Year

-3.04%

1.40%
-0.34%

-142%

-5.78%
1.52%
0.53%
-0.19%
-1.06%
2.57%
-186%
2.04%
-0.02%

3.05%
3.83%
-1.49%
3.72%
-1.01%
-2.40%
11.78%
1.58%

-30.30%
49.90%
27.27h

-oar/.
9.66%
6.94%
2.36%
-5.28%
9.36%
-1.57%

West Face Long Term Opportunities Master Fund LP. (Cayman Domiciled and USD Denominated)
Oct
Sep
Aug
Jun
Jul
Apr
May
Mar

1.84%
-3.19%

8.22%

-143%

0.77%

2.30%
2.08%
3.38%
2.40%
0.49%
-1.69%
1.03%
2.46%
3.81%

2.11%
7.74%
-3.93%
-1.07%
-5.00%
-0.45%
0.78%
-1.20%
-2.35%

-4.23%
3.23%
-1.48%
-2.42%
0.92%
0.24%
1.96%
-1.60%
0.34%

-8.01%
3.64%
8.65%
-1.23%
-0.88%
0.87%
-128%
-5.29%
1.55%

3.74%
5.17%
2.14%
-4.47%
3.10%
-0.11%
0.50%
-2.47%
2.37%

-12.11%
5.81%
3.62%
-5.53%
0.95%
0.43%
-1.93%
-10.30%
1.00%

0.26%
-13.95%
6.12%
3.34%
3.78%
-0.84%
1.51%
2.68%
4.85%
-1.8CPA

Nov

Dec

Year

-2.94%
-6.80%
1.43%
0.54%
-0.21%

1.39%
-0.76%
3.83%

-1.33%
-34.07%
54.23%
27.01%
-0.84%

-0.94%
2.51%
-1.88%
1.97%
-0.02%

3.78%
-0.54%
3.40%
-1.06%
-2.49%
11.57%
1.57%

8.1256
6.69%
2.18%
-5.47%
9.17%
-1.59%

The performance data presented represents the return on an investment made at inception in the Canadian Fund the US Fund and the Cayman Fund. The performance results assume a 20% maximum
allocation for Designated Investments (as described in the offering documents for each Fund). All performance results are presented net of management fees 012%, brokerage commissions, administrative
expenses, profit allocation of 20% (if applicable) and include the reinvestment of all dividends, interest and capital gains. Interests were first issued in the Funds on October 1, 2007, at which point only Class
A shares (in the Cayman Fund), Series 2007 interests (in the US Fund) and Class A interests (in the Canadian Fund) existed. As such, performance data shown are for Class A shares and Series 2007
interests. Class 8 shares (in the Cayman Fund), Series 2010 interests (in the US Funds) and Class 13 interests (in the Canadian Fund) were first offered November 1, 2010.
All performance returns have not been audited or independently verified, although the underlying financial statements for each Fund have been audited except for 2017.
Past performance is not necessarily indicative offuture results. The data provided here is for informational purposes only and is not an offer to sell, or a solicitation of an offer to purchase, any securities,
including any shares or interests in any fund managed by West Face.
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THIS IS EXHIBIT 68
TO THE AFFIDAVIT OF
JAMES A. RILEY
SWORN BEFORE ME THIS
5th DAY OF DECEMBER, 2019

A commissioner for taking affidavits

THIS IS EXHIBIT 69
TO THE AFFIDAVIT OF
JAMES A. RILEY
SWORN BEFORE ME THIS
5th DAY OF DECEMBER, 2019

A commissioner for taking affidavits

BMOGetadviceDirect
personalized
investment
online.
A
smarter advice
way to
invest.
FUNDS NEWS
SEPTEMBER 27, 2016 / 12:20 PM / 3 YEARS AGO

UPDATE 1-Canada's West Face looking to raise $1.5 billion source

(Adds details on fund, West Face)
TORONTO, Sept 27 (Reuters) - Canadian money manager West Face Capital is looking to
raise $1.5 billion for a new private equity fund, according to a person familiar with the
situation on Tuesday.

ADVERTISEMENT

The Toronto-based hedge fund is targeting both U.S. and Canadian investors with the new
fund, the source said on condition of anonymity as the matter is not public.

ADVERTISEMENT

West Face has taken stakes in companies such as Maple Leaf Foods Inc and SNC-Lavalin
Group Inc and pushed for changes.
West Face Capital has been pushing SNC-Lavalin to sell its stake in Ontario’s 407 toll highway,
sources told Reuters in June. (Reporting by John Tilak; Editing by Paul Simao and Richard
Chang)
Our Standards: The Thomson Reuters Trust Principles.

MORE FROM REUTERS
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Catalyst v West Face et al.
Greg Boland on 12/9/2020
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1
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2

ONTARIO
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3
4
5
6

B E T W E E N:
THE CATALYST CAPITAL GROUP INC. and CALLIDUS
CAPITAL CORPORATION
Plaintiff

7

- and -

8

WEST FACE CAPITAL INC., GREGORY BOLAND,
M5V ADVISORS INC. c.o.b. ANSON GROUP CANADA,
ADMIRALTY ADVISORS LLC, FRIGATE VENTURES LP,
ANSON INVESTMENTS LP, ANSON CAPITAL LP,
ANSON INVESTMENTS MASTER FUND LP, AIMF GP,
ANSON CATALYST MASTER FUND LP, ACF GP, MOEZ KASSAM,
ADAM SPEARS, SUNNY PURI, CLARITYSPRING INC.,
NATHAN ANDERSON, BRUCE LANGSTAFF, ROB COPELAND,
KEVIN BAUMANN, JEFFREY MCFARLANE, DARRYL LEVITT,
RICHARD MOLYNEUX, GERALD DUHAMEL, GEORGE WESLEY
VOORHEIS, BRUCE LIVESEY and JOHN DOES #4-10
Defendants

9
10
11
12
13
14

A N D

B E T W E E N:

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

WEST FACE CAPITAL INC. and GREGORY BOLAND
Plaintiffs by Counterclaim
- and THE CATALYST CAPITAL GROUP INC., CALLIDUS CAPITAL
CORPORATION, NEWTON GLASSMAN, GABRIEL DE ALBA,
JAMES RILEY, VIRGINIA JAMIESON, EMMANUEL
ROSEN, B.C. STRATEGY LTD. d/b/a BLACK CUBE,
B.C. STRATEGY UK LTD. d/b/a BLACK CUBE
and INVOP LTD. d/b/a PSY GROUP
Defendants to the Counterclaim
---------- This is the transcript of the
Cross-Examination of GREGORY BOLAND, on his
affidavits sworn November 8, 2019, May 29, 2020 and
August 21, 2020 respectively, taken via Zoom
Videoconferencing with all participants attending
remotely, on the 9th day of December, 2020.
-------neesonsreporting.com
416.413.7755

Catalyst v West Face et al.
Greg Boland on 12/9/2020

1

Portfolio II"; do you see that?

2
3
4

14

A.

Sorry.

Can you scroll back up,

Q.

Maybe I should -- pardon me, Greg.

please?
31

5

You might blow it up.

6

of a certain age here, and I don't imagine that he

7

can read that.

8

A.

9

MR. THOMSON:

10
11

I mean, Matthew, we are all

Yes, I see that.

I see it now.

I was able to read it.

BY MR. CALLAGHAN:
32

Q.

Mr. Boland, if you don't get -- if

12

we ask any questions -- we are not trying to hide

13

something, so if you can't see it, let me know,

14

would you, please.

15
16
17
18

33

A.

Yes, and I did.

Q.

That is fair enough.

So what is a

High Conviction Construction Portfolio II?
A.

So this was -- when we were

19

marketing our new fund, we, as asset managers, tend

20

to do -- we decided to focus on our highest

21

returning strategies.

22

a very -- I call it a multi-strategy portfolio

23

manager, and certain of our strategies perform very

24

well and certain of them perform less well.

25

So historically we have been

And so in and around our tenth
neesonsreporting.com
416.413.7755

Catalyst v West Face et al.
Greg Boland on 12/9/2020

15

1

anniversary, we decided that it would be best

2

suited to do the things on a go-forward basis that

3

we did most successfully, and so pursuant to SEC

4

guidelines, we produced the track record that was

5

pertinent to the go-forward strategy that we were

6

marketing as part of the new fund as opposed to the

7

consolidated portfolio record that we were not

8

marketing.

9

And so this is the subset of

10

investments that we had done historically that

11

would map to the new strategy.

12

by the SEC to market your track record in a fashion

13

that is coherent with the product that you are

14

marketing, and the product that we were marketing

15

were our highest returning strategies pursuant to

16

certain sub-strategies we had done historically.

17

34

Q.

So you are required

So if I take that section there

18

under the "High Conviction Constructed Portfolio

19

II" and I go up four, you will see "Globalive Wind

20

(Equity)"; do you see that?

21
22

35

A.

Correct.

Q.

And it has the initial investment

23

date of September 2014, right, which is when you

24

were successful on that bid, right?

25

A.

I see that.
neesonsreporting.com
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ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE
COMMERCIAL LIST
B E T W E E N:
THE CATALYST CAPITAL GROUP INC. and CALLIDUS CAPITAL CORPORATION
Plaintiffs
and
WEST FACE CAPITAL INC., GREGORY BOLAND, M5V ADVISORS INC. C.O.B. ANSON GROUP
CANADA, ADMIRALTY ADVISORS LLC, FRIGATE VENTURES LP, ANSON INVESTMENTS LP, ANSON
CAPITAL LP, ANSON INVESTMENTS MASTER FUND LP, AIMF GP, ANSON CATALYST MASTER FUND
LP, ACF GP, MOEZ KASSAM, ADAM SPEARS, SUNNY PURI, CLARITYSPRING INC., NATHAN
ANDERSON, BRUCE LANGSTAFF, ROB COPELAND, KEVIN BAUMANN, JEFFREY MCFARLANE,
DARRYL LEVITT, RICHARD MOLYNEUX, GERALD DUHAMEL, GEORGE WESLEY VOORHEIS, BRUCE
LIVESEY and JOHN DOES #4-10
Defendants
and
CANACCORD GENUITY CORP.
Third Party
A N D B E T W E E N:
WEST FACE CAPITAL INC. and GREGORY BOLAND
Plaintiffs by Counterclaim

-2-

and
THE CATALYST CAPITAL GROUP INC., CALLIDUS CAPITAL CORPORATION, NEWTON GLASSMAN,
GABRIEL DE ALBA, JAMES RILEY, VIRGINIA JAMIESON, EMMANUEL ROSEN, B.C. STRATEGY LTD.
D/B/A BLACK CUBE, B.C. STRATEGY UK LTD. D/B/A BLACK CUBE and INVOP LTD. D/B/A PSY GROUP
Defendants to the Counterclaim
A N D B E T W E E N:
BRUCE LANGSTAFF
Plaintiff by Counterclaim
and
THE CATALYST CAPITAL GROUP INC. and CALLIDUS CAPITAL CORPORATION
Defendants to the Counterclaim
UNDERTAKINGS, QUESTIONS TAKEN UNDER ADVISEMENT, AND REFUSALS
given at the Cross-Examination of Greg Boland held December 9 and 10, 2020
(cross-examination by counsel to the Catalyst Parties)

- 17 Boland. To date the Catalyst Parties have
refused to make such production.
30.

303 to
305

814 and 815

UT

To advise who on behalf of West
Face signed the common Interest
and Confidentiality Agreement
referred to in
WFC032571/WFC032573 in
West Face’s Schedule B Listing
(Tab 145)

Mr. Panet signed this agreement on behalf of
West Face.

31.

305 to
307

816 and 817

UA

To provide the facts contained in
any chronology, outline, recital of
the history, or overall detailed
factual summary of events
prepared by West Face or Davies
has prepared

West Face and Mr. Boland have and will
continue to answer proper questions
concerning specific facts and to produce all
relevant documents.
They have no obligation to prepare and provide
to the Catalyst Parties a detailed factual
chronology, outline, or summary of facts or
events.
In any event, any such chronologies would be
privileged.

32.

308

819

UA

To advise of the SEC policy that
required West Face to present its
“track record” in the manner set
out in the West Face Long Term
Opportunities Fund Portfolio
Track Record Document October
1, 2007 - December 31, 2017
(Tab 1) as referenced by Mr.
Boland at Q. 33 of his crossexamination on December 9,
2020.

In asking this question, Mr. Moore
mischaracterized Mr. Boland’s evidence from
the day before.
As Mr. Boland explained to Mr. Moore during
his cross-examination, he did not and was not
referring to a “specific SEC policy” that required
West Face to present its track record in the
manner or form set out in the West Face Long
Term Opportunities Fund Portfolio Track
Record Document October 1, 2007 - December
31, 2017.
It is more accurate to simply state that West
Face presented its track record in a manner
that, to the best of its knowledge, was not

- 18 prohibited or prescribed by, and therefore
complied with, all applicable SEC laws,
regulations, policies, guidelines, etc.
33.

310

824

UA

To advise if West Face has
received any complaints from
any of its LPs about anything
related to this litigation.

None of Mr. Boland, Mr. Panet, nor Stephen
Miller, West Face’s Chief Compliance Officer,
are aware of West Face having received or
been the subject of any formal complaint by
any of its LPs about anything related to this
litigation.
This question is otherwise refused on the basis
of irrelevance and disproportionality to the
issues in the Anti-SLAPP Motions. Answering
this question more fully would require West
Face to engage in a fishing expedition of all of
its communications from LPs over a more than
six-year time period (i.e., since Catalyst first
launched the Moyse Action against West Face
in June 2014).
If West Face is required to make such
production, West Face will demand reciprocal
production from the Catalyst Parties of all
complaints from any of their respective
investors, in connection with the upcoming
examination of Mr. Glassman.

34.

35.

310

315 and
316

827

841

UA

UA

To advise whose handwriting is
at the top of the page of the
version of Catalyst’s March
Investor Letter that West Face
and Mr. Boland produced as
WF001268.

West Face and Mr. Boland do not know whose
handwriting is on the top of the version of the
March Investor Letter that West Face produced
as WF001268.

To make specific inquiries and
determine if Mr. Griffin and Mr.
Dea had any discussion with Mr.

Mr. Griffin and Mr. Dea have confirmed that
they had no discussions with Mr. Brimm about

The handwriting does not belong to anyone at
West Face or Davies.
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Defendants
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14

A N D
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15
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18
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22
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24
25

WEST FACE CAPITAL INC. and GREGORY BOLAND
Plaintiffs by Counterclaim
- and THE CATALYST CAPITAL GROUP INC., CALLIDUS CAPITAL
CORPORATION, NEWTON GLASSMAN, GABRIEL DE ALBA,
JAMES RILEY, VIRGINIA JAMIESON, EMMANUEL
ROSEN, B.C. STRATEGY LTD. d/b/a BLACK CUBE,
B.C. STRATEGY UK LTD. d/b/a BLACK CUBE
and INVOP LTD. d/b/a PSY GROUP
Defendants to the Counterclaim
---------- This is Continued Cross-Examination of JAMES
RILEY, on his affidavits sworn December 5, 2019,
May 29, 2020 and August 20, 2020 respectively,
taken via Zoom Videoconferencing with all
participants attending remotely, on the 22nd day of
April, 2021.
-------neesonsreporting.com
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Catalyst v West Face et al.
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1

1013

2863

Q.

Mr. Riley, the interview with

2

Mr. Levy was done at the end of August of 2017;

3

correct?

4

A.

That is -- I don't remember the

5

exact date, but I think that is probably when it

6

occurred.

7

2864

Q.

It was before these email -- these

8

text exchanges that I just read to you in October

9

of 2017, certainly?

10
11

Yes.

Q.

Putting aside the language about

2865

A.

12

what the dogs leave on the lawn, you, Catalyst,

13

never disclosed to its investors that there were

14

serious credibility concerns about Vincent Hanna;

15

i.e., Danny Guy?

16

A.

First of all, I don't think we

17

ever -- I want to try -- and maybe I'm -- I

18

apologize if I'm not being articulate enough.

19

this time frame, we were trying to obtain as much

20

information as we could from any source that we

21

could.

22

me distinguish.

23

than Snowdy.

24

weren't sure exactly what he was telling you was

25

always the truth or whether he was skewing it, and

In

Although we didn't find Hanna/ -- well, let
I found Danny Guy more credible

The problem with Snowdy was you

neesonsreporting.com
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1014

1

that is why we insisted on documentary or oral

2

proof.

3

And if you go back, you'll see the

4

theme that Newton is playing through is show us,

5

you know, in a sense, tangible proof.

6

2866

Q.

Mr. Riley, I am not asking you

7

whether you had any evidence to support your case.

8

That is not my question.

9

carefully to the question I'm asking you.

10

Please listen very

We have looked through pages upon pages

11

of Mr. Glassman excoriating Danny Guy about the

12

credibility of Mr. Snowdy and, by association,

13

Mr. Guy.

14

Mr. Glassman or not, you agree with me that we have

15

seen that correspondence; correct?

16

Putting aside whether you agree with

A.

Yes.

And I think that Newton was

17

trying to get Danny Guy to come up with tangible

18

proof.

19

2867

Q.

And, Mr. Riley, you would also

20

agree with me that Catalyst never disclosed to its

21

investors that the source of the information cited

22

in the first investor letter of August 14th was

23

considered to have serious credibility problems by

24

Newton Glassman, the Chairman of Catalyst Capital?

25

You never disclosed that to your investors?
neesonsreporting.com
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77 King Street West, Suite 2020
Toronto, Ontario M5K 1A1
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1
2

I N D E X
WITNESS:

NEWTON GLASSMAN

3
4

PAGES
CROSS-EXAMINATION BY THOMSON............. 7 - 271

5
6

**The following list of undertakings, advisements

7

and refusals is meant as a guide only for the

8

assistance of counsel and no other purpose**

9

INDEX OF UNDERTAKINGS

10

The questions/requests undertaken are noted by U/T

11

and appear on the following pages:

12

17:17, 38:15, 43:18, 50:18, 52:12, 56:11, 59:22,

13

69:20, 70:11, 71:5, 73:23, 75:13, 84:13, 113:14,

14

118:17, 120:9, 122:2, 202:4, 204:18, 215:8, 215:21,

15

227:13

11:25, 13:13,

16
17

INDEX OF ADVISEMENTS

18

The questions/requests taken under advisement are

19

noted by U/A and appear on the following pages:

20

18:10, 19:12, 52:21, 77:2, 85:12, 92:18, 191:5,

21

191:17, 193:11, 220:9

22
23

INDEX OF REFUSALS

24

The questions/requests refused are noted by R/F and

25

appear on the following pages:

195:9
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INDEX OF EXHIBITS

2
3

NO.

DESCRIPTION

PAGE/LINE NO.

4
5
6

1

Electronic brief of documents for the
cross-examination of Newton Glassman..... 7:16

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
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7

-- Upon commencing at 10:10 a.m.

2
3

NEWTON GLASSMAN; AFFIRMED.

4

CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR. THOMSON:

5

Q.

Good morning, Mr. Glassman.

6

A.

Good morning, Mr. Thomson.

7

MR. THOMSON:

8

1

So, David, just before we

start with the exam, just two preliminary matters.

9

Number one, as we discussed off the

10

record, let's start by marking my cross-examination

11

brief as Exhibit 1, and with the understanding that

12

we will extract from the cross-examination brief

13

documents that are not referred to as part of the

14

examination.

15

MR. MOORE:

16

EXHIBIT NO. 1:

17

documents for the cross-examination of

18

Newton Glassman.

19

MR. THOMSON:

20
21

Yes, that is fine.
Electronic brief of

Thank you.

And then

finally -MR. MOORE:

Will you file that as one

22

document, as like one omnibus brief, or as

23

individual exhibits?

24
25

MR. THOMSON:

My intention is one

omnibus brief rather than marking individual
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1

exhibits, David.

2

MR. MOORE:

3

I think that makes sense.

I agree with that.

4
5

8

BY MR. THOMSON:
2

Q.

Okay.

And then finally,

6

Mr. Glassman, one ground rule that David and I have

7

agreed to at the start of this process, which is

8

that although this is technically not a

9

cross-examination on an affidavit for trial, we

10

have agreed that you will not communicate with

11

others concerning your evidence from now until the

12

time your examination has been completed at the end

13

of the day tomorrow.

14

MR. MOORE:

15

right.

That's right.

That is the usual practice.

That's
That is fine.

16

[Court Reporter intervenes for

17

clarification.]

18

BY MR. THOMSON:

19

3

Q.

Mr. Glassman, let me start by

20

honing in on April of 2017, and then we'll move

21

forward quickly into the events that are a little

22

more pertinent.

23

Am I right that in early April of 2017,

24

Catalyst held a joint annual meeting for investors

25

in Funds III, IV and IV-PP?
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1

A.

I know that we held a 2016 annual

2

general meeting in 2017.

3

date.

4

4

Q.

I am not sure of the

All right.

So let's start with

5

our first adventure, which is a foray into the

6

documents.

7

to pull up - I'm just going to refer to tab numbers

8

if I may - my tab 10, and you will see,

9

Mr. Glassman, what Tanya has pulled up on screen is

I'm going to ask Tanya, our law clerk,

10

a document entitled "2016 Annual Meeting, the

11

Catalyst Funds III and IV/IV-PP Joint Annual

12

Meeting", presented by The Catalyst Group, and you

13

will see the date is in the top, right-hand corner?

14
15

5

16
17

6

A.

I see that.

Q.

Which is Tuesday, April 4, 2017?

A.

Yes, sir.

Q.

And I took it from this that this

18

meeting was in fact held on April 4th of 2017; fair

19

enough?

20
21

7

A.

I assume so.

Q.

And look at the next page, please,

22

page 2.

23

page.

24

the offices of Fasken Martineau Dumoulin.

25

assuming the meeting was held then at the offices

You'll see the heading at the top of the
So Tuesday April 4, 2017, at 1:30 p.m. at
I'm
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1

of Faskens in Toronto?

2
3

10

8

A.

It appears so, yeah.

Q.

And just so we have it by way of

4

the background, Mr. Levin, Jon Levin, is a senior

5

partner of the Faskens law firm?

6
7

9

A.

I assume so.

Q.

All right.

And by April 2017, he

8

had acted in a number of matters as corporate

9

counsel for Catalyst; correct?

10
11

10

A.

I think so.

Q.

Okay.

And if we look at page 5 of

12

the document you will see that the Introductory

13

Comments are, first, that:

14

"This presentation focuses

15

exclusively on matters related to

16

Funds III, IV, and IV-PP."

17

And then below that:

18

"This AGM format is new for

19

Catalyst and is in part the result

20

of requests by investors to shorten

21

our AGM process:"

22

And then the last bullet on the page:

23

"[...] it is our goal to

24

provide investors as granular

25

information as possible, and
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1

specifically such regarding explicit

2

and implicit risk in the Funds they

3

own."

4

I take it all of that was accurate at

5

the time of the meeting in April of 2017?

6
7

11

A.

I hope so.

Q.

And then if we look at page 13,

8

there is a reference to "Litigation Claims", and it

9

goes on to say:

10

"Have 'contingent assets' of

11

PanAm claim (Fund III only) and WIND

12

(1/3 Fund III and 2/3 Fund IV."

13

Of course, I don't care about PanAm.

I

14

do care about the WIND litigation.

15

the allocation of that litigation in terms of

16

possible beneficial results from the litigation was

17

divided between Fund III and Fund IV?

18

A.

19
20

Am I right that

I would have to go back and check

or have our finance department check.
12

Q.

All right.

Will you do that,

21

please, and confirm my understanding from this

22

document that the allegation was one-third of the

23

benefit allocated to Fund III and two thirds of the

24

benefit allocated to Fund IV?

25

U/T

A.

We can check for you.
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1

13

12

Q.

2

Thank you.

It goes on to say:

"Wind litigation in particular

3

is extremely material."

4

And the document then goes on to create

5

a bit of financial analysis about the litigation.

6

But just so we have it for our record,

7

as of April of 2017, the WIND litigation consisted,

8

as I understand it, of two different pieces of

9

litigation.

10

correct?

11
12

One was the so-called Moyse action;

14

A.

I think so.

Q.

And the second was a case that

13

David and I have come to call the VimpelCom action,

14

an action against VimpelCom, West Face, and others

15

commenced shortly before the start of trial in the

16

Moyse case; correct?

17
18

15

A.

I think so.

Q.

And by the time of this meeting in

19

early April of 2017 - I'm sure you'll confirm this

20

quite easily - the Moyse action had been dismissed

21

by Justice Newbould following a trial in the

22

Commercial List in Toronto?

23

MR. MOORE:

24

BY MR. THOMSON:

25

16

Q.

Okay.

That's right.

As of April 2017,
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1

Catalyst's appeal from the decision of Justice

2

Newbould was pending before the Ontario Court of

3

Appeal but had not yet been argued; fair enough?

4

MR. MOORE:

5

BY MR. THOMSON:

6

17

Q.

That's right.

And then finally, motions had been

7

brought by West Face and other Defendants in the

8

VimpelCom action to stay or dismiss that action on

9

the grounds of abuse of process, issue estoppel,

10

cause of action estoppel, but the decision of

11

Justice Hainey on those motions had not yet been

12

rendered?

13

U/T

14

motions.

15

had been all instituted by April of 2017, I don't

16

recall, but we can let you know if we take any

17

issue with the premise in your question.

18
19

MR. MOORE:

There were a number of

Whether they were all brought by -- or

BY MR. THOMSON:
18

Q.

Thank you, David.

20

Now, let me take you to page 28 of the

21

document, and see if Tanya can maybe expand that a

22

little bit in size so you can read that easily, but

23

you'll see this is a page entitled:

24
25

"2016 Review:
a) Financial Review.
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1

(2) Position Review - Cumulative

2

Fund Investment Returns",

3

and so on.

4

The part that I'm interested in is

5

about the fifth entry from the bottom of the page

6

entitled "Wind Litigation Claim".

7

line?

There it is.

8
9

19

Do you see that

Just beside the cursor.

A.

I do.

Q.

And as I read the chart, there is

10

a heading -- if you read the horizontal columns, it

11

is about four or so from the right, "Total Value".

12

If you then look at the horizontal line "Wind

13

Litigation Claim", this appears to be attributing a

14

value to the WIND litigation of $148.9 million as

15

of the date of this chart.

16

referable to Fund III; is that how you read this?

17

A.

18

I see that.

19

litigation.

20

20

21

I also see a footnote beside the WIND

Q.

A.

23

25

I can't see which fund it is, but

Do you see the top left-hand

corner of the page "Fund III in US$?

22

24

And I believe this is

Yes, you are correct, but I also

see a footnote beside the "Wind Litigation Claim".
21

Q.

Which is referable to what?

A.

I don't know, a footnote.

It must
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2

15

have some commentary beside it.
22

Q.

3

MR. MOORE:

4

BY MR. THOMSON:
23

7
8
9

And there is also a

footnote --

5
6

All right.

Q.

You are referring to footnote 18?

A.

I can't see it because my eyesight

is not good enough.
24

10

Q.
bit.

Okay.

So blow that up a little

You will see it is footnote 18?

11

A.

12

MR. MOORE:

Yes.
There is also, just to --

13

there is a footnote generally applicable to the

14

column "Unrealized Value".

15

footnote 6.

16

to this or not, but there is potentially two

17

footnotes that might apply.

18

BY MR. THOMSON:

19

25

I think that is

I don't know if that has any relevance

Q.

Let me just show Mr. Glassman

20

footnote 18, which is the one that he was

21

referring to, and ask you to turn, please, to page

22

51.

23

maybe it is just me a bit.

24

and Newton and so on are showing up so they are

25

blocking out footnote 18.

Scroll down, please.

Scroll down.

No, sorry,

The pictures of Davie

Tanya, can you scroll it
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1

up.

2

it is.

3

16

Just show me footnote 18 on the page.

There

So footnote 18 says:

4

"The 'Unrealized Value' for the

5

Wind Litigation Claim is based on

6

damages in the Wind Litigation."

7

Do you see that?

8

A.

I do.

Q.

Footnote 6.

9

26

And what is footnote 4?

10

MR. MOORE:

11

BY MR. THOMSON:

12

27

Q.

13

No, footnote 6.

Footnote 6 says:
"The 'Unrealized Value' is

14

based on audited valuations in

15

accordance with the Catalyst Funds'

16

valuation criteria or policies as

17

described in footnotes 8 - 19."

18

And it goes on to talk about how you

19

calculate actual realized returns.

20

against that backdrop, now take you back to -- we

21

have already looked at page 28.

22

And page 29 is now the same chart but for Fund IV

23

and Fund IV-PP in U.S. dollars; do you see that in

24

the top, left-hand side of the page?

25

A.

So let me,

Look at page 29.

Yes, sir.
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1

28

17

Q.

And if you look at the same line,

2

"Wind Litigation Claim", under the same heading

3

"Total Value", the value attributed to the claim

4

appears to be $297.9 million?

5
6

29

A.

Yes.

Q.

And so the total estimated value

7

associated with the WIND-related litigation, at

8

least as of April 4, 2017, was roughly -- I just

9

added them up on my calculator, roughly 446 or $447

10

million U.S.?

11

A.

That sounds like your addition is

12

correct.

13

the presentation at same time.

14

30

I would have to read the commentary and

Q.

All right.

I'm not going to take

15

the time now, but if you have any difficulty with

16

that proposition, you'll let me know?

17

U/T

18
19

MR. MOORE:

Yes, we will.

BY MR. THOMSON:
31

Q.

Thank you.

Am I right that there

20

was no updated or different estimates of value

21

associated with the WIND litigation provided by

22

Catalyst to investors in Funds III and IV prior to

23

September of 2017?

24
25

32

A.

I don't know.

Q.

All right.

None that you are
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aware of --

2
3

18

33

4

A.

We would have to check.

Q.

I'm sorry --

A.

We would have to check the

5

quarterly reports, and we would have to check our

6

other correspondence.

7

34

Q.

All right.

Can you please just

8

check and let me know whether I am right, and I am

9

not --

10

U/A

11

advisement, Kent.

12

disagreeing with that, I just want to be mindful of

13

what the logistics might entail, but I hear you.

14

MR. MOORE:

I'll take that under

Not that I am necessarily

MR. THOMSON:

And, David, I'm not

15

trying to create work for anyone here.

16

aware of any other estimate.

17

another estimate, don't worry about it.

18

is, just tell me what the other estimate was and

19

when it was issued?

20

MR. MOORE:

I'm not

So if there is not
If there

No, I understand.

It is

21

just that, you know, an estimate consists of a

22

number, but there may be other communications that

23

will be germane to the context, that's all.

24

again, I'm not saying --

25

THE DEPONENT:

Sorry.

So,

Sorry to
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19

1

interrupt.

2

the last two lines, in order to make sure that

3

people could evaluate it, both tables have

4

calculations with and without the litigation

5

claims.

6
7

If you also look at the last line --

BY MR. THOMSON:
35

Q.

Understood.

All I'm interested in

8

is if there was a different estimate of value of

9

those claims before September of 2017, just let me

10

know what the additional or different estimate was

11

and when it was issued?

12

U/A

13

position.

14

MR. MOORE:

MR. THOMSON:

I understand.

15

Yes.

Thank you very

much.

16

MR. MOORE:

17

BY MR. THOMSON:

18

You have my

36

Q.

We'll let you know.

Let me turn to a different

19

subject, and that is Danny Guy and Vincent Hanna.

20

Am I correct, Mr. Glassman, that on August 11 of

21

2017, you received an email from someone who

22

identified himself as Vincent Hanna?

23
24
25

37

A.

On or about August 11th.

Q.

Okay.

Let's turn it up to make

this easy for you, please, and I would ask Tanya to
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20

1

pull up my tab 23.

2

cross-examination brief, you will find an email

3

from someone who described himself as Vincent

4

Hanna, August 11 of 2017, to you, entitled "Attacks

5

on Callidus"; do you see that?

6
7

38

So at tab 23 of my

A.

I do see that.

Q.

And am I right that prior to

8

receiving this email on August 11 you had had no

9

contact with anyone that was named Vincent Hanna or

10

called themselves Vincent Hanna?

11
12

39

A.

Not to the best of my memory.

Q.

And to your knowledge, am I right

13

that no one else at Catalyst, including Mr. Riley

14

or Mr. de Alba, had had contact with someone who

15

held themselves out to be Vincent Hanna?

16
17

40

A.

Not to the best of my knowledge.

Q.

There was, of course, no

18

supporting evidence and documents attached to this

19

email?

20

correct?

21
22

41

This is what you received on the 11th;

A.

I think that is correct.

Q.

And am I right that shortly after

23

you received this email, you and others at Catalyst

24

Googled his name?

25

Vincent Hanna in an effort to figure out who this

In other words, Googled the name
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1

person was?

2
3

21

42

A.

I did not.

Q.

Right.

Mr. Riley has testified

4

that he did, and also said that when he Googled the

5

name, he discovered that Vincent Hanna was the name

6

of a fictional character played by Al Pacino in a

7

movie called Heat.

8

that information on to you?

9
10

43

Did he, "he" Mr. Riley, relay

A.

I believe he did.

Q.

All right.

The following day on

11

April 12th of 2017, you responded to this email.

12

Let me show you your response, which is at tab 24.

13

MR. MOORE:

14

I think you mean August

12th.

15

MR. THOMSON:

16

Yes.

What

did I say?

17

MR. MOORE:

18

BY MR. THOMSON:

19

I'm sorry.

44

Q.

April.

I apologize.

Thank you, David.

20

It is August 12th.

21

the screen a series of emails that were exchanged

22

around this time of the 12th, 13th, 14th.

23

I'm interested in is on the second page of the tab,

24

and it is your email of August 12th at 22:26; do

25

you see that where you say:

And Tanya has pulled up now on

The one
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1

"Mr. Hanna.

Thanks so much for

2

the below.

3

information as possible and anything

4

u may know or have in your

5

possession would be deeply

6

appreciated.

7

of us.

8

So that is an email you sent to this

9

person who described himself as Vincent Hanna on

10

Thank U for thinking

Hope all is well."

August 12th?

11
12

Indeed, as much

45

A.

Yes.

Q.

And when you were asking him for

13

as much information as possible, anything that he

14

might have in his possession, what you were really

15

looking for, am I right, was documentation or

16

information that would corroborate the allegations

17

he had made in the first email of August 11th?

18

A.

19
20

I was look for any and all

information that he had pertaining to his email.
46

Q.

All right.

Can we agree on this,

21

that you are asking for backup documentation and

22

information because you knew that it would be

23

irresponsible to rely upon this sort of allegation

24

in an email --

25

A.

That is not -neesonsreporting.com
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47

2
3

48

4

23

Q.

-- in an email --

A.

That is not --

Q.

Let me finish --

MR. MOORE:

5

One at a time, one at a

time.

6

THE DEPONENT:

7

BY MR. THOMSON:

8

49

9

Q.
Sorry.

Sorry.

Let me just finish my question.

And it is a bit hard because we are on

10

Zoom, so I'm not faulting you at all.

11

finish my question.

12

Let me

You were asking for backup

13

documentation and information because you knew that

14

it would be irresponsible to rely upon this sort of

15

allegation in an email from someone you had never

16

heard of and never met, to then rely upon those

17

allegations in turn in making serious allegations

18

of wrongdoing against third parties; is that fair

19

to say?

20
21
22

50

A.

That is not correct.

We were --

Q.

You were --

A.

We were asking for backup

23

information because there were elements of the

24

email that no one publicly could possibly know as

25

well as some other experiences that no one, I don't
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1

think -- I know for one piece for sure nobody could

2

possibly know, and for others I didn't think

3

anybody could possibly know.

4

the confirmatory elements so that we could figure

5

out whether in fact other evidence we had was being

6

further substantiated.

7

And I was looking for

So, for example, in his email, if you

8

scroll back to it, he refers to Russian hackers.

9

It had not been publicly known - in fact, I don't

10

think anybody outside of our firm knew - that we

11

had been hacked in July in a very serious way and

12

subject to ransomware with Cyrillic writing in it.

13

It was also probably not publicly known

14

that we had been having other issues related to, if

15

I remember correctly -- and I don't remember the

16

timing exactly, but right around that time, we were

17

experiencing other difficulties that related

18

possibly to his reference to private investigators.

19

And we had already been the subject of social media

20

attacks, and we had already become the subject of,

21

right before this, The Wall Street Journal article,

22

which we knew was factually not correct.

23

And we had already been approached by a

24

number of other conventional media sources all

25

asking similar questions that clearly had been
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25

orchestrated.

2

So we were looking for whatever

3

information we could in order to confirm what we

4

already had, some of which was alluded to in that

5

email.

6

51

Q.

All right.

Let's go back to his

7

email.

8

you scroll down to the last page, page 3.

9

Mr. Glassman, in fairness to you, just take a

Go back -- it is in the same tab, Tanya, if
And,

10

moment and read the email and show me what you are

11

referring to when you say he was alleging you were

12

the victim of Russian hackers.

13

A.

14

Well, we can do it sentence by

15

sentence.

[Witness reviews document.]

The first sentence told us that we were:

16

"[...] targeted by a group of

17

funds in Canada and abroad whose

18

sole goal is to bring down your

19

public vehicle Callidus and you

20

personally."

21

We already had experiences where that

22

was occurring.

23

group.

24

already knew that there was a group attacking us.

25

We had already been approached.

We already knew that there was a

We didn't know who the group was, but we

We had been
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1

attacked in social media.

2

already with The Wall Street Journal false fraud

3

article.

4

sources with similar questions that were factually

5

not correct.

6

orchestrated.

7
8

We had been attacked

We had been approached by other media

It was obvious it was being

And -52

9

Q.

Okay.

Is the sentence you are

referring to -- just to make this simple, is the

10

sentence you are referring to, it is about two or

11

three down from that:

12

"The 'cabal' does have private

13

investigators following you and most

14

likely have Russian hackers

15

attacking your office [...]"

16

A.

17

sentence.

No, I'm doing it sentence by

So the first sentence says:

18

"This letter is to inform you

19

that you have been targeted by a

20

group of funds in Canada and abroad

21

whose sole goal is to bring down

22

your public vehicle [...]"

23

That is the first part, and I had

24
25

answered that already.
53

Q.

All right.
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27

A.

2

The second sentence which is:
"They are acting in concert to

3

short your stock and to spread false

4

rumors in the market place mostly

5

through Bruce Langstaff [...]"

6

We already knew there were false

7

rumours in the marketplace.

8

social media, and we knew most of it was factually

9

incorrect.

We were monitoring

And we had just had a false fraud

10

article in The Wall Street Journal.

11

if it is through Bruce Langstaff at the time, which

12

turns out to be correct, but we knew that there was

13

somebody coordinating it on the street.

14

The third line:

15

We didn't know

"The Wall Street Journal is a

16

prime example of this coordinated

17

effort."

18

Well, obviously we had experienced that

19
20
21

article two days before.
The next sentence:
"The 'cabal' does have private

22

investigators following you and most

23

likely have Russian hackers

24

attacking your office emails and

25

servers/cloud."
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Well, yes, I am referring to the fact

2

that we had discovered - I think it is two, not one

3

at that time - hacks at both Callidus and Catalyst

4

with Cyrillic writing in it that nobody knew.

5

had never publicly disclosed it.

6

We

In terms of private investigators, we

7

knew then or we knew after that -- I can't remember

8

the exact time, but we knew people were dumpster

9

diving.

I know for a fact after that other issues

10

occurred, including breaking into our security

11

system and generator at my house.

12

The comment:

13

"The RCMP and FBI are aware of

14

this 'cabal' from a criminal

15

investigation but that doesn't help

16

you in the short term."

17

Was obviously an important question to

18

us.

19

I can't remember if it is technically called IMET

20

or JSOT - earlier in August, and we knew just by

21

their body language that they were aware of that.

22

Nobody knew that we had met with them.

23

internal-only discussion we had sent, I think, Jim

24

Riley.

25

54

We had already met with members of the RCMP -

Q.

That was an

I'm not sure what question you
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1

think you are answering.

2

about Russian hackers.

3
4

I was asking specifically
That was my question.

Well, and --

Q.

And the sentence you referred to

55

A.

5

is the one that starts with the words "The

6

'cabal'":

7

"The 'cabal' does have private

8

investigators following you and most

9

likely have Russians hackers

10

attacking your office emails and

11

servers/cloud."

12

I just want to try to connect the dots

13

here.

14

I right that around this time you and others at

15

Callidus had retained someone named Marty Musters

16

to look into that issue?

In relation to that particular sentence, am

17

A.

Do you recall that?

Well, I'm getting a little bit

18

confused, so if you don't mind, I would ask you to

19

slow down.

20

I thought -- something to the effect of whether I

21

thought it would be irresponsible to not demand or

22

do due diligence on their comment, and my answer is

23

no, that is not really why we were asking for the

24

information.

25

that were in this, including the Russian hackers,

Your original question asked me whether

We already knew some of the things
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1

and I was trying to go through for you why we

2

already were looking for confirmatory evidence.

3

I'm not relying on --

4

56

Q.

I'm asking you a different

5

question now, which is on the Russian hacker issue,

6

which is something you mentioned in your answer.

7

And all I'm asking you -- I'm just trying to

8

connect two dots.

9

you recall that in around this time, August of

On the Russian hacker issue, do

10

2017, Catalyst had retained someone named Marty

11

Musters to look into the issue of Russian hacking

12

or hacking?

13

A.

14
15

I think Marty Musters had already

been hired in July.
57

Q.

All right.

And let me just show

16

you his report, if I may, that deals with that

17

particular issue, and I would ask Tanya to pull up

18

my tab 33 where you'll find a copy of an email from

19

Mr. Musters to Mr. Riley of August 18, 2017?

20
21
22
23
24
25

58

A.

I see that.

Q.

It's entitled "Callidus Cyber

Breach Report" where he says:
"Jim,
Please find attached my report
with respect to the incident and how
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1

it happened.

2

person that has this report."

3

And I'm not going to take the time to

You are the only

4

go through the report, but I took it from that that

5

Mr. Musters had given the report to Mr. Riley.

6

Riley had not conveyed this report to third

7

parties.

8

understanding?

9

A.

10

Is that consistent with your

My understanding is that if that

is the --

11

MR. MOORE:

12

moment.

13

August 18th.

Just hold on.

Let's get the timing right.

14

MR. THOMSON:

15

MR. MOORE:

16

Just a
This is

Yes.
So that is a week after the

date of the Vincent Hanna email.

17

MR. THOMSON:

18

MR. MOORE:

19

BY MR. THOMSON:

20

Mr.

59

Q.

Agreed.
Okay.

My understanding, just from

21

reading the email, my understanding is that this

22

report was kept in confidence within Catalyst.

23

Let's start there; is that a fair assumption?

24
25

A.

My understanding -- my

understanding is multiple fold.

My understanding
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1

is that in order to have produced a report by the

2

18th, he must have been hired significantly before

3

that.

4

60

5

Q.

Right.

A.

And I just don't know the date.

I

6

have no idea without getting somebody to go look it

7

up.

8

it was reported to me in July that there was

9

Cyrillic writing in that hack, and I have to

I know the hack occurred in July.

I know that

10

believe that you are correct that that report

11

remained with Jim Riley.

12

read the full report.

13

61

Q.

I have never actually

All right.

And you would be

14

surprised if either Mr. Musters or Mr. Riley were

15

conveying information about this hack to third

16

parties, including the person who described himself

17

as Vincent Hanna; fair enough?

18
19

62

A.

I would be extremely disappointed.

Q.

All right.

Now, let me just

20

follow through on what then happens with this

21

exchange and take a look at that list.

22

So I am going to take you back now to

23

the email exchanges at my tab 24 and look at the

24

original Vincent Hanna email, and you will see that

25

the list of people that he was accusing of
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1

wrongdoing are in the middle of that page.

2

are, of course, aware that in November of 2017

3

Catalyst and Callidus ultimately did commence an

4

action alleging a Wolfpack conspiracy?

5
6

63

You

A.

Yes, I am.

Q.

And am I right that in that

7

action, the one commenced in November of 2017, no

8

claims were asserted against Roland Keiper or

9

against Clearwater Capital?

10

MR. MOORE:

11

THE DEPONENT:

12

MR. MOORE:

That's right.
That's correct.

Well, there were -- I mean,

13

there were a bunch of John Does, but those were not

14

named parties, you are right.

15
16

BY MR. THOMSON:
64

Q.

All right.

And let's use David's

17

phrase "named parties".

18

Partners were not named parties in the Wolfpack

19

action?

20
21

65

22

25

A.

That's correct.

Q.

MMCAP and its principals were not

named parties in the Wolfpack action?

23
24

Shawn Kimmel and K2

66

A.

That's correct.

Q.

Marc Cohodes was not a named party

in the Wolfpack action; correct?
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A.

2
3

I think it was our expectation

that Marc Cohodes would be one of the John Does.
67

Q.

All right, answer my question.

4

Marc Cohodes was not a named party in the Wolfpack

5

action?

6

A.

7
8

Marc Cohodes was not a

specifically named party, that's correct.
68

9

Q.

All right.

Now, am I correct that

in the period following this first email, the one

10

of August 11 of 2017, that you and others at

11

Catalyst asked repeatedly for corroborating

12

documentation and information concerning the

13

allegations made in this email; is that fair?

14
15

69

A.

That is extremely fair.

Q.

All right.

And is it fair to say

16

that when Vincent Hanna and Snowdy were slow to

17

produce the corroborating documentation and

18

information, you became increasingly skeptical

19

about the allegations made in this email?

20
21

70

A.

No, that is not correct.

Q.

All right.

Let me show you what

22

happens next and take you to August 13th, and I am

23

now on the emails at tab 24.

24

page.

25

the top of the second page where you'll find an

Scroll to the first

Actually, to put this in context, scroll to
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1

email at the top of the page on August 13th at

2

11:53 a.m. from the person who called himself

3

Vincent Hanna to you where he asked you whether you

4

would be open to a face-to-face meeting; do you see

5

that?

6
7

71

A.

I do see that.

Q.

And then your response is at the

8

bottom of the next page, the first page, the same

9

day at 6:38 p.m. where you say:

10

"We r for sure open to a 'face

11

to face'.

12

documentation or hard evidence in

13

advance of such would be most

14

helpful.

15

avail[able] in advance, I can make

16

myself avail[able] at our offices

17

tomorrow in the early afternoon.

18

u prefer a different location, so

19

long as it's public and downtown, we

20

can likely make it work.

21

course treat this confidentially and

22

meeting w[ith] me and/ jim riley

23

directly is not a problem."

24

Now, so that is an email you sent on

25

However, we think some

Assuming such is

If

We will of

August 13th at 6:38 p.m.; correct?
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36

A.

Correct.

Q.

And am I right that you didn't

3

receive an email, that you did not receive an email

4

back from this person describing himself as Vincent

5

Hanna that attached all the documentation or hard

6

evidence that he alleged he had on August 13th,

7

14th, or indeed in the next week or so; correct?

8

A.

9

evidence that I requested.

10

73

Q.

We did not receive the hard

All right.

So that then leads to

11

a meeting that takes place on August 23rd of 2017,

12

and let me take you to the notes of that meeting

13

and you will find those at my tab 37.

14

you'll find handwritten notes which we understand

15

were prepared by Naomi Lutes of a meeting, and

16

you'll see the date of the meeting in the top

17

right-hand corner of August 23, 2017; do you see

18

that?

19
20

74

And here

A.

I do.

Q.

And this is a meeting that took

21

place at a law firm in Toronto called Waddell

22

Philips, and you will see that is the second entry

23

at the top of the page?

24
25

75

A.

I do.

Q.

And you understood then or you
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1

certainly came to understand shortly thereafter

2

that John Philips of that firm was acting as the

3

lawyer for the person who described himself as

4

Vincent Hanna; correct?

5
6
7

76

9

meeting.
77

12

78

14

I'm sorry, I have a

Q.

Yes.

A.

Did you refer to this as the first

I might be wrong -Q.

No.

A.

-- but I don't think it was.

Q.

No, I didn't.

The first meeting

you attended.

15

A.

16
17

I do.

meeting, because I don't think it is the first

10

13

I do.

question.

8

11

A.

The first meeting I attended is

correct, that's right.
79

Q.

Yes.

So as I understand it, just

18

looking at the notes, you attended this meeting

19

together with Mr. Riley, Brian Greenspan and Naomi

20

Lutes?

21
22

80

A.

I believe that to be correct.

Q.

And just below your name, so this

23

is now the fourth entry at the top of the first

24

page, you'll see it says "'Vincent Hanna' on

25

phone".
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1
2

81

A.

Yes.

Q.

"Wants to maintain anonymity for

3

now".

4

who described himself as Vincent Hanna did not

5

attend the meeting in person, but rather dialled

6

in?

I took it from these notes that the person

7
8

82

9

I believe that to be correct.

Q.

And dialled in for the purposes of

maintaining his anonymity at least at that time;

10

correct?

11
12

A.

83

A.

I can't speak to his reasons.

Q.

Okay.

Am I correct that this was

13

the one meeting you attended in which Vincent Hanna

14

participated?

15

U/T

16

notes and documents, and rather than -- we can let

17

you know if the answer to that is different, Mr.

18

Thomson.

19
20

MR. MOORE:

There has been a bunch of

BY MR. THOMSON:
84

Q.

21

Thank you, David.

Mr. Glassman, sitting here today, you

22

don't recall attending an in-person meeting with

23

this person who described himself as Vincent Hanna;

24

correct?

25

A.

That's correct.
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39

Q.

And am I right that there was no

2

documentation or hard evidence provided to you in

3

advance of this meeting of August 23?

4

A.

To the best of my recollection,

5

there was no hard evidence provided ahead of the

6

meeting.

7

86

Q.

All right.

And am I also correct

8

that during the course of this meeting on August

9

23, you learned that this person who called himself

10

Vincent Hanna was working with a private

11

investigator named Derrick Snowdy?

12

A.

I don't know if that is correct.

13

We may have known or been told ahead of the meeting

14

clearly by Naomi's notes something about Derrick in

15

the margin, but I don't remember how we came to

16

know about Derrick Snowdy.

17

87

Q.

And look at page 7 of the notes,

18

if Tanya can pull that up.

19

the handwriting; it is page 13 of the production,

20

if that helps.

21

very end of that page it says "PI = Derrick

22

Snowdy"?

23
24
25

88

There we go.

Sorry, it is page 7 in

Do you see at the

A.

Yes.

Q.

And I took it from that that you

were advised during this meeting, whether or not
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1

you knew before, but you were certainly advised

2

during the meeting that this person who described

3

himself as Vincent Hanna had a private investigator

4

named Derrick Snowdy working on the matter?

5

A.

I can't speak to how or why Naomi

6

wrote it that way.

7

were informed of Derrick's engagement, Derrick

8

Snowdy's engagement, but we obviously became aware

9

of it.

10

89

Q.

I don't remember when or how we

You would accept that certainly by

11

the time of this meeting on August 23 you were

12

aware of the involvement of Derrick Snowdy?

13

A.

I would say it differently.

By no

14

later than the end of that meeting we were aware of

15

it.

16

I just don't remember when or how.

90

Q.

That is fine.

Am I right that

17

Mr. Snowdy did not participate in this meeting on

18

August 23?

19

A.

You are correct, to the best of my

20

memory, because I don't think I have ever met

21

Mr. Snowdy.

22

91

Q.

All right.

And am I also correct

23

that during the course of this meeting on August 23

24

you told the person who identified himself as

25

Vincent Hanna that at some point he would need to
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1

tell you who he was to make sure that you were on

2

the same playing field?

3

A.

That would not be correct.

I

4

believe my position was he would have to tell us

5

much sooner rather than later, and that I am not

6

going to play this game.

7

92

Q.

8

production.

9

that we are on.

10

All right.

Turn to page 13 in the

Do you have that?

It's the same note

And look at the top of the page.

So "N" in all the notes indicate that "N" is you.

11

"N - aligned with you - need to

12

go away and think.

13

- at some point you need to tell

14

me who you are so we are on the same

15

playing field."

16

A.

Yes.

Q.

And Vincent Hanna then responds:

17

93

18

"- at some point I will just

19

don't torch me."

20

And I take it that is an accurate note

21

of what happened during the course of the meeting?

22

A.

I have no idea if it is accurate

23

or the language.

24

forceful than that.

25

94

Q.

My memory is my being even more

Right.

And am I correct that
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1

during the course of this phone call you knew and

2

Ms. Lutes knew and Mr. Greenspan knew that the name

3

Vincent Hanna was a pseudonym?

4

in quotes; correct?

5
6

95

That is why it is

A.

For sure.

Q.

Now, am I correct that during this

7

call the person who identified himself as Vincent

8

Hanna told you and the others that he thought there

9

might be a taped call of a meeting involving the

10

so-called takedown of Catalyst?

11

A.

My memory is that that is one

12

of -- that is possibly one of a number of

13

conversations he said may have been taped or have

14

evidence of, if not taped.

15

96

Q.

All right.

And what I am

16

referring to is page 5 of the production or page 3

17

of the handwritten notes.

At the top of the page:

18

"V", which stands for Vincent

19

Hanna, "- need big capital to take

20

down Valiant.

21

- Russian mob.

22

The dry run for valiant was

23

Concordia."

24

And it then goes on to say:

25

"- thinks there might be a
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1

taped call of meeting involving take

2

down of Catalyst."

3

And I take it, again, that is an

4

accurate note of what this person who called

5

himself Vincent Hanna said during the course of

6

this meeting?

7

A.

8
9

I have no idea.

I just don't know

if that is accurate.
97

Q.

You have no basis to dispute the

10

accuracy of Ms. Lutes' notes three or four years

11

after the fact; fair enough?

12

A.

My memory is that it is not the

13

only piece of evidence or tape or evidence of a

14

conversation that was alluded to, so -- and I have

15

no idea.

16

have said.

17

It has been a number of years, as you

98

Q.

You asked --

18

U/T

19

think it is fair to say that so far as we know, Ms.

20

Lutes, whether it be these notes or other notes,

21

was taking down her interpretation or recollection

22

or hearing of what was being said to the best of

23

her ability.

24

in respect of any particular passage of this or any

25

other notes that we take material issue with in

MR. MOORE:

Mr. Thomson, generally I

And you know, if there is something
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term of its accuracy, we'll let you know.

2
3

BY MR. THOMSON:
99

4

Q.

Thank you, David.

That is very

helpful.

5

Mr. Glassman, am I right that you asked

6

Vincent Hanna to provide you with that tape and

7

other tapes that he had?

8
9

I assume I did.

Q.

All right.

100

A.

10

And no such tape was

ever provided to you, was it?

11

A.

Its existence was confirmed

12

numerous times to us and yet it still has not been

13

produced.

14

101

Q.

Now, let me take you back one week

15

before this meeting.

16

2017, and let me take you back to August 16 of

17

2017, one week before.

18

16th of 2017, Catalyst issued its Q2 2017 quarterly

19

letter to investors?

20

A.
actual date.

22

issued our Q2 letter.

24
25

102

Am I right that on August

I do not have in front of me the

21

23

So this is now August 23 of

I assume that we -- I know that we

Q.

I don't know when.

Let me ask Tanya to pull up,

please, my tab 26.
A.

David, you said you had to leave
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at 5 to 11:00.

2

MR. MOORE:

3

Yes, and I'm watching the

clock.

4

MR. THOMSON:

5

Just tell me, David.

Do

you want to leave now or do you want --

6

MR. MOORE:

7

point to take a break.

8

call is going to last the full half hour, but we'll

9

send an email, I guess, when we are ready to get

10

Yes, this is a convenient
And I don't know if that

back on.

11

MR. THOMSON:

12

MR. MOORE:

13

MR. THOMSON:

14

MR. MOORE:

15

-- RECESSED AT 10:55 A.M.

16

-- RESUMED AT 11:40 A.M.

17

BY MR. THOMSON:

18

103

Q.

Yes, that is fine.
All right.
Thank you.
Thank you.

So, Mr. Glassman, just before we

19

broke, I had taken you to the August 2017 investor

20

letters, and you had asked about the -- sorry, we

21

have an echo now again.

22

So let me ask you to turn to -- Tanya, turn up tab

23

26.

24
25

Which was August 16, 2017.

Now you have got to go back.
a covering email.

There it is.

There is

So you'll see,
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1

Mr. Glassman, here is a covering email from

2

"Catalyst Notifications" of August 16, 2017.

3
4

104

A.

I see it.

Q.

"Please see attached Q2 2017

5

Quarterly letter."

6

This one is, as I understand it,

7

from -- this is for Fund III.

8

So again, I am just trying to establish

9

the date, Mr. Glassman, of these Q2 quarterly

10

letters to investors, and I think you can now agree

11

the date was August 16, 2017?

12
13

105

14

A.

It appears so.

Q.

And the quarterly letters to

investors were accompanied by a letter from you?

15

MR. MOORE:

16

THE DEPONENT:

17

BY MR. THOMSON:

18

106

Q.

Do we have that?
I don't remember.

So turn to the next document in

19

the same tab.

20

to the investors in Fund III, starting with the

21

phrase:

You'll see a letter from you, again

22

"Catalyst continues to be

23

excited about the existing Canadian

24

distressed opportunity set and

25

believes all of the work undertaken
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1

on behalf of its LPs will be

2

rewarded handsomely."

3

So this is a letter over your

4

signature?

5
6

Yes.

Q.

And you will see that the second

107

A.

7

paragraph of this version of the quarterly letter

8

is blacked out.

9
10

It is redacted.
I see that.

Q.

Now, just so we have it for

108

A.

11

terminology, am I right that when we see that

12

phrase "Catalyst Fund Limited Partnership III",

13

that is sometimes known as Fund III?

14
15

Sure.

Q.

Correct?

A.

Yes.

Q.

And am I right that as of August

109

A.

16
17

110

18

2017, Catalyst was administering Funds II, III, IV,

19

and V?

20
21

Amongst others, yes.

Q.

Okay.

A.

And I don't think "administering"

111

A.

22
23

is the right word.

24

better word.

25

112

Q.

"Managing" probably is the

Managing.

Okay, let's use your
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1

word, "managing".

2

16, 2017, similar Q2 2017 quarterly letters were

3

sent to investors in Funds II, IV, and V?

4

A.

And am I right that on August

I wouldn't know if it was the

5

exact same date, but I would assume that is

6

generally in the same time period.

7

113

Q.

So look at, as an example --

8

Tanya, pull up tab 27, and you will see the same

9

covering email of August 16, 2017, and this time

10

for investors in Fund IV; correct?

11
12
13

A.

I don't see the Fund IV.

Q.

Right.

Yes, IV

and IV-PP.
114

And then if we look at my

14

tab 29, you will see the same covering email from

15

Catalyst Notifications.

16

2017, this time for investors in Fund V?

17
18

115

The date is August 16,

A.

Yes.

Q.

So the same date is my simple

19

point for these Q2 quarterly letters to investors,

20

August 16, 2017; correct?

21
22

116

A.

It appears so.

Q.

Now, we have also obtained

23

unredacted versions of the quarterly letters sent

24

to investors in Funds II and V on August 16, 2017.

25

So if we look at the Fund II letter, you'll find
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that at my tab 32.

2

[Court Reporter intervenes for

3

clarification.]

4

BY MR. THOMSON:

5

117

6

Q.

That seemed to fix the problem.

So, Mr. Glassman, here you'll find the

7

same Fund II letter, but this time the paragraph

8

that was redacted is included, and just to help

9

you, this version was attached to an affidavit that

10

Mr. Riley swore in December of 2019, and you'll see

11

that the paragraph that had been redacted from the

12

earlier versions says:

13

"As a brief update on the West

14

Face and Wind litigation, new facts

15

helpful to the case have been

16

discovered.

17

to their stand-alone behaviour but

18

also to possible interference and

19

market manipulation involving West

20

Face and others in Callidus."

21

Do you see that paragraph?

22

A.

I do.

Q.

If you look at the letter for Fund

23

118

These relate not only

24

V -- pull up, Tanya, please, tab 31.

25

that the letter -- your covering letter to

You will see
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1

investors in Fund V contains the identical

2

paragraph?

3
4

119

A.

Yes.

Q.

And am I right that the same

5

paragraph appeared in the covering letter to

6

investors in Funds III and IV?

7
8

120

9

A.

I don't know.

Q.

David, will you please provide us

with the unredacted version of the Q2 letter to

10

investors in Funds III and IV also sent August 16,

11

2017?

12

MR. MOORE:

Let me just consider that

13

position.

14

form, I assume what you are look for is

15

confirmation that the same paragraph appeared in

16

those letters?

17

Without providing it in an unredacted

MR. THOMSON:

18

U/T

19

know.

MR. MOORE:

Yes.
All right.

We'll let you

20

[Court Reporter intervenes for

21

clarification.]

22

[Discussion Off the Record to Resolve

23

Technical/Audio Issues.]

24

BY MR. THOMSON:

25

121

Q.

All right.

I guess we are ready
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1

to resume.

2

uncontroversial propositions to you, Mr. Glassman.

3

By the time these investor letters were sent on

4

August 16th of 2017, of course you had never met or

5

spoken to the person who identified himself as

6

Vincent Hanna; correct?

7
8
9

Just a couple of, I hope,

A.

We had had obviously communication

Q.

No, my question was you had never

from them.
122

10

met or spoken to the person who identified himself

11

as Vincent Hanna; correct?

12

A.

13
14

I had never met.

I don't remember

when the first meeting for anybody else was.
123

15

Q.

Am I correct that you had never

met with or spoken to --

16

A.

I had never met, that's correct.

17

Sorry, I misunderstood the question.

18

met.

19

124

I personally had never met.
Q.

Thank you.

I had never

That's correct.

Am I correct that you

20

had never met with or spoken to his private

21

investigator Derrick Snowdy by August 16, 2017?

22
23
24
25

125

A.

That is for sure correct.

Q.

By August 16 of 2017, you had not

yet determined who Vincent Hanna was; correct?
A.

Correct.
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Q.

And also by August 16 of 2017, you

2

had received no corroborating documentation or

3

evidence from the person who identified himself as

4

Vincent Hanna; correct?

5

A.

It is correct that we had not

6

received any new evidence from Vincent Hanna or

7

whoever that was, that's correct.

8

127

9

Q.

these Q2 quarterly letters addressed to investors

10

in Funds II, III, IV, and V were sent to?

11

A.

12

U/T

13
14

We can find out for you.

MR. MOORE:

We'll let you know.

BY MR. THOMSON:
128

15

Q.

Will you please do that and let me

know?

16

MR. MOORE:

17

We will.

To the best of

our ability, we'll let you know.

18
19

Can you tell me how many investors

BY MR. THOMSON:
129

Q.

And will you please also give us a

20

list of those investors?

21

U/A

22

advisement.

23

restrictions in the underlying contractual

24

documentation, but we'll consider that, and we'll

25

take that under advisement.

MR. MOORE:

We'll take that under

There may be some confidentiality
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BY MR. THOMSON:
130

Q.

Okay.

Now, let me take you back

3

one last time to Naomi Lutes' notes of this meeting

4

on August 23 of 2017 at the offices of Mr. Philips,

5

and that is at tab 37 of my documents.

6

just situating you in a moment in time to show you

7

what happened next.

8

have already taken you to.

9

And I'm

But this, again, is a note I

If you turn to page 13 of the

10

production, please, page 7 of the notes.

11

part of the top of the page I have already read to

12

you where the note says beside your name:

13

This is

"- at some point you need to

14

tell me who you are so we are on the

15

same playing field."

16

And the person who called himself

17
18

Vincent Hanna said:
"At some point I will just

19

don't torch me."

20

Shortly after this meeting - and this

21

is now in the afternoon of August 23 - you have

22

another email exchange with this person who called

23

himself Vincent Hanna.

24

tab 35 of my documents where there are a bunch of

25

emails around this time, August 23/24.

So let me then take you to

And I am
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1

interested in the email on the second page of the

2

production.

3

find an email from Vincent Hanna addressed to you

4

of August 23 at 7:19 p.m.; do you have that?

5
6

131

Toward the top of the page, you'll

A.

I do.

Q.

Where he says:

7

"Dear Mr. Glassman,

8

Would you be kind enough to

9

provide me your cell phone in

10

confidence?

11

to speak with you directly.

12

do you use WhatsApp?"

13

And then if you turn to the first page,

14

Also,

you respond the same day at 23:27, where you say:

15

"Of course.

16

416-302-6303."

I take it that is your normal cell

17

phone number?

18
19

The client would like

132

A.

It is.

Q.

And you then say:

20

"Yes, am on WhatsApp".

21

You then say:

22

"Also have another # that we

23

know for sure is ok."

24

A.

Yeah, my backup phone.

Q.

I'm sorry, I didn't hear that.

25

133
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A.

My backup phone.

Q.

Right.

phones.
134

4

One you normally use.

5

second phone?

6

A.

So you have two phones.
What is the purpose of the

In case the first phone ever

7

breaks.

8

produced to you guys already.

9

135

10

12

It has been

Q.

What is the number of the other

A.

I'm looking it up for you.

The

other number is 647-802-4154.
136

14

Q.

And was that number used to

communicate with Mr. Guy in respect of this letter?

15

A.

16
17

I can give you the number.

phone?

11

13

I have two

I don't believe so.

We have given

you the whole WhatsApp conversation.
137

Q.

Was that other number, the 647

18

number, used to communicate with anyone concerning

19

West Face, Mr. Boland, or Justice Newbould,

20

including Psy Group, Black Cube, Tanuri, Mr. Ben

21

Efraim?

22

A.

No.

No, to the best of my

23

knowledge, everything on the two phones is synced.

24

So if my email shows up, it shows up on both.

25

WhatsApp shows up, I'm told -- or at least I

If a
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1

believe, if anything is used on the other phone, it

2

shows up here.

3

a different number.

4

138

They are mirrors of each other with

Q.

It is a backup phone.

Do you know whether that phone,

5

the second number, the 647 number, has that number

6

been searched for documents that relate to the

7

matters at issue in this case?

8

A.

9
10

I know for a fact that people were

instructed to search it.
139

Q.

All right.

Do you know --

11

U/T

12

understanding is that it was indeed searched as

13

part of the protocol we went through recently, but

14

I'll verify that.

15
16

MR. MOORE:

Kent, I'll verify that.

My

I'll verify that.

BY MR. THOMSON:
140

Q.

Thank you.

Now, I'm still on

17

these emails at my tab 35, and if you look at the

18

email just above the one I took you to a moment

19

ago, you'll find one in the middle of the page of

20

August 23, 2017, at 8:10 p.m., from Vincent Hanna

21

to you; do you have that?

22
23
24
25

141

A.

I do.

Q.

Where he says:
"Thank you for the

information".
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Again, the time may matter.

2

p.m.

It is 8:10

He says:

3

"Thank you for the information.

4

If you feel comfortable, please send

5

me the alternate # as well if you

6

would like to communicate through

7

that instead.

8

avenue to communicate."

9

And then, again, just make a mental

WhatsApp is also an

10

note of that time, 8:10 p.m.

11

WhatsApp text messages, and they are at my tab 36.

12

And I believe you'll find at the top of the page

13

the first message that is sent is the same day,

14

August 23 at 8:27 p.m.

15
16

142

Now go to the

A.

I see that.

Q.

So roughly 17 minutes after the

17

email exchange we just looked at.

18

when we look at these messages, that you are in

19

green on the right and Danny Guy is in gray on the

20

left?

21
22

143

Am I right that

A.

I think so.

Q.

And am I correct that you

23

discovered either then or shortly thereafter that

24

Vincent Hanna was in fact Danny Guy?

25

A.

I think if you go down, it says
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that it is him.
144

Okay.

A.

But I don't remember exactly the

3

Q.

4

time or the day, but it would have been in this

5

general time frame.

6

145

Q.

7

Okay.

MR. MOORE:

At the top of this document

8

is where the number is referred to, Danny Guy's

9

name appears.

Whether that is the first indication

10

or it was something else around the same time, but

11

then or approximate to this, Danny Guy's name and

12

identity would have become apparent I think it is

13

fair to say.

14
15

BY MR. THOMSON:
146

Q.

That is good enough for me.

16

don't need the precise date.

17

Mr. Glassman, am I right that Danny Guy was an

18

investor who lived in Bermuda at the time?

I

19
20

Just so we have it,

That is my understanding.

Q.

And was it also your understanding

147

A.

21

that Guy had done battle for some period of time

22

with short sellers over a company called Concordia

23

Health Care?

24
25

A.

It was my understanding -- or it

is now my understanding, but I think I discovered
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1

somewhere around that time that there was an issue

2

for him.

3

Pharmaceutical, not Concordia, but I might get the

4

name of the company mixed up.

5

bunch of biopharma companies that were apparently

6

attacked.

7

148

8

Q.

Okay.

There were a whole

Were these messages

exchange over WhatsApp?

9
10

I thought it was under Nobili

149

A.

I believe so.

Q.

And are you able to tell, either

11

by looking at this or perhaps just make an inquiry,

12

as to what phone number you used to communicate on

13

WhatsApp with Mr. Guy?

14

A.

I'm virtually certain it is this

15

number, but we can make sure.

16

this phone -- or was this on phone.

17

150

18

Q.

Sorry, when you say "this number"

and "this phone", what phone are you referring to?

19
20

I know that it is on

151

A.

302-6303, my main cell phone.

Q.

All right.

If you could please

21

confirm that for me, I would appreciate it.

22

U/T

23

can.

24
25

MR. MOORE:

All right.

Assuming we

BY MR. THOMSON:
152

Q.

Yes.

Thank you.

I appreciate it.
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Now, am I right that right at the

2

beginning of this series of messages with Danny Guy

3

that he was trying to persuade you to meet with and

4

hire Snowdy as an investigator?

5
6

Can I take a moment to read it?

Q.

Yes.

153

A.

What I am looking at is --

7

it is the very first substantive text from Danny

8

Guy to you.

9

an inch from the top of the page.

10

It is on the first page.

MR. MOORE:

It is about

Mr. Glassman and

11

Mr. Thomson, my guess is that Mr. Thomson may have

12

a number of questions about this WhatsApp document,

13

which goes on for tens and tens of pages.

14

go along, Mr. Glassman, if you feel a need to stop

15

and read the texts to properly consider the

16

question, you should do so, and we'll move along as

17

best we can.

18
19

BY MR. THOMSON:
154

20

23

Q.

I'm at the text -- it is 20:31 on

A.

I see it.

Q.

Where he says:

August 23.

21
22

So as we

155

"Ok, I think you should meet

24

with the PI and hire him."

25

That was my simple question.

So that
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1

was the proposition put forward by Danny Guy at the

2

start of these messages; correct?

3
4

156

A.

I think so, yes.

Q.

And am I right that you insisted

5

along the way that the first meeting with Snowdy

6

should be private investigator to private

7

investigator?

8

A.

9
10

I don't remember.

If you want me

to read more of it, I can look in the email.
157

11

Q.

It is a --

A.

But I can't remember if the first

12

meeting that I insisted on was private investigator

13

to private investigator or if it was Snowdy to

14

counsel --

15

158

16
17

159

Q.

Look at --

A.

-- or some --

Q.

Look at the second page of the

18

production in the first green box on the page,

19

Thursday, August 24th, at 7:55, where you say:

20

"Good morning.

Lawyers r

21

requiring that it be done pi to pi."

22

I took that to mean private

23
24
25

investigator to private investigator?
A.

It appears so.

Could I read it

for a second?
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Q.

Yes.

2

A.

[Witness reviews document.]

3

Okay.

4

160
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161

Q.

Sure.

So am I right that that exchange

5

led to a meeting that took place a couple of days

6

later between Mr. Snowdy on one side and a fellow

7

named Tom Klatt on the other; do you remember that?

8

A.

9

I don't know.

I don't know,

because a couple of boxes down he talks about:

10

"I would put Jim and your

11

lawyer in that meeting u if u can."

12

162

Q.

13

happened.

14

Tom Klatt?

15
16

163

Okay.

Let me show you what

First of all, do you remember the name

A.

Yes.

Q.

So Klatt, as I understand it, is a

17

former homicide detective who was acting as a

18

private investigator for a number of people but

19

including Brian Greenspan?

20

A.

I believe that is correct, but I

21

wouldn't swear my life on it, but that is my

22

recollection.

23

164

Q.

And do you recall as well that

24

there was another gentleman named Peter Barakett

25

from a firm called Due Diligence Consulting who was
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also brought into the matter?

2
3

63

165

A.

Yes.

Q.

Okay.

And if we look at my tab

4

44, you'll find a covering memo from Jim Riley to

5

Brian Greenspan about -- asking approval to send an

6

attachment to Peter Barakett and Dan Gagnier of

7

Gagnier Communications.

8

the attachment which is behind -- in my documents,

9

behind a blue sheet of paper.

What I am interested in is

You'll find a Memo

10

to File.

11

Saturday, August 26, 2017, 10:00 a.m., Derrick

12

Snowdy:

Do you see that?

13

It is a Memo to File of

"Meet with Derrick SNOWDY and

14

Peter BARAKETT".

15

And my understanding - and I'm sure

16

David will confirm this - these are Tom Klatt's

17

notes prepared following the meeting he attended

18

with Snowdy and Peter Barakett on the morning of

19

Saturday, August 26th?

20

MR. MOORE:

That is our understanding

21

as well.

22

specifically, but I think you are accurate in that

23

summary, yes.

24
25

The witness may not remember that

BY MR. THOMSON:
166

Q.

Thank you, David.
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1

Mr. Glassman, did you receive a copy of

2

this memo shortly after it was prepared by

3

Mr. Klatt?

4
5

167

A.

I don't remember.

Q.

Okay.

Do you recall receiving a

6

debrief concerning the meeting -- forgetting the

7

memo, but a debrief concerning the meeting from

8

Mr. Klatt or Mr. Greenspan after it occurred?

9

A.

I remember getting a debrief.

10

can't remember who debriefed me.

11

thought it would have been Jim Riley or possibly

12

Brian.

I

13

168

14
15
16

I would have

Q.

Okay.

A.

But my -- I can't tell you for

sure who debriefed me.
169

Q.

Let me take you then back to the

17

text messages, which are at my tab 36, and I'm

18

interested in the third page of this production,

19

several of your messages, text messages on August

20

26th, so the day the meeting takes place, but later

21

in the day.

22

halfway down the page.

23

August 26th at 18:51.

24

down.

25

So the first one I'm interested in is
There is a text from you
Scroll down, please.

Scroll

Where you see you say:
"Got the debrief.
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1

Unfortunately my guys found the

2

[meeting] very disappointing and

3

your guy provided little to no new

4

or actionable information."

5

And he then responds and says:

6

"Ya I figured it would be

7

useless to have people with no stake

8

in the matter meet.

9

build trust with that.

Pretty hard to
My guy is at

10

risk so I don't blame him if he was

11

cautious.

12

And you then respond at 1900:

13

You need to meet him."

"No, that's simply not

14

acceptable.

15

by u.

16

involvement, it was his job to prove

17

his value.

18

will not meet with him under any

19

circumstances until/unless he proves

20

his value and credibility to our

21

team.

22

judgment and common sense to know

23

that was a critical thing to achieve

24

today.

25

him until/unless he proves himself.

He acts and was hired

If he wants protection or

He may have failed.

I

He should have had enough

My team will not let me near
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1

That's just a fact."

2

And Guy then responds:

3
4
5

"Define proves himself?"
And you say:
"Obviously as credible with

6

actionable intel.

7

on both counts.

8

thing of value he alluded to was a

9

taped conversation but said he may

He likely failed
The only possible

10

or may not have it and if he had it,

11

he wasn't sure if he could provide

12

it or even let them hear it.

13

came across allegedly very poorly

14

and completely unprofessional and

15

lacking in credibility.

16

there so have no comment, but was

17

hopeful until I heard the debrief.

18

Very/extremely beyond

19

disappointing."

20

Then you go on to say at 19:09:

He

I wasn't

21

"His background and research in

22

him did not help his cause one iota.

23

As a professional or w[ith]

24

direction from u/your team, he

25

should have known to just play it
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1

straight, be honest and as

2

forthcoming as humanly possible.

3

Bizarre in my opinion since I would

4

have thought YOU own the info/intel,

5

he works or worked for u, and would

6

therefore have been at least

7

forthright and co-operative given

8

the alignment of interests.

9

Disappointing to say the least."

10

And I take it that is a fair summary of

11

where matters stood from your perspective and the

12

perspective of your investigators as of August 26,

13

2017; fair enough?

14

A.

Not quite.

Not quite.

I think

15

the more fair assessment would be we had been

16

pushing and we continued to push for hard evidence

17

and confirmatory evidence of what we already knew,

18

and we needed and wanted whatever hard evidence he

19

or anybody else had.

20

assuming that he owned the information and paid for

21

it, to use his influence to make it forthcoming.

22

It would obviously be way better for us if we had

23

the hard evidence.

24
25

170

Q.

And I wanted Mr. Guy,

But isn't it fair to say that by

August 26th, certainly at the end of the day your
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1

guys did not trust Snowdy or anything related to

2

him one iota?

3

A.

It is fair to say that we had

4

received some information that was surprisingly

5

accurate -- or maybe not accurate, but in line with

6

other things that we knew already, and we wanted

7

more, but we wanted hard evidence, not just talk.

8

171

9

Q.

Well, look at your text to Danny

Guy at 19:14, so 7:14 p.m., on Saturday, August 26,

10

the same page that we are on about two inches from

11

the bottom of the page.

There it is:

12

"Make excuses all u want.

13

has set this relationship back

14

immensely.

15

or anything related to him one iota

16

now.

17

situation."

18

That was a fair and accurate statement

19

of where things stood on your side of the table as

20

of the end of the day on August 26; correct?

21

A.

He

My guys do not trust him

Very badly damaged the

No, I suspect it was intentionally

22

overstated in order to put pressure on Mr. Guy to

23

deliver goods.

24
25

172

Q.

Well, isn't it fair to say that

when you learned that Snowdy was involved in this
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1

matter, you had your lawyers prepare a briefing

2

note for you concerning Snowdy and his background?

3

A.

Somebody gave me research on

4

Mr. Snowdy, which is one of the reasons why I

5

wanted hard evidence and backup, not just talk.

6
7

173

Q.

So if you look at the text at the

bottom of that page, August 26th at 19:19, you say:

8

"That's simply intellectually

9

dishonest.

Your guys knows his own

10

reputation and what he has done in

11

the past.

12

on him last wk.

13

he has, I was 'expecting' a

14

professional w[ith] self awareness.

15

I was expecting honesty and

16

forthrightness."

17

And it goes on and on.

18

May we please have a copy of that

I read the briefing note
whatever 'history'

19

briefing note?

20

U/T

21

anything other than that Tom Klatt note that you

22

referred to.

23

morning of any distinct briefing note beyond that.

24

But we'll make some further inquiries.

25

MR. MOORE:

I'm not sure that there is

I'm not aware sitting here this

BY MR. THOMSON:
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174

70

Q.

Yeah, David, it can't be the Klatt

2

note because the Klatt note was sent on August

3

26th, which is the date of this exchange.

4

Glassman is referring to in the note is a briefing

5

note he read on him "last week", i.e., before

6

August 26th.

7

What Mr.

So will you make an inquiry, please,

8

and let us know if there was a briefing note that

9

dealt with Snowdy's background and, if so, please

10

produce it to us.

11

U/T

12

let you know.

MR. MOORE:

13

MR. THOMSON:

14

MR. MOORE:

We'll make inquiries and

Thank you.
I mean, I'm not saying

15

there is a note.

16

don't purport to have a hundred percent

17

instantaneous recollection of every single document

18

in this case.

19

If there is such a note upon further inquiry, we

20

can consider whether it is, you know, covered by

21

any legitimate ongoing privilege or not, and we'll

22

let you know in any case, A, is there such a note,

23

what is our position, et cetera, and we'll follow

24

up in that regard.

25

Sitting here this morning, I

I'm not -- nothing comes to mind.

BY MR. THOMSON:
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175

71

Q.

All right.

And can you let me

2

know one more thing, which is who was the briefing

3

note shared with?

4

Mr. Glassman but also with Mr. Riley?

5

U/T

MR. MOORE:

6
7

Was it shared not only with

I understand.

BY MR. THOMSON:
176

Q.

Now, am I right, Mr. Glassman,

8

that when you read that briefing note or certainly

9

were briefed about Snowdy, you learned that he had

10

been declared bankrupt back in 2009?

11

A.

I don't actually know when I

12

discovered and how I discovered that there were

13

some good things and some questionable things about

14

Mr. Snowdy.

15

177

16

Q.

point along the way he had been declared bankrupt?

17
18

But you certainly learned at some

178

A.

Yes.

Q.

Okay.

And did you also learn

19

about a case Snowdy had been involved in decided by

20

a Justice of the Ontario Superior Court, Justice

21

Thorburn, in the case called CN Rail v Holmes; do

22

you know?

23
24
25

179
up.

A.

I don't remember.

Q.

Let me just ask Tanya to pull it

So it is at my tab 37 -- sorry, 36A.

And,
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1

Mr. Glassman, without going through the detail of

2

the case, there is no point doing that, but it is a

3

case where, if you turn to paragraph 40, at the end

4

of the decision, you'll see Justice Thorburn - who

5

is now, by the way, a judge of the Court of

6

Appeal - at paragraph 40 in which she issues an

7

order restraining Snowdy from:

8

"[...] assisting any person to

9

disclose any documentary or oral

10

discovery in these proceedings or

11

the content of any such documentary

12

or oral discovery."

13

Does that refresh your recollection at

14

all as to whether this case was brought to your

15

attention at the time?

16

A.

17
18

No, this does not.

I don't

remember reading this or seeing this.
180

Q.

Okay.

If we go back to the text

19

messages at tab 36, and look at page 6 of the

20

messages.

21

your text at the top of that page at 19:22 on

22

August 26, again, where you say:

I'm interested in the last little bit of

23

"Now u are being intellectually

24

dishonest or manipulated by your

25

guy.

There r legitimate legal and
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1

structural reasons to have it done

2

pi to pi.

3

manage our teams -- including our

4

respective pi's.

5

there is no basis or way j can

6

currently [...]" -- I think you say

7

"[I] can currently imagine where

8

ibor my team."

9

say, "[I or] my team will allow me

It's your and my job to

[Please] hear me:

I think you meant to

10

or Jim to meet w[ith] your guy.

11

It's likely YOUR guy just looking

12

for a bigger paycheck.

13

reputations and previous work done

14

by the 2 guys speak for themselves.

15

Your own guy's court record etc

16

speaks for itself as well."

17

Do you know what court record you are

18

referring to?

19
20

[His]

181

A.

I do not.

Q.

Is there a way to make an inquiry

21

and let us know what you were referring to in that

22

message?

23

U/T

24

there is anything further that can be added.

25

MR. MOORE:

We'll follow up and see if

BY MR. THOMSON:
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182

74

Q.

Thank you.

And you will see the

2

same thing, Mr. Glassman, if you turn to the next

3

page, page 7.

4

MR. MOORE:

Sorry, Mr. Thomson, just

5

while we are on that topic, what was the date of

6

the Klatt memorandum again?

7

MR. THOMSON:

8

MR. MOORE:

9

MR. THOMSON:

10

August 26th.
Okay.
The same date as these

emails.

11

MR. MOORE:

12

BY MR. THOMSON:

13

183

Q.

Yes, I understand.

You'll see -- go to page 7,

14

Mr. Glassman, and you'll see a text from you in the

15

middle of the page the same day, August 26th at

16

20:13, and the part I'm interested in is right in

17

the middle of that, but you say:

18

"Acting together means he has

19

to share ALL information.

20

r moving fwd w[ith] or [without] him

21

etc.

22

Credibility and actionable

23

intelligence is all that matters.

24

need to do better research on him

25

for your own sake.

Asap.

We

Money not an issue.

U

He has been
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1

involved personally in some very

2

dubious lawsuits.

3

declared bankrupt.

4

testimony thrown out for lack of

5

credibility.

6

rcmp issue.

7

it's all publicly avail[able]."

8

And what I am interested in is what you

He has been
He has had

All unrelated to the
I read the file and

9

are referring to; what is the file; what was this

10

litigation; where has Snowdy been tossed out, and

11

so on.

12

So, David, if you can make an inquiry

13

on that front, that is what I am interested in.

14

U/T

15

We'll look at the Klatt memo and see whatever else

16

there is.

17

that Klatt memo, but in any event, I understand

18

your inquiry, and we'll make further inquiries.

19
20

MR. MOORE:

Yeah, no, I understand.

There may be some reference to this in

BY MR. THOMSON:
184

Q.

Thank you.

Now, if we

21

fast-forward to September 6th, just trying to cut

22

through this.

23

texts, and again, I'll just skip forward blocks of

24

time just to save time.

25

here now is the messages being sent September 6th

Flip forward to page 15 of these

What I am interested in
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1

of 2017, so ten days or so later.

2

text -- your text at the top of that page, so

3

September 6th at 22:42, where you say:

And you see the

4

"We believe and have real

5

reason for such that your pi may be

6

a very real problem".

7

And below that:

8

"He needs to prove his bona

9

fides or u need to force him to do

10

so.

11

no progress whatsoever does not bode

12

well".

13

I took it from this that by September 6

The fact it's taken so long and

14

of 2017, you still had not received the

15

corroborating evidence that you had been asking for

16

from the time you first engaged with Danny Guy

17

several weeks before; fair enough?

18

A.

I don't know that.

I don't know

19

if that is true.

20

what we wanted or all of what we wanted.

21

idea what we received in the intervening ten days

22

or what was disclosed in those ten days by reading

23

this text.

24
25

185

Q.

I know that we hadn't received
I have no

Will you make an inquiry and let

us know whether you had received corroborating
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1

evidence from Snowdy or Danny Guy by the time this

2

text is sent on September 6th?

3

U/A

4

advisement.

5
6

MR. MOORE:

We'll take that under

BY MR. THOMSON:
186

Q.

All right.

And that leads to a

7

meeting that takes place about six days later

8

involving Mr. Riley and others.

9

the notes of that and ask Tanya to pull up, please,

10

Let me show you

tab 69 of my documents.

11

And so here you'll see, Mr. Glassman,

12

again, handwritten notes of Naomi Lutes concerning

13

a meeting that takes place on September 12th of

14

2017, at the offices of John Philips, the lawyer

15

for Danny Guy, that Jim Riley attended with Naomi

16

Lutes and Derrick Snowdy and John Philips.

17

To make this easy for you, there is

18

also a typewritten version of the same notes, and

19

you will find those at tab 75.

20

the same date, same notes, but someone has typed

21

these up.

22

I assume Ms. Lutes may have done so.
Am I right you were not at this

23

meeting?

24
25

So you'll see it is

187

A.

I was not at that meeting.

Q.

But you did receive a report about
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the meeting from Mr. Riley; correct?

2
3

78

188

A.

Almost certainly.

Q.

And you also received a copy of

4

the handwritten notes taken by Ms. Lutes.

5

now turn back to the text at my tab 36 --

6

A.

7
8

So if we

Actually, I don't know if I

received a copy of the handwritten notes.
189

9

Q.
did.

I'm going to show you that you

Go to my tab 36, which are the text messages

10

with Danny Guy, and look at page 18.

11

particular -- and you will see that these are texts

12

now on September 12th, the same day of the meeting.

13

Look at your text in the middle of the page.

14

Scroll down a bit, please.

15

at 19:44 on September 12th.

16

A.

It is your text that is
Scroll down.

Hold on one second.

17

can you stop scrolling?

18

before it so I know the background.

19

up?

20
21

And in

Whoa, whoa,

I want to read the box
Can you scroll

Thank you.
[Witness reviews document.]

190

Q.

Just so we all have it, you are

22

looking at a text now at 19:40 on September 12,

23

which is the same day of this meeting, where you

24

say:

25

"U clearly got a very different
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1

report than I did.

2

snowdy is playing games.

3

give just an appetizer and then

4

likely looking for $$$ for the real

5

meat.

6

fuck off.

7

one last chance.

8

some tiny 'kiss' amount now.

9

info proves valuable and real--and

My guys think
Tried to

We r close to telling him to
We r going to give him
We will offer him
If

10

it's all of it---then a much larger

11

amount after he discloses such and

12

stops playing games.

13

willing to go along w such, we want

14

nothing to do w[ith] him anymore."

15

Did you actually make payments to

16

Snowdy?

17

A.

18
19

If he's not

Not to the best of my knowledge,

certainly not approved by me.
191

20

Q.

Okay.

A.

This was all a method of trying to

21

put as much pressure on Danny Guy and Snowdy to

22

give us hard evidence, not just talk.

23
24
25

192

Q.

And what I am interested in is the

next message from you at 19:44 where you say:
"I have in my hand the lawyers
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1

hand written notes and reviewed same

2

myself already."

3

I took it from that -- again, this is

4

the very same date as the meeting we just looked

5

at, September 12th.

6

you had in your hand Naomi Lutes' handwritten notes

7

concerning the meeting?

8
9

A.

I took it from your text that

Is that a fair assumption?

I think it is, but if you read the

whole thing, it says:

10

"Other stuff already moving.

11

Virtually everything he thinks he

12

told us as 'new' we either already

13

have, have under oath from others,

14

is not as valuable as he thinks, or

15

is irrelevant".

16

So, for example, I believe that a

17

number of former guarantors, including the

18

individuals from either Fortress or Esco, but I

19

think Fortress, had already been giving us material

20

that -- what they were alleging would be

21

confirmatory of.

22

So, for example, my recollection is

23

that the Fortress guys had disclosed a number of

24

parties that had been in communication and

25

conspiring, that they had disclosed it wasn't for a
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1

proper purpose.

2

involvement.

3

somebody else - and I can't remember who, it was

4

Snowdy or somebody else - had told us had happened

5

or was going to happen.

They had disclosed their

They had told us about a meeting that

6

So we were trying the best we can --

7

and you can even see it in this text, that stuff

8

that he thinks we don't know, we already know.

9

some of it we are not going to disclose to them

And

10

that we know because we want to check the veracity

11

of what Snowdy may provide.

12

193

13
14

194

15
16

Q.

Right, and --

A.

So for example --

Q.

I'm sorry.

A.

So, for example, it says -- for

I'm sorry, I didn't --

example, in the bubble, it says:

17

"For example, his alleged

18

evidence re Levitt etc we already

19

have".

20

And I think Levitt is one of the

21

parties in Fortress:

22

"---and we have more /better

23

than what he disclosed."

24

And that really meant disclosed

25

verbally.
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1

"Result is that instead of

2

proving his credibility, it makes us

3

question it more.

4

I am at a dinner.

5
6

Can not type

anymore."
195

Q.

So look at the top of the next

7

page, page 19.

8

you say at 19:46:

9

The top of page 19, very top, where

"Jim thought snowdy is full of

10

shit and falling in value."

11

A.

12

MR. MOORE:

14

Just -- that is back on

September 12th, that one, right?

15

BY MR. THOMSON:
196

17

Q.

Yes, the same day as the meeting.

A.

Can you scroll to the previous

18

bubble?

19

same conversation.

20

That is just me putting more

pressure on them to prove their bona fides.

13

16

Yes.

197

I just want to make sure that it is the

Q.

I can't tell if it is the same

21

text or not, but there is a text at 19:46 on

22

September 12th from you saying:

23

"Email was Levitt, not Lloyd.

24

We knew about it [...]"

25
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1

I'm trying to figure out if this is still the same

2

conversation or not.

3

198

Q.

Okay.

But in any event, what I am

4

interested in is the note at the top of page 19

5

where you say:

6

"Jim thought snowdy is full of

7

shit and falling in value.

8

go."

9

I take it that was a fair summary of

Gotta

10

Mr. Riley's assessment of Snowdy having met him

11

that day on September 12th?

12

A.

Probably a little bit exaggerated.

13

The bubble before I start talking about stuff that

14

we already have so that they know that they have to

15

produce more.

16

get them to divulge hard evidence so that it would

17

confirm what we have.

18

Levitt, Cohodes.

19

we wanted confirmatory hard evidence.

20

199

Q.

This was an exercise in trying to

We obviously know about

I am referring to it already.

So

Six days later on September 18th

21

of 2017, Riley meets, again, with Snowdy and with

22

Ms. Lutes, and if you turn now to my tab 95, you'll

23

find another set of Ms. Lutes' handwritten notes

24

concerning that meeting.

25

the top, right-hand corner is September 18, 2017, a

You'll see the date in
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1

meeting with Jim Riley and Derrick Snowdy at

2

Greenspan Humphrey?

3
4

200

5

Yes.

Q.

There is one part of this I want

to take you to, which is page 7.

6
7

A.

201

A.

I can't read that handwriting.

Q.

Yeah, no, it is hard to read.

8

David, do you know whether there are typewritten

9

versions of these documents?

10
11

A.

Sorry, Kent, can I ask for 30

seconds to go --

12

MR. THOMSON:

13

[DISCUSSION OFF THE RECORD.]

Yes, sure.

14

U/T

15

Mr. Thomson is asking about typewritten version of

16

these notes, and I just asked generally if --

17

because there are a bunch of notes, and so we don't

18

miss any and avoid having to repeat it every time,

19

just to send me a list of the typewritten notes --

20

or the handwritten notes that he would ask if there

21

are typewritten versions, and we'll let him know.

22

MR. MOORE:

MR. THOMSON:

I was just saying that

Yes, that is fine.

I

23

think you'll find, David, that there are probably

24

five or six sets of handwritten notes of Naomi

25

Lutes.

There is one typewritten version of one of
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1

the notes, the one on September 12th, and the rest,

2

we only have that, but we'll send you a list of

3

them.

4

MR. MOORE:

That is fine.

And that may

5

well be the only typewritten version, but we can --

6

we'll verify that one way or the other.

7

MR. THOMSON:

8

MR. MOORE:

9

BY MR. THOMSON:

10

202

Q.

Okay.
All right.

If there aren't typewritten

11

versions, can you ask Naomi Lutes if she can give

12

us a typewritten transcription of her notes?

13

U/A

14

advisement.

15

yes.

MR. MOORE:

Let me take that under

I'm not saying no, but I'm not saying

16

MR. THOMSON:

17

MR. MOORE:

18

Okay.

Understood.

I'm just going to excuse

myself for a minute as well.

I'll be right back.

19

[DISCUSSION OFF THE RECORD.]

20

BY MR. THOMSON:

21

203

Q.

So, Mr. Glassman, I just want to

22

take you to one passage of these handwritten notes

23

concerning the meeting on September 18th of 2017.

24

Again, this is the meeting that was attended by

25

Mr. Riley and Naomi with Snowdy, and it is at page
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13 of the production or page 7 of the notes.

2

And it is about the third line from the

3

top of the page:

4

"DS never met Boland."

5

Which I took it to mean Derek Snowdy

6

confirmed that he had never met Greg Boland.

7

you know whether that information was conveyed on

8

to you by Ms. Lutes or by Mr. Riley?

9
10

204

Do

A.

No idea.

Q.

Do you know whether these notes

11

were provided -- did you receive copies of all of

12

Naomi Lutes' handwritten notes along the way when

13

she had the meetings?

14
15

205

A.

No, not necessarily.

Q.

Okay.

If we then look at the text

16

messages that correspond with these moments in

17

time, we'll look back at tab 36, and you'll see

18

right in the middle, I guess toward the top of the

19

page, actually, it is a text from you Sunday,

20

September 24th, 2017, at 8:18 where --

21

A.

I'm still -- I can't -- I didn't

22

follow you and what is going on on the screen at

23

the same time.

24

saying?

25

206

Q.

Can you repeat what you were

Yes, sorry about that.

So it is
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1

the top of page 19 in the production, and there is

2

a text from Guy at 18:09 where he says:

3

"Do u still think --"

4

Sorry, it is above that.

5

What he says

in the text above it, he says:

6

"You feeling more comfortable

7

now?"

8

Do you see that?

9

A.

Yes.

Q.

And you say on Sunday, September

10

207

11

There it is.

24th at 8:18:

12

"Good morning.

Actually, no.

13

A lot of talk but virtually no

14

substantiating evidence etc from

15

your guy."

16

So I took it that as of September 24th

17

you are still putting pressure on Snowdy and on Guy

18

to produce whatever substantiating evidence Snowdy

19

had in his possession; fair enough?

20

A.

21

exactly right.

22

to put as much pressure as possible for additional

23

evidence.

24
25

208

Q.

I think the way you said it is
We were putting as -- I was trying

And am I right that one of the

stories that Snowdy told others but was either
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1

unwilling or unable to substantiate involved the

2

allocation of cases on the Commercial List; do you

3

remember that topic being raised?

4

A.

Sorry, can you repeat it?

It is a

5

little distracting on the screen because I

6

automatically started reading the next bubble,

7

which I shouldn't have.

8

209

9

Q.

I apologize.

Yes, that is fine.

Let's look at

your next text, the one that begins with the words:

10

"We know a story is literally

11

currently scheduled for sat."

12

This is now September 25th of 2017 at

13

18:22, and the part that I am interested in is

14

about halfway down that text where you say --

15

A.

Sorry, one second.

Q.

Yes.

A.

Sorry, just let me read the whole

Q.

Yes, go ahead.

20

A.

[Witness reviews document.]

21

Okay.

16

210

17
18
19

22
23
24
25

I'm sorry.

thing.
211

212

Q.

So the part that I am interested

in is halfway down that text where you say:
"For example, we now have
direct evidence on a judge etc."
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And now, just to situate you in time,

2

this is September 25th of 2017 and the sting on

3

Justice Newbould had taken place on September 18,

4

so a week before.

5
6
7

213

A.

All right.

Q.

So when you say:
"For example, we now have

8

direct evidence on a judge etc.

9

Therefore, snowdy's comment re $5mm

10

for the right judge and right

11

decision from the commercial list

12

from a partner in a downtown law

13

firm is a quickly wasting asset --

14

let alone his failure to even say

15

what law/law firm which then makes

16

all of the statement worthless

17

unless the lawyer in question is

18

literally a person that could in

19

fact reasonably be expected to know

20

such a thing (something snowdy would

21

never have the ability to assess);

22

otherwise it's just ass-talk.

23

Unless he gets us substantiating/

24

corroborating evidence in next few

25

days, as well as disclose who
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1

exactly the lawyer that allegedly

2

made the statement, even the value

3

of that approaches zero now."

4

And you then go on to say:

5

"[By the way], we even have our

6

own independent evidence of

7

involvement of organized crime on

8

TWO levels.

9

Danny Guy writes back and says:

10

This is done."

"Ok that's great.

11

wants 5mm?"

12

And you say:

5mm?

He

13

"Who?

14

carefully.

15

a [meeting] where a partner from a

16

downtown law firm alledgedly said

17

that for 5mm, the lawyer can get the

18

right judge to oversee the case and

19

provide the right decision.

20

One of his completely

21

unsubstantiated and 'hearsay'

22

statements that he has not even

23

named the lawyer.

24

that by snowdy that has destroyed

25

his -- and therefore your --

[Please] read more
Snowdy alleges he was at

It's

It's shit like
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1

credibility w[ith] the authorities

2

and others.

3

that he has actually caused delays

4

in the process instead of helping

5

it.

6

because of certain things the

7

authorities and others have

8

shown/shared w[ith] us.

9

to help the process and expedite it,

The result in [turn] is

We now know that [to be] true

If u want

10

then go back to what I told u last

11

month:

12

Phillips to stop playing bs games

13

and either provide HARD

14

substantiating evidence for the

15

allegations as well as specific (not

16

just general) details.

17

[t]he info is not actionable and

18

people just feel like he -- and

19

therefore possibly u as a result but

20

likely unintentionally -- r wasting

21

people's time and everyone wants to

22

get on w[ith] this already."

23

And I took that to mean that as of

tell snowdy and John

Otherwise,

24

September 25th of 2017, you still had not received

25

substantiating, credible, corroborating evidence
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from Snowdy or from Danny Guy; is that fair enough?

2

A.

That is not completely accurate.

3

We had found out that some information from Snowdy

4

was being confirmed and corroborated separately

5

with other pieces of evidence that we had; so for

6

example, the examinations that were going on I

7

think in New York, et cetera.

8

hard -- I was pushing very hard to get whatever

9

they had.

We were pushing very

Snowdy was making some very serious

10

statements and some very serious allegations, and

11

there was no chance we were going to take just his

12

word for it and we weren't going to make a

13

statement without confirmatory evidence from him.

14

214

Q.

Is it fair to say that by

15

September 25th of 2017 that Brian Greenspan thought

16

very little of Snowdy?

17

A.

I don't think very little.

18

don't --

19

U/A

20

that under advisement.

21
22

MR. MOORE:

Well, wait.

I

We'll take

BY MR. THOMSON:
215

Q.

Well, let me show you your text to

23

see whether this helps you out.

24

About halfway down the page you'll find a text from

25

you of 20:12 September 25th where you say:

Look at page 20.
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1

"Jim is a crazy polite wasp.

I

2

love him dearly but snowdy is

3

clearly not great at his job if he

4

can't read [between] the lines

5

w[ith] jim.

6

snowdy keeps wasting his time and

7

not producing any real substantive

8

back up."

9

Pausing there for a moment, I take it

10

Jim is furious that

that was an accurate statement as of that time?

11

A.

Yeah, it might have been -- it

12

might be a little bit exaggerated, but Jim and I

13

wanted substantive collaborative information.

14

216

Q.

15

You go on to say:
"I keep forcing him to go back.

16

Jim now wants [B]rian Greenspan at

17

the next [meeting] or so.

18

clearly thinks very little of snowdy

19

and told me [point] blank last

20

[week] that snowdy needs to 'put up

21

or shut up' in a very big way right

22

now."

23

And I take it that was also an accurate

24
25

Brian

statement?
A.

Yeah, it might have been slightly
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1

exaggerated, but we all knew that they had to put

2

up or shut up.

3

we were dealing with our own intellectual dilemmas

4

about certain things at that point.

5

217

We already had our own stuff, and

Q.

Let me take you to the top of the

6

next page, page 21, a text that you sent at 20:49

7

on September 25th, where Guy asked you for Jim

8

Riley's contact information and you sent it on to

9

him, so "jriley@catcapital.com" and the office

10

number and so on.

11

You say:
"There is nothing to get to the

12

bottom of."

13

And you say:

14

"jim and I speak a dozen times

15

per day and r beyond close.

16

giving u the blunt truth that he

17

will be too polite to say [...]"

18

I take it those were roughly accurate

19

statements?

20

you spoke regularly to Riley --

21
22
23
24
25

218

I am

Forgetting the dozen times a day, but

A.

Oh, yeah.

Q.

-- and had a close relationship

A.

Yes, and it is also true that I am

with him?

more blunt than Jim.
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95

Q.

Okay.

Let me fast-forward in time

2

now to October 3.

3

foreshadowed, Brian Greenspan now meets with Snowdy

4

personally together with Ms. Lutes.

5

take you to the notes of that meeting, and that is

6

at tab 135.

7

So on October 3, as these notes

And let me

So here you'll have Ms. Lutes'

8

handwritten notes of this meeting on October 3rd,

9

and you will see the people who attend this meeting

10

are Snowdy, Brian Greenspan and Ms. Lutes.

11

it from these notes that, again, you were not at

12

this meeting?

13
14

I take

I was not.

Q.

And is it fair to say that before

220

A.

15

this meeting occurred, you warned Danny Guy about

16

the need for Snowdy to be candid and forthright and

17

provide everything that he had concerning this

18

alleged scheme to short-sell Callidus?

19

A.

I don't know if "warned" is the

20

right word, but I suspect, given the emails we have

21

just read, I suspect I continued to pound on the

22

fact that he has to prove his bona fides.

23
24
25

221

Q.

So let's go back then to the texts

at tab 36 -MR. MOORE:
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1

sorry, I don't want to interrupt, but I would just

2

make this general observation.

3

Glassman is aware of these texts.

4

them all.

I mean, Mr.
He hasn't read

They go on for I think 23 pages.

5

In this particular example, if there is

6

something in the text that in fact mirrors what you

7

just said, let's just take the witness to that and

8

we can go more smoothly in the chronology.

9

fact that he doesn't necessarily remember

But the

10

extemporaneously that there is something in the

11

text that relates to your question, you know, let's

12

go through the texts if need be.

13
14

BY MR. THOMSON:
222

15
16
17

Q.

So turn to page 23 of the texts --

A.

Sorry, could I interrupt you for

one more second, Kent?
Q.

Yes.

18

A.

At some point I need some time to

19

go have lunch.

20

223

224

21

A.

23

25

Yes.

Yes, we'll be done with

these texts shortly.

22

24

Q.

I have a condition where I can't

go very long without eating.
225

Q.
raising that.

Yes, understood.

Thank you for

Look at page 23, and what I am
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1

interested in is the substantive text at the top of

2

the page, your text at 10:24 where you say:

3

"Snowdy allegedly [meeting]

4

w[ith] [B]rian Greenspan today.

5

U/John Phillips better make it 100%

6

clear to snowdy that this is

7

literally his very last chance.

8

Philips about who brian is; suffice

9

to say that brian has the ability to

Ask

10

pressure and speed up jsot and

11

others.

12

candid, forthright, provide

13

everything and no games.

14

not only will we throw snowdy on the

15

trash heap, I am told so will

16

jsot/police/osc.

17

help snowdy and his credibility or

18

decide we and everyone else has to

19

get as far away as humanly possible

20

from him.

21

snowdy.

22

and fact he only gets this one shot.

23

NO GAMES OR BS.

24

give brian literally everything he

25

has.

Snowdy MUST be extremely

Otherwise

Brian can either

This is a favor to u and
He better understand that

Direct snowdy to

If brian is happy w[ith] such,
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1

we will make sure snowdy gets [paid]

2

properly etc.

3

forever on this stuff.

4

[between] the lines:

5

only people empowering brian in this

6

re snowdy."

7

And so I take it from that that you are

If not, he's done
Read
we r not the

8

sending a clear, unmistakable signal to Danny Guy,

9

which was to light a fire under Snowdy and have him

10

be forthcoming and candid and provide everything

11

that he had in that meeting with Brian Greenspan

12

later that day; is that fair enough?

13

A.

14
15

of it, yes.
226

Well, I think that is one element

I don't think it is the only element.
Q.

And you also at the same time took

16

the opportunity to remind Danny Guy - and we'll

17

just go through this and then we'll stop for

18

lunch - but reminded Danny Guy that Snowdy's

19

previous meetings with Jim Riley have not gone

20

terribly well.

21

So if you look now at the same page,

22

page 23, and just it is really your next text.

23

you say in your text at 10:29 on October 3:

24
25

So

"His conversations w[ith] jim
were disastrous."
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And then below that you say:

2

"Danny, u r stubborn and not

3

listening.

4

jim.

5

self perception or self judgment.

6

Others find him to be both not

7

credible and likely double dealing.

8

Jsot and others refuse to rely on

9

ANYTHING he says and have proof as

It was DISASTROUS w[ith]

Period.

Snowdy clearly has no

10

to why he is not credible.

11

letting brian meet w[ith] him as a

12

favor and because they trust and

13

rely on brian.

14

arguing w[ith] me, u don't know all

15

the facts, and I am trying to do YOU

16

a favor.

17

six or seven exclamation points.

18

And then at the top of the next page,

They r

U need to stop

FUCK!!!!!!" with I think

19

you tell him to -- you tell Danny Guy to stop being

20

so defensive and to be objective.

21

You say:

"U r beyond pissing me off and

22

I have had it w[ith] u guys.

23

literally don't know what the fuck u

24

r talking about on this now.

25

has his one last chance.

You

Snowdy

If he
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1

blows it, u r severely damaged

2

w[ith] him.

3

yourself far too intimately w[ith]

4

him.

5

opinion, literally an imperative FOR

6

U AND YOUR CREDIBILITY.

7

thick!!!!"

8

So again, the same messages to Danny

9

Period.

U linked

His resurrection is, in my

Fuck u r

Guy that the previous meetings had not gone well.

10

This meeting was crucial.

11

Danny Guy had -- sorry, Snowdy, rather, had one

12

last chance to make it right by delivering the

13

goods to Brian and to Naomi Lutes.

14

summary of what is there --

15

A.

And at this meeting

Is that a fair

No, I don't think that is a fair

16

summary because they keep hanging out a carrot in

17

front of us.

Read even the next bubble from Danny:

18

"Newton.

What would u have me

19

do?

20

Tapes emails etc.

21

to you I don't know.

22

through it with Brian.

23

tell me what's going on so I can

24

help.

25

He has two years of stuff.
what's valuable
Let him go
Why don't u

U want to chat on this?"
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1

They clearly believed and Danny in

2

particular believed that they had some very serious

3

material.

4

August.

5

evidence in the interim, and this guy doesn't pony

6

up.

7

times.

8

didn't say it directly in my memory, but they

9

clearly had some stuff from Mr. Guy and Mr. Snowdy

It is now October.

It started in

Have got more and more material and

And we had met with JSOT obviously a number of
JSOT had a view.

JSOT clearly -- and they

10

and were also frustrated that they weren't

11

producing more.

12

My view was if Danny Guy was paying

13

them, it is his property.

14

write it in the next paragraph.

15

deliver it.

16

quickly as possible because we had a ton of

17

evidence already and Snowdy allegedly had

18

confirmatory evidence.

19

guys were not producing it when they promised they

20

would.

21

227

And you can see I even
It's his job to

I wanted to put as much pressure as

Q.

It is very simple.

These

And there is just one passage in

22

the notes that I wanted to take you to before we

23

break.

24

October 3 of 2017 that Brian Greenspan and Naomi

25

Lutes attended with Snowdy.

These are the notes now of the meeting of

This is my tab 135.
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1

And the part I want to take you to is page 33 of

2

the production, and you will see toward the bottom

3

of the page, after there is some reference to some

4

lawyer about to be disbarred, he says -- or the

5

note says:

6

"does not have much direct

7

intelligence on West Face but may

8

[after] this conference."

9

Was that portion of these notes brought

10

to your attention, that Snowdy had confirmed during

11

the meeting of October 3 of 2017 with Mr. Greenspan

12

and Ms. Lutes that he did not have much direct

13

intelligence concerning West Face?

14
15

228

A.

I'm sorry, what is your question?

Q.

Was that brought to your attention

16

following this meeting?

17

Lutes tell you that Snowdy had confirmed during the

18

meeting that he did not have much direct

19

intelligence concerning West Face?

20

A.

Did Mr. Greenspan or Ms.

What I remember vaguely is the

21

importance of the phrase, quote, "direct

22

intelligence" and people talking to me about the

23

difference between direct and indirect.

24

think they used that language, but the same concept

25

of direct or indirect, et cetera.

I don't

But I don't
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remember reading that note, no.
229

Q.

And just to finish the thought, if

3

we could then go back to the text messages one last

4

time before we break about this meeting, and this

5

is now my tab 36 and look at page 25.

6

bottom of the page there is a text from Danny Guy

7

at 15:56 where the question he puts is:

8

Toward the

"Let me know your thoughts on

9

today's meetings."

10

And this is October 3, the same day as

11

the meeting we just looked at, where you write back

12

and say:

13

"Here is Brian's direct quote:

14

'Two and a half hours of interesting

15

but unusable bullshit - and two and

16

a half minutes of food for thought.'

17

Fucking blew it.

18

[Please] thank snowdy for wasting

19

everyone's time and blowing his one

20

chance at redemption -- and putting

21

u on the soup.

22

And you then go on to say:

23

U have no idea.

I warned u."

"Brian was instructed to make

24

sure he gave snowdy every imaginable

25

opportunity.

He blew it big time."
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Guy says:

2

"John spoke to Brian.

You are

3

right he didn't do what we wanted

4

him to do.

5

was told to give him everything.

6

Why didn't he is the question."

7

And then you say at the top of the

8

Now I am pissed off.

He

page:

9

"He's playing both sides of the

10

street.

11

him."

12

So I took it that that meeting with

13

Brian Greenspan on October 3 of 2017 did not go

14

well and that Snowdy yet again failed to produce

15

the corroborating evidence that he maintained he

16

had; fair enough?

17

A.

And u have been suckered by

I don't think that is accurate.

I

18

don't think that is accurate.

19

There was two and a half minutes -- by his own

20

description to me, there was two and a half minutes

21

of, quote, "food for thought".

22

there was some stuff, but we still needed and

23

wanted confirmatory evidence.

24
25

Read the bubble.

I suspect that

Our whole approach to Danny Guy and
Snowdy and Vincent Hanna was we know way more than
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1

they thought we knew.

2

than they thought we had both before talking to

3

them, during talking to them and after talking to

4

them, and we just wanted the confirmatory evidence,

5

period.

6

think it was that complicated.

7

230

We had way more evidence

It is not that -- I personally didn't

Q.

And your assessment was that

8

Snowdy "fucking blew it", to use your words, that

9

he wasted everybody's time and "He blew it big

10

time".

11

2017, at 21:51 and at 22:27; correct?

12

That was your assessment as of October 3,

A.

That is not quite accurate.

That

13

is what I said to Danny Guy, hoping to put more

14

pressure on him.

15

if Snowdy has material, there is a chance that it

16

will come forward.

17
18

231

Q.

To this very day, I suspect that

We would love to get it.

Well, here we are and it is now

May of 2021 and you still don't have it; correct?

19

A.

20

MR. THOMSON:

That is true.
All right.

Could we

21

break there for lunch.

22

MR. MOORE:

23

[DISCUSSION OFF THE RECORD.]

24

-- RECESSED AT 1:09 P.M.

25

-- RESUMED AT 2:03 P.M.

Yes.
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1
2

BY MR. THOMSON:
232

Q.

So, Mr. Glassman, I just want to

3

go back to the Danny Guy saga one last time and

4

just finish that off quickly, and I will move to a

5

different topic.

6

And, again, I'm just taking it forward

7

in time.

8

to October 5th of 2017, and I will show you one

9

more document and ask Tanya to pull up my tab 136.

We are at October 3.

Let's fast-forward

10

Yes.

11

handwritten notes of October 5th of 2017 concerning

12

your call, which she appears to have had that day

13

with John Philips, the lawyer for Danny Guy, re

14

Snowdy, and the part that I am interested in, it is

15

about three inches from the top of the page.

16

will see that she says:

So tab 136, you'll find Naomi Lutes'

17

You

"- no we do not yet have usable

18

evidence.

19

- did not get any audio

20

recordings or anything."

21

And then it goes on for a number of

22

pages thereafter.

23

You'll see that that's October 5th, and

24

then you have your own dialogue with Danny Guy the

25

same day.

So if you turn now to tab 36, which are
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1

the text messages, and you skip forward a day or

2

two to the -- well, actually on the same day,

3

October 5th, and look at page 29 in the top,

4

right-hand corner.

5

So there is a text at the top of the

6

page where -- it is page 29, at the top of the

7

page.

8

MR. MOORE:

9

bottom of the prior page for context?

10
11

Should we go back to the

BY MR. THOMSON:
233

Q.

12

own fault.

13

the number.

14

28.

15

You know what, David?

It is my

I have a note that went right through
I thought it was 29.

It is actually

That is why I couldn't find it.
Yes, it is at -- what I am look for,

16

Mr. Glassman, is October 5th at 20:47 where you

17

say:

18

"That is not what I said.

I

19

suspect Naomi or Brian [...]"

20

is October 5th, by the way, 20:47:

21

This

"I suspect Naomi or Brian have

22

tried to get specifics and back up

23

from him.

24

repeatedly either peddles backward

25

or proves to be outright full of

I know [t]hat he
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1

shit.

2

'specifics' and for sure so far has

3

not added one cent of litigation

4

value etc.

5

to cut off all communications as of

6

tomorrow night unless something of

7

substantial value.

8

allegedly told Naomi today that 4

9

people were fired from ny office if

He is for sure not providing

I have instructed them

For example, he

10

canaccord and rcmp served production

11

order.

12

or what happened and a massive

13

exaggeration.

14

snowdy.

15

of truth, 999,999 grams of complete

16

exaggeration and bullshit that is

17

beyond easily shot down."

18

So at that point in time, again,

That's simply not accurate

Typical of bullshit

One once if possible thread

19

looking at just dates, October 5th of 2017, Snowdy

20

had still yet to produce the corroborating evidence

21

and information that you had been looking for since

22

August 11th; fair enough?

23

A.

Can you scroll up?

24

understand the context above it.

25

what is from Derrick?

I just need to

So to be clear,

I don't understand.

So can
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you scroll more so I can read it?
234

Q.

Yeah, you can go and look at the

3

top of the page.

4

context, go to the bottom of page 27.

5

same day as the meeting.

6

page.

Well, if you want to see the

Go to the bottom of that

So -- yes, that one.

7

So you'll see --

8

A.

9

context.

before that.

11

to.
235

No, no, I don't understand the

I need to start reading from a little bit

10

12

This is the

I don't know what this was referring

Q.

It is referring to the meeting

13

that was held -- sorry, it is referring to a call

14

that takes place between Naomi Lutes and John

15

Philips on October 5 where she is complaining we

16

still don't have anything from this guy and where

17

is it.

18

A.

I get that, but what is above?

19

Can you scroll up more, like to -- there is a

20

thread here of an issue that I don't understand.

21

236

Q.

Well, look, I just can't spend the

22

time.

23

pages into this thing.

24

I'm trying to make, which is as of that date you

25

still were not happy with what you had received

I mean, you would have to go back pages and
It is a very simple point
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1

from Snowdy, that's all, and I assume you can

2

easily confirm that?

3

A.

4
5

Okay.

So can you scroll up so I

can read the 7:57?
237

Q.

No, hang on.

We just can't --

6

hang on.

7

back.

8

examination in going through these messages.

9

Just stop.

We can't keep going back and

We are just going to take up the whole

A.

No, I wasn't saying to go back.

10

just want to understand the context of the text

11

that you are suggesting that I read.

12

238

13

Q.
27.

14

It is not

Go to 28.
A.

15

It is -- go to page 28.

I

So I'm trying to figure out why

the gray box says:

16

"So to be clear.

He and Brian

17

didn't speak after the meeting and

18

he and Naomi didn't speak or even

19

exchange emails.

20

I can't understand what that is

Please verify."

21

referring to.

22

I think I understand what I am talking about, but I

23

don't understand the conversation.

24
25

239

Q.

I know what I am talking about -- or

Not to worry.

He is referring way

back to the meeting that took place on October 3
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1

that we went through before the lunch break, so I'm

2

past that now.

3

Anyway, let me skip forward because I

4

want to get through this and then we'll turn to a

5

different subject.

6

that you sent on October 7th which, is at page 29,

7

and it is a note toward the bottom of the page that

8

begins with -- it is October 7th at 12:39 where you

9

are debating with Danny Guy, How long have you been

10

Let me show you one last note

dealing with this guy.

And you say:

11

"No.

12

"Convenient memory u have there

Months."

You say:

13

so let me remind u.

14

for us late in June.

15

of July 'vjncent Hanna' had already

16

had [meetings] w[ith] Jim.

17

01 u and I were speaking."

18

Can I just pause there for a moment?

This started
By 3rd [week]

B4 aug

19

I'm going to suggest to you that your recollection

20

of the dates may not have been correct.

21

the first contact you had with Vincent Hanna was

22

the email of August 11th; is that possible?

23
24
25

240

A.

It is.

Q.

Okay.

A.

Yeah.

I believe

No, August 11th -- it was
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1

immediately after The Wall Street -- well,

2

immediately.

3

Journal false fraud article coming out.

4

241

Within days of The Wall Street

Q.

5

Yeah.

Okay.

So:

"We told u from the first mtng

6

that disclosed snowdy (b4 actually

7

any mtngs w[ith] him) that he may be

8

a problem that u need to proactively

9

manage.

U failed/refused/dismisses

10

[us].

11

aug.

12

mid oct.

13

less valuable than what my dogs left

14

for me on our lawn this am.

15

a ton.

16

enormous time and is one of the key

17

reasons the authorities r so

18

resentful.

19

that u and snowdy may well have a

20

deliberate plan to misdirect people

21

and waste time/resources so as to

22

help the bad guys.

23

and snowdy have given them ammo to

24

say 'told you so' - at a minimum."

25

I take it although the language is

Our pi's met w[ith] snowdy in
THAT IS MONTHS since we r now
what he has given us is

Thanks

U and he have wasted

They actually told us

Guess what?

U
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1

colourful, that is a fair summary of where matters

2

stood as of Saturday, October 7th; fair enough?

3

A.

But he also knows I'm trying to

4

manage him and push him.

5

clearly knows I'm trying to push him.

6

242

Q.

Look at his response.

Am I correct that there were no

7

further meetings with either Danny Guy or Snowdy

8

before the Wolfpack action was commenced by

9

Catalyst and Callidus in early November of 2017?

10
11

243

12

A.

I don't know.

Q.

Sitting here today, you are not

aware of one, I take it; correct?

13
14

244

A.

We can check.

Q.

All right.

15

U/T

16

know.

17

you know if we can.

18
19

He

MR. MOORE:

David, let me --

We'll check and let you

I think that is right, Kent, but we'll let

BY MR. THOMSON:
245

Q.

Okay.

That is fine.

Thank you.

20

One last reference for you, which is if we -- in

21

these texts, if we now go to page 37 -- sorry, page

22

33, rather, of the texts, and, Mr. Glassman, just

23

for your reference, the Wolfpack action was

24

commenced on November 7th, so this is now after the

25

case has been commenced.

And the references I
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1

wanted to show you are on page 33.

2

two-thirds of the way down the page, you'll find a

3

text from you of November 9, so two days after the

4

case was commenced, at 13:42.

5

A.

6

read?

About

Sorry, what do you want me to

The green bubble:

7

"Snowdy would have to prove his

8

credibility and reliability.

9

failed repeatedly."

10
11

246

Q.

He has

Yes, just two quick references.

So you say there:

12

"Snowdy would have to prove his

13

credibility and reliability.

14

failed repeatedly.

15

authorities don't trust him either

16

so anything he does to 'help' will

17

be viewed by authorities

18

suspiciously."

19

And then the next you can skip.

20

He has

In addition,

Go

down to the next text where you say:

21

"U r missing the point.

The

22

concern is that he leaks it to them

23

or helps them prepare ahead of

24

time."

25

A.

Sorry, one second.

I have to
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I want to read the full thing.

247

Okay.

A.

[Witness reviews document.]

Q.

You can stop at that last message

3

Q.

4

248

5

on this page, November 9 at 14:00.

6
7

Okay.

Q.

It is a simple point, which is

249

A.

8

even after the Wolfpack action was commenced, you

9

are telling Danny Guy that no one trusts Snowdy,

10

that most times he causes more damage than good;

11

fair enough?

12

A.

13
14

Well, I'm trying to continue to

pressure him.
250

Q.

And these text messages come to an

15

end on November 17.

16

it all?

17

this nature with Danny Guy in the period after

18

November 17?

19

Am I right in assuming we have

There were no further communications of

A.

We can look at the last

20

conversation I had with Danny, but pretty much what

21

happened was I passed him off and refused to

22

communicate with him.

23

I can't attest to what level of communication there

24

was between Jim Riley and Danny Guy or anyone else

25

after I passed it off and refused to be involved

So I gave him to Jim Riley.
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with him anymore.
Q.

Okay.

3

A.

I think they had further

4

communications after that.

5

251

252

Q.

Okay.

That has already been

6

covered with Riley, so let me take you to one other

7

reference in these texts and then we can move away

8

from them.

9

but I would ask you to turn to page 8 of the texts.

10
11

253

It is on a slightly unrelated topic,

A.

Yes.

Q.

And what I am interested in is at

12

the top of that page.

13

August 28, at 17:22, Guy says:

14

Yes.

So you'll see at

"What email can I send you

15

something on."

16

And you send him back a note saying,

17

"n_gzglassman@catcapital.com".

18

And he then --

19

A.

Yes.

Q.

-- says:

20
21

254

"Ok that's a different one than

22

where others were sending correct.

23

Just a couple I could find that I

24

sent Imet.

25

me I need to go through then with my

There are tons more from
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1

tech guys.

But wanted to send u

2

something.

First one was when the

3

WSJ article came out.

4

on Veritas writing a negative report

5

for the cabal."

6

Ask then he says:

7

The second is

"Why the fuck did u copy

8

everyone?"

9

And you say:

10

"That's all lawyers.

All

11

privileged.

12

account."

13

And I took this to mean and my

From a crazy secure

14

interpretation was that you are referring to the

15

email account "n_gzglassman@catcapital.com" is a

16

crazy secure account?

17
18
19
20

255

A.

Yes.

Q.

Can you tell me what that account

is and what it is used for?
A.

Yes.

It is an account that has

21

been on our servers since either right when our

22

firm started in 2002 or shortly thereafter.

23

an account that one else in our firm has access to,

24

which is why I call it a crazy secure account from

25

that perspective.

It is

It is used for internal
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1

discussions between the partners about HR issues or

2

medical issues for me or family issues with my

3

wife.

4

other assistants and nobody else in the firm has

5

access to it.

6

It is basically so that my assistants or

256

7

Q.

So why would you have provided

that email address to Danny Guy?

8

A.

9

Because Danny didn't want, I got

the sense -- and I would have to read the whole

10

issue, but he clearly didn't want a lot of people

11

seeing things, so I sent him an account that only I

12

internally get to see.

13

257

Q.

And is that email -- this is

14

really for David.

15

searched and have all documents that relate to the

16

matters at issue in this case from that account

17

been produced?

18

U/T

19

understanding and belief, which is not just -- the

20

short answer is yes, and I will confirm that.

21

in fact, I believe there are a small number of

22

documents that have been produced that bear

23

reference to that account, not a large number, but

24

a small number, that are in the productions

25

already.

Has that email address been

MR. MOORE:

So I'll tell you my

But
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And so it is not -- you know, dating

2

back to -- well, I'll verify that and let you know,

3

but yes, it has been searched to the best of my

4

knowledge.

5

THE DEPONENT:

6

BY MR. THOMSON:

7

258

8
9

Q.

And David, just --

A.

And furthermore, I know with near

a hundred percent certainty that our IT guys were

10
11

And furthermore --

told to search that account.
259

Q.

Yeah.

The reason I asked the

12

question is because we searched for this particular

13

exchange and could not find it in the productions.

14

So it looks like what happened here is he says:

15

"What email can I send you

16

something on."

17

You give him that email address, the

18

crazy secure account email address.

19

you something.

20

email address were documents he had sent on to

21

IMET, and you --

22

A.

He then sends

It looks like what he sent to that

I don't think -- I don't remember

23

him sending me anything, but if he did, it will

24

still be on the servers.

25

260

Q.

All right.

Well, anyway, no point
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debating it.

2

David, can you -MR. MOORE:

Kent, what you are saying

3

is -- no, no, let me make sure I understand.

4

you are saying, Kent, is you read this as

5

potentially indicating that something may have

6

found its way into that account related to this

7

exchange, and I understand -- I think that is what

8

you are saying.

9

MR. THOMSON:

10

U/T

11

double-check.

12

What

MR. MOORE:

Yes, and see that --

MR. THOMSON:

And we'll go back and

I say it, David, just

13

because of Danny Guy's message at the top of that

14

page where he says:

15

"Just a couple I could find

16

that I sent Imet."

17

And I took it from that that he had

18

sent to that email address documents he had sent on

19

to IMET, because he then sent a text message

20

saying:

21
22
23

"Why the fuck did u copy
everyone?"

And Newton says:

"That's all lawyers.

24

privileged.

25

account."

All

From a crazy secure
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And let me tell you my interpretation,

2

which is that on August 28, Danny Guy sent Newton

3

some documents on that crazy secure email account.

4

Newton then forwarded those documents on to a bunch

5

of lawyers and copied Guy in the email.

6

looks at that and says, Why in the world would you

7

copy everyone on this email, and Newton responds,

8

Because they are all lawyers, and it is all

9

privileged, and it is from a secure account.

Guy then

So

10

that was my interpretation, but I may be wrong, so

11

if you could just check that.

12
13
14
15
16

MR. MOORE:
we'll check that.

Yeah, I hear you.

No, no,

I wasn't involved --

THE DEPONENT:

No, no, but -- sorry.

If you read -MR. MOORE:

Hold on, let me deal with

17

this, Newton.

18

involved at the time, but to the best of my

19

knowledge, everything has been done that can be

20

done to check every account known to anybody,

21

including this one, and not just by Gowlings or

22

myself or our firm, but including through the IT

23

folks at Catalyst, and to the extent that those

24

searches turn up anything such as some

25

communication to IMET or of that nature, you know,

Let me deal with this.

I wasn't
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1

anything of relevance or even marginal relevance,

2

we would have listed.

3

U/T

4

inquiry about this specific time period, and from

5

the looks of this, if in fact -- which he probably

6

didn't, but if in fact Danny Guy sent something of

7

any relevance to IMET and passed that on to some of

8

the lawyers or Newton passed it on to some of the

9

lawyers, we would have come across that long before

10

now.

But I hear you.

But we'll look and see and verify.

11
12

We'll make a further

BY MR. THOMSON:
261

13

Q.

Thank you.

A.

That is not what -- sorry, but

14

that is not what the gray bubble above it says.

15

said that he had already sent stuff to the

16

"nglassman", the normal email.

17

one than where others were sending.

18

about a bunch of stuff that he sent I think he

19

means to the other one and is talking about maybe

20

he wants to go through them with his tech guys.

21

"Wanted to send u something".

22

sent it.

23

He

That is a different
That talks

That means he hasn't

"First one was when The Wall

24

Street Journal [article] came out.

25

The second is on Veritas writing a
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1

negative report for the cabal."

2

So he must have seen that I copied

3

others, because how else would he know that, and it

4

must have been from the other account, meaning

5

"nglassman", not "n_".

6

262

Q.

So let me turn to a different

7

subject now, and that is the retention of Yossi

8

Tanuri and others in relation to this matter.

9

right that by August of 2017 you had known Yossi

10

Tanuri of Tamara Global for many years?

11
12

263

13

Yes.

Q.

And am I also correct that you had

A.

15

I'm sorry, you got muffled.

I

couldn't hear you.
264

17

Q.

Am I also correct that you had

visited with each other and you had become friends?

18
19

A.

visited with each other and you had become friends?

14

16

Am I

265

A.

Yes.

Q.

And am I right that Mr. Tanuri had

20

been a member of an elite commando unit in the

21

Israeli Defence Forces known as -- I think it is

22

Matkal?

23

A.

24
25

Matkal.

That is my understanding.

I don't know it for a fact.
266

Q.

All right.

You reached out to
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2
3

124

267

A.

Yes.

Q.

And if we to my tab 38, you'll see

4

a series of text messages, and it appears that what

5

has happened is that on Thursday, August 24th of

6

2017, Mr. Tanuri creates an encrypted text

7

messaging group involving you and a guy named Gadi

8

Ben Efraim, that he calls Chaverim; do you see

9

this?

10
11
12

A.

Yeah, I think that is a WhatsApp

Q.

All right.

group.
268

And in late August of

13

2017, I believe it is August 29, Mr. Tanuri flies

14

to Toronto from Israel with this person Gadi Ben

15

Efraim; do you recall that?

16
17

269

A.

I do.

Q.

And he -- you did not know --

18

MR. MOORE:

19

MR. THOMSON:

20

MR. MOORE:

Mr. Thomson, sorry -Yes.
-- before we leave this

21

document, what was the tab again in your -- this is

22

tab 38?

23

MR. THOMSON:

24

MR. MOORE:

25

productions, I believe?

38, yes.
And is that one of our
Or do you know?
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1

MR. THOMSON:

2

That's

right.

3

MR. MOORE:

4

right.

Yes.

5
6

It is, yes.

Okay.

Oh, I see the number on the

Thank you.

BY MR. THOMSON:
270

Q.

Am I right that you did not know

7

Gadi Ben Efraim before this exchange in late August

8

of 2017?

9

A.

That is correct.

I didn't know

10

him until -- I don't know what "knows" means, but I

11

had not met him electronically or in person prior

12

to the introduction by Yossi.

13

271

Q.

If you scroll down, please, if you

14

scroll down in these texts, you'll see -- right

15

there.

16

seems to say:

You'll see Mr. Tanuri, who is in the white,

17

"Natan meet gadi... Gadi meet

18

natan..."

19

And then you say:

20

"Nice to meet u, Gadi.

I hear

21

u may be coming to Canada.

22

we would love to host u for a bit".

23

So I took it this is when you met Gadi

24
25

If so,

Ben Efraim at least electronically; fair enough?
A.

Correct.
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272

Q.

And am I correct that when

2

Mr. Tanuri came to Toronto, he did so accompanied

3

by Gadi Ben Efraim, who he introduced to you as a

4

soon to be former agent in one of the Israeli

5

intelligence services?

6

A.

Well, I don't know if he

7

accompanied him.

8

where he introduced me to Gadi in the manner that

9

you just described.

I know that there was a meeting

I don't know if they came

10

together.

11

I don't know if they came from different --

12

I don't know if they travelled together.

273

Yeah, it is not --

A.

-- places --

Q.

It is not a trick question.

13

Q.

14

274

15

reading from your affidavit.

16

affidavit --

17

MR. MOORE:

I'm

Paragraph 16 of your

Yeah, I was going to say,

18

my recollection is -- you know, there has been a

19

lot going on over the past six or seven months, is

20

that some of this detail and background is set out

21

in Mr. Glassman's November 24 affidavit, which

22

presumably being part of this record.

23

So, I mean, don't get me wrong.

You

24

are not intending to have Mr. Glassman say

25

something because he doesn't have his affidavit in
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1

front of him.

2

that's all.

3
4

I just wonder if he should have it,

BY MR. THOMSON:
275

Q.

That is fine.

Let me read you

5

paragraph -- this is not very controversial.

6

paragraph 16, he says:

7

In

"Consequently, Mr. Tanuri flew

8

to Toronto on an urgent basis in

9

late August of 2017.

He did so,

10

accompanied by Mr. Gadi Ben Efraim,

11

who Mr. Tanuri introduced to me as a

12

soon to be former agent in one of

13

the Israeli intelligence services."

14

I take it that is a fair statement?

15

A.

16
17

No, no, that is accurate.

I was

just trying to be very specific.
276

Q.

Yeah, no worries.

That is fine.

18

Now, let me show you then the emails that take

19

place around that time.

20

up, please, tab 47, Tanya, where you'll see a

21

series of emails that were exchanged with Brian

22

Greenspan and you and Yossi Tanuri and others

23

around this time of late August/early September.

24

And the one I'm interested in in particular is at

25

the top of the second page of these emails.

I would ask you to turn
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1

There is an email from Yossi Tanuri to

2

Lauren Oberson.

3
4

277

5
6
7

278

9

Q.

Who is she?

A.

Lauren Oberson was Jim Riley's

Q.

Okay.

A.

Just so you know, "Newton

Glassman2"?
279

12
13

Q.

Yes.

A.

That is the "n_gzglassman"

Q.

Okay.

account.
280

15

you.

16

That is helpful.

Thank

So these are just a bunch of emails -A.

17
18

No.

Glassman2" -- do you see where it says "Newton

10

14

A.

assistant at the time.

8

11

Is Lauren Oberson your assistant?

So wherever you see our internal

stuff, "Newton Glassman2", that is "n_".
281

Q.

Okay.

That is helpful.

Thank

19

you.

20

interested in.

21

that page, it is from Yossi Tanuri to Lauren

22

Oberson, copied to Jim Riley, Brian Greenspan, and

23

you, where Tanuri says:

24
25

This is just setting up a date is all I'm
You'll see the email at the top of

"Lets meet at [the] delta hotel
at 75 lower simcoe road.

At noon.
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1

Will meet u at lobby and will take u

2

upstairs to a private area."

3

I take it from this that you did meet

4

with Mr. Tanuri, Mr. Ben Efraim, Brian Greenspan,

5

and Jim Riley on the 29th of August at the Delta

6

Hotel on Simcoe Street?

7

A.

I know that we met with them.

I

8

can't remember specifically if it was the times or

9

not, but I know we met with them.

10

282

11

Q.

Can you tell me what was discussed

at that meeting on the 29th?

12

A.

Well, I don't know if the meeting

13

was the 29th, but at the meeting, we discussed two

14

issues fundamentally, personal and corporate

15

security, which was a big problem and a growing

16

problem for us, or at least we perceived it to be,

17

and litigation support.

18

283

Q.

Were there any discussions during

19

this meeting concerning the retention of Black

20

Cube?

21

A.

22
23
24
25

Absolutely not.

I didn't even

know who Black Cube was.
284

Q.

Were there any discussions during

this meeting about the retention of Psy Group?
A.

Absolutely not.

I had no idea who
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1

they were.

2

the process, and probably, although I can't bet my

3

life on it, I would bet that most of that

4

conversation was about corporate and personal

5

security.

6

last few days or a week leading up to that which

7

were the most important to us - at least to me - at

8

that point, and we needed help.

9

This was literally a meeting to start

285

We had had a bunch of episodes in the

Q.

So let me fast-forward two days to

10

August 31 and show you the documents at tab 52.

11

at tab 52, you will find covering emails going back

12

and forth between Mr. Greenspan on one side and

13

Mr. Tanuri on the other.

14

Tanuri a Letter of Engagement on September 1, and

15

Tanuri sends the signed engagement letter back on

16

September 4th.

17

So

So Brian Greenspan sends

Do you see that?

It says:

"Thanks for your patience.

Pls

18

find the letter signed".

19

And then if you go into the document

20

past -- in mine, I have got a blue piece of paper,

21

but what I am looking for is the actual Letter of

22

Engagement.

23

a Letter of Engagement of August 31, 2017, and you

24

will see the first paragraph says:

25

There you have it.

There you'll find

"Further to our meeting and
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1

discussions on August 29 [...] "

2

A.

Yes.

Q.

I took it from that that was the

3

286

4

date of the meeting that took place at the Simcoe

5

hotel that we have just looked at?

6
7

287

A.

I assume that is correct.

Q.

Okay.

8

And he says:

"I am writing to confirm the

9

basis upon which our firm is

10

retaining you and your firm to act

11

as consultants with respect to the

12

client/clients verbally identified

13

to you."

14

And I think you'll easily confirm the

15

client or clients verbally identified to Mr. Tanuri

16

were you and Catalyst; is that fair?

17

A.

Well, me, the other partners,

18

Catalyst, because if you read the Scope of

19

Retainer, which is the paragraph below it --

20
21
22
23

288

Q.

Yes.

A.

-- the first part of that confirms

what my understanding was, so:
"The scope of the assignment

24

authorized pursuant to this Retainer

25

Agreement relates to a qualitative
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1

property, personnel and equipment

2

assessment of the current needs and

3

future requirements of our

4

clients/clients in order to more

5

effectively and lawfully carry out

6

their business objectives.

7

assignment may be expanded or

8

modified [...]"

9

And that is when I think the litigation

The

10

stuff got more, but right now, at that time, I was

11

quite worried about my family and my partners.

12

then it says later:

13

And

"In addition to retaining your

14

firm, we understand that you may

15

employ subcontractors and additional

16

consultants [...]"

17

289

Q.

And can you tell me why is it that

18

you were not -- not just you personally, but you,

19

your partners, Catalyst and Callidus, why were you

20

not identified in this retainer agreement, do you

21

know?

22

A.

23
24
25

I don't know.

You would have to

ask Mr. Greenspan.
290

Q.

Was there an effort made to

conceal your involvement with Tanuri and Tamara
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1

Global and the others in relation to the events we

2

are about to discuss?

3
4
5

A.

I can't imagine that would be the

Q.

Was there a separate retainer

case.
291

6

agreement entered into at the time with Gadi Ben

7

Efraim?

8
9
10

292

Not that I know of.

Q.

Do you know whether Gadi Ben

Efraim --

11
12

A.

MR. MOORE:
document.

I am not aware of any such

If there is any -- sorry.

13

MR. THOMSON:

14

MR. MOORE:

15

THE DEPONENT:

16

MR. MOORE:

Go ahead, David.
I was going to say -I need 30 seconds.

I was just going to say, to

17

the best of my knowledge and understanding -- go

18

ahead.

19

MR. THOMSON:

20

THE DEPONENT:

21
22
23
24
25

Newton, you go ahead.
I need to run to the

bathroom.
MR. THOMSON:
your thought.

Sorry, David, just finish

What were you saying?

MR. MOORE:

Yeah, no, I was saying --

and I will say it again when he comes back -- I
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1

should remember he had asked me over the weekend to

2

kind of take periodic breaks for a health reason

3

that he needs, and I tend to forget about breaks

4

for everybody and keep going.

5

MR. THOMSON:

6

MR. MOORE:

Right.

Yes.

But I'll say it now and I

7

will say when he comes back, that to the best of my

8

understanding and belief, we looked wherever we can

9

to find whatever documents there are relating to

10

these or any other retainers, and I am not aware of

11

any other Gadi-related retainers, certainly none

12

that is in our possession or under our control.

13

There may be something between Gadi and

14

Tanuri, but, you know, it is not as if we have got,

15

Oh, here is a file full of other retainers.

16
17

BY MR. THOMSON:
293

18
19

294

Q.

Okay.

A.

Thanks.

Q.

Tanya, can you pull up the last --

20

for some reason, these pages were produced

21

separately, but it is the last page of the retainer

22

agreement, the signature page.

23

And so here, Mr. Glassman, I'm just

24

showing you the signature page of this retainer

25

agreement involving Tamara Global and
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1

Mr. Greenspan, and you will see that Mr. Greenspan

2

signs at the top of the page, and Mr. Tanuri

3

appears to have signed at the bottom on September

4

4th of 2017; do you see that?

5

MR. MOORE:

6

case.

7
8

That appears to be the

BY MR. THOMSON:
295

9

Q.

Now, am I right that that same

day, Mr. Glassman, September 4th -- Monday,

10

September 4th of 2017, you travelled to London,

11

England, to meet with Mr. Tanuri?

12

your calendar to help you out on that and ask Tanya

13

to turn up tab 45.

Let me show you

14

[Court Reporter intervenes for

15

clarification.]

16

BY MR. THOMSON:

17

296

18

Sorry, I didn't realize you were

A.

Sorry, something disconnected me

cut off.

19
20
21

Q.

while I went to the bathroom.
297

Q.

That is all right.

Just

22

establishing a chronology.

23

that the retainer agreement with Tanuri and Tamara

24

Global was signed by him on September 4th, and I

25

was just suggesting to you, if you look at your

So David just confirmed
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1

calendar now and look at the date of September 4th,

2

2017 -- and scroll down, please.

3

entry at 5 o'clock -- 5:15.

4

Mr. Glassman?

5

the same day that the retainer agreement was

6

signed, September 4th, you travelled from -- the 17

7

Ardwold Gate, is that your home?

8
9

298

Just expand that

Do you see that,

It appears from what I can tell that

A.

Yes.

Q.

And travelled "To: Sky Service, NG

10

driving", and if you look at the next page, it

11

appears that there was a flight to England that day

12

or possibly arriving the following morning in

13

England on September 5th.

14

England where you met with people on September 6th?

15
16

A.

Was this your trip to

Yeah, but I don't know why it is

that --

17

MR. MOORE:

18

THE DEPONENT:

19

MR. MOORE:

20

THE DEPONENT:

The -Sorry?

Go ahead.
I see the entries.

I

21

don't know why they are formatted that way, because

22

it looks to me like it was on the 6th, not on the

23

5th, because it is at the bottom of the day.

24

in that time frame, I went to London, yes.

25

But

BY MR. THOMSON:
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2

137

Q.

Okay.

MR. MOORE:

And I just would add that I

3

think we -- well, it is not I think.

4

produced some flight logs which would indicate when

5

the plane left and went to the UK and came back.

6
7

I know we

BY MR. THOMSON:
300

Q.

Okay.

And am I right that on

8

September 6th you attended a meeting with

9

Mr. Tanuri and with representatives of Black Cube?

10

A.

Whatever the flight logs say are

11

the dates, which I think is the 6th.

12

in that two- or three-day time frame I was in

13

London, and yes, I attended a meeting which I now

14

know was introduced to a group of people who

15

purported to be from a firm called Black Cube who I

16

had never met before.

17

301

Q.

But somewhere

So, again, I'm not trying to trip

18

you up here, but I'll just read it to you.

19

paragraph 21 of your affidavit sworn on the Boswell

20

motion where you said:

21

This is

"At Mr. Tanuri's insistence, I

22

attended a meeting in London,

23

England on September 6, 2017 to meet

24

with what was prior to such

25

described to me as a team of
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1

investigators Tamara Global had

2

chosen to provide litigation

3

support.

4

meeting that these persons were

5

employees of Black Cube."

6

So I take it --

7

A.

Yeah.

Q.

I'm sorry.

You go ahead.

9

A.

I'm sorry.

I said, yeah, that is

10

exactly right.

11

having them confirmed.

12

MR. MOORE:

8

302

I came to learn at that

I just don't know the dates without

No, let me just pause for a

13

second here.

14

front of him, whether we mark it as an exhibit or I

15

do so on re-examination or whatever, a copy of that

16

affidavit so that, you know, he can follow along

17

specifically with the chronology in the

18

previously-sworn materials.

19

affidavit handy, Mr. Glassman?

I think Mr. Glassman should have in

20

THE DEPONENT:

21

BY MR. THOMSON:

Do you have that

22

303

23

I'll --

Q.

Tanya, can you pull it up?

There

A.

Okay.

Q.

So it is paragraph 21 that I was

it is.

24
25

I do not.

304
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1

interested in.

2

the affidavit says that:

3

I have just read this to you.

So

"At Mr. Tanuri's insistence, I

4

attended a meeting in London,

5

England on September 6, 2017, to

6

meet with what was prior to such

7

described to me as a team of

8

investigators Tamara Global had

9

chosen to provide litigation

10

support.

11

meeting that these persons were

12

employees of Black Cube."

13

And I think you have now confirmed that

14

that is an accurate statement?

15
16

I came to learn at that

305

A.

Yes, it is.

Q.

Now, the meeting in London on

17

September 6th, are you able to help us as to who

18

from Black Cube attended that meeting?

19

A.

I don't remember.

I remember that

20

there was one guy, heavy set, who I think his name

21

is Avi.

22

trying to remember his name.

23

running the business side of things.

24

was described as basically what we would call in

25

finance the person responsible for executing the

Another guy, a thinner guy, and I am
Avi was described as
The other guy
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tasks.
306

3

Q.

Right.

A.

And then there was a whole bunch

4

of other people that came in and out of what I

5

would describe as a pitch meeting.

6

307

7
8
9

And does that mean --

A.

And they were pitching their

Q.

Was that meeting held at the

services.
308

10

offices of Black Cube?

11

A.

12
13

Q.

I think so, certainly offices that

they purported to be theirs.
309

14

Q.

Okay.

And did Mr. Burstien of Psy

Group attend that meeting as well?

15

A.

I don't think Mr. Burstien worked

16

or works for Black Cube, and I definitely do not

17

believe he was at that meeting.

18

310

Q.

Did you attend a separate meeting

19

with him during that trip to London in September

20

of --

21

A.

Not to my recollection.

Not to my

22

recollection.

23

they weren't -- there were other people later that

24

had to be retained as further subcontractors, and I

25

think he was one of those.

And in fact, my recollection is that
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311

Q.

And when you say that this was a

2

pitch meeting, tell me what was discussed in that

3

meeting?

What was the pitch made by Black Cube?

4

A.

I remember them making a

5

presentation about their expertise, their

6

sophistication, their experience in litigation

7

support, their understanding of legal processes,

8

their being licensed in numerous jurisdictions.

9

is a pitch.

10
11

It was a pitch.

It

This is who we are

kind of thing.
312

Q.

And when you say "this is who we

12

are", did they tell you that they were a select

13

group of veterans of elite units in the Israeli

14

intelligence community?

15

A.

They -- yeah, they told me that

16

they are a bunch of people that have experience and

17

some of the experience for many of them was in the

18

intelligence services of the State of Israel.

19

313

Q.

Did they explain the way in which

20

they operated in terms of identifying targets and

21

using pretexts and false stories, meeting with

22

their targets and surreptitiously recording their

23

discussions with them?

24

element of what they do and how they carry on?

25

A.

Did they describe that

In fact, they did the opposite.
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1

They described to me that they had proprietary

2

methods that many have relied on.

3

whole bunch of cases that they had been involved

4

with where the information had been used in court.

5

To the best of my memory, one of them was some

6

famous case for a Russian oligarch, which for some

7

reason stands out in my head.

8

assurances that their approach, methods, and

9

experience is proprietary, and we have to rely on

10
11

They quoted a

And there were many

them.
314

Q.

And gave you no information as to

12

actually how they gather the information that is

13

relied upon in court proceeding; is that what you

14

are saying?

15
16

I'm sorry?

Q.

They didn't tell you how they

315

A.

17

gathered the information they rely upon in court

18

proceedings?

19

meeting on September 6th that they used pretexts,

20

they used fake LinkedIn profiles, fake companies,

21

fake websites, approached targets, surreptitiously

22

recorded them; you had no idea they would do any of

23

that?

24
25

316

You had no idea when you left that

A.

Absolutely no idea.

Q.

And am I right that no one else
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1

from Catalyst attended that meeting in London on

2

September 6th?

3

A.

It was only you?
I'm sorry, Mr. Thomson, I'm

4

actually having trouble hearing you.

5

becoming muffled.

6

please?

7

317

Q.

It is

Can you say the question again,

Yeah.

Am I right that no one else

8

from Catalyst attended that meeting in London on

9

September 6th?

Mr. Riley didn't attend, de Alba

10

didn't attend?

It was only you?

11

A.

Yeah, it was only me.

Q.

All right.

12

318

13

your external counsel --

14
15

And similarly, none of

319

A.

Only me from Catalyst.

Q.

I understand.

None of your

16

external counsel attended that meeting either?

17

Mr. DiPucchio, Mr. Greenspan, Mr. Moore, they were

18

not present; correct?

19
20

320

A.

They did not attend.

Q.

And if we look at one document.

21

Pull up, please, tab 78.

22

document entitled "Project: Maple Tree", and you

23

will see the date of the email at the top of the

24

page is Thursday, September 14th, at 9:31 a.m.

25

This is from Mr. Abraham Ronen of Psy Group to Phil

At tab 78 is a Psy Group
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1

Elwood, who we'll talk about in a minute.

2

you scroll to the bottom of the page, you'll find

3

an email from Royi Burstien.

4

second.

5

knew then or you certainly came to understand that

6

Mr. Burstien was the CEO of Psy Group; correct?

7
8
9

321

But if

And pause there for a

I take it we can agree that you either

A.

Later.

Q.

Okay.

Later on.
And you will see his email

Wednesday, September 13th, 2017, at 1:45 p.m.,

10

written to a bunch of different people at Psy

11

Group, including Emmanuel Rosen and others.

12

says:

13

It

"Enclosed highlights and

14

comments from client meeting last

15

week."

16

And if we just pull out a trusty

17

calendar, and we look at Wednesday, September 13th,

18

the preceding week was the week of Monday,

19

September 4th, which is the week that you were in

20

London, and that is why I suggested to you that

21

Burstien had attended your meeting with Psy Group.

22

If not that meeting, he attended a separate meeting

23

with you in London during the week of September

24

4th.

25

A.

I don't think so.

That "client"
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1

may mean Tanuri or somebody on behalf of Tamara

2

Global.

3

I don't know.

322

4

Q.

Okay.

A.

That is not my memory.

It doesn't

5

mean my memory is perfect, but that is not how I

6

currently remember it.

7

323

Q.

Okay.

We'll talk about this memo

8

in a little bit when we talk about the meeting you

9

did attend in New York with representatives of the

10

Psy Group on September 14th, which is the day of

11

this memo.

12

So I'll come back to that.
Now, just to cover this off

13

chronologically, let me show you a couple of

14

additional documents in terms of what led up to the

15

meeting on September 6th, and I will take you,

16

please, to tab 51 of my documents.

17

find an email at the bottom of the page that gets

18

sent to you by a fellow named Peter Gilgan on

19

September 3 of 2017.

20
21

324

So here you'll

You know Mr. Gilgan?

A.

I know Peter quite well.

Q.

He is a long-standing friend of

22

yours, as I understand it?

23

A.

That would be true.

Q.

Is he the CEO of Mattamy Homes?

A.

He is.

24
25

325
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326

2

146

Q.

And he writes to you at the bottom

of the page and says:

3

"Hey brother:

4

Heath laid my new duds on me

5

[...]", and so on.

6

Skipping past that to the next

7

paragraph, he says:

8

"BTW happen to have a lady up

9

here this weekend... Very

10

circumstantial... Just a complete

11

fluke... Her boss is a guy Who runs

12

some Ricky asked company called West

13

face capital... Ever heard of it?"

14

You received this email from Mr. Gilgan

15

on or around September 3 of 2017?

16
17

327

A.

Correct.

Q.

And then if we look at what

18

happens next, turn now to tab 54, Tanya, you'll

19

find now further emails from you about that

20

paragraph I just showed you.

21

Mr. Gilgan writes to you and copies his email to

22

Bei Huang and says:

23

So on September 4th,

"Newton, allow me to introduce

24

you to Bei.

25

at West Face Capital for several

She has been employed
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1

years and would like to stay in that

2

industry.

3

feels the atmosphere at WFC is

4

conducive to a productive future for

5

her.

6

rolls at West Face, including

7

analyst early in her tenure there

8

and more recently a 'back office'

9

roll in finance.

10

However, she no longer

I believe she has held various

Perhaps Bei can be

more specific.

11

Of course I can't speak to her

12

technical skills but I can attest to

13

the fact that's she a patient

14

fisherman."

15

And then at the top of the page, he

16

says she's "an energetic cyclist".

17

You also received these emails on

18

September 4th and 5th of 2017; correct?

19
20

328

A.

It looks that way.

Q.

And then the following day, if you

21

turn to tab 55, you'll see that Ms. Huang writes to

22

Peter Gilgan and copies you thanking him for the

23

introduction to you and says:

24
25

"Great to meet you here Newton.
I have been working in West Face
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1

before we launched the funds,

2

covered most of the areas in

3

financial analyst, Operation, risk

4

reporting, financial reporting,

5

compliance.

6

attached."

7

And then she says she would appreciate

Please find my resume

8

meeting with you in person in order to give you a

9

more detailed description of what she has been

10

doing at West Face.

11

So as of September 5th, she appeared to

12

be looking for a new job.

13

has introduced her to you, and you understood that

14

she was looking for other employment; fair enough?

15
16

329

17

A.

I thought that was a trap.

Q.

Well, you didn't think that

Mr. Gilgan was setting you up for a trap, did you?

18

A.

19
20

Mr. Gilgan, your friend,

No, no, Peter could have been

manipulated, though.
330

Q.

And am I right that you then

21

respond?

22

of the page, you actually respond, I believe, while

23

you are in London.

24

say:

25

Turn to tab 56.

The email at the bottom

On September 6th at 8:41, you

"Good morning, bei.

Sorry for
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1

the delayed response but I am

2

travelling."

3

And of course, I am right, you were

4

travelling in London, England, at that point.

5

is the same day as the meeting with Black Cube on

6

your itinerary; correct?

7

A.

8
9

This

This is the same day I was in

London, yes.
331

Q.

10

And then you say you are:
"Happy to help, and happy to

11

meet."

12

And you say not sure if there is a role

13

with Catalyst, but if not, you are happy to help

14

her elsewhere.

15

And then she gets back to you at the

16

top of the page the same day at 7:45 p.m. and

17

thanks you for responding, says she has looked at

18

her employment contract, found that there is a

19

non-compete covenant in her employment contract.

20

She says:

21

"I would not think this would

22

be a problem if West Face is not in

23

a lawsuit with Catalyst.

24

meaning Greg Boland, "will probably

25

not [be] happy if I shift the ship

Greg",
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1

to Catalyst."

2

And asks you to keep an eye out for --

3

am I right that after that exchange you provided

4

her name to the Black Cube people as someone they

5

may look at?

6
7

332

8
9

A.

Are you okay?

Q.

Yeah.

A.

Well, as the email shows, I

Thank you.

Am I correct?

directed her back to her own employment, told her

10

that I don't think it -- it may not work for our

11

firm.

12

bit of a trap, and I don't remember the exact

13

mechanics, but my memory is I told Yossi or Gadi

14

about being contacted by her and that I thought it

15

was too big a coincidence.

16

333

17

As I said earlier, I was concerned it was a

Q.

to the Black Cube people?

18

A.

19

Global people.

20

334

21
22

335

23

No, I provided it to the Tamara

Q.

All right.

A.

That is my memory.

Q.

Was she mentioned during a meeting

with the Black Cube people on September 6th?

24
25

So you did provide her name then

336

A.

Pardon me?

Q.

Was she mentioned during a meeting
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with the Black Cube people on September 6th?

2

A.

I have no idea.

3

I have no idea.

4

been possible, but I don't know.

5

337

Q.

I have no idea --

The time looks like it might have

Did you ever tell Mr. Gilgan that

6

you had provided her name to Tanuri or to Black

7

Cube or to anyone else?

8

A.

9
10

I told Mr. Gilgan that I was quite

suspicious of the coincidence.
338

Q.

Was Avi Yanus the most senior

11

representative of Black Cube that you interacted

12

with in respect of this matter?

13

A.

14
15

seniority structure at Black Cube.
339

16
17

I have no knowledge of the actual

340

Q.

Okay.

A.

I have no idea.

Q.

But you would be aware that on the

18

day after your meeting in London on September 6th,

19

he emailed to you a proposed Letter of Engagement.

20

Let me take you to that and ask you to turn up,

21

please, tab 57.

22

bottom of the page, you will see he sends this

23

actually on to -- when I look at it, to Yossi

24

Tanuri on September 7th at 9:50, and says:

25

If you could just scroll to the

"Dear Yossi,
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1

I am pleased to e*meet you.

2

Following your discussion with my

3

colleague, I am pleased to attached

4

to this email the Letter of

5

Engagement for project Camouflage,

6

and the company's T&C for your

7

review and confirmation."

8

Pause there for a moment.

9

Black Cube

assigned the name "Project Camouflage" to the

10

project being undertaken -- or were undertaking,

11

rather, for you or for Catalyst; correct?

12

A.

I have no idea.

The recent

13

reading material was the first time I saw the

14

project name Camouflage.

15

341

Q.

Well, I am going to suggest to you

16

that that's not correct, but let me -- I'll show

17

you why I say it is not correct in a moment.

18

MR. MOORE:

Sorry, you are saying it is

19

not correct, Mr. Thomson, or you are --

20

BY MR. THOMSON:

21

342

Q.

I'm suggesting to you your memory

22

is failing you, but in fact you received a series

23

of written presentations made by Black Cube on a

24

series of dates starting in September, September

25

19, again early October, again in November, all of
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1

which had Project Camouflage all over the

2

presentations.

3

A.

I don't remember that.

Q.

Okay.

5

A.

I don't --

6

MR. MOORE:

4

343

7

date of those?

8

Cube --

9

Well --

Sorry, what is the first

I know there are some in the Black

MR. THOMSON:

10

September 19th is the

first one.

11

MR. MOORE:

12

MR. THOMSON:

13

Okay.
And they go on from

there.

14

MR. MOORE:

15

MR. THOMSON:

16

All right.
I'll show you those

momentarily.

17

MR. MOORE:

No, that is fine.

I take

18

it those are some of the documents contained in the

19

Black Cube productions ordered by Justice Boswell.

20

MR. THOMSON:

21

They are.

exactly right.

22

MR. MOORE:

23

BY MR. THOMSON:

24
25

That is

344

Q.

All right.

So if we take a look at the
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1

sorry, sent to Tanuri, rather, by Yanus on

2

September 7th, you'll see there is a draft

3

engagement letter attached to it.

4

addressed to Tamara Global Holdings in Israel, and

5

you will see at paragraph 4, it says:

6

So it is

"This proposal was specially

7

prepared following a discussion with

8

the client.

9

information provided, Black Cube

10

have structured an approach that

11

will provide the best chances of

12

achieving the client's goals and

13

aiding their efforts."

14

And if you look at the basic structure

Based on the

15

of the agreement in terms of fees and so on, look

16

at the third page of the document, paragraphs 21

17

and following.

18

So they say:
"The price for this project

19

will be 1,500,000 USD, inclusive of

20

all costs.

21

The first payment in the sum of

22

250,000 USD will be due upon the

23

signing of this letter, and the

24

second payment in the sum of

25

1,250,000 USD will be due before the
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1

15th of September."

2

And then paragraph 23 says:

3

"Black Cube will be paid a

4

success fee should the Client decide

5

to use the intelligence gathered in

6

the project, and when certain

7

results will be achieved.

8

sums and results will be agreed upon

9

before the second payment, and will

The exact

10

be considered as part of this

11

letter."

12

And then finally paragraph 24 says:

13

"The payment of the success fee

14

will be independent from, and in

15

addition to, any other fee paid

16

according to this agreement."

17

Was that basic structure of the

18

arrangement discussed with you during the meeting

19

of September 6th in London?

20

A.

I guess so.

I would suspect so.

21

I'm sorry to do this, but I have to go to the

22

bathroom again.

23

lunch.

24
25

I drank a lot of iced tea at

Give me a minute and a half.
MR. MOORE:

is 3 o'clock.

Let's take 5 minutes.

It

Let's take five minutes.
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1

[DISCUSSION OFF THE RECORD.]

2

-- RECESSED AT 3:01 P.M.

3

-- RESUMED AT 3:03 P.M.

4

BY MR. THOMSON:

5

345

Q.

So, Mr. Glassman, I have just

6

shown you the draft letter of engagement.

7

show you what happens next, and ask you to turn up,

8

Tanya, tab 59.

9

Let me

So scroll down, please.

So you'll see -- no, too far down.

10

Stop there.

11

thing.

No, back.

12

Okay.

13

All right.

No, stop.

Don't do a

Now you are being malevolent.
So just stay there.

So

14

you'll see what happens, Mr. Glassman, is the same

15

day that that draft is sent on September 7th,

16

Mr. Tanuri reaches out to Mr. Greenspan on

17

September 7th at 10:57 p.m. and says:

18

"Brian

19

I need your legal advise on

20

this one.

21

Can you pls call me [...]"

22

And so on.

And if you scroll up,

23

Mr. Greenspan -- sorry, scroll up just a little

24

bit.

25

thereafter and says:

And Mr. Greenspan writes back shortly
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1

"Seems acceptable although

2

vague in its description of services

3

or goals to be achieved."

4

I believe he is referring to that

5

success fee paragraph I have just shown you, and

6

then Tanuri writes back the same day and says:

7

"[That's] my take as well.

8

Thats why i [asked] my friend

9

to put in writing exact expectations

10

and deliverables.

11

team list so it's clear.

Gadi will put

12

Thanks.

13

Pls share your thoughts with my

14

friend."

15

I took it that what happened here is on

16

September 7th Tanuri reached out to you and said,

17

Look, Newton, it is important you put in writing

18

your exact expectations and deliverables,

19

particularly in respect of the success fee?

20

that a fair assumption on my part?

21

A.

Is

Yeah, it also makes me wonder how

22

much specificity was in the meeting.

23

before I went to the bathroom - for which I

24

apologize, by the way - whether it was discussed in

25

the meeting.

You asked me

It couldn't have been too specific in
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1

the meeting because, just piecing it together, it

2

looks like they spent -- Yossi sent Brian the draft

3

that you just showed, and then sometime thereafter,

4

they are asking me to fill in some of the

5

generalities, which is what happened, and I did.

6

346

Q.

And then the draft is sent on by

7

Greenspan -- well, I'll just show you what

8

happened.

9

you that the times of these emails are all screwed

Go back to tab 57 now, and I should tell

10

up because people are using UTC time, so you

11

can't -- I rather doubt that Mr. Greenspan was

12

actually sending an email to his assistant at 1:10

13

in the morning about this, so you can't really

14

place much weight on the actual time of the day.

15

So either late on September 7th or

16

early morning of September 8th, Mr. Greenspan sends

17

a note on to his assistant Sharon Timlin and says:

18

"Please print the email and

19

attachments and put in sealed

20

envelope for pick up by or on behalf

21

of Newton Glassman - and then

22

confirm that it is ready to me by

23

email."

24

So a quick question to you.

25

help us as to why this was being placed in a sealed

Can you
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1

envelope for pickup by you?

2

simply emailed to you at one of the email addresses

3

that you were using at the time; do you know?

4
5

347

Why was this not

A.

I literally have no idea.

Q.

Now, let me show you what happens

6

next, which is -- turn to -- I guess in sequence,

7

you have got to take this one step at a time.

8

to the next event, which is my tab 59, just to give

9

you the reference point that we have just taken you

10
11
12

Turn

to so you can see how this played out.
The email I have just shown you where
Tanuri says, toward the top of the page:

13

"[...] i [asked] my friend to

14

put in writing exact expectations

15

and deliverables."

16

The next document that we see in time

17

appears to be an email from Mr. DiPucchio, so let

18

me just take you to that.

19

are on the same day as that email exchange we just

20

looked at at 5:15 p.m.

21

an email, copied to Jim Riley, where he says in the

22

first paragraph:

And so on.

And that is tab 61.

We

And Mr. DiPucchio sends you

23

"Newton, as requested, here is

24

a list of evidence/information that

25

I would classify as most important
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1

in the prosecution of the various

2

Catalyst/Callidus pieces of

3

litigation or contemplated

4

litigation.

5

list by any means, but it reflects

6

the key items that I have been able

7

to think of given the brief window

8

of time within which you have

9

requested the list."

10

This is not a complete

So I took it from this that following

11

that exchange with Mr. Tanuri, that you reached out

12

to Mr. DiPucchio and asked him to set out a list of

13

the key evidence or information that he would

14

regard as the most important in prosecuting the

15

various Catalyst/Callidus pieces of litigation or

16

contemplated litigation; is that a fair summary of

17

what happened?

18

A.

I think that is right.

Q.

Okay.

A.

That is certainly my assumption as

Q.

Okay.

19

348

20
21
22

And --

well.
349

That is fine.

Did you tell

23

Mr. DiPucchio, when you had that discussion with

24

him about this list, did you tell him about the

25

meeting you had attended in London the day before
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A.

3
4
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I don't know.

I have no idea.

I

don't remember.
350

Q.

Did you tell Mr. DiPucchio you

5

intended to use his memo to finalize the terms of

6

the retainer of Black Cube?

7

purpose to him?

8
9

351

10
11

352

Did you explain the

A.

I have no idea.

I don't remember.

Q.

Did you share this with Mr. Riley?

A.

Well, Mr. Riley had the list.

Q.

All right.

But my question is did

12

you share with Mr. Riley the fact that you intended

13

to use the list to finalize the retainer of Black

14

Cube?

15

A.

Well, Mr. Riley knew that I had

16

been in London.

17

looking for litigation support.

18

told him, but I assume that he knew that I was

19

trying to figure out what we needed.

20

353

Q.

Mr. Riley knew that we were
I don't know if I

And did you tell him when you got

21

back that you had met with operatives of Black Cube

22

in London?

23

A.

I don't know.

24

not have.

25

he knows why -- or knew why.

I may have.

He knew I was going to London.

I may
I assume
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354

2

4

don't know.
355

6
7

Q.

Okay.

Now just in terms of

A.

But that is an assumption.

dates --

3

5

162

356

I

I don't remember the context of that.
Q.

In terms of --

A.

Or the timing of it.

Q.

Just to explain why there are

8

certain dates in Mr. DiPucchio's email, so we have

9

it for our record, at the time that this email was

10

sent on September 7th of 2017, Catalyst's appeal to

11

the Court of Appeal in the Moyse action was

12

scheduled to be heard on September 26th and 27th;

13

do you recall that?

14

A.

15
16

Yes.

Well, I recall it now

because I know it.
357

Q.

And Mr. DiPucchio then separates

17

various topics in his email by subject matter

18

headings and by days.

19

five headings in his email.

20

October 31, 2017", "Mose - by September 19, 2017",

21

"VimpelCom - by September 19, 2017", and on the

22

next page, "Veritas - by October 31, 2017", and

23

"WSJ - by October 31, 2017".

24

VimpelCom and Moyse were sooner obviously than the

25

other dates that he put in the memo; correct?

So you will see there are
So "General - by

The dates for
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A.

It appears that way.

Q.

And that is so because there was

3

particular urgency associated with obtaining the

4

evidence or information associated with the Moyse

5

and VimpelCom proceedings because of the

6

fast-approaching date of Catalyst's appeal to the

7

Court of Appeal in the Moyse case; is that a fair

8

assumption?

9
10
11

A.

I think that is one of the

Q.

Okay.

reasons.
359

And if you then look at

12

what happens next to finalize the Letter of

13

Engagement, the next step I'm going to suggest to

14

you in finalizing the Black Cube Letter of

15

Engagement involved your creation of a bonus scheme

16

that would be applicable under the contract which

17

you then did in your own handwriting.

18

to get Maura to pull up --

19

MR. MOORE:

So I'm going

Just before you leave this

20

document that you've been -- you have it on the

21

screen, this was what tab number in your compendium

22

or set of materials?

23

MR. THOMSON:

24

MR. MOORE:

25

61.
All right.

So my

understanding -- and this is, I think,
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1

non-contentious.

2

Mr. Glassman's handwriting, and we'll see it in the

3

next document, likely.

4

an unedited or unannotated version of the email

5

that exists as well.

6
7

The writing on this document is

My recollection is there is

BY MR. THOMSON:
360

Q.

Yeah, there may be.

I'm

8

interested in how this retainer agreement was

9

finalized.

So let me show you the next -- and I am

10

going to come back to this document, Mr. Glassman,

11

in a minute, but to make sense of this, you have to

12

see the second document first.

13

So, Tanya, pull up pages 3 and 4 of

14

this document.

15

version -- sorry, a yellow -- no, go back to the

16

original document.

17

4 -- okay.

18

this document.

19

There should be an enhanced

There should be pages 3 and

There should be an enhanced version of

MR. MOORE:

There is a document that I

20

think is what you are referring to, being the

21

attachment to an email that you sent to my office

22

last week saying here is an enhanced version

23

because --

24

MR. THOMSON:

25

MR. MOORE:

There it is.
-- because of -- and that
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is what you are meaning to come to, I take it.

2

MR. THOMSON:

3

MR. MOORE:

4

BY MR. THOMSON:

5

361

Q.

Yes, there it is.
Yes.

Okay.

So here is the -- all we did,

6

Mr. Glassman, is take your handwritten document and

7

just enhanced the writing so you can actually read

8

this thing.

9

more step, we put together a written transcription

And we actually -- then to take one

10

of this document that David has, and, David, I take

11

it up until now you have not spotted any errors in

12

the typewritten transcription?

13

MR. MOORE:

No, there may be a few

14

minor differences, but I don't think there are any

15

material disagreements.

16

was saying -- I can't remember if Mr. Glassman had

17

excused himself at that point, I believe

18

Mr. Glassman has a copy of the document that you

19

sent that I anticipated you would be referring to

20

during this examination.

21
22
23
24
25

And I believe that, as I

BY MR. THOMSON:
362

Q.

Right.

Okay.

Well, that is

helpful.
So, Mr. Glassman, a couple of things.
First of all, this handwritten document is in your
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363

A.

Yes, it is.

Q.

Okay.

And am I right that what

4

you did is you created a five-tier bonus legend

5

with varying amounts ranging from a high of

6

$500,000 per item to a low of $20,000 per item?

7
8

364

9

11

Q.

And am I right these are all U.S.

A.

Yeah, and then a whole bunch of

explanations underneath it.
365

13
14

Yes, it appears that way.

dollars?

10

12

A.

366

Q.

Right.

A.

The explanations are there too.

Q.

And just so we have it for our

15

record, so the bonuses payable under this bonus

16

legend or bonus scheme range from a low of $20,000

17

per item U.S. for level E items, up to $500,000 per

18

item for level A items; correct?

19

A.

20

MR. MOORE:

21

Yes.
I mean, it says what it

says.

22
23

Sure.

BY MR. THOMSON:
367

Q.

And having come up with that bonus

24

scheme, you then went back -- now let me take you

25

back to Mr. DiPucchio's typewritten memo of
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1

September 7th, so back to the first page of this

2

production, and am I right that this document also

3

contains your handwriting?

4

A.

It does.

Q.

And what you have done is, using

5

368

6

the bonus scheme we have just looked at, you have

7

then assigned a letter to each of the items listed

8

by Mr. DiPucchio in his memo of September 7th?

9
10
11

A.

Yeah, with the odd words added by

Q.

Correct.

me.
369

And if we wanted to show

12

the Court an example of a level A item that could

13

trigger the payment of a $500,000 bonus, we could

14

look under the heading "Moyse", just to pick an

15

example, and the second item under "Moyse is:

16

"Evidence of what was deleted

17

by Moyse from his personal devices."

18

And then there is a handwritten

19

notation beside that that says:

20

"A if admissible in Court, C if

21

not admissible."

22

A.

Yes.

Q.

In other words, what you are

23

370

24

saying, as I understand it based on the bonus

25

scheme, is that if evidence or information was
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1

provided to show what was deleted by Moyse from his

2

personal devices, if that was admissible in court,

3

the bonus that would be paid would be $500,000, and

4

if the evidence was not admissible in court, that

5

the bonus payable would be $100,000 per item?

6

MR. MOORE:

Let me just stop you there.

7

My recollection is that there was a September 11

8

version of the engagement letter and the terms of

9

engagement that may have made some reference to

10

this, and that there may be some explanatory

11

linkage there that would connote success.

12

In other words, it wouldn't -- I'm

13

going from memory now, I don't have the other pages

14

in front of me, but it may be you have to look at

15

the other page to see how it fully works together.

16

Whether the admissible evidence in and of itself

17

would be sufficient, I am not sure.

18

to look at both I think.

19

MR. THOMSON:

20

Yeah, I'm going to come

to that in a second, David.

21

MR. MOORE:

22

BY MR. THOMSON:

23

You would have

371

Q.

Okay.

If you wanted to show the Court,

24

Mr. Glassman, an example of a level B item that

25

would trigger the bonus payment of $250,000 per
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1

item, again, if we look under Moyse, and we look at

2

the -- we take the, you know, first item under

3

Moyse:

4

"Any evidence that Moyse took

5

information from Catalyst about Wind

6

or any other Catalyst confidential

7

information when he left Catalyst."

8

So you ascribed the letter B to that

9

item; correct?

10

A.

Yes.

Q.

If you wanted to show the Court an

11

372

12

example of a level C item that could trigger the

13

payment of a bonus of $100,000 per item, if we look

14

under the heading "General" near the top of the

15

page and look about five entries down, you will see

16

a reference to:

17

"- Correspondence or

18

information linking the Wolf Pack to

19

West Face and/or Greg Boland and

20

other West Face representatives."

21

And you have inserted the word

22

"evidence".

23
24
25

373

A.

Right.

Q.

So to read:
"- Correspondence, [evidence],
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1

or information linking the Wolf Pack

2

to West Face and/or Greg Boland and

3

other West Face representatives."

4

And if we wanted to show the Court an

5

example of a level of D item that would be -- that

6

would trigger the payment of a bonus --

7

A.

Not completely.

To be more

8

accurate, I suspect I really meant evidence.

9

other words, it has to be admissible.

10

374

11

In

Q.

Okay.

A.

If you read the whole engagement

12

letter, they say that they have the sole exclusive

13

right to determine how they are going to do

14

something and what they are going to do and that we

15

have to rely on them in order to make sure that it

16

is litigation support that we can use.

17

So I was trying to make sure that they

18

understood, and that is why I wrote "evidence" all

19

over the place, and I tried other places to make it

20

clear that it has no real fundamental value in that

21

they would be incentivized to make sure that we can

22

use it in court.

23

has to be admissible.

24
25

375

Q.

If you want us to rely on you, it

If you wanted to show the Court an

example of a level D item that was capable of
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1

triggering a payment of a bonus of $50,000 per

2

item, you could look under the heading "General"

3

and look at the second entry where it says:

4

"- names [and evidence] of

5

those individuals who have been

6

leading the activities of the Wolf

7

Pack."

8

Correct?

9

A.

Yes.

Q.

And then finally, if we wanted to

10

376

11

show the Court an example of a level E item that

12

could trigger the payment of a bonus of $20,000 per

13

item, you could look to the very first item listed

14

under the heading "General" where you have now

15

written into that, but:

16

"- [evidence of] names of the

17

parties comprising the Wolf Pack".

18

Correct?

19

A.

Yes, sir.

Q.

Now, in addition to categorizing

20

377

21

the various matters identified by Mr. DiPucchio in

22

his memo of September 7th as items A, B, C, D, or E

23

to correspond with your bonus legend, am I right

24

that you also came up with additional categories of

25

information and evidence for the purposes of the
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bonus scheme with Black Cube?

2

A.

Well, it was whatever is on the

3

yellow -- I think what you are referring to is

4

whatever is on the yellow page beneath the legend

5

and stuff.

6

378

Q.

I am.

So can you pull back up

7

again, Tanya, the enhanced version of -- there.

8

Okay.

9

So stop there.

10

Now scroll down.

And keep scrolling down.

I'm happy to work, Mr. Glassman, either

11

with this handwritten version or with the

12

typewritten transcription.

13

But let me just read into the record what we

14

understand this to say.

15

Either works for me.

So 1(i):

"Also if find proof positive of

16

Moyse downloading Wind and/or

17

Callidus material from our servers

18

to his personal devices and from

19

such to Dropbox account US

20

$250,000."

21

Correct?

22

A.

That is what it says.

Q.

And then below that:

23

379

24
25

"If proof/trace such to West
Face:

Additional US $250,000."
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1

Correct?

2

A.

Yes.

Q.

And below that, the next one:

3

380

4

"Evidence of our Wind material

5

and West Face servers especially

6

from April - August 2014, US

7

$250,000 so long as not same as ii";

8

correct?

9

A.

Right.

Q.

And then below that:

10

381

11

"Direct confession from Moyse,

12

US $250,000"?

13

A.

Yes.

Q.

Correct?

14

382

15

Below that:

"Confession plus copy from

16

Moyse of Wind or Callidus material

17

given to West Face, additional US

18

$500,000"?

19

A.

No.

Q.

What do I have below?

A.

It says "additional US $250,000."

Q.

Sorry, look at --

A.

Sorry?

Q.

Look at (ii).

A.

Yes.

20

383

21
22

384

23
24
25

385
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386

2
3
4

Q.

Does it not say --

A.

It says 250.

You said 500.

Or at

least I thought you said 500.
387

5

Q.

I did.

You say that says 250 and

A.

I think that says 250, yes.

Q.

All right.

not 500?

6
7

174

388

8

And then below that,

(iii):

9

"Evidence of financial deal

10

between Moyse/West Face or evidence

11

of West Face paying Moyse currently

12

employer or evidence West Face

13

subsidizing Moyse income US

14

$100,000."

15

Correct?

16

A.

Yes.

Q.

And then below that:

17

389

18

"Evidence of Lorne

19

Creighton/other Catalyst employee

20

provided information of West Face

21

hands - $20,000/person."

22

A.

Yes.

Q.

And below that item 3 "Justice

23
24
25

390

Frank Newbould", so (i):
"Evidence/reasons for:
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1

A

2

bias against Catalyst/N

Glassman

3

B

anti-Semitism.

4

C

deal with West Face for

5

decision.

6

D

inappropriate

7

communication/dealings with West

8

Face or Boland

9

E

deal/move to Thornton Grout

10

U.S. $75,000 --"

11

A.

12
13

correct.
391

14

I don't think you read that

I don't think you read that correctly.
Q.

What did I not read correctly?

A.

I don't think it says "D

15

inappropriate communication".

16

"inappropriate connection" or "dealings with West

17

Face or Boland".

18
19
20
21

392

Q.

Thank you.

I think it says

So "inappropriate

connection/dealings with West Face or Boland."
And then below that:
"E

deal/move to Thornton Grout

22

U.S. $75,000 per item above by

23

deadline of Sept 20/17."

24

And then below that:

25

"If received after Sept 20/17,
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1

depends on strength of evidence, if

2

criminal in nature, same US $75,000

3

per item.

4

on evidence/opinion of counsel."

5

Do I have that correct?

6

A.

Yes, you do.

Q.

And below that, number 4:

7

393

8

If not criminal, depends

"West Face

9

Evidence of other criminality not

10

related to us, US $25,000/item."

11

Below that:

12

"Confirmation of assets under

13

management US $20,000."

14

And below that:

15

"Confirmation of current

16

notices of redemption."

17

Scroll down, please.

18

down in the handwritten notes.

19

Tanya, scroll
Scroll down.

So below that, one more below that.

20

Just scroll down a little bit.

21

by the picture of the people on mine.

22

MR. MOORE:

23

BY MR. THOMSON:

24
25

394

Q.

It is blocked out
Scroll down.

Mine isn't blocked.

It is not blocked?

Then maybe you

can read that.
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A.

2

It is blocked on mine, but if you

just make it --

3

MR. MOORE:

4

BY MR. THOMSON:

5

395

6
7
8

Smaller.

Q.

Shrink it.

A.

It is cut off on the bottom of

Q.

Okay.

mine.
396

9

Scroll up, Tanya, or down.

I just want to see the last entry on that page.

10

No.

11

Just shrink it.
MS. O'SULLIVAN:

It is cut off in the

12

produced version, so that the page ends with the

13

text partially cut off.

14
15

BY MR. THOMSON:
397

Q.

16

I believe what it says is:
"Confirmation of current

17

notices of redemption."

18

And I guess the email, it is not cut

19
20

off.
So, Mr. Glassman, to summarize this --

21

this is all, of course, in your handwriting.

22

the bonus scheme that you arrived at before this

23

agreement was sent back to the people at Black

24

Cube; correct?

25

A.

It is

Yeah.
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Q.

And if we look at what happens

2

next, am I right that you took your handwritten

3

notations on the DiPucchio memo of September 7th,

4

coupled with your handwritten description of the

5

bonus scheme that we have just looked at, you

6

provided those to your assistant Stephanie Wright

7

and had her scan them and send them back to Tanuri?

8
9
10

A.

I believe that is what happened,

Q.

Okay.

yes.
399

And the Black Cube Letter

11

of Engagement - this is David's point - is then

12

modified accordingly to reflect this five-tier

13

bonus scheme that you had created.

14

please, to my tab 60 where you'll find now an

15

updated version of the Letter of Engagement from

16

Black Cube of September 11, 2017.

17

please, at page 3 of this version of the Letter of

18

Engagement where there are a couple of new

19

provisions that are inserted.

20
21

So now turn,

And look now,

And look in particular at paragraph 23:
"Black Cube will be paid a

22

success fee according to the

23

definitions in Annex A, with a

24

maximum cap of 11,000,000 USD and in

25

accordance with the following
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1

scale:"

2

And again, the same scale, A $500,000

3

U.S. per item, B 250,000 U.S. per time, C $100,000

4

U.S. per item, D 50,000 U.S. per item, and E

5

$20,000 U.S. per item.

6

And that, of course, corresponds with

7

the bonus scale that you had arrived at in your

8

handwritten document; correct?

9

A.

Well, not quite correct.

It

10

incorporates the reference of evidence that I used

11

repeatedly, probably should have used more, in my

12

handwriting because "evidence" was intended to

13

imply it has to be in accordance with our ability

14

to use it, as in evidence for a Court, and it is

15

tied to the other language in this schedule and in

16

this agreement, which includes all of the stuff

17

that is before this and after this, which also

18

includes warranty of them acting legally, a

19

warranty of them doing things properly, an

20

assurance to us that they would use their

21

proprietary methods, that they are the experts, and

22

that we were relying on them to do it in a manner

23

that was appropriate and usable in court.

24
25

400

Q.

And --

A.

We can't read it by itself.

We
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have to read the whole agreement.
401

Q.

My point, it is a very simple,

3

small, itty-bitty point, which is this:

4

five-tier bonus scheme that you had arrived at in

5

the written document we looked at ten seconds ago

6

was then incorporated into the written Letter of

7

Engagement of Black Cube dated September 11 of

8

2017; correct?

9

A.

10
11

That the

Well, I think it was intended to

incorporate more than that.
402

Q.

All right.

But that at least was

12

done in the written Letter of Engagement of

13

September 11; correct?

14

A.

15
16

I personally believe more than

that was done, but, you know, it is -403

17

Q.

Well --

A.

So, for example, it leaves out --

18

to make your point, it leaves out the other stuff

19

that is handwritten, but it also -- and I would

20

assume that they would argue that it was intended

21

to be included, and I would argue that the language

22

that I used, perhaps not very well, but it was

23

pretty clear that it was intended to be included,

24

not just the schedule.

25

404

Q.

Yeah, I think you are going to
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1

find that it was included.

2

at a time.

3

This is how we build a house, brick by brick.

4

number one, the five-tier bonus scheme that you

5

came up with in your handwritten document is

6

incorporated into the written agreement at

7

paragraph 23; correct?

8

C, D, and E.

9

11
12

So just one little bitty question.
So

Just the five tiers, A, B,

We have gone through this.
A.

10

So let me just stay one

Yes, the reference to the five

tiers is clearly inside paragraph 23.
405

Q.

Okay.

And then the next change is

made is paragraph 24, and you will see:

13

"20% of the final amount of the

14

success fee, as determined according

15

to article 23, will be reduced due

16

to internal management costs of the

17

client."

18

What that was about was, as I

19

understand it from the documents, Tanuri and Black

20

Cube agreed to an 80/20 split of any success fees,

21

any bonuses paid under the arrangement.

22

Cube kept 80 percent, Tanuri kept 20 percent; is

23

that consistent with your understanding?

24
25

A.

So Black

No, I don't think -- I actually

don't think that is exactly right.

To be more
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1

specific, I think Tanuri was getting 20 percent of

2

everything, no matter what it was, not just success

3

fees.

4

406

5
6
7

Q.

Okay.

A.

In fact, I know that to be the

Q.

And then -- and this is where I

case.
407

8

wanted to take you back to that reference, so

9

hopefully we can do this in one fell swoop.

10

But

you'll see in paragraph 23 it refers to:

11

"Black Cube will be paid a

12

success fee according to the

13

definitions in Annex A [...]"

14

Do you see that?

15

A.

I see that.

Q.

That then begs the question, of

16

408

17

course, what is Annex A?

18

to tab 61.

19

No, the first page of tab 61.

20

the first page.

21

Stop.

22

Now you have to go back

Go back to the first page of tab 61.

No.

There you go.

You just had it.

No,

There.

So you'll see what has happened is that

23

someone has written on the top of Mr. DiPucchio's

24

typewritten note of September 7th, 2017, at 5:15

25

p.m., the one that includes your handwritten
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1

notations, someone has written on the top of that

2

document "Annex A - LOG - 11/9/2017".

3
4

Yes.

Q.

Do you see that?

A.

I think it is the person whose

409

A.

5
6
7

initials is right beside that who wrote that.
410

Q.

Right, precisely, and those

8

initials are those of Avi Yanus, and I am going to

9

take you back to that in a minute.

But you will

10

see what has happened now is Annex A is your

11

handwritten markup of DiPucchio's memo of September

12

7th.

13

you will see that that's also initialed by Avi

14

Yanus in the top, right-hand corner at page 2.

15

then if you go to your handwritten note creating

16

the bonus scheme and go to the next page, page 3 --

17

no, go back.

18

version of this, please.

19

That is the first page.

Go to the next page,

And

Sorry, Tanya, use the original

Okay.

Scroll to the top of the page,

20

the very top of the page.

21

Mr. Yanus has initialled this page, and then go to

22

the next page, he has also initialled the next

23

page.

24
25

You will see that

And so Annex A to the Letter of
Engagement of Black Cube is the DiPucchio memo
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1

containing your handwritten annotations that

2

incorporate the letters that correspond to the

3

bonus scheme, as well as your handwritten note, if

4

you will, that creates the bonus legend and then

5

contains the additional matters that we have just

6

discussed; fair enough?

7
8

411

9

A.

Sure.

Q.

And if we go back now one last

time to the Letter of Engagement at tab 60 and

10

scroll to the bottom of the page, the very bottom

11

of that page.

12

the way to the bottom.

13

further.

14

The very bottom.

MR. MOORE:

Scroll down all

Maybe you can't go any

The document I have on my

15

screen has some signatures or initials and the name

16

of Tamara Global, et cetera, so I'm not sure if

17

there is anything more there.

18
19

Maybe it is cut off.

BY MR. THOMSON:
412

Q.

Yeah, I think that Mr. Glassman is

20

suffering from the same problem I have, which is

21

that the pictures of the people cut off the bottom

22

of the page, but Mr. Moore will confirm that

23

Mr. Yanus's initials appear at the bottom

24

right-hand corner of each page of the Letter of

25

Engagement as well, and it is then signed.

If you
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1

go to the signature page, page 3 of the Letter of

2

Engagement, you will see that it is signed by Yossi

3

Tanuri and by it appears to be Yanus on September

4

11 of 2017.

5

So to summarize this, the Letter of

6

Engagement includes both documents we have just

7

looked at and one additional document that is at

8

tab 57 of my cross-examination brief.

9

unfortunately, these are produced in a way that

And

10

each document seems to be a separate document, but

11

this is behind two or three blue sheets of paper on

12

mine.

13

this document, and it is the Terms and Conditions

14

of Black Cube.

If this helps, it is the twelfth page of

15

So scroll through this tab -- scroll

16

through tab 57 until you find the terms of

17

engagement -- sorry, Terms and Conditions, rather,

18

Tanya.

19

confirm this.

20

previous examination.

21

of Black Cube also formed part of the Letter of

22

Engagement.

23

There, pause there.

So I think David will

David has referred to this in a

MR. MOORE:

So the Terms and Conditions

We can have an offline

24

conversation and just avoid any confusion.

25

Independent of when each piece of this was or was
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1

not in Mr. Glassman's possession, we can, I think,

2

confirm through informal discussion and then we can

3

memorialize that, here are the ultimate components

4

of the agreement, if you will.

5
6

BY MR. THOMSON:
413

Q.

Okay.

Now, Mr. Glassman, as of

7

September 11 when this Letter of Engagement was

8

finalized, including Annex A that includes your

9

handwritten bonus scheme and so on, you I'm sure

10

recognized at the time that you were incentivizing

11

Black Cube to find evidence of misconduct by

12

Justice Newbould; correct?

13

A.

Yes, "evidence" being the key

Q.

And, again, what you were looking

14
15

word.
414

16

for was either evidence/reasons for bias against

17

Catalyst or against you, anti-Semitism, deal with

18

West Face for decision, inappropriate

19

communications/dealings -- or inappropriate contact

20

or whatever with -- dealings with West Face and

21

Boland, and deal/move to Thornton Grout.

22

So some of these matters related to the

23

Moyse case in particular, and some dealt with other

24

misconduct more generally; correct?

25

A.
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of it just in front of the witness so we have it.
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BY MR. THOMSON:
415

Q.

Sure.

That is fine.

So go to tab

5

61 and maybe pull up the typewritten transcription

6

to make this simple for all of the rest of us.

7

A.

I think a number of things had

8

occurred long before, seven, eight months before,

9

that forced us to question whether there was bias.

10

We had even had a discussion of bringing a motion

11

of recusal in January of -- I can't remember if it

12

was January 16 or 17 regarding Mr. Newbould.

13

We had found ourselves a whole bunch of

14

information in the public domain that worried us,

15

and yes, we needed to know if there was evidence

16

for the basis of a claim of bias that we could

17

bring forward.

18
19

416

Q.

And --

A.

But long, long, long before this

20

we had very serious issues, and I can give you some

21

examples, including an in-chambers meeting on

22

January the 26th.

23

January the 26th of '16 or '17, where

24

Mr. Newbould's behaviour caused many people in the

25

meeting to be extremely worried about his

I can't remember if it was
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impartiality.
417

3

Q.

And you were not in chambers;

A.

No, but Mr. Riley was, and if

correct?

4
5

memory serves, we went to possibly two -- in fact,

6

I know it was two now that I think about it, two

7

outside sources and discussed how to deal with it.

8

One was -- I guess it was Ian Binnie, I guess

9

Justice Binnie, and the other was a lawyer by the

10
11

name of Pope, and sought advice on what to do.
418

12

And to be clear, no motion for

recusal was ever brought, was it?

13

A.

14
15

Q.

That is true, but we never stopped

thinking about it.
419

Q.

We were very worried.

Now, let me ask you this,

16

Mr. Glassman.

17

contract that provided for the payments of amounts

18

to Black Cube of over $10 million U.S.

19

that the total amount would be somewhere like

20

$13,500,000 U.S. if all these bonuses had been

21

earned and payable.

22

no typewritten version of this Letter of Engagement

23

prepared that included not only the body of the

24

Letter of Engagement but also Annex A?

25

that not done?

Here you are entering into a

I think

Can you tell me this.

Why was

Why was
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A.

Well, three things.

First of all,

2

it is not quite right to say 13 or so million

3

dollars.

4

Every single one of them required certain

5

preconditions to be completed, including the

6

execution of their own agreement, which required

7

them to perform in a manner that it was admissible

8

in court.

9

in fact, I don't think it is possible if you go

Every single one of them was conditional.

It was unlikely, almost impossible - and

10

through all the items - for them to have earned all

11

of them because I think some of them conflict as

12

between them or are duplicative.

13

The second is some of it is in writing.

14

So when you look at even the document you gave me,

15

the legend of A, B, C, D, and E is typed into it.

16

The third is, I don't know why somebody

17

else didn't type it into the agreement.

18

they did with the legend, I don't know why they

19

didn't, and they probably should have.

20

420

Q.

And let me ask you this.

Just like

Did you

21

share this entire Letter of Engagement, including

22

the appendix to it, your markup of the DiPucchio

23

memorandum as well as your handwritten bonus

24

scheme?

25

de Alba?

Was that shared with Mr. Riley and Mr.
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1

A.

2

it was shared.

3

it is normal course in business, to have an

4

incentive system that aligns people's interests,

5

I'm certain that I would have -- certain is not a

6

hundred percent, but I'm fairly certain that I

7

would have told them, yeah, like we are not just

8

going to pay these guys a million and a half dollar

9

retainer with nothing to show up for it.

I don't know if the specifics of
I am fairly certain that, just like

I expect

10

them to legally and appropriately deliver stuff

11

that we can use in the court case, and I structured

12

it accordingly.

13

I have no idea if I gave them the

14

specifics of it.

15

would assume that Mr. Greenspan knew about it

16

because he would have gotten the final executed

17

copy from Yossi and was telling me I'm going to

18

come pick it up or send somebody to pick it up.

19

421

20

Q.

And clearly -- not clearly, but I

So your evidence is that

Mr. Greenspan was aware of this bonus scheme?

21

MR. MOORE:

22

said.

No, that is not what he

He made an assumption.

23

THE DEPONENT:

24

BY MR. THOMSON:

25

422

Q.

All right.

That is what I assumed.

And isn't it more
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1

likely than not, Mr. Glassman, to be fair to a

2

senior and distinguished counsel, you did not share

3

this with Mr. Glassman, and you didn't share it

4

with Mr. Moore, and you didn't share it with

5

Mr. DiPucchio; isn't that fair?

6

U/A

7

wasn't acting at the time, so it doesn't deal with

8

me.

9

Mr. Greenspan to see if he knew about it, I'll take

10

Well, let's be clear.

I

If you want to ask whether we'll inquire of

that under advisement.

11
12

MR. MOORE:

BY MR. THOMSON:
423

Q.

All right.

Will you please do

13

that and let me know whether Mr. Greenspan and/or

14

Mr. DiPucchio received at the time a copy of this

15

completed Letter of Engagement with Black Cube,

16

including the handwritten bonus scheme?

17

A.

Yeah --

18

U/A

19

Mr. DiPucchio was outside counsel as well at the

20

time, so I have noted your question, and I have

21

taken both requests under advisement.

22
23

MR. MOORE:

Hold on, hold on.

BY MR. THOMSON:
424

Q.

And, Mr. Glassman, I'm going to

24

suggest to you that you did not share the completed

25

Letter of Engagement, coupled with the Annex A and
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1

the bonus scheme, with Mr. Riley because you knew

2

that if you had, Mr. Riley would have put his hands

3

in the air and said, Stop, you can't be doing; you

4

just cannot march down this path?

5

fair statement, to be fair to Mr. Riley?

6

A.

I have no idea.

Isn't that a

I don't know if

7

it is a fair statement.

8

appropriate.

9

is much easier for everybody to look backwards with

I don't know if it is

It certainly wasn't the intent.

It

10

20/20 hindsight.

11

letter where they said that they would do things

12

that were admissible in court and that they are the

13

professionals and they knew whether something would

14

be admissible in court or not.

15

it clear in writing that they were not going to

16

break laws, that we were absolutely -- and it is

17

very clear in that engagement letter that we were

18

relying on them not to break laws and to do things

19

in a manner that we could use in court.

20

I was relying on that engagement

They certainly made

So I think in retrospect all of us are

21

not happy with the way certain things were done,

22

but it wasn't our expectation, just like we rely on

23

other experts to perform their tasks properly as

24

well.

25

sued them in England.

We are clearly not happy with them.

We have
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Q.

Well, I am going to suggest to you

2

that what you did in reality is you kept everyone

3

in the dark.

4

kept Naomi Lutes in the dark.

5

in the dark.

6

de Alba in the dark.

7

completed Letter of Engagement and the bonus scheme

8

that you had conferred upon Black Cube, including

9

the targeting of Justice Newbould.

They didn't

10

know because you didn't tell them.

Isn't that

11

true?

12

U/A

13

the Lutes, under advisement.

14

Lutes because that is outside legal counsel, ditto

15

DiPucchio.

16

consider any potential privilege issues about that.

17

You kept Greenspan in the dark.

You

You kept DiPucchio

You kept Riley in the dark.

You kept

None of them knew about this

MR. MOORE:

Well, I take it, based on
You didn't ask about

We'll consider that.

I just want to

But I have your question.

You asked

18

about Riley and de Alba.

19

witness can add to what he said already or not.

20

I don't know if the

But go ahead, and to the extent that

21

you can, if you can add anything to what you have

22

said, please do so.

23

THE DEPONENT:

It would be normal

24

course for the partners to have a discussion

25

generally about the mechanics but not the
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1

specifics.

2

that I didn't like the engagement letter, that it

3

wasn't tied to specifics, and that we need certain

4

deliverables that we can use in court.

It is highly likely that I told them

5

It is highly likely, but I can't swear

6

my life on it, nor can I swear my life on the

7

opposite.

8

procedure --

9
10

BY MR. THOMSON:
426

11
12
13

It would have been our normal

Q.

So you --

A.

-- to take care of our own

responsibilities.
427

Q.

Again, you knew Jim Riley very

14

well.

15

distinguished lawyer; fair enough?

You knew that he was a senior and very

16

A.

17
18

And I then and still to this day

respect him immensely.
428

Q.

And you knew that he had been a

19

senior partner at all of Goodmans and Stikemans and

20

the Ogilvy Renault firm in Toronto, he was someone

21

of considerable stature in the legal community; is

22

that fair?

23
24
25

429

A.

For sure.

Q.

And I'm just going to suggest to

you, because I'm obliged to under our rules, that
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1

you knew fully well that if Mr. Riley had known

2

that you were incentivizing Black Cube to attack

3

the honour and the integrity and the conduct of

4

Justice Newbould, who had been the trial judge in

5

the Moyse case, Mr. Riley would have said, You

6

can't be doing this, you must stop?

7

didn't you?

8

MR. MOORE:

9

THE DEPONENT:

You knew that,

Just a minute -First of all --

10

R/F

11

objecting to the form of that question and the

12

attack reference.

13

precondition was, is in writing, and it speaks for

14

itself.

15
16

MR. MOORE:

Hold it.

I'm just

What the incentive was, what the

The -BY MR. THOMSON:

430

Q.

Let's take it in bit-sized chunks.

17

You were incentivizing Black Cube to find evidence

18

of the most grave impropriety by Justice Newbould;

19

can we agree on that?

20

A.

21
22
23

We had evidence that the judge had

already breached his oath of office.
431

Q.

Can you answer my question?

A.

You do understand this is after

24

the CJC had been -- formally announced that they

25

were going to investigate Mr. Newbould, and
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1

Mr. Newbould resigned from the bench early in order

2

to avoid that investigation?

3

that?

4

432

Q.

You do understand

And what is the answer to my

5

question?

6

to find evidence of the most grave impropriety of

7

Justice Newbould?

8

Mr. Glassman?

9

A.

10
11

You were incentivizing Black Cube to try

Are you not able to accept that,

I don't -- I believe your

characterization is incorrect.
433

12

Q.

All right.

A.

We were incentivizing them to

13

discover, if it existed, elements of bias which we

14

were very concerned about.

15

434

Q.

Sorry, not just bias.

One of the

16

bonuses was "evidence, reasons for deal with West

17

Face for decision".

18

corruption, out and out corruption, that there was

19

a deal with West Face, they bought the decision;

20

correct?

21

A.

That is an allegation of

Sorry, could I ask you -- sorry, I

22

think you have the timing -- one of us has the

23

timing wrong.

24

Snowdy had told us that he has a tape of a judge

25

for $5 million being able to manipulate a case on

Is it not true that before this
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the Commercial List?
435

3

Q.

You mean the story from Snowdy

that you described as "ass-talk", that story?

4

A.

Yeah, without the tape.

We wanted

5

the tape, which we kept asking for.

6

other elements of what Snowdy told us that had

7

proven to be correct already by that time.

8

436

9

Q.

There were

I'll say it one last time and give

you one last chance to respond.

You kept Jim Riley

10

in the dark because you knew fully well he would

11

have put his hands in the air and said, Stop this,

12

you can't be doing this?

13
14
15

A.

That is not accurate.

That is not

Q.

So let me move forward in time.

accurate.
437

16

Well, let's just show you what happens next.

17

this contract is signed apparently on September 11

18

of 2017.

19

messages sent, as I understand it, on September 11.

20

And I say that because look at the box.

21

your note, your text message, to Mr. Tanuri:

22

Turn up tab 62.

So

So here are text

Look at

"To confirm, u mean tues sept

23

19, NOT tomorrow sept 12."

24

I take it from that this text was sent

25

on September 11th; fair enough?
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A.

I assume so.

Q.

And you'll see what this is about.

At the top of the page:
"Tuesday schedule".

This is

now Tanuri.

6

"Tuesday schedule London:

7

1300 lunch us 3.

8

1600 tea party.

9

1930 all free."

10
11

And you write below that.

You say:

"To confirm u mean tues sept

12

19, NOT tomorrow sept 12.

13

likely need to [be in] the air by

14

1900 so better if we start earlier.

15

Best if finished by 1700."

16

And then below that, Mr. Tanuri writes:

17

"Yes sept 19.

Also, I

I will check

18

again retiming... They wanted a few

19

extra hours... We are running an

20

operation on minutes...

21

all nets will be thrown into

22

water... Gadi is coordinating

23

between parties to ensure no cross

24

fire... This is [turning to] be way

25

bigger than we thought when

By wed a.m.
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1

started..."

2

I took from this that what was

3

happening here is Tanuri was reaching out to you on

4

September 11th to confirm a meeting in London on

5

September 19th; fair enough?

6
7

439

A.

I think so.

Q.

And when he says at 1600 there is

8

going to be a tea party, he is talking about a

9

meeting with Black Cube; correct?

10
11

440

12
13

441

A.

I think so.

Q.

And --

A.

Yeah.

Q.

And then when he says:

14

I didn't --

"By wed a.m. all nets will be

15

thrown into water...

16

coordinating between parties to

17

ensure no cross fire..."

18

What he is saying is Gadi is

Gadi is

19

coordinating -- Gadi Ben Efraim is coordinating as

20

between Psy Group on one side and Black Cube on the

21

other to ensure that they don't trip across each

22

other; correct?

23

A.

I don't know if I knew that at the

24

time.

25

whichever is more accurate factually, that Gadi is

I think he is implying or suggesting,
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1

coordinating between subcontractors.

2

have known who Psy was by then.

3

remember when I was told about Psy.

4

442

Q.

I may not

I just don't

And this is an example of

5

something we see repeatedly in the productions, but

6

you will see that this exchange between you and

7

Mr. Tanuri ends up being produced by Black Cube; do

8

you see the numbers in the top right-hand corner,

9

BC002513?

10

A.

11

MR. MOORE:

12

BY MR. THOMSON:

13

443

Q.

Okay.
I see that, yeah.

And no copy of these texts was

14

produced by Catalyst or by you.

15

explain why that is?

16

MR. MOORE:

Are you able to

Let me just -- before you

17

answer that question -- and I don't want to

18

interfere with your question, but I disagree with

19

the proposition "we see this repeatedly in the

20

productions".

21

MR. THOMSON:

Well, you are going to

22

see -- I am going to show you, David, about 20

23

examples as we move through this.

24

stake in the ground, and I am going to show you why

25

I say that in a minute.

So just put that
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1

MR. MOORE:

2

BY MR. THOMSON:

3

444

Q.

Okay.

But my simple question is can you

4

tell me why this text would be produced by Black

5

Cube but not by Mr. Glassman and not by Catalyst?

6

A.

My understanding is that group

7

chat Chaverim is WhatsApp, and my WhatsApp is

8

available and has always been available.

9

instructed our IT people to deliver everything.

I have

10

There is nothing else I can say or do.

There is --

11

that is my device.

I gave it

12

to them.

13

time in the interim, when we have had new phones,

14

to make sure that all the stuff is moved over.

Here is my device.

15

In fact, they have been instructed every

As a separate example, we had no email

16

access for a period of three weeks, and I still,

17

until as of the end of last week, couldn't access

18

some of my email for a period of months as a result

19

of a hack.

20

So I can't tell you why.

I can tell

21

you what instructions we provided, and I can tell

22

you that our IT department knows that if they

23

didn't produce everything, it would be very, very

24

serious for them.

25

445

Q.

All right.

So, David, will you
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1

try to find out for us why is it that this text --

2

I am going to show you a bunch of others, but why

3

has this text not been produced by Mr. Glassman or

4

by Catalyst?

5

U/T

6

generically that to the best of our knowledge and

7

ability all of the available documents have been

8

produced.

9

if there is a further explanation we can provide,

10

MR. MOORE:

Well, I can tell you

If there are some missing documents and

we will do so.

11

I don't believe that there is a large

12

number of documents.

13

you believe falls under that category, that is

14

fine.

15

clearly, and we have attempted to identify whatever

16

gaps there may be and determine why certain

17

documents are missing or not produced.

If you want to specify what

We are aware of this being an issue,

18

And if we can provide any further

19

information about that, we'll use our best efforts

20

to do so.

21
22

BY MR. THOMSON:
446

Q.

Thank you.

Mr. Glassman, what

23

device were you using in September of 2017 to send

24

these sorts of text messages?

25

A.

A predecessor to this iPhone,
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1

which we keep as a firm.

2

accurate.

3

a member of my family but has had access, and the

4

instructions always and remain and always will

5

remain in our firm that when I or anybody else

6

moves to another device or a next generation

7

device, everything has to be preserved and moved

8

with it.

9

447

10
11
12

We keep as a firm or gets handed down to

Q.

Okay.

A.

And to the best of my knowledge,

those instructions are followed.
448

13

Q.

Did Black Cube provide you with a

phone or other device?

14
15

Well that may not be

449

16

A.

No, not to my memory.

Q.

Now --

MR. MOORE:

And in fairness -- I mean,

17

I am not aware -- and I know this issue came up in

18

informal conversations.

19

weekend it is, two weekends ago, I think, with

20

Mr. Carlson on the eve of the exchange of the phone

21

materials.

22

I lose track of which

I have looked -- and I don't want to be

23

the witness here, but I don't recall there being

24

anything in the Black Cube productions which are

25

more extensive than the Catalyst productions, that
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would refer to the phone or anything like that.

2

But if there is something that I have

3

overlooked or we have overlooked that would provide

4

some record or specifics of any such so-called

5

phone, point it out to us, and we'll make some

6

further inquiries.

7

invitation.

8

So I make that general

THE DEPONENT:

9

David, while you were

talking, I went to WhatsApp, typed in the search

10

Chaverim, which is the name of that, and it pulls

11

it up, and I don't know if the camera can see it.

12

But we are not hiding it.

13

on my phone, and they were instructed to give it to

14

you.

15
16

If -- that chat group is

BY MR. THOMSON:
450

Q.

That is helpful.

So, David, will

17

you please then redouble the inquiries then of

18

Mr. Glassman's materials to --

19

U/T

20

that WhatsApp chat, but yes, I have your question,

21

and we'll follow up and make some more inquiries.

22
23

MR. MOORE:

Yes, I believe we produced

BY MR. THOMSON:
451

Q.

Are you able to assist me with

24

this, Mr. Glassman.

25

writing to you on September 11 referring to a

Why would Mr. Tanuri be
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1

meeting with Black Cube as tea party?

2

not just be clear and say we are meeting with Black

3

Cube on September 19th?

4

A.

5
6

Do you want my view as of today or

my view as of then?
452

Q.

Why would he

They are different.

Well, okay, give me the different

7

views.

8

in September of 2017?

9

a meeting with Black Cube as "tea party" and not

10

Why was he -- what was your understanding
Why would he be referring to

just be straight up about it?

11

A.

So I think that was an attempt --

12

I thought or I would believe at that time that it

13

was an attempt at humour, trying to be funny and

14

trying to be cute.

15

453

Q.

Well, isn't it more likely than

16

not that he was attempting to avoid leaving

17

footprints?

18

that the simplest explanation?

19

He was trying to cover tracks.

A.

Isn't

I don't think so because there is

20

already evidence by then of an engagement letter.

21

There is nothing to be ashamed of by anybody up to

22

that point or even after that point.

23

enough stuff.

24

we have people crawling -- I think by that time we

25

have security consultants at the properties and

So there is

Like we have people -- by that time,
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1

doing evaluations.

2

then, then very shortly close to that time, we have

3

body guards.

4

have a whole bunch of other stuff going on that

5

there is nothing to be secretive about.

We have security -- if not

6

We have security at the office.

We

We are in full-on fear at that point.

7

I don't remember the date, but this is right around

8

when I got the first of two death threats against

9

my then two year old son.

So I think it was just

10

trying to be cute, and he knew that I was

11

incredibly upset and worried, and I think every

12

once in awhile he tried to make me smile and tried

13

to be funny.

14

that time.

15

454

That is what I would have thought at

Q.

Did you know at the time that

16

Black Cube intended to put Justice Newbould under

17

surveillance?

18
19
20

455

A.

No, I did not.

Q.

And if we pull up tab 111 of my

A.

Mr. Thomson, I hate to do this to

documents.

21
22

you, I'm obviously getting old or drinking too

23

much, my medication interferes.

24

seconds.

25

MR. THOMSON:

If you give me 30

Let's take five minutes.
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1

MR. MOORE:

2

MR. THOMSON:

3

[DISCUSSION OFF THE RECORD.]

4

-- RECESSED AT 4:04 P.M.

5

-- RESUMED AT 4:13 P.M.

6

BY MR. THOMSON:

7

456

Q.

Okay.
Okay.

So, Mr. Glassman, I was taking you

8

to tab 111 of my documents, and you'll find here a

9

report from a group called InfoTactic Group to

10

Black Cube in London of September 22, 2017, and

11

what it relates to is surveillance that was

12

conducted on Justice Newbould the day after the day

13

we just looked at, which is September -- we just

14

looked at September 11.

15

September 12.

16

that first page, they say:

Here is the next day,

And you will see at the bottom of

17

"The target was observed on one

18

day.

19

2017, the target departed from his

20

residence in his known vehicle [...]

21

stopped to drop off his dry cleaning

22

and then continued on to his

23

workplace, 'Thornton Grout [...]'"

24

If you go into it, you'll see

25

On Tuesday, September 12,

photographs at page 3, as an example, a photograph
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1

of Justice Newbould's car.

2

of Justice Newbould leaving his vehicle.

3

the photograph of his vehicle at tab 6 and so on.

4

I take it from your evidence you were

At page 5, a photograph
And then

5

not aware that they were -- they intended to place

6

Justice Newbould under surveillance?

7
8

457

9

A.

Absolutely not.

Q.

Were you told that they had placed

him under surveillance after the surveillance took

10

place?

11

A.

The first time I ever knew of

12

anything regarding Justice Newbould was when --

13

occurred when I heard or saw, however you want to

14

describe it, the tape for the first time.

15

458

Q.

Okay.

When you -- well, just to

16

be clear about it, did you learn that they had

17

placed him under surveillance?

18

A.

This is the first time I'm seeing

19

this or know about this, but when you say

20

"surveillance", what we all refer to as "the

21

sting" could be construed as surveillance.

22

the first I knew -- when I found out about the

23

sting, that was the first time I knew about it.

24
25

459

Q.

That is

I mean, to be clear, placing
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1
2

460

3

A.

I had no idea.

Q.

Okay.

A.

I had no idea.

We relied on their

4

expertise.

5

was litigation support.

6

happening or that it would happen.

7

461

We were relying on them what we thought

Q.

8

Am I right --

MR. MOORE:

9

We did not know this was

Hold on.

What Mr. Thomson

is asking is -- I think, is that -- so you have

10

answered that question.

11

did you first learn that, independent of what some

12

people call "a sting", independent of any of that,

13

when did you first learn that Black Cube or someone

14

engaged by Black Cube had put some form of

15

surveillance following Justice Newbould around or

16

looking at his car or that kind of thing?

17

indicated that you didn't know about it at the

18

time.

19

happened is the question, I think.

20
21
22

When, if you can remember,

You have

When did you first learn that that had even

BY MR. THOMSON:
462

Q.

Yes.

A.

I have no idea when I found out

23

about the possibility.

24

seeing confirmation that I can remember.

25

somebody told it to me or wrote me something about

This is the first time I'm
Maybe
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1

it and I have forgotten, but this is the first time

2

I'm actually seeing anything substantive about it.

3

463

Q.

Let me take you forward in time, a

4

total of two days, to Thursday, September 14 of

5

2017.

6

13th and ask you to turn up, Tanya, Mr. Glassman's

7

calendar for September of 2017, which is my tab 45.

8

Maybe one day, as it turns out, to September

And turn, please, to September 13,

9

which is the day after Justice Newbould was placed

10

under surveillance, and I believe what you will see

11

here, Mr. Glassman, is on September 13th of 2007

12

you flew to New York?

13
14

464

A.

Yes.

Q.

And am I correct, if you look at

15

the next page, the page for September 14th, 2017,

16

that you attended a meeting on September 14th with

17

Gadi Ben Efraim at WeWork office space at 110 Wall

18

Street in New York?

19
20

465

A.

I think that is right.

Q.

And I understand from your

21

affidavit filed in the proceedings before Justice

22

Boswell, you attended a meeting that day not only

23

with Gadi Ben Efraim but also with representatives

24

of Psy Group; correct?

25

A.
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1

MR. MOORE:

2

affidavit.

3

Well, let's have the

I think the affidavit should be marked.
MR. THOMSON:

4

agree.

5

be part of my documents.

Yes.

Well, it has been referred to, so it will

6

MR. MOORE:

7

BY MR. THOMSON:

8

466

9

Well, look, I

Q.

Okay.

And in fairness to you, let me

explain the --

10

MR. MOORE:

No, but Mr. Glassman,

11

Mr. Thomson is quite entitled to ask you whatever

12

questions he wants germane to this affidavit.

13

just suggesting when he does so, you should have

14

the affidavit in front of you so you can follow

15

along with what he is putting to you.

16
17

I'm

That's all.

BY MR. THOMSON:
467

Q.

Yes, and in fairness to you,

18

Mr. Glassman, your affidavit was sworn in response

19

to another affidavit of a gentleman named Phil

20

Elwood; do you remember that affidavit?

21
22
23

A.

Well, yeah, I remember it.

Q.

And so in his affidavit,

I have

read it.
468

24

Mr. Elwood describes in considerable detail what

25

happened at this meeting in New York on September
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1

14, and you then responded with your own affidavit

2

about that meeting.

3
4

So pull up paragraph 30 of this
affidavit, Mr. Glassman's affidavit, where you say:

5

"I have read the affidavit of

6

Mr. Elwood.

7

Mr. Elwood but I recall attending a

8

meeting at the request of Mr. Tanuri

9

in New York.

I do not recall

I do not recall being

10

told that the people were from Psy,

11

but I understood they were assisting

12

with executing the retainer of

13

Tamara Global as was Black Cube.

14

To the best of my recollection,

15

I do not recall having heard of PSY

16

prior to such time and certainly do

17

not believe was ever involved in

18

their being retained, other than

19

being told by Mr. Tanuri and by Mr.

20

Ben Ephraim that due to the

21

litigation time constraints more

22

than one firm may be needed.

23

never provided a retainer involving

24

Psy.

25

I do not see how it could have been

I was

Assuming there is a retainer,
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1

effected but through Tamara Global."

2

And then with respect to the meeting,

3

at paragraph 32:

4

"I understood and believed

5

that, in addition to personal

6

security services, Tamara Global was

7

providing and/or arranging for a

8

wide array of services with respect

9

to litigation and related media

10

relations.

11

deal of detail about that meeting in

12

New York, but I do recall matters

13

relating to litigation support,

14

investigative work, and media

15

relations were the primary subjects

16

discussed."

17

So you certainly did attend a meeting

18

on September 14 in New York; correct?

19
20

I do not recall a great

469

A.

Yes.

Q.

And with respect to this issue of

21

Psy Group, Mr. Elwood deposes that there were any

22

number of people from Psy Group in attendance,

23

including Mr. Burstien.

24

meet Mr. Burstien; correct?

25

A.

Now you eventually did

Yes.
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2

Q.

And did you meet another gentleman

named Emmanuel Rosen?

3
4

214

471

A.

Yes.

Q.

Now, with respect to this issue of

5

the retention of Psy Group, as I understand your

6

affidavit, the retention of Psy Group occurred

7

through Mr. Tanuri; correct?

8
9

472

10

A.

That is my understanding.

Q.

Is Mr. Tanuri still a friend of

A.

I don't think that that's an easy

yours?

11
12

answer.

13

Yossi.

14

close as we used to be.

15

473

16
17
18

It is -- I respect Yossi.

I do not believe we are anywhere near as

Q.

All right.

A.

And I would say the friendship is

474

Q.

Have you ever asked Mr. Tanuri for

a copy of the retainer agreement with Psy Group?

20

MR. MOORE:

21

MR. THOMSON:

22

MR. MOORE:

23

BY MR. THOMSON:

25

I care for

strained at minimum.

19

24

I --

475

Q.

Mr. Glassman personally?
Yes.
Hold on.

Yes, Mr. Glassman personally.

Have you ever asked Mr. Tanuri for a copy of the
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retainer agreement with Psy Group?

2

A.

I have not spoken to Mr. Tanuri in

3

years.

4

year, I think, once or twice.

5

communications I have had with Mr. Tanuri would be

6

on my WhatsApp, so we can get that to you if you

7

want it.

8

476

9

I have communicated to wish him a happy new

Q.
U/T

Whatever

Yeah, I do.

MR. MOORE:

Well, I am not sure that

10

there is anything more beyond what you have, but

11

we'll make inquiries and find out.

12
13

BY MR. THOMSON:
477

14

Q.

So what is the --

A.

Although, to be fair, David, to be

15

fair to Mr. Thomson, there is probably another

16

WhatsApp conversation specifically with Yossi.

17

MR. MOORE:

18

THE DEPONENT:

19

that was produced or not.

20

should have been, then it needs to be given to

21

them.

22

U/T

23

follow up on that, you can be sure.

24
25

MR. MOORE:

All right.
And I just don't know if
But if it wasn't and it

All right, well, we'll

BY MR. THOMSON:
478

Q.

So, Mr. Glassman, what is the
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1

answer to my question?

2

for a copy of the retainer arrangements with Psy

3

Group?

4

A.

5
6

I have asked other people to ask

for that engagement letter.
479

7

Q.

All right.

And have you ever

asked Tanuri?

8
9
10

Have you ever asked Tanuri

A.

I have not personally asked for

Q.

All right.

it.
480

11

MR. MOORE:

Will you do so?

Well, no, inquiries have

12

been made on an ongoing basis, and that -- I am not

13

going to get into the whole nine yards of that

14

because counsel was involved, but the culmination

15

of that were the documents that were received in

16

mid-February or thereabouts, after the decision of

17

Justice Boswell was released, and those documents,

18

such as they are, were included and have been

19

included in the productions, the Black Cube and

20

Psy-related productions that you have.

21
22

BY MR. THOMSON:
481

Q.

All right.

I just need a very

23

clear and specific answer to a clear and specific

24

question.

25

that set out the retainer of Psy Group, either a

Has Tanuri refused to produce documents
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1

contract, a Letter of Engagement, a retainer

2

agreement?

3

Has he refused to produce that?
MR. MOORE:

Let me put it this way.

4

Mr. Tanuri, from my perspective, has not been

5

particularly co-operative in requests that have

6

been made.

7

don't know if he would have a different view of

8

that or not.

9

He would have a different -- well, I

MR. THOMSON:

10

MR. MOORE:

All right.
But attempts have been made

11

directly, indirectly, et cetera, to obtain

12

documentation, and I can assure you if we had that

13

documentation that we got in mid-February that I

14

have just alluded to at an earlier point in time,

15

it would have been produced when it was available.

16

And that was a culmination of various

17

efforts, both direct and indirect, to get what he

18

was deeming appropriate or willing to give us.

19
20

BY MR. THOMSON:
482

Q.

21

Group?

22

account?

23
24
25

483

And who paid the accounts of Psy

When they rendered an account, who paid the

A.

I'm sorry, are you asking me?

Q.

Yes.

A.

I would assume the Greenspan

Yes.
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1

Humphrey law firm.

2

the bills that went forward to us from them.

3

484

Q.

4
5

I would assume it was part of

So then --

MR. MOORE:

Hold on.

anything.

6

THE DEPONENT:

7

MR. MOORE:

8

Let's not assume

To be accurate --

Hold on.

Hold on.

Time

out here, okay.

9

And, Kent, if you would be more

10

comfortable if Mr. Glassman excused himself for a

11

minute while I discuss this issue with you, I am

12

perfectly okay with that.

13

MR. THOMSON:

No, I am happy to have

14

you discuss it with me right with him sitting here,

15

because I'm sure I'm going to have some follow-up

16

questions.

So --

17

MR. MOORE:

18

MR. THOMSON:

19

All right, so --- what I want to know is

who --

20

MR. MOORE:

21

MR. THOMSON:

22

MR. MOORE:

So -Go ahead.
We don't have specific

23

knowledge.

24

recollection, there is no funds transferred from

25

Mr. Greenspan's office or anybody directly that we

Like there is no -- to the best of my
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1

know of to Psy or any related company or entity

2

such as organized knowledge or anyone else.

3

So whether Mr. Yossi Tanuri paid Psy or

4

who paid Psy, I am not sure that we know.

5
6

BY MR. THOMSON:
485

Q.

Well, Mr. Glassman, you are not

7

going to suggest that Mr. Tanuri paid Psy out of

8

his own pocket and never sought reimbursement from

9

you or from Greenspan, are you?

10

MR. MOORE:

We are not suggesting that.

11

All I'm saying -- I'm trying to be responsive, or

12

maybe I am and maybe I am not being responsive to

13

what I perceive to be your question which is that

14

do we have specific knowledge of who and how Psy

15

was paid whatever they were paid.

16

answer is we don't, to the best of my knowledge.

17
18

And the short

BY MR. THOMSON:
486

Q.

All right.

So look, let me tell

19

you what I want, and you can, David, take this

20

under advisement.

21

shows us all payments that were made to Tanuri, to

22

Tamara Global, to Gadi Ben Efraim, to Black Cube,

23

to Psy Group either directly or indirectly, and I

24

don't care whose accounts the payments were routed

25

through, whether they went through Greenspan's

What I want is a schedule that
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1

account, a Catalyst account, someone else's

2

account.

3

what were they paid and when were they paid?

What I want to find out is who was paid,

4

MR. MOORE:

5

BY MR. THOMSON:

6

487

Q.

I understand.

And if Psy Group billed Tanuri and

7

Tanuri passed the account on to Greenspan or on to

8

Catalyst or on to Mr. Glassman, I need to know that

9

too.

10

U/A

11

similar request or substantively a similar request

12

arose during the cross-examination of Mr. Riley,

13

and my recollection is I took that under advisement

14

at the time and I will do the same now.

15

MR. MOORE:

I understand.

So I think a

And I hear -- I heard you then, or Mr.

16

Milne-Smith I guess it was then, and I hear you

17

now, and I'll get back to you as to our position on

18

that.

19
20

But I understand the question.
BY MR. THOMSON:

488

Q.

And, Mr. Glassman, let me ask you

21

this.

22

very detailed and extensive involvement in settling

23

the terms of the retainer of Black Cube, including

24

creating handwritten schedules and so on.

25

this.

We just went through half an hour ago your

Tell me

Why were you not involved in settling the
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terms of the retainer of Psy Group?

2

A.

Well, number one, I don't believe

3

that your description of my involvement with Black

4

Cube is correct.

5

agreement.

I didn't mark up any other part of the

6

agreement.

I am not even sure I had any ability to

7

mark up any other part of the agreement.

8

asked for a specific piece of work.

9

work.

I was fixing one piece of the

I was

I did that

I wasn't even on the agreement.

So I don't

10

really think I agree with your characterization.

11

In terms of Psy, my recollection was

12

that Tanuri Global by that time had been fully

13

engaged.

14

engagement included them engaging contractors and

15

subcontractors at their own discretion in order to

16

get the mandate filled, and I think by then the

17

relationship had evolved to the point where I

18

wasn't involved anymore.

19

experts, meaning Tamara Global.

20

489

Tanuri Global -- or Tamara Global's

Q.

It was delegated to our

And did you tell your partners,

21

Mr. Riley and Mr. de Alba, that Psy Group had been

22

retained in this matter?

23

A.

24
25

I don't even remember when I was

told that Psy Group was retained.
490

Q.

Well, I am going to show you a
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1

bunch of your text messages that will demonstrate

2

that you did know, but we'll pause on that for a

3

moment.

4
5

491

6

The question is did -A.

I said I don't remember --

Q.

My question is did you tell Riley

and/or de Alba that Psy Group had been retained?

7

A.

They knew that we were getting

8

media relations assistance, so I don't know if I

9

named it by name.

I don't even know if I knew or

10

when I knew the name, but they knew that we needed

11

media relations help so they knew that somebody was

12

helping on the media relations side as part of the

13

litigation strategy.

14

492

Q.

And what did you tell them that

15

Psy Group had been retained to do?

16

MR. MOORE:

Well, he doesn't know if he

17

named Psy Group, but to the extent -- let's just be

18

clear.

19

either of Riley or de Alba that you can remember,

20

and don't guess, but tell Mr. Thomson what you can

21

remember in any conversations with Riley or de Alba

22

about a media relations consultant, whoever the

23

identity may have been, substantively.

24
25

To the extent you had discussions with

THE DEPONENT:

Substantively, we all

knew that we were under a major attack both on the
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1

web and in the conventional media, and we all knew

2

that we needed more help than Dan Gagnier.

3

all knew that as part of the engagement from Tamara

4

Global, we were to have assistance in what

5

Mr. Elwood described as a "White" campaign.

6
7

And we

BY MR. THOMSON:
493

Q.

Right.

And did you ever

8

communicate directly with representatives of Psy

9

Group, including Mr. Burstien or Mr. Rosen or

10

Mr. Ronen or Mr. Amir or others, either by text, by

11

email, phone calls?

12

with them?

13

A.

Did you communicate directly

Well, to be clear, you said

14

"communications", so I met Mr. Burstien when he

15

came to visit the office once or twice.

16

494

17

Q.

Yes.

A.

I don't remember if I had known

18

then which subcontractor he was associated with.

19

just don't remember when it became obvious to me.

20

And I believe that one of their what turned out to

21

be, and I am not sure we knew -- well, that is not

22

true.

23

the media relations side had stayed in our office

24

for a period of time.

25

long.

I

We knew it was somebody that was working on

I can't even remember how

I think her name was Sharon.
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So obviously, people knew that a media

2

professional was trying to help us if she was

3

sitting in our office for a few days.

4

495

Q.

All right.

And so what is the

5

answer to my question?

6

directly with, as an example, Burstien?

7

A.

Did you communicate

Oh, sorry, I was trying to point

8

out that obviously I communicated with Mr. Burstien

9

when he was at our office and met at the office.

10

obviously communicated with that employee who I

11

believe her name was Sharon when she was at the

12

office.

13

Other than that, we would have to

14

search my emails and look for other forms of

15

communication for you.

16

I

496

Q.

And that is my question, isn't it.

17

When I scour the documents - and believe me we have

18

been through them with a fine-toothed comb - we

19

don't find any written communications between you

20

and Mr. Burstien, you and Mr. Rosen, you and others

21

at Psy Group, and I am wondering why that is?

22

Where are they?

23

emails, no other written communications?

24
25

A.

There is no text messages, no

Well, I don't know.

you two hypotheses.

I can give
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MR. MOORE:

No, no, no, we are not

2

going to -- no.

3

get into assumptions or hypotheses.

Stop.

Stop.

We are not going to

4

We have searched, to the best of our

5

ability and to the best of my knowledge, all the

6

records that are available to us to locate whatever

7

written communications there may be between the

8

representatives of Psy, Burstien, whoever, that you

9

have named, and we have produced what has been

10
11

located.
And in fact, as recently as the week

12

before last, we realized there was another document

13

that should have been included in our schedule that

14

we provided to Mr. Milne-Smith about two weeks ago.

15

So it is not as if, to best of our

16

knowledge, based upon due inquiry, that there is

17

some, you know, treasure troves of Psy-related

18

communications or emails or anything like that

19

anywhere, and it is not for want of trying or want

20

of trying to locate them.

21

to be a rocket scientist to figure out that you are

22

going to ask these questions and say, Well, how

23

come there is no communications, whether there is

24

some big, pardon the pun, black hole here.

25

I guess one doesn't have

So we have made extensive efforts to
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1

locate whatever we could find through whatever

2

devices we are aware of and to identify and produce

3

such communications.

4
5

BY MR. THOMSON:
497

Q.

Did you ever use an encrypted

6

messaging app known as Signal to communicate with

7

Mr. Tanuri or with people from Psy Group?

8

A.

9

Somebody, and I can't remember

who, asked me to download Signal on my phone.

It

10

is on my phone.

11

don't remember ever using it, and that is why you

12

can see the WhatsApp conversations that are during

13

this period of time.

14

entitled to and I'm more than open to letting them

15

look at Signal.

16

498

Q.

It has never been erased.

And I

But anybody who wants to is

All right, so let me show you a

17

document that deals with that.

18

my documents.

19

with Psy Group in New York on September 14, and

20

here you'll find a text message sent to you on

21

September 13 by Mr. Tanuri and you will see it

22

says:

23

Turn to tab 72 of

And this is just before you meet

"Let's use this to text in case

24

we need text messages:"

25

And he refers to Signal.
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1

And you send him back a text saying:

2

"I just installed it and sent u

3

a [message] for test.

4

confirm when u can."

5

And he says "Thank u".

6

And you say, "Xoxo".

7

Do you see that?

8

A.

9
10

[Please]

Yes, and then I also see a ton of

conversations on WhatsApp long after that.
499

Q.

And will you please, David, make

11

an extra effort to search Mr. Glassman's devices to

12

see what messages were actually sent using the

13

Signal app?

14

U/T

15

premise that there are some, I hear you, and

16

without in any way implying that we haven't already

17

made inquiries, including through IT professionals,

18

et cetera, without getting into the whole nine

19

yards of those efforts, yes, we will make a further

20

inquiry on top of the extensive inquiries we have

21

already made.

22
23

MR. MOORE:

Yeah, without accepting the

BY MR. THOMSON:
500

Q.

Okay, thank you.

So let's take

24

you then to the meeting in New York that you attend

25

on September 14th.

Sitting here today, do you have
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1

a particular recollection of what was discussed at

2

that meeting?

3
4

501

5

A.

I have a general recollection.

Q.

And what is it?

A.

I think Mr. Elwood exaggerated,

6

but we did spend a fair amount of time providing

7

background of the history, especially about the

8

litigation.

9

about why there was a bodyguard with me, and I

10

remember a conversation about our treatment in

11

conventional media and in social media.

12

502

13
14
15

I remember there was a conversation

Q.

Okay.

A.

The treatment of us, to be more

accurate grammatically.
503

Q.

Let me show you a document I

16

promised I would take you back to and ask you to

17

turn, please, to tab 78.

18

And just before we do this, just to

19

connect one other dot, if you go back -- and just

20

before we do that, pull up Mr. Glassman's calendar

21

for September of 2017, and that is at tab 45, and

22

look at September 14.

23

And you'll see that the meeting that

24

you attended with Gadi started at 9:30 am on

25

September 14 at 110 Wall Street at the WeWork
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office space; do you see that?

2
3

504

A.

It was scheduled to start at 9:30.

Q.

Right.

So against that backdrop,

4

go back to the email we were just on at my tab 78,

5

and you will see what happened.

6

So at 9:31 a.m., so one minute after

7

that meeting was scheduled to start on September

8

14, Mr. Ronen of Psy Group sends this email from

9

Burstien on to Phil Elwood; do you see that?

10
11

505

A.

I do.

Q.

And then look at the bottom of the

12

page.

13

September 13 has the heading:

So Mr. Burstien's email of Wednesday,

14

"Enclosed highlights and

15

comments from client meeting last

16

week."

17

Mr. Elwood's evidence is that this note

18

that follows summarizes in large part what happened

19

during the meeting of September 14th, and so I

20

wanted to walk you through it.

21

MR. MOORE:

Well, hold it.

22

Hold it.

23

in that regard, with all due respect.

Let's go to that.

24

MR. THOMSON:

25

MR. MOORE:

Hold it.

No, you are mistaken

Am I?

Tell me how.

Because the document in
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1

question consists of or purports to consist of

2

notes of a meeting the week before, in other words,

3

prior to September 14th.

4

MR. THOMSON:

5

MR. MOORE:

Yes.
And it couldn't be notes of

6

the meeting that took place the following week on

7

September 14th.

8

MR. THOMSON:

9

MR. MOORE:

That is not what I said.

10

MR. THOMSON:

11

MR. MOORE:

And -That is not what I said.
Well, that is not what he

12

said in his affidavit, you are quite right.

13

cross-examination -- hold on.

14

he acknowledged that likely -- you know, he

15

acknowledged what I just said, that when he swore

16

his affidavit, he wasn't sure of the exact meeting

17

date in New York.

18

14th.

19

In

In cross-examination

He didn't know it was September

The reason September 14th was pinned

20

down is because when we realized the allegations in

21

September arising from Mr. Elwood's affidavit, we

22

searched Mr. Glassman's schedule again.

23

attach any particular meaning to the entries for

24

September 14th, but we saw it married up with the

25

We Wood or the We Hotel [sic], or whatever it is

We didn't
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called --

2

MR. THOMSON:

3

MR. MOORE:

4

WeWork.
-- and that was the meeting

in New York.

5

And so that is how the meeting date of

6

September 14th got pinned down.

7

Mr. Elwood, he didn't know that at the time he

8

swore his affidavit.

9

did, one of the exhibits as being the minutes of

In fairness to

So when he identified, as he

10

that meeting, he was in error.

11

of an earlier -- or notes of an earlier meeting.

12

And I think that was acknowledged by all when we

13

had the cross-examination last Friday or the Friday

14

before.

15

Those were minutes

I'm not sure that anything in

16

particular turns on it except that that exhibit did

17

not constitute notes of the September 14th meeting.

18

MR. THOMSON:

No, I am not suggesting

19

they do, but what he says is that the email is an

20

accurate summary of what was discussed at the

21

meeting he attended on the 14th.

22

the subject matter that is set out in the email of

23

September 13 was discussed again with him during

24

the meeting of September 14th, and that is why it

25

was given to him one minute after the meeting

In other words,
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That is what I take from this.

2

In any event, let me see if this jogs

3

your memory.

4

MR. MOORE:

In any event, I didn't read

5

his affidavit that way, but I hear you.

6

going.

7
8
9

Let's keep

BY MR. THOMSON:
506

Q.

So, Mr. Glassman, take a look then

at the email from Mr. Burstien of September 13 at

10

1:45 a.m. and scroll to the second page.

11

top of the second page, you will see that it says:

12
13

At the

"Mission 1 a.

Target Audience - appellate

14

bench + Chief Justice George

15

Strathy.

16

target's ruling on the Brandon Moise

17

case.

18

b.

Residing on appeal against

Timeframe - 6 weeks (hearing

19

begins Sep. 20" -- it was actually

20

September 26 -- "bench takes 1-3

21

months to make decision.)

22

c. Target - Frank Newbold.

23

d. Messages -

24
25

a. Not professional and
biased.
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1
2

i. Disregarded facts in the
case.

3
4

ii. Protected Westface from
3rd party intervention [...]

5
6

iii. Approved destruction of
evidence -

7

1.

Brandon Moise scrubbed his

8

cellphone a day before he was

9

ordered to present it to court

10

(different court than Newbold).

11

Newbold disregarded this.

12

iv. is a racist and

13

anti-Semite.

14
15

v.

Court cannot accept bias by

judge [...]

16

vi. Newbold harms the system

17

and causes breach of confidence in

18

system [...]"

19

So was this subject matter discussed

20

during the meeting with representatives of Psy

21

Group on September 14th at the meeting in New York?

22

A.

Well, first of all, I don't know

23

who he means -- I don't know who Burstien means

24

when he says the "client", if you read the header.

25

The client could have been a meeting with Yossi,
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not with me.

2

And I don't know what meeting the week

3

before he is referring to because I don't believe I

4

met with Psy the week before.

5

Third is this isn't my memo or notes or

6

whatever.

7

not necessarily entirely this way, that came up in

8

the conversation.

9

issues in the litigation, factually went through,

This is factually some of the stuff, but

We factually went through some

10

for example, Brandon Moyse did scrub his cell phone

11

the day before he was ordered to present it to

12

court.

13

opinion and in fact, certain facts were disregarded

14

by Newbould, including the entire letter or

15

decision.

16

It is factually true that certain, in our

So I can't tell you that this was the

17

agenda that was followed.

18

somebody else wrote or what they are saying

19

happened in a meeting that I don't believe I

20

attended the week before.

21

I can't tell you what

I can tell you -- if you ask me, I can

22

tell you what I remember was discussed in the

23

meeting.

24
25

507

Q.

So let me try to help you with the

issue of who the client is.

Turn to the fifth page
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1

of the memo.

2

heading at the bottom of that page "HUMINT mission

3

1"; do you see that?

4

"a.

Pull up page 5 and look at the

It says:
Target - Bei Heung -

5

controller at Westface.

6

with client's close and very rich

7

friend, Peter Gilgen, and tells him

8

that (1) Westface is imploding (2)

9

partners fighting."

10

Hooks up

I take it you would agree with me that

11

Peter Gilgan is not a close friend of Yossi Tanuri;

12

correct?

13
14

508

15

Yeah, so?

Q.

He is your close friend, isn't he?

You just confirmed that.

16
17

A.

509

18

A.

Yes.

Q.

This is why I took you through the

Bei Huang emails just before we broke.

19

A.

But this is an internal -- this is

20

an internal short form memo.

21

"client".

22

mean the indirect client.

23

510

The guy is saying

He may mean the direct client.

Q.

He may

So?

You asked the question, When he is

24

referring to the client, who is he referring to?

25

And I am suggesting to you he was referring to you.
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You are the client; correct?

2

A.

You can suggest that.

That

3

doesn't mean that that's correct.

4

"client" colloquially, which is Tamara Global,

5

Catalyst, me.

6

different sentences.

7

511

8
9

512

He may mean

It may mean very different things in

Q.

And that --

A.

In fact, that is what I suspect.

Q.

And let me take you to another

10

reference, just to ease your burden and show you

11

who he is referring to.

12

trying to make sense of it, or at the bottom of

13

page 2, look at "Mission 3 - Westface and Greg

14

Boland".

15
16

MR. MOORE:

Look at the top of page 3,

So where are we here, I'm

sorry?

17

MR. THOMSON:

18

MR. MOORE:

19

22
23

I am not -- okay, I'm not

following this, I'm sorry.

20
21

At the bottom of page 2.

MR. THOMSON:

It's at the bottom of

page 2.
MR. MOORE:

"Mission 3 - Westface and

Greg Boland?"

24

MR. THOMSON:

25

MR. MOORE:

Yes, can you see that?
Yes.
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BY MR. THOMSON:
513

3

Q.

So it is a line just below that,

so it says:

4

"[West Face] performance poor,

5

returns low, and excluding WIND -

6

negative.

7

manage $1B, down from $2B."

8

And then at the top of the next page,

9

Client assumes they

at page 3:

10

"Pressure on them increasing,

11

assets under management -

12

decreasing, investors leaving them

13

and they are being sued by client

14

[...]"

15

I take it West Face was not being sued

16

by Tanuri; correct?

17

A.

Well, no, but if you read the

18

whole thing, there is nothing that indicates that

19

this isn't my talking to Yossi, Yossi having kept

20

notes and repeating it to other people.

21

514

Q.

Here is my question, which is were

22

the topics that are referred to in this note at tab

23

78 of my cross-examination brief, the memo from

24

Burstien of September 13th, were these topics

25

discussed during your meeting with Psy Group in New
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York on September 14th?

2

MR. MOORE:

That is the question.
Can I just -- again, when

3

you say "topics", do you mean line by line or more

4

generally?

5
6

BY MR. THOMSON:
515

Q.

The various matters referred to in

7

this memo.

8

example, was there a discussion about "Mission 1"?

9

So I have already given you, as an

Well, let me take a step back.

Was

10

there a discussion at all ever in your presence

11

involving something called "Project Maple Tree"?

12

Was that phrase ever used?

13

A.

I don't remember the phrase "Maple

14

Tree".

15

subcontractor was focussed on media and media

16

relations.

17

of these subjects, I'll tell you whether I

18

remember -- I don't remember things being called a

19

"mission".

20

during the meeting this way.

21

remember it being organized this way because he

22

even says in his affidavit that he was confused by

23

the first half of the meeting where I was giving

24

effectively history.

25

I know that -- I know now that this

If you want me to go through every one

I don't remember it being organized
Elwood doesn't

So no, I don't think the meeting was
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1

organized this way.

2

use of the word "client" is what was intended or is

3

even meant here.

4

516

I don't think that your strict

Well, let me --

A.

I mean, the ultimate -- that

5

Q.

6

doesn't mean that the ultimate client was in any

7

meeting.

8

517

9

Q.

Well, let me just suggest this to

you, because I don't have time to go through the

10

entire memo.

11

Glassman, that you did in fact discuss with Psy

12

Group targeting Justice Newbould; do you accept

13

that?

14

I am going to suggest to you, Mr.

15

I do not.

Q.

Do you accept that you discussed

518

A.

16

with Psy Group targeting West Face and targeting

17

Greg Boland?

18

A.

I accept that on that specific

19

issue I accept the fact that one of the media

20

relations issues was related to West Face and Mr.

21

Boland because we were in the public domain in an

22

adversarial situation.

23

519

Q.

And what you discussed in the

24

meeting of September 14 was a White campaign and a

25

Black campaign; fair enough?
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A.

For sure the White campaign.

2

entirely correct I don't think about a Black

3

campaign.

4

campaign.

5

520

Not

I think there is a nuance about a Black

Q.

The White campaign involved

6

generating positive publicity about you and about

7

Catalyst; correct?

8
9

521

A.

Yes.

Q.

The Black campaign involved

10

generating stories about a Wolfpack conspiracy

11

among West Face and various other hedge funds and

12

others to harm Callidus; correct?

13
14

522

A.

Factually based.

Q.

The Black campaign involved

15

portraying Justice Newbould as corrupt and

16

anti-Semitic; correct?

17

A.

Only if they had evidence of it

18

and only if it was later to come out through our

19

court process.

20

523

Q.

And the Black campaign involved

21

publishing negative information about West Face and

22

about Mr. Boland; correct?

23

A.

Again, only if factually accurate.

Q.

And am I right that no one else

24
25

524

from Catalyst attended that meeting in New York on
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525

A.

Yeah, that is correct.

Q.

You took no notes or created no

4

memos summarizing what happened in that meeting;

5

correct?

6
7

526

8

If I did, they have been produced.

Q.

Well, none have been produced.

There is no --

9

MR. MOORE:

10

No, we are not aware of any

notes.

11
12

A.

BY MR. THOMSON:
527

Q.

There is no reporting email, no

13

reporting text message, and no report back to your

14

partners as to what happened with Psy Group in the

15

meeting in New York on September 14th; correct?

16

A.

We have produced whatever was in

17

writing.

18

guys should have it.

19

528

20

If I wrote a report about it, then you

Q.

And so --

MR. MOORE:

So to the best of our

21

knowledge, there is no such report and none has

22

been produced.

23
24
25

BY MR. THOMSON:
529

Q.

Right.

And nor, I am going to

suggest to you, did you report back on what
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1

happened in this meeting of September 14th to any

2

of your counsel, including DiPucchio, Greenspan,

3

Lutes, and Mr. Moore says he wasn't involved then.

4

You reported back to no one about what happened,

5

did you?

6

A.

7

MR. MOORE:

I don't know -Well, just a minute.

You

8

know, this is a Psy-related area, so you know, I am

9

trying to navigate in my head through the different

10

elements of the decisions.

11

Yeah, if you recall having any

12

discussion about the meeting with Psy in that

13

context, go ahead and give Mr. Thomson your best

14

recollection.

15

him that.

If you don't think there was, tell

If you don't know, don't guess.

16

THE DEPONENT:

17

BY MR. THOMSON:

18

530

Q.

I don't know.

Well, let me show you what happens

19

next, Mr. Glassman.

20

meeting in New York on September 14th.

21

tab 83.

22

Mr. Burstien, and this is Saturday, September 16th

23

at 10:15 a.m. to Elwood and Emmanuel Rosen and

24

others where he says:

25

This is now two days after the
Turn up my

So here you have got another email from

"Hello again team."
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And by the way, the title of the email

2

is "Client's immediate expectation from us", and he

3

says:

4

"Hello again team.

5

As you saw from my last

6

correspondence from client, things

7

are unfolding FAST.

8

is client's new request from us - it

9

falls mainly on Ori and Yossef's

10

As such - this

depts.

11

From client - however I think NOW

12

or VERY SOON is the perfect time to

13

hear/see 'chatter' on social media

14

etc. of rumors of an alleged

15

Wolfpack, rumors of west face/anson

16

partners involvement therein, rumors

17

of 8 or more victims, rumors of

18

boland being looked at (not yet

19

criminal investigation) for

20

criminality etc."

21

Now, that is the text of a message you

22

sent to Burstien following your meeting in New

23

York; correct?

24

A.

25

I don't know if that is correct.

I believe it is my text.

I don't know if I sent it
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to Burstien.

2

MR. MOORE:

Well, hold on.

Hold on.

3

Wait a minute.

4

document is an email from Burstien to Elwood.

5

Let's slow down here.

MR. THOMSON:

This

Yes, and he is quoting

6

from Mr. Glassman's text or email or message in the

7

middle of the page, which is the client --

8

MR. MOORE:

9

Sorry, where is -- what do

you say -- well, what are you suggesting is the

10

quote?

11

MR. THOMSON:

Right where it says "From

12

client -".

13

which I believe he has just confirmed.

The rest of it is from Mr. Glassman,

14

And the question is how did you --

15

MR. MOORE:

16

here.

17
18

I am not -- let's go slowly

Keep going.
BY MR. THOMSON:

531

Q.

The question is how did you convey

19

that message and to whom?

20

or to Black Cube directly, or do you know?

21
22
23

A.

Well, I thought you said this was

Q.

Yes, it is Psy.

A.

So --

Q.

You just said you think it might

Psy.
532

24
25

Was that sent to Tanuri

533
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1

have gone to Tanuri.

2

Tanuri or you to Psy Group?

Did this go from you to

3

A.

4

written by me.

I don't even know that it was

5

written by me.

Our own production will prove

6

whether it was written by me or not.

7

So I'm assuming that it was

I assume that this was from me to

8

Yossi, but I don't know, and this was on the basis

9

of our having a whole bunch of new evidence at

10

September 16th.

11

under oath from parties like Fortress and

12

individuals as partners of a deal, including I

13

believe by then, but I may not be right, but I

14

believe by then including others at Esco, so

15

multiple sources, about the Wolfpack, about some

16

members of it, about West Face's involvement, about

17

Anson's involvement.

18

We received confirmatory evidence

And from others we had evidence of what

19

ended up being eight or more victims, and we had

20

heard from --

21

MR. MOORE:

Okay, time out.

Time out.

22

What Mr. Thomson is asking you, and he is entitled

23

to an answer, is with reference to this portion of

24

the email from Mr. Burstien starting with "From

25

client -", and the rest of that paragraph "However
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1

I think NOW [...]", etc., is that something that

2

you wrote or an extract of something you wrote or a

3

conversation that you had?

4

that paragraph is the focus of this question.

What do you say about

5

THE DEPONENT:

6

have produced everything.

7

something I may have written.

8

incorrectly, that I wrote it; and if I did, I wrote

9

it to one of the parties involved.

And as I have said, we
It does look like
I'm assuming, maybe

10

it to have been written to Yossi.

11

who.

12

and find it.

13
14

I would expect
I don't know

Somebody else has to go through the records

BY MR. THOMSON:
534

Q.

Well, we don't have that text or

15

that email, whatever it was, anywhere.

16

question is why don't we?

17

MR. MOORE:

Well, hold on.

So my

There is an

18

assumption built into that question that there is

19

such a thing, and I don't think that is a fair

20

assumption based upon this record.

21

I can tell you that if through the

22

various efforts, and they have not been

23

insignificant, that we have made to try to find

24

written communications, whether it be by text, by

25

email, by whatever, we have not come across an
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1

email or any other form of written communication

2

that is the quote that is in that paragraph

3

starting "From client -", and if we had found such

4

a document, if such existed on any of the devices

5

through any of the inquiries that have been made to

6

locate such communications, that document would

7

have been listed and produced.

8

hasn't been produced is because we are not aware of

9

any such document.

10
11
12
13

And the reason it

BY MR. THOMSON:
535

Q.

Well, because you haven't found

it.
Let me show you another example, Mr.

14

Glassman, while we are at it.

15

And you will find here another Psy Group email.

16

This is from Burstien on Saturday, September 16th,

17

2017, "Information Received From Client".

18
19
20

Turn to my tab 86.

"Hi Again.
Enclosed all the information
client has sent us to date.

21

The 3 documents include -

22

1.

23
24
25

He says:

Bei's CV - for Avi Ronen's

project.
2.

Under-the-oath interview of

Andrew Levy and Richard jaross from
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Esco Marine.

2

3.

Testimony/information from

3

Snowdy the PI hired by Danny Guy."

4

And it then sets out:

5

"Client's take on

6

Westface/Boland/Wolfpack."

7

And then in bold print a message

8

saying:

9

"Ha.

We just found out the

10

principal of Bluberi has historical

11

ties to the mafia.

12

to court monitor on Monday.

13

likely rollover and give us info on

14

Wolfpack.

15

resources guys being examined under

16

oath and swear as part of the deal

17

[...]" and so on.

We r providing
He will

Wednesday fortress

18

"This proves Boland up to his

19

eyeballs in criminal conspiracy."

20

You wrote that message, didn't you?

21

A.

It looks like it.

Q.

And so again I have the same

22

536

23

question.

24

next page, the full page.

25

see that at the top of the next page:

And it goes on, by the way, on to the
Just read on.

You will
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1

"The esco sworn statements, the

2

Levitt Email to cohedes, the now

3

documentary evidence emails/w[ith]

4

boland and cohedes and esco r very

5

[...]"

6

MR. MOORE:

7
8
9
10
11

Sorry, Kent, which page are

you on?
MR. THOMSON:

At the top of the second

page, David, above the -MR. MOORE:

The page I see on the

screen starts with:

12

"[...] authorities may even

13

begin investigating [...]"

14

MR. THOMSON:

Yes, and I'm just

15

skipping down to the start of the next sentence, so

16

"The esco sworn statements [...]"; do you see that?

17

MR. MOORE:

18

MR. THOMSON:

19

Yes.
It's one inch from the

top of the page.

20

MR. MOORE:

21

BY MR. THOMSON:

22

Q.

23

Levitt Email to cohedes, the now

24

documentary evidence emails/w[ith]

25

boland and cohedes and esco r very

I see it.

"The esco sworn statements, the
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1

good for us/bad for them.

2

Definitely a 'paralyzing shot'.

3

not yet a death shot.

4

more debilitating or even a Death

5

shot in [Wednesday] examinations.

6

But that may be a day too late."

7

And then it refers to Boland's

But

We may have

8

involvement in a criminal conspiracy in the middle

9

of the next paragraph:

10

"However, no matter what the

11

Bluberi/mafia connection will be

12

public next [week] some time and

13

Boland's involvement in a criminal

14

conspiracy will be public when we as

15

a team choose to make it public for

16

max impact.

17

Wolfpack article in the Financial

18

Post will for sure be out tues[day]

19

or wed[nesday].

20

the CEO of the paper."

21

That is Paul Godfrey who you were

22

having discussions with at the time; correct?

23
24
25

537

We r told that the

Confirmed to me by

A.

Sorry, I'm still reading.

Q.

Go ahead.

A.

[Witness reviews document.]
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538

2

Q.

And to finish that thought, the

last part of that:

3

"Confirmed to me by the CEO of

4

the paper.

5

been edited and in layout etc.

6

think the best time for the boland

7

involvement in a criminal conspiracy

8

to manipulate the [market] to come

9

out is right after the Wolfpack

Allegedly it's already
I

10

article and where it's disclosed

11

he's part of the Wolfpack.

12

I think NOW or VERY SOON is the

13

perfect time to hear/see 'chatter'

14

on social media etc. of rumors of an

15

alleged Wolfpack, rumors of west

16

face/anson partners involvement

17

[...]"

18

A.

However

So I don't understand -- well,

19

first of all, I don't remember your question.

20

Second of all, I don't know why the font would

21

change.

22
23

That is not something I would do.

539

Q.
Say that again.

24
25

Sorry, you don't understand what?

A.
number one.

I don't remember your question,

Number two, I don't know why the font
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1

has changed.

2

normally.

3

that to that extent or of that nature.

4

540

That is not something I would do

Like I don't know if I have ever done

Q.

Right.

My question for you was

5

where it says just above that last part of that

6

paragraph:

7

"We r told that the Wolfpack

8

article in the Financial Post will

9

for sure be out tues[day] or

10

wed[nesday].

11

CEO of the paper."

12

My question was at the time you were

Confirmed to me by the

13

dealing with Paul Godfrey, who was the CEO of the

14

National Post; correct?

15

A.

16
17

I don't know if Paul is the CEO or

the Chairman.
541

Q.

Well, whatever.

He is the most

18

senior executive responsible for the National Post,

19

correct, and you were dealing with him at the time?

20
21
22
23

A.

Yes, I assume -- I'm friendly with

Q.

Right.

Paul.
542

MR. MOORE:

And -So just before we go on,

24

and we'll see how much further this goes, how does

25

this relate to the anti-SLAPP motions that we have
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pending?

2

MR. THOMSON:

3

Oh, believe me, it does.

It goes directly.

4

MR.

5

MR. THOMSON:

MOORE:

Well, I -I'm not about to explain

6

my legal theory to you in this cross-examination,

7

that is not an appropriate question, but it relates

8

directly - directly - to our theory of the case.

9

MR. MOORE:

Well, I think I'm entitled

10

to a little more than that, but we'll see how much

11

further this goes.

12
13

BY MR. THOMSON:
543

14

Q.

Not in a cross-examination you are

not.

15

Mr. Glassman, am I right that that is a

16

message or maybe more than one message written by

17

you and provided to Psy Group either directly or

18

indirectly; isn't that fair?

19

A.

No.

I would say that it appears

20

that it is a message that contains elements that I

21

wrote but also manipulated by somebody else.

22

would never -- I can't imagine my changing the font

23

and doing that.

24
25

544

Q.

Okay, forget the font.

A.

That --

I
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Q.
yours, isn't it?

3

A.

Forget the font.
Every word?
I don't know that.

4

if other words are missing.

5

manipulated in that email.

6

546

Q.

Every word is

I don't know

I don't know what was

And you are not able to explain to

7

us why we don't have any production from you or

8

from Catalyst of the email or the text message that

9

is embedded in this note from Burstien?

10

where are they?

11

A.

12
13

547

548

16

I believe it was --

Q.

Or to Tanuri.

A.

-- to Yossi.

Q.

Or Tanuri, or to anybody else.

Why do we not have that?

17

A.

18
19

I didn't say it was to Burstien.

I don't believe it was.

14
15

I mean,

I don't know.

You also have tens

of thousands that are produced.
549

Q.

And then look at the next page.

20

A.

I think why are --

21

MR. MOORE:

We don't believe it is an

22

email that was written, but we can debate that at

23

another time and place.

24
25

BY MR. THOMSON:
550

Q.

Well, Mr. Glassman, let's just hit
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1

this nail right on the head.

2

not, that this is your writing?

3

These are your words; correct?

4

A.

You concede, do you
Forget the font.

It looks like some of it.

5

know if all of it is.

6

least elements of it are mine, for sure.

7
8

551

Q.

I don't

But yeah, it looks like at

And then look at the next page.

Look at page 3:

9

"Information from Snowdy (Danny

10

Guy's PI working on the case) -

11

Possible corruption on Newbould.

12

Client - Just reviewed Naomi's

13

typed notes."

14

I just took you to text messages

15

between you and Danny Guy where you said the same

16

thing, that you just reviewed Naomi's typed notes.

17

Those are the notes of September 12; correct?

18

A.

I --

19

Q.

"I certainly would like to

20

know,

21

1. which partner at what law

22

firm alleges he could get a case on

23

the commercial list to the right

24

judge - and how - for $5mm.

25

2.

Why is newbould allegedly
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1

terrified of snowdy?

2

Client - Guys, we need both

3

teams to understand the following.

4

On Naomi's typed notes snowdy

5

alleges a partner at a law firm said

6

that for $5mm he can get the right

7

judge from the commercial list on

8

the case."

9

Those are your words and this is your

10

writing; correct?

11
12

552

A.

I think it is.

Q.

And again, the same question,

13

David.

14

Catalyst the messages that are embedded in

15

Burstien's memo of September 16, 2017?

Why do we not have from Mr. Glassman or

16

MR. MOORE:

Because we don't know or we

17

don't know for a certainty that they are a message

18

that he wrote to anybody.

19

is not for want of looking and wherever we thought

20

we could look, I can tell you that the last

21

paragraph on this page, the one that starts with

22

"Client - Guys [...]", that whole paragraph is

23

verbatim --

24

MR. THOMSON:

25

MR. MOORE:

I can tell you, and it

Well -Hold on -- is verbatim
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1

contained in a document authored by Guy Fikhte that

2

has been produced by Black Cube, and I will give

3

you the Black Cube production number.

4

We have looked for these documents.

We

5

have looked every place we can to see if there are

6

text messages, emails, whatever, authored by Mr.

7

Glassman.

8

understand the thrust of your questioning.

9

looked to see are there such documents authored by

10

And I recognize the language, and I
We have

him in any of those devices, and there are none.

11

And as I say, I can tell you and I'll

12

give you the Black Cube document reference where

13

you can see this exact paragraph is in a document

14

authored by Guy Fikhte.

15
16

BY MR. THOMSON:
553

Q.

And let me give you a couple of

17

other examples just to illustrate the point, and

18

then we'll move to a related subject?

19

Look at my tab 73.

So at tab 73 you'll

20

see a whole series of chats.

21

to us, by the way, by Black Cube.

22

series of chats involving people at Black Cube and

23

Yossi Tanuri that start on September 13th of 2017

24

and go all the way through -- and the last ones are

25

blacked out, unfortunately, but they go through to

These were produced
It is a whole
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1

November 25 of 2017.

2

are, again, Mr. Glassman, a number of your messages

3

or emails.

4

And embedded in these texts

So look, as an example, just to pick

5

the same one, look at page 12 of this production.

6

MR. MOORE:

7

Is this the Abu-Gosh

WhatsApp chat?

8

MR. THOMSON:

9

I don't know, David, I

don't know what that means when you say "Abu-Gosh".

10

MR. MOORE:

Well, there is a bunch of

11

chat groups that are comprised within the documents

12

produced by Black Cube.

13

MR. THOMSON:

14

I just don't recognize that "Abu-Gosh" reference --

15

MR. MOORE:

16

Yeah, that's what I call

it.

17
18

Yeah, but I don't know --

BY MR. THOMSON:
554

Q.

-- but others may.

19

But look at page 12, as an example, the

20

text is exactly the same one I have just shown you.

21

Look at September 16, 2017.

22

same thing:

23

"Ha.

Do you see again the

We just found out the

24

principal of Bluberi has historical

25

ties to the mafia.

[...]
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1

[...] This proves Boland up to

2

his eyeballs in a criminal

3

conspiracy."

4

A.

But it says --

Q.

Pardon me?

A.

It says Yossi Tanuri is saying

Q.

Yeah, and that is why my theory is

5

555

6
7
8
9

that.
556

that you sent this to Tanuri.

Tanuri sends it on

10

to our friends at Psy Group, and that is how it

11

becomes embedded in a Roy Burstien email dated two

12

or three days later.

13

you.

14
15
16
17

That is what I am putting to

And then if you want just one more
example, look at now my tab 225.
MR. MOORE:

No, but hold it.

That is a theory.

18

MR. THOMSON:

19

MR. MOORE:

20

Hold it.

Yes.
That is a fair way of

putting it, that that's a theory.

21

MR. THOMSON:

22

MR. MOORE:

Yes.
But it is Yossi Tanuri who

23

is -- and Mr. Glassman, to my understanding, and

24

your people would know this probably better than

25

you or I, was not a party to this WhatsApp chat
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room, or whatever it's called, and --

2

MR. THOMSON:

3

being forwarded by one to the other.

4

Tanuri is the -- he is the -- this is a wheel in a

5

spoke and he is at the centre of the wheel and the

6

spokes are going in different directions.

No, but his messages were

7

MR. MOORE:

8

BY MR. THOMSON:

9

557

Q.

That is why

Well --

So, Mr. Glassman, isn't it the

10

case that you communicated with Mr. Tanuri with the

11

expectation that he would send your messages on as

12

appropriate either to Black Cube or to Psy Group;

13

isn't that how you worked?

14

A.

Well, not quite.

Mr. Tanuri and

15

Mr. Ben Efraim were responsible and being paid 20

16

percent, as you previously proved, to quarterback

17

and manage this.

18

558

19

Q.

Right.

A.

So yeah, I would communicate with

20

Yossi or Gadi, often with Gadi.

21

whatever I have we have made available.

22

people didn't look in the right place.

23

didn't look in the right name.

24

go back.

I don't know.

25

deleted.

Nothing has been omitted.

And all of it,
Maybe
Maybe they

Maybe they have to

But nothing has been
We have
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1

obviously produced tens of thousands, if not more,

2

of pages of stuff.

3

I can only tell you what I know and

4

what I am looking at, and some of this does look

5

like it is my writing, yes.

6

know if all of it is.

7

writing something or forwarding something that I

8

may - and "may" being the operative word - have

9

written obviously either to him or to some source

10
11

Some of it.

I don't

And that looks like Yossi is

close to him.
559

Q.

And if we want to see one more

12

example of how this gets embedded in these various

13

texts, look at tab 225 and pull that up for a

14

minute.

15

And, David, I think I have now answered

16

your question.

This has become clear to me.

17

MR. MOORE:

18

BY MR. THOMSON:

19

560

Q.

Okay.

So, David, you will see at the

20

start of this document, the first line of it is

21

September 11, 2017:

22

"You created a group called

23

'Hummus Abu-Gosh'"?

24

MR. MOORE:

25

MR. THOMSON:

Yes.
So that is what you were
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probably referring to in --

2

MR. MOORE:

I know it is, because there

3

is several WhatsApp chats, and Abu-Gosh, to my

4

recollection, there is a Hebrew version and an

5

English translation in the Black Cube

6

documentation, and I think there are several

7

WhatsApp exchanges with their own name.

8

to my recollection, is the longest of them all.

9

goes on for like 200 pages or some such.

10

MR. THOMSON:

11

MR. MOORE:

Abu-Gosh,

Yes.
That is why the name, you

12

know, sticks in my mind probably more than the

13

others.

14
15

BY MR. THOMSON:
561

16
17
18

Q.

Right.

A.

But I am not in that.

David, I am

not in that group.
562

Q.

No, you are not.

19

MR. MOORE:

20

BY MR. THOMSON:

21

It

563

Q.

No, you are not, no.

This one -- the one I have just

22

showed you involved Tanuri.

23

Black Cube people, as I read it.

24

haven't examined Black Cube people yet, but I'm

25

assuming these people are all Black Cube.

This one involved just
And again, we
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But in any event, I just wanted to show

2

you one similar passage.

3

this document, at the very bottom of the page, page

4

29, the last entry where it says:

5

If you look at page 29 of

"Guys, we need both teams to

6

understand the following.

7

Naomi's typed notes [...]", and so

8

on.

9

And I have shown you that passage

On

10

before, but if you go on and just read the top of

11

the next page.

12
13

MR. MOORE:

In fact, that is identical

to the passage that is in that email --

14

MR. THOMSON:

15

MR. MOORE:

Right.
-- or that document we just

16

looked at word for word.

17

MR. THOMSON:

18

MR. MOORE:

19

THE DEPONENT:

20

MR. MOORE:

Exactly.
And that is -Avi --

No, hold on.

It is

21

attributed to Avi Yanus.

22

find it -- it is Black Cube 447, I think.

23

give you the number.

24

in different places identically, and the reason I'm

25

telling you that or I can tell you that is because

As I said, you'll also
I'll

But you'll find these words
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1

we have searched wherever we could think of to try

2

to find the origin of them.

3

MR. THOMSON:

Right.

And that is why

4

I'm being so dogged in terms of Mr. Glassman's

5

communications with Tanuri because I believe it was

6

routed all through Tanuri.

7

MR. MOORE:

Well, I am not objecting to

8

your questions.

9

entitled to ask these questions.

10

I get it.

That

is fine.

11
12

I am just trying to -- you are

BY MR. THOMSON:
564

Q.

Okay.

So, look, let's just then

13

move forward.

14

suggest that you might have received a phone, an

15

actual separate phone from Black Cube, and it is in

16

this same document we are on right now, tab 225.

17

Look at page 31.

18
19
20

Let me tell you why, Mr. Glassman, I

A.

Where do you want me to start

Q.

Just at the top of the page.

reading?
565

It

21

is a simple little reference where it is about two

22

from the top, so Yanus says:

23

"I have no direct contact with

24

the customer.

25

Then Guy Fikhte says:

None of us does."
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1

"I have, if the device has

2

reached him."

3

A.

Yeah, "if" being the operative

Q.

Yes.

A.

I can undertake -- David can

4
5

word.
566

6
7

undertake that we will have a search at the office,

8

my house, all the properties to see if somehow

9

there is something that we missed.

10
11

there is, but he says "if".
567

12

I don't believe

I assume that --

Q.

Yeah.

A.

But if it did, if it did, and I

13

don't remember, it would have to be with all the

14

other stuff that we keep.

15

this stuff out.

16

office.

17

and go search again both in the safe and in my

18

office all the drawers and in my assistant's area.

19

568

We don't throw any of

And it would most likely be at the

We can have somebody go in during COVID

Q.

Do you remember at one point a

20

little bit later, and maybe several weeks later,

21

having a problem with your phone and you couldn't

22

get into it because it was locked?

23

MR. MOORE:

24

THE DEPONENT:

25

MR. MOORE:

Is there a reference to -I don't remember --

Hold on.
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1

THE DEPONENT:

2

MR. MOORE:

I don't remember --

Hold it.

Is there a

3

reference that could fairly be put to the witness

4

to refresh his memory?

5
6

BY MR. THOMSON:
569

Q.

Yeah, I just can't lay my fingers

7

on it, David.

8

remember that, any situation, sir, where you --

9

well, I'll show you.

We'll find it.

But just do you

Here it is right here.

In

10

the same text message you can look at the top of

11

page 86.

12

A.

13

No, but I remember being locked

out of a predecessor to this phone.

14

MR. MOORE:

15

BY MR. THOMSON:

16

570

Q.

17

Yeah, like here -- hold it.

So it says at the top of page 86:
"The telephone is locked..

18

codes are not working...

19

do?"

20

Ran Shacham says, "From Yossi."

21

Fikhte says:

22

What to

"We'll buy him a new one,

23

transfer it with the lawyer."

24

MR. MOORE:

25

The

here's the deal.

What does that -- like,

Like what does that mean?
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1

MR. THOMSON:

2

MR. MOORE:

That is my question.
That is a rhetorical

3

question, just like some of your questions are.

4

But "transfer it with the lawyer", who?

5

Mr. Greenspan or Black Cube's lawyer or what

6

lawyer?

7

MR. THOMSON:

8

MR. MOORE:

9
10

And I am actually -Like what gives?

You know,

this issue arose, as you probably know -- well, let
me back up.

11

The Black Cube documentation, as it

12

were, was produced a few weeks ago, and I forget

13

the exact date, after the leave to appeal

14

applications were dismissed or application was

15

dismissed.

16

And as I'm sure you know, in the course

17

of arranging for the exchange of searches of phones

18

with Mr. Milne-Smith and Mr. Carlson, this issue

19

got raised, that there is another phone and did he

20

give you a phone, et cetera.

21

So I don't know what to make of it.

22

"Transfer it with the lawyer", we are not aware of

23

any lawyer anywhere being involved in any such

24

phone.

25

it was a stumbling block to -- well, not a

And we asked when this issue arose because
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1

stumbling block.

2

was about to take place with Mr. Carlson.

3

there some phone that we are not aware of that has

4

been missed?

5

thing, let alone any involvement of a transfer by a

6

new phone being bought and transferred with the

7

lawyer, whatever that means.

It was an issue as the exchange
Okay, is

And we are not aware of any such

8

I should also tell you for what it's

9

worth, and everyone can make their own inquiries

10

and draw their own conclusions, that I tried to see

11

if in the Black Cube productions there was any

12

reference to any conveyance of any phone or

13

anything like that, and we have not come across

14

anything.

15

is in Hebrew, but we have not seen anything.

16

Now, granted, some of that stuff still

And I'll just add, and maybe this is a

17

convenient time to break, but I'll just add that

18

these are not like rocket science questions, okay.

19

We know you are going to ask these questions, and

20

it behooves us to do our best to find out what else

21

there might have been or not might have been, And

22

we have done our best so far to do so.

23

additional inquiries that we can and should make,

24

we will.

25

If there is

BY MR. THOMSON:
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269

2

Q.

And so the last question before we

finish for the --

3

A.

So, sorry, Mr. Thomson, you asked

4

me if I remember a phone being locked.

5

an iPhone, my usual phone, 302-6303, being locked

6

and our having to get it serviced and replaced.

7

572

8

Q.

And did you raise that with anyone

from Black Cube?

9
10
11

I remember

A.

I remember raising it with our IT

Q.

All right, that is not my

guys.
573

12

question.

13

from Black Cube?

Did you raise that issue with anyone

14

A.

15

raised it with my IT guys.

16

would I go -- I remember having a problem, and I

17

actually remember it being pretty serious that I

18

couldn't get into my own phone.

19

574

Q.

I don't think so.

All right.

I think I

I don't remember.

Why

Well, look, believe

20

me, we will end up examining people from Black Cube

21

as we move forward with this case, but my question

22

for you is very simple.

23

device, a phone or other electronic device from

24

Black Cube?

25

communicate with Black Cube or with Tanuri or with

Did you ever obtain a

Was that phone ever used to
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anyone from Psy Group?

2
3

575

That is my question.

A.

I do not believe so.

Q.

All right.

And then my final

4

question, and then we can break for the day.

5

have already gone through at some length this

6

morning your reservations about Snowdy in your

7

communications with Danny Guy.

8

Tanuri, Gadi Ben Efraim and/or Psy Group aware of

9

your reservations about Snowdy, and if so, when did

10

MR. MOORE:

12

remember?

Don't guess.

THE DEPONENT:

14

BY MR. THOMSON:
576

16

Do you

Do you know?

13

Q.

No, I have no idea.

So sitting here today, you have no

recollection of having done so; correct?

17

A.

18
19

Did you make

you do so and how?

11

15

We

other.
577

I don't remember one way or the

I don't want to guess.
Q.

All right.

If I ask you to tell

20

me what you said to them about your concerns about

21

Snowdy, you can't tell me because you have no

22

recollection; correct?

23
24
25

A.

I do not want to guess.

I have --

I just don't remember.
MR. THOMSON:

Okay, why don't we stop
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there for the day.

2
3

-- Adjourned at 5:21 p.m.

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
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REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE

2
3
4
5

I, DEANA SANTEDICOLA, RPR, CRR,
CSR, Certified Shorthand Reporter, certify:

6

That the foregoing proceedings were

7

taken before me at the time and place therein set

8

forth, at which time the witness was put under oath

9

by me;

10

That the testimony of the witness

11

and all objections made at the time of the

12

examination were recorded stenographically by me

13

and were thereafter transcribed;

14
15

That the foregoing is a true and
correct transcript of my shorthand notes so taken.

16
17
18

Dated this 3rd day of May, 2021.

19
20
21
22

___________________________________

23

NEESONS, A VERITEXT COMPANY

24

PER:

DEANA SANTEDICOLA, RPR, CRR, CSR
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